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PREFACE 

In the following Notes | quote the text of the Nicomachean 
Lthics as it is given in Mr. Bywater’s Edition (Clarendon 
Press, 1890); and it is to be understood that J approve 
Mr, Bywater’s readings and punctuation throughout, except 

in the (comparatively few) places where I express doubt or 
dissent. 

Mr, Bywater’s Contributions to the Textual Criticism of 

Aristolle’s Nicomachean Ethics (Clarendon Press, 1892) un- 

fortunately did not appear till the first four Books of my 

Notes were already in print; but in preparing the sub- 

sequent Books for the press I have taken account of the 

explanations and valuable suggestions contained in this 

brochure, 

To Prof. Susemihl’s critical edition of the NMicomachean 

Ethics, not to mention his edition of the ELudemian Ethics 

and his edition of the Morala Magna, 1 am deeply indebted. 

On almost every page of these Noles I have to acknowledge 

something which I owe to Prof. Susemihl’s industry and 
suggestive treatment of the text. 

Before leaving the subject of the text, I ought perhaps 

to apologize for pretty often referring to the readings of 

certain inferior manuscripts—Cambr., CCC, NC, B', B’ 

B'— which I happen to have examined. I quote these 

readings, not as being valuable in themselves, but—some- 

times as enabling me to illustrate from my own observation 

the operation of causes which we have to take account of in 

a3 



vi PREFACE, 

estimating the readings of the important manuscripts— 

sometimes simply as not having been hitherto published. 

So far as the problem of establishing the text of the /Vico- 

machean Ethics is directly concerned, Mr. Bywater is 

undoubtedly right in leaving as our recognised sources K> 

and L>, with r and Aspasius. 

These volumes contain only ‘Notes.’ I have not written 

‘Introductory Essays,’ partly because the brilliant and in- 

structive ‘ Essays’ contained in the First Volume of Grant’s 

Ethics hold the field—partly, and chiefly, because I think 

that junior students—to whom I hope these Wofes may be 

useful—can master the £éhics only by fighting their way 

through the problems and difficulties of the Treatise, as 

these start up—sometimes for the first time, sometimes 

again under altered forms—in the Greek text itself. 

Having, for these reasons, dispensed with ‘Introductory 

Essays,’ I have been obliged to make a good many of the 

‘notes’ somewhat long; and being anxious that every 

important passage, as it occurred, should there and then 

impress the student with its full weight—its weight being 

often the weight of Aristotle’s whole Philosophy brought 

to bear through some technical term—I have not been very 

careful to avoid repetitions. 

The quotations from other works of Aristotle, and from 

Plato, have been printed in full, in order that the junior 

student may be able to read conveniently, within the limits 

of these volumes, what he certainly must read, if he is to 

understand the E¢hics in a concrete way as part of Aristotle’s 

entire Philosophy. 

In writing the ‘arguments’ I have allowed myself con- 

siderable liberty. In some cases it seemed that the student 

would be best introduced to the particular context by an 

epitome, in some cases by a paraphrase and explanation, 

in other cases again by a more or less free translation. 

In composing the ‘notes’ I have of course had a great 
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mass of material to draw upon in the works of the many 

scholars, ancient and modern, who have commented on the 

Ethics. The Greek Scholiasts—Aspasius (Heylbut, 1889), 

the Paraphrast Heliodorus! (Heinsius and Heylbut), Eu- 

stratius, Michael Ephesius, and the other Scholiasts printed 

in the Aldine Collection’ (1536)—I have used carefully 

throughout; and among the modern commentators I owe 

much, in different ways, to Zell (1820), Coraes* (1822), 

Michelet (1848), Fritzsche (for v, vi, vii—1851, and _ viii, 

ix—1847), Grant (last edition, 1885), Ramsauer (1878), and 

Jackson (for v—1879). 

My largest debt is to Grant, whose Etjics I wish to 

mention here with the greatest respect, as an edition the 

value of which has steadily grown on me. For help, 

indeed, in certain classes of detail difficulties, I have had 

most often to turn to other authorities; but no other edition 

have I found so fertile in philosophical suggestions. These 

suggestions, I would remark, are to be found in unobtrusive 

notes, as well as in the Introductory Essays. 

I must not omit to acknowledge my indebtedness to the 

modern translators—Stahr, Williams, and Peters—especially 

to the last. Here and there I have felt bound to say that 

I do not agree with a rendering given by Mr. Peters; but 

his Translation, taken as a whole, I have found an able and 

trustworthy assistant. 

1 We seem to have no good reason for believing that this was his name: see 
L. Cohen in the Berl. philolog. Wochensch. Nov. 9, 1889, p. 1419, and ¢. Val. 
Rose in Hermes, vol. ii. p. 212. 

For the Greek Scholiasts on the £.V. generally, see Val. Rose, Hermes, 
vol. v. pp. 61 sqq. aber die griechischen Commentare zur Ethik des Aristoteles ; 
and of. Bywater in Hermes, vol. v. pp. 354 sqq- 

? This collection is composed as follows according to Rose (Hermes, vol. v, 
article referred to in foot-note above)—Book I Eustratius, I-IV Anonymus, 
V Michael Ephesius, VI Eustratius, VII Anonymus rec., VIII Aspasius, 
IX-X Michael Ephesius. 

* For the circumstances attending the publication of this interesting edition 
see AAAMANTIOZ KOPAHZ ind A. OEPEIANOY (Trieste, 1890), vol. iii. 

PP- 47 sqq- 
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My separate debts to predecessors I have tried to acknow- 

ledge in all cases as they were contracted; but it may well 

be that, in annotating a Treatise on which there are so many 

Commentators, I have sometimes put down, from ignorance 

or forgetfulness, as my own, what ought to have been credited 

to another. 

There is one writer, not yet mentioned, to whom I wish to 

express special indebtedness. Dr. Rassow’s Forschungen 

tuber die Nicomachische Ethik (1874) have been always before 

me in writing these Motes. I suppose all who know Dr. 

Rassow’s little work will agree entirely with me when I say 

that very few works of the kind contain so much valuable 

matter in such small space. It would be a great gain if the 

Forschungen—a model of critical method—were made more 

accessible by means of an English translation. 

It is not necessary to refer here, except generally, to the 

assistance—acknowledged in detail—which I have derived 

from the editors of other works of Aristotle, and from the 

editors of other authors, quoted in these /Votes. 

In conclusion—a few lines about ‘interpolations,’ ‘dis- 

locations,’ and ‘duplicate passages.’ The subject is an 

interesting one, and I have touched it in some of my notes 

on Book v and Book vii, in connexion with the views of 

Dr. Jackson and Prof. Cook Wilson—also in other notes 

referring to the views of Dr. Rassow; but it properly lies 

beyond the scope of these volumes, which aim chiefly at help- 

ing readers of the Ethics to get hold of the philosophical 

doctrine of the Treatise. I feel sure that the scholars just 

mentioned agree with me in thinking that the philosophical 

doctrine, in its broad outlines and more important details, 

stands out with such evidence and actuality, that it is im- 

possible to conceive our view of it as having to be appreciably 

altered in consequence of discoveries which may hereafter 

be made as to the condition of the text before the age of 

Andronicus. To take up the subject of ‘interpolations, 
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dislocations, and duplicate passages ’—even if I had been 

competent to do so—would therefore have been beside the 

aim of these /Vofes as concerned with the philosophical 

doctrine of the Etéiics. Of course it would be a matter of 

extraordinary philological interest, if an Egyptian papyrus 

were found, old enough to decide for, or against, the in- 

genious speculations of the modern yepifovres. 

The Index added to these Notes does not profess to be 

complete. It is designed mainly to help the student by 

bringing together selected notes on some of the more im- 

portant topics. To find his way in the Greek text, the 

student must turn to Mr. Bywater’s Index. 

J. A. STEWART. 
July, 1892. 





MAU SCRIE TS 

K*=cod. Laurent. 81. 11 (1oth cent.). 

L»=cod. Par. 1854 (12th cent.). 

M?=cod. Marc. 213 (15th cent.). 

N’=cod. Marc. append. iv. 53 (14th cent.). 

O°=cod. Riccard. 46 (14th cent.). 

H*=cod. Mare. 214 (14th cent.). 

P?=cod. Vat. 1342 (14th or 13th cent.). 

T'= Vetusta translatio (13th cent.). 

Cambr. = University Library 1879 Li. v. 44: the Eliensis of Wilkinson, Zell, 

and Michelet, the O* of Susemihl (13th cent.). 

CCC = Library of Corpus Christi College, Oxford, 112 : the O! of Susemihl 

(15th cent.). 

NC=Library of New College, Oxford 227: the O? of Susemihl (15th 

cent.). 

B'= Brit. Mus. Add. MS. 14080 (15th cent.). 

B?= Brit. Mus. Add. MS. 6790 (15th cent. ). 

B?= Brit. Mus. Royal MS. 16 C. xxi (16th cent.). 

Par. 1853=Bibl. Nat. Paris: (part containing E. N. 15th cent.). 

[For Bekker’s MSS. of the Z. 4. see Susemihl, Die Bekkerschen Hss. der 

N.E. Neue Jahrbiicher fiir Philol. 1878, p. 625 sqq.; and Bywater’s Contri- 

butions to the Textual Criticism of Aristotle’s Nic. Eth. For the English MSS. 

of the #. V. see Anecdota Oxon., Classical series, vol. i. part 1. For I, the 

Vet. tr., see Newman’s Politics, vol. ii. pp. xli sqq.] 
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CORRIGENDA 

5, foot-note, read kadds Kat dyads. 

81, thirteenth line from top, for ‘zs used’ vead ‘ zs is used.’ 

169, heading of note on § 2, vead dper&v. 

329, tenth line of note on § 2, read dpyiOéwpos. 

496, ninth line from top, for ‘whole section’ vead ‘clause.’ 

tenth line from top, for ob pice read pévto may. 

. 133, heading of note on 1146 a. 22 vead wapadoka edeyxew. 

148, top line, for ‘acts also against his consciously realised know- 

ledge of the including universal’ read ‘at the same time 

consciously realises the including universal.’ 

178, sixth line from top, for ‘in’ vead ‘is.’ 

181, fourth line of note on a. 3, read departs. 

264, sixth line from top, for ‘imply’ vead ‘implies.’ 

295, seventh and eighth lines of note on a. 26, for ér kat abrois read 

Kal €Tt aUTOLS, 
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reached in the enquiry flow from these principles, as the geometer’s 1094 

conclusions flow from the visualised definitions, or diagrams, 

which he posits as his starting-points. This penchant for the ‘ geo- 
metrical method’ in concrete enquiry sometimes leads Aristotle 

far astray, where ‘verification’ does not force itself upon him, as 

it does in Ethics and Politics. 
So much for the general logical significance of the exordium of 

the £¢thics, as one of a class, Its special logical significance in 

relation to the Treatise which it introduces may now be indicated. 

The cause assumed in this section is the Final Cause; and the 

leading doctrines of the Treatise may be shown to follow as con- 

clusions from the universal proposition in which this cause is 

assumed, 
The good—whieh every being, consciously or unconsciously, 

strives to realise is not something external to itself (ywpurrdy i. 6. 

13), but zs own good {ef. i. 5. 4 tayabdv § oikeidy ti kai Sucadaiperov 

civat pavtevdpeOa), the perfection of its own nature, whatever that 

may be. The oak, which, springing from the acorn, grows 

according to the law of its nature, and becomes a perfect tree, 

realises the end of its existence, and attains ‘its own good. The 

final cause of an organism cannot be distinguished from the 

organism itself at its best. The final cause, or good, of the tree is 
the tree itself. Hence, for the term good, we may substitute the 
term exzsfence. All beings, Aristotle might have said, struggle for 

existence according to their kinds. vous, which in its strict sense 

is biological law—the law determining the growth of organised 

beings, is antagonistic to the depoy, or that which is indefinite 

and shapeless: see wept (dav yevéceas 1, 1. 715 b. 14 7 de vars 
, Nie ee \ \ » > , ¢ \ , >\ a 

gevyet TO Ameipov' TO pev yap ametpov aredes, 7 O€ vars aet Cynret Tédos. 

The vais of the acorn produces the oak, and only the oak, an 
organism realising a definite shape, or wépas, in which no one part, 

or function, is developed out of due proportion’, Such an 

1 Cf. de Part. Anim. i. 1. 641 b. 25 ot’ elvar pavepoy Sri Eote Tt ToOLodTov 5 
57) kat Kadodpev, pio" ov yap Si 6 Te ETUXEV ef ExdoToU yiveTat OTEpparos, dAAA 
TOd€ Ek TOVdE, OVSE OTEepwa TO TUXOY Ex TOD TYX6VTOS OTEéppaTos’ apxXi) dpa Kat 
mointiKov Tov éf av’TOD TO oTEepua: pice yap TadTa’ PvEeTa youv éx TovTOV. Cf. 
Met. A. 16. 1021 b. 21 Exaorov té7e Tédevov, Kal 4 ovcia Taca TOTE TEAEia, 
bray Kata TO eldos THs oikelas apeTHs pndev eAXrEimN popiov Tov KaTa piow 
peyébous. Cf. Themistius on the Physics, vol. i. pp. 170, 171 (ed. Spengel)— 
70 e€idos Kal TO mapdderypa TouréaTw 6 Adyos TOU Ti jv iva. Tapdderypa 5é eimov 
ovX ws of Tds ideas A€yovTes aVTO TL Ka’ aiTO bpeaTas Kal xwpiaTov Eidos, GAA’ 
ered) Wpiorar TO Eidos Exdorou THY Und Picews y.vopévwy, oiov dvOpwrou inmou 

B2 

(| 
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organism is essentially itself, containing in itself its own dpxyy and 
TéXos, 2.€. growing in its own way, and for its own sake+. In these 

respects natural organisms differ from the products of workmanship 
(réxyy), which have an external dpyy—are shaped by another, and for 

some end towards which they are merely means. A _ house exists 
for the sake of those who inhabit it, but a plant or animal exists 

for its own sake. Téxvy is accordingly related to the good in a 
very different manner from that in which dvov is related to the 

good. Téym is a means towards the attainment of the good, 
whereas gvots is the realisation of the good. Now, since the 

subject of the L7hcs is the Life of Man at its best (r6 ¢d jv), it is 

easy to understand that the relation of @vous, rather than that of 

téxyn, to the Good will be present to Aristotle’s mind throughout 

the Treatise. Human life at its best is no mere device, or means, 

adopted by man for the sake of something beyond itself and 

better. The eddatuwy “ves, and there is nothing better than his life. 

His nature is a \dyos, or organism, 6p4és, balanced in all its parts, 

and containing, like the nature of a tree, its own dpyn and rédos 

within itself—freely initiating functions, in the performance of 

which it treats itself ‘always as an end and never merely as a 

means.’ So far, there seems to be no essential difference between 

the Tree and the Man: the Adyos, or organism, of each affirms 

itself, Whether the fact that in the man the self-affirmation takes 

the form of consciousness of self makes an essential difference, is 

a question which need not be discussed here. As it is, the 
evoaiuov, in affirming himself, Azows himself—takes a survey of 
human nature as an «iSos, or organic whole, consisting of mutually 
related parts and tendencies. 

But why related as they are, and not otherwise? Because ‘ it is 

best’ that they should be so related—because ‘ Deus sive Natura’ 

requires them to be so related. Hence the complete knowledge 
of human nature, as an eidos, requires a knowledge of God, and 
demands 6ewpia strictly so called, or the contemplation of that which 

Boos éaias oueqs mAaTdvov, Kal 4 TadTa Sypwovpyotca apxiy péxpe Tocodrouv 

mpoeor Kwovoa Thy UAnv péxpis ob TO Eidos TOUTO Kal TY poppy TeAclws 
evappooa TH vAn. 

' For its own sake as representative of an immortal type. As individual, 
it sacrifices itself to the perpetuation of this type: see Aspasius on this §— 
Exaorov yap adyera ind Ths idias picews omovdy ent Ti idiay TededrHTa 
émt 5€ TavTny dyerar bid TO mpods exeivo veveveéva, 5 mavTaw éott TedreLbTATOY 
(Z.e. TO Oevov). 
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is eternal. Accordingly, we find Aristotle defining eddaporia as 1094 a. 1. 
Oewpia ts (x. 8. 8). And this is the formal definition, not only of 
the evdaoria of the Thinker (the subject of the context in which 

this definition occurs), but also of that of the moral agent——-i xara 

tas a\das dperas: for the latter exists for the sake of the former, 

and must be defined in accordance with it. The city exists for 

the sake of its thinkers. A materially prosperous city without 

thinkers would be dredjs, like the body without the life. Political 

institutions and moral rules are what they are, because the end 

of the city is to be the home of a few thinkers. The moral life, 

which bulks so largely in the city, is rd dvaykaioy rd e& brobécews in 

relation to the poppy which the life of the thinkers—ré dyke 
puxpov—realises. Sodias evexa émuratres 4 pdvnois, adN ovK ékeivy 

(Z. XW. vi. 13. 8). Hence it is in the @ewpyrixos Bios that the ulti- 

mate standard of a// conduct is found. The ultimate épos or\ 
axorés, according to which the moral peodrns is fixed, is given not | 

by the practical, but by the speculative reason. Without the 

speculative ideal of rov Gedy Ocpamevew kai Oewpetv (Z.E. 1249 bd. 20), 

or 70 dOavarifew (Z'. JV. x. 7. 8), man’s moral life would be meaning- 
less. _Why should he restrain his desires for the mere sake of 
restraining them? Evédapovia, then, even when realised in the 

performance of moral actions, is Oewpia, or contemplation of the 

eternal: for the eiSos of human nature, which must be known, if 

moral conduct is to be achieved, cannot be known except in view 

of its end—r5 d@avarigew, rd Tov Cedov Ocparevew Kal Oewpeiv *. 

The ultimate good, then, which man seeks after is the con- 

sciousness of his own «iSos as Oeiov. It is only the ‘ Thinker,’ as 
such, in the Oewpnrixds Bios, who has this consciousness clearly (see 

EN. x. 8.8). The morally excellent man, however, acts im a 
manner which would be tnexplicable unless the eiSos of Human 

Nature were such as the ‘Thinker’ is conscious of it. The 

morally excellent man may be said to have a practical, as dis- 

1 It is interesting to note that Plotinus (quite as much a Neo-Aristotelian 
as a Neo-Platonist: see Hegel, Vorles. ziber die Gesch. d. Philos. vol. 3, p- 9) 

actually describes as Oewpia rod etSous the effort of plants and animals to preserve 
and perpetuate their various types (Zzz. iii. 8, vol. i. 333 sqq. ed. Kirchhoff), 
just as Aristotle often describes it as a striving after 7d del kal 70 O€iov. So 
also the Sczertza zntuttiva of Spinoza’s wise man is a ewpia of Human Nature 
sub specie aeternitatis, or as related to God. With sczentia tntudtiva, a man 
forms clear and distinct ideas of his passions, and so regulates them, just as 

the xadroxayadds of Eudemus (Z. 2. H. 15) finds in his @ewpia of the Divine 
Nature, and of Human Nature as divine, the épos T@v pecoTHTwv. 

—_—< 
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1094 a.1. tinguished from a speculative knowledge of it. He knows it as 
an ép6os Adéyos, or organism maintaining itself with difficulty in an 

environment—liable to be disturbed by sensations and passions ; 

and his ‘unconscious metaphysic’ consists in his strong zv/eres¢ in 

its maintenance, which causes him to reject the solicitations of the 

senses and passions, and ‘choose the mean,’ as the Practical 

Reason (acting in the service of the Speculative Reason) directs. 
The morally inferior man, on the other hand, allows external 

influences to interfere with the steady operation of the internal 
organising principle of Reason. He allows himself to grow in this 
direction or that, out of due proportion (mapa réy dp6dv Aéyov), in 

the interest of ends foreign to his nature, as an harmonious 

organism. He devotes himself to pleasure (dmohavorixds Bios), OF 
wealth (xpnpareoris Bios), or social success (ripn—see Lf. NV. i. 5), 

objects which a turn of fortune may remove from his grasp, leaving 

him without any ‘good of his own.’ He fails in life, because he 

‘makes himself a means and not an end.’ 
Thus from the Principle laid down in the first section of the 

Ethics the whole teaching of the Treatise may be deduced: that the 

Practical Life consists in the maintenance of the Mean, or organic 

balance, in action and feeling, for the sake of the Speculative Life, 

which is supreme, and furnishes the Practical Life with a cxores. 

téxvn| ‘The habit or faculty of making (és pera Adyou adrnbois 

moumtixn LZ. iV. vi. 4. 3). It is external to the thing made, and, 

as such, is distinguished from qvovs, which is an immanent for- 

mative principle (Jes. A. 3. 1070 a. 7 % pev ody Téxyn apy?) ev Addo, 

7) O€ vows dpxn evatro: and cf. #. NV. vi. 4. 4). Although réyvy aims 

at the good in a very intelligible sense, its relation to it, as has 

been pointed out above, is not that in which Aristotle is concerned 

to show that the rational agent stands to his good. The rational 
life is not a process, producing beyond itself something which 

may perhaps in turn be employed for some further purpose; it is 

good and beautiful in itself, like an organism, and not useful as 
a means. 

pe0080s|: see the notes of Zell, Michelet, and Grant, and Index 

Aris/. s.v. Literally it means ‘way to knowledge’: here it 
stands for ‘knowledge’ or ‘science’ itself (émua7npn). 

mpagis| as used in the Z%hics properly means ‘moral action’: 
cf. vi. 2. 2 1) atoOnois ovdemias apy mpdéews' Spdov Sé T@ Ta Onpia 

atcOnow pev exew mpdgews dé pr Kowaveiv, Tpaéis expresses reason 
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(Asyos), or what the man is as an indivisible efSes or person, just as 1094 a. 1. 

the place of the hands on the dial at a given time expresses the 

whole mechanism of the clock. As such, mpaés is distinguished 

from reactions in immediate response to isolated stimuli of sense. 

Tpoatpects | defined in £.X. iii. 3. Q as Bovdeutixy apes Trav ed’ 

jpiv. It also is peculiar to man as possessing reason. It is the 
‘choice’ of means to some end, the end being distinguished by 

reason from the pleasure of the moment—the object of éméupia. 
It is good when it is the exponent of the whole man as perfectly 

apprehended by his reason; bad, when the end with which the 

agent ‘identifies his good’ falls short of being ‘the whole man,’ or 

is merely a phantastic image of him. Mere ém:6vpia, on the other 

hand, expresses only the reaction of the sensibility in relation to 

an isolated stimulus. It involves no conception of a good. Some- 

thing is pleasant at the moment, and émOvpia rushes without 

reflection to the enjoyment of it. Tpoaipeois therefore, as implying 

the conception of an end different from present pleasure, is placed 

here with technical correctness in a list of faculties and functions 

which aim at ‘a good.’ Even ‘bad choice’ involves the notion, 
however imperfect, of ‘a good’: as Aspasius says ad loc. kai yap ai 
poxOnpat mpa&es Kai poxOnpat mpoapérers epécer rod dyabod yivovrat, 

ada TerAavnnEevav TOY TpaTTOvT@Y 7) Tpoapoupevar. 

816 Kahds arepyvavto Taya0dy of mév7’ epietar] cf. LV. x. 2. 4 

oi 3 enordpevor ws ovK ayabdy ob mart’ efierat, pr) odbev Aeyoou. 

Cf. Rhet. i. 6. 1362 a. 23 form d) dyabdv & dy adrd éavtod evexa 7 

aiperov Kai ob évexa GdXO aipotpeba Kai ob epierar mdvra } mdvTa Te 

ataOnow éxovta i) vouv i) ef AdBot voor" Kai dca 6 voos av €xkaoT@ azrodoin, 

kal oa 6 Tepi ExaoToy vois dnodidacw éexdoT@, TodTs eotw éxdoT@ ayabby. 

Cf. Themistius, Wepi Vuxjs, fol. g2 (vol. ii. p. 208, ed. Spengel) 

ayabod yap 7) atcOnots 7 alcOnors avtihapBaveo Oar ody ola Te odd€ KaKod, 

GANA pdvoy Tod TéprovTos i) ayavTos, TO bé ayabdy Kal Td KaKdy TOD vou 

povov Kpivew eoti. But if atcOnouw and émiOvplia, as such, are not 

directed to ‘the good,’ how can the lower animals, which have 

only aic@now and emOvpia, be said ‘to strive after the good’? 

Because their aic@jces and émOvpia have, like their protective 

colours and other bodily adaptations, assumed a definitely fixed 
character in relation to an orderly (i.e. rational) environment. 
Their organisms, which their aic@jces and émOupia subserve, 

are embodiments of reason adequate to the conditions of the 
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environment in which they survive: cf. £. WV. vii. 13. 6 008’ 
ASoviv Stdkovor thy adtiy mavres, HSovny pévroe mavTes’ tows Se Kal 

Siudkovow ody Hv olovrar ovd Hy ay qhaiev, GAA Thy aitHy’ mdvTa yap 

ioe: exer Tt Ociov. Man's dpe€es conflict with his ‘ good,’ because 
by his @ewpia he has risen into a sphere in which his merely animal 

adaptations are inadequate. 

§ 2. Siabopd .. .] There are two kinds of ends. Some are 
immanent, being identical with the évépyeu, or functions, which 

constitute the essence, or perfect being, of the things of which 
they are said to be the évépyea. A physical organism, and the 
noble life, are ends of this first kind’ ~Some ends, however, are 
not immanent, but exist beyond the functions or operations which 
produce them. The products of réyvy are ends of this second kind. 
They continue to exist after the processes which have produced 

them have ceased; whereas a physical organism ceases to exist, 

as such, when its vital functions cease. The end of réym is 

an épyov mapa tHv evépyecay. Hence the evépyea, or operations as 

such, of réxyn are said to be aredeis, and are more properly called 
kunoes than evépyea, Cf. Ales ©. 6. 1048 b. 28, &c. maca yap 

kivnots ateAns, isxvacta, paOnots, Badiors, oikoddpnots’ abrar S€ Kiwyjoets, 

kal aredeis ye’ ov yap dua Badifer kal BeBadixer, ov5’ vikodope? kai dKxodd- 

pnkev, ovde ‘yiyverar Kal yéyovev, 7) KiveiTar Kal KeKivyKev’ GAN ETepoy Kal 

Kiet Kal Kivetrau’ Ewpake S€ Kal 6pa Gua TO avTo, Kal voet Kal vevonKe. THY peVv 

ovv ToLavTny evepye.av heya, exelvny bé kiwnow. Cf. Mer. K. 9. 1066 a. 20 

i TE Kinois evépyeta pv eivar Soxet tus, dreAjs dé. But Life, whether 

viewed as an organised system of various functions, or as mirrored 
in one high function such as sight or thought, is évépyea in the 

strict sense, z.¢. contains its own end in itself. Such évépyea, as 

Aristotle puts it, ‘resides in’ that organism of which it is said to 

be the evépyeca, being indeed identical with the odota or etdos of the 
organism ; whereas the so-called eévépyea of the builder or weaver, 

gud builder or weaver, passes out into the house or web, which is 

‘better than’ the builder or weaver, guvd@ builder or weaver. See 

Met. ©. 8. 1050 a. 23, &c. eel & ori trav pev oxarov 4 xpijors, otoy 

OWews 1) pacts, Kal oddev yiverat mapa Tavtny Erepov dnd THs bYews Epyor" 

én’ eviov Se yiverai Tt, ciov amd THs oixoSopKns olkia mapa Ti olkodd- 

pnTW ... dow pev ody Erepdv TL eoTL Tapa THY xpHow TO yeyvdpevor, 

TOUT@Y pev 7 evépyeta ev TO Tovoupev@ éoriv, olov } Te oikoddunois ev TO 
> , x € LA nr col oikoSopovpevm kal 4» Upavors ev TO vpavopev@’ spoiws S€ Kal emt Tov 

Soins 
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adA@v, Kal dds 9 Kivnols ev TH KWovper@’ doy Se pH e€oTW Gddo TL 1094 a. 3. 

epyov mapa tiv evépyevav ev avtois Umapxer } evépyeta’ oiov 7 Spacis ev TO 

éparte kai 7 Oewpia ev TH Oewpodvte kai 7 Cal ev TH Wuxy’ Ovd Kat 7 edvdat- 

povia’ (wn yap Kat mow tis eotiv® Bote havepoy tt 7 ovoia Kal TO €idos 

evepyera tis €orw. With the doctrine of this passage we may compare 

Aristotle’s theory of the relation of the wuxn to the caua. The 

Wux7 is the function of the capa, its form, or essence. A dead body 

is a body only in an equivocal sense, as a marble hand is a hand. 

It is life which constitutes the body; and the living body does not 
exist for the sake of any end external to itself. See De Anima, 

ii, I. 412 a. IQ dvayxaiov dpa tiv Wuxi ovoiay eivat, ws eidos 

capatos dvoixov Suvaper Cory €xovres—and Mer. H. 3. 1043 a. 35 

Wox7 yap ovcia kal evépyeta copatds twos*, As the whole body exists 

for the sake of, and is constituted by its life, so an organ like the 

eye, taken by itself, may be said to exist for the sake of, and be 

constituted by its special function—sight. The end, good, or 

being of the eye is sight. This end or good is not something which 

can exist apart from the eye ; and an eye which does not see is not 
really aneye. Cf. De Anima, ii. 1. 412 b. 18 ef yap jv 6 dpOadpos 

(dor, xn av aito jv 7 dys arn yap ovcia dpOadpov 7H Kata Adyov" 

6 & odOarpos try Geos, js amoduTovens, ovk eoTrw opOahpds, mArvy 

Gpovipes, kalarep 6 NiOwos Kat yeypaypévos. The noble life (edda- 

povia—ro ed (qv) is the function or evepyeca of Human Nature as 
sight is of the eye. 

§§ 3, 4] To ed jv, the noble life, is the chief end of man, and all a. 6. 

his actions and pursuits are for the sake of this. But every one of 

these actions and pursuits has its own immediate end, which, in its 

turn, is a means to the end of some more comprehensive pursuit. 

1 Cf. Zeller, Ph. d. Gr. third ed. p. 487 (Aristot.)—‘ Besteht nun das wahre 
Wesen jedes Dings in seiner Form, und das Wesen alles Gewordenen in 
seinem Zwecke, so wird diess auch von den lebenden Wesen gelten miissen. 
Jedes lebende Wesen ist eine kleine Welt, ein Ganzes, dessen Theile dem 
Zwecke des Ganzen als Werkzeuge zu dienen haben. (Phys. vili. 2. 252 Db. 
24 «i 8 év (aw rodro Suvardv yevécOa, TE KwAVEL TO a’TO GUBBHVAL Kal KaTa 7d 
Trav ; ei yap ev puxpw Koopw yiverat, wal ev weyadw). Jedes Werkzeug ist aber 
von der Verrichtung abhingig fiir die es bestimmt ist; der Korper ist mithin 
um der Seele willen da, und die Beschaffenheit jedes Korpers ist durch die 
seiner Seele bestimmt: (de part. animal. i. 5. 645 b. 14 émet 5€ 70 pev 
épyavoy wav évexa Tov, Tay 5& TOU GwpaTOs popiwy ExaoToY EveKa Tov, TO 5 ov 
évexa mpagis Tis, pavepov bre Kat TO avvOAOY GHpa GuvéoTHKe Tpagews TLWos Evexa 
TAnpous.... WOTE Kal TO CHpda Tws THs Puxfs evecer, kal TA pdpia THY Epyov 
mpos & mepunev Exaotov. Cf. Met. vi. 10. 1035 b. 14.)’ 

* 
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We thus find in life many dpyrexrovxat Suvdpes, So called however 

in a relative sense only, because ‘he dpxurexroukyn Sivays par 

excellence is the art of living nobly. All other ends—Health, 

Wealth, Victory—are subordinate to, and good only in relation to 

the noble life. Although some of the special operations of man, 

such as walking, riding, dancing, differ from the réyvae proper in 

not resulting in épya or things made, still they resemble them in 

looking beyond themselves, as e.g. to health, business, or amuse- 

ment. On the metaphor implied, in the use of the term apxirek- 
rovixy here, the Paraphrast has the following remarks: 7 6€ orpaty- 

yixh) dpyirexrovexy) mpos adras [2.¢. immuny x.t.A.| Kadetrau’ Svvarar yap 

Omep 6 apxitéxtav ev Tois TéxTooL’ KaOamep yap eketvos amoPBdérav eis 70 

eldos THs oikias éxeiva KedevEr ToLElY TOUS TéKTOVas a Mpos Ekelvo Eper TO 

elOos, OUT@ Kal 1) OTpaTNytKN, Kal €lTts GAN ToLta’TN, amd Tov idiov Tédous 
ms ’ 

Tas GAAats Sidwot Tovs Kavovas. 

§ 4. Suvopiv] ‘faculty,’ in the sense in which we speak of the 

Faculty of Arts or Law at a University. 

Xxadwvorrouky | Accepted by Bekker and Bywater on the authority 
of pr. K» alone, for the xaAworomrixy of rc. Kb, and apparently all 

other MSS. 

katé Tov adtov 8} tpdwov| Bywater introduces xara into the text 

from Kb, Mb, (and Cambr.). For 6) read here by Bekker and 

Bywater, Susemihl gives 5¢. The best MSS. seem to have 6y, 

while 8¢ is given by CCC, B?, B?, and Ald. Where 6¢ and 67 

are concerned, however, MS. authority is not of much account. 
I prefer 6¢, 

év dtdoois 8€] dé is the reading of all MSS. apparently except 
M? and Fr, which have 67, Aé and 67 are constantly interchanged in 

the MSS.,and the best of them have not much authority in the matter. 

Zell, Grant, and Ramsauer read é¢, and explain it as an instance of 

‘dé in apodosi. The law of ‘é¢ in apodosi’ in Aristotle is thus 
formulated by Eucken (de Arist. dicend? ratione: pars prima: de 

particularum usu, p. 31)—‘dé in apodosi usurpatur aut ita ut 

repetatur apud demonstrativum cum antecesserit apud relativum, 

aut post demonstrativum, cum non antecesserit, sed enuntiatio 

demonstrativa quodam modo opponatur relativae, aut post par- 
ticulam «i, ubi apodosis opposita est protasi.’ It seems natural then 
to bring the év dracas 6€ of the present passage under the first 

ee a 

—— a 
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clause of the law for ‘é¢ in apodosi’ as formulated by Eucken. 
Michelet, however, reading 6¢, prefers to speak of an anacoluthon 

here. He follows Krische (/enazsche allg. Literaturzettung: 

December, 1835: no. 230, p. 403) in thinking that the éoa & 

eioiv with which the sentence begins is, after the parenthesis, 

changed per anacoluthiam into év dndcas dé, the dé being simply 

repeated, The words of Krische (quoted by Eucken, p. 23) are: 

‘doa 6’ eiot kiindigt den Satz an, der durch die Vergleichung, 

welche aber von ihm nicht zu trennen ist, unterbrochen wird; 

mit €v dwdoas 6€ wird der unterbrochene Gedanke, der nun auch 

die Vergleichung in sich schliesst, wieder aufgenommen, so dass 5é¢ 

nach év ax. das wiederholte erste dé ist, und nimmermehr statt 87 

die Apodosis bildet :’ on which Eucken remarks—‘ cujus sententiae 
assentirer, si Aristoteles scripsisset év ratras 5€, sed cum éy dmdoas 
legatur, quo verba omnia quae antecedunt comprehenduntur, 

nescio an cum codice M> (cujus auctoritas in talibus rebus summa 
est) Korae, Bonitzio 67 legendum sit’ I am inclined to follow 
Eucken in preferring 67 to 6¢ here, on the principle which he lays 

down in substituting 64 for 6¢in Z. WV. iii. 11. 4. 1118 b. 24—‘ post 

mavra non particula dé, quae opponit, locum habet, sed 6y, quae ea 
comprehendat quae antecedunt’—and quite independently of the 

authority of M». M» notoriously abounds in unique readings, 

which have no genealogical significance, and can only be regarded 
as the conjectures of a scribe: see Susemihl’s Pref. to his edition 

of Eth. Nic., Teubner, 1880, p. viii‘ Cum inter peculiares M > 

codicis lectiones haud paucae sint sine dubio e mera conjectura 

modo falsa modo recta haustae, summa in eo adhibendo cautione 

opus neque Bekkerus’ ubique satis ea usus est.’ Eucken there- 
fore seems to me to take up a peculiarly untenable position, when 

he maintains (p. 40) not only that we must go to the MSS. to 
decide between 67 and 6¢é, but that on this particular point M? is 
to be preferred to all others: ‘in Ethicis Nicomacheis ubicunque 

agitur utrum 67 an 6¢ scribendum sit codex M > ceteris omnibus 

praeferendus est.’ 

§ 5. Siapdper 8 ovSev «.7.4.] It does not affect the subordina- 

tion of ends described in § 4, whether the subordinate ends are 

epya, like a bridle, or evépyea:, like riding. Both fall under the end 

1? According to Rassow (Forsch. diber die Nic. Eth. p. 8) Bekker has altered 
the text on the authority of M® unique in about twenty places. 

1094 a. 14. 
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of generalship—victory. Again, an évépyea like walking may be 
subordinated to an évépyeua the end of which is an épyoy, as when a 

builder walks to his work; just as, on the other hand, an end 
which is an épyov, like a bridle, may be subordinated to one which 

is an évépyea, like riding. The épyov is indeed ‘better than’ the 

évépyera Which produced it, but not better than any évépyea. Thus 

a substantive épyov may be subordinate to a mpaés which results 

in no épyov. So the Paraph. ad loc. ci Sé Kai py mpdkes ciev ra 

TéAn Tov mpakeav, GAA epya, ovdey KwAVEL BEATLOY civat Kal aiperwrepov 

kal aitev tav epyov TO THs apxiTeKTovuKns Tédos Kal mpaéis Ov’ Gotrep 

xaXworountixjs pev Tedos epyov' xadwos ydp' orparnytxns de redos 

mpakis* vikn yap" Kat ovdévy Kwdver THY vikny Bedrio eva Kai aiperwrépay 

Tov xadwvov 7d yap epyov Bedtwov ths mpdkews, ov maons, adda povys 
> , a > , 7 f s > , > , 

exelyns hs amoTeAcopd €or, OidTe TEAOS EkelvNS EOTL. 

GEEA Pir BIR: a. 

ARGUMENT. 

Now, if all forms of human endeavour have ultimately one and the same 

end, this end being sought after for tts own sake, while all other ends are 
chosen as means towards its attainment—and this must be so, for, tf all our 

ends were but means to further ends, human endeavour would be an endless 
and vain process—this one ultimate end will be the Chief Good. 

The knowledge of the true nature of this ultimate end of all human en- 
deavour must evidently have great influence on the conduct of life. If we 

possess the knowledge of tt, we shall be more likely always to do the right thing 

tn particular circumstances. We must therefore try to get at least a general 

zdea of its nature, and to determine the science or art of which it ts the object. 

Lt must surely be the object of the: science which rules all the other sciences, 
and supplies the plan which they all subserve. Such Statesmanship—the science 
or art of social life—mantfestly ts. All other sciences and arts exist and are 
cultivated subject to the provisions which this supreme science or art lays down 
for them. It uses the other sciences and arts for its own practical end: it de- 

termines authoritatively what we shall do, and what we shall not do. Its end 
therefore, including as it does the ends of all the other sciences and arts, will be 

man’s Chief Good. When we say ‘man’s Chief Good’ it is eminently the 
citizen’s Chief Good that we have in view ; for although ‘man’ and ‘ citizen’ 
are essentially one, and their good therefore essentially the same, the accidents 

of concrete life may partially isolate the individual from the society of his 
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fellow-citizens, and the good which he attains to in his partial isolation will 
differ in degree, though not in kind, from that which men in full rapport with 
the best social influences realize for themselves and their city. The former 
good is one which indeed we are often fain to acquiesce in, but the latter ts 

Sar better—a more divinely beautiful thing to lay hold of and keep. 

§1.] As Grant says, this is ‘the argument upon which the 
whole system of the Z7hzcs is based.’ We cannot always desire 
means; there must_be an end desired for its own sake alone ; 

for human nature, like the physical organism of an animal or plant, 

must have a limit or definite form. This limit or definite form will 

be the sammum bonum (rayabov kai rb apiorov) of man. As the 
functions of a physical organism do not build up an indefinitely 

increasing mass without constant shape, but result in a structure 

definite both in size and form, so man’s desires do not follow one 

another endlessly, giving rise to conduct which has no plan, but 

conspire (with success proportioned to the rationality of the agent) 

towards the maintenance of a definite system of life. The irrational 

man, as such, loses sight of this end. He is dominated by the 

émévpia which happens at the moment to engage him. This is 

succeeded by another em@vpia, perhaps in no way related to it. 

His life is thus not one, but many; it is a mere succession of 

episodes like a bad play. It has no object : dretpos yap 9 ris émOvplas 

duos (Pol. ii, 4. 1267 b. 3). But the rational man has a definite 

object—the maintenance of the eiSos of human nature. ‘This «ides 
he apprehends as an organism which must ‘correspond with a 

social environment,’ because it cannot otherwise take its appointed 

place in the xécpos, or realise itself as ‘divine. That harmonious 

play of all the functions of his nature, which enables man so to 
‘correspond with his social environment’ that he may realise 
himself as ‘divine,’ is the End or human nature. This 

“correspondence’ is the function of\vois, jhe synoptic faculty, 

which views everything in its relations to attéther things, ze. not as 

phaenomenon, but as noumenon, or sub specie aeternitaits. In the 

mpaktixos Bios, with which the main part of the Z’/Azcs is concerned, 

the synopsis is less perfect than in the Gewpytixds Bios; hence, as 

everything is defined in accordance with its perfection, we find 

man’s chief end defined at the close of the Zitiics as Oewpta. For 

the present, however, it will be enough to regard it as ‘ correspon- 
dence with the social environment.’ 

In connecting the dyaééy with the mépas, Aristotle follows the 

1094 a.18. 
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Pythagoreans and Plato. £. JV. ii. 6. 14 16 yap kaxév Tod dretpov, os 

of Ivéayéperor cikaCov, To S€ dyabdv tod memepacpévov. Plato, Philebus, 

27 B kw. mparov pév roivuy areipoy heya, Sevrepoy dé TO mrepas, ett’ ek 

ToUT@y Tpiroy puxTHY Kal yeyeynuevny ovoiay, tiv dé THs pi€ews airiay Kat 

yeverews tetdptyy héyov dpa py wAnupedoinv av m3 The good and 

beautiful are realised in the pigs. Cf. Phzl. 64 D Xo. kai pay 

Evurdons ye pi€ews ov xadewdv iew tHv airiavy . .. . . Ort péerpou kat 

Ths Evppetpov Pvoeas py Tvxovoa yTioovv Kal ém@aovv Evykpacis waca 

e& avdyxns amd\Avot Ta TE Kepavyipeva Kal Mp@Tny EavTnY ... . viv On 

Katarepevyey juiv 4 Tayabod Svvayis eis THY TOU Kadov vow. perpidTys 

yap Kai Evpperpia Kaddos Syrov Kai apety mavtaxod EvpBaiver ylyvecOar. 

Aristotle’s view of the relation of mépas to the dyaéé» is very clearly 
stated in Jes. a. 2. 994 b. g ere b€ ro 08 Evexa Tédos* Towwitov Se 6 pH 

G@Xov evexa, GANG Ta GAKa ekeivov. Gore ei pev €EaTar ToLovToy 7d €oyaror, 

ovk €atat ametpov. ei dé pydéy Tovodtov, ovK ora TO Ob Eveka. GAN OL TO 

Gmretpov TovouvTes havOdvoucw efaipodytes THY TOU dyabod ddcuw. Kairor 

ovdeis iy eyxetpnoeser ovGev mpdtreLy, py peAdov emi mépas Heew" odd’ dv ein 

vous EV TOLs TOLOUTOLS" EveKa yap TLWOS del mpaTTEL Oye VoUY ExwY" TOdTO yap €oTL 

mepas’ TO yap Téhos rrépas €oti. ‘The ayabdv, or mépas, at which vois aims, 

both in science and in the conduct of life, is order, system, xécpos. 

Novs combines separate facts into a theory, separate actions into a life, 

just as, according to Anaxagoras, it brings order into the material 

universe. No single desire or act can be properly said to be good. 
The good, like the beautiful, is realized only in the orderly arrange- 

ment of parts: see Poet. 7. 1450 b. 37d yap kaddv év peyéOer kal 

zie eori. ‘The relation of parts in a definite organism,’ is what 

Aristotle means by the dya6dv, the memepacpévor, the kaddv. This 

relation is the object and realization of vods. It is the voyréy which 

exists only for vods. Hence it is said, as in JZez. A. 9. 1074 b. 33, 

to be identical with vods. The object of vods is vois itself. Novs 
is therefore dominated by nothing external to itself, and better 
than itself, as ato@no1s is dominated by 76 alcOyrév. It is therefore 
absolutely good—«pdriorov :—airby dpa voei, eimep oti td Kpatioroy, Kat 
oT 7 vonots vonaews vonors’ aiverat & del dddov 7) emloTnpn Kal 7) atoOnors 
kal 1) Oda kai 1) Sudvoca, abtas & ev mapépy». ‘The true personality of 
the eSaivov is his edSapovia or rationally ordered life (Z. NV. ix. 7. 
4. 1168 a. 6 eopev § evepyeia), or perfect correspondence with his 
environment. It is the law of his own nature to correspond 
perfectly. We must not abstract him from his environment, as if 
he were one thing, and the environment another thing, and thus 
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represent him as dominated by something alien to, or external to 
himself. In the life of reason he is a ‘law- unto himself He 
understands and desires everything as it stands related to the great 
whole of which it is a part. His“knowledge is ‘adequate, and 

his desires are according to his knowledge—v.e. his- knowledge is 

equal to what can be known in his sphere, leaving no residuum of 
the unknown, and his desires give rise to no conduct which can 

ever become matter for regret. In the life of sense, on the other 

hand, a man perceives only the superficies of things, and fails to 

grasp them in their essence as parts of the whole. His desires 

too, following the superficial information supplied to them by sense, 

lead him to perform acts which he afterwards wishes undone. The 

world is wider and more complex than himself, and has many 

surprises and retributions in store for him. The life of sense is 

thus one of subjection, or passivity; while the life of reason is one 

of freedom, and supremacy (cf the term kparurrov applied to vois). 

This life of reason, in which there is no ignorance or error is, it 

will be easily understood, an ideal, like Spinoza’s cognitio adaequata, 

which no man ever actually reaches. Yet some men approximate 

to it more nearly than others; and in the beautiful structures of 

plants and animals we have a physical rendering of it which, save 
for the death of the individual, is perfect. 

tov Tpaktav] z.e. ‘rerum agendarum, Michelet rightly, who finds 
fault with Muretus for supplying red@y with spaxréy, and distinguishing 

between rédn which are mpaxra or attainable by man, and those 

which are od mpaxrd—ideal ends. But Aristotle cannot admit such 

a distinction; see x. 7. 8 xpy d€ od Kata Tovs mapawodvras dvOpanwa 

dpovely avOpwrov dvra, ovd€ Ovnta tov Oyntov, GAN ed’ écov evd€éxerat 

adavatifer, Td mpaxrév is the result or object of mpagis (as 76 

ematytov iS Of emuothun, TO aicOnrdv Of aicOyows) and as such may 

signify either ‘something done’ as a means to an end, or the end 
itself: see E.E. 1. 7.1217 a. 35 dix@s Aeyera 7d mpakrdv. Kal yap 

vy evexa mpatropey, kal Ta TOUT@Y mpatTépeva ydpw, Which Grant refers 

to as ‘a sort of scholium’ upon the term zpakrov. 

Bouhsue8a] employed here with technical correctness, BovAncts 
or /wish being directed to ends. See £. WV. iii. 2. g ere 8 9 
pe Bovdnots Tov rédovs eoti paddov, 7 Se mpoaipecis TY mpds TO Tédos, 

similarly aipovpeba implies mpoatpects or choice of means. 

mpée.or.| impersonal. For examples see Jud. Arist. 

1094 a. 18. 
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patatay| Cf. Phys. ii. 6. 197 b. 25 as rodro dy 76 paryy, Td mepuKos 

ddNov evexa Otay pH Trepaivy exetvo ob veka emesbiker—z. €. Where a means 

misses its end, z.e. is no means at all, we have ro parny. But no 

part or function of a physical organism is thus useless. All parts 

conspire to the life or good of the organism. See De Coelo i. 4. 
271 a. 32 paryny yap bnddnpa TovTo Aéyoney oF pH eoTw imddects’ 6 dE 

beds kai f vows ovdev ddéyas ovdé padrny moet, Where dddyws Means 

without Adyos, or definite structure and ratio of parts. Cf. De 
Parttbus Anim. iii. 1. 661 b. 24 pndev parny orev rav dvow pnde 

meptepyov, and other places noted in the Jud, Arzsé. 

§ 2. dp otv| Zell and Michelet quote Muretus—‘ Mos hic est 
_ Aristotelis, ut saepe, quae affirmare instituit, ea interrogando efferat.’ 

a. 23. 

a. 24, 

Cf. the common use of 7 in Aristotle introducing as a question 
the writer’s own opinion, e.g. Z. WV. v. 9.9 7) ot8€ rovro dmhoiv ; 

pomyy . . . okomdv| There is a mixture of metaphors here, porn 

suggesting a balance, oxomds being a target. On pomny Eustratius 

saysS—drd perapopas trav (vyav ois ev tois Bdpeot xpopeOa. The 

metaphor of the oxomés occurs, as Zell and Grant notice, in Plato 

Rep. 519 B, C, where it is said of the dmaidevros kai ddyOetas iretpor 

that okomdy ev TO Bio otk exovew eva, ob otoxaCopmevous Set aravra 

mpatrew & ay mpdtrwow idia Te Kai Snyooia. 

to S€ovtos] Grant says:—‘not “our duty” in the modern 
sense, this conception not having been as yet developed', but 

more generally “what we ought to do” from any motive. The 

word é¢ov was a received term with reference to moral subjects. 

Cf. Plato Rep. p. 336 D, where Thrasymachus, calling upon 

Socrates to define Justice, says “ Mind you don’t tell me that it is 
the d¢ov or the aPédmov, or the AvowreAodvy or the Kepdadéor, OF 

the gvpdépov.” Cf. also Charmides p.164 B; Xen. Alem. i, 2. 

22. But the exact import of the term was not fixed. Aristotle in 

the Zofics ii. 3. 4 mentions among the woddayds Aeydpeva, olov et 

70 Sov eori TO Evppepov fj TO Kaddv.’ 

The fundamental meaning of Séov, or os dei, seems to be in 

dicated by the conjunction which occurs in Z. WV. iii. 7. 2. 1115 * 
12 as dei bé, Kat ds 6 Adyos, iropevei (6 avdpeios Ta PoBepa) Tod +” a 

eveca. ‘That is doy, which is necessary as a means to the mi 

* I cannot assent to the view (apparently held by Grant) that the Greed 
had not developed the conception of ‘ Duty,’ as we find it—to take a typice 

modern instance—in Kant. 
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tenance of the organism of man’s moral nature—an organism 1094a.24. 
which realises an ép6ds Adyos, or just proportion of parts, and is 

therefore caddy and dya@év in the eye of vods which contemplates it. 

The same reference to a just proportion may be noticed in the use 

of 7d d¢ov in EL. XV. iv. 2. 13 80d mévns peév odk dv ein peyadompemns’ od 

yap eotw ap ev rodda dSaravnoer mpetovtws’ 6 8 emiyeipov 7dCO.0s" 

Tapa Thy dgiav yap kat 1d Séov, Kar’ dperny dé 7d dpOas. Cf. EL. Ni iv. 

2.20 6 & tmepBddrov kai Bdvavoos tH mapa Td Sov dvadioxew direp- 

Bddde. Similarly, the passage before us (Z. JV. i. 2. 2) means 
that, if a man knows the dya@dv of man, z.e. the eidos or organisation 

of man’s nature as a system of harmoniously balanced parts, and if 
he keeps the thought or perception of it always before him in all 

that he does, he will not fail to do, at the proper time, what is 
necessary (6éov) to its maintenance. 

§ 3. tUmw ye mepidaBetv.]| A frequently recurring metaphor, a. 25. 

derived from the practice of the sculptor, who makes a rémos or 

rough clay model before he begins the statue in stone. Before we 

begin our elaborate treatment of the chief good, we will try to 

form a rough general idea of what it is, and of the conditions 

under which it can be realised. See Zell and Michelet ad Joc., and 

Schwegler Jef. vol. iv. p. 42, and Index Arist. s. v. rvmos, for such 
phrases as mayvAds kat tim@, KaOddov NexO€v Kal TUT@, TUTm Kal emt 

kehadaio déyew, Timm Kal otk akpiB@s héeyerOa, TUT@ SteAOciv, Tima 

dwpioreov. The troypapy in painting answers to the ruzos in sculp- 

ture. In de An. il. 1. 413 a. 9, we find the metaphor from painting 
mixed with that from sculpture—rim@ pev ody raity Siwpicdw Kai 

vroyeypapbea mept yuyjs. In L. WV. i. 7. 17 there is the same 

mixture of metaphors. We must suppose that the sources of the 

metaphors have at last ceased to suggest themselves distinctly. 

Both metaphors occur in Plato, e.g. Rep. 414 A rovairn tus Soxei por 
1) ékoy?) eivar Kal Katdoraots TeY apxdvTav TE Kai puddKav, ws ev TUTE fA) 

du’ axpiBetas eipnoOa, and Rep. 548 D as ASyw ocyijpa Todsrelas broypa- 

— ra py axpiBds dmrepyacac ba. 

tCmornpav 4 Suvdpewy| Svvays is the generic term, and includes, a, 26. 
pecies, emotnun and réxyy: but here duvduewy seems to stand for 

or vy. 

per 4, kupwwtatns| Grant remarks that here ‘xvpuwrdrns seems 
Sitly to mean “most authoritative” or “ absolute,” partly “that 

. hich is most absolutely a science.”’ Kvguos is (1) ‘sovereign over’ 
c 
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(2) ‘in the strict sense,’ ¢.e. in the sense which has the authority 
of usage in its favour, and consequently ‘prevails over’ other 

senses of a term: cf. £. WV. i. 7. 13. Kupiorepov yap avtn Soxet 

héyeoOa = ‘ for this seems to be the more proper sense of the term’ : 

cf. also kupia dpern vi. 13. 1, Where «xupia has probably both the 

meanings mentioned above—‘ virtue, in the strict sense of the 

term—sovereign virtue. The present section may be rendered 

thus: ‘It would seem to be the object of ¢he science par excellence, 

the science which is mistress and directs (dpyerexrovixn) all the other 

sciences,’ 

§§ 5—7. toradty § f wohitexh paiverat, x.7.A.| It is man’s nature 

to be a citizen—qvcer dvOpamos moditixdy (Gov. Severed, if that were 

possible,.from the body politic, the individual would be like an 

amputated hand, which is no longer a hand except in name, for it 

is the performance of its function in the economy of the living 

body which constitutes it a hand. ‘The dmodss would be either a 

beast or a god; not a man, for he would have no distinctively 
human function: see Pol. i. 1. 1253 a. 19 Kal mpdrepov b€ tH pioee 

mods 7) olkia Kal ekagros nuav eotiv. TO yap GAov mpdTepoy avayKatov 

eivat TOU péepous* avatpoupevou yap TOU OAov ovK eaTat Trovs oUOE yelp, Ei BH 

Opovipos, @oTep el Tis héyer THY ALGivnv' SiapOapeioa yap €aTar ToLavTN, 

mavra b€ TH Epym Sporar Kat TH Ovvdper, GoTe pykeT’ Tolav’Ta oyra ov 

Nexréov Ta adra evar GAN’ Guwvupa, Ott pev ody H TdALS Kal Pict TpdTEpoY 

7) €xaoros Onhov’ ei yap ju) avtapKns exaaTos ywpioGeis, Gpoiws Trois aos 

pepecw e&er pos TO Gdov, 6 S€ jury Ouvapevos Kowaveiv 7 pyndey Sedpevos dv 

avrdpkeiav ovdevy pépos modews, Bate i) Onpiov 7 Oeds. Cf. Alert. Z. 11. 

1036 b. 30 ov yap mavrws tov dvOparov pépos 7 xelp, GAN 7 Suvapemm 

TO Epyov arorehetv, Gore Euyvxos ovaa’ py Ewrypuxos O€ ov pépos. 

Man realises his true personality as man, when he becomes con- 
scious of the manifold relations in which he stands to his fellows in 
that final social system which is distinguished as the méds from the 

kopn and oikia; and when, in consequence of having become con- 

scious of these relations, he acts, not to please or profit himself, but 

to show himself worthy of the civilization permanently embodied 

in his wéds. Then his life is the chief good of man as man. 

Hence ToALTUKN, the science of the plan (dpxerexromkn) according 

to which the adds is constituted, will be the science of the 

chief good of man as man, 7.e. of man as a ‘social being!’ Ac- 

* And as a ‘thinker’: for it is only in the méAus that thinkers are found. 4 
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cordingly all man’s special pursuits, such as warfare, household 1094 a. 27. 
management, and public speaking, so far as they may promote or 

prevent the realisation of this ‘plan,’ are regulated by zodurun. 

The subordination of orparnyikn to modutiexy does not need much 

explanation. The true function of the orpaznyés is to conduct suc- 

cessfully the wars which are necessary to the maintenance of the 
mods, aS a home of the peaceful virtues and arts: moNepotper iy’ 

eiprynv ayopev L. WV. x. 7.6. It is for wodirixy therefore to see that 

the military spirit is kept within just limits. The main point in 

Aristotle’s criticism of the Spartan constitution is that, by the 

exclusive attention it paid to military excellence, it produced a state 

of society which could not last, no place being left for the peaceful 

virtues. See Pol. ii. 6.1271 b. 2 mpos yap pépos dperis } aca ovv- 

Tagis TOV vopwv oti, THY ToAEMLKHY’ a’TN yap Xpnolwn mpos TO Kpareiy" 

Totyapovv ecw lovro pev TodEpovvTes, am@AAUYTO Sé apEavtes, Sia TO pH 

eniatacOa cxodacew, pnde joknKkévar pndepiay aoKxnow €érépav Kvpiwrépav 

THS ToAEpeKTS. 

The subordination of olxovopiey to moditixn is a point of great 
importance in Aristotle’s system. The dds is composed of oikiat 

which, though chronologically prior, are logically posterior to the: 

moXus, 2.é. they exist for the sake of the médus, as the members for the 

sake of the body. Hence moderixj, which sees to the good of the 
nédus, Or Whole, will regulate cikovoyixn, which sees to the good of 

the oikia, or part. The true function of the oixovdpos is so to rule 

his household consisting of wife, children, and slaves, and so to 

provide for their material wants, as to make his ‘home life’ such 
that he, and his sons when they grow up, can, without encumbrance 
or distraction, devote themselves to ‘political life,—that is, to the 

leisured life of culture which the society of the adds offers. In 

providing, in this ‘political’ spirit, for the material wants of his 

family, the otkovduos is engaged in 4 krntixy 7 Kata dvow, and the 

capital which he accumulates and administers is 6 d\n6ivos mdodros, an 

amount definitely limited in relation to the end which it, as dpyavoy, 

subserves. But the olxovéuos may forget that ‘political life’ is the 
end, and ‘home life’ or ‘ private life’ only the means. He may 

The final cause of civilization, as developed through the stages of oiia and 
of xwpn, is the production of the small band of thinkers who, when the stage 
of the méA:s has been reached, illuminate each generation. Averroes rightly 
interpreted Aristotle’s thought with the dictum ‘necesse est ut aliquis philoso- 
phus semper sit in gente humana (Commentary on de An. iii).’ 

C2 
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make ‘home life’ or a ‘private career’ his end. He may make it 
his end to have a luxurious establishment, or to accumulate wealth 

for its own sake by trade (ypyyariorex})—an unnatural thing to do, 

for wealth is naturally a means, and the man who makes its ac- 
cumulation his end is engaged in an endless undertaking. 

It is for wodurixy, therefore, as the science of the social organism, 

to see that the spirit of self-aggrandisement in ofkovdjso, or private 

persons, does not make the parts useless or even dangerous to the 
whole. See Pol. i. 3. 1256 b. 27 &v pev odv cides Krytexqs Kata iow 

THs oikovopexns pépos eotiv’ & Set row badapxew i) Topi¢ew adtny draws 

tmdpxn, dv eoti Oncavpicpos xpnudtev mpds Cary avaykaiay kal xpyoipeov 

eis Koweviay médews # oikias. Kal Zorkev 6 y GAnOiwds TAOVTOS eK TOUTwY 

eival, 7 yap THs ToLavTNS KTHOEws avTapKeta mpdbs ayabiny Cony ovK dmreipds 

eat, @oTep Zdrav yoi Tonoas. 

mrovrou © ovdevy tépua mepacpévov avdpdae keirat, 

Keira yap oTep kal Tais Gas TEXVaLS' OVdSEY yap Opyavoy aretpov ovdEpLas 

€otl Téxyns ovTe mANOE ovTE peyeOet, 6 Oé modros dpydvev TANOds €or 

OikovoplK@y Kat ToduTiK@Y. TL prev Tolvuy €oTL TLS KTNTLKI) KATA vow Tois 

oikovdpois Kal Tois ToNuteKois, kal OC Hv airiav Sydov* care Sé yevos dAdo 

KTNTUKTS, WY padtata Kadovot, Kat Sikaoy avrTo Karey, xpnuateiotikny, Ov 

nv ovdev Ooxet mépas etvar movTOV Kal KTHTEwS. 

The ‘political’ racson d’étre of ‘home life’ is nowhere seen 
more plainly than in Aristotle’s theory of slavery (Pod. i. 2). The 

institution of slavery is supported on the ground that the slave 

is necessary to ‘political life.’ He exists not to contribute to 
the personal comfort or luxury of the master, but to give him 

that oxody without which ‘political life’ is impossible. A free- 
man, who is obliged to be, as it were, his own slave, or, like the 

Bdvavoos, to do slave’s work, is naturally excluded from ‘ political 

life.” This defence of slavery, as necessary to ‘political life,’ 

becomes intelligible when we recognise the ‘ gentlemanly’ and even 

‘academic’ character of Aristotle’s ‘political life.’ In supporting 
the institution of slavery as he does, and in excluding the Bdvaveos 

and xpnuariorns from ‘ political life,’ Aristotle merely gives expres- 
sion to the truth, or truism, that refined culture and social brilliance 

are found only within the circle of the leisured class. A ‘ good 
man,’ according to the modern view, is a man who leads an 
upright and useful life in his sphere, whatever that may be. Aris- 

totle’s ‘good man’ (omovdaios) is, above all, a connoisseur of life, 

a man of the world, educated, magnificent, fortunate. Slavery or 
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some analogous institution is obviously necessary to the existence 
of a caste of men of this sort. See Pol. T. 3. 1277 b. 35 7 kal 

tovs Bavatcous moXitas Oetéov; . . . 1278 a. 8 7H Oe Bedtiorn Tod ov 

‘qouoer Bavavoov modirny . . . a. 20 od yap oldv 7° emitndedoa ta Tis 

dpetns @vta Biov Bavavoov 7) Onrikdy:*Z. 2. 1319 a. 26 6 yap Bios 

paidos, kal ovdev epyov per’ apeths, ay petaxerpiCerar To mAHOos Td Te TOV 

Bavaicwv kat To tev ayopalwy avOpomav, kat 76 Enrikdv. Aristotle’s 

dpern is essentially the quality of the gentleman. 

The subordination of pyropixn to modureky is an interesting point. 

In Plato’s Gorgzas 452 sqq. we find the sophist Gorgias attempting 
to identify them, maintaining that pyropuxy is the true art of govern- 

ment, and is concerned with the greatest good of man—with ‘ that 

which gives men freedom in their own persons, and to rulers the power 

of ruling over others in their several states,’ viz. ‘the word which per- 

suades the judges in the courts, or the senators in the council, or 

the citizens in the assembly or at any other political meeting’ 

(Jowett). Socrates maintains against this view that ‘rhetoric is the 
shadow of a part of politics:’ Gorg. 463 D €or yap 7) pytopixn Kata 

Tov €yov Adyov moXuTiKAs propiov c«iSwdrov. It is the art of flattery, 

and the simulation of justice. Similarly in the Polticus 304 

modirikn and pyropixy are carefully distinguished, and the subordina- 

tion of the latter to the former insisted upon. Public speaking 

was so essential to the exercise of political influence in a democratic 

state that the temptation to regard rhetoric as the highest art was 

very strong. Aristotle follows the example of Plato in strenuously 

opposing this view, and we cannot be wrong in supposing that it 

is his sympathy with Plato’s opposition to the professional teachers 

of public speaking which makes him select fyropin here as one of 

his instances of an art subordinate to modiruxn. See Z. WV. x. 9. 20. 

An orator is too apt to speak so as to obtain applause or benefit 

for himself, whereas his speaking ought to be a means to the good 

of the state. This it is for the state to see to. Aristotle obviously 

considered the art of public speaking as one requiring considerable 
regulation, for in Res. i. 1. 1354 a. 11-26 he says that in the best 

ordered states speakers are not allowed to make appeals to the 

emotions of the judges, but are confined to the facts of the case—a 

restriction, he dryly adds, which would reduce many speakers to 

silence. To appeal to the emotions of a judge is to bend the rule 

you are about to use. In the interest of the community at large it 

would seem that oratory ought to be regulated even in private cases 

1094 a. 27. 
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between citizens; but where the speech is addressed to a sovereign 
people to determine their policy, the responsibility of the speaker is 

much greater. It is very little however that statute can do, in the 

absence of good sense and good feeling, to curtail the licence of 

public speaking. The institution of the ypapy mapaydyor at Athens 
was an attempt in this direction, but does not seem to have been 
very successful. Its effect was evaded by the passing of Wndiopara 

(as distinguished from vépor), in force for one year, and annually 
renewable. 

The relation of modcrixy to public speaking suggests, through the 

sophists the great teachers of rhetoric, the general subject of the 

relation of modurecy to education. We are told in § 6 that aodcrixy 

determines what sciences and arts shall be taught in the city, and 
to what extent, and to whom, and in the Politics (H. 13. 7) 
a sketch of the education which it is desirable that the state should 

provide is given. Again, in the last chapter of the Z. MV. (x. 9), 

the question whether education ought to be private or public is dis- 

cussed (to a certain extent dialectically), and the conclusion reached 

that it ought to be public. The private point of view, even if it 

were backed by sufficient authority to enforce its particular system 
(which it is not), is too narrow. 

It has been pointed out above that the difference of opinion 

between Plato and the sophists seems to have caused the selection 

here of fyropixn as an instance of an art subordinate to modcrixh. 

The selection of orparnyixy seems also to be due to the influence of 

Plato, who, in Polticus 304, 303—a passage from which the 

present may very well have heen borrowed—describes wodsrixy as 
the sovereign (SaciAcch) science which regulates pyropixn, orparnytxn, 

dixaorixy, as well as povorxy and dros ai mept yeporexvias erloTh pat, 

The selection of oixovopiey is not accidental either, but is determined 
by Aristotle’s peculiar view of the evil of xpnuariorimy (see Pol. i. 3. 
1256 b. 41), as well as by his theory of the origin of the mdds (see 

Pol. i. 2. 1253 b. 2 dvaykaiov mpdrov Tept oikovopius eimreiv' maca yap 
¢ , > > A 

ovykeirat TOs cE olkt@v). 

§ 7. Xpwpérns]| ze. using as means to its own supreme end; cf. 
the use of xpyooy=‘the means,’ as eg. E. WV. i. 5. 8 cai 5 mdodros 
Sydow dre ov 7d (yrovpevov ayabdy xprowpov yap Kal GAdov xapw. Pol. ii. 6. 
1271 b. 3 xpyoiun mpos 70 kpareiv, ELV. viii. 6. 5 xpnotuous eis Ta Kadd, 

XPoperns . . . vopoberovans| Cf. the division of 4 rept rédw hpdynars 

ae 
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(Zz. Navis-8s 2) into (1) vopoberikn, (2) moXtriky, 2.é. into that which 1094 b. 4. 

lays down general rules of life, and that which deals, in the assembly 

and the law courts, as well as in the various executive departments, 

with the details of public business. 

Tats Aovmats [mpaxtiKkats| tay émornpav| Bywater brackets zpak- 

Tikals, 

§ 8.] The words dyamnrév pev yap kat évi pv are a little startling, b. 7. 

but must not be understood to mean that the individual is in any 

sense self-subsisting, and able to realise his good independently of 

the state. We have seen that Aristotle’s doctrine is that the indi- 
vidual has no existence apart from the body politic. No man 

who is not a woXirns can attain to the avOpamwov ayabéy. Indeed 

this doctrine is implied in the words ratrév éorw évi kai mode. Ac- 
cordingly when Aristotle goes on to distinguish the good of the 

mods from that of the ets pdvos, as KadXoy Kal Oerdrepov, he must be 

understood merely to distinguish between zoNira: in different social 

circumstances—between the zodirns who, like Solon or Pericles, is 

surrounded by all that is best in civil life, and the wodtrms who lives 

in exile, with a memory or a hope instead of a city, or is placed in 

social circumstances which are mean and unworthy of him, like 
‘the great soul in a small city’ spoken of by Plato (Zep. 496). 

Plato indeed regards exile and a small city as distinctly favourable 
(in existing circumstances) to philosophy—man’s highest occupa- 
tion; but Aristotle takes the more concrete view, that with mean 

social surroundings, a man cannot perform his highest function 

well, although he may perform it in a way. It would be a mis- 
apprehension of Aristotle’s teaching to suppose that the distinction 
drawn in this section is that between the good of the community at 

large—‘ the greatest good of the greatest number,’ and the private 

good of a single member of the community. No such distinc- 

tion could be made by Aristotle. The good of the eis pédvos, in 

which we must sometimes ‘acquiesce,’ is still his good as a ‘social 

being’; it is not a «rjua of which he may be the solitary pos- 

sessor, but an évépyeca Wuyijs which can only be manifested in a 

social environment, unsatisfactory though that environment may 
be in a given case. A man’s social environment may be fitted 

to call forth his noblest energies, or it may be such as to 
impede them without entirely destroying them: this is the dis- 

tinction which Aristotle draws. His social energies impeded, a 
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man is apt to fall back upon the abstraction of the individual 

per se—to live for himself, and forget that he is a member of the 

body politic; when his noblest energies are constantly called forth 

by brilliant social circumstances, he identifies himself with the body 

politic, which is no longer for him an abstraction, but his own 

concrete life. The true self is a noble life in a great city. The 
terms kdAXvoy and Oedrepoy are applied with technical correctness to 

this life, which is, in the highest degree, one of definite order and 

form. ‘The term caddy, as we have seen, is applied where there is 
péyeOos kat rakis (Poet. 7.1450 b. 3); and the term 6ciov marks the 

eldos Which vows, whether in the natural or in the moral world, 

strives to perfect, by purifying from the influence of vAy. eds is 
pure form without matter (see J/e/. A. 7, and, for the expression 

evépyera dvev duvapews De Lnterp. 13. 23 a. 23.); vows is a principle 

which, by producing ever more and more definite forms (¢iéy), 

strives to approach the ideal of the divine immaterial form. 
Plants and animals, which perpetuate their species (¢iS7) in 
young individuals unaffected by the decay of age, are thus said 

to strive after rd 6eiov in so doing: De Anima, ii. 4. 415 a. 24 

dbuotkataroy yap Tey Epywv Tvis (@ow . . . TO ToLoaL ETEpOY vioV avTO, 

(Gov pev (dov, hutdv dé urdv, iva rod det Kat Tod Belov petréexoow F 

dvvavrat, Oeconom. 1. 3. 1343 b. 23 dua d€ kai 7 Gvors dvandAnpot 

ravtn TH meptdd@ Td adel etvar’ emet Kat’ dprOuov od Svvarat, GAda Kara 7d 

cidos* ot@ mpomkordpnrat ind Tov Belov éxatépov 7 pias Tod Te avdpos Kal 

THs yuvatkos mpos tiv kowoviay, Similarly, in following pleasure, 

which is the symbol of functions tending towards the good of the 

organism, all animals follow a divine instinct: £. WV. vii. 13. 6. 

1153 b. 30 ot8 ndovny Sudkovor tiv aditiy mavres, HSoviy pévtoe tayTes* 

tows 6€ Kat dudxovow ody fv olovra ovS fy dy caiev, ddda Tv adrqy 

mavra yap pio exe Te Ociov, To Gciov, then, being the principle of 

form, or organisation, in plants and animals, it is easy to under- 

stand how, apart from any special motive to use an ornate epithet, 

vois should be described as @cios, as in Z. WV. x. 7. 8, and many 

other places. Nois is the principle of form and order in man, gud 
man; the faculty whereby he abstracts his attention from the 
separate presentations, as such, of sense and feeling, and regards 

the relations in which the presentations stand to one another in 
an orderly system of science or life. To be able to dentefy oneself 
with such an orderly system may well be characterised as caddy and 
6ciov. The identification of votds and 716 vonrdy is a doctrine of the 
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greatest importance in Aristotle’s philosophy, enabling him to 
reconcile the opposition (which Grant finds so conspicuous in his 

system: see Grant’s L7hics, vol. i. pp. 412-413) between ‘the 

end for the state’ and ‘the absolute worth of the individual con- 
sciousness.’ Only that ‘individual (sc. human) consciousness’ has 
‘absolute worth’ which has for its object, and identifies itself with, 

‘the end for the state.’ The true self is the consciousness of social 

duty. ‘Hyiv pev 16 ed Kad? érepov, exeiv@ S€ (sc. bcp) adtos abrod ro et 

cor (#, #3. 12. 1245 b. 18.). 

The Paraphrast shows little appreciation of the philosophical 
import of the passage: he says gore pev yap kal rd ev &i avOpar@ ro 

tiyadov SiacGoar ayannrov (av te ev érépm tis, Gv Te ev éavT@ SuynO7 

udaka) kaddvoy b€ Kai Oerdtepov Over kai mddeow, doov 7) T@V TOAN@Y 
=] , a [veal | L) , > , 

evdatpovia TNS EVOS ALELV@V EOTLY. 

ever kal médeow| The Hellenic race with its various states as 
distinguished from non-Hellenic races is doubtless foremost in 

Aristotle’s mind here. 

4 p€8080s] ‘ This enquiry,’ 

moutiKy tig odga] Michelet says, ‘ rs nihil aliud indicat, nisi quod 

praeter moralem sint adhuc aliae scientiae quae politicae subjici- 
antur, ut oixevoysen. Inferiores scientiae autem a nobiliore cui 

subjectae sunt denominantur.’ Perhaps it is better to avoid com- 

mitting Aristotle to the view that ‘moral philosophy’ falls under 

‘political philosophy’ as species under genus. He can hardly be 

said to distinguish the two. 

CHAPTER Ile 

ARGUMENT. 

Our Subject then is the Chief Good, our Science a kind of Statesmanshtp. 
Exactness of scientific treatment, tt must be premised, depends on subject- 

matter. Some subjects do not admit of being treated very exactly, just as some 
materials do not lend themselves to very fine workmanship. Now, the science of 
society ts not an exact science, because its subject-matter, Conduct, is a very 

complex one—indced sb full of inconsistencies and perplexities, tat to some people 
at seems an arbitrary system, without foundation in the nature of things. On 

such a subject, then, we shall be satisfied with rough indications of the truth; 
with probable conclusions from probable premisses: with which the ‘ educated’ 
reader will also be satisfied ; for the educated man looks always in a science 
Jor that degree of exactness of which its subject-matter admits: he does not 
allow a mathematician to give him merely probable conclusions, or demand 

strict demonstration from an orator. 

1094 b. 7. 
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A man may be ‘educated’ in some particular branch, or in the general sense of 
the term. In either case, he ts a ‘good judge, as far as his education extends. 

Flence a youth is not a fit student of the science of society. He ts not a‘ good 
judge’ of doctrines belonging to a subject—the conduct of life—of which he has 

no veal experience: moreover, he is so prone to be led away by his feelings, 

that doctrines have no influence over his conduct: and it ts influence over 
conduct, not tnculcation of doctrines, that ts the raison d’étre of our Science. 
What has been said regarding the youthful in years ts true also of the youthful 

in character. There are men who at mature age still live under the rule of 
their passions. Their knowledge does such men no good. Butifa man rule his 

desires aright, and act according to the dictates of his reason, knowledge of the 

truths of our Science will be of great use to hine. 

This chapter is devoted to the logical method of Ethics,—a subject 
which is taken up again in ch. iv. §§ 5-7, and in ch. vil. §§ 17-23. 

§ 1. droxeypevny GAqv] The troxeyerm try is the matter, as 

distinguished from the form. See J/es. Z. 3. 1029 a. 3 Aeyw Se rH 
peév vAny, oiov Tov xadkdv, tHv dé popdyy ro ocyjua THs idé€as* vo 8 ek 

TovTav Tov avdpiavta tO ovvorov. ‘This wry (sometimes called ro 

imoxeiwevov) is, in itself, formless, and therefore not an object of 

knowledge; see De Coelo, iii. 8. 306 b. 17 dees Kai duoppor Sei 

TO Uroxeipevoy eivar, and Mer. Z. 10. 1036 a. 8 9 8 Ayn ayvwotos Kal? 

airnv. It is, however, receptive, in various degrees, of form, and, 

together with a given form, constitutes a concrete thing (7d cdvodor) : 
see Wet A. 4. 1015 b. 13 9 mparn pvots kal kupios eyouemn eotly 7H 

ovota (7. e. ro évudov etSos, Alex.) ) ray exdvrav dpyxiy Kwncews ev adrois 

7 aiTa’ 4 yap vAn TH Tavtys Sexrixi evar Néyerar vows. Qud receptive 

of the forms which ¢vos or réxyy may impose upon it, vAy is 7d 

Sivaper €xacrov (Met. N. 4. 1092 a. 4), 2.e. the potentiality of a definite 
form. Cf. Alert. Z. 7. 1032. 20 dmavra b€ Ta ywopeva 7) vce i) TEXYN 

éxet vAny' Suvarov yap eivat Kal pay elvat ekacTov a’ta@v’ TovTo 8 eotiv ev 

exaot@ vAn. Cf. Met. H. 2. 1043 a. 24 Ti cote yadnvn; spaddrns 

Oadarrns’ Td pev Urokeipevoy ws VAn 7 Oadarra’ 7 Se evépyera Kal 7 pop 

7 opardstns. Cf. Pol. i. 3. 1256 a. 8 eyo Sé VAny 7d brrokeipevov e& ob 
> o y+ A ec c , ‘ * > Lal a , 

Tt amoteNeirat Epyov" oiov dpavtn pev epta avdpiavtorro@ Se xadkor. 

76 dkpiBés] ody being the rough material which has to be brought 
into shape, the finish or perfection (rd dxp:Bés) of the shape will 

largely depend upon the nature of the material operated on; e.g. a 

figure carved in wood will differ in artistic character from one cut 
in marble. The facts dealt with by a science constitute its dAy, 

the science being the eidoroijors kai péppwors (Eustratius) of the dry. 
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As various materials, wood and stone, lend themselves differently 1094 b. 13. 

to the efforts of the artist who gives them shape, so various subjects 

of enquiry admit of different degrees of definiteness in their scientific 

treatment: ovx 6polws ev Gract Tots Adyots emiCntéov 7d axpiBes, Somep 

ovd’ ev rois Snutovpyoupevors : e.g. in medical and sociological enquiries 

the facts which science has to reduce to order, or Adyos, are so 

numerous, and their relations to one another so complicated, that 

probable conclusions, z.e. expectations which are more or less likely 

to be realised, are all that we can hope to reach. We can never 
be sure that we have taken into consideration everything affecting 

a social question or a medical diagnosis. In geometry, on the 

other hand, the influence of ddn is reduced to a minimum. All 

other qualities of bodies except their spatial, diagrammatically- 

representable qualities are ignored by geometry; and of the 

diagrams, as drawn, all actual irregularities are ignored. In nature 

there is no such thing as a circle with all its radii absolutely equal ; 

but geometry assumes such a circle, and its deductions are true on 

the assumption. The first principles of geometry are so clear to 

the eye in the diagrams which represent them, and the reasoning, 

guided at every step by the eye, is so obviously affected by nothing 

save these principles, that we feel sure that our conclusions ‘ cannot 

be otherwise.’ Geometry is thus the type of drddeés, or necessary 
reasoning, because it has to do with «tidy as such, z.e. with abstrac- 

tions, ra &€ apaipéoews—ra divev vans; cf. An. Post. i. 13.79 a. 7 Ta 

yap paOnpara repi cidy eoti, x.7.A. Abstractions, or pure eiSy as such, 

from their very nature are incapable of change, change being 

incident to concrete things which grow and perish. The plan of 

a house, as such, z.e. the conception of certain architectural rela- 

tions, is unaffected by the yéveous and déopa which alter a structure 

of bricks and mortar, Where \édyos is oty rH tA ovverAnupevos, there 

yeveots and hOopa obtain : rod dé Adyou ovk éorw ovTas Sate Pbetperbat 

ovde yap yeveots’ od yap yiverat TO oikia civat, GAA TO THOSE TH oixia (AZet. 

Z, 15. 1039 b. 21). Cf. Aes. Z. 8. 1033 b. 16 favepov ore 76 pev as 

cidos 7) @s ovcia Aeydpevov ov yiverat, Kai ev dravTe TO yevoueva DAy eveort, 

TO pev 7d0e 74 de tdde. The eidos, as such, is zxdrveseble (Met. Z. 8. 103.4 

a. 8 drouov 76 eidos): Kivnors and yéveors belong only to ra pepiota Kat pi) 

dda (L.N.X. 4. 4.1174. 11), ze. to material things, or she formations 

of matter ; their ‘matter’ being the element of divisibility, confusion, 
and change in them. Cf. de Gen. e¢ Corr.i. 4. 320 a. 2 €or S€ Udy pd- 

Alora pev kal Kupios TO UroKetpevoy yeveoews Kat POopas Sextixdy, Form, 
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or eidos, then, as such, being dkivyroy, didcov, and py évdexdpevov dros 

éxyew, constitutes the object of dmodeKrixy émeorypn. Geometry is the 

type of dmoSexrixy emvornun ; for, although it is impossible for man 

to apprehend form without a certairi admixture of matter (cf. de 
Memor.t. 449 b. 31 voeiv obk Zor dvev pavracparos), still, in geometry, 

the matter, 2. e. the irregularity due to the actual presentation of the 

form, is so slight, and so easily eliminated by an effort of imagina- 

tion, that Aristotle is practically justified in speaking of the objects 

of the science as being dvev vans. See Mer. a. 3. 995 a. 14 THY S 

axpiBoroyiay tiv paOnparikiy ovK ev Gnacw amaitntéoy, aN ev Tots py 

€xovow vAnv. Sidnep ov dvarkds 6 Tpdros* amaca yap tows 7 vars exe 

vAnv: and Mer. Z. 15.1039 b. 27 ray ovorvay Trav aicOnrav Trav Kad’ xara 

ovre Optopos ote amdbekis eatuv, Ott xovew ANY, Hs 7 vows TowwdTy oor” 

evdexerOar kal eivar kal pn. 500 POapra mavra Ta Kal’ exagra a’roy, ei ovv 

7) Te andde&is TOY dvayxkaler, kal 6 dpiopos emtaTnporikds, Kal ovK evdéxeTat, 

@otep ovd emiotnuny Gre ev encornuny Gre 8 ayvoray eivar, adda dd£a 7d 

TOLOUTOY EOTLY, OUTwS OVS amddeE od8 dpicpov, CAAA OdEa eotl TOU evde- 

Xopevov adrws Exew, Sprov Ste ovk av ely alt&v ovre dpitpods ove arrdderkis. 

Cf. Met. K. 3. 1061 a. 28 6 puOnpatixis mepi ta €& apatpeoeas Thy 

Gewpiay Toveira’ mepiek@v yap mavta ta aicOnta Oewpet oiov Bdpos Kat 

koupdrnra, K.T.A. . . . pdvov d€ karaXeimet TO moody Kal ouvexés. Simple 

spatial forms, always the same, and spatial laws or conditions, 

never counteracted by unforeseen influences, explain for Aristotle, as 

they do for Dugald Stewart (vements of the Phil. of the Human 

Mind, Part II. ch. i and ch. ii. § 3), and J. S. Mill (Zogze, Book 
II. chs. v and vi) the necessity and universality of the truths of 
geometry. 

On kara tiv troxemevny tAny Eustratius has the following note: 

Ay O€ ef Exdorns peOddSov Kai Téxyns éyerar TO UrroKelpevoy aitis Tept O 

katayivetat, Umokeipevoy O€ Ti NOuKH Kal ToAuTLKD Ta ev Bio eotl mpdypata 

kat al wept Tadta Tov avOparwv mpakets Te Kal evepyetal, dTwWa TOY ws emt 

TO TONY evdexouevay Eicl Kal OK del @TALTws ExOVTA, GAN EoTW Ov Kam TO 

avrikelpevov anoninrovra, | Cf. Phys. iv. 9. 217 a. 22 UAn pla Tay éevar- 

tiov.| Kai eet rovodrov 7 imoketpevov Tov as emi Td TOAD, Kal of Adyot of 

mapad.oovres Trepi avtov, 810 ovd€ ypr) dvayKalas Twas drodelEets TEp TOV 

ovtws evdexopevov amatteiv’ Gomep yap pétpov of Adyor Tov mpayparov 

eiat wept dy Néyovrat, kai Set To perpov epappofoy eivar mpds TO peTpovpevor. 

od dvvarat S€ 1d del €xov @oattws TO ws emt Td TOAD OUTwS CxovTt eappd= 

¢eo6a. The Paraphrast says: od yap Suvarév emt mdons tAns spoils 
\ > , , = S = 

THY axpiBertdaTny adnOecav evpeiv, GAN ev pev Tois pabnpareKois, are avaykatav 
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exovow tryv Kal det @oavrws éxovoay, [cf. Let. A. 24. 1023 b. 2 &k 1094b.13. 
fol > a Ld ¢ ye Siena, BY \ \ * > = ~ 4 

ths aicOytns vAns 7 ovvGeTos ovcia’ adda Kal TO Eidos ek THS TOD ElSovS 

vans: and Me?. Z. 10. 1036 a. g dAn O€ Hp pev aicOnth ear 7 Se vonr?. | 

dpyns 9 ad7Oeva kai ovdev 7) VAN K@dUVEL TO axpiBés’ ev S€é Tois dots ev ois 
X CG , > > - SNS) UFN Ve Uy »” > , > s Caen Ta UToKEiMeva OUK Gvaykaia OvOE det buolws EXEL, apKeTds eat Adyos 6 ard 

T@Y ws ent TO TAELOTOY GUVdyer. 

§ 2. 14 S€ Kadd, «.7..] The subject-matter of moral or political b. 14. 

science is right conduct,—that which men, being such as they are, 

ought to do, in the various circumstances in which they are placed. 
But the notions comprised within this sphere—/ustice, Temperance, 

Courage, &c.—are constituted by relations which vary (within limits) 

or are ‘contingent, not ‘necessary’ or immutable, as are those 

perceived in mathematics. It would, therefore, be absurd to demand 

‘demonstration ’ in such a subject. When Locke (£’ssay, iii. 11. 16) 
maintained that morality might be made ‘ capable of demonstration 

as well as mathematics,’ if ethical terms, such as Justice, were care- 

fully defined once for all, and the definitions used as first principles, 

he failed to see the full import of the circumstance that there are 

no diagrams in morals, and to appreciate the difference between 

a ‘mixed mode,’ however carefully defined in words, and a spatial 

form clearly represented to the eye ina diagram. But, even were 

it granted that, with definitions of its ‘mixed modes’ as principles 

of deduction, moral science, notwithstanding the absence of diagrams, 

might be made as ‘accurate’ as geometry, it would still be true 

that such an abstract system would be practically useless, being 

inapplicable to the varying contingencies of life; and indeed might 

become positively injurious, by stereotyping the conclusions of im- 

perfect enlightenment, and handing them down in an authoritative 

form to times which might be profited by a change of conduct. 

Moral rules must suit themselves to the varying exigencies of life 

(so far as they do vary), and ethics cannot be made an ‘exact 
science’ without ceasing to be a practical system. According to 

Aristotle, however, ethics is essentially a practical system: LZ. JV, i. 

3. 6 76 Tehos cot od yrOors adda mpaéis: and mpakis is concerned 

with the contingent and variable; see /. JV. vi. 5. 3. Demonstra- 

tion can be looked for only where the subject-matter is abstract, 
2.é. where it is possible, and convenient, to ignore all actual irregu- 

larities and contingencies. But in ethics it would be as absurd to 

ignore the irregularities and contingencies in circumstances and 
ae 

= 
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1094b.14. conduct, as in the art of navigation to ignore the variations of the 

weather. A science which is concerned with things as they present 

themselves concretely in nature can never attain to exactness, 
dmaca yap tows 7 pvows exe UAnv Met. a. 3. 995 b. 17. 

Yet, although AzgAt and Wrong are not abstract and immutable 
ein like the principles of geometry, they are not the arbitrary 

creations of mere convention (»éu@), but have a definite nature of 
their own (gvce). There are certain actions which, except under 

the most extraordinary circumstances, must be performed, as 

there are certain which must be avoided by all men, if human 

society is to maintain itself. We must not be misled by conceiv- 

able exceptions, or by the numerous cases of actions which do not 
involve the very existence of human society, and therefore would 
be indifferent but for fashion or some local and temporary utility, 
into supposing that a// actions are indifferent. Man’s nature is of 

a certain kind on the whole, and his circumstances are of a certain 

kind on the whole; and if he does not act in a certain way on the 

whole he will perish. This is the vous in the distinction between 

right and wrong. There is a ‘natural’ distinction between right 
and wrong as there is between food and poison '. 

The question as to whether the Sicaoy exists pice or véum is 
a prominent one in the history of Greek ethical speculation. It is 

fully discussed by the writer of the fifth book of the Z¢hics (ch. vii), 

and the Zheaefefus of Plato is chiefly devoted to it. Protagoras, 

we are told in the 7heaefe/us, maintained that ‘man is the measure 

of all things,—that is, that things are what they seem fo him. By 

‘man’ Protagoras did not understand ‘the human faculties as such,’ 
but ‘every individual man for himself.’ TZheaet. 152 A qyoi ydp 

mov [6 Hperaydpas | ravray xpnpdrov pérpov dvOparoy ecivat, Tov pev bvT@V 

ws €ort, Tay O€ py. OvT@Y ws OvK €oTW.” dvéyywoKas yap Tov; OeaT. avey- 

veka kai 7odAdKis. LW. ovKody oUT@ Tas Evel, WS Oia péev Exacta épol 

aivera, Toadra pev €or épol, oia d€ col, rowadta & ad coi’ avOpwmos bé 

ov Te Kayo; eat. éyer yap ody ovrws. Hence nothing has a nature 

or essence of its own, but exists only in relation to the mind which 

happens to perceive it: Zheaet. 157 A ovdév eivar év aird kab’ abré, 

adhd Tie det yiyverOa, To 8 eivar mavraydbev eEarperéov. Hence ( Theae?. 

* Cf. Rhet. i. 1.1355 a. 20 xphotpos 8 early % pyropixd bid Te 7d Hoe eva 
kpeitT® TadNO} Kal TA Sixaa Tav évavtiwv, Hote édv ph Kata 7d TpoohKor ai 
Kpioes yryvavrat, dvaykn 5 adtdv yrracba .. . 37 det TaANOH Kal 7a BeATio TH 
gua: evovAdoyLoTSTEpa Kal mOavwTepa ws amas eimeiy, 
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167 C) oid y dy éxaotn mode Sixata kal Kaha Sox, TadTa Kai eivat ait 1094 b.14. 

€ws dv avra vopitn: and (Theaet. 172 A) ovxodv kal rept modirixay, 

kaa pev kat aicypa Kai Sikaa kai ddika Kai Sova Kal py, ola dy Exdoty 

mos oinbeioa Onrat vopypa éavt, Tadta Kal civar TH GAnOela ExaoTy, Kal év 

TovTols pev ovdev Gopatepoy ovte iSi@Tyy iSiwrov ore TOAW TOdEws cival . . 

(B) év rots Sixalous kai adixors Kai doios kal dvociois eO€hovow ioxv- 

pi€erOar ws ovk gate hioer a’tay ovdev ovoiav Eavtod exov, adda TO KoWh 

Sd€av TodrTo yiyverar adnOes Tore Grav OdEn Kai daov dy Sony xpdvov. This 

view, which was obviously fitted to recommend itself to professional 

teachers of rhetoric or the art of ‘getting on,’ seems to have been 

held by many of the sophists, as also by the Cyrenaics (e.g. Theo- 

dorus; see Ritter and Preller, Ast. Phil. Theodorus), and, after 

Aristotle’s time, by the Epicureans. For a criticism of the view 
vop@ povoy evar, pooe O€ py, See Cudworth’s Lvernal and Immutable 

Morahty, Books II and IIL. 

§ 3. kai tdya@d|. ‘Good things’ also, as well as ra kaha kal ra b. 17. 
dikaa, are of a mutable nature, and cause many perplexities. ‘The 

Paraph. has—ovd pdvoy 6¢, dda kai ata Ta ayaba €& dv Soxet cvvicracba 

7 eddatpovia (dvdpetay Aéyw i) wodTOY 7 TOWdTdy TL) Kal avTa exer TAGYnY 

modAnv, k.7.A. Although this section is thus primarily a statement 

about rdya6a, it may perhaps be regarded also.as conveying, by its 

position, a refutation of the immediately preceding vép@ pévor eivar 

ioe de pn. ‘The argument from variability proves too much, viz. 

that good things a/so, such as wealth, have no quality of goodness 

in themselves independently of opinion and fashion. If right and 

wrong are indifferent, then riches and poverty are also. Rassow 

conjectures gudiay for dvdpetav (Forsch. p. 88). He says, ‘ Dass die 
Tapferkeit unter die dyaéa gerechnet wird, und nicht unter die 

kaha kai dikaa, steht in auffalligstem Widerspruch mit den Grund- 

anschauungen und dem Sprachgebrauche der Ethik. Der Scho- 
liast [Eustratius] nimmt dvdpeia in der Bedeutung von icyis, aber 

diese Aushiilfe ist unzulassig [the Judex Aris/. gives no instance 
of dvipeia=ioyis}. Ich vermuthe daher: 8&4 piriav Vgl. 9. p. 1099 
a. 31 paiverur 8 dps kal tv extds ayabav mpvadcopern, Kabdrep eiroper* 

advvatoy yap 7) ov padiov Ta Kaha mpdrrew ayopryntoy dvta. TONG pev yap 

mparrerat, kabdrep Ov dpydaver, dia pidov Kal movrou kal rodurixis Suvdpeas.’ 

The assumption which underlies Rassow’s objection to avépeiay seems 
to be that taya6a here, as distinguished from ra kad kal ra dikaca, 

must be ra éxtds dyafa. I confess that I cannot see why Aristotle 
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should not be allowed, even immediately after the mention of ra 
kaka Kai Ta dixaa, to take rdyabd in its generic sense, and, having 

given mAodros as an instance of ra éxrds dyaba, to add dy8peia as an 

instance of ra év a’ro (see Rhet. i. 5. 1360 b. 26); cf. Eustratius, 

ei 8¢ tiv Kupias avdpetay (as distinguished from icxvs: Eustratius is 

here offering an alternative explanation for the dvdpeia=ioxts 

explanation which he seems to favour), ¢peis dre ev mpos ev avréOyke, 
, “~ , Tord a - > \ AN ‘ ‘ bs -~ 

mpds Tt tov Oupaiay kai aber, Ev tov evTds Kal KaTa YuxnY ayadav. 

§ 4. wept tovodtwy Kat ék torodrwy] A common Aristotelian 

expression, wept towtrov referring to the matter of the enquiry, 

and ék rowtrwy to the principles available for the establish- 

ment of scientific conclusions relating to this matter. See (hel. 

ii. 1.1377 b. 16, quoted by Zell—eék rivov pev ody dei kat Tporpem eww 

kal dmrorpemely kal emawvelv Kal Weyeww Kat KaTHyopely Kai drooyeia bat, Kal 

rota Sdéar Kal mpordoes xpyoyor mpos Tas TovT@Y TicTELs TadT ewTLY" 

mepl yap tovrev (7. e. Td mpotpemew xK.7.d.) Kal ek TOUT@Y (7. é. ai 8d€ar kai 

ai mporaces) Ta evOvpnpara, Cf. Top. i. 8. 103 b. 39 mept Ov pev of 

Adyor kat €& Sv radta kai tocaird éors: de Part. Anim. 1. 5. 644 

b. 23, sqq. ovpBeBnke dé mept pev exeivas (2. €. ras dyevnrous Kai adGdprous 

odoias) tysias ovcas Kal Oeias éharrous jpiv tmapxew Oe@ptas (kai yap e& 

jy dy tis oxéyyarto mept avta@v, Kal repli Gy eidevar Tmobodper, mavTehOs 

€or ddtya ta avepa kata tHy atoOnow «.t.d. Cf. Hest. Anim. 

i. 6. 491 a. 13 epi dv Te yap kal e& dv eivae Set THy awddeEw, x TovT@Y 

ylvera pavepdv. Add to these examples given by Zell, Z. WV. i. 3. 5 

of Néyou & €k rovrwv Kai wept tovrav. J. lV. vi. 11. 6 €k TovT@v yap at 

amodei£ers Kat rept TovTar. 

In Anal. Post. i. 7. 75 a. 39, Sqq. Aristotle says 
> - SS 1 & a ‘ ‘ > , 4 e aA ? > 2 A 

€v Tals amrodelEeow ey PeEV TO GT ODELKVULEVOV OUPTEPAd pa TOUTO 6 €OTL TO 

, P28 N 
Tpia yap €oTl Ta 

c , , \ > CE a ‘ QD , Ae , 9 > oes 
imdpxov yéver twit Ka até’ &v bé Ta akmpara’ d&ipara S€ cotw, €€ ov 

, n , roe , a 4 , . Nn > CARN , 
Tpirov TO yéevos TO UroKeivevoy, ov TA TAOn Kai Ta Ka avTa ovEPeByKdra 

Sydot 4 drddekis: and An. Post. i. 10. 76 b. 11 maoa yap amodeckrexy 

éemotnun wept tpia éoriv, doa re ewar tiOera’ Taita 8 oti 7d yévos ob 

tav Kal’ abra mabnpdrev éori Oewpytixn’ Kal Ta Kowa & éyouev aétopara, 

e& Sy mporav amodekviovar’ Kal Tpitov Ta maby Gv Ti onpaiver ExaoTov 

AapBdvec:—and in the same chapter, 76 b. 22 tpia raira €ort, mepi 6 
re deikvuct, kai & Seikvvor, kai €& Oy. On the passage 75 a. 39, sqq. 

Themistius (vol. i. p. 28, ed. Spengel) writes—rpia éori ra ev rais aro- 
deiLeow, év pev 0 Setkvutar imdpyxeuy 7) pr) Umapxew, TovTO O éorl TO KaTN- 

, > x , ne yopotpevoy ev TH ovurepdcpatr, &v b€ TA Ghwpata €& Sv deixvurat, 
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attra & ciolv ai mporacers ek Tov KAO abra tmapyxevtar, Tpiroy Sé TS yevos 1094 b.19. 

76 UroKelpevov Kal 7 vows fs Ta maby Kal Ta Ka@ atta timapxovta 

Seuxviovow ai amodeiEeis, oiov apiOuds i) weyeOos: and on 76 b. rr he 

writes (i. 36 Spengel) rpia éoriv imép Oy éxdorn mpayparevera emt- 

OTNWN, TO TE UToKeipevoy yévos olov apiOnos 7) peyeOos, Kal Ta Kad adra 

bmapxovta ToUT@, olov Td dptLov Kal Td TepiTToY, 7) TO SvO dpOas exeLy, 7} Td 

cupmintew, Kat mpos TovTas Ta aéimpara, oiov eav toa amd towy. It is 

to be noted that the analysis given in these passages (Az. Post. 

75 a. 39—76 b. 22) is introduced in order to expose the illogical 

procedure of applying the principles and method of one subject 
(yevos) to the explanation of another subject—75 a. 38 ov« dpa gor 

e& addov yévovs petaBavra SeiEar, olov Td yewperpiKoy apiOuntixy Tpia 

yap €ore k.t.X. The conclusions (a Setkvvcr) of a given science are 

proved within the sphere of its own subject matter (mepi 6 deckvvar, 

yévos), by means of certain formal principles (e &v), available within 

that sphere. The expression zept rovovrwy kat é« Tovovrwy evidently 

contains a reference to this analysis, wept rovovrwy relating to the 
yévos Or tmoxeiéevy VAn Of moral science, Viz. Ta mpaxra, and &x 

rotovrwy to the principles available in such an enquiry. We must 

remember that these principles do not resemble either the axioms 

or the definitions of geometry, which are ‘eternal and immutable, 
but rather embody ‘tendencies.’ 

evSeixvuc0at | Eustratius has—dméderkis pev xabapds cat BcBaiws 70 b. 20. 

(yrovpevoy maptota, evderEis Sé€ Sid Twev extuT@ce@y Kal puunoewy Kal 

eugpaceav, According to the Zud, Arzst. Aristotle does not use the 

verb elsewhere, and nowhere uses the noun (éde£és). In Athenian 

law evderxvyvae means ‘to inform against, lay an @deéis against’ 
anyone for illegal conduct. Cf. Plato, Afol. 32 B kai éroipay 
dvrev evOerkvivat pe kal dnayew Tov pytdpov. ‘The ‘ probable’ nature of 

the evidence upon which an &éergéis relied may have suggested to 

Aristotle the employment of évSefkvvea in the present connexion. 

The author of the pyropixn mpds AdeEardpov 38. 1445 b. 8, speaking of 

the e&erao7ixov eidos, uses the verb with what certainly seems to be 

a reference to its legal use—ede&qs xaorov mporibépevor tov pyOervtav 

) mpaxOevrwv i) SiavonOevrav eEerdcouev, évBerxvivtes aita kai trois 

ikalors Kal Tots vopipos Kal Tots idia Kal Kown ovpdepovow €vavTiovpeva. 

At any rate, in the present passage évde(kyvvc@a may be rendered 

by ‘indicate’ (as distinguished from ‘ demonstrate ’—dmodexvivat). 

tav @s éml 16 wohkd| That which generally takes place. It is b. 21. 
distinguished from 76 det kai é& dvdyxns on the one hand, and 7é 

D 
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1094 b.21. cvpS_eBnxds Kal rd rvxdv on the other hand, see Aes. K. 8. 1064 

b. 23. 

b. 32, sqq. Hav 64 gapev civae 7d pev dei kat €& avirykns [e.g. the 

angles of a triangle are = 2 right angles], rd 8 as ém 7d modd 
[e.g. perseverance is rewarded by success], 76 & 086 as emi 74 modd 
ot?’ del kal &€ dvéykns, GAN dros ervxev [e.g. when a man digging his 

vineyard, finds a treasure]... €ore 6) 7d oupPeBnkds 6 ylyverar ev 

ovK del ovd e& dvaykns, ov8 ws ext rd word. Cf. also Topics ii. 6. 112 

b. I rév mpaypdreav Ta pev €& avdykns eoti, Ta O€ ws emt TO Tord, Ta OE 

émérep érvyev. Hence Deliberation is concerned with ra as emi 76 

mov, for ra €& avayxns and Ta ard TUxns are equally removed from the 

sphere of man’s influence: /. WV. ili. 3. 10 7d Bovdeverbar d€ ev rois 

os emi TO TOAV, ddnAous S€ Tas aroBnoeTa, Kai ev ois adiprorov: and cf. 

§§ 1-9 of the same chapter. In £.1V. v. 10. 4 16 @s emi 6 mhéov is 
used in the same sense as 7d os emt ro wodv. On the distinction 

between emt rokv (=far) and os emi 7d wodd (both 4s and the article 

with moAv are essential to the expression) see Eucken, wder den 

Sprachgebrauch des Aristoteles (1868), p. 55, Sqq. Thue. (ii. 13) 
has @apoeiv re exéheve mpocidvtay pev éEaxkooiwy tadavtayv ws emt Td TOAD 

gopov kar emavrév: and Isocrates rept cipyyns 166. b Kai tair ef py 

Kata mavr@y ovTas eiOiorar cupBaive, a\dAa TO y’ ws emt TO TOAD ToUTOY 

ylyvera tov tpémov. A fragment apud Meineke Fragm. Com. vol. 
lil. 469 has as emt ra moda TovTO TOA. 

ToLadTa Kal cuptepaivesOar| From probable premisses only pro- 

bable conclusions (cvpmepdopara) can be drawn; cf. £. WV. vi. 5. 3 
wa > , ‘ A > , ec > c > ‘ > 4 ow av 

elrep emLoTHUN pev peta arrodetEews, Gv O ai apxal evdéxyovrar Aas exew 
A \»~ EE: fe , \ > s Ny ry av 

TovTey pi) cut amddertis (mavra yap evdéxyerar Kal GAdos exew) K.T.A. 
A +S: = AQ) ‘ , ee) , A ° A Tov abtov Si Tpdmov Kal drodéxeoPar xpedv Exacta Tov heyouéver | 

The Paraphrast gives the right sense,—ozep 8€ 6 mepi ths moNuTeKAS 

Réywv ov Stvara axpiBeorépay adnbesay edpeiv 7) Sony 7 VAN SiSwow, ovTa@ 

kal 6 Kplywy tots TowovTous Adyous Kadds dv Kpivot ei KaTa Toy avTOV 

Tpomov pn axpiBeotépay adyOeray amairet 7 Conv 7 VAN SidSwow, adda THY 

evdexoperny arodéxera. For dmodéyerOa in its present meaning of 

‘accipere cum assensu, probare, see Judex Arist. Peters brings| 

out the point of the remark well—‘ The reader, on his part, should 

take each of my statements in the same spirit.’ 

mremadeunevou] The memadevpevos is the man whose culture 
(waiSeia), whether special or general, enables him to criticise and 

estimate fairly scientific methods and results. His familiarity with 

the general principles of the ‘logic of the sciences’ leads him to 

1) 
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expect differences of treatment, as the dmoxeévn try differs in 1094 b.23. 

various departments ; and his acquaintance with the precise char- 

acter of the vAy of a given department, aided by his knowledge 

of logic, enables him to judge whether a certain method of dealing 

with that vAy is appropriate or inappropriate. See #.Z. 1. 6. 

1217 a. 8 dmadevoia yap éote rept exaotoy mpaypa TO py Svvacba 

Kpivew Tovs T oikeious Adyovs Tod mpaypyatos Kal Tovs adXotpiovs: Aer. 

T. 4. 1006 a. 6 é€ote yap amaidevoia TO py ywookew Tivov Sei 

Cnrey arddecEw, Kal rivoy od Sei’ OXws pev yap amavtov adivatov awddecéw 

ewa. Cf. Met, T. 3. 1005 b. 3 eare 8€ copia tis Kai  pvowkn, add’ 

ov mpatn’ dca & eyxeipodue Tov eydvTwy Ties Tepl Tis aAnOeias, bv 

tpdmov Set amodéxecOa, BV amadevoiay Tov dvahuTiK@v TodTo Spe" 

det yap mepl TovT@y Kew mpoemiotapevous, GdAa py) akovovtas yreW. 

With this last passage cf. Aristoxenus, Harmonica p. 30 (ed. Mar- 
quard )—Bédrwov tows €ori rd mpoduedeiv Tov Tpomov THs mpaypateias Tis 

mor é€otiv, iva mpoyryyockorvtes GoTrep Oddy 7) Badiotéov padioyv mopevapea 

elOdres Te KaTa TI pepos eopey aiTHs Kal py AdO@pev Tuas ad’To’s TapuTo- 

AauBavovres TO mpaypa’ Kabarep ’ApiotoreAns del Sinyeite Tovs melaTovs 

TOV akovodyrey Tapa IIddr@vos tiv TEpt Tdyabod axpdacw Trabeiv’ mpoo- 

tévau pev yap exactoy trokauBdavovta AnWeobal Te TOV vopiCopevoy TovTeV 

avOparivev dyabay oiov mrodtoy byiecay ioxtyv 7o Grov evSatpoviay Twa 

Gavpacrny' dre Se ghaveinoay of Adyou mepi pabnpatay kai adpiOpner 

Kal ‘yeaperplas kal dorpodoyias, kai 1d mépas Ott ayabdy eotw &y, 

TAVTEA@S oipat Tapddokdv tu epalvero aitois* ciP oi pev Umoxaredpdvouy 

Tov mpayparos, of b€ Katepeudorto. Ti ody TO airy; ov mpoydecay, 

GN @omep of epiotiKot mpds Tovvopa avtd wtmoKexnviTes Tmpoonecar® 

ei O€ yé tis omar mpockeTiOer TO Odov, emEytvwoKey dy 6 péeAwY aKovEW 

kal elrep ijpeckey ait@ Siepevey ay ev TH eihnppevn bmodywer. Tpoedeye 

pev ovv kal avtos “AptotoréAns S¢ attdas tavTas tas aitias, ws epny, 

Tois pedNovow adkpoacOar map aitod, mepi tivav 7 eat 7 mpaypateia 

kai tis, Cf. Met. a. 3.995 a. 6 of pev ovv cay py padnpatixds éyn 

Tis ovK dmodéxovTar Tay eydvT@v' of S ay py mapaderypatixas’ of de 

Hdptupa d&wvow enayecOar monty’ Kai of pev mavta axpiBas, Tors dé 

Aumet 7d axpiBes 7 Sia 7d py SivacOar cvveipew H dia Tiv puxpodoyiay [7.¢. 

the minuteness of such enquiries, which seems to them tedious], 

exe yap Te TO axpiBes ToLodToy’ wate Kabdmep ent Tov cvpBodraiwy, Kai 

emt TOV Adywv avedevOepov civai Tide Soxei S10 Sei memadedaOa Tas Exacta 

arodexreov, Cf. de Part. Anim. i. 1. 639 a. I mept macav Vewpiar, 

Te kai peOo8ov Guoiws Tamewvorépay Te Kal Tisi@répav, SVo aivoyrar tpdrot 

THs e£ews civat, Oy THY pev emioTHuny Tod mpaypatus Kaas exet TpOTayo- 

D2 
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, ‘ ’ fe. , , , , > \ , \ pevew, tiv 8 otov madeiay tid. menadevpévov yap €oTL Kata TpoTOY TO 
- an Tal > , € 4 divacba. Kpivar edordyos Ti Kadas #} pr) KaA@s aTodidwow 6 eyor. 

”~ 7, 7 sn \ ‘ 

rowovrov yap on twa kai Tov Ows memaidevpevoy oidpe eivat, Kat TO 
A ca ~ ‘ ‘ , 

reradevobat To Svvacba rrovety TO cipnwevoyv. wiv TOUTOY eV TEpL TaYT@Y 
rn , > o A 2 A mw" ‘ ‘ Li 

os eimeiv Kpitexdy Tiva vouiCoper eivar Eva Tov dpiOwoy ovta, TOV O€ mept. 

twos icews ahwpioperns’ ein yap av tis Erepos Tov avtoy Tpdroy TO 

cipnuévo Siakeiwevos epi pdpiov’ Sate Spdov Gre kal ris mept piow 

icropias Set twas imdpxew Spous towdtrovs mpds ods dvahépwv aroddEerat 

rov tpdérov trav Sevupevav, xopis Tod mos exer TaANOeS Etre OUTS Etre 

édws, In the last passage 6 dds remaidevpevos (cf. 6 wept mav memat- 

Seupévos of the Eyhics) is one who is remarkable for his grasp of 

the general principles of logical method, and for his delicate 

appreciation of the applicability to various subjects of the notions 
defined in a work like the Mefaphysics; while 6 mepi twos diceas 

apopurpéerns (cf. 6 Ka’ Exacrov memadevpévos of the Lyhics) is one 

who is distinguished for his appreciation of the method proper to 

a particular department, of the details of which he happens to have 

special knowledge, although his knowledge may be that of the 
amateur, as distinguished from the expert—a point made plain in 

Pol. iii. 11. 1282 a. 1 Somep ovv iarpoy Sei Siddvar ras evOvvas ev 

larpois orw Kat rods GAXous €v Tois dpotois* iatpos 8 6 re Syprovpyds Kat 

6 apxirexroviKds kal Tpitos 6 memaidevpevos Tept THY TExVNY EloL yap TuVES 

rotodToe Kal mepl mdoas as elmew Tas Téxvas' dmodiSopey S€ TO Kpwvew 

ovdev Arrov Tots memadevpevors 7) Tots cidoow. But, after all, the wept 

nav memadevpevos and the ka? ekacrov mem. are not so much separate 

persons as personifications of two elements in madeéa. A man 
cannot show special madeda in a particular department with the 

details of which he has at least an amateur’s acquaintance, with- 

out possessing a certain amount of the general wadeia which 

consists in knowledge of the principles of logic as they apply in 
other departments ; nor, on the other hand, can a man be said to 

realise the true meaning of these principles unless he has applied 

them for himself in a particular enquiry. Naturally, however, 

critics of science differ according as they present the one or the 

other of these two elements of the critical habit with the greater 

prominence. The difficulty raised by Eustratius regarding the 

possibility of 6 wept may memaSevpevos, ‘the man who knows every- 

thing,’ is thus irrelevant. Aristotle does not imagine the existence 

of a man who knows the details of all the sciences, as well as each 

specialist knows the details of his own department. The zepi wav 

es 
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mem. iS, aS has been just said, the man who is familiar with the 1094 b.23. 
logic of the sciences, and the notions more or less applicable in all 

departments ; who brings, in short, to his criticism of the method of 

a given enquiry familiarity with the doctrines of the Organon and 
the Mefaphysics; his habit realising the requirements of maidela 

specified by Alexander on JZe¢. 995 a. 6 (p. 126 ed. Bonitz) dei 

Mp@tov ev Tots avadutikois eyyuprvdterOa Kai Tois oyexois édAws, Kal 

<idevat Tovs tpdémovs Tov amobei~ewy Kal Tas TY Aéyev auvaywyds. In 

many respects the distinction between the mepi wav mex. and the 
xa’ exaorov mer. is the same as that marked by the terms doyKés 
and vous respectively, on which see Phys. iii. 5. 204 b. 4-10 

Loyixds [Kowds te Kai od puvaxeds, Themistius ad loc.| pév obv oxorov- 

pevors . . . uotkas b€ paddov Oewpovow «.7.d., 2.e. looking at the 

subject (1) in the light of the general formal conceptions which 
dominate all science, and (2) more concretely, in connexion with 

its own special proximate principles; cf. Phys. viii. 8. 264 a. 7 

ois pev ovv ay Tis ws oikeious Néyous MioTEVOELEY OTOL Kai TOLOdTOL TIVES 

claw" oyikds d€ emioxorovor «.7.A. It will evidently be one of the 

most important functions of madeia to see that each of the two 
points of view—the formal (Aoyi«és) and the concrete (puacKxés)— 

has its proper place assigned to it in a given enquiry, according as 
that place is determined by the nature of the dokeuévn Brn, On 

the memaidevpévos see the excellent notes of Michelet and Grant, to 

which I am largely indebted. 

yévos| ‘is with Aristotle the object of a single science: pla b.25. 

emaTnpn eotw H évds yevous (An. Post. i. 28 [87 a. 38 }). Cf. the 

whole of Aes. ii. 3,’ Grant. See also Zed. A. 6. 1016 a. 26 for the 

identification of the yévos with the vay. 

palypatixot te mBavodoyoivros drodéxerOar| Taken from Plato, b. 26. 

Theaet. 162 E, as Zell and Grant’ point out—drddeév 8€ kal 

avaykny ovd' HvrTiworv Néyere, GAA TH eixdte xpHaOe, @ ci CO€dot Ceddapos 

7) Gos Tis TOY yeomeTpy Xpwpevos yeoperpeiv, dEvos odd évds pdvov dv 

cin. okoTeiTe ovv ov Te Kal Geddwpos ei amodékeabe miOavodoyia TE Kal 

cikdot Tept THALKOUT@Y Aeyouevous Adyous. *AmodéxecOac takes the gen. 

of the person, like dxov, generally, however, with a participle such 
as héyovtos, eidvros. See Liddell and Scott, s. v. 

pytopikdy amodetfers daottetv] The orator uses evéupnpara (Lhet. b. 27. 

i. I. 1355 a. 6) which are arguments e& eikéroy kal onpetwy (Rhez. i. 

221357 as 32); 
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§ 5. Kal’ €kaotov pév dpa 6 memaSeupévos| Kal ékarrov must be 

supplied after 6, and xpive: xadés understood from the preceding 

sentence. Coraes reads in his text dyads xpitns. “Exaotov dpa 6 
kad’ Zkacrov memadevpévos* amas b€ 6 rept wav wemadevpevos, a reading 

supported by the version of Aretinus, s¢mgula igitur vs qui in singulis. 

The pé inserted after xaS’ &eacrov by Bywater, is given by Mb, 

rc H4 and pr Kb. 

dm\Gs] means ‘simply,’ ‘without qualification’ (distinguished 

from xara mpdobeow LE’. NV. vii. 4. 3), ‘ universally.’ 

816... wept todtwy] Whatever his proficiency in logic, as such, 

may be, the youth is deficient in the other element of waideia, viz. 
special acquaintance with the material details of moral science, 

should he pose as a critic or connoisseur of it. ‘The matter of 

moral science is life, with its circumstances and actions, of which 

he has as yet no sufficient experience. On account of his ignorance 

of life he will be likely to regard ethical problems as being more 

simple than they really are. His ignorance of the moral tdy will 
be practically tantamount to a denial of its existence. He will 

treat Ethics as if it were an abstract science like geometry. He 

will apply a few hastily assumed and arbitrarily defined principles 

to circumstances of all kinds. The author of the Sixth Book of 

the Wc. Ethics (ch. 8, §§ 5, 6) remarks that boys may succeed in 
mathematics, because the abstractions of that science (ra 8¢ dpat- 
pésews) do not need much experience: for their acquirement; but 

that they do not show prudence, and are unfit students of natural 

science, because experience produces prudence, and the principles 

of natural science are not easily apprehended spatial relations, but 
generalisations, the results of long and careful inductive enquiries. 

EE. N. vi. 8. 1442 a. 12 yewperpixol pev véou kal pa@npatikol yivoyrat 

kai godot ta Tovadta, Ppdvipos & od Soxei yiverOat. airiov 8 Gre Kat 

Tav Ka@ exaotd eorw 4 hpdynots, a yiverar yvopysa e& euretpias, véos 

& eumetpos ovk eotw* mArAnbos yap xpdvov moet THY epretpiay® émel Kal 

Toor ay Tis oxewyatto, Sia ri St) waOnwatikds pev mais yevoir’ av, coos 0 

i) Quorkds ov. 7) Ore Ta pev bi adaipéoeas eotw, Tay O ai apxai €& 

€umeipias’ Kal Ta pev ov muoTevovow of veo GANA héyouvow, Tav dé Td Ti 

€otw ovk Gdndov; Asa critic of moral science, then, the youth will 

demand more elegance and exactness than the vAy (of which he is 
ignorant) admits. Geometry will supply him with his conception 

of what moral science ought to be. Not realising the endless 
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complexity of every moral and social question, he will admire a 1095a. 2. 

system in proportion to the ‘lucidity’ with which it pushes a few 

‘clear ideas’ to their logical issues. Cf. in this connexion Mill’s 

Logic, book vi. ch. 8, on the ‘geometrical method’ of reasoning in 
morals and politics. 

dxpoatys| Michelet says ‘Cum auditore, non cum lectore rem 
habet Aristoteles. Illa igitur vox luce clarius facit hoc opus 
Aristotelis, ut pleraque, ex praelectionibus in Lycaeo habitis ortum, 

ab ipso Aristotele vel etiam a proximis ejus discipulis hunc in 

ordinem redactum atque editum esse quem hodie servat.’ It seems 
better to suppose that the crzfcal function of the memadevpévos has 

suggested the word dxpoarns, it being customary for Aristotle to 

think of xpiow as the function of listeners (in the law courts or 

elsewhere) who follow a speech intelligently ; see Z. WV. vi. ro. 2 
9 b€ ovveots Kperixy pdvov, and vi. 10. 3. &v T@ xpnoOa tH SdEn emi TO 

Kpiew mepi tovTav mept &v 7 ppdvncis eat, GAdou éyovTos, kal 

Kpivewy Kaos [€orw 7 ouveos |, Cf. Philemon apud Meineke /ragm. 

Com. iv. 46 xadendv y’ axpoaris daiveros kabjpevos, | td yap avoias ovx 
ie A s 

€auToy peuerat, 

§ 6. érv.. . mpaéis] Not only is the youth too inexperienced in a. 4. 
the difficulties of life to appreciate a science attempting to deal 
with them, but even such knowledge of the principles and rules of 

conduct as may reach his understanding will be practically useless 

to him, because he allows his passions rather than his knowledge 

to determine his actions. This circumstance—that his knowledge 

wiil be practically useless to him, is conclusive against the attempt 

to impart it, the end of the science of life (modiricn) being conduct 
and not mere knowledge. It is one of the most distinctive points 

in Aristotle’s ethical teaching—that it is useless to address the | 

understanding (Adyos) until the passions (744) have been brought 
into order. So long as a youth is passionately fond of a certain 

course of conduct, it is vain to tell him that it is wrong. He will 

not understand what you mean; he will only feel that the course 

of conduct styled wrong is pleasant. Right and wrong have 

definite meaning only for one who is detached from the sway of 

his passing passions, and can regard them, and their objects, 

coolly in relation to life conceived as an organic whole. ‘ Affectus, 

qui passio est, desinit esse passio, simulatque ejus claram et dis- 

tinctam formamus ideam.’ (Spinoza, Z7A. v. 3.) When the passions 

———, 
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and desires have been organised, as it were, by the moral training 

which the state supplies, z.e. when Adyos, or proportion, has been 

thus effected among them, then the time has come to appeal to 

the consciousness of this Aéyos which has now dawned in the man’s 

mind, and to instruct him in the rafzonade of that conduct to which 

he has been imperceptibly habituated by influences operating from 

without upon his sensibility to pleasure and pain. Cf. £. WV. il. 
3. 2 O10 Sei HyOai mas cvOds ex vewr, os 6 WAdtoy pyciv, Sore xaipew TE 

kal ureioba ois Sei" 4 yap bp6y madeia ad’tn €oriv. When he has 

come to ke, and habctually do what his moral instructors think 

right, then, but not till then, it will be useful to explain to him 

how and why it is right. The Adyos, or moral understanding, 

appealed to by a theory of Ethics, does not come into existence 

till the desires have been reduced by moral training to Adyos, or 

order. ‘he youth who acts xara ma6os—on the stimulus of present 

feeling, cannot realise the truths of ethical science, which are 

recognised as such only by the calm survey of the man in whom 

the Adyos or moral order is assured. ‘The youth, like the dxparjs, 

may possess a precarious Adyos—a fine system of generous aspira- 

tions and good intentions, in relation to which moral truths may 

have some sort of vague meaning for him in his calmer moments ; 

but this Adyos, and the vague yas which it renders possible, 

cannot withstand the assault of mdOos: rots yap rotovtas avdrytos 7 

yraots yiverat, kabamep tois axpatéow (§ 7)—‘ their knowledge, such 

as it is, turns out profitless for them.’ ‘The dxparns or ‘incontinent 

man’ knows (after a fashion) that it is wrong to yield to mados, 

but nevertheless yields. He possesses a Aéyos which opposes 

itself unsuccessfully to éemOvpia (see L. lV. i. 13, §§ 15, 16, and 

vii. 3)—not the Adéyos which amounts to pdyynovs (for that resists 

értOupia successfully), but merely the faculty of posing dramatically, 

as a temperate man, in his intervals of reflection: see £. J. vii. 
3. 8 70 b€ A€yew Todvs Adyous Tods ard THs EmcaTHuns ovdev OnpEtov" Kal yap 

oi ev Tois mabecww TovToLs dvTEes amobei~eLs Kal Em hEyovow ’Eumedoxdeous, 

kai of mp@tov pabdvres ouvetpovor pev TOs Adyous, icact 8 ome Sei yap 

guppunvat, toito b€ xpdovov Setrau’ Sate kaOdrrep Tovs broKpwopevous, oUT@S 

vmoAnnréoy hEyew Kal TOUS akpaTevopevous. 

To sum up—The véos is an incapable student and critic of 
moral philosophy, because he is unacquainted with the facts, 
a knowledge of which it presupposes. His ignorance is due (tr) 
to the short time he has lived, (2) to the strength of his passions, 
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which do not allow him to see even the facts, which he has had 1095 a. 4. 

opportunities of observing, in their true light—z. e. as involving the 
distinction of rzgi¢ and wrong, rather than that of pleasant and 

unpleasant. He has not yet acquired the faculty by which the 

truths of moral philosophy can be apprehended, viz. the Adyos 
which neglects the pleasure or pain of the present, and regards 

the relation in which the pleasant or painful action stands to the 
whole life. Such knowledge of moral philosophy as the véos 
acquires is but ear and lip knowledge, of no influence upon his 

conduct. The moral faculty (Aéyos) must be evolved as the result 
of the right ordering of his dpe&ets by moral training, before it 

becomes profitable for him to study the theory of morals. If the 

end were merely to construct a speculative system, perhaps a 

youth might be able to appreciate such a system, as he appreciates 

the elements of geometry; but conduct is the end; and conduct 

requires knowledge of the perplexities of life, and a settled 

character directed towards a high ideal. 

§ 7. Tots 8€ Kata Adyov Tas dSpéfers Tovoupevors Kal mpdtTouct a. 10. 

Trodumpenes Gy ein TO wept ToUTwy eidévar.] To the man of settled 

moral character a knowledge of the principles of moral philosophy 

will be very useful, just as a clear and methodical statement of the 
principles hitherto unconsciously followed is always useful to the 

artist or enquirer of practical experience. The Logic of a science 
is_of very little use to one beginning the science; but may prove 

an invaluable guide to the experienced enquirer. A ‘critique’ 

may be meaningless to one who has not studied the picture or 

statue carefully for himself: but may become instructive after he 
has done so. Moral philosophy is useless to one who has no 
experience of life, and no faculty to discriminate between right and 

wrong, only a feeling for what is immediately pleasant or painful. 

Some of the Sophists, Aristotle says, (Z. JV. x. 9. 20), thought 
that it would be easy to legislate by making a collection of the 

most approved laws in existence, and selecting the best of them— 

as if the selection of the best required no judgment—as if the 
whole difficulty did not lie in judging correctly, as in music all 

depends upon the musical ear. Similarly (Z. VV. x. 9. 21), medical 
reports are useless to non-professional readers, but useful to men 

of professional experience. 
The description of the wemadevpévos given by Isocrates (Pana- 
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thenaicos 239), although differing from that given by Aristotle in 

not involving a technical specialisation of the term, is interesting 

as bringing into clear light the combination of experience and 

ethical moderation which Aristotle regards as essential to maideia 

in relation to the science of aoAXcrexn. Tivas odv Kade reradevpevous, 

érevd) Tas TEXAS Kal Tas entaTHpas Kal Tas Suvdpuets amodoKialw 5 mpOTov 

uev Tovs KaA@sS ypapévous Tols Mpaypact ToIs KaTa THY NHEepay ExdoTHY 

mpoonimrovat, Kat Thy Sd£av evTuxn TOV KatpOv ExovTas Kal SuvapEvnY ws 

emi ro TONY oTOXaCeoOat TOD TuppEepovTos’ eretta ToOvs MperrdvTa@s Kal diKatws 

dpudovvtas Tois det TANTLaCovat, Kal Tas pev TOV Gdov andias Kal BapvTnTas 

evkddos kai padias épovras, adas 8 avrovs ws Suvatéy éhadpordrovs kat 

petptwtarous Tois ouvvovar mapéxovtas’ ere Tovs TOY pev HOoVGv del Kpa- 

rourtas, Trav S€ cupopay py Alay NTT@pEvous, AN avdpwdas ev adtais 

Seaxepévous Kal ths pioews akiws hs peTeyovtes TuyxXavopev’ TéTapTov, 

omep peytotov, Tors pr StapOerpopevovs iad Tov ev’mpayav pnd e&vora- 

pévous avtav pnd trepnpavovs yryvopevous adXN eppevovras tH taker TH 

Tov ed dpovovvtey, Kal pi paddov xalpovtas Tois dua TUXnY Umdpsaow 

dyabvis i) Tots Sua tH atrav iow Kat dpdovnow e& apxns yryvopevots. 

The memadevpevos is thus described by Isocrates as the man of 

experience and moderation, who knows how to deal with the 

circumstances of life as they occur. In the £¢hics the memaudevpévos 

is the crztic of the science of life. But it is only the man of the 

world described by Isocrates, who fulfils the conditions, moral and 

intellectual, which Aristotle regards as essential to madeia (in his 
technical sense of the term), when it is engaged in the critical 

estimation of modurixy. It is only the man of experience and 

moderation who can know what is meant by right and wrong. As 

the man of experience and moderation knows how to live, he is 

also the only competent critic of the science of life. His critical 

faculty, like his practical judgment, has become an instinct in him. 

See L. LV. vi. 11. 6 adore bei mpocéxew tev eureipwv Kal mperBuTépor 7) 

ppovipev rais dvarobeikrois pdceot kai ddEas ody Hrrov Tov amodeiEcwv’ 

dua yap To eyew ex THs eumetpias Supa Spaow opbas. 

The ethical and political doctrines of Aristotle are thus, we see, 

pevavra ovveroiot: hence the difficulty which we, at our distance 

from the ancient Greek life, experience in the study of them.. 
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CELAPIT ER. LV: 

ARGUMENT. 

What then ts the Chief Good which ts the object of our Science? Most people, 
cultivated and uncultivated, agree as to its name and call it Happiness but here 

the agreement ends ; for some make Happiness consist in Pleasure, others in 

Wealth, others in Seal Recognition ; and often aman’s view of it changes with 
his circumstances, e. g. _ when he falls sick, he thinks that it is Health, and when 
he is poor, that tt is Wealth. Others again, conscious of their own ignorance, 

identify wt with the Wisdom and Learning which they admire from afar: 
lastly, it has been held to be Something by Itself, apart from all particular good 
things, but the cause of their being good. It would take too long to examine all 
these views: tt will be enough to notice those which have the greatest vogue, or 

most to say for themselves as theortes of Life. 

But before we begin an examination of these views, and thereafter attempt 

to set forth a view of our own, it ts important that we should be clear about the 
method proper to the Science of the Chief Good. Where ought the enquiry to 
begin? With general principles? or with particular facts? Evidently with 
something known, but when we say ‘known’, we may mean either known in 

ee of the term, known for what zt 2s, i.e. known scientifically as 

a general principle is known ; or known from our point of view, i.e. know asa. _ 
articu eseuses.._I[t 1s with the ‘known’ in the latter 

acceptation that our present enquiry must begin. This is why tt ts so important 
that the student of the science of conduct should bring to hts study of the subject 

a good moral character. Wéthout this, he cannot ‘know’ the elementary facts 

with which his study must begin, i.e. cannot understand a teacher who begins 

by pointing to certain concrete examples of Virtue or Vice, or by quoting 

certain popular sayings, or by taking for granted that this thing ts wrong and 

that thing right. Indeed this elementary ‘ knowledge’ ts so important in itself 

that it does not matter much tf the average man never proceed from it to the 
knowledge of principles, or of the reason why. 

§ 1. méca yvdots kai mpoaipeors| ‘ The original four terms réxvn, 1095 a.14. 
pebodos, mpakis, mpoaipeors are here reduced to two.’ Grant. 

Tyéors has for its object, or ‘ good,’ the reduction of the data of 

experience to form, law, or theory ; mpoaipecis aims at the preserva- 

tion of the moral organism amid the dangers to which it is exposed 
in its environment. 
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§ 2. eddaipoviav] It is Aristotle’s object, in the Lvhzcs, to give a 
new meaning to this accepted term. The popular view regarded 

‘Happiness’ as consisting in the favour of Heaven and Fortune, 

and in the multitude of a man’s possessions. Aristotle shows that 

it consists, not in what a man has or recezves, but in what he zs and 

does. It is an active function (évépyea Wuxijs), not a condition of ~ 

passivity. It is ‘noble living’—ré ed gv in the active sense. Cf. 
the remarkable fragment of Aristotle preserved by Stobaeus, /7or. 

Tr. 54. vol. i. p. 78, ed. Meineke (assigned by Rose, frag. Arist. 89 
to the dialogue wept mAovrov),—vdure tiv edSaipoviay ovk ev TS TOA 

extn o Oa yiyverOat, dAN ev TO TH WuyxH «0 SvaxeicOar’ Kai yap ovde Td 

gGpa aitd TO Nampa eoOAre Kekoopnpevov chain Tis eivat paxdpioy Gdda TO 

Thy vyleay €xov Kat orovdaiws Stakeiwevov, Kav pndev Tov mpoeipnuevorv 
Sanu A. X SESKy \ , ‘ WY > 7. N , 

avT@ tap’ Tov avToy Oe Tpdmov Kai Yruxn e€av 7 TEeTAWevpEYN, THY TOLA’THY 

Kal Toy ToLodTov avOpwroy evOaipova mpocayopevTeoy EoTiv, ovK av Tots EKTdS 
ey - iA + Be ‘ eA We > ‘ ‘ 7 5.) 7 Aapmpes KeKoopHpEvos, avTos pndevis GEos @v' ovdé ‘yap tmmov, Kay 

, a Q A »” ~ “~ 2 A a a if 

Weta ypvoa kat oxevny €xn wodvTeAn avdros wy, TOY ToLOUTOY GELdY TLvOS 
, > 3 Cy tS ay , a f a > > - 

vouigopev etvat, AAN Os Gy Stakeipevos 7 OToVvdalws, ToUTOY padAov éerawod= 

bev, @omep yap €l Tis TOY oikeT@Y atTOD xXeElpoy cin, KaTayehaoTos ay 

yévowto, Tov a’toy Tpdmov ois TAEiovos agiay THY KTHOW €tvar TUPBEBnKE 
a 247 u > , , > ° , é . ial ? 

Ths idias pvaews, aOdiovs tovrovs eivat Set vopiterv’ Kat TovTO KaT 
> tf A + - , , ef A c p fa ‘ CA ahjnOevay ovtws exer’ Tikres yap, GoTrep Hyoly 7 Tapommia, Kdpos pev UBpw, 

amadevoia b€ per e£ovoias dvoiav* Tois yap Siaxepéevois Ta rept THY 

Wuxi Kak@s, ote mAovros ore iaxds ovTe KdAAos TaV ayabaov éoTiv’ 

GN édo@ ep av atrar paddov ai diabeces Kal imepBodyv imdp§eor, 

TogOUT® Kat Trei@ Kai pel{w TOY KeKTnpEevoy BAdmTOVOL, Xopis PpovnTEews 

mapayevopevat. 

xaptevtes] ‘Cultivated ’"—synonymous with rots copois three lines 

below. Cf. £. WV. i. 13. 7 rév iarpey of xapievres, AN Expression re- 

garded by Zell as equivalent to ray ltarpav of ditocopwrepas thy 

Texynv petidvtes, de Sensu, 1. 436a. 21. Cf. de Divinat. 1. 463 a. 

4 héyovot yoty Kal rev larpav ot xaplevres Ore Set opddpa mpoc€xew Tots 

evuTvios’ evAoyoy O€ oUTws tmoaBev Kal Tois px TeXViTALs pEY, TKOTTIOU- 

pévois 6€ te Kai pitogopotaw. For other references to the use of 
xapiers see Index Arist. 

To 8 e6 Civ Kal 7d €3 mpdrtew] ‘ed mpdrrew is an ambiguous 

phrase. In its usual acceptation it would rather mean “ faring- 
well” than “ acting-well.”’ Grant. It is Aristotle’s object to give 
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an active instead of a passive sense to these commonly accepted 1095 a. 19. 
expressions for the Chief End. 

ti €or] Tis éorw is the reading of Ob, CCC, NC, adopted by a. 20. 
Zell, Coraes, Michelet, and Ramsauer. The Paraph. and Aspasius 

seem to have read ti éorw. Eustratius distinguishes between the 

two readings: &v rd pev (er é. tis) Tov brokewpéevov, TO Sé (2. e. Tt) TOU 

ovatmdovs Adyov Snorixdy: 7. e. Tis €or relates to a thing looked at 

in the concrete with all its material qualities, while ri éoru (as=rd 

ri jv eivav) is the technical expression for the essence (ovcta dvev dns) 

or form (eédos), declared in definition (épucpds, dpos, or Nbyos). Miche- 

let argues that ris is the better reading here, since Aristotle is about 

to state, not the definition of e’dapovia, but popular opinions re- 

garding it. See the notes of Zell and Michelet. The weight of 

MS. authority is in favour of ri, and ri seems to be required to 

bring out with sufficient sharpness the antithesis between the clauses 

beginning dvdpare pev odv and mepi dé tis eddatpovias. 

§ 3. WSoviv 7 wodrov 4 tyyy] Eudemus (2. £7. i. 2. 1214 b. 24) a. 23. 

explains the identification of eddamovia with ryn, dd£a, mhodTos, OF 

madeia, by the fact that these are conditions of Happiness, and there 

is a natural tendency to identify the conditions of the existence of 

a thing with the thing itself: gor. yap ratr’ atria tis audio Byticews 

TEpl Tod evOamovetv, TL eoTL, Kal yiverar Sia Tivwv' dy dvev yap oiyx oldy Te 
> ~ ” s a > , > , 

evOaynovety, Evioe pepyn THs evdatpovias eivar voui¢ovory. 

auverddtes 8 EauTots dyvovay| ‘ Conscious of their own ignorance.’ a. 25. 

They answer to those who make wawdeia, ‘ superior attainments,’ the 

gkords Tov Kkadas (yy, in the list given by Eudemus, i. 2. 1214 b. 8. 

éyio.] The Platonists, whose view is examined in chapter 6. a. 26. 
Aristotle formulates the doctrine of ideas in the expression & t 

mapa Ta woAda (7.¢e. a single ‘universal substance,’ ka6cdov ovdcia, in 
which the particulars, ra modAd, Ta aicOnra, ‘ participate ’—peréxet, 

but which is nevertheless separate from them—yopioréy). His 
own view opposed to this doctrine he formulates in the expression 

év kata moAd@v (2.e. that in which the particulars are seen to 
resemble one another, which is predicated of—xarnyopetrar karda— 

any one of them, as a quality—zo.dv r.—possessed by it. See Ax. 

Post. i. 11. 77 a. 5 €idn pev ody elva, ip ev Te mapa Ta TOAAA OvK avayxn, 
Cpe ean ” 2 , a \ a > \ > - Saas, > A 

ei amddevEts €orau’ evar pevTou Ev KaTa TrOAN@Y AAnOes EitEty avadyKy. Ov yap 
»” iY , ay ‘ a > ERY \ Ni , \ > A , > gota TO KaOdAov, dv py TovTo 7° €av Se TO KaOdov py 7, TO pEeToY OvK 

€ora, aot ovd amddegéis, Jet, Z, 13. 1038 b. 35 havepov Gre ovdey 
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Tav Kabddov UrapxdvTwy ovcia eoti, Kal drt ovdev ONaiver TOY KoWWH KaTY- 

yopoupévor Tdd_ TL, dAAA ToLdrde, 

Spengel (Arisfotelische Studien I. Nic. Eth. p. 203) conjectures 
yap for & after éwov: ‘Es folgen namlich die Philosophen, welche 

etwas von den gewohnlichen Ansichten weit abgehendes sagen, und 

dadurch dem Volke imponirten, das waren aber jedenfalls die Idea- 
listen. Aristoteles ist damit in den Gegensatz von den zoAXoi zu 

den copoi tibergegangen, und hat zugleich den Platonikern einen 

Schlag gegeben; ihre Lehre werde von der Masse nur angestaunt, 

weil sie gar zu frappant und eigenthiimlich scheine. Ich halte yap 

fiir nothwendig.’ Spengel’s ydp would certainly convey a very 

pretty ‘hit’ at the Platonists; but I think that d¢ is needed to 
answer to per, line 22. 

§ 4. Tas padiora emutodalodcas 7 SoKovaas Exe Tid héyov | Views 

which ‘lie on the surface’ and are therefore popularly accepted, or 

views which, as ‘involving a theory of some kind,’ are more recondite, 

and are therefore confined to philosophers. Cf. 2/ev. ili. 10. 1410 

b. 22 emurddara yap héyopev Ta Travtt Spda kai a pndev det (grea, quoted 

by Zell and Grant. Cf. Aristotle’s /ragm. 470. 1555 b. 12 sqq. 

Oud Kai Tas KwoTas av’T@y edepartivas emooarTo Kal TO peyeOer TEpitTds” 

dev » Kopxupaia émemédace pactié Kai eis mapouiav 7AOe. The 

Paraphrast’s note is ikavoy O€ eorw ei e&erdoouev tas emi TO TOAD Kal 

ind Tov TrELdvav voutComevas 7) Sokovaas éxewv Tiva Aéyov. ‘The principle 

of selection laid down here is that of Zop. i. 12. 105 a. 34, referred 

to by Zell after Muretus: ras pév ody mporaces ekdexréov, doaxyas 

Siapicbn wept mpotacews, 7) Tas Twavr@v Sd€as mpoxerpiCdpevoy 7) Tas TeV 

TheloT@y i) Tas TAY Gopav" Kal TOUT@Y 7) TaVvT@Y 7} TOY TeicT@Y 4 TOV 

yVopWeorarav, 

§ 5.] ‘From hence, to the end of the chapter, follows the second 

digression on the method of Ethics.’ Grant. 

Before beginning the examination, promised in: § 4, of the 

popular views (examined in chap. 5), and of the philosophical views 
(examined in chap. 6), Aristotle enters upon a mapéxBacis concern- 

ing the method of moral science and the previous training which 

the student of the science must have received. The zapéxBaaus 

seems to suggest itself suddenly in connexion with the mention of 
Tas pdadiata emimodafovcas dSé€as, as distinguished from ras doxoveas 

exe twa Aéyov. The former dééac are of inductive origin, based on 

observation, however onesided, of the circumstances of life; whereas 
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the latter recommend themselves on @ przorz and abstract grounds. 1095 a. 30. 
Hence the words pi AavOavéera 8 jas ore Suafepovow of ard tev apydv 

Adyot kal of el Tas apxas. 

In every enquiry a beginning must be made from what the 
enquirer ‘knows. Cf. Am. Post. i. 1. 71a. 1 nma@oa Si8acxadia kai 

maca payors Siavontiky ek mpovmapxovons yiverar yrooews. The en- 

quirer’s ‘ previous knowledge’ may be either of abstract formulae 
generally applicable to the explanation of particular cases, or of 

particular concrete phenomena requiring explanation. Thus in 

Geometry he starts from the axioms and definitions,— certain abstract 
principles which are ‘known,’ and proceeds from them to the 

various more particular truths of the science. In the science of 

Medicine, on the other hand, the knowledge with which he begins 

is of symptoms—certain particular concrete phenomena of health 

and disease, from the observation and comparison of which he 

proceeds to the discovery of the hitherto unknown general laws of 
life, on which they depend. Where a few abstract forms of great 

simplicity, and therefore easily ‘known,’ can be applied to the 

resolution of particular problems, the enquiry is deductive. Geo- 

metry, which makes complex spatial relations plain to the eye by 

breaking them up into simple spatial relations already ‘known,’ 

(Met. ©. 9. 1051 a. 21, &c. ebpioxerar S€ kal ra Staypdppara evepyeia’ 

Siarpodvtes yap etpioxovow* ei © rv Suypynpeva havepa dv Hy’ viv & evumdp- 

xee Suvaper’ Sid ti dvo0 GpOat ro Tpiywvoy; 6re ai wept pilav oTLypny yeviat, 

toa. duo dpOais’ ci ody avnkto 7 mapa thy Trevpay, iddvte dv Hv edOds 

djAov") is the perfect type of deductive reasoning. But where the 

enquiry is concerned not with abstract spatial relations, or with the 

development of mere notions, but with the behaviour of real 
phenomena in nature, no such simple formulae capable of explain- 

ing the phenomena are ‘known’ to the enquirer from the first. 

The concrete phenomena themselves are ‘ known,’ and the formulae 

have to be abstracted from them. ‘The falling of bodies to the 

earth, the swinging of the pendulum, the tides, the orbit of the 

moon, and the orbits of the planets, had all been separately ‘known’ 

before Newton evolved the great generalisation which explains 

them. An enquiry concerned with the behaviour of real phenomena 
in nature is (in its earlier stages at least) inductive. 

Having alluded to the distinction between Deduction and 
Induction, and indicated, by the expressions yvapya dads and 
yropipa nuiv (of which more hereafter), the ground on which the 
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one or the other of these two methods is adopted in a given enquiry, 

Aristotle asserts that moral science must be prosecuted on the 

inductive method, because particular cases of conduct are at first 

‘ better known’ to the enquirer than the general principles of conduct 

which give them significance. These particular cases, however, 

which must be known to begin with by the student of morals, will 

be entirely beyond the experience of one who has not been habitu- 

ated to perform right actions and avoid wrong actions, and there- 

fore has no stable moral character. Moral science assumes that 

the student has learnt practically to discriminate in his conduct 

between right and wrong actions, or, to use the technical language 

of the present passage, that he ‘ knows’ that such and such actions 

are right, and such and such others are wrong; it then proceeds 

to show him ow and why they are right and wrong—2z.e. to dis- 

cover their law. But the man of unstable moral character does 
not ‘know’ that such and such actions are right or wrong, because 

these terms have no meaning except in relation to a definite system 

of life, and his life is conducted on no system, but is obnoxious to 

the temptation of the passing moment. ‘The present wapéxBacrs, 

then, in which it is thus stated that the method of Ethics is obser- 

vational and inductive, prepares us for the use which Aristotle 

afterwards (Z’. JV. i. 8) makes of the popular views, which embody 

at least a certain amount of true observation, and explains the con- 

tempt with which he treats the @ przorz system of the Platonists. 

ol amo Tav a&pyav Adyou| Deduction, avdAdoyicpds, . JV. vi. 2. PX Ny; ’ yo pos, By 33 

6 de av\Aoyiopos ek TY KaOddov. 

oi émi tas dpxds| Induction, éeraywyn, Top. i. 10. 105 a. 13 
> ‘ See. > \ ~~ 7 papbre y \ , a 

eraywyl S€ 7 amd Tov KaOékaoTa em Ta KaGddov Eodos. 

id 6 M\drwv| Bekker and Sus., following Lb, omit 6. Bywater, 

following K>, Mb, Cambr., restores it to the text. Grant, omitting 

6, remarks that ‘the use of the word Daarev here, without the 

article, shows that a personal reference to the philosopher is 

intended’: see also Grant’s note on vi. 13. 3, where it is remarked 

that Aristotle uses the article when he speaks of characters in 

books (e.g. of the Socrates of Plato’s Dialogues), but gives the 
names of real persons without the article, except in cases of 

renewed mention. But, as Plato is not a character in a book, like 

6 Zwxparns, but always a real person, it is difficult to see what we 

gain by being told here ‘that a personal reference to the philo- 
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sopher is intended.’ Grant continues, ‘The use of the imperfect 1095 a. 32. 
nope. Shows that the reference is general; when Aristotle quotes 

from a particular passage in the Laws (653 A) of Plato (£7. ii. 

3. 2) he says os 6 Widrov dyotv. It will be observed that in ii. 3. 
2 the article appears in apparently all MSS., and yet the reference 

to Plato as the writer of a particular passage is as much ‘a personal 

reference to the philosopher’ as the ‘ general reference’ to him in 

the present section. It seems to me to be unsafe to attach im- 

portance to the presence or absence of the article before TWAdrev 

here or elsewhere, more especially where, as here, the MSS. are 

divided. Saxparns, of course, is in an entirely different position. As 

regards the reference in jméper being ‘ general,’ not (as Michelet 

and Heylbut, Asp. p. 9, suppose) to the passage on the dialectical 

method at the end of Ref. vi. 510 sqq., I think that this may very 
well be so. Muretus, failing to find any discussion of the dzopia in 

the writings of Plato, suggests that the reference is to his dypapa 

ddypara. 

dpktéoy pev yap amd tv yrwpipwv] Cf. An. Post. i. 1. 71 a. I b. 2. 

maga SidackaXia kai Taca pdOnots Stavontiki €k mpovmapxovons yiverat 

yrooews: Top. vi. 4. 141 a. 28 yrwpifopev & ovx ex tov TxdVTOY, 

GAN &k T@Y TpoTepay Kal yvwpiueTepwy ... oUTw yap maca didacKaXia Kai 

paOnors xe. 

Taira, $é Sitrds' TA pev yap Hiv Ta 8 GmhGs] “AmAGs attached to 
a term indicates that the term is to be taken in its sfrzct sense: 
cf. the dm\a@s dxparns of FE. LV. vii. 4. Tvepiysa dads, then, are 

objects which are known (nota not scidzlza: see the notes of Zell 
and Michelet), in the strict sense of the term known. According to 
Aristotle the pure form (cides, odaia dvev dAns) is known in the strict 
sense of ‘known.’ Where the form is with difficulty recognised, 
or not at all, on account of its implication with vAy in a ovvodov, or 
concrete material object, there is knowledge only in a secondary 

and qualified acceptation of the term. This inferior kind of - 

knowledge, however, is given in experience before ‘ knowledge’ 

strictly so called. Concrete objects of sense are mpérepa mpos nas, 

OF yropipatepa juiv, While the ein are mpdrepa hioer OF yvwpimwrepa 

dice, 7. ¢. although not first known by us in fhe order of time, the 

eidn ate Jogically first, inasmuch as the knowledge of them is 
necessary to the right understanding of the material objects in 
which they are embodied; and they are ‘naturally better known,’ 

E 
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1095 b. 2. because knowledge realises its true ‘nature,’ or reaches its goal, 
when it apprehends the efSos without admixture of matter. Cf. 

the use of dive in the statement, Pol. i. 1. 1253 a. 19 mpédrepov by 

77 proe mods # oikia Kal ExagToOs Nav’ TO yap Gov TpdTEpoy avayKatoy 

eivat Tov pépovs—7.e. although the family existed before the modus 

was evolved by the cuvoiopds Of Kdpat, yet the adds is the goal 

towards which the ¢@vow of man tends from the very first; he is 

ioe: modurixdov (Sov, and we cannot properly understand him in his 

earlier phases, unless we keep in view the final goal of his picts. 

Man moves towards the weds, in which individualism gives place 
to the consciousness of social relations, as the whole natural world 

moves towards the perfect form of the zpaérov xwodr, attracted, as it 

were, by its beauty. See Jet. A. 7. 1072 a. 24 éemet dé rd Kwovpevov 

Kal KLYOUY jLewoV [see Bonitz J7et. ad loc. on the text], €oTl 

rolvuy Te & ov KwWwovpevov Kiet aidioy Kal ovoia Kal évepyera ova. 

xwet O€ Ode" TO dpextov Kal TO vonToy KwWet OV KWovpEvoY ,.. 1072 b. 3 

kwet S€ os epopevov. Similarly, knowledge advances from the con- 

fused data of the senses to the clear perception of relation or 

form. Form is the goal of knowledge, and is therefore gice: yro- 

pyov. It is the dwAds yropov, that which is known in the true 

sense of ‘known. See Am. Post. i. 2. 71 b. 33 mpérepa & 

€oTl Kal yvopywtepa Sixds. ov yap tavtoy mpdtepoy tH poet Kal mpos 

nas mporepov' ode yvapis@repov, Kal july yrwpis@repov’ héeyw de mpds 

nas pev mpdrepa Kal yywpisetepa Ta eyyiTepov Ths aidOnoews. amas 

5€ mpdrepa kal yvwpiuatepa Ta Toppatepov’ eat. Se Toppwrdrw pev Ta 

xaOddov padiota’ eyyutato dé ta Ka exaora, kal dytikerrar tatr dAAq- 

hows. ‘Quamvis,’ says Michelet, p. 21, ‘cognitio rerum sensibi- 

lium sit facilior nobis et primi ad eam feramur, vulgusque ipsum 

ea non careat (MJe/. i. 2): tamen minus scientiae et veritatis in 

rebus sensibilibus inest, et tum demum scire putamur, si universalia, 

difficillima cognitu et a sensibus remotissima, perceperimus ; quo 

fit, ut principiorum, quippe quae non jpiv yrepmerara sint, etsl 
amos } ioe yvepymorara, admodum pauci, ii nempe, qui divinam 

quaerunt beatitudinem, i.e. sapientes participes fiant. Principia 

vero ideO yvwpmerepa sunt, quod ipsius animi naturam efficiunt, 

singularium autem rerum cognitio ex fortuitis uniuscujusque per- 

ceptionibus pendet... p. 22, Attamen si semper singularia nobis 
essent notiora, semper in scientiis ab singularibus ad_principia 

ascendere deberemus; et Aristoteles prorsus, ut putant, esset 

empiricus qui analytica sola utatur methodo (¢.e. induction). Sed 
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hoc loco Paraphrastes et Eustratius recte scientias distinguunt. 1095 b. 2. 

Sunt enim scientiae in quibus, naturali rerum ordine servato (¢.e. 

the order of our knowledge is, as it were, that of dicts), amdas 
yropma et nobis sunt yrepmerepa, ita ut ex causis (airfwv) utpote 

plus perspicuitatis habentibus ad effectus (airvara) digrediamur ; ex 

gr.in mathematica et metaphysica, in quibus hanc ob causam a 

principiis et universalibus ad reliqua descendendum est. In quibus- 

dam vero aliis scientiis effectus manifestiores nobis quam ipsae 

causae apparent, ubi, naturali rerum ordine mutato, nobis notiora 

non simpliciter sunt notiora. Quamobrem hisce in scientiis viam 

alteram ingredi oportet, non ex principiis, sed ad principia.. The 

difficulty of this ascent from the particular to the universal, from 

the effect to the cause, from the concrete to the abstract, from the 

matter to the form, is noticed in an interesting passage in Met. 

Z. 4. 1029 b. 4, sqq., where it is said that, as in moral education, 

the problem is to make that which is really or ‘ naturally’ good 

also good for the individual, so in science, the problem is to make 

that which is really or ‘naturally’ known or true, also known or 

true for the individual student: » yap paénows ott@ yiverar Tract bia TOY 

HTrov yvapipev duce cis TA yyopysa paddov’ Kal ToiTo épyov €oTiv, Somep 

ev Tais mpdeot TO Tonoa ek TOV ExdoT@ ayabdy, Ta dws ayaba ExdoT@ 

ayabd, oUTa@s ek TOY AUTO yvwoplwwTepay Ta TH pioe yropysa ad’T@ yye@pipa, 

The ‘ ordinary way of knowledge’ from the concrete effects to the 

general law is described in Zop. vi. 4. 141 b. 5, sqq., and illustrated 

by the manner in which we acquire our knowledge of the ovypn, 

or mathematical point. The solid is more evident to the senses 

than the plane, the plane than the line, and the line than the point. 

This is the order of our knowledge, but the order of natural pro- 

duction is in the opposite direction. The motion of the point 

generates the line, of the line the plane, of the plane the solid. 

The point is vce: mpérepov to the line, plane, and solid; but the 

solid is mpés ids mpdrepov, 2.e. more obvious to our senses. Td 

vce. mporepov is the»source from which the sensible particulars 

flow, as it were, and, though last to be known by us, is the first 

principle of natural generation. We can gather from Aristotle’s 

theory of Definition 6:4 mporépav kai ywpipwrdpwr, or a priorz, which 

is stated in Zop. vi. 4, as well as from his theory of dwdédeés, that 

he found it more difficult than we do now to distinguish between a 
principle of actual generation, and a principle of clear explanation. 

He concludes the passage in the Zogics (vi. 4) with the words 
E 2 
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(141 b. 15) dvds pev ody Bedrioy 1d bia T@Y mpoTepay (7.e. pices mp.) 

ra vorepa meipacbar yropilew* emuotnpoviKaTEpoy yap TO ToLodTdy eoTLY. 

ov piyy Gddd mpds Tods aduvatodvras yrepitew bid Tov ToLovT@Y dvayKatoy 

tows Sit Tov ékeivors yyopipor moreicbar Toy Néyov... 142 a. 9 tows de 

kal 7b drs yropipoy ov 7d Tact yvopipdy eat adda 7d Tois ev duaket- 

pévors thy Sudvoiav, Cf. EL. NV. vii. 3. 13, 14, where the xaOddov is 

distinguished as émornpomkdy from the éoxaros épos of sensation. 

Our knowledge of concrete objects, then, coming before our 

knowledge of the forms or general laws which they realise, the 
method of all the concrete or natural sciences will be (at least in 

the earlier stages) observational and inductive: see Phys. i. 1. 

184 a. 16 mépuxe b€ ex Tov yropmarépwv Hyiv 7 60s Kal caheotepwv emt 

Ta capeotepa TH Poet Kal yyapto@repa’ ov yap TavTa Hyly Te yyopima Kal 

dmdGs* Sidrep avaykn Tov TpdToy TovTOY mpodyew ek TOV acahecTéepav [EV 

rh pioe, nuiv O€ capertépov, emi ra capéotepa TH picer Kal yropyse- 

repa, éott & mpiv 1O mp@rov Synda Kai capy Ta ovykexvpeva padrov 

Yarepov S€ ek TOUT@Y yiveraL yympysa Ta OToLXELa Kal ai dpyat Statpodor 

ravta. But in mathematics the case is different. Here there are 

no concrete objects, in which the «ides is obscured by the van, and 

has to be abstracted from it by a toilsome process of comparison 

and generalisation. The objects are eid7 pure and simple, or 

abstractions—ra é& ddapécews, ab initio ; and among these abstrac- 

tions the simplest and most easily ‘known’ are those of the widest 
application, ‘The axioms and definitions are more easily ‘known,’ 

than the particular properties of the various figures which are 

shown to involve these axioms and definitions; hence the method 

of mathematics will be deductive. This does not, of course, affect 

the truth of the position (on which Aristotle is quite explicit: see 

An, Post. i, 18) that our knowledge of mathematical, as of all other 
apxai, is derived from the materials presented in sense-experience. 

The experience, however, required for the acquisition of mathe- 

matical principles is much slenderer than that necessary for the 
attainment of the principles of a concrete science like medicine or 

politics. In other words—where we deal with diagrammatically 
representable relations of space we can begin the deductive method 
almost at once; where we deal with concrete phenomena, the 

deductive stage, if reached at all, must be preceded by a long 

period of inductive enquiry. Novds—the faculty of specially attend- 

ing to that which is common in a multitude of sense-presentations, 

and of abstracting it as a point of view—perceives the form in the 
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matter supplied by induction, easily, or with difficulty, according to 1095 b. 2. 
the nature of the matter. Spatial forms are easily abstracted, but 
‘kinds’ or ‘metaphysical notions’ with difficulty ; and when ab- 

stracted ‘kinds’ and ‘notions’ are not the lucid principles of 
deduction that spatial forms are, because their application is not 

diagrammatic, but to concrete phenomena. On ra dicet yropydrepa 

and 7a jpiv yy. see Michelet’s note ad loc., Trendelenburg’s 

Llementa Logices Aristoteleae, § 19, and his De Anima ii. 2, § 1, note. 

tows otv july ye dpktéov dnd tdv Hiv yvwpipwr| ‘Perhaps then b. 3. 

we at all events must commence with what we know? Aristotle 
was probably unconscious of the sort of pun in this sentence. 

He merely asserts that we (z. e. ethical philosophers) must start from 

a basis of personal experience.’ (Grant.) The gist of the present 

mapéexBaois may be given as follows. Evdamovia is the dpxn, or first 

principle of human life. Are we in possession of the knowledge of 
this dpxn ab imito, as we are in possession of the principles of 

geometry, and will moral science consist merely in the deductive 

application of it to explain the details of conduct; or will the science 

not rather consist mainly in the attempt to abstract this dpyj from 

the dAn of our particular experience, z.¢. to find it? Aristotle, as 

Eustratius and the Paraphrast (the latter with a certain qualification) 
interpret the present passage, decides here in favour of the second 

alternative. How far he is true to his decision we shall see. 
The Paraphrast’s words are—emei 5€ rept dpxijs 6 Aéyos (apy yap Kai 
aitia eoti 70 réAos Tov mpdéewy' Ov ekeivo ydp te mpadrtoper) (yrnTéov, 

Tas det momoacGa Tov epi aitns Aéyor" Exet yap Siaopay’ Kat mparov 

Tept TOY apx@v puxpov SiarnYopeda’ Tay yap aitiwv 76 péev TediKdv éoTe 

70 d€ eidixdv 7d dé dexdy 76 S€ rrouriKdv" Kal TouTiKOY pev H evépyera TOD 

Texvirov' vAuKoy Sé ra Eva kat of Aibot €E Hv 7 oikia. cidikdy Sé 7d €idos 

Tis oikias* Tedixoy dé bx’ 6 1) oikia yéyovey. nei O€ Tadta aira eiol Tois 

Mpaypact Tov eivat, aizia eioi Kai THs yvooews aitav Kai & adtrav 

dwvavrar exeiva ywaoxecba. av ydp tis €ldQ Thy téxvnv Tod TEXViTOV 

KaP qv thy oixiav eOnurovpynoey, elceras Tv oiklav 7) dyabiy i pavdny, dooy 

TH] TEXVN TpooHKe. Kal 6 THY VAnY eidas Kal 6 TO cidos dpolws. made bé 

ywaokortes Ti 70 TéAos avris cicdpeba 7) dyabiy i pavdnv. TupBaiver be 

kal To avdmadw and rod eidévae TO amoTéAcopa Tas aitias ywooew’ 6 yap 

eidas 7Hy oikiav, [v.1. airiay| tHy téxvyv cicerar Tod Texvirov, Kal Ta dANa 

Gpoiws. Gate tovs éyous diyas dvaykn yivesOa’ i) awd Trav dmored- 
, x > \ > , ete ee ean a > a ‘ > , Zi 

EOLUT@Y Tas apxas arodeukvuvat, 7) aQTO T@V apxev Ta amoteNeopara 
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1095 b. 3. xprfoopeba 8€ éxarépa tHv peOddav xara xapdv. [This is the qualifica- 

tion, alluded to above, with which the Paraphrast seems to accept 

the present passage as pledging Aristotle to an inductive method in 

Ethics. | Kal dnd pev TOY apx@v arodciEopev Grav avral dpa dow" 7o 

dvaradw, Grav ta dmotehéopata avepotepa 7. Sid TodTo Kal TAdrev 

kadds é(yrer ToUTO Kal nTdpeL, ws ovK ddudhopoy dv emi mavTds, TéTEpoY 7rd 

TOY apyav 1) mpoonKovoa THs drodeiSews bdds, 7) emt Tas apxds’ Somwep ev 

oradio awd Tay GOobeTav emt TO mEpas Td avdraduw, dutTHs ody ovens 

ts 6000, mé0ev nyiv apxtéov; 7 SnAov Ott and Tov GmoTedecLATOY 

dnAovdte Tov ToAdiTiKOY mpa~ewv, VY apxn Kal aitiov Td moduTLKoY Tédos 

corti; Sei yap and Tay yropipev apéacOa, ov TH pioet, GAN piv. Bioer 

pev yap yyapya éyovrar ai apxat Kal ra aitia’ eéxeiva yap H vats 

mporepa TapioTyot, Kal mpos ékelva TP@TwS Opa’ Nulv Oe Ta drroreheopata 

yropma’ bev apkreov’ ovTw yap aadns eorar 6 Adyos amd TOv Hpyiv 

yrwopinov ywopuevos, Eustratius explains as follows—emel roivuy apy7 

pev Tedixy 7 EvOamorvia, ai € mpos aitHy ws Téhos ayovg~at ai Kata Tas 

aperas elot mpd&ets, atta b€ vorepar pev TH Giger ws THs evOammovias 

airvatal, nuiv dé capéotepar Kal yywpipwrepat, ek TOUT@Y Hiv apKTéov Kal 

amtéov dv aitav mpos 76 atriov—z. é. edvdampovia is the Final Cause of 

Life. The various dperai are naturally subsequent to it, as being 

its effects—z.¢. as being what they are in virtue of it, just as the 

hand is a hand in virtue of the body; but they are more evident 

to us than it is—z. e. we learn (under the influence of moral training) 

to discriminate practically, or in our habitual conduct, between 

good and bad actions, before we can form a notion of life as 
a great whole, and understand why and how they are good and 
bad; accordingly, we must begin our study of moral science with 

this merely empirical ‘knowledge of the dperai, and rise from it 
to the knowledge of their cause, evdapovia, 

b.4. $$ 6,7. 81d Set tots Eeow 7x8ar kadds . . . Tod Sidtt.] The con- 

nexion here may be exhibited as follows. Moral science must begin 

with moral facts—with particular moral actions. The student of | 

moral science must be able to see for himself that a particular act is 

———— i 

good or bad. (Apyi) 76 6te.. .dpkréov dd rv jpiv yropiper). It will be 

useless to /e// him that such and such an act is good or bad; he 

must have a tendency to think it good or bad. He cannot manifest 
this tendency unless he has often performed, or abstained from 

performing, the act in question—z.e. unless he has acquired a __ 

habit in relation to it. When he has once acquired good habits, 
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he may derive profit from the study of moral science; for then 1095 b. 4. 

he knows what it is about—he then realises what is meant by 
calling such and such actions good or bad. Habit makes him 
think a certain act good: moral science explains to him why it is 

so. Thus apy here means ‘what we start with’—the particular 

in this case: whereas dpxds in the next sentence (§ 7) is to be 

understood in the technical sense of ‘universal principles’ (see 

Grant ad Joc.). At the same time we cannot help seeing that in b 
using apy popularly, Aristotle is not uninfluenced by the associa- 
tions connected with its technical meaning. The perception that , 

a particular act is good or bad, which is an dp yn, in the sense of 

being simply the beginning of the study of moral science, itself 

involves a universal principle. The universal principle is the 

tendency to regard the act as good or bad, derived from the habit 

of performing it or avoiding it. The habits are thus ethical dpxai, 

or first principles, or, at least, medza axiomata under the supreme 

apxyn—evddaovia. Without the habits, the moral perceptions have 

no existence. Accordingly we cannot be said to start from the 
moral perception in the popular sense of ‘starting’ (dpxréov, dpyn), 

unless we have already a habit which is a ‘starting-point’ in 

the technical sense as being a general principle. This seems 

to be the implication of the passage before us; and our inter- 

pretation of it is borne out by passages elsewhere in which habit 

is actually described as a sort of universal, viz. “. JV. vi. 11. 4 

dpxai yap Tod ob évexa (z.e. the habitual motive or aim), airae (2. ¢. 

particular acts) é« ra@v xa@ ékacra yap ra Kaldhov—where x«addov 

describes the habit which has been acquired by repetition of 

particular acts: and again /. JV. 1. 7. 20 rév dpxav Sé ai pev emaywyh 

Oewporvra, ai 8 aigOnae, ai & eOvop@ revi, kai Gra & adAdws— ‘we 

perceive our starting-point, sometimes by induction, sometimes 

by simple sensation, sometimes by habituation. . ..—where e&opés 
is presented as a sort of ‘moral induction, which puts us in 

possession of ‘moral principles,’ just as scientific induction gives 

us the principles of deduction. 
There is no moral érz, then, unless there are good habits. We 

begin our ethical studies with the dre (apy 76 dre) ; but we should not 

perceive the é7 at all, unless we possessed the dpyy of habit. Our 

perception of the é7 is thus a sort of deduction from the principle 

of habit. So far as the conduct of ordinary men is concerned, 

the perception of the é7 supersedes the necessity of the knowledge 
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of the d&udr:—z.e. the fact that they perceive a certain act to be 

good (it being really good: this the voyodérns has seen to), implies 
that they are so habitually disposed towards it, that, from a 
practical point of view, speculative reasons, proving that it is good, 

may be dispensed with. Ordinary men, who act virtuously from 

habit, do not need to know, and perhaps could not understand, 

why they ought so to act. Their //adz/, with the accompanying 

Opinion that the things habitually done are good, is a sufficient 
substitute for the why, ered 1rd Tédos éotiv ob yvaots adda mpakes. 

The vopodérns, however, who is the author of the habit, must 

possess the zwhy—he must know why certain acts are good. 
In his case, at least, it cannot be said, that the ér is enough with- 

out the dcr. He must be able to show how the law of the habit 
(which is merely ‘empirical’ to the ordinary citizen) can be 

‘derived from’ the Supreme Law (76 dire) of Human Nature— 
evdatpovia, 

So much for the meaning which the immediate context un- 

doubtedly gives to the present passage. But we must remember 

that dre (as distinguished from dre) has a special application, 
which could not fail to make itself felt to Aristotle’s mind 

here. Td ére is that which is accepted without dmddekis: it is 

TO dvawddecxrov, Hence it is a term specially applicable to the 

apxai or universal principles of dmdééeéts, which of course would not 

be dpxai if they admitted of deductive proof—v.e. if they could be 

explained by means of a dur. Thus we find 2. V. i. 7. 20. 

1098 a. 33 ovK dmatnréov & oddé Ti aitiay év Amaow opoims, aN’ 

ixavoy €y tise TO OTe SeryOnvat Kad@s, oiov Kai mept tas apxas’ TO & Ore 

mp@tov kai dpyn. Accordingly, the words before us—dapxy yap ro 

ort’ kal ei todtTo gaivoiro dpkxovvtws, ovdey mpoodenaer tov Sidre—if 

abstracted for a moment from their context', mean that dmddeéus 

must start from an dpx7 dvamddexros ; and that, if this dpyn is self- 

evident, it is unnecessary to attempt to make it more evident 

by trying to find some higher dpxq (ddr), which may explain it. 

The Paraphrast actually speaks of the 67 of the present passage 
aS apy? dmodei~ews. He says—el pev yap amd trav apyav amcdeixvuper 

ras moitixas mpdkers ayabas eivat, Kat Tov pn mematdevpevoy ev Tais 

ToavTas mpakeow emeiOopev av, AOywv avdykn Snoavres emet SE awd TeV 

voTepav THY apxiv Bovddpueba arodecxvivat TOY TodiTLKaY Tpdecwy Snover, 

kai det UmoKeioOar Trepl adtay Kabdmep apxhv arrodetgcws Tr dyalal, 

* The passage would run very well with the clause dpy7 . . . 5:d7u omitted. 
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davepov drt od Svvarar mee Oivat, ei pi) 6 weipa Kadas Kal Oikaias Tas 1095 b. 4 
4 te ° ’ 

Toravtas mpagets cides. 

6 8€ Tovodtos exer 7 AdBor Gv dpxas padlws| 62.e. 6 Kahos Hypévos. b. 7. 
Such a one is in possession of moral facts, which either stand 

already in the light of principles, or can be at once recognised as 

such on the suggestion of the Philosophers.’ Grant. ‘The Para- 

phrast’s comment is—ei yap 76 dr dyabat ai mpd§ets dpxovytws d€fartd 

gis ovdev Senodpea Tod didtt* Try &€ aitiay, To TEAos SyAovdrt, 7) ywoTKE 

#5n, i) dkovcas padios yydcera’ ds Sé odd erepov Exec TovT@Y, Kal pHTE 

altos ywaooket, pyte map’ érepav Svvarat pavOdvew, dkovodtw Tov “Howddov : 

Stahr’s note (Aristoteles’ Nic. Eth. iibersetst und erldutert) on this 
passage is good: ‘ Aristoteles will also dass die Lirkennintss der 

Principien der Sittlichkeit beim Menschen hervorgehe aus der 

thatséchlichen Erfiillung der Sittlichen Pflichten.’ 

pndérepov | neither éxer, nor AdBou dv apyds. b. 8. 

odtos pev x.t.A.] Hesiod, épya «ai muépar 291-295. The senti- b. 10. 
ment expressed in these verses became proverbial, and reappears 

frequently in literature: see the notes of Magirus, Zell, Coraes, 

Michelet and Grant, who refer to Herod. vii. 16, Soph. Anig. 720, 

Livy xxii. 29, Cic. Pro Cluentio 31. ‘The words of Sophocles 

are— 
dye eywye mpeoBevew trodv, 

diva tov avdpa ravr’ emotnpns TrEov" 

ei & ovdv, puret yap TovTo ju) Tavrn pérew, 

kal Tav heydvT@v ev Kady TO pavOdvey. 

and Livy’s words are—‘Saepe ego (¢.e. Minutius addressing the 

soldiers) audivi, milites, eum primum esse virum qui ipse consulat, 

quid in rem sit, secundum eum qui bene monenti obediat: qui 

vero nec ipse consulere nec alteri parere sciat, eum extremi ingenii 

esse.’ 
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CHAPTER ver 

ARGUMENT 

It ts quite natural that men’s views about the Chief Good, or Happiness, ' 

should be determined by the manner of their lives. There are three prominent 

lives, and, corresponding to them, three leading views about Happiness. 

(1) The life of sensual enjoyment. The votaries of this life make Happiness 

Pleasure. This view has recetved more attention than tt deserves, because the 

life of which it is the theory—the life of a brute beast—is that led by many 

persons of high station. 
(2) The life of the man of affairs. He makes Social Success the Chief Good. 

But Social Success is too superficial a thing to be the Chief Good. It has its 
being rather in the applause of others than in the nature of the man himself ; 

whereas the Chief Good must surely be something in a man—something which 

ts hts own, and not easily to be taken away from him. Moreover, those who 
seek the applause of their fellow citizens, seek tt that they may have the satis- 

faction of believing in their own Goodness. Thus they put Goodness above 

applause. But even Goodness falls short of being the Chief End, for a man 
may ‘have Goodness’ and yet spend his whole life without doing anything worth 

doing—nay, may be involved in the greatest misfortunes, notwithstanding his 

Goodness: and it would be paradoxical to call such a man ‘ Happy.’ 
(3) The life of the thinker. This we shall examine afterwards. 

As for the life of money-making, it ts contrary to nature. Its end, money, ts 

obviously but a means, unnaturally converted into an end. Although the same 

zs trae of the other ends examined above, it ts not so obviously true. 

$1. fpets... brokapBdvew] Let us return from this digression and 
examine men’s tones concerning the chief good, for (ydp) these 
imoAnWers are worth examination, being derived, as is only natural, 

from their own experience of life fa ahdyws eotkagw &k TOV Bicov 

imohapBave). Incorrect as these imodnpes are, they are not with- 

out a certain foundation in experience, and will embody part of the 

truth which we are in search of. They place happiness in the_ 

satisfaction of one side of human nature; a review of them will 

bring to light how many sides human nature has, and will enable_ 

us to fill in the details of our own theory of life, which, stated in 
outline, is that all the sides of human nature ought to be duly 

_ satisfied under the synoptic eye of vots. The subject of eotkaouw is 
of pev moddot in § 2, and of dé xapievres in § 4, the words dd § 2... 

Zapdavard\Xw § 3, being parenthetical. Peters does not bring out 
the force of otx« dddyws correctly; he translates—‘As to men’s 

notions of the good or happiness, it seems (to judge, as we reason- 

ably may from their lives) that the masses, who are the least 
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refined, hold it to be pleasure.’ Ovx addyas relates not to owr 1095 b.14. 

inference, but to the dertvation of brorjpes from Btor by those who 

live the Bio; the irodnWers so derived are pronounced ‘natural’ or 

‘not unreasonable.’ Williams falls into the same error as Peters ; 

he translates—‘ the many and baser sort give by their lives a fair 
presumption that their conception of the chief good and of happi- 

ness is that it consists in material pleasure.’ Stahr is right—‘ Wir 

kehren jetzt zu dem Gegenstande zuriick, wovon wir abgeschweift 

sind. Es scheint mir namlich, dass die Menschen nicht ohne eine 

gewisse Berechtigung ihre Ansichten iiber das was gut und was 

Gliickseligkeit sei, nach ihren verschiedenen Lebensarten bilden.’ 
So Lambinus—‘Sane vero summum bonum et beatitudinem non 

sine ratione ex variis vitae generibus existimare videntur. The 

Paraphrast takes too narrow a view of the scope of the clause ré 

yap ayaOov . . . imohapBavey, when he understands it merely to give 

a reason why men’s views of the chief good vary so much—viz. 
because their lines of life (Sioc) vary—ipeis b€ Aéyopev dOev mapeEe- 

Bnpev. jv dé npiv 6 Adyos Tepi Tod dtu Siahdpovs of avOpwrot Tept THs 

evdamovias éxovor ddéas. €xaotos Toivuy axorovOws TO oikeia Big Thy 

evdaipoviay dpitera. This takes no account of ov« addéyws, which 

prepares us for the importance which is attached below in chapter 

8 to the imodnes of the various classes of men. 

§ 2. 8d kat tov Blov dyam@or| ’Ayaréou means that they acquiesce b. 17.\ 

in, or look no higher than ; cai means that their life isin accordance / 

with their theory, or imdAnyis. 

Tpeis yap eiow «.7..] In the drodavorixds Bios a man sacrifices\ 

the Adyos, or harmony of his nature_as a whole, to the ém@upnrixdy 

pépos—to his desire for pleasure ; in the zodurixds Bios (as the term 

modirinéds is used here) he sacrifices it to the @vpoedés pépos—to 

ambition, or love of social success, and the applause of others ; but 

in the @ewpnrixds Bios human nature is not treated as a means, but 

reverenced as an end. ‘To be reverenced as an end it must be 

‘seen sub specte aelernttatis as divine, and this involves @ewpia. 

Hence human nature cannot be maintained as a Adyos in the 

mpaktixds Bios, except by one who has the cxomds (see vi. 1. §§ 1, 2, 

3, notes) which @cwpia gives. To have this oxorés, it is not indeed 
necessary to be oneself a ‘ philosopher’ or ‘ thinker,’ or actually to 
lead the separate Ocwpyrixos Bios strictly so called; but it is necessary 

to live in a city which has ‘thinkers, and is regulated for the sake y 
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of them. In such a city Oewpia, which appears in the professed 

‘ philosophers’ or ‘ thinkers’ as the clear consciousness of specula- 

tive truth, manifests itself in the men of affairs as a spirit whereby 

they are enabled to detach themselves somewhat from the influence 

of merely personal pleasures and ambitions— material grounds of 

action,’ and take a ‘formal,’ ‘ theoretic’ view of life, comprehend- 

ing it in its péyefos kai ra&is as a system of kadat mpage. This is 

the spirit of the ‘true politician,’ as described by Eudemus—£. £. 

i. 5. 1216 a. 23 of modAol Tay moduTiKOY ovK dAnO@s tuyxdvovat THS 

mpoonyopias’ ov ydp elou moduteKol Kara Tiv ddnOevay, 6 prev yap TroduTLKOS 

rav Kadav cori mpdgewv mpoatperikos abTav xapu” oi dé mohot Xpnpatav 

Kai mreoveklas evexev Enrovrar Tod Cyv ovrws. The ‘true’ moActeKds Bios 

is thus, in a sense, a Oewpyrixos Bios, even in the case of the man 

of affairs who is not a professed philosopher or thinker. More 

literally, of course, it is a Oewpyrixds Bios in the case of the man of 

affairs who not only lives in a city which exists for the sake of 

‘philosophers’ or ‘thinkers,’ but is himself also a ‘thinker’ in the 

strict sense, and enjoys moments of inward philosophical ¢xodq in 

the course of his ‘political’ career. It is mot necessary to be a 

professed ‘philosopher’ or ‘thinker,’ and to abstain from active 

participation in affairs in order to lead the @ewpyreds Bios. Perhaps 

the Ocepyrixds Bios is most successfully realised, not as a separate 

life, but as the form of the modurixos Bios. 

The three lives mentioned by Aristotle here answer to the three 

classes of men distinguished by Plato (Rep. 581)—rd uroxepdes 

yévos, TO qhiddvecxoy Kai giddripov, and 7d diddcogor, in the first of 

which émOupéa has the mastery, in the second @vpés, in the third 

Adyos. These three types of individual character are exemplified 

on a large scale in modureia (Rep. 544, 8qq.). In dptoroxparia there 

is dpdvoa, ‘one mind’ extending throughout the whole body 

politic; all classes cheerfully conspire to maintain the good of the 
state, each performing its own function under Aédyos or ‘the con- 

stitution.’ In tioxparia order and discipline are confined to one 
class—the military class, representing @vpés, or the pushing self- 
asserting principle in human nature. In édryapyia the principle of 

émOupia, represented by a wealthy clique, takes the place of Aupés, 

and for a time, by adopting the maxim of ‘ cool self-regard,’ 

manages to ward off anarchy. Finally, in 6ypoxparia anarchy 

prevails, every individual doing what pleases him best at the time— 

till the r’pavvos, representing the supremacy of some one émvupia in 
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the individual character, puts an end to the licence of the many, 
that the licence of one—the worst anarchy—may reign. So, in 

the droXavarixds Bios some tyrant emuyia may determine conduct, 

or many emOvpiae may have their turns; in the odirikds Bios 

ambition is the master-passion, and keeps order to a certain extent, 
but not in the interest of the whole man, only in its own interest ; 

while in the @ewpntixds Bios all the functions of man’s nature are 

exercised duly. 

Michelet and Grant point out that this three-fold division occurs 

in a metaphor attributed to Pythagoras by Heraclides Ponticus 

(apud Cic. Zusc. v. 3), in which life is compared to the concourse 
at Olympia—some come to contend for prizes, some to buy and 

sell, some—the noblest sort—to look on as spectators: ‘[Pytha- 

goran| ut scribit auditor Platonis Ponticus Heracleides vir doctus 

in primis, Phliuntem ferunt venisse; cumque Leonte principe 

Phliasiorum, docte et copiose disseruisse quaedam ; cujus ingenium 

et eloquentiam cum admiratus esset Leon, quaesivisse ex eo, qua 

maxume arte confideret : at illum, artem quidem se scire nullam, 

sed esse Philosophum; admiratum Leontem novitatem nominis 
quaesivisse quinam essent Philosophi, et quid inter eos et reliquos 

interesset: Pythagoran autem respondisse—Similem sibi videri 

vitam hominum et mercatum eum qui haberetur maxumo ludorum 

apparatu totius Graeciae celebritate: nam ut illic alii corporibus 

exercitatis gloriam et nobilitatem coronae peterent, alii emendi aut 

vendendi quaestu et lucro ducerentur : esset autem quoddam genus 

eorum, idque vel maxume ingenuum, qui nec plausum nec lucrum 

quaererent; sed visendi causa venirent, studioseque perspicerent 

quid ageretur et quo modo: ita nos quasi in mercatus quandam 

celebritatem ex urbe aliqua sic in hanc vitam ex alia vita et natura 
profectos, alios gloriae servire, alios pecuniae ; raros esse quosdam 

qui, ceteris omnibus pro nihilo habitis, rerum naturam studiose 
intuerentur: hos se appellare sapientiae studiosos: id est enim 

philosophos: et ut illic liberalissumum esset spectare nihil sibi 

adquirentem, sic in vita longe omnibus studiis contemplationem 
rerum cognitionemque praestare.’ Jamblichus (vzfa Pythag. § 58) 

preserves the story in the following words—(see Cic. Zusc. v. 3, 

ed. Davisii, note) éouwKevar yap &pn (MvOaydpas) ri eis tov Biov trav 

avOparav rapodoy TO eri Tas Tavnyvpes amavT@vtt Guim’ ws yap exeioe 

mavrodarot poravres avOpwmor GAAos Kar Ghdov xpelav adixveirat, 6 pev 

XPnuaticpov Te Kal Kepdovs Xap ameprodnoat Tov dprov emevydpevos’ 6 

1095 b.17. 
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dé Sdéns Evena emrderEspevos rer THY POpLHY TOD GapaTos* EoTe de Kal TpiTov 

eidos Kal Td ye edevOepimtarov, cvvadiCopevov Témav Beas Eveka Kai Snpuovp- 

ynudrev Kadav Kai dpetis epyav Kat AMéyov' ovrw dn Kav TO Bip mavto- 

Sarods avOpamovs tais omovdais eis tabvtd ovvabpoifer@at Tovs pev yap 

xpyudreov Kai tpupis aipet méOos. tovs dé apis Kat jyewovias tpepos, 

piroveriae te So€opaveis Karéxovow* ecidtkpwveotarov de eivat TOUTOY 

dvOp@nov tpérov tov dmodekapevoy tv Tav Ka\NiaTav Bewpiay dv kal 

mpocovonace purocogpoy, 

The Neoplatonic rendering of the @ewpyricos Bios, which makes 

it an ecstatic life of entire freedom from bodily influences, is quite 
foreign to the concrete view of human nature taken by Aristotle. 

Aristotle’s @ewpnrixos Bios is the razson d’étre of the més, in the 

same sense that the vy is the razson détre of the capua. We 

know of no Wuy7 except as correlated with a capa; so we know of 

no Oewpia except as manifested by a civilized man, or woXizns. It is 

true that in the Tenth Book of the “Arcs he uses language which 

may seem to lend itself to a Neoplatonic rendering ; but his object 

there is to abstract, and present clearly, the formal principle or 

theoretic element in actual life, and we must be careful not to make 

‘a material use’ of this merely ‘formal principle,’ and suppose that 

he asserts the possibility or desirability of an actual life of pure 

Gewpia for man, in which the (ov modirixdy should be transformed 

into the eds. The oopés, as distinguished in the Tenth Book from 

the wodirns, is as much an abstraction as Oeds considered apart 

from the koopos. Hence we must not accept as a correct account 

of Aristotle’s view the mystical comment of Eustratius on the 
Ocwpytixos Bios of this passage—dvaxdrrey rv vAnv Kal TO capKuvoy 

TovTo védos Kal mpoxddvppa Oe@ kai Tois Oeois BV amderay ovyyiverat 

Aristotle himself was no believer in such a Nirvana, whatever 

influence he may have had on the evolution of the mystical 

doctrines of which this note of Eustratius is a reminiscence. 

§ 3. dvBpam08d8es] Zell and Michelet compare /. JV. ili. ro. 8 
mept tas tovavtas 8° nOovas 7 Gwdpoovvyn Kat 7 dkodacia eoTiv Oy Kal Ta 

Loura (Ga Kowewvei, Obev avdpamodades kai Onpiwdecs Ghatvovra’ attrac & 

ciolv ad? kal yevors. Magirus connects the contemptuous character 

of Aristotle’s criticism of the dweXavarikds Bios in this section with 

the remark made in Zof. i. g. 105 a. 3 ov Set S€ wav mpd8dnya, 

ovde macav Oéow emiokoreiv’ GAN jv amopyoetey ay Tis TOV Adyou Seopever, 

kal ju) KOAdGEWS 7) aicOncews. The ‘castigation, as distinguished 
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from ‘argument, is contained here in the terms qdopricoraro. and 1095 b.19. 

avdparododes, and in the comparison with Bookypara. 

Tuyxdvouar S€ Adyou | ‘Obtain consideration.’ Grant compares x. 6. 3. b. 21. 

TOV ev TALS efouciats | Zell compares Viil. 6. 5 of 5’ ev tats eEovciats. 

LapSavarddha | Cf. £. £1. 5. 1215 b. 36 6 yowv ev Aiytmt@ Bois b. 22. 

dv os *Anw Tino ev mrEloor TOY TOLOUT@Y (2.e. TOY TopaTiKoY 7Sovar) 

eEovord(er TOANGY povapyav ... 1216 a. 16 of dé Sapdavdraddov pakapt- 

Covres i) Spuvdupidnv tov SvBapitny 7) Tov adAov twas Tav CavT@Y Tov 

dmodavatixdy Biov, otro. S€ mavtes ev TH Yaipew gaivovra tatrew Thy 

evdaipoviav. See Cic. Zusc. v. 35 (among Rose’s Fragments of 

Aristotle, No. 77) ‘Quo modo igitur jucunda vita potest esse a qua 

absit prudentia, absit moderatio? Ex quo Sardanapalli opulen- 

tissimi Syriae regis error agnoscitur qui incidi jussit in busto, 

Haec habeo quae edi, quaeque exsaturata libido 

Hausit: at illa jacent multa et praeclara relicta. 

Quid aliud, inquit Aristoteles, in Jovzs non in regis sepulchro 

inscriberes? Haec habere se mortuum dicit, quae ne vivus 

quidem diutius habebat quam fruebatur.’ Cf. also Cic. de Fim. 

ii. 32. 106 quoted by Rose /r. No. 77. Had Eudemus, when 

he wrote 6 yotv év Alyimt@ Bods x.7.d., the work (Dialogue epi 

Sixaooivns according to Rose) to which this fragment belongs 

before him? The verses translated by Cicero are given by 

Athenaeus villi. 14. 335 tl yap trav éemitpiyra Suvapevor rapéduTev 

6 Kadds obtos éromos (2.2. Archestratus, author of yaorpovopia) 

kal povos (nioaas tov SapdSavaradov tov ’Avaxvydapagew Biov, ov dbia- 

vontorepov evar KaTa THY Tpoonyopiav Tov matpos AptotoreAns pn. ep’ 

ob tov tahou emvyeypapba dyot Xpvourmos rade" 

ev eidws dre Ovytos epus tov Oupoyv aeke, 

repmopevos Oadinot’ Bavdvts Tou ovtis dvnars. 

kal yap éy® omodds ecipt, Nivov peyadns Buoidevoas. 

ke” éyw Ooo &payov kai epuBpica Kal ov epere 

tépry énabov' ra S€ moAAG Kal OABia TavTa A€AeuTTAL. 

Se cody Bucroo rapaiveots, ovdé mor’ aitis 

Anocopa. extnoOw 8 6 OeAwy Tov dreipova xpuvodr. 

Athenaeus (xii. 38. 528, 9, apparently quoting Ctesias) and 

Nicolaus Damascenus (ed. Tauchn. p. 251) describe fully the 

luxurious habits of Sardanapalus. The latter writer says otkynow 
éxov ev Nivo, @vdov rd ctpray év trois Buowdelos SuatpiBov, Smdov pev 

> - , 

ovx amtdpuevos, ovO emt Onpav eEv@v, Gomep ot madar Baaireis, eyxptdpevos 
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d€ 70 mpdcwror, Kal Tois dpOadpors troypapdpevos, mpds Te Tas Taddakidas 

dpudAdpevos mept KddNovs Kal eumdokys, TS TE TUpTay yuvatkei@ OEE 

xpouevos. Cf, Athenaeus xii. 39. 530 ’ApioréBovdos (served under 

Alexander, and wrote a history of his wars, which was Arrian’s 

chief authority) & ‘ev "Ayxuady qv édeiparo (pyol) Sapdavdmados, *AdEE- 

avdpos avaBaivey eis epoas kateotparoredevoato, Kal iy ov moppo TO 

Tov SapSavarddov pynpciov, ep ob éotdvat tUToyv ALOivov cvpB_BAnkdra 

Tis Se€vas xetpds Tos SaxtUAous, ws Gv emixporodvta. emryeypdpOa dé aire 

’Acovpios ypdppact’ ‘ Sapdavarados, ’Avaxuydapa€ov Traits, "Ayxeddny Kat 

Tapooy Seer nucpn pin. eoOre, mive, matte’ ws Tada TovTOv ovK aka” 

—rov dmoxpornpatos éouxe Aéyew.” Sardanapalus (Asshur-bani-pal), 

son of Esarhaddon, reigned from about 667 till about 647. His 

reign marks the culmination of Assyrian power and civilization. 

§ 4. tysqv] On rp as the end of ‘political’ life, see Z. WV. v. 6. 
7 puodds dpa tis Soréos (2. e. to the dpywv), rodro dé ryxi) Kat yepas. Cf. 

Pol. ii. 4. 1266 b. 38, where the moddoi are said to be satisfied with 

ktnoews, but the yapievres to strive after tiynai, honores—ére oraciatovow 

ov pdvov Sia THY avicdtyTa THs KTHTEWS, GAAA Kal Sid THY TOY TYLoY* TOv- 

vavtiov O€ mepl exatepov" of pev yap wodAol dia TO Tepl Tas KTHOELS GYLGoY, 
c \ , \ a“ ~ 3A ” 

ot O€ xaplevtes Trepi TOY TiL@y eav toat. 

émtoatdtepov| ‘Too superficial for that which we are in search 
of” Grant. Honour is not the nature and life of the person 

honoured, but a merely superficial and transitory reflection on him 

of the opinion of other people. 

Soxet . . . pavteuduefa] Honour depends on those who give it, 
not on him who receives it. It therefore cannot be the chief good, 
which is ‘one’s own’ and depends on oneself; cf. A/e/. 6. 8. 10504. 

34 sqq., from which we can understand how evdapovia, being an 
evépyeca Which contains its own end in itself, must be oikeiéy ts—7. €. 

something which resides wholly in the man who realises it—écav 
d€ py €or Gro Te Epyov mapa THY evepyecay ev avdrois Umdpxet n evepyea® 

oiov 7 6pacis ev TH Spa@rte kal 7) Oewpia ev TH Oewpoivte Kai n Con ev TH 

woxn’ O16 Kal 7 eddaipovia’ Cer yap moa tis eotiv. On the other hand, 

where a result different from the evépyea is produced by its opera- 

tion, z.e. where the evépyea is not its own end, but has an external 
end, the évépyesa (consummation) is in the result—1og0 a. 30 dcav 

pev avy erepdy tt eaTt mapa THY XpHoW TO yryvopevoy, TOUTwY péev H evepyera 

€v TH Toovpér@ €otly, otov 7 Te oikoddpnots ev TH oikoSomoupev@ Kal 7 
Ld > a ¢€ , a a \ col 

Upavots ev TH Vpawopeva’ dpotws bé kal emi Tov GAAwy Kal dAws 1) Kivnos 
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&v 7 kwoupevp. As vpavors then is ev 76 bhawopévm, SO Tinh iS ev 1095b.24, 

Tots Tys@or: it does not reside ev 7@ Tywwpévm as Oewpia resides ev ra 

Gewpodvtt. The good opinion of others is an épyov, as it were, which ‘\ 

a man produces, like a web or a house; it is not Azs own life. 

The notion of zzherence, which is doubtless the one primarily 

attaching to ev in the present case, does not of course exclude that / 

of being in the power of, into which indeed it easily passes. 

pavrevdpe0a| Zell quotes Schol. Par. pavrevpeba etpnrar dia 16 b. 26. 

pyte TL wept adrod arodexyOnvar, d\N ws ev eikacp@ ovT@ Aap Bavec Oat, 

aroxactixy yap téxyn 4 pavtixn. Cf. De Gen. Anim. wv. 1. 765 a. 27 

pavrevopevot TO TUUBHnodSmevov ek Tov eikdT@Y Kal mpoapBavoryTes ws OVT@S 

exov mpl yuvdpevoy otras ideiv. May not the term have a special Ne 

appropriateness in connexion with rdya@dv, or the true Form of human 

life—ro év jpiv Ociov, which man ‘divines, just as all plants and 

animals after their kinds instinctively, by a kind of natural divination, 

find their good—succeed in maintaining and perpetuating their 

various types, and so realise 76 dei kal rd Oeiov? See note oni. 2. 8 

b. 7. All life—moral and physical—is a striving after Form, a / 

divination of 76 6etov, 

§ 5. em... kpeitrwv| The editors refer to viii. 8. 2, where ryu7 

is said to be sought kara cupBeBnkds. 

moteicwow | K>, Mb, Ob, H@ have morevowow, which ought to b. 27. 

be restored to the text for Bekker’s muctevwow. See Rassow, Lorsch. 

p. 53: ‘der Aorist hat inchoative Bedeutung,’ ‘ 

kal éw apety | Epexegetical—‘i.e. for their virtue.’ b. 29. 

§ 6. dreNeotépa| dpery is a mere éés, or possession of the power b. 32. 
of acting well, not an evépyea or act; see ii. 5. This eis may 

subsist without going forth in action. It is therefore drekeorépa— 

‘falls short of being the rédos’ (Grant)—which is ro ed ¢jy in 
actuality, not in mere potentiality. Evéapmovia is the manifestation 

of dpern, and is defined in i. 7.15 as Wuxns évépyeta «ar dperny. Thus 

dpetn 1S to evdaovia as duvapes to évépyera. 

kabevSew]| is opposed to evepyeiv x. 8.7 adda pny Civ ye martes 
© , > \ \ ? x > - 2 . > \ \ , imednpacw avrovs [ros Oeovs| Kai evepyeiv Gpat ov yap 81 Kabeddew 

aorep Tov Evdupiova. 

€xovTa, Thy dpetyy| 72. ¢. with the mere é§s of dpern. ‘Past merits,’ b. 33. 
F 
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says Grant, ‘or the passive possession of qualities whose existence 
depends on the attestation of fame, cannot be thought to constitute 
the chief good. Very different from this is évépyeca kar’ dperny an 

actual life of virtue in the present.’ 

kakoTrabety kal druxetv| cf. i.g. 11. The good things of body 

and estate are the vAy in which the evdaipor realises the form of his 

nature. Without this matter the form cannot be realised; but the 

form is not to be confounded with the matter. Evdampovia is a 

certain manner of life. This manner of life requires certain con- 
ditions, as the art of Phidias required marble or ivory. As Eudemus 

puts it (Z. Zi. 2. 1214 b. 16), we must be careful to distinguish 
between 76 (jv kahas and py avev od Suvardv Gv kadds. Cf. Didymus, 

*ApiororéAous Kal TOY AoiTo@v TEepiTaTyTiK@Y Tepl TOY NOKaY SéypaTra apud 

Mullach. Fragm. Phil. vol. ii. p. 90 rods S€ vopitovras ra tov 

oa@patos Kal Ta CEwbev dyaba cupmAnpody Thy eddatpoviay ayvoeiv 6tt 1) ev 

evdatpovia Bios eativ, 6 dé Bios ex mpdkews cupremAnpota rav dé gopa- 

TIKOY Kal TOY exTos ayabay ovdey ovre mpakw eivar Kab’ éavTd, OVO Gos 

evepyevay .. . TA OY aivev mpdrrew Sriody advvaroy pEepyn THs evepyeias héyew 

ovK opOdr. . 

el pt) Géow Siaduddttwy| For the meaning of @éo1s as an dpy7 

amodeigews see An. Post. i. 2.72 a. 14 Sqq. where it is distinguished as 
apx7) nv pn eore SeiEar, pend” avayen exew Tov pabnoomevoy te from d&iopa, 

which is an dpyq jy avdykn exew Tov driodv pabnoopevov. Here (£. XV. 

i. 5. 6) however we are concerned with the dralectical (as distin- 

guished from the apodeictic) @éo1s, which is described in Zop. i. 9. 
104 b. 19 (quoted by Eustratius and the commentators after him) 
Géous b€ €or irons Tapddo€os TY yropipev Twos Kata irocopiar’ 

oioy Stu ov« eatw avtiréyew Kabdrep en *Avricbévns i) bru wdvra Kwvetrat 
ry ¢ , a 

ka@’ “Hpdkievrov' ij Ott ev TO dv, KaOdmep Metooos gyat’ oO yap Tov 

Tuxovtos evartia tais Sogas amodnvapevov dportitew einbés corr. A - 

“ @éo1s, then, is a paradox maintained on the authority of some great 

philosopher. An exception is made in its favour in the application 

of that rule of Dialectic by which only &doga are admitted as pre- 
misses, and wapddo€a as such excluded. 

In Aristotle’s time the Cynics maintained the paradox indicated 
in the present passage, and after his time the Stoics, contending ér 
avTdpkns 7) dpetn mpdos evOaoviav—that the mere consciousness of 

virtue, even though its manifestation ‘in works’ be prevented by 

external circumstances, constitutes Happiness. (See Zeller’s Svoics, 
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LEpicureans, and Sceptics, pp. 224, 225, Engl. transl.) Cicero (Para- 1096 a. 2. 

doxon, 2) defends the Oéo1—éri airdpkns 1 dper mpos eddapoviar, 

‘arguing, as Grant remarks, ‘the greatness of Regulus in his 

misfortunes, as though that were identical with his happiness’ ; or 

perhaps rather identifying his ‘idea of happiness’ with ‘the con- 

sciousness of happiness,’ to borrow a delicate distinction drawn by 

Prof. Jowett (P/ato, Introduction to the Gorgias). ‘Nec vero,’ says 
Cicero, ‘M. Regulum aerumnosum nec infelicem nec miserum 

unquam putavi. Non enim magnitudo animi ejus cruciabatur a 
Poenis, non gravitas, non fides, non constantia, non ulla virtus, 

non denique animus ipse: qui tot virtutum praesidio tantoque 

comitatu, quum corpus ejus caperetur, capi certe ipse non potuit 

. .. bonus vir et fortis et sapiens miser esse non potest. Nec vero, 

cujus virtus moresque laudandi sunt, ejus non laudanda vita est, 
neque porro fugienda vita est quae laudanda est. Esset autem 

fugienda, si esset misera. Quamobrem quicquid est laudabile idem 

et beatum et florens et expetendum videri debet.’ ‘Plato,’ says 
Prof. Jowett (I. c.), ‘does not mean to say that Archelaus is tor- \ 
mented by the stings of conscience, or that the sensations of the 

impaled criminal are more agreeable than of the tyrant drowned in 
luxurious enjoyment. . . . What then is his meaning? . ... He is 

speaking not of the consciousness of happiness, but of the idea of A 
happiness. When a martyr dies in a good cause, when a soldier (\° 
falls in battle, we do not suppose that death or wounds are without 

pain, or that physical suffering is always compensated by a mental 

satisfaction. Still we regard them as happy. . . . We are not con- 
cerned to justify this idealism by the standard of utility or by the 
tules of logic, but merely to point out the existence of such a _/ 

sentiment in the better part of human nature.’ 

Aristotle was not deficient in appreciation of the part which the\ 

idea of happiness plays in life; but his idealism was not of the kind 

to express itself rhetorically, and seem ‘to have always in view some 
heroic figure of the tragic stage. His idealism consisted in his 

profound recognition of the fact that man has aspirations which 

can never be satisfied; which, nevertheless, must be fostered, 

because they give ¢/az to those functions which are capable of actual 
fulfilment. The aiperraros Bios is indeed unattainable by man; 

but if he ceased to aspire to it, the good life, which is actually 
within his reach, would become, in its turn, an impossible ideal. 

See L. NV. x. 7. 8. 1177 b. 31 o& xpy O€ Kata Tors mapawvodvras avépa- 

F 2 
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mwa poveiy dvOpwmov dvta oddé Ovnta tov Ovntov, adr’ ep’ daov evdexerar 

dOavari¢ew Kat mavra rroveiv mpos TO (yy Kata TO KpaTLOTOY T@V EV avT@. 

The account given of the spirit of the dvdpetos in £. MV. iil. 9. 8§ 3-5 

shows us how well Aristotle understood the place of ‘the idea of 

happiness’ in life—not as a ‘ constitutive principle,’ and equivalent 

to an actual ‘consciousness of happiness,’ but as a ‘regulative 

principle.’ 

ikavds yap Kal ev tots é€yKukAlots eipytat mept avtay] It is often 

assumed that 7a éyxv«d\ua are the same as efwrepixol Adyo. One of 

the reasons for holding that the reference of the latter expression 

is to commonly accepted views, not necessarily embodied in any 

written work, is that the present tense is invariably (or almost 

invariably) used with it. But here, the perfect seems to indicate 

a special reference to a definite class of written works, or it may be 

to a definite course of lectures. See note on éfwreptxol Adyor i. 13. 9g. 

§ 7. bwép of] mepi is Bekker’s reading against the MSS., which 
all apparently give imép, Susemihl and Bywater accordingly read 

tnép. ‘“Yrép with the genitive is so characteristic of the JZ. JZ, 

and the Aristotelian commentators, that its reception into the text 

here (justified by the MS. authority) raises the question, whether 

the clause in which it occurs should not be bracketed as an inter- 

polation. See notes on ili. 3. 2, and iv. 2. 4. 

éwopevois| X. 7. 

§ 8. 6 8é xpypatiotis (sc. Bios) Biasds Trg eotiv] The money- 

getting life is contrary to nature, for nature has always a definite 
tékos, whereas money-getting goes on eis dmeiporv, see Pol. i. 3. 

1256 b. 41 ypnpatiotixny, SC hv ovdev Soxet mépas etvar mAovToU Kal 

KTyoews ... 1257 b. 19 €ote yap érépa } XpnpatiotiKy Kal 6 modros 

6 kata pvow, The term Biaos is to be taken in its technical sense 

=rapa dvow: see de Coelo 300 a. 23 TO b€ Bia kal mapa iow ravrov: 

Met. A. 5. 1015 b. 14 €i dpa eotiv arta didia Kai dkivnta, odOev exeivors 

€oT! Biaiov ovde mapa puow: Mer. 1. 1.1052 a. 23 poe... kal py Bia: 

Phys. iil. 5. 205 b. 5 «ty yap av ri mov Bia kat ody ob mépuxev: Phys. 

iv. 8. 215 a. I maoa kivnats 7) Bia} Kata iow ... 7 pev yap Bias mapa 

piow early: Phys. viii. 4.255 b. 31 mavra ra kevotpeva n picet kweirat 

i) rapa pvow cat Bia. Newman (note on Pol.i. 3.1253 b. 18) remarks 

that the connexion which Aristotle traces between 76 Biaoy and 

To mapa vow is inherited by him from Plato (Zim. 64 D), and 

from still earlier inquirers (cf. Profag. 337 D, for the words of the 
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Sophist Hippias). Eustratius interprets the passage incorrectly, 1096 a. 5. 

He says that the xpnuaticrjs Bios employs violent means to 
make money. Dante (/zf. xi. 109-111, quoted by Michelet) 

had this interpretation in view when he placed usurers among 

the ‘violent’ in Hell: although it is to be observed that the 

‘violence’ consists in ‘setting Nature, in herself, and in her follower 

(Art), at nought.’ Grant translates—‘ But the life of gain is ina 

way compulsory,’ and remarks that Biaos ‘is to be taken in a 

passive, not in an active sense. It is the opposite of éxovawos, 

meaning “‘ forced,” asin £7/. iii. 1. 3. It implies that no one would 

devote himself, at the outset, to money-making, except of necessity, 

“parce quiil faut vivre”... It is true that in several places Biaos 

is opposed to kara diow, alle in such contexts means “ unnatural” ; 

. But without such a context, it cannot simply stand for zapa 
gvow. ‘To this it may be answered that the term yxpyyareorns 

of itself supplies the context required. That ypnpatuotixy is depos 

and mapa dvow is a common-place in the Aristotelian system. 

For Biaos we have the conjectures Bios aos, or aos (Muretus), 

and ov Bios (Coraes); but no correction is necessary. Aspasius 

has roy d€ xpyparioriy Biavoy Aeyovat, ToureoT. pikpdv, ws mpos edvdai- 

poviay Biaov Aéyovres Tovrov—as if he read Bavds. 

xpyotsov| useful as means to end: see /adex Arist. s.v. The a. 7. 

term is technically employed (alone or with ets 7 and mpés 11) to 

denote the means. The life of money-making is concerned only 

with means, and has no limiting conception of the end of human 

endeavour. ‘This the life of @ewpia has, and with this end identifies 

itself. The @ewpyrixds Bios is Life, and exists for its own sake 

(see x. 7. 5); whereas the xpnuarioris Bios is not Life, but undue 

care for one of the material conditions of Life. 

kataBéBAynvtat] The editors quote Pol. ©. 2. 1337 b. 22 aia.1o. 

kataBcBAnpevac pabnoes, ‘the ordinary branches,’ and Pol. ©. 3. 

1338 a. 36 trav karaBeBrnpevav madevparoyv—where the notion of 

the fundamental character of these branches is conveyed. Here 
we may render—‘and yet many arguments have been thrown_ 

away in support of them,’ thus bringing out the idea of a foundation 

laid for the claims of #3ov) and ry) and at the same time indicat- 

ing -that labour has been wasted on the attempt to lay such a 

foundation. I think that mpés aira obliges us to take account 

of this latter point by suggesting karnvadwvrar mpis air. 
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Now let us examine the opinion of those who make the Chief Good a Universal 

Essence, or Ldea, existing apart from all particular good things. It is an 

unpleasant duty to have to criticise this opinion, which zs that of men who are 

our personal friends ; but the philosopher ts bound to prefer truth to Sricndshtp. 

(1) Objects conceived as members of a sequence (e.g. numbers), where the 
subsequent depends upon the prior, they do not bring under a common Idea. 

But good zs a conception which appears in the Category of Substance, and also 

in the Categories of Quality and Relation, which are subsequent to the Category 
of Substance, i.e. presuppose it as their ground. How then, on their own 
principles, can they bring these vartous appearances of Good under one common 
Ldea ? 

(2) [fall good things full under one common Idea, i.e. have all one and the 
same Essence, or Form of Being, how comes it that, there being ten Categories, 
or Forms of Being, we find good things in all the ten, and not in one Category 
only? Thus, tn the Category of Substance we find God and Reason, in that of 
Quality, the various Virtues ; in that of Quantity, the Moderate; in that of 
Relation, the Useful—and these are all ‘ good things, although the‘ Form of 
their Being, or ‘ their Essence’ ts not the same. 

(3) Stnce things that have the same essential nature, or fall under one Ldea, 
are all objects of one Science, good things ought all to be objects of the same 
sceence. But this is not so. Even good things in the same Category are objects 
of different sciences—under the Category of Time, the science of the favourable 
opportunity in sickness 1s Medical Science ; that of the favourable opportunity 
mm warfare is Generalship. 

(4) What do they gain by the prefix real by which they mark their Ideas? 
Real-man, azd man, have the same essential nature, viz. that of ‘man, which 
zs common to both. Similarly the real-good, and a good thing, are both ‘ good.’ 

(5) they reply that real means everlasting, we ask, How can mere dura- 
tion enhance Essence, and put the real-good in a higher position, qua good, than 
a good thing? Tf the Idea of the Good is good, it zs so independently of time, 
and Uf a particular thing is good, tt also is good zudependently of time, just as 
a thing is white, whether it be white for a day, or a thousand years. 
A more plausible position than that before us ts the position of the Pytha- 

soreans, who give us a column of good things, within which, not outside of 
which, they place the Principle of Unity. Even Speusippus, it would appear, 
Sollows the Pythagoreans rather than the Platonists here. 

But tt may be objected to the foregoing criticism— you have ignored the 
distinction between things good in themselves, and things good as means to these. 
lt ts only things good in themselves which the theory professes to bring under 
one Idea.’ 

Let us then confine our attention to things good in themselves. 
Lf it be asked What things may be so described ?—there are two alternative 

answers possible, viz. They are things such as seeing, or thinking, or as certain 
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pleasures and honeurs—or The Idea of the Good ts the only thing good in itself. 
Lf the latter alternative be accepted, the class of things good tn themselves will 
be left empty, for the Idea is not in the class. Lf the former alternative be 
accepted—i. e. of it be admitted that seeing, thinking, &c., are also good in 
‘themselves, as well as the Lidea, then the same essential nature of Goodness must 

be apparent in them all, as the same quality of whiteness ts apparent in snow 
and white paint. But as a matter of fact the‘ goodness’ of thinking differs 

essentially from that of seeing, and has its own definition. For the same reason 

the goodness of each of the pleasures and honours referred to has its own separate 
definition. 

When we call a thing ‘ good,’ then, we do not mean that tt participates in 
common with all other good things in one Idea of the Good. What then do we 
mean? We mean something: for the same epithet is surely not applied by 
mere accident to all these things, without there being some common characteristic 
in them all justifying tis application. What is this common charactertstic ? 
Perhaps the fact that they ‘belong to the same department, or ‘contribute to the 

same end’—i.e. they are perhaps called ‘ good, as a knife and a bandage are 

both called ‘ surgical,’ because they belong to the same department—surgery, or 
as cleanliness avd exercise are both called ‘ healthy,’ because they contribute to 
the same end—health: or perhaps it ts safer to say that things are called ‘ good’ 
‘on the ground of tdentical relations ’—e. g. the relation of the eye to the body ts 
the same as that of reason to the soul ; tf we call the eye ‘good’ in its relation, 
we must call reason ‘ good’ in its also. But the discussion of these matters 
belongs properly to another part of our system, and need not detain us further, 
especially as the Universal Good, apart by itself, even uf it exist, is evidently a 
thing which man cannot make the end of his action, and lay hold of : and tt ts 

an end which he can lay hold of that we are now looking for. 

But it may perhaps be said that a knowledge of the Idea of the Good helps us 
to perform those good actions which we can perform, and to lay hold of those 

good things which are within our reach, by giving us an ‘ example or standard 

of goodness’ to serve as a test of the goodness of our conduct. This ts a plausible 
view ; but it is not supported by what, as a matter of fact, ts the procedure of the 

sciences and arts. They all try to realise a good, and to supplement what is 
lacking to them, but tt is never ‘ the knowledge of the Idea of the Good’ that they 
make their desideratum. If this knowledge were really useful, ts tt likely that 

all men of science and artists would thus neglect it? But the chief argument 
against this view that a knowledge of the Idea ts useful, is that derived fron 
the difficulty of explaining to oneself how it can be useful—how it can be useful 
to a weaver or carpenter in his trade—how it can make a man a better general 

or a better doctor. So far, indeed, ts a doctor from troubling himself with such 
wide ‘knowledge, that he does not take a wide view even of ‘health, the final 

end of his own profession. It is not Universal Health which he considers, but 
man’s health, or rather his patient's health. 

Introductory Note.| The ‘Ideas’ of Plato answered, in part, to 1096 a. 11. 
what we now call ‘Laws of Nature.’ As distinguished from par- 

ticular phenomena which come and go, the ‘Ideas are fixed;’ 

hence are the objects of sczentefic knowledge, as distinguished from 
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1096 a.11. mere sensation. Particular men are men, because they ‘ participate 

in, or are ‘copies of’ the ‘Idea of Man’; as we should say— 
because they are common results of that fixed Law of Nature 

which brings forth such beings as men. Particular things are 

beautiful, because they are ‘copies of the Eternal Beauty ’—as we 

should say—because there is that in the fixed constitution of the 

universe which determines the production of things so characterised. 

To give force to his assertion that the ‘Ideas’ are fixed, Plato 

was accustomed to speak of sensible things as fluctuating, and 

even unreal*. Such reality, at any rate, as they possess they derive 

from the ‘Ideas’ in which they ‘participate.’ We must not, how- 

ever, take Plato too literally. He speaks of the unreality of par- 

ticulars, in much the same way as we speak of the impossibility 
of an uncaused phenomenon,—a phenomenon which is not part 

of the universe of Natural Laws. The language at his disposal 

for expressing the ‘reality’ of the Ideas was not adequate to the 

task. He was obliged to say that the Ideas have more odcia than 

the particulars, or that the particulars derive such odc/a as they 

possess from the otota of the Ideas; thus seeming to make the Ideas 
separate ¢iings. But how can the particulars ‘participate in’ the 
ovota of a thing separate from them? This was the question which 

Aristotle put to Plato, or the Platonists. The oteia of a thing must 

belong to itself; a thing cannot have its oveia outside itself 2 another 

thing. ‘This difficulty, raised by the inadequacy of the word oveta for 

the task assigned to it, was felt by Plato himself (see the Parmenides), 
and was probably brought home to him, as to Aristotle, by the literal 

interpretation which pupils of the Academy gave to the doctrine 

of the Ideas, not only speaking of them as separate /hings (that 
was almost unavoidable), but thinking of them as such. 

The ‘Ideas’ then answer, in part?, to our ‘ Laws of Nature,’ the 

objects of scientific knowledge. But these ‘Ideas’ are members 
of a system, in virtue of belonging to which they are what they 

are. ‘This system is the Universe—the One, or the Good. If the 

‘Ideas, are ovoia, or ‘fixed Laws of Nature,’ the Universe of 

which they are the fixed Laws, is énékewa ris ovcias—is not itself 

1 Modern Biology seems to enforce Plato’s doctrine of the unreality of the 
particular, We sce the life of the individual shortened by natural selection for 
the sake of the Race. See Weismann, Assays wpon Heredity (Clarendon Press), 
Essays i and iii. 

* In part they answer to the ‘Categories of the Understanding’ in modern 
philosophy. ‘The iS€a raé-ya@od answers to the ‘ Ideas of the Reason.’ 
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a Law of Nature, but higher. How this doctrine of the Idea of 1096 a. 11. 

the Good was misunderstood—by the Platonists, we may suppose, 

rather than by Aristotle—is best shown in the chapter now before 

us. There is nothing, I venture to think, in the Dialogues of 

Plato to justify the interpretation which Aristotle’s criticism 

assumes: we shall accordingly follow the line of least difficulty, 

if we suppose that the Platonists are mainly responsible for the 

misunderstanding. In all likelihood too they are responsible for 

the popular ridicule which seems to have been bestowed on the 

doctrine—see Diog. Laert. iii. 26 and 27 quoted by Meineke, 
Fragm. Com. vol. iii. 302 towitos & dv (Wrdtev), duos eoxopOn Kai 

avtos td Tay Kopikov— Angus ’Apduxparer— 

TO 8 dyabov 6 tu Tor eotiv, ob od TUyxavew 

péerrers Sid ravrynv, Frrov oida TovT eye, 

@ Séoror, i) TO UAdtwvos ayabdv’ mpdcexe 87. 

It will now be convenient to place by the side of Aristotle’s 

criticism, analysed above in the Argumen/, Plato’s own account 

of the Idea of the Good as given in Rep. 506 sqq. The Guardians 

of the State must know the nature of the Good, for if they have not 

this knowledge, they cannot know the real nature of the Just or the 
Beautiful. What then is the Good? Socrates can answer only by 

aesimile. The Sun, the Eye, and Visible objects, are in the 
sensible world, what the Good, Reason (votis), and the Ideas (ra 

voovpeva), are in the intelligible world. The id€a rod dyaGod is that 

which gives their truth (dAn@ea) to the objects of real knowledge, 

as the sun gives visible colour to the objects of sight. It is the 
idea tod ayabot which also gives the power of apprehending this 

truth (émornyn), as the sun gives the eye the power of seeing. As 

light and sight are not identical with the sun, so adjéea and 

emoTnun are not identical with the idéa rod dyabod, but only “ke it ; 

moreover as the sun causes the yéveors of all things but is not 

itself yeveous, so the idea rod ayalod imparts ovcia to the objects of 

real knowledge, but is itself something higher than otota—ovk 
ovolas dvtos Tov dyabod, GAN’ ert emexewa THs ovotas mpeoBeia Kal Suvdper 

tmepéxovtos (509 B). 

‘“ Good,” says Plato, “is the cause of existence and knowledge.” 
This opens a sublime conception, on the one hand, of a world 

in which all things are very good; on the other hand, of a 
philosophy whose method of the deepest knowledge consists in 

no mere abstract investigations, nor any mere accumulation of 
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1096 a, 11. experience, but in apprehending with enthusiasm and joy the 

all-pervading idea of good, as it manifests itself under the three 
forms of beauty, symmetry, and truth [PAclebus 65 Aj.’ Grant, 
Ethics, Essay iii. vol. i. p. 205. 

It is difficult to understand a man of Aristotle’s calibre attacking, 

as he does, a theory like this; especially as his own philosophy of 
human life, with its ideal of the dewpytixds Bios, and its doctrine of 

evdaovia as something not to be counted among particular good 

things (Z. JV. i. 7. 8.), is in entire sympathy with it. ‘Im Ganzen, 

Guten, Schénen resolut zu leben,’ is the ideal for Aristotle’s 

evOainov, no less than for Plato’s ¢iddcopos. We are tempted to 
believe that it is not Plato’s theory which Aristotle attacks here, 

but the formalism of the Platonic school; at any rate, the 

criticisms contained in this chapter are entirely beside the mark, 
as directed against the theory which is exhibited in “re Republic. 
‘O rhv idea adtny teBeapévos is the man who, after a long education, 

has risen to the speculative height from which he can see, like 
Spinoza’s wise man, all things as belonging to a single system, in 

relation to which they ‘ have existence,’ ‘are good,’ and ‘are known,’ 
The ida rod dyafov is not a separate ¢hing—xop.ordy re; it is the 

system to which ‘things’ belong, and by belonging to which (or ‘ par- 
ticipating in’ which) are ‘ things ’"—it is the One, Dews sve Natura’. 
If the Platonic school had confined itself to presenting, as Plato 

does in she Republic, the conception of 76 &, or 7d dyabdy, as a great 

‘regulative principle, probably no objections would have been 

raised by Aristotle. But the Theory of Ideas tended always to 
become more and more a Theory of Ideal Numbers, lending 

itself to obscurantism ; it also stood in the way of the acceptance 
of that critique of the forms of speech (as epoch-making as Kant’s 

deduction of the forms of thought) which it was Aristotle’s greatest 

service to European culture to have begun and carried so far. 
It is therefore not entirely surprising to find the idéa rod dyaboi, 

notwithstanding Plato’s presentation of it (an unexceptionable 
presentation of it, one might have supposed, from Aristotle’s point 

of view), coming in for a share of the opposition which the eiSyrikol _ 
apCpoi, and xwpiord eidy of the school naturally roused in the author 
of the doctrine of Categories. 

' There is a very interesting passage in Teichmiiller’s Lzterarische Fehden, 
PP- 232, 233 (to all the views contained in which I do not however wish to 
pledge myself) which may be consulted in this connexion. 
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It is in the distinction drawn between zpory and Sevrepa ovaia in 1096 a. 11. 

Cat. 5 that the doctrine of the ywpiorov cidSos or ‘universal thing,’ 
as held by the Platonists, is most effectively met. That doctrine, 

like the paradox of Antisthenes (see Plato, Soph. 251 A, and Arist. 

Met, 4. 29; cf. also Mullach, Pragm. Pil. vol. ii. 270 and 281, 2) 

and Stilpo (see Plutarch, adv. Colofem 23), practically assumed that 

all words stand for ¢/zmgs. Antisthenes consistently denied the 

possibility of predication, because each thing, marked by its own 

name, is itself. The thing marked by the word Kadvas is itself, 

and the thing marked by the word mam is itself. You cannot 
predicate man of Kallvas, for that would be to change Kallias into 

man, and make him another individual. The Platonists, on the 

other hand, affirmed the possibility of predication ; but it was only 
by the four de force of their dogma of peegés that they were able to 

do so. Zan was indeed the name of a thing separate from the 
thing of which Kalas was the name; but somehow the thing 

called Kalhas ‘participated in’ the ‘Substance’ of the other thing 
called man. 

In opposition to Antisthenes and the Platonic ywpifortes, it is 

pointed out in Ca/. 5 that, although the term mam looks like the 

name of a separate thing, it is really indicative of an aspect or 

attribute of a thing: see 3 b. 10 emt pev ody Tav mpatay oioiav 

dvaudioByrntov Kat ddnOés eotw dre TOde TL oNpaives ... TaY dé SevTépwy 

ovoray haiverar pev Spoiws TH oXNMaTL THs TMpoonyopias dd TL onpaivery, 

Grav cin avOpwrov 7) (Gov, ov py adnOes ye, GAAG pGANov Toidy Te 

GHpatver, ov yap ev cots TO Urokeivevov Somep 7) TpweTN ovoia, dda KaTa 

mo\koy {as distinguished from the év rapa rodda of the Platonists] 
6 GvOpwmos héyerae kai rd (gov. The distinction drawn here is, in 

grammatical language, that between the proper name and the 

common term, practically amounting to that between the ‘ reality of 
existence’ and ‘the reality of validity’ noted by Lotze, Logic 
poaar Ene. Tr, 

‘Among all the reasons,’ says Zeller (PA. d. Gr. ii. 2. 302) ¢ with 

which Aristotle opposes the theory of Ideas, there are two which 
rise into prominence, and to them all the others may be mediately 

or immediately reduced, (1) That the universal notions . . . posited 
in the Ideas are not substances, but mark only certain properties 

and relations—at most, genera and species, not things them- 

selves. (2) That the Ideas lack moving force, and that they 
not only do not explain, but render impossible, the change of 
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1096 a. 11. phenomena, creation and destruction, alteration and movement, 

and the natural properties of things thereon dependent.’ 

The position taken up by Aristotle against the Platonic yapi- 

¢ovres in objection (1) is that of the critic of the forms of speech, 

or thought (the two are inextricably connected in Aristotle’s mind), 

who distinguishes ra yévy rv dvrov—the various senses in which 

Kallias zs something, zs a man, 7s good, zs a father. Unless these 

distinctions were kept steadily in view (and the ‘realism’ of the 

Platonists was the great obstacle to their recognition) it was vain, 

Aristotle rightly thought, to hope for advance in the sciences. As 

for objection (2), it comes from the man of science, who is not 

satisfied unless he has effcdent causes. But, as Lotze says (Logic 

p- 447), ‘The fact that they supply no beginning of motion proves 

little against the doctrine of the Ideas... As concerns Aristotle’s 

criticism let us turn to the sciences of our own day. What shall 

we say to our Laws of Nature? Do they contain in themselves 

a beginning of motion? On the contrary, they all presuppose 

a series of data which they cannot themselves establish, but from 

which once given, the necessary connexion one with another of the 

phenomena which ensue is deducible. No natural law ordains 

that the different bodies in our planetary system should move, or 

that their course should be directed towards one and not another 

quarter of the heavens, or that the acceleration which they impose 

on each other by the force of attraction should have the particular 

amount which it has and not a different one. But is the whoie 

system of mechanical truths useless and mere empty babble (kevo- 

oyeiv) because it leaves these first beginnings of motion to be 

explained from some other source, and starting from the fact 

of motion as it actually finds it, is satisfied with explaining its 

different phases in their necessary connexion with each other? ... 

To see in the world of Ideas the patterns to which all that is, 7/ 

anything is, must conform, was a thought of which the importance | 

is unfairly ignored by Aristotle.’ | 

The doctrine of Ideas, as Plato himself sets it forth in his 

Dialogues, was, it must be admitted by the reader of Aristotle’s | 

criticisms in the Je/aphysics!, misunderstood—but probably more 

by the Platonists than by Aristotle. Be that however as it may, 

Aristotle’s criticisms have done much to give currency to false 

1 It is in Cat. 5, as it seems to me, that we have the really valuable results 

of the Aristotelian opposition to the doctrine of Ideas. 
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views regarding the doctrine, as held by Plato himself. For the 1096 a. 11. 
doctrine, as held by Plato himself, we must go to Plato’s own 

writings: and if we sometimes find statements there which seem 

to imply the xwporéy eidos, we must remember that Plato could 
hardly help using language which might be interpreted as implying 

it. He wished to describe the relation of Laws of Nature to 
particular things, and the Greek language almost obliged him 
to speak of these Laws as ‘things.’ 

On the Platonic ‘Ideas’ generally see Zeller, Ph. d. Gr. (Plato), 
Grant’s Lvhics, Essay iii. vol. i. p. 200 sqq., Jowett’s Zntroduction to 

the Parmenides, Lotze’s Logie Book iii. ch. 2—the world of Tdeas ; 
for Aristotle’s general criticisms see J/e/. A. 6, Z. 13, 14, 15, M. 4, 

5» 9, 10, and Caz. 5, Zeller’s Ph. d. Gr. ii. 2. 293 sqq. (3rd German 

ed.), Zeller’s Plat. Studien, pp. 232, 3, Grote’s Aris/ofle, appendix i 
and appendix iil. 

Keeping in view the account of the idea rod dyabvd given in Rep. 

506 sqq. and remembering that Plato himself, as distinguished from 

weak disciples, did not regard—could not have regarded—‘ The 

Good’ asa ‘ Thing’ separate from ‘ particular good things,’ we may 

go on to examine Aristotle’s criticism in detail. 

§ 1. 16 8€ KaOddou] sc. dyaddyv. Eudemus introduces his dis- a. 11. 

cussion of the Idea of the Good (£. £. i. 8. 1217 b. 1) as follows— 
‘OkeTTEOY TolvUY Ti TO dpioToY, Kal éyeTar TOTAXas. ev Tpiot dy) pdduoTa 

gaivera ddEas etva totTo. act yap apioroy peév eivat ravt@v aitd Td 

ayabdv, adits © eivar td adyabdy @ imdpye 76 Te mpoTM civar TaV dyabav 
\ AY Sy) -~ , Ae a: Cie ge) \ Ss 

Kal TO alTLa@) TT) TApOvola TOLs adXots TOU ayada eval, 

§ 2. év ots 1d mpdtepov Kal Jotepov |. Things related to one a. 18. 

another as the terms of a series were not brought by the Platonists 
under one Idea. Where one thing grows out of another thing, 

the two things cannot be regarded as coordinate impressions of 
a single type. Aristotle recognises this in Po/. iii. 1. 1275 a. 34 

(see Zeller, PA. d. Gr. ii. 2. p. 295 n. and Jowett, Pol. ad loc.) 

where he notes the impossibility of finding a common definition 

for the wodira. of the various states, which he distinguishes as 

dpOai and mapexBeByxvia, the latter being subsequent to, or degener- 
ations of, the former. 

I understand Aristotle in the present § to refer, not to the 
eidntixot dp8yot of the Platonists, but to the pa@nparixot apiOpoi. 

The distinction between these two is given in J/e/. M. 6-8. The 
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1096 2.18. paOnparixol dpiOuot are the 1, 2, 3 of ordinary numeration; the 

povades Of which these dpiOuoi are composed are all cvpBdnrai, being 

homogeneous. The paénparixds dpiOuds 3 arises out of 2 by the 
addition of 1, and is thus subsequent to 2 (terepov), or implies 2. 
The ecidnrixot dpeOyoi, on the other hand, are doipBdynrou: 7 dvds adrn, 

and 7 rpids a’rn, (Duality and Trinity as notions), cannot be added 
together : the povddes of which 7 dvas adn is composed are not homo- 

geneous with those of which 7 tpias airy is composed: the rprds adrn 

is not the dvds airy+1: it is independent of the duds airy. Thus 
the eiSnrikol apeOpoi, with which the Platonists identified the idéa, are 

distinguished from one another not as the term dpéyoi naturally 

implies—quantitatively, but qualitatively. They are dovpBdryra, 

which means that they are not quantitatively comparable. Ac- 

cordingly, when they, equally with the paOnparixol dpiOuoi, are 

described as involving mpdrepov kai vaorepov (see Aer, M. 6. 1080 b. 

12, and Bonitz’s note, p. 542 sqq., on Tov peév ¢xovra rd mpdrepov Kat 

vorepov tas idéas—Trendelenburg’s conjecture, py before gyovra, 

accepted by Zeller, Platon. Stud. p. 243, rejected PA. d. Gr. ii. 1. 
P- 433, is wrong), the description is to be taken as one awkwardly 

transferred from the dpi6ynrexot dpiduoi, which are not independent 

entities, to entities which, though called dpiOyoi, are yet regarded 

as independent of one another. The phrase dotuSrnro dprOp,ot 

really involves a contradiction. As Bonitz says, Wet. p. 540: 

‘Plato enim licet ex Aristotelis testimonio dixisse videatur ras 

idéas etvat dpiluovs, tamen hos numeros, qui idearum exprimerent 

naturam, a mathematicis ea distinxit ratione, quae revera ipsam 

numerorum naturam penitus tolleret. Hos enim numeros dixit 

esse dovpBAnrovs, cConsociari non posse nec computari alterum cum 

altero. Sed quum numeris abstractis, utpote magnitudinibus 

ejusdem speciei, id necessario tribuendum sit, ut incrementa ac 

decrementa inter se et efficiant et patiantur, hoe qui negat, is 

numeros manifesto non quantitates definitas esse dicit, sed quali- 
tates definitas, quas quum ipsas describere non possit, ad nume- 
rorum imaginem confugit” The mpdérepov cai torepov of the eidy- 

tikol apiOuoi, in short, is ¢heer being qualitatively distinct, Alexander 

on Met. M. 6. 1080 b. 12 accommodates himself so entirely to 
this strained use of mpérepoy kai torepor as to say (Alex. 2” Met. p. 

722 ed. Bonitz) rov pev yap exovra rd mpdrepov Kal vorepov edeyev 

civar Tas idéas Tov eldyrixiy apiOudy, Tov 8€ ph TS mpdtepov Kal Uotepov 

ExovtTa nde kar’ eidos Suaépovta Tov pabnuatikdv eivar eriero, 
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We may safely assume, I think, that for Plato himself the 1096a. 18. 
efdnrixol dpvOuot were rather symbols of the fixity, separateness, and, 

as it were, impenetrability of the qualitatively distinct iSéa, than 
the idéa themselves: but it is evident from Aristotle’s criticism in 

Met, M. 6-8 that Pythagorizing followers confounded the symbols 
and the things symbolised. 

I take it, then, that the reference in the present § is to the 
pabnyarixol dpiOyoi and not to the eidyricol dpOuot: and I understand 

Aristotle to remind his Platonic opponents that, according to their 
own view, the pa@nparixol dpidxot do not involve a common idéa, 

because they are not mutually exclusive eS) independent of one 
another, (like the various species under the genus aval), but are so 

related to one another that the prior is included, as condition, in 

the subsequent. That the iSéae themselves are apiOpot is another 

entirely different opinion of the Platonists, not, as I think, alluded 

to here. It would not be true to say odSe trav (eidyruKar) dpibpav 
idéav xateoxevafoy, for the Platonists certainly posited ro & as the 
supreme idéa or formal principle which produces the other idéa 

(called elOnTLKol ap.Ouoi,) in the matter of the duds, 7d péya kal rd puxpov : 

see Met. A. 6. 988 a. 10. 

The parallel passage in the /. /. runs as follows, i. 8. 1218 a. 1 

ev dcols tmdpyer TO mpdorEpoy Kal VoTepor, OvK éoTL KoWdy TL Tapa TadTA, 

kai totTo xopiotdév. Ein yap av te Tov mpotov mpdrepov* mpdrepoy yap 

TO KoWOov kat XwpioToy Sia TO dvatpovpévov Tod KoLvod avatpetcOa TO TpaTov. 

Oioy ef 7d SimAdowov mpSrov Tov TOaTAaTiov, ovK évdéxerar Td TOAKA- 

TAdotoy TO KOLYN KATHYOpotpevoy eivat xwpioTdv’ €orat yap Tov Sutdaclov 

mporepov, ei cvpBatver TO Kowdy ecivar thy id€av, oiov ef ywpioTov momnoeré 

ms 70 kody, Fritzsche (followed by Grant) makes the & dca 
imdpxet TO mpdtepov Kai varepoy Of this passage the eidyrixol dprOpoi, 

and compares J/e/. B. 3. 999 a. 6 ere ev ois Td mpédrepov Kai dorepdv 

€uTw, ovx ody te TO emt ToUTwY elval TL Tapa TadTa’ Oiov Ef TpdTN ToY 

appar n Suds, ov eotar Tis apiOuos mapa Ta €idn TOY apiOuav’ dpoiws 

dé ovd€ oxjpa mapa Ta €tdn Tov oxnpdTav. I agree with Bonitz (AZez. 

pp. 153 and 154) against Zeller (PA. d. Gr. ii. 1. p. 434), and 
Schwegler (on Jes, A. 11. 101g a. 3) that the pabyparixot dpibyoi 

are intended in Vez. B. 3. 999 a. 6. If so, the presumption is 

strong that they are intended in £. £. 1. 8. 1218 a. 1, and if in 
the latter passage, then in /. Vi. 6. 2. It ought to be mentioned 
that Zeller’s opinion in the Plafonische Studien (p. 239 sqq.) was that 

the reference in Z. WV. i. 6. 2 is to the paOnparixoi, not to the 
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eidytixot dpOyot: but that in his PA. d. Gr. (ii. 1. p. 433 second 
edition) he reverses this opinion. 

76 8’ dyafdv héyerau k.7.d.] The category of substance—rd ré éorw?, 
7 kad’ aid, ovata, is naturally prior to the other categories: ze. 

the various relations and qualities recognised under the other 

categories presuppose Z/zngs to be related and qualified. ‘ Being 

white,’ and ‘being small,’ are kinds of ‘being’ (yén rév dvrav), 
dependent on ‘being a thing.’ ‘Being a thing’ is the strict and 

primary sense of ‘being.’ If, then, the subsequent or dependent 

kinds of ‘being,’ on the one hand, and ‘being’ in the primary 

and fundamental sense, on the other hand, are equally described 

as ‘good,’ it is plain that the term ‘good’ cannot represent a 

generic notion. Substance and its accidents or offshoots are not 
independent ety, to be brought under ‘ good’ as their yévos. 

Two points are to be noted in this argument, (1) It seems to 
assume that the Aristotelian doctrine of the Categories had come 

to be so far accepted by the Platonists that the inconsistency of 

their theory of Ideas with it was worth pointing out to them. 

(2) In laying stress upon the dependence of the other categories on 
the first category it certainly makes a point against of pi) carackevd- 
Covres Tv apiOuay ideav, but at the expense of somewhat staggering 

the reader when he comes to § 3, where the idependence or sepa- 

rateness of the categories is assumed, and it is contended that, 

since @eds as substance, and dpern as quality, fall under different 

katnyopia Tod dvros, Or differ rO etvar (see Mes. A. 7. 1017 a. 23 

Ooax@s yap heyerat [sc. Kata 74 OXHMATAa THs KaTHyoplas| TooavTaxas TO 

eivat onuatver: and cf. note on £. WV. v. 1. 20), they cannot both be 

called ‘good’ gud having one common nature. In § 2, line 22, 
tov dvros is the ‘being,’ or 7d eivat, of the first Category, and the 

other Categories are presented as related to it as accidents, cvpe- 
Byxora ; whereas in § 3, line 24,76 évre is used generally for the 

‘being,’ or 76 eiva:, which is found in ten distinct kinds correspond- 
ing to the ten Categories. 

 eorw is omitted by KP M OP and CCC in 1. 20, and apparently by all 
MSS. in 1. 24. See Bonitz’s note on AZe¢, E. 2. 1026 a. 36. In enumerating 
the Categories it would appear that Aristotle sometimes writes 7d 7 for 76 Ti 
éo7w. Spengel (Arist, Stud. p. 203) argues that the writer of JZ JZ, must have 
found no éo7y here in line 20, for he has i. 1. 1183 a. 10 wal ydp év 7 Ti nat 
év 7@ ma@. In Z. #.i. 8. 1217 b. 27, however, we have ti éorwv. Rassow 
(Forsch. p. 53) would omit éo7 both in line 20 and in line 24, 
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§ 3. én 8 éewel x.1.d.] The argument in § 2 was that ‘good,’ 
when applied to a substance, and to a relation respectively, is not 

applied to two things belonging to mutually exclusive classes, 

capable of being brought under a higher class notion: the 

argument in § 3 is that substances and relations belong to mutually 

exclusive classes—these classes, however, are not «tidy, but ultimate 

yévn incapable of being brought under one common yévos or idéa, 

The categories are ra yévn trav dvrwy, and 16 eivat odk ovota ovdevi: od 

yap yevos ro ov An. Post. ii. 7. 92 b. 13. Cf. de An. i. 5. 410 a. 16 
> - col - ~ - > - 

ov Soket Kowa TravT@Y [ise TOV yevav TOV Karnyoptar | elval OTOLX ELA. 

Taya0dv icaxds Aéyerat to dvtt] ‘The use of the term good is 

coextensive with that of the word zs.’ The categories, as ai xarn- 
yopias tov dyros, are the various senses in which the word zs used : 

see Met. A. 7. 1017 a. 22 xa’ abra Sé civar Néyerar doaTep onpaiver Ta 

oXNpaTa Tis Katnyoplas* 6oayas yap AEyeTal, ToTavTAaxas TO eivar onmaiver, 

emel ovy TY KaTNYyopoUpevav Ta pev Ti eoTL Onpaiver, TA dé Toby, Ta SE 

mocov, Ta Oe mpds TL, Ta SE Torey 7 TaayeW, Ta Se mov, Ta Se OTE, 

EKAOT® TOUT@Y TO eivat Ta’TO Onuaiver. OvdOEev yap Siapéeper Td avOpwros 

tyuiver cot i) TO GvOpamos byaiver, ovdé Td avOparros Badifav early 7 

Tépvav Tod avOpwros Baditer i) TEmver. 

év TO Tow ai dpetat] see notes on ii. 5. 

Siatta] ‘residence.’ 

§ 4. tay kata play iS€ay pla Kat émoriun] cf. Met. I. 4. 1055 
a. 31 Kal yap 7 emotnun mept év yevos 7 pia. ‘This argument,’ says 
Grant, ‘is certainly unsatisfactory if applied to Plato’s point of 

view. Plato would say dialectic is the science of the Idea of good, 
and in this all other sciences have their meeting-point. Even of 
the mpaxréy dya6dv it might be said that according to Aristotle’s own 

account it falls (in all its manifestations, whether as means or ends) 
under the one supreme science—Politics.’ 

§ 5] Susemihl brackets this § and § 6 as ‘inserta ab editore 

antiquissimo.’ I do not think that bracketing is safe or helpful in 
a chapter like the present. 

dmopyaete 8 dy tig TL ToTE Kal BovovTat heyerv adtoekacroy | Grant 
compares J7Ze/. A. 9. 990 a. 34 of dé Tas id€as aitias TiHepevor mpaToy 

pev Cnrovvres tavdi rev dvt@v AaBelv Tas aitias erepa TovTos toa Tov 

dpiOpor exduicav, Somep ct tis apiOujnoar Bovddpevos €Aatrévev pev GvToY 

oloiro pry SuvncecOa, mAci@ Sé€ momoas dpOpoin, The idéa are merely 

the doubles of the particulars, and do not help us to explain them. 

G 

1096 a. 23. 

a. 25. 

Seale 

a. 29. 

a. 34. 
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This criticism is valid against those Platonists who regarded the 
iéa, or laws which explain particular things, as themselves also 
things; but does not affect Plato who, in the Parmenides 132 

A-E, anticipates it in its most telling form—in the form of the 
tpiros tvOpwnros refutation. (For this refutation see Bonitz. AZet. 

pPp.Trr, 112 0n/A."9. 990 b. 17.) 

6 adtds Adyos| The same definition, expressing the same essence 

or nature. 

o08€v Stoicovaww | sc. avrodvOparos Kai dvOpwros. 

a , 008 4 dyabdy| sc. Soler dyabdy te kal adroayabdv. 

§ 6. GANG phy o88¢ K.7.h.] The connexion between this and the 

preceding section is well brought out in the parallel passage Z. £. 

i. 8. 1218 a. 10 fore Tolvev, haciy, aitd te dyabdv' TO otv abTd mpba- 

Kerar mpds Tov Adyov Tov Kowdy' ToiTo S€ Th ay ein mriy Gru Gidioy Kai 

xepiorév. ‘ This prefix atro-,’ the Platonists are supposed to answer, 

‘is not mere surplusage: aito-=<didiov. Aristotle replies—‘ mere 

duration does not enhance essence. The nature of whiteness is as 

perfect in a snowflake, which falls into the river, as in a block of 

Parian marble. I cannot agree with Grant (Z//zcs, Essay iii, 
p. 210), who sees in Aristotle’s argument merely a ‘confusion 
between length of duration (odvxypéuov) and eternity (didiov) *’ 

According to Aristotle’s doctrine the ovcia, or ré qv eiva, immanent 

in particulars is didwv, in the sense of being independent of the 

accidents of yéveois and @Oopa, which take place in time—ev xpdve. 

It is the Platonists who confuse wokvypduov and didwv, by making 

their iSéac ¢hzngs separate from the particulars—xepiora eidy, thus 

placing them in space and time—in space as rpiro: av6pamo some- 

where, in time as woAvypéua. I therefore understand the ‘ con- 

fusion between discov and wodvxpdéuov’ to be due to the Platonists, 

not to Aristotle. Aristotle says to them—‘ You make the idea, or 

notion, which is diéov, or independent of the accident of time, a 

thing among things in space and time. Your did. is, after all, 

only woAvypémov. You have not grasped the distinction between a 

law which is eternally valid, and a thing which comes into existence 

and perishes.’ 
The statement cimep pndé Nevkdrepov Tb Tmodvypdmoy Tod epnpepov I 

take to mean that the accident of time does not affect the ri jv 

1 Grant here follows Eustratius. 
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eivat Of Nevxdrns. Cf. Themistius wep Wuxijs, fol. 69 a (vol. ii. pp. 1096 b. 3. 

38, 39, ed. Spengel), where Aevxdrns, as such, is said to be inde- 

pendent of péyeOos or space, and in this respect is compared with 

vois—@ yap ovdev cuvtehei 7d péyeOos eis Hv Hiaow, ToiTo apéyebes Kab? 

avrd, ei Kal kata TupBEBnKds Staipotro” ovdé yap TO mnXvaLov hevKdy paddov 

Tov trodtaiov . . . Ow Kal TO péyebos Tails TmoWTHOW ov GuVTEdEt, GANA 

ad.aiperos 7) NevKOTHs @s AevKdtys Kal ev TO peyéCer. Goattas S€ Kal ent 

TOU vov Kal THs ToUTOU Suvdpews ef TOU KUKAOU Kal TOD peyéOous TA TE peELCor, 

Gpoiws Kat TO GpuKpdTepoy pdptoy vonoeL, ovSEY mpds THY Ov'olav TOU VOU TO 

peyebos, cimep ovcia aitod 7H evepyera. ovTw@ ydp Twa Kal dxpoves yiverba 

heyopev, ois ovdev 6 xpdvos mpos THY TeAeiaow ovveradepel, GAN evbis 

Tédera Kal 6AdKAnpa yiverat ev 6T@OtY popi@ Tod xpdvov. 

I conclude this note with an extract from Michelet ad /oc., to 

whom, it will be seen, I am much indebted—‘ Hoc loco pugnat 
Aristoteles adversus eos, qui ideas separant a singulis. li, qui 

ideas vel formas rerum ut ipsarum substantias ipsis rebus insitas 
esse putant, jam, etsi pereant singulae res, aeternitatem formarum 

adseverant, sive in hac exstent sive in illa re caduca: est enim 

aeternum immutabile aliquid, in quolibet temporis momento totum 
existens; singulae igitur res ipsae aeternae, quamvis caducae. 
Qui vero ideas separant a rebus singulis, illis aeternitas nihil aliud 

est atque infinitum temporis spatium, quod, cum percurri reque 

existere nunquam possit, idem est ac diuturnitas. Itaque non ex 
vera Philosophi sententia, sed ex falsa istorum opinione diésoy et 

moAvxpovioy idem est.’ 

§ 7. This brief and obscure jotting, which is not reproduced b. 5. 
either in the #. /. or in the JZ. AZ, may be taken as a sort of 
argumentum ad homines addressed to the Platonists—‘ Your doctrine 

of the airoayafoy is not held even by Speusippus, the head of your 

own school: he agrees with the more plausible view of the Pytha- 
goreans. The dpyxai af xara ovorouxiay Neyouevac of the Pythagoreans, 

or rather of a section of the Pythagoreans, are given in Mev. A. 5. 

986 a. 23 asS—mépas dmeipov, mepit Tov apriov, Ev mAs, SeEvov dpiotepor, 

dppev Onrv, npeporv Kivovpevoy, evOd Kapmvidov, Pos okdTos, dyabdy Kakér, 

Tetpdywvoy érepdunxes, Here ro ev appears in the column of good 

things—v.e. in the orotyos in which 76 dya@ov occurs. ‘Taking this 

circumstance in connexion with the fact mentioned in JZez/, A. 6. 

987 b. 27 that, while Plato regarded 70 & kai rovs apibpovs as mapa 

Ta aic@nrd, the Pythagoreans regarded them as immanent in 

G 2 
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particulars—oi & dpiOpots civai hacw avira Ta mpdypara, we may 

perhaps venture to explain the section before us as praising the 

Pythagoreans at the expense of the Platonists, because they—the 

Pythagoreans—‘ make the One good, instead of making the Good 

one’: z.e. they do not make the Good an abstract unity separate 

from things; they find it immanent in things in various forms which 

they enumerate ; unity is only one of the forms of its immanence— 

being a united whole is one of the ways in which a thing is good. 

The Pythagoreans, in fact, are praised for drawing up a list of good 

things. Td év, 7d mépas, &c., may each be called good. There is 

no good separate from the things enumerated in the column: see 
Plut. Zs. ef Osir. (quoted by Zell) ch. 48 (ed. Parthey)—oi pev 
TvOayopixol Sia mAewdveav dvopdtoy Katyyopovot Tod pev ayafov To év TO 

memrepacpévov TO pevov Td evOU TO TEptaady TO TeTpayavoy 73 iGov Td SeELOv 

7) Napmpdr, Tod S€ kaxod tHy Sudda Td Gretpov Td Pepdpevov +d KapmUAov 

TO diptiov TO érepdunkes TO AviTov TO apioTEpov TO TKOTELVOY. 

As regards the precise nature of the agreement of Speusippus 

with the Pythagoreans we are left pretty much to conjecture. It 

is not unlikely, however, that Aristotle is contrasting with the 

one dpxy of the Platonists the oddal dpxai of Speusippus : 

see Mel. Z. 2. 1028 b. 21 Smevoummos dé Kai mArelovs ovaias and Tov 

évos dp&dpevos, Kat dpxas éxdotns ovcias GAAny pev dpipev, GdAny Oe 

peyeOav, erecra Wuyns’ Kat rovrov dy Tov tpdmov emekreiver Tas ovotas. 

These dpxai or ovoia derived from 76 év, Speusippus held to be 

better than vb &v, because (as may be seen from a comparison of 
the seed with the adult form) 76 kddAtorov kal dpiorov is not in the 
Beginning but in the End. To éy, then, although the first beginning 

of things (cf. dpEduevos avd rod évds), is not, for this reason, in an 

exceptional position as regards goodness. Qwa good, it is only 

one among many good dp xai, and indeed the least good among 

them, as being the most remote. It is to this doctrine, then, that 

Aristotle probably refers when he says here that Speusippus is one 

of of ribévres ev th TOY dyabdy avoTotxia To &v: See Met. A. 7. 1072 Dd. 

30 écor Sé imodapBdvovew, Somep of WvOaydperor kal Srevourmos, 7d 

Kd\XoTov Kat apiorov pay ev apy etvat, Oud TO Kal Tov puTdy Kal Tay 

(dav ras dpxds atria pév eivat, Td S€ Kaddv Kal TéAetov ev Tois Ek TOUTOY, 

ov« ép6as otovra. The reason which Aristotle gives for this judg- 
ment is 76 yap oméppa €& érépwv earl mpotépwv Tedel@y Kat TO mpGrov ov 

onéppa €or adda 7d TeXctov. The /7rs¢ Cause is the Best+—God, who 

is (Gov didioy dpiorov (Met. A. 7.1072b. 29). It is plain then that, in 
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the section before us (#. WV. i. 6. 7), Aristotle must not be under- 1096 b. 5. 
stood to approve the doctrine of Speusippus when he describes it 

as mOavorepoy than that of the Platonists criticised. He merely 
uses the name of Speusippus as a controversial weapon against 
the Platonists. On the doctrine of Speusippus see Grant, £7h. 

ad loc. and Essay iii. pp. 217-218. 

§§ 8-11] See Argument. Bisy: 

§ 8. GAG wept pev ToUTwy GANos eoTw Adyos| I agree with Grant 

that ‘we need not confine the reference of rept rovrwy to the Pytha- 

goreans and Speusippus, or refer it, with some commentators, to 
the books mentioned in the list of Diogenes (v. 25) mept ray 
TvOayopeiwv a mepi Smevoimmov Kai Zevoxparovs a.’ ‘The reference 

is rather to ‘the whole subject of the good in its relation to unity— 
to existence—to the world’; z.e. to ‘the scope of Aristotle’s entire 

Metaphysics, 

Sia 7d ph wept mavrds dyafod tovs Adyous eipfobat| rods b. 9. 

Adyovs is the theory of the Platonists. Coraes gives the sense of 

the clause well—dvreimeivy tis dv éxou poor TodTo, dre TIAdt@y ov rept 

mavtos ayafod dAXa Tept Tov Kupiws Kai Ka@’ aiTd ayabovd remoinrar Tov 

Aéyov. The Platonic theory does not bring a// good things (things 

relatively good included) under one Idea, but only things absolutely 

good. The omission of py in CCC and OP seems to be a mere 

blunder. 

kal’ év etSos| ‘Assigned to one species.’ eidos is here, as Grant b. 10. 

remarks, tke Aristotelian speczes, not the Platonic zdea. 

$10. % dca... % 088 ado] These are alternative questions. b. 16. 
The latter is disposed of first by écre paraoy gora 76 cidos, and the 

former is dealt with in§ 11. If the idéa raya6od is the only thing 

absolutely good, the class (eiSos) of things absolutely good, which 
the Platonists ask us to distinguish, will be void of contents, for the 
idéa is not 7 the class; as Michelet says—‘ Distinxerat Noster in 

genere duas bonorum species («id;): bona per se et propter aliud. 

Iam si omnia vere bona, tanquam non existentia per se, ab idea 

excluserimus, et alteram speciem tantum ideam esse voluerimus, 

haec bonorum species erit vana, omnique carebit argumento; nec 

essent duae species, generi coordinatae (id, quod tamen supposui- 

mus), sed idea vana et multitudo existentium bonorum.’ 
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$11. ef 88 kal tad7 éort tv KaO’ aitdé] If, on the other hand, the 

things enumerated also (kai, z.e. as well as the Idea) are absolutely 
good, and, as such, are Neydpeva ard piav idéay, how are we to account 

for the fact that they do not all exhibit a common nature or essence 

of goodness capable of identical definition like the whiteness of 

white things? 

odk Zotw dpa 7 dyabdv Kowdy TL KaTa piay is€av| ‘The applica- 
tion, then, of the /erm “ good” (cf. d\Aa was 6) Néyerou; in the next 
sentence) to things does not imply that they all participate in a 

common “ idea.”’ 

§ 12. dpovdpors]| dudrupa are things which have the same name 
without having the same nature (¢.g. kdets, a key, and the collar- 

bone), as distinguished from ovvévupa, things which have the same 

name and the same nature (e.g. ox and horse, which both not 

only are called animals, but are animals): see Ca/. i. 1 a. 1. When 

such very different things as e.g. a knife, a dinner, a field, and a 

horse are all called ‘good,’ they surely cannot get this common 

name by accident (ob yup fouKe Tois ye amd TUyNS Spovipos). There 

must be some reason why they are called ‘good.’ That reason, 
we have seen, does not lie in their participation in one Idea, or 
universal substance; nor does it lie in their having a common 

inherited nature, like the members of a biological class, which are 

ovvevupa, What, then, is the reason of their being called ‘ good ?’ 

GAN Gpd ye... dvadoylay ;| ra ad’ évds Aeydueva and ra mpds & 
Aeydpeva (the two phrases are practically equivalent) are technically 

distinguished by Aristotle from 71a éuordpos eydueva On the one 

hand, and ra cvvevipos or Kab’ &v Aeyoueva on the other hand. Ta 

dpovipos NeySueva have their common name amd tuyns: Ta Tvveripos 

or kad éy deyspeva have it because they belong to the same eidos or 

yévos, Whereas 7a ag’ évds, or mpos & deydueva, are things which do 

not necessarily belong to the same eéSos or yévos, but agree in 

contributing to one end, in relation to which they are regarded as 
belonging to one department—as, ¢.g.a knife and a lecture may 

both be called ‘ surgical.’ They are both called ‘ surgical,’ not as 

an ox and a horse are both called ‘ animals,’ nor yet as a key and 
the collar-bone are both called kreis. See Jet. K. 3. 1060 b. 37 
vO re larpudy Kal bytewov ... ToAay@s A€éyopey . . . larpiKds yap Adyos 

‘ , ¢ a \ Cy re | bo > a > , > A ‘ 
kal paxaipioy eyeTal TH TO pEY ATO THS LaTpLKNS ETLOTHMNS Eval, TO de 
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ravtn xpnoov. Cf, Wet. Z. 4. 1030 b. 2 ovdev yap iarpixdv copa xal 1096 b. 27. 
»* A Lo 2. a 3 , a” a a > A 4 oa 

epyov Kat oKevos Aeyerat oUTE Guwvupws ovTe Kab’ Ev dAdAa Tpos Ev—ON 

which Alex. (7 Met. p. 441, 1. 13, ed. Bonitz) has otre xa& & kai 

guvavipws, Ga pds Ev, Fyouv @s Ta ad’ évds te Kal mpos ev. Cf. also 

Met. T. 2. 1003 a. 33 70 b€ by Aeyerar pév TohAax@s, GAAA Tpds Ev Kal 
, i! id \ > ¢ , > 2 of. ‘ NUIVE. \ o \ piay twa vow, Kal oy dpovipws GAN’ domep Kal TO Uyewov Grav mpods 

bylevav, TO pev TH hvddrrew, To d€ TO Toveiv, TO Sé TH onpetov eivat Tis 
¢ , \ wee \ ripe ‘ VES) 4 \ > Laster \ AY oy 
vytetas, TO O Gre SextiKdv adtns. Kat ro iarpixdy mpos iarpikny’ TO pev yap 

TH Exe THY tarpiny éyerar iatpixdy, TO Se TH edqpves eivar mpos airy, TO be 
fd > a - c , ‘ NC: , , T@ Epyov eivat THs iatpixns. “Opovorpdras d€ kal GAda AnWopeba heyspeva 

, 7 ‘ A AK , a , ) xo cy {} > , 

Tovrots. Ovtw de kai Td dy heyerat ToAaY@s pEv, GAN’ Grav pds piay apxnv* 

Ta pev yap Ste ovoia, dvta deyera, TA 8 Ste TaOn ovoias, TAS Sri ddds eis 

ovoiav,) pOopal 7 orepyncers 7) ToLdTATES 7) TOLNTLKA 7) yevYNTLKA OUCLas, 7) TOV 

mpos THY ovtiay Neyopévar, i) TOUT@Y TiWds aroddcets 7) Ovotas* 516 Kal TO juI) 

ov eivat py Ov paper. Kabdmep ody kal ray tyewav amdvtey pla emioTnun 
> y c , ~ Nig SN ~ Sh > \ , ~ pia 
€oTlv, 64olws ToOUTO Kal él Tov GAAwy. Ov yap pdvoy Tay Kad Ev eyo- 

pevav emuotnuns eott Oewpnoa pds, adda Kal TY mpos play Aeyopévav 

vow" Kat yap taita Tpdroy tia Néyera Kad ev, Andov ovy Gre Kal Ta 

dvra pas Oewpioa 7 dvra: On which Alex. (p. 199, 1. 20) has—xaé 

ev pev Aeyopeva eyer TA TUVOVULA Kal KP ev Te KoLWdy TeTaypEva YEvos. Ov 
LE ia ‘ n~ A ? , \ 2 , > , > A ‘A 

povoy O€, pynot, Tay oitTas exdvT@v mpds GAAnAa pla emLoTHUN, GAAG Kal 

tov ap évds kal mpos &v... ev maci Tas aitois épara n pots avtn ap’ 

js Kat 8¢ Hv ovrws Kaeirar . . . Kal yap ev TS GudaKTiK@ THs Vyreias Kal év 

TO TOUNTLK@ kal ev TO SextiK@ vyled eoTw 1) Ocwpovpervn. ‘There is pia 

emotnpn Of all dvra 7 dvra, just as there is pia emortnun rav byway 

dmavrov: for not only ra xaf év héyopeva (ra cuvavupa), but ra mpds 

play Aeydpueva vow fall under ‘one science.’ The term 76 6v is used 

in many senses, but in all pds &, just as tyewdy is always used 
A c , = = . . . 

mpos vyieav, whether it be used to qualify something which produces, 

preserves, declares, or is receptive of health; thus food, exercise, 

and a good complexion are all called tyewd. Similarly 76 éy is 

always used in reference to (zpés) one object, viz. ovcia, sometimes 

marking ovoia itself, sometimes its dy, sometimes 6dds eis ovaiay, 

sometimes Oopa ovcias. Cf. also MW. MW. ii. 11. 1209 a. 23 oiov 

gapev tarpixoy To paxaipiov, iatpixdy tov avOpwrov, Kal iatpuxny THY 

emtaTnuny’ Tait ovx dpoiws Néeyovrat, GAha TO pey paxalpioy TO XpHoLpov 

eivat mpos iarpikiy iarpixoy A€eyerat, 6 8 avOpwmos TH ToinTiKds eivat 

byctas, y 8 emotnpyn TO airia civa Kai dpyn: EL. LH, 2. 1236 a. 16 
Peay A eA , , ” > \ , >» 4 Cas Ay © 18 
avaykn apa tpia didias €idn elvat, Kal pte Kad ev dndoas pyO ws edn 
ca Ld U , ’ i , \ , ‘ , 
€vos ysvous BYTE TayTav héeyeo Oa OUL@VUUOS, II pos play yap Twa Aeyovrat 
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kat mpotny, Sorep ro larpikdy. Kal Wuyny larpixny kal cpa Aéyoper kat 

dpyavoy kat épyov, GANG Kupiws TO mparov. TIp@rov & of Adyos ev Hiv 

imapxet. Otov dpyavoy iarpixdv, @ av 6 iatpds xpnoato" ev b€ TH TOU 

larpod Aéyw otk ~otw 6 Tod dpydvov. Znteirar pev ovv mavtaxod 7d 

mperov : and for other references see note on v. I. 7. 

We can now see that the distinction made above in § 8 between 
ra kad’ aira Sioxdpeva, as Kad’ Ev cidos Aeydueva, and Ta mointeKa TOUT@Y 

kal udakrika 4} Tay évavtioy Kwdutikd, AS 8a Tadta Aeydueva is really 

that between the cvvdvyupa, or ra Kal’ ev Aeydpeva, and the ra mpds Ev 

kai dp évds Of § 12, and the other passages quoted. The Platonists 

assert that there are dya6a so called cuvwvipws, z.¢. dya6a which are 

members of a true «Sos (or yevos), their membership being explained 

as their péOcérs in one idea; Aristotle’s refutation consists in show- 

ing that no dya@a are cvvovupa, but are rpdmov dAdXov Aeyopeva. 

4) paddoy Kat’ dvadoyiav;] This is Aristotle’s final answer: 

Different things are called dya@a on the ground of identical relations 
(dvadoyia is defined in £1 MV. v. 3. 8. as iodrns Aéyov). Thus 

the relation in which sight stands to the body is the same as 

that in which reason stands to the soul. If sight is ‘good’ in its 

relation—z. e. contributes to its particular end, the welfare of the 
body, reason is ‘good’ in its like relation to the welfare of the 

soul: see Alexander 7z Met. p. 550, 1. 17 (ed. Bonitz) ra dvddoyov 
heydpeva . .. WS TOTO ev TOUT@, olov ws dYis ev dPOarpe vois ev Wux;, 

and p. 329, |. 13 ro d€ kar’ dvadoyiay év wpicato as ado mpds Addo, 

Different things are called ‘ good,’ not because they all contribute 
well to one end, but because they all contribute well to checr respec- 

tive ends. Taxar’ avadoyiav \eyépeva may be represented by parallel, 

Ta mpos ev by converging, lines. 

§ 13. Gdns ay ein Grdocodias| mporn procopia, as distinguished 

from the present enquiry which is wodirixn tis. “Yaép for mepi, how- 
ever, makes me suspect the whole clause from éfaxpiBotiy to tis 

id€as as an interpolation. On this late use of imép see notes on 
Lobe 7 pllle-ou 2, andl ay. 2% ate 

el yap kal €or év tL 7d Kowy .t.h.| Rassow (Forsch. pp. 53, 54) 
defends «ai, the reading of Kb, Mb, and Camb. against rd. 

§§ 14, 15, 16.] The ywpiordy dya6dy is not only an unrealisable 
good, but it is also useless as an zdeal—mapdderywa. Grant has a 

good note on these sections: ‘It has been objected that Aristotle 
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fixes on too mean specimens of the arts, and that he might have 1096 b.35. 

spoken differently if he had adduced the fine arts. But the question 

is whether, for practical life, the Idea, that is, a knowledge of the 

absolute, could be made available? This forms a great point of 

divergence between Plato and Aristotle. The latter seems to 

regard the Idea as an object of the speculative reason alone, 
something metaphysical and standing apart; and between the 

speculative and practical powers of man he sets a gulf. Plato, on 
the other hand, speaking without this analytical clearness, seems to 

think of the Idea as an object for the imagination, as well as the 

reason, as being an ideal as well as an idea. In this its many- 

sided character he would make it affect life as well as knowledge ; 
for by contemplation of it the mind would become conformed 

to it.’ 

§ 16. Spdvtns F Téxtwv ... eiSas Td attTd TodTo dyabdvy] This is 1097 a. 8. 
not a fair criticism of Plato. He does not represent the know- 

ledge of the ida rdya@od as attainable by artisans, but only by those 

exceptional natures who, having gone successfully through a long 

course of scientific training, are found capable of diadexrixy, and, as 
philosopher-kings, are to be entrusted with the management of the 

State. See Aep. vii. In the #. £. i. 8. 1218 b. 7-24 the useless- 

ness of the knowledge of the id¢a rdyaOod is demonstrated from the 
fact that this (6a is not an aircov ws kuwioay ; it does not produce motion, 

either as the efficient cause at the disposal of an artificer produces 
it, or as the réAos t@v mpaxrayv, which calls forth the energies of the 
mohitixos, produces it. Aristotle and Eudemus, when they criticise 

Plato, seem to forget their own great philosophical principle—that 
the réAos ray mpaxroy is not ultimate, but sought for the sake of the 
Gewpntixos Bios, in the oxomds of which—@ecdv Oewpeiv kai Oeparever, 

To ef Ocov evdexerar aGavari¢ew—the épos trav pecotnrwy is to be 

ultimately found. Aristotle with his 6 rov okordv éxov dp6drv, and 

Plato with his 6 ry» iSeav adryy reOcapévos, are at One in making 

amor intellectualis Dez the ultimate spring and coordinating principle 

of all man’s varied activities, scientific, moral, and artistic. 

7) adTd Todro dya@dy] (the reading of K» restored to the text by a. 9. 
Bywater for the airo rayadv of Lb and © preferred by Bekker) is 

equivalent to rovro rd avroayaédv. Instances of the separation of the 

prefix airo- from its word, are given in the Judex Arist, e. g. Met. 

M. 8. 1084 a. 21 avro éexaotos avOpwros. 
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But to return now from the Good of the Flatonists, which, to say the least, is 
unattainable, to the attainable good, the object of the present enquiry—we see 
that this attainable good is something which differs in different actions and 

arts. But can we find no general term to characterise it in every case? 
Surely in every case the good ts that for the sake of which ts done what 1s done— 

health in medical practice, victory in warfare, the house in building—in short 
the End, whatever its special nature, in every case. So, if we have always 

ultimately one end in all our actions, this one end will be the good attained by 

man in action; tf more than one end, then these will be the forms in 

which good ts attained in action. Thus we are led again to our old conclusion, 

which it ts now time to explain more fully. 
There are many so-called ends which are not really ends, but only means 

to something else. Money, e.g. and tools are ends which are not really ends. 

But the Chief Good must be really an end. Now that which is sought for tts 

own sake ts more really an end than that which ts sought for the sake of some- 

thing else ; and that which ts never sought for the sake of something else 1s more 
really an end than that which ts sought both for its own sake and for the sake 

of something else ; while that which is always sought for its own sake and 
never for the sake of something else ts most really an end, i.e. ts an end without 
qualification. Now Happiness is such an end without qualification. Honour, 
pleasure, understanding, and the virtues, we seek both for their own sakes and 

for the sake of the Happiness which we suppose they will bring. But Happiness 

no man seeks as a means to these, or to anything. 
That Happiness ts the Chief Good may be inferred also from the fact that 

Happiness ts self-sufficient. The Chief Good ts self-sufficient: tts possessor 

lacks nothing ; and with Happiness a man lacks nothing—when we say ‘a 

man’ we mean not‘ the solitary individual, for he ts an abstraction, but the 

real man—the citizen, whose concrete personality ts constituted by the manifold 
relations in which he stands to kinsmen, friends, and fellow-citizens, within 
a definite circle. Such a man, then, with Happiness, lacks nothing: he has 
that which is the best of all good things—not best, however, in the sense of 
being one of them, for if it were one of them, it could be made better by the 

addition of the least one of them. 
But ‘ Happiness ts the Chief Good’ is, after all, a truism which throws 

little light on the real nature of Happiness or the Chief Good. Perhaps we may 

reach something more definite by determining ‘ the function of man. 
Every artist has his peculiar work or function. Surely man, as man, has 

his peculiar function also. What ts it then? Let us review the vital functions 

in order. It cannot be taking in nourishment, and growing, for plants and 

animals, as well as man, live this kind of life, and we are looking for his 

peculiar function. Nor can it be perceiving with the senses, and feeling, for 
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this kind of life he shares with all animals. We are left then with the con- 
clusion that man’s peculiar function is the rational life—that ts, rational 
conduct. Zhe good man will perform this function well, i.e. so as to realise 
the end of his being in the manifestation of his own peculiar excellence. The 
end or Chief Good of man may then be defined as ‘ ERE LATS 
the excellence-which-is-highest-and most perfect-in_human nature. But it is_ 

only ‘in a perfect life’ that this end can be realised ; ‘for one swallow does not 

make spring. _ ; i : oh 
Let this serve as a ‘rough sketch’ of the Chief Good. If the outline ts right, 

at will be easy to fill in the details afterwards. But our former warning 

must not be forgotten—the same exactness must not be looked for in all enquiries ; 
for exactness varies with subject-matter, and with the nature of the particular 
enquiry or art. Nor must we always demand syllogistic antecedents. First 

principles have no such antecedents, but are data of sense perception, induction, 

or habit. We must try then to look for our principles in the place natural to 

each kind, and be careful to define them well when we have got them: for good 

definitions, to begin with, have great influence on what follows: ‘ the beginning 

zs more than half the whole.’ 

§ 1. emavéMwper él 1d Lntodpevov dyabdy| See i. 5. 8, where the 1097 a. 15. 

expression 7d (nrotpevoy dyabdv occurs, immediately before the 

digression of chapter vi. 

aiverar pev yap Gddo év dAAy mpdéer kat texvy] This result has been a. 16. 

reached in ch. vi. § 12—xai dAdo 67 ev GAd@. The yap introduces a 

clause which gives direction, as it were, to the question ti mor’ av 
ely TO Cnrovpevoy ayabdy ; What_is good, we have just seen, differs in 

different_arts and pursuits, but is always the end of the art or. 
pursuit in question; téXos is the most general description which 

can be given of dyaéév. Hence she dyabdv, 2. e. ro (ntovpevov ayabdv 

must be teNewstatov—/he end par excellence. Accordingly, if all 
mpaxra have ultimately one réAos, or certain assignable réeAn, this, or 

these, will be rd mpaxrov adyaddr. 

§ 2. petaBatvoy $y «.7..] Michelet has ‘haec aderratio ipsa a, 24. 
Philosophum jam ad ea quae sibi proposuerat reduxit’; Stahr 
translates ‘So ist denn auf ihrem Umwege unsere Untersuchung 
doch zu demselben Resultate gelangt’; Williams, ‘Our argument 
has now returned to the question from which it originally dgressed’ ; 
and Peters, ‘Our argument has thus come round dy a different path 

to the same point as before.’ I do not think that peraBaivey here 

implies digression, but rather advance step. by step, through the 

particular cases of iarpun, orparnytkn, cikodopixn, &c., to the generali- 

sation &v amdon mpage ro rédos: cf. Met. Z. 4. 1029 b, 1-12, where 
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70 petaBaivew expresses the inductive process by which ra dice 
yvopia are reached through ra atré yropiya: mpd epyou yap 76 pera- 

Baivew eis TO yywpwtepov. 7 yap padyots ovTw yiverar Tact dia Tov 

ATTov yropipev ducer eis Ta yyopysa waddov' Kal ToiTo épyov eoTiv, Somep 

ev tais mpageot TO moujoa ek Tay éxdoT@ ayabay Ta bos ayaba éxdaT@ 

dyad, ovtws ek Tdv aiTG yropporépov Ta TH ioe yropysa adiTa@ 

yopipa. ta 8 Exdoros yropipa Kal mpata modddkts Hpeua eoTt yyopiua, 

kal puxpov 7) ovOey €xer TOU ByTos’ GAN Gpws ek Tav hairdos pev yvooTar, 

aiT@ O€ yrwotay, Ta Olas yroora yvovar Tetpatéov, petaBaivovras, Samep 

eipyrat, dua rovrwy aitév. Eustratius evidently understands petaBaiver 

here (£. JV. i. 7.2) to mean gradual advance—peraBaivav 6 dédyos ad’ 
€vds mpos Erepoy, kal TOU pev TeEeLoTEpov dmTdopevos acl, TO Se arehéoTeEpov imEp- 

, >. 2a) A , \ x © , Le \ vd , > , 
Baivwy eis avo TO (yTovpevoy 76 Kowvoy dmdvT@y TEXos, THY Evoatpoviay agigerat. 

eis tadrév] 7. ¢, to the same result as that reached in i. 2. 4. 

§ 3. addods] Zell ejects aidov’s as due to the following des. 
"Aypovs, pidovs, and dovAovs have been conjectured by Coraes, 

Bonitz, and Bywater (Journ. of Phiiol. vol. xvii. p. 68) respectively. 
I confess that I do not see any objection to retaining atdovs. 

Téheva.| ‘Ends in themselves.’ 

§ 4.] ‘The conception of ends was not fully developed in Plato ; 
at the beginning of the second book of the Repudlic, those are said 

to be the highest goods which are desired both for themselves and 
for their results.’ Grant. It is misleading, I think, thus to com- 

pare directly what Plato says about S:xaoovvn, at the beginning of 

fep. ii, with what Aristotle says here about rd éporov. Plato 
merely says of dixaoovvy what Aristotle himself says of dperf in § 5, 

—that from one point of view it is an end, from another point of 
view a means; and Aristotle would certainly not dispute the state- 

ment that its being a means, as well as an end, makes it moxe 

valuable than it would be if it were merely an end, On the other 
hand Plato would agree with Aristotle in regarding the eddapovia, 

or noble life, of the indivisible organism of the wédus, as an end 

which is never a means. It must be carefully noted that when 

Plato says, in the passage referred to by Grant, that d:caoctvn, as 

both end and means, is better than things which are merely ends, 

the ends which he has in his mind are 76 xaépew kal ai 4Sovai Soa 

aBdaBeis. He is not thinking of 76 apucrov—the noble life, which 

the dvadexrixds alone grasps in its unity. Perhaps we may say that 
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Stxatocvvy has two senses with him—that, as one of the virtues, it is 1097 a. 30. 

both end and means; but, in its highest sense, as equivalent to 

Aristotle’s evSapovia, it is an end, never a means. 

§ 5. vodv| Not ‘Reason’ in the highest sense, but ‘intelligence’ 1097 b. 2. 
or ‘prudence’ as in vi. 11. 6 kal Se 4} HAuKia vodv exer Kal yvopny. 

Those who systematically make tyzy or 9Sovn their end, 7. e. choose 

it 6’ avré, are those who identify it with e®Samoria, as they are 

described in ch. v. The truly good man chooses ripy, 7Sorn, voids, 

and dpern, for the sake of edSapovia: 7. ¢. in all his special pursuits 
he is regulated by the ideal of the noble life. 

§ 6. paiverar S€ kat ek Tis adtapkeias Td adtd cupBatve] ‘The b. 6. 

same conclusion (viz. that evSapovia is the swmmum bonum) follows 

also from the consideration of its self-sufficiency.’ 

iPr 8 atrapkes «.7.d.] ‘The term “self-sufficient,” however, b. 8. 
we do not apply to the life of the mere Self—the solitary Self, 
but to that of the Self realised in association with others— 

with parents, children, and wife—with friends and fellow-citizens.’ 

In this rendering I have tried to bring out the /ogzcal construction 

of the sentence, according to which atr@, the Jogzcal subject of 

adtapxea, is qualified (1) by pdve, and (2) by yovedou. . . wodiras : 

7.e, the Self may be regarded either (1) in isolation, or (2) as con- 
stituted by social relations. In the first case it is a mere abstrac- 
tion, and its self-sufficiency is only nominal; in the second case 
it is concrete and real, and self-sufficient in virtue of the presence 

of those relations which constitute its concrete reality. 

According to the grammatical construction, however, yovedor 

and the following datives are coordinate with aito. ‘The dative 
ait depends on the verbal notion in atrapxes, as Ramsauer points 

out: ‘Egregia brevitate,’ he says, ‘ per solam dativi casus vim tota 

enunciatio confecta est. Nobis magis perspicuum esset, si in 
eandem sententiam legeremus: atrapxes 5€ héyopev ody 6 atta povo 
ape Ga Kal yovedowy dpxeiv Set x.7.d.’ Cook Wilson (Zransactions 

of Oxf. Philological Soctety, Feb. 3, 1888) calls attention to the 

words of the Paraphrast as giving ‘the right explanation of the 
dative ’—atrapxes S€ 6 dpkei od pdvoy Twi Cavtt Blov povarny, GAA Kal 

yovedo. xr. Of course properly avrapxes (neut.) cannot govern 

ai7é (masc.), much less yovetor: the only proper construction is 
avrdpens aire (cf. MM. ii. 15. 1212 b. 26 adros avr adrdpkns 

€orat): adtdpxns aAdots (yovetor... wodérais) is a contradiction in 
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terms. ‘The grammar therefore of the sentence is loose: we ought 

to have had something like this—rov & adrdpxy Aéyouer ody atro, 7 

povetns, avtdpkn, GAN aire, 7 olkovdyos Kat modirns. The singular 

yovaxi (Kb and M> however have yvvaéi), among the plurals, 

points to air@ as the logical subject of the clause dha . . . wodirats. 
ducer moditikdy 6 &vOpwros| Rassow (orsch. p. 54) defends the 

reading modurixdy given by KP against the modurixkds of Lb Mb, and 
compares ix. 9. 3 moXuriKdy yap 6 avOpwros Kal ougjy medukés. 

Man realises his true nature or personality in the ré\ts. The true 

‘self, to which ‘self-sufficiency’ is ascribed, is that which consists 

in the clear consciousness of manifold social relations, and of the 

duties which they entail, as distinguished from the ‘self’ which is 
made up of the sensations and feelings, as such, of the individual : 

see Pol. i. 1. 1253 a. I avepdy or trav dice n mddis ear’ Kat bre 6 

GvOpanos dice rodutixdy (Gov, Kal 6 amohis Sia Giow Kai ov dia TvXnV 
a ANTE > x , x nro. cbavdds €or 7) KpeitT@y 7) avOperos. 

§ 7. tovtwy S€ Anmréos Spos tis] Social life, the realisation of 
which by the individual constitutes his true personality, is, so to 

speak, a natural organism (rév pice 4) wos cori Pol. i, 1. 1253 a. 2), 

and must be definfe—apiopévoy: cf. ix. 10. 3, 4, a passage which 
seems to redeem the promise ada todro per cicadbis émtoKenreov. 

yovets| = mpoydvous. Rassow (forsch. p. 111) suggests that after 

yoveis a genitive, rév yovewy, may have fallen out, but does not 
press the suggestion. 

The true self, described as ‘self-sufficient, is constituted by the 

consciousness of relations to others—ancestors, contemporaries, 

and descendants, within a definite, and comparatively narrow, circle. 

The self, like the state, must be e’ctvorros. The omovdatos—the 

man who is earnest about the performance of duty, will not allow 

himself to be influenced in his daily life by the supposed wishes of 

very distant ancestors, or by the supposed wants of very remote 

posterity: nor will he try to adapt himself to a very wide and 
miscellaneous body of contemporaries. 

§ 8.| All the editors have long notes on this section, which, after 
all, is not very difficult. ‘Moreover we take (supply oiduea) Hap- 
piness to be the most choiceworthy of all good things—not “ most 

choiceworthy” in the sense of being itself one of them, for (8é 

as introducing this apagogic proof is practically equivalent to ydp, 
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which Susemihl, following Aretinus, indeed reads) plainly, if it 1097 b.16. 

were counted together with them as one of them, it would be made 
more choiceworthy by the addition of the least of them— 

the addition would cause an overbalance of good, and the 

greater good is always the more choiceworthy.’ Cf. the Para- 
phrast’s very clear note—éri rij edSatpoviay ob Aéyonev cvvapOpeiobar 

Tois dAdous ayabois’ trav yap aiperav wyovpeba elvar TO akpov' Kal ei 

avuToLxov aitijy Tois dAdows TroujTopev ayabois, avepoy tt, ei mpooby- 

gopuev Tt TOY GAXwv aiThH, aiperwtépav Trooopey, Kal oUT@S OK av Ein avT} 

To dkpov tov aiperav. Eustratius, on the other hand, absurdly 

interprets the passage as meaning that eddapovia, though mavrav 

aiperordrn without addition of minor good things, is nevertheless 

made aiperwrépa éavris by the addition of them—oiov rd evrpixov 

lows, i) TO emideéiws Badicew, 7 Te ToLodToy erepov, 6 mpooriOdpevoy TH 

evdaipovia pndevds evmopevy TOV KUpLaTépov Tpds oVaTacWw alperwrépav 

aviv éavtis amoreAei. I will not trouble the student with the other 

views of the interpretation of this passage. A statement and 

criticism of them will be found in Rassow’s Worsch. pp. 112-115. 

Rassow interprets as I have done above, following the Paraphrast. 

So also do Coraes, Michelet, and Grant; Zeller, however (PA. d. Gr. 

ii. 2. pp. 610, 611, third ed.), at the end of a somewhat puzzling note, 
suggests that the words ovvapiOpovpéervny dé... dei, or at least 

tmepoxn ... dei are an interpolation. But it is difficult to suppose 

that the writer of the 17. W/.i. 2. 1184 a. 15-25 had not the words 

suspected by Zeller before him when he wrote—pera radra roivuy 

TOs TO dpiotoy Sei oxoreiv ; Ldrepov ovtws as kal avtov cuvaptOyoupevon ; 

"ANN aromov, Td yap adpiotoy emedy eore TéAos TéAetov, TO Se TEAELOV 

Tedos ws Ames eimeiv ovev dv Addo Sdkeev eivar 7) e’Oapovia, tiv O 

evdapoviay é€k Today ayabav ouvTibepev; eav Sy TO BeATCTOY oKOTaV 

kat avTo ouvapiOus, aiTo avtod e€otat Bedtiov’ aitoO yap BéeArioTov 

corat, Olov ra vysewa Ocis Kat tHv wylevav, oKOTEL TL TOUT@OY TaVTwY 

Bedricrov, Bedriotoy & early bylera. Ei 54 rodto mavrev BéAroTov, 

kat avtd avrod BeAtictov' aronoy $3 cupBaiver, Ov OO) tows ovTw ye 

okemréov TO BeATLOTOV. 

The doctrine of the present section may be explained as 

follows—Evéapovia is Life, and, as such, cannot be classed among 

the ‘good things’ of life. It is the Form and organisation of 
man’s powers and opportunities. ‘To suppose it possible to add 
one of these powers or opportunities to the already perfect Form, 

would be to suppose that the power or opportunity in question 

’ 
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097 b.16. has not been already organised in the Form’, and that conse- 
quently the Form is imperfect. The absurdity of such a supposition 

would equal that of representing a perfectly healthy man as made 

more healthy by the addition of a heart. As the various organs of 

the body have no function, and therefore no real existence, apart 
from the living body, so particular good things (virtue, health, beauty, 

wealth) have no existence, except as elements of the noble life. 
In this section Aristotle virtually maintains all that Plato con- 

tended for in his doctrine of the Idea of the Good. As the Idea 
of the Good is the unity of good things, and that by reason of 

which they are good—in other words, as it is that definite system, 
or order, by belonging to, and subserving which, particular things 
are said to be good, rather than pleasant, or otherwise aitractive 

to mere sense; so e?Sapovia is that orderly and beautiful life in 

relation to which, and only to which, man’s powers and oppor- 
tunities have any significance. The man who has no rational 

— conception of the greatness and beauty of Life, as a system, will 
cherish, instead of that conception, an image borrowed from sense ; 

he will identify Happiness, or Life, with pleasure, or honour. 

Having made this identification, he will easily persuade himself 

that ‘Happiness’ may be enhanced by the addition of particular 
good things; for As ‘ Happiness’ is itself only a particular good 
thing. But Happiness, as the rational man conceives it, is not 
a thing——not something that a man receives passively and possesses 
(krjjpa), but the use (xpious) which he makes of the things he has 
received and possesses... So, a tree is not the inorganic elements 
into which it may be analysed, but the use, as it were, to which 

the organising principle puts these elements. Novs in man, like 
givers in the plant and animal worlds, recognises and imposes 

definite limits. Particular details are valued by it, not for them- 

selves (if they were, no limit could be assigned to their desirable 
multiplication), but for the sake of the beautiful Life which trans- 

forms them. But the man who lives by ‘sense and imagination’ 
is immersed in these details. Life, or ‘Happiness,’ is for him 

a mere succession of particular experiences—an indefinite sum 
of good things which never satisfies him. To the external view 

1 Cf. Met. Z. 17.1041 b. 11 sqq., where it is shown in the'case of odpé that the 
ovata, or organic whole, is not co-ordinate with its ororxeia or elements, and 

cannot be added to them. 
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he may seem to be evdaiuwr, because the material conditions or 1097 b.16. 
elements of e’Saipovia are separately present; but the transforming 
spirit is inwardly wanting— 

‘Er hat die Theile in seiner Hand, 

Fehlt leider nur das geistige Band.’ 

He is receptive of isolated impressions; he lives xara mdOos; he 

does not assert a personality in active function. Cf. Poet. 6. 
1450 a. 18 4 evdaovia év mpdger éott, kal Td TeAos mpakis Tis eaTiv, ov 

WoloTns. 

§ 9. GAN tows Thy pev eddapoviav 75 dpiotov éyerv SpohoyoUmerdy b. 232. 

Tt paiverat, moBetrar S€ «.7.A.] According to Ramsauer 76 dpuorov is 

the subject and ry evdapoviay the predicate, and 76 apioroy must be 

understood after ri eorw. The accepted name evdaovia and the 

desiderated definztion are thus contrasted by pév and dé. But, if this 

were the construction, should we not have aA tows 16 pév eddatpoviay 

TO dpiorov héeyew dpodoyovpevdy te paiverat, moOeirar dé K.T.A.? 

$10. év to epyw Soxet Tayabdy etvar Kal 746 €d| whether the épyov b. 26. 

be a substantive result mapa rip évépyecay, or simply the évépyeca itself 

(see ZL. WV. i. 1. 2 and Me/. ©. 8. 1050 a. 22-b. 3). In the former 

case the é¢pyov is better than the evépyeca, in the latter case than the 

efis. Cf. L. E. ii. 1. 1219 a. 13 70 Epyov héyerar duyos* TOY pev yap 

€oTw Erepdv TL Td Epyov mapa THY xpHowW, oiov oikodopiKHs oikia GAN ovK 

oikoddunots Kat iatpixns tylea adN ody bylavats ovs iatpevors, Tov 8 7 

xphots Epyov, otov dipews dpacis kal paOnpatuns éemiothnpns Oewpia. “Qor 

avaykn, Sv epyov 9 xpiots, THY xpjow BeATv eivar tis eLews. Of this 

latter kind is the ¢pyov dvOparov of the present passage: cf. Jet. ©. 

8. 1050 a. 34 dowv S€ pH eotw Gddo TL Epyov mapa THY evépyeav, ev 

avtois imdpxer 1) evepyeta, oiov 1) dpacis ev TO Sp@vte Kai 7 Oewpia ev TO 

Oewpodvre kai 7 Can ev TH Wux7, 8d Kal 7 eddatuovia’ (wn yap mod Tes 

esti. Cf. also JZ. WZ. i. 3. 1184 b. 9 Td b€ rédos eotiv ody amdody 

GANG Surrdv* eviav pev yap €oTe TO TEAos aity 7 evepyeta Kal 1) xXpHoLs, otov 

Ths Oxpews’ Kal €oTL ye 7) xpHots aiperwrépa THs ELews. Tédos S€ 1 xprous® 

ovdels yap av Bovdorro exewy Try Oyu pn peAAwy Spay GARG pew. ‘Opolws 

8€ Kal ex’ dkojs Kal Tay TowwvTwr. “Qy dpa Kai xpnows Kai e&is eoriv, del 

BeAtiov Kai aiperatepov 7) xphows THs eEews* 7 yap xpnats Kal H evepyeca 

tédos, 7 8 ekis THs xpnoews Everev. 

§ 11. mérepoy ody «.7.4.] The editors point out that this passage b. 28. 
is taken from Ref. i. 352 E Soxet re cot efvar immou épyov; euorye. apa 

H 
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> A ao - a a ’ ‘ ovv rovTo dy Ceins kal immov Kal a&hdov drovoiv Epyoy, 6 dv i pdve exeive 
~ a ie ” > of BN a 4 Ae S9, Aine > - , Tou Tis 7) apiota; . . . oO dtm dv GAA tors 7) CPOahpois ; ov Siva, Ti 

~ ~ ‘ ~ , 57; dkovoas add 7) @oiv; ovdapads, odkodv dikaiws dv tadTe TobTeY 
. + 2 pe > ~ ead \ - > Cleats. e ‘ aipey epya evar; . . . ovKody Kat dpeti Soxei cou eivar ExdoT@, @mep Kal 

, - , ~ 

Epyov Tt mpooteraxta; . . . tu On, wera Tatra Tdde oKeYrar . . . Wuyi 
, ” op 5 , , ” 2 ~ 8, £3. \ 4 i pyoopey Epyor eivar; padiota ye, ey. ovkody kal dperiy payev twa vpuyijs 

a = , 
elvat; caper, 

§§ 12, 18.] The following extracts give in outline the psychology 

of these sections—viz, that living beings (ra uyuxa), possessing the 
power of nutrition and growth, are either sentient (¢ga) or non- 

sentient. (pura). Sentient beings either combine their separate 

sensations into a rational experience (d@pemos), or they do not 

(ra Nowra (Ga). De An. ii. 2. 413 a. 20 Adyopen ody dpyiy AaBdvres THs 

oxeews, Stwpicbar rd eypuxov trod aytxov to Civ. Tleovaxas S€ rod 

Civ Neyopevou, Kav €v Te ToUT@Y evudpxn pdvov, Civ aiTd aper, otoY voos, 

atcOnors, Kimnots Kal oTdots  KaTa TOTOY, éTL KivnoLs H KaTa Tpopiy Kat 

PO.ous re Kai avEnors. Awd kal Ta Ghudpeva mavta Soxei Civ" aiverar yap 
> c Col »” , A > ‘ i es I / ‘ U €v avtois €xovra Ovvauiy Kat dpxny tovavTny, de hs avnow te Kai bOiow 

AapBiavovor Kata Tos evartiovs Torous’ ov yap dvw pev av€era, kato & 

ov, GAN’ polos em’ Gude kal ravtyn doa Kal tpéperar, Kai Cy dua Tédovs, Ews 

ay Suvnta NapBavew tpopyv. XwpiferOa S€ todTo péev rev dddwv Suvarey, 

ta 0 adXa Tovrou advvarov ev Tois Oyytois, Pavepdv 8 emi rv pvopevev' 

ovdepia yap adrois tmapxer Stvapyis GAn wpuys. Td pev ody Cyv Sud thy 

apxny Tavtnvy imdpyee Tois (aor, Td Sé CGov dia Thy atoOnow mpdtas* Kai 

yap Ta 1 Kwovpeva pnd ddddrrovTa Tomo, éxovra 8 aisOnow Ga éyopev 

kai ov (jv povoy, AlaOncews b€ mpatov imdpyer maow adn. “Qorep Se 
\ A , / a c a x , , , ¢ € 

TO Opentixov Ovvarar yopifecOa ths apis Kai mdons aicbncews, ovras 7 

apy Tav Gddrwv aicOnocwv, Openrixdy dé Aéyouev Td ToLodTOY poptoy THs 
= re ‘ \ , , A \ \ Lal , , 4 c \ ” Woxijs ob Kat ra hudpeva peréexer ra S€ (Ga wavta paiveras thy amrihy at- 

cOnow €xovta, 3. 414 a. 29 Tar b€ duvdpewr tis Wuxis al NexOeirar Tois 

pev vmdpxovor macat, Kabdrep etroper, Tois S€ TwWes aiTav, éviors bé pla 

pon. Avvipers © eimopev Opemrixoy, dpextixov, aicOntiKdr, KinTiKov KaTa 

tomov, Suavontixov. “Yrapxet b€ Trois pev utois ro Opertixdy povor, éTEpos 

d€ ToUTO Te Kal TO aiaOntixdy, Ei b€ rd aicOntiKdv, Kai ro dpexrixdv’ dpekes 
MA A > , ‘ A \ , a A - , > + , 

pev yap emOvpia Kat Gvpds Kai Bovdyous, Ta b€ (Ga Tdvt’ Exovoe plav ye 
- 3 , 2 c , <2 “) ww € , , c U \ , 

Tav aicOnoewv, tv ddnv’ 6 8 aicOnots bmdpyer, TovTw Hdovn Te Kal AUT 

kat TO 00 Te Kal Avmnpdv, ois b€ TadTa, Kal 4 éemeOuplat Tod yap 1d€os 
Ww LA rz > , ‘ AY , c , ‘ A i4 Opes altn: . . . Eviots 5€ mpos rovTas tmdpyer kal Td KaTd Térov 

, (ey) \ \ \ , ‘ a e > , Lae, 
Kinttkoy, eTepors O€ Kat TO Stavontixdy TE Kal vovs, olov avOparrots kal et Tt 

A | 
} 
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Toovrov érepdv e€oTw 7 Kal TYyLwTEpoY, . . . Ols pey yap vmapxet 1097b.33. 
rn r as eae ¢ 

hoyicpos Tav POaprav, rovros kat Ta Aowra Tavta, ots 6” exeivov ExacTor, 
col - , - 

ov maou Aoyiopds, GANA Tois pev ode Havtacia, ra Se Ta’Ty povy C@ow. 

epi 5€ tov OewpytiKod vod erepos Adyos. 

§ 13. mpaxtuky tis Tod Nédyov Exovtos] Grant translates, ‘a moral 1098 a. 3. 
life of the rational part,’ and compares vi. 2. 2 ta Onpia aicOnow pev 

exe mpdéews b€ pr) Kowoveiv. ‘This translation is somewhat mislead- 

ing. Man’s highest function is not pags in the sense of moral, as 

distinguished from speculative ‘ action ’—@ewpia: nor do the words 

mpaktiki) ToD Adyov €xovros really limit us to the ‘moral life.” See 

Pol. H. 3. 1325 b. 14 ANN’ ei radra éyerar Kad@s Kal thy evSarpoviay 

e’mpaylay Oeréov, Kal Kowy Taons Toews Gv Ein Kal Kal’ ExacToy apiotos 

Bios 6 mpaxtixds, "ANNA Tov mpakTLKOY OvK dvayKaioy Eivat pds €répous, 

kaOdrep olovtat tives, ovdé tas Siavoias eivat povas TavTas mpakTiKas TUS 

TOY amoBawovTwv yYaply yryvopevas €K TOU mpaTTeW, GAA TOAD paddov Tas 

avroreNeis kal Tas avTav Evexev Oewpias Kal Siavonoers’ 7) yap ev’mpakia TéXos, 

@oTe kal mpa&is tis* padiota Oe Kal mpatrety eyopevy kupias Kal Tov 

eEwtepikoy tpakewy Tovs Tats Siavoias apxiréxrovas. It is better then to 

translate the words mpaxtixy tis Tov Adyov éxovros, ‘a life consisting 

in the action of the rational part.’ 

TotTou S€ Td ev ds emumeBes Adyw, Td 8 ds Exov Kal Sravoodpevor | a. 4. 
‘With regard to the present passage,’ Grant says, ‘ Bekker exhibits 

no variation in the MSS., and the Paraphrast evidently had it in his 

text. All that can be said therefore is that the present sentence 

interrupts the sense and grammar of the context, and that it is 

conspicuously awkward in a book which for the most part reads 

smoothly.’ Rassow (Forsch. p. 72) brackets the sentence, pointing 

out that emurec6ns does not occur elsewhere in the Aristotelian canon, 

and appears only in very late Greek. While the sentence itself, 

then, is doubtless an interpolation, its doctrine is strictly Aristotelian, 

being, in fact, that laid down afterwards in ch. 13, § 19 of this 

book. ‘The rational part’ is (1) Reason proper, 16 Adyov éxov Kupios 
—that which ‘has reason’ in the strict and proper sense of ‘ having,’ 
i.e. ‘has it 2 zfself;’ (2) the appetites gua obedient to reason, 7d 
petéxov Aéyou—that which ‘ has reason,’ not in the strict and proper 

sense of ‘having,’ but in the sense of ‘ participating in, or benefiting 
by, what another has.’ 

dittGs k.7.h.] ‘ But, as this “ rational life” may be understood in a. 5. 
H 2 
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either of two senses—either as a state, or as a function, we must 

take it in the latter, which seems to be the more proper sense.’ I 
am inclined to agree with Rassow (Forsch. p. 72) that «at before 
ravTns Ought to be omitted. He supposes it to have been inserted 

after the clause rovrou b¢ . . . Siavoovpevov had been interpolated. 
After Neyouémns Rassow conjectures that such words as rijs pév kar’ 

evepyevav THs O€ Kad’ e&w have fallen out (Forsch. p. Bye 

§§ 14, 15.] The apodosis begins with 7é dvOpamiwov ayabdy § 15, 

where yivera, as Grant remarks, ‘is used as denoting a deduction 

from premisses ’ [cf. i. 8. 3 for a similar use of yiverat], and may be 

rendered ‘it results that the good for man, &c.’ Eustratius, however, 

gives a different force to yiverar: otk eie 5€ suyns evepyeta €otiv adda 

yivetat, dia 7d pndémore toracOar detdew roy rédevov avOparov ex Tod 

ayabov adda dia mavrds eupeve adrod avtexduevov . . . &art dé Kai dddos 

elmeiv TO ylvetau éemet Tov mpaypdrev Tia év TO yiverOa exer 7d eivat, 

ws ev TO Osdtp@ dyav Kal nuépa Kal 6 emautds’ TovTwv yap éxaoTov Ehov 

HEV ws Ohov dK drnpTiopevoy Hpiararat, Kara pépos Sé yuvdpevoy drroredeirat 

TapEpXopevav TOV pepOv' ovTw Kal H evépyeta’ Kal yap adras TO pev 

yeyovos ijn mapnOe, ro 8 emeylyvera per’ exeivo, kat epeens ovrws, Kat 

ovdemote OA6KANpos ioratat, GANG KaTa juKpoY amaprti¢erar’ 616 Kal mept 

autis ovK €or oikeioy etvat eimeiy dAda ylveoOar. Is Eustratius think- 
ing of Z. LV. ix. 9. 5 ev dpyq yap elpnrar ore 4 evdaovia evépyeud Tis 

€oriv, 7 8 evepyeca Spdov Gre yivetar Kai ody tmdpyxee Gomep Khuda Tee 

Grant’s explanation of yivera: is of course correct. 

§ 14. Wuxijs évépyeta] The term yvy7 has not been actually used 

above, but is naturally suggested by the divisions enumerated in 

§§ 12 and 13, which are those of the wux7. 

katé Aeyov H pi dveu NMyou] The Paraphrast explains rightly, I 
think, the distinction intended here: katd déyov, érav Stavonrar, i) ovK 
dev déyov, Grav Kata 7d mabntiKdy pépos KivATaAL peta Aéyov'. The 
expression kava Adyov at the beginning of this section is followed, it 
will be observed, by the expression perd Xéyov at the end of the 
section; but the technical opposition between «ard dJyov (where 
Adyos is a principle governing life mechanically from without), and 
pera Adyou (where Adyos regulates life from within: see notes on vi. 
13. 5) does not seem to me to be raised in the present passage, 

* So also Eustratius—rd pév ard ddyov wept rHs oixeiov éxovans Adyov Kat 
, = ip % \ ” , Nice ie 2 a“ diavooupervys Yuxs O€mevos’ 7d SE pr dvev Adyou nept THs Adyw emTeEOoos. 

eee 2 

SWNBare 
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although the two expressions occur in it. The expression perd 

Adyov often stands merely for ‘rational,’ instead of AoyKnds, which 

Aristotle does not use in this sense—or hardly ever: cf. Mes. ©. 5. 
1048 a. 3, where Suvdpers pera Aoyou are Opposed to adoyor Suvdpers. 

Here, then (Z. JV. i. 7. 14), I think, the phrase mpdges pera Noyou= 

mpdéets Aoyixds (as a later writer might employ the adjective) ; and 

expresses shortly what has been set forth more fully in the words 
evepyeta kata Aoyor 7) pu) Gvev oyov, understood as by the Paraphrast’. 

Perhaps, however, it may be thought that # pa dvev Aoyou is=pera 

Aoyou in the technical sense of the latter expression (¢.e. where Aoyos 

is an immanent principle regulating life), and that 7 thus introduces 

a correction of the inadequate formula kata Adyov, which accordingly 

is not repeated, the more correct pera Adyou being used. But it 

does not seem likely that Aristotle would introduce such an im- 

portant distinction by means of the merely negative expression pi 

dev doyov. On the other hand, such a negative expression is well 

fitted to designate the obedience of the passions to reason, as dis- 

tinguished from the spontaneous activity of reason itself in the 
sphere of thought. 

to yéver| qualifies 76 8’ avrd. 

§15.| Zhe Definition of es8a:povia, Muretus quotes Cicero’s neat 
rendering of Aristotle’s definition of eddSapovia, ‘ Aristoteles virtutis 

usum cum perfectae vitae prosperitate conjunxit. De #7. iv. 7. 

kat& thy dptotyy Kal tehevoTdtyy| Ze. KaTd THY TOU vod dpeTHy. 

Reason is the Form of man which is impressed on the matter of 

the lower nature which he shares with the brutes. This Form 

(identical with the réAos or épyov, cf. EL. XV. ill. 7. 6 dpiferae yap 

exaotov to Teh: Met, ©. 8. 1050 a. 21 1d yap épyoy réXos) is the 

iSoy (§ 12) which is the object of the present enquiry. In seeking 
to discover the definition of a thing (and Aristotle is here really 

seeking to discover the definition of man), we always look for 

the characteristic Form irrespective of the matter in which it is 

realised. Hence here, when Aristotle identifies Happiness. with 

the évépyeca of Reason, he is considering it /ormally—as something 

which admits of definction (see note on vil. 13. 2 b. 10). But 

1 This was written before I became acquainted with Bywater’s view that 
dvOpwrov 1098 a. 12... ovTw 16 is a repetition of what has gone before. This 
view explains the conclusion which I had reached that peta Adyou and kara 
Adyoy are not distinguished here, as they are in vi. 13. 5. 

1098 a. 7. 

a. 8. 

a. 16. 

aelie 
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it must not be forgotten (and Aristotle, unlike the Neoplatonist 
exponents of his system, never forgets this) that Reason, or the 
Form of Happiness, is only realised by man in a given matter, 
vegetative and sensitive. Accordingly, when Happiness is said to 

be an évépyeta kara tiv dpiotny Kal Tedevordtny apeTHy, 2. e. KATA THY TOU 

vov, it is understood that a// the functions, vegetative and sensitive, 

of man as a composite being are exercised in a harmony charac- 

teristic (#Siov) of man alone. This harmonious exercise of all his 

natural faculties is the ‘exercise of Reason’ in which man’s chief 

good consists. The exercise of Reason is des/ in the sense of being 
the co-ordination of all other functions, not in the sense of being 

itself a function abstracted from the others, capable (in man as 

distinguished from God) of operating without a material basis Jaid 

in the Wuyn gua Openrixy and aicOntixn. See Laas (edSapovria, Arzstotelis 

in Ethicis Princtpium quid velit et valeat, Berlin, 1859), pp. 10 

and 11: ‘In hac definitione non omnia plana sunt: mirum est 
quod hominis munus in sola ratione versatur, quia ejus propria sit ; 

quasi non sentire et vivere, quamvis non proprium, tamen hominis 

munus sit... . Ut igitur cur rationi humana omnia tribuantur 

noscas, memineris quaeso Aristotelem hominis proprium quaesivisse ; 

est igitur hoc potius anquirendum cur alicujus rei vis in ejus proprio 

solo sit non in toto. .. Cum Platoni omnis essentia vertatur in uni- 

versali, 27/7 (¢. e. Aristoteli) generalis definitionis pars nihil est nisi 
materia in qua vera essentia specificae differentiae exprimatur. .. . 

Ac si omne genus materia est, quo mersa differentiae forma, ut ita 

dicam, sola vim totius exprimit, etiam in rerum natura omne eatenus 

existit quatenus materiae forma est impressa: conditiones igitur 

necessariae ut forma possit comparere pro materia habentur; ut, 

cum primum illud forma definitum prodiii, eae ad rei vim per- 

spiciendam nullius sint momenti. Itaque si ex Aristotelis sensu 
omnis plantarum vita animalium propriam existentiam tempore 

praecedit tanquam conditio sine qua non, est ea ‘n ipso animali 
materia, vera autem essentia in proprio est quod in ea exprimitur. 

Quare verum munus hominis non in vivendo, non in sentiendo 

seseque movendo—sed hae sunt conditiones in quibus rationalis 

hominis vita efflorescat.’ 
§ 16. er. 8 év Biw teAelw] Rassow (Morsch. pp. 116, &c.) discusses 

the question whether these words mean, as generally supposed, 

‘das volle menschliche Leben bis zum Tode’—z.e. a complete 

life spent prosperously up to the day of death. He begins by 
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admitting that there is much in favour of the view that such is their 1098 a. 18. 
meaning: first the passage £. WV. i. g. §§ 10 and 11 ovd€ zais 

evdain@v é€otiv’ otra yap mpaktikds Tov TowovTray Sid THY nALKiay* ob 

dé Aeydpevor Sia thy eAmida paxapiCovra, Sei yap, Gomep etmomer, Kat 

dpetns Tedelas kat PBiov tedelov. modal yap peeraBoXal yivovtar Kal 

mavtoia. TUya Kata Tov Biov, Kal evdexeTar Tov parior evOnvodyta 

peyddas ouppopais repimeceiv ent ynpas, kabdrep ev Tois Tpwrkois rept 

IIpiapou prudeverar’ roy b€ trovavrats xpnodpevoy Tvxats Kal TehevTHTAVTA 

GOriws ovdeis evdamoviter: secondly, the circumstance that the later 

Peripatetics undoubtedly took the words in this sense—£’ L. ii. 1. 
1219 b. 6 di Kal Td Sddwvos exer Kahds Td py COvr evSaoviterv, adXN’ 

drav Aan Téos* ovOev yap arehés eVOapov' od yap Gov: MW. Mi. 4. 

1185 a. 4 ovd ev ypdv@ ye aredei, GAN ev Tedelw’ Tédevos 8 dv ety 

xpdvos dcov avOpamos Boi, There is nothing, however, in the 

expression Aios réAevos taken by itself, Rassow thinks, to warrant us 
in assuming that Aristotle—as distinguished from his followers— 

makes a long continuously prosperous life a necessary condition 

of Happiness. The phrase ios réAews taken by itself means 
simply a life that reaches its end or aim. Of course to reach 

its end or aim a life must have a reasonable duration, and a 

reasonable amount of prosperity; but the question still remains, 

Did Aristotle, like his successors of the Peripatetic school, identify 

this reasonable duration and prosperity, necessary for the attain- 

ment of the end, with a long life continuously prosperous up to the 

day of death? To answer this question, Rassow appeals to 

EN. i, 10. 14 ov8€ 87 roidos ye Kal edperdBodos* ote yap ex THs 

edSaipovias KwnOnoerar padios, ovS tnd Tv TvyOvT@Y aTUXnpdaT@Y GAN’ 

tid peyddov Kai ToAN@y, ék TE TOY TOLOUTa@Y OvK ay yevorTo TadLY evdaipor 

ev dALyo xpov@, GAN elzep, év TOAAG Twi kal Teri, peydAav Kai KANGY ev AUTO 

yevopevos éemnBoros. Thus, while Solon will allow the title of ‘happy’ 

only to the man who possesses Happiness without interruption to 

the end of his natural life, Aristotle does not regard it as impossible 

to regain a Happiness which one has lost. If then it is conceivable 

that a man may possess, lose, and then regain Happiness, how can 

the Bios réXeos, in the sense of ‘das volle menschliche Leben bis 

zum Tode,’ be the necessary condition of Happiness? We shall 
have to return to this subject in ch. ro. 

§ 17. meptyeypdpOw .. . dvaypdépat| The editors compare de a. 20. 

gen. anim. ii. 6. 743 b. 20 Gmavta b€ rais meprypapais Swopiferat 
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mporepov, vaTepov dé AauBaver Ta ypwpara Kal Tas padakornras Kal Tas 

okAnporytas, atexvas dorep av ind Cwypdpov tis ivews Sypioup- 

yovpeva’ kal yap of ypadeis troypdyavres tats ypappais ovTws évadeipovar 

Tois xpapaor TO Coov. The meaning of troruméca is to ‘mould 

slightly or roughly, then to ‘outline’ = mepypdya, which is 

opposed to dvaypdaya, to ‘ fill in in detail.’ 

In this (the third) digression on the logical method of Ethics 
(§§ 17-23), Grant remarks (Z7hics vol. i. p. 394) that ‘Aristotle 

points out his definition of the chief good as a “ sketch to be filled 

up”; and also, it would appear, as an dpxy or leading principle, 

which in importance amounts to “ more than half the whole”’ science. 
In filling up the sketch, he again cautions us that too much 

axpiBea is not to be expected. But it is plain that he has deserted 

his former view of the science as inductive [z.e. in i. 4. 5]; he now 

makes it depend on a general conception of the chief good which 

is to be applied and developed.’ See generally Grant's Appendix 
A on the Ethical method of Aristotle, Grant seems to me to go too 

far when he says that, in the passage before us, Aristotle ‘has 

deserted his former view of the science as inductive. The 

opposition between induction and deduction is not an absolute one, 
In a concrete enquiry, of the complexity of that pursued in the 

Ethics, the phenomena could not be grouped and handled, as 

‘induction’ requires, without the aid of ‘deduction.’ ‘A general 

conception of the chief good,’ framed in anticipation of the 

evidence to be afterwards fully adduced in support of it, is 

essential at the outset, as ‘throwing the light of science’ (to 

use Mill’s expression) upon phenomena which would otherwise 

baffle knowledge by their complexity and apparent inconsistency. 

Aristotle’s method in Ethics is thus ‘inductive,’ or ‘deductive,’ 

according to the point of view from which we choose to regard it. 

He starts with a ‘general conception,’ framed in advance of 

the facts, which he applies to their interpretation ; so far his method 
is ‘deductive. But the results of the application of this ‘ general 

conception’ are so carefully verified by appeals to experience at 

every step, and so often modified, to bring them into agreement 

with experience, that the so-called ‘ deductive ’’ enquiry seems not 
to differ from the ‘inductive’ process of establishing generalisa- 

tions by the observation of particular phenomena. In short 

Aristotle’s method in Ethics answers pretty exactly to what Mill 

(Logic Book vi. ch. g) calls the ‘ Physical or Concrete Deductive 
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method,’ the method of astronomy, natural philosophy, physiology, 1098 a.20. 
and especially of social science, ‘that most complex of all studies.’ 

The author of the LZ7hzcs is ‘aware’ (to borrow Mill’s words) 

‘that the same superior complexity [of social phenomena] which 

renders the instrument of deduction more necessary, renders it 

also more precarious’; and he meets this difficulty by the syste- 

matic use of verification, characterised by Mill as ‘the third 

essential constituent part of the Deductive method,’ and described 

as the process ‘of collating the conclusions of the ratiocination 

either with the concrete phenomena themselves, or when such are 

obtainable, with their empirical laws.’ Aristotle’s appeals to ‘the 

concrete phenomena themselves’—to his own observations in 

Ethics and Politics, occur on every page; while to ‘their empirical 
laws,’ as popularly recognised in évdoéa and deyopeva, he attaches 

the greatest weight. The spirit in which Aristotle employs the con- 

crete deductive method in the £7¢hzcs could not be better charac- 
terised than in the following passage (Mill's Logzc vi. 9): ‘The 
ground of confidence in any concrete deductive science is not the 

a prior? reasoning itself, but the accordance between its results and 

those of observation @ posteriorz. Either of these processes, apart from 

the other, diminishes in value as the subject increases in complica- 

tion, and this in so rapid a ratio as soon to become entirely worthless; 

but the reliance to be placed in the concurrence of the two sorts of 

evidence, not only does not diminish in anything like the same 

proportion, but is not necessarily much diminished at all. Nothing 

more results than a disturbance in the order of precedency of the 

two processes, sometimes amounting to its actual inversion ; inso- 

much that instead of deducing our conclusions by reasoning, and 

verifying them by observation, we in some cases begin by obtain- 

ing them conjecturally from specific experience, and afterwards 

connect them with the principles of human nature by @ prior 

reasonings, which reasonings are thus a real verification.’ 

In the £yhzcs ‘the order of precedency’ is frequently ‘ dis- 
turbed, and even ‘inverted,’ in correspondence with the 

exigencies of a difficult enquiry. Hence the hesitation which 

Aristotle’s commentators have shown in deciding the question, 

whether the method of the L7hics is ‘deductive,’ or ‘inductive.’ 

The truth however is, as we have seen, that the abstract distinction 

between Deduction and Induction is not @ propos in relation to 
a concrete enquiry like the present. 
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With regard to Aristotle’s attitude, in other concrete enquiries 
than those of the moral sciences, to the three operations noted by 
Mill (Zogzc iii. 11) as essential to the Deductive method, viz. the 

processes (1) of direct induction, (2) of ratiocination, and (3) of 

verification, it may be said that while he is fully aware of the 

importance of the third, and carries out the second with mar- 
vellous acuteness, he is not sufficiently careful about the first. 
His natural science is largely vitiated by the influence of zofzones 

temere a rebus abstractae, But in ethical and political science 

the case is different. Here the ratiocinations, the results of which 

are carefully verified, proceed from principles which, from the 

nature of the subject to which they belong, are based on a solid 

foundation of experience. Human life is always present to our 

observation, and rouses our liveliest interest; and we frame 

true generalisations about it before we are well aware that we 

are generalising at all; at any rate, our unconscious generalisations 

are so nearly true, that subsequent conscious verification easily 

corrects them. But in the field of natural science, Aristotle had no 

such foundation already laid for his dpyaé. He had to depend, in 

an age in which observers were few and inexperienced, scientific 

collaboration unknown, and instruments of observation non-ex- 

istent, almost entirely upon himself. Little wonder then that his 

principles in this field did not answer to the ‘subtlety of nature,’ 

and gave results often so vague, and wide of the mark, that they 

seemed to be verified by observations which were really quite 

irrelevant to the subject of enquiry. 

Sdgeve . . . EANetov] Victorius, followed by most of the editors, 

quotes Soph. EV. 34. 183 b. 17 rev yap eipiokopevay dmdvtev Ta pev 

map érépav Anpbevta mpdrepov memovnpéva kata pEpos emidedwkev U7d TOV 

maparaBdvtay votepov' ta & e& tmapyxns ebptokdpeva piKpav TO TpOTov 

éridocw apBavew ciwbe, xpnoworépav pevtor To\A@ THs VaTEpov ek 

rotor avéjcews. Méyiorov yap tows apxn mavtos, domep A€yerar’ O10 Kat 

xareraratov' dom yap Kpdtictoy Ti Suvdpuer, TocovT@ puKkpdtarov by TO 

peyeber yarerwrardév eotw opOnva, Tavrns & evpnyévns paov To mpoott- 

Oévar Kat cuvavéew 1d ody €oTW" SmEp Kal TeEpL Tovs pyTopLKOvs Adyous 

ovupBeBnke, axeddv b€ Kal mepi Tas GAXas macas Téxvas. 

StapOpaoar| ‘ to articulate,’ ‘to work out in detail.’ 
kat 6 xpdvos x.7.A.| Cf. Plut. Conviv. vit Sap. g ti copararor ; 

xpdvos (&pn Oadijs)’ Ta pev yap evpyxev obros bn Ta dE evpyoet. 

§ 18.] See Grant’s useful note on the various meanings of dxpiBea. 

Tees. 
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Here, according to Grant, axpi8ea combines three meanings: ‘It 1098 a. 26. 

seems to say that mathematical exactness is not suited to Ethics— 
that too much swdflety is not to be expected (kal yap réxrov kai 

yeaperpns k.7.A.\—that too much de/ail is to be avoided (éras pi ta 

mdpepya «.T.D.)’. 

The definition of the Chief Good is not like a definition in 
Geometry, the consequences of which can be demonstrated to the 
eye plainly in a diagram. It only enables us to trace /endenczes— 

Ta @s emi TO mOAV, Which may be counteracted in particular cases. 

It is a principle, after all, not so much of science as of conduct ; 

it leads us not to scientifically demonstrated conclusions, but to 
-good and useful acts: cf. i. 3. 6 7d reAos eotiv ov yrdous adda mpakis, 

Like the carpenter’s right angle, it is a principle xpyoiyn mpos 76 

épyov sufficiently correct for the practical purpose in view—a purpose 

which would be defeated if greater elaboration were attempted: 
cf. i. 13. 8 Oewpnréov 61 Kail TO ToditiKG Tepl Wuxns, Oewpyréov Sé 

ToUTwy yap, ral ef doov ikavas éxet mpds Ta CyTrovpeva. Cf. Mill’s 

Logic vi. g: ‘It is evident... that Sociology considered as a system 

of deductions @ przorz cannot be a science of positive predictions 
but only of tendencies. We may be able to conclude from the laws 

of human nature applied to the circumstances of a given state of 

society that a particular cause will operate in a certain manner, 

unless counteracted; but we can never be assured to what extent 

or amount it will so operate, or affirm with certainty that it will 

not be counteracted ; because we can seldom know, even approxi- 

mately, all the agencies which may coexist with it and still less 

calculate the collective result of so many combined elements. 

[E.g. the collective result in a given case of the elements of 
evoaovia. One man’s evdaporvia may be seriously affected by 

external circumstances, which do not so seriously affect that of 

another.| The remark, however, must here be once more 

repeated, that knowledge insufficient for prediction may be most 

valuable for guidance. It is not necessary for the wise conduct 

of the affairs of society, no more than of any one’s private concerns, 

that we should be able to foresee infallibly the results of what we 

do. We must seek our objects by means which may perhaps be 
defeated, and take precautions against dangers which possibly 
may never be realized. The aim of practical politics is to surround 

any given society with the greatest possible number of circum- 

stances of which the tendencies are beneficial, and to remove 
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or counteract as far as practicable those of which the tendencies 

are injurious. A knowledge of the tendencies only, though without 

the power of accurately predicting their conjoint result, gives us to 

a certain extent this power.’ 

Kata Thy bmoxepevyy Uyv Kat emt Tooodrov eh Soov oiKketov TH 
pe068| Eustratius explains the distinction made here—od pévoy 

gnoiv, kata Ta Urokeipeva emeCnteiv Set THv axpiBeay adda kal Kata Tas 

peOdSous Tas Kataywopévas tept adtd. .. evpioKojev yap modXaKs dia- 

opovs peOddous Katayiwopevas emt TO aiTd broKeipevov, ov KaTa TOY avTOV 

okoroy GAAa Thy pev KaTa THVdE, THY Se KaTa THYVOE THY mpdOeoL . . . Tapa- 

Sevypa Tod Adyou TéxTwy Kal yewperpys mepi Cyrnow apdw THs opOys 

yevias Kataytvdpevot K.T.D. 

§ 19. kai ydp] The connexion here is explained by Eustratius, 

as quoted in the last note. The comparison of the yeoperpys and 

réxrov occurs also in Aristoxenus 33. 15 (p. 48, ed. Marquard)— 

6 pev yeoperpns otdey xpyrac TH THs aicOnoews Suvdper, ov yap €biter THY 

dw obre TO edOd ovTE TO mepupepes ovr GAO ovdey TaY ToOLOUT@Y ovTE 

patos ov'te ed Kpivetv, GANG paddov 6 TéxT@v Kal 6 TopvevTHs ... TO OE 

povoka axeddv eatw apyns €xovoa raw 1) THs alcOnoews akpiPera, ov yap 

evdexerat avdws aicOavopevoy ed eyew mept Tovtay Sv pndéva rpdrov 

aig Oavera, 

Thy dpOyv | sc. yoviar. 

Ti €or % motdy tL] ‘Its essence, or essential attributes.’ ‘Techni- 

cally ri e€ore stands for the yévos, and soidv tr. for the diapopa «ido- 

mows which, impressed upon the matter of the yévos, makes the 

ovcia OF 70 ti Av evar declared by the dpiopds. See Top. iv. 2. 122 

b. 15 oddevds . . . 7 Suahopa yevos eoriv’ Oru S€ totr’ adnOés, dHdov* 

ovdenla yap Scapopa onpaiver ti eat, AAA paddov Tov TL, KaOaTrep 

To meCov kai To Simovv: Top. iv. 6. 128 a. 26 7 pev Scahopa thy 

mowTnTa Tov yevous, del Onpaiver... O yap elmav meCdv, rowdy te deyet 

(Gov: Met. A. 14. 1020 a. 33 70 motdy déyerar Eva pev Tpdrov 7H Siahopa 

Tis ovaias’ otov motdv te dvOpwmos (Gov, dre Simovv, tmmos Sé tTeTpdmovy' 

Kal KUKNos Troly TL oXAMA, STL aywvuov, ws THs Suapopas THs KaTa THY 

ovciay moutnros ovons. ‘Diese Unterscheidungsmerkmale der Arten 

(ze. 4 Scapopd) ... sind nicht,’ says Zeller (PA. d. Gr. ii. 2. 206, ed. 3) 
‘accidentelle, sondern Wesensbestimmungen (J/e/. vil. 4. 1029 
b. 14, 1030 a. 14, Zop. vi. 6. 144 a. 24 oddeula yap Siapopa Tar 

KaTa ovpBeByKos Umapxovtwy eori, Kabamep ovdE TO yevos’ ov yap evde- 

xerar tHv Siahopav imdpyew Twi Kai py bmdpxew'), sie gehdren zum 
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Begriff des Subjekts, von dem sie ausgesagt werden, alles daher, 1098 a. 31. 

was in ihnen enthalten ist, gilt von den Arten und den Einzelwesen, 

denen sie zukommen (Kaz. c. 5. 3 a. 21 ff., b. 5). Es kann dess- 
halb von ihnen gesagt werden, dass sie (zusammen mit der 
Gattung) die Substanz bilden (J/er. vii. 12. 1038 b. 19), dass sie 

etwas substantielles aussagen (Zop. vii. 2); sie selbst jedoch, fiir 
sich genommen, sind nicht Substanzen, sondern Qualitaten, driicken 

nicht ein ri, sondern ein zoidy re aus (Zop. iv. 2. 122 b. 16, ch. 6, 

128 a. 26, vi. 6. 144 a. 18-21, Phys. v. 2. 226. 27).’ 

The words before us are ri éorw H motov rT, not Ti eote Kal roiov 

mt. With kad, we could translate—‘the genus and difference,’ or 

‘the generic and specific attributes, giving ré éor: its strict meaning, 

according to which it is distinguished from 16 ri fv etvar. In de part. 

amm.i. 1. 641 a. 16 the phrase kat ti kal motov te actually occurs, 

where 1é and moiov 1 are equivalent to yevos and diapopa respectively, 
and the whole amounts to oveia, or 76 ri Hv civ. But here 7 obliges 

us to give ri éeorw by itself the meaning of 76 ri fy etvat, ovcia, Or 

‘essence’; while the alternative (#) moidy 7, which may be rendered 

by ‘essential attributes,’ expresses the same ‘essence’ looked 
at from a slightly different point of view, as constituted by the 

Tedevtaia Suapopa: see Me/. Z. 12. 1038 a. 19 avepoy dre y TeAevTaia 

Sagopa [pera rod yevouvs dydabdy, Alex. ad loc.| 9 ovcia trod mpdyparos 

éorat; on which Alexander (p. 488, Bonitz’s edition of Alex.) has 
7) TeNevtata Suaopa ati 7d eidos, Ta S€ mpd adtns VAn... 7d pev (oor 

meCov UAn eott.. . To bé Simouy eidos: and Zeller (Ph. d. Gr.ii. 2. 207, 

ed. 3) explains that the redevrata Siapopa is not simply the last specific 

character as such, but the specific notion determined by it. On 
the technical distinction between ri éore and 16 ri A etvae see Zeller, 

Ph.d. Gr.ii. 2. 207-9, ed.3; Schwegler, AZe¢. Excursus i; Trendelen- 

burg, Rheem. Mus. 1828, vol. ii. 457-483; Trendelenburg, De Anima 

note on i. 1. 2 (cf. his note de An. ili. 4. 7 on TO peyéOer etvar) ; 

Trendelenburg, Kavegorienlehre 34 ff.; Biese, Ph. d. Arist. i. 243, 

306, 427, il. 35; Waitz, Organ. 67.b. 12,94 a. 11. ‘Zu dem einfachen 

ti €omt, says Zeller (PA. d. Gr.ii. 2. 209, ed. 3), ‘verhilt sich das ri 
jy eivac wie das Besondere und Bestimmte zum Allgemeinen und 

Unbestimmten ... Das ri jv etva ist mithin eine bestimmte Art 

des ri éore (daher De Anzma, iii. 6. 430 b. 28 10d ri ere Kara 7d Ti 

jv etvat, das Sein nach der Seite des Wesens), und es kann desshalb 

dieses, wie diess bei Arist. sehr haufig ist, in der engeren Bedeu- 

tung des ri jv evar gebraucht werden, wogegen das letztere niemals 
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1098 a. 31. in der umfassenderen des ri éore steht, so dass es auch den Stoff 

a. 32. 

Hie 3335 

1098 b. 1. 

oder die blosse Eigenschaft oder das Allgemeine der Gattung, 

abgesehen von den artbildenden Unterschieden, bezeichnete.’ 

Eustratius’ note on the words before us is—6é &€ yewpérpns thy re 
ovoliav kal mowrnta THs OpOns emiyTet’ Ti Té eoTw ekeTafwr, Kal Tiva 

éxer Suahopay mpos thy d€eiay Kai duPdeiay. This would be its redevraia 

Scapa. 

Strws py) Ta Td pepya K.T.A.] cf. Agathon, apud Athen. 185 

TO pev Tdpepyov, Epyov ws, Tovovpeba, 
A >, »* c , > , 

TO © €pyov, @s mdpepyov, exmovovpeda. 

§ 20. odk dmattytéoy .. . dpoiws|] Sections 17-19 have insisted 
on the importance of a meprypapn, or dpyn, to the subsequent 

development of a science. Section 20 suggests that, while every 

science must accept its particular dpyy or dpxai as ultimate (ze. 

without foregoing demonstration), some sciences push their dpyq or 

apxat farther back than others. The theoretical sciences are con- 

cerned to have principles as ultimate and irreducible as possible}, 

whereas the practical science of Ethics, the end of which is not 

knowledge but conduct, does well to acquiesce in a principle or 

principles leading to useful applications, without troubling itself to 

go back very far upon the theoretical reasons which might be 

adduced (were it worth while) in support of the principle or 

principles in which it acquiesces. What the Paraphrast says of 

apxai generally is especially true of the dpyy of morals—ei yap 

(ntjooper Tay apxOv airiay ovdérore Ap§Spea aAN em ameipov Badiov~ 

peda, 

76 871] as distinguished from the dr: see An. Post. i. 13. 78 

a.22,sqq. Cf. £.N.i. 4.7. 1095 b.6. To dre may signify, either a 

particular fact accepted immediately on the authority of sense, or 

a general principle accepted, without syllogistic proof, on the 

authority ofinduction. In either case there is an ¢pyn or Beginning— 
a stimulus which initiates, in the one case, a movement in corre- 

spondence, or a process of continued observation; in the other 

1 Cf. Zop.i. 1.100 a, 27 amdbegis pev ody eorly Stay e GAnOdy Kal mpwTwr 6 
ovdAdoyopos 7, 7) &x TowovTwY & Sid Tw mpwTwY Kal GAnOaY Ths Tepi adTa 
Whoews Thy apxjyv ciAnpe ... Eat 5é AANOH pev Kal TpHra Ta pr BV Er€épwv, GAA 
bv adtay Exovra Tiv niotw* ov Sel yap év Tals émaTnpovixais dpxais ém(nreioba 
70 bid Tl, GAN’ Exaorny TaY apyay avTiy Kad’ éavTiy civa morhv. Cf. De Gen. 
An. ii. 6. 742 b. 32 Tis yap apts GAAn yva@ors Kal ove arddegts. 

EOI a... 
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case, a ratiocinative train of thought. A sudden noise which 1098 b. 1. 

makes me turn round to look, and a general point of view which 

enables me to explain the particulars of a science, are both dp yai. 

otov Kal mepi tds dpxds' Td 8 Gri mpOtov Kal dpxy] Rassow b. 2 

(Forsch. p. 16), following Zeller and Miinscher (Quaes¢. crit. p. 18), 
regards the words oiov kai mepi tas dpyds aS an interpolation, at the 

same time holding that the whole passage § 18 peprncOa a. 26... 

§ 23 (yrovpéver, b. 8, consisting mainly as it does of repetitions 

of i. 3. 1 and i. 4. 5-7, is not by Aristotle. Susemihl brackets 

§ 17 ddfee a. 22... § 23 Cyrovpévwv b. 8. Ramsauer proposes the 

omission of 8 before 67, and takes the clause 76 ére mparov kai 

apxn Closely with otsv kai rept tas dpxas—‘ velut in iis quae principia 

sunt causas quaerere absurdum; esse enim illa, omnium primum 

est. I think that ofov cai mepi ras dpyds may be an interpolation, 

but that we have no substantial grounds for condemning it as such. 

§ 21. tv dpxdv ... &AAws] ‘And these starting-points, or prin- b. 3. 

ciples, are arrived at, some in one way, some in another; some 

by induction, others by perception, others again by some kind of 
training.’ Peters. 

énaywyy| Cf. £. lV. vi. 3. 3. 1139 b. 28 9 pev 8) erayay) dpxn 

€oTw Kat Tov Ka@ddov, 6 b€ cvANoyiopos ek TOY KaOddov. eEioly apa dpxal 

_ €€ &y 6 ouvddoyiopds, Gv ovk Eott TVANOpLopds’ Enaywy} apa. See An. 

Post. ii. 19, where the part played by the repetition of particular 

experiences in producing principles is graphically described. 

Cf. An. Post. i. 18. 81 a. 38 qhavepov S€é kali drt, et ts ataOnors 

exdehoutev, avaykn kal emioTnuny Tid éxdeouTevar, Hv advvatov haBeiv, 

elmep pavOdvopev i) eraywyy i) amodeiEe. ote & 9 pev andder&is ex Tov 

kabddov, 1) 8’ eraywyi ek TY KaTa pépos* advvaroy S€ Ta Kabddov Oewpioat 

ei py Oe exaywyns’... emaxOnvar dé py exovtas aicOnow advvarov’ Trev 

yap kabéxacroy 7 aioOnors. ‘This last passage, dealing as it does with 

the origin of ra xa6dAov or general principles, does not contradict 
the statement before us, ai pev éemaywyn Oewpodvta ai 8 airOnoe K.T.A, 

dealing with the origin of dpxai or principles which are not 

regarded as necessarily general principles in all cases. Where 

an apxn is the result of éeraywyn, it is of course a general principle ; 

but sense-perception (aic@no1s) can also give an dpyn which, though 

merely a particular impression, is a Begznning (dpxn), or stimulus, if 

capable of inducing a train of @avracpara, or of rousing an éemupia, 

or of immediately calling forth a movement in response. The 
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dpxn produced by éraywyy is the cumulative result of a great many 

sense impressions, and action or thought suggested by such an 
dpxn is more likely to be in correspondence with the environment 

than that suggested by a single impression which may be of an 

exceptional character. But such a single impression obviously 
differs in degree rather than in kind from the deeper impression 

produced by induction. Sometimes we think and act on the 
strength of deep impressions produced by long and uniform 
experience, sometimes on the strength of the impressions which 

we receive at the moment. It is to be remembered, however, that 

the channels of these latter impressions—the organs of special 

sense—are themselves the results of long and uniform experience 

in the race, and that the impressions received through them are 

consequently not so particular as they seem to be when contrasted 

with ‘generalisations from experience,’ the formation of which we 

can trace in the life of the individual. Indeed Aristotle himself 

recognises the universal element in ato@yovs in such passages as 
An. Post. ii. 19. 100 a. 16 Kat yap aic@dverar pev 76 Ka’ Exaorov, 7 O 

aicOnots Tod KaOddov eotiv, oiov avOpamov, adX od KadXlou avOparov: 

and An. Post. i. 31. 87 b. 28 ef yap kat €orw 7 aicOnors tov rewodde, 

kal pi) Tovdé Twos, GAN aicOdverOai ye dvayKaioy réde tT, Kal Tod, 

kal vov. 

The latter part of the passage quoted above (note on § 19 a. 29) 

from Aristoxenus illustrates how aic@no1s may be an dpyn: Ta Oe 
povoxe oxeddv eat apxis €xovoa Td&éw 7 THs aicOnoews akpiBera, ov yap 

évdexerar pavdws aicbavdpevov ed éyerv wept TovT@v Gv pydéva Tpdrov 

aicGdvera. 

The dpxat obtained by eéoyés are (1) the moral habits or 

tendencies to act in certain ways. These habits are produced by 

the repetition of particular acts, just as scientific generalisations 
result from repeated perceptions. After many observations we 

acquire a certain point of view which dominates our scientific 
procedure in the department to which the observations belong. 
After performing many similar acts we acquire a bent which 

disposes us to go on performing the acts in question. Farther, as 

belief goes with action, a tendency to act in a particular way is 
attended by a belief that it is good (¢.e. right or desirable) to act in 
that particular way. Hence ée&opdés not only produces the dpxn of 

Habit, or tendency to act in a particular way, but also, as a kind of 
énaywyn, produces (2) a point of view from which conduct is re- 
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garded—the dpxn of belief or opinion on moral matters. Cf. 2. JV. 1098 b. 3. 

i. 4. §§ 5, 6. 

kal dddat 8 &Adws| This does not mean that there are o/her b. 4. 
ways in which dpyat are obtained besides the three mentioned. 
Transl. ‘ some in one, some in another of these three ways.’ 

Eustratius has a note which brings out well the connexion 
between the clause trav dpyay 8 at pev «.7r.A. and what immediately 

precedes: met tas dpxas tév emornpoy py &¢ drddeéw cine ywo- 

oxeaba, pnde Td didte rept adira@y anodidocba, SaTep Twos EepwT@vtTos—xat 

Tas TavTas yy@piooper Kal emioTnoopeba ayvaatous ovoas Kal p41) UmToBadXo- 

pevas emiotnun ; ovpBnoerat yap dua Tov adnrAwv Spa Ta adndra yiverOac— 

mapabdidwct tovs Tpomous Ov ay nly 1) yao. T@v apxev Teptyiverat Gddovs 

Tapa Ty emioTnuny dvTas. ETAYwyH pev OewpodyTa ws aita’ Ta TH alto 

iga kai adAn\os toa K7.A.... aicOyoer Se ws Tas éExdoTov TOY TpOTwY 

aToLxel@y oikelas yyapiCopey mowrTnTas’ oioy mupos pev THY Oeppdtyta, 

dépos € TH bypdtnta, Vdatos Ti Yuxpdtyta, yys THY Enpdtynra, EOLope dé, 

cs ai dperal’ mas yap addos Kadd elvat yropicopev Ta cwdpoviKa 7) eK TOU 

mparrew Tavta ; 

§ 22. petiévar «.7..] ‘We must endeavour to attain each in the 

natural way’—Grant. Z.¢. we must remember that moral principles 

naturally result from e@:cpdés. We must not try to reach them by a 

purely intellectual process, as if they were theoretical principles, or 

by the short-cut of the intuition or feeling of the moment. Cf. 
Eustratius—eret 6€ xara Siaddpous tpdmovs 9) TeV apyav yr@o.s 7p 

meprylvera, Sid Tovto dyaty ote meparéov Exdotas KaTa TOY TpOTrOY €KEtvOV 
, r7 A fa ° - (2S + 

petépyea Oat Kad by repixacw eis yvaow npiv epxecOar. 

SropraAGor | Cf. An. Post. ii. 3. 90 b. 24 ai apxai tev arodeigewr b. 6. 

Spiopot dv dre ovk eoovtar dmodci€ers, SeSerxrar mpdrepov. i) Exovtar al 

apxai amodeikral, Kal Tav apxav apyxat, Kal TovT eis dmetpoy Badvetrar, 7) Ta 

Tp@ta 6piopol ecovra dvarddexro. Bywater has restored s.opioddcr 

from K?, for the épicééax of all other MSS. 

§ 23. Soxel ydp metov 7H Hprou Tod TavTés Etvar h dpyyn| Cf. Pol. E. b. 7. 

4. 1303 b. 29 7) & apyy Aeyerau Hor eivar mavros, Which seems to be 

the ordinary form of the proverb. Did Aristotle borrow the modi- 

fication mAciov 7) jpuouv from Plato, Legg. 753 E—dpxn yap déyerar pev 

fuov marros év rais rmapopias Epyov, kat td ye Karts dpacbar mdvres 

eykopidCopev Exdorote’ TO O eat Te, ws epol daiverat, WAEOV 7) TO HyLoU 

kal ovdels aiTd Kad@s yevopevov eyxekopiaxev ixavas? If we are to 

believe Teichmiiller, however (Lzterarische Fehden, p. 188), the 

I 
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Ethics were written before the Laws. Cf. Probl. x. 13, 892 a. 29 

) pev yap apxy mavTos epyou péytotov" fyuov yap. Cf. Hor. “fp. i. 2. 

40 ‘Dimidium facti, qui coepit, habet,’ and Orelli’s note ad doc. 

Lucian, ermot. 3, erroneously attributes the proverb to Hesiod ; 

but Hesiod’s dictum (épya x. ju. 30 vyrtoe odS€ tcacw do@ Téov Fyiov 

mavrés) has an entirely different meaning. 

ouppavq| The notion of the Chief Good ‘throws the light of 

science’ upon the complicated phenomena of human life. 

CHAPTER Vil: 

ARGUMENT. 

Let us now see tf our Definition agrees with popular opinions about Happi- 

ness, for if tt does not, it cannot be true in fact, however correct in logic. 

Good things are popularly distinguished as (1) external good things, (2) good 

things of the soul, (3) good things of the body; and good things of the soul are 
placed highest. Our Definition agrees, making the Chief Good consist in certain 

vital functions or actions of the soul, and in conduct. Indeed the expressions 

‘ functions,’ ‘actions, and ‘conduct, by themselves, are sufficient to show that 

our end ts a good thing of the soul, not an external good thing. Again, the 

Happy man is popularly said to‘ live well, and ‘to.do and fare well’: now, 

we practically define Happiness as ‘a good life, or as‘ well-doing” Further, 
everything that has ever been viewed as an essential requirement of Happiness, 

and has consequently been tdentified with it, ts included in our Definition — 

Goodness, Prudence, Wisdom, Pleasure, External Prosperity. We must 

believe that these, as elements, ave really contained in Happiness, unless we are 

prepared to deny all weight to consensus and authority. 

In the first place, then, we have the support of those who say that Happiness 

7s Goodness, for we make it a function manifesting excellence, or goodness —our 

advance being that we thus make tt consist, not in possession, but 272 use, wot 72 

having something, éz¢ zz doing something: for a man may have a good thing, 
and yet it may result in no good for him. As at Olympia the crown is for 

one of the competitors, not for the strongest man tn Greece uf he hold aloof, so 
zn life, success 7s won not by being good, but dy well-doing. 

Again, our Definition gives due place to Pleasure, for the ‘life of well-doing’ 
has its own pleasure—an inherent pleasure, not a merely ornamental pleasure, 

which may be put on, as tt were, and taken off. Whatever a man does habitu- 

ally he likes, i.e. takes pleasure in ; and the good man takes pleasure in the 

good actions which constitute his Happiness —indeed he would not be a good man 
if he did not take pleasure in them. Moreover, taking pleasure in the things 

which he ought to take pleasure in, he enjoys real pleasures, i.e. pleasures which 

si 
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combine together harmoniously in his life ; whereas the pleasures of ordinary 
men are unreal, as judged by this test, i.e. they conflict with one another. 

And not only are the actions in which Happiness consists pleasant tn the eyes 

of the good man—they are also truly good and truly fair in his eyes: and he ts 

the best judge. 
Happiness, then, ts in itself ‘fairest, sweetest, best’—all three: it is not 

righteousness which ts fairest, and possession sweetest, and health best, as the 

Delian Inscription hath it: yet, ‘the functions of the highest excellence, in 

which Happiness consists, cannot be performed in the absence of external good 
things. It zs impossible, or difficult, to play a brilliant part on the stage of life 

without equipment. Friends, wealth, influence, are the instruments ; high birth, 

fair children, beauty, the ornaments of the Happy Life. This is why some 

have even identified Happiness with external prosperity, i.e. with good fortune. 

§ 1. oxentéov S€ rept adtis| adrjs grammatically refers to dpyy in 

7. § 23, but the sense requires us to understand eddamovias. I read 

dé for 69, with Susemihl and Bywater. 

€k Tod cunTepdcparos Kai €€ Gv 6 M6yos] These words are to be 

taken as a periphrasis for ‘logically,’ ‘syllogistically,’ or ‘ formally.’ 
‘But we must examine our principle—the notion of the Chief Good, 

not only from the formal point of view—from the point of view of 

“Conclusion and Premisses,”’ but also in the light of the popular 

opinions about it. This rendering takes Aéyos=avddoyiopds by a 
common usage, and contrasts ra ¢£ &», the premisses, with the 

ouprepacpa, Cf. An. Post. 1. 7, i. 10, and especially An. Prior. 

ii. 4. 57 a. 36 (quoted by Ramsauer) gavepdy otv drav pev 7 To 

ovpméepacpa Wevdes, avaykn eE av 6 Aéyos Wevdy elvae i) Tavra 7) ema. 

This passage seems decisive as to the meaning of the phrase éeé ay 

6 Adyos, and deprives of plausibility an objection which might be 

urged against our rendering, viz. that Adyos must here mean 
dpiopés, and not ovAdoypds, because in the subsequent sections it 

means épicpés. Coraes is therefore wrong with && dv 6 Aédyos* ra 

pepn e& Ov 6 dpiopos ovyKerrar THs evSaovias. The definition of the 

Chief Good has been reached as a oupmépacpa by a process of 

reasoning from premisses (e& &y 6 Xéyos) involving such abstract 
notions as réAos, ayabdy, evépyeca. The result of this abstract process 

—the Definition of the Chief Good in i. 7. 15——must, Aristotle now 

says, be verzfied by being collated with concrete experience as 

embodied in the common opinions and sayings of men. While 

this seems to be the plain meaning of the passage before us, the 
awkwardness of its phraseology must be admitted. Suprépacpa, 

the technical term for the conclusion of the ovAdoyiopos, is im- 

ie 
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properly applied to an dpxy js ovK gore ovddoyiopos, especially in a 

context like the present (unless Rassow and Susemihl are right in 

bracketing ch. vii. §§ 17 or 18-23), where the non-syllogistic origin 
of dpyai is carefully insisted upon, Eustratius, who sees the 

difficulty just noticed, has a good note, in which he gives what I 

take to be the correct interpretation—e« tov éyetv repi rod THs 

evdatpovias dpitpod peraBas eis TO Kowas eimeiv mepl TaY apxov, KdTeLow 

els Thy apxny hy adros ero THy evSapoviav dpiodpevos. met Oe avhAoyrd- 

pevos dia OAV CUVAEEY adTHy, TO STL 08 76 Bidte drroBiBods [Eustr. has 

said above in his note on 7. § 20 Ta pepn tod Gpov ths eddatmovias 

éxeydpevos ovdapi airiay etAnbe SV fy imapxer ekeivov éxaotov TH evdat- 

povia ovde Siatl pépos ths ovalas adths éotiv. .. b€ toravtn Seigis 

Tov ore ov Tov Sidtt ett |, gyoi viv dre oxerréov mrepi adrns ci dppddios 

Spos THs evdarpovias 6 amodobeis, od pdvov eK TOU oupmepacparos 6 aT 

&pxiy kal 6 pos eari, Kai €€ dy 6 ddyos TouTéaTl ek Ta’ mpoTdcewy e& ov 

4) wept avtov Seis ouvréOertat, dda k.T.D. 

The doctrine, justly insisted upon by Aristotle in the present 

passage—that the principle of moral science must be brought to 

the test of substantial agreement with popular opinion—does not 

admit of analogical extension to the principles of the physical 

sciences. Popular opinion cannot afford to be far wrong in matters 

of conduct, but has little reason for being right as to the remote 

truths of the physical sciences. Aristotle, however, submits the 

principles of the physical sciences, equally with the principle of 

moral science, to dralectical tests, 7.e. examines them in connexion 

with ra évSoéa: see Zop. i. 2. IOI a. 36 ere O€ mpos Ta mpOTa Toy Tepe 

EKATTNY ETLOTHNY apYav [xpnotpos 4) mpaypareia, 2.€. the Topics, which 

supply premisses for the Scadexrikds ovddoyopds, and rules for its 

employment |: ék pev yap TOV vikel@v TOV KATA THY TpoTElEioay emioTnuny 

apxav advvarov eineiv te epi abtey, enevd) mporat ai apxal dmrdvtwy ect, 

Sui Se ray wept xaora evddEwov avaykn mepi aitav duehOei" TovTo & tdiov 

i) pddvora oiketov Tis SiadextiKns €or’ e€eraotixy yap ovca, mpos Tas 

dnacav Tov pebddov dpyas 65ov éxet. In his note on the above pas- 

sage, Alexander (Berlin Schol. 254 b. 36) illustrates the relation of 

Dialectic to first principles, by showing how &ofa may be used in 

support and elucidation of the Definitions of Geometry. See Zeller 

(Ph. d. Gr. ii. 2. pp. 243-4 ed. 3) ‘Sie (ze. die Dialektik) dient 
insofern namenlich zur Feststellung der wissenschaftlichen Princi- 

pien, denn da sich diese als ein erstes nicht durch Beweisfiihrung 

aus etwas gewisserem ableiten lassen, bleibt nur tibrig, sie vom 
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wahrscheinlichen aus zu suchen. Ihren Ausgang nimmt eine 1098 b. 9. 

solche Untersuchung von den herrschenden Annahmen der Men- 

schen ; denn was alle, oder doch die erfahrenen und verstaéndigen 
glauben, das verdient immer Beachtung, da es die Vermuthung 

fiir sich hat, auf einer wirklichen Erfahrung zu beruhen (cf. 2. WV. 

mremre Go) X.2. 4, Vil, 13.5; AKARer. i. 1. 1355 a. 15). Je wnsicherer 

aber diese Grundlage ist, um so mehr drangt sich auch Aristoteles 

das Bediirfniss auf, aus welchem schon die Sokratische Dialektik 

entsprungen war, ihre Mangelhaftigkeit dadurch zu verbessern, dass 

die verschiedenen in der Meinung der Menschen sich kreuzenden 
Gesichtspunkte zusammengebracht und gegen einander ausge- 
glichen werden. Daher die Gewohnheit des Philosophen, seinen 

dogmatischen Untersuchungen Aforzen voranzuschicken.’ 

That Aristotle failed to draw consciously any very marked 

distinction between the principle, or principles, of moral science, 

and the principles of the physical sciences, as related to évdo€ga, 

shows how defective his conception of the method of the physical 
sciences really was. The dialectical sifting of évSvEa, or men’s 

opinions about facts, in order to find the residuum of truth con- 

tained in these opinions, can never take the place, in the physical 

sciences, of direct observation and arrangement of the facts them- 

selves. The dialectical method of physical enquiry is on a par 

with the attempt to sift historical truth directly out of myths bya 

rationalising process (on which see Grote’s Greece, Part i. ch. 16)'. 

The importance, however, of a dialectical treatment of the principle, 

or principles, of moral science cannot be too much insisted on. 

The value of these principles is that they lead ‘not to knowledge 

but to conduct.’ Unless conduct is to be revolutionised rather 
than regulated, these principles must, on the whole, agree with 

the moral sentiments and opinions which, by their prevalence, 

prove themselves to be such as the welfare of man requires. 

The moralist’s function, then, according to Aristotle’s view (the 

justice of which is indisputable), is to introduce form, clearness, 

consistency, into the body of opinions, on practical matters, 

commonly held by men. These opinions are, on the whole, 

} We must not, however, underrate the indirect service rendered by Aristotle 
to these very physical sciences. His ‘ dialectical’ treatment of their principles 
put Europe in possession of the subtle calculus of philosophical language, 
without which later brains could not have thought out the discoveries suggested 

to them by wider and more careful observations. 
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sound (otherwise they would not prevail on matters of such 
vital importance to the human race), but are wanting in clearness 

and consistency viewed as a body. ‘The moralist, viewing them 
as a body, detects and removes the inconsistencies, and produces 

a system in which his contemporaries recognise the clear expression 

of their own obscurely entertained sentiments. So, to take a 
parallel case, the policy of Pericles was recognised by the Athenian 

djpos as the perfect form of its own political views and aspirations, 

which, without his genius, would never have found expression as a 

system. See £, £. i. 6. 1216 b. 26 metparéoy b€ rovtay mavrav ¢yrev 

Ty miotw dia Tov dyer, paptupios Kat mapadelypact xpapevoy Tois 

daivopevors. Kpadtiorov pév yap mdvtas dvOperovs paiverPar cvvopohoy- 

odvras rots pnOnoopevors’ ei S€ pn, Tpdmov ye Twa TavTas, Omep peTa- 

BiBaCdpevor mrouoovaww" yeu yap exagros oixeioy Te mpos THY adnOeav’ €& 

&y dvaykaiov Seuxvivar mes mepl adtav™ ek yap Tav GdyOas pev Aeyopevay, 

ov gapas S€ mpoiotow éora Kai 7d capas, petadapBdavovow asi Ta 

yropiporepa tav ci@bdtav éyeoOar ovyxexupevas (Cf. de Anima il, 2. 

413. a. 11): LLM. vii. 1.5 Set 8 &onep emi trav addor, ridevras Ta 

cawopeva, kai tpatov Suarophacartas, ovt@ Seckyvivar padvota pev TavTa Ta 

éySoka mept tadra ra mdOn, et Sé€ py, Ta mreioTa Kal KUpi@tata’ €av yap 

Ainrai te ra Svoyxepy Kal Katadelnnra Ta evdoka, Sedevypevoy ay cin ixavds. 

—EH.N. x. 8. 12 cxomeivy 81 Ta mpoeipnyeva xpy emi Ta Epya Kai TOY 

Blov hépovras, kai auvadovtay pev Tois epyous dmodextéov, Stapovowvtay be 

Aoyous UmoAnmréoy (cf. LH. VV. x. 1. $$ 3, 4). 

TO prev yap GdynPet .. . TaAnOés] The passage £. V. x. 8. 12, 
just quoted, helps us to understand this clause. Ta imapxovra are 

‘the natural attributes of the thing, the facts of its nature’ (Grant), 

which, it is here tacitly assumed, are adequately represented in the 
opinions or Aeydueva appealed to. If the Definition be true (76 
peév yap adnéet), these commonly recognised facts will agree with it ; 

but if it be false (r@ dé Wevdet), they will soon show themselves at 
variance with it. Grant notices the confusion caused ‘by the 

word ra\nOes in the second part of the sentence answering to ra 
imdpxovra in the first,’ and consequently having to be taken in 

a different sense from 76 dAnéei immediately above. Rassow, 
however (Forsch. p. 73), conjectures, with great plausibility, that 
radnOes is the blundering interpolation of a reader, who did not 
observe that 7a indpxovra is the subject of Siapwret, as well as 

of wide. His words are ‘ Vergegenwartigt man sich den Zweck 
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des Abschnittes, so wird man nicht Anstand nehmen kénnen, das 1098 b. 11. 

Wort radnéés als falschen Zusatz eines Lesers, der ein Subject zu 

diapwret vermisste, auszumerzen. Denn Aristoteles kann nur 

dieses sagen wollen: ist eine Begriffsbestimmung richtig, so 

stimmt sie mit den itzdpxorra itiberein d.h. hier mit dem, was 

einem Dinge nach allgemeiner Ansicht zukommt; ist sie falsch, 

so ergiebt sich bald, dass sie damit in Widerstreit steht.’ 

§ 2. veveunpevay 84 . . .| ‘To apply our principle (87), goods b. 12. 
have been divided into three kinds’ (Grant)—z\e. to apply the 
principle of appealing to Aeyduera, 

As Ramsauer observes, this threefold division of goods is 

indicated by Plato in P&hzlebus 48 E and Euthyd. 279 B. Cf. also 

Legg. 743 E. It is a very natural division, and doubtless was 

made long before Plato and Aristotle ; but the Peripatetics seem to 
have given it philosophical importance, by taking it in connexion 

with their discussions of evSapovia, Cf, Plut. de Vita et Poesi 

Hlomert, ch. 137 ot 8 &k tod mepumdrov mpwrevew pev Ta THs Wuxs 

ayaba vopigovow oiov dpdrvnow avdpeiay cappoovny Sixaocvyny. Sevrepa 

& eivae Ta TOD Geopartos otov vyleav K.T.A. . . . Tpita Sé Ta exTds oiov 

evOoklav K.T.A. . . emauveTov pev yap eivar kal Oavpaoroy 76 ev adynSdat 

kal voo@ Kal dmopia kat cvphopais aBovdnros ypnoOae Th apetn THs Wuxns 

dvTexovans Tols Kakols, Ov pévTot aipetdy, ovde pakdpioy’ Td 6 ev ayadois 

voov éxew TH OvTe eVSapoy’ OvOE yap THY KTHOW porny THs apeTHs aAAA kal 

THY xpiow Kat THy évéepyerav eivar kaddvy, Didymus—’Apiororédous kal 

Tav Aowmav mepuTatytikay epi Tov NOKoy Séypatra (Mullach, £r. PAz/. 

ii. pp. 89, 90)—after making out a parallelism between the dyaéa of 
body, mind, and estate thus— 

byiea owppoovvn mAOUTOS 
ioxvs dvbpeia apxn 
Kaos Sixarogvyy gpidia 

evacOnaoia ppovnats evTUX!a— 

goes on to say—rovs S€ vouifovras Ta Tov geparos Kai Ta ewbev ayaba 

gupTAnpody Ty evdaipoviav ayvoeiv Ste 7 pev evOammovia Bios eativ, 6 

dé Bios ex mpdkews oupmemAnpota’ tov S€ GwpaTiK@v Kai TOY EKTOS 
> Lal Qs ” ~ > 3 le , wa? uae 
ayabav ovdév ovre mpaéw eivat kab’ Eavtd, ov8’ Gras Evepyerar. 

The passages in which Aristotle refers to this threefold division 
are Rhet. i. 5. 1360 b. 25 ovr yap airapxéoraros ein, et tmdpyxor 

ait@ ta t ev adt@ Kat Ta éxtos dyad, ote S ey aiT@ pev ta rept 
v ut * A > Ul ” o > , ‘ aN yt 7 A AO 

uxjv Kal Ta ev co@pati, Ew SO evyevera Kal Pidoe kat xpnuata kal Tin : 
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b. 16. 

120 BOOK Is CHAT. Oe 2, 

Pol. H. 1. 1323 a. 22 vopicarras ody ikavds roANa AéyerOar Kal rev ev Tois 

ewrepikois Adyous mept THs apiorns (wis, Kal viv xpnoréoy adrois* ws aAnOds 

yap mpds ye play diaipeow ovdets dudiaBytyceev av, &s od, Tpidv odoay 

pEeplOwr, Tov Te exros Kal Tay ev GdpaTe Kal Tov ev TH ox], TaVTa TadTa 

tmdpxew Tots paxapios xpn. Cf. LL. ii. 1. 1218 b. 32 mdvra 8) ra dyaba 

i) €xrds i) ev Wuxi Kal ToUT@Y aiperorepa Ta ev TH Wyxy, Kabdrep Siatpovpeba 

kal ev tois eEwrepixois Néyos: AL. Mi. 3. 1184 b. 2 ore rév ayabav Ta 

pev ev Wuxi otov ai dperai ra 8° év T@ Topare oioy vytera, KaAAOs, Ta Se exTOs, 

MovTos UpxH Typ 7) et TL GAO TeV ToLot’T@v. ToTwV dé Ta év TH uy BEA- 

tiota. ‘The following passage, attributed by Mullach (7.1. p. 54D.) 

to the Pythagorean Archytas, is so evidently from a late Peripatetic 
summary done into the Doric dialect, that it is added here merely 

as another proof of the importance given by Peripateticism to the 
threefold division of dyafa, not as being a possible source from 

which Aristotle may have borrowed that division: 6 8 dvOpamos 
ovx d Wuxa povoy, GAG Kal Td Opa’ To yap e& auporépwv CHov Kal rd ek 

TowovTay avOpwros’ Kal yap ai tas uxas dpyavoy ro caua mépvuxer, aNd 

Kal T@ avOpwrw pépos, kal rodTo Kal d Wuyd. Oud Kal Tov ayabay a pev evtiT@ 

avOpare, & S€ Tav pepéwr. Kai avOpora pév dyabdy edSapociva, Tay bé 

pEpeay T@ avOpaTa, Wuxas pév, pdvacis, avdpeia, Sikatociva, coppociva, 

gopatos b€ KddXos, dyiea, evextia, edaccOacia, Tra Sé exTds, TAOUTOS Kal 

d0fa kat Tid kal ebyévera emiyévvapa jpev TH avOpra, Kai akddovba Tois 

pioc mpoipeoraxdow dyabois. Sopupopet S€ ra pyova Trav dyabev ra 

peCova, idia pev kai dd€a Kai mdodros copa Kab Wuxav, vylea d€ Kat 

loxus kal evacbacia uxdv, ppdvacis dé Kai dvdpia kat cadpocive Kai & 

dtxaogtva Tov vdov tas uxas, 6 S€ vdos Tov Oedy. obtos yap 6 Kpdriords 

evtt kai 6 dyepovetov' Kal tovtm evexa kai Ta Aa Tov ayabav Sei 

mapiwev. OTpaTevparos pev yap aycirar aTpatayds, TA@Tdpav Sé xuBepvaras, 

T@ O€ Kdopw Oeds, Tas 5€ Wuxas vdos, Tas S€ wep Tov Biov eiSapoodtvas 

Ppovacrs. ovdev yap Grepov vt. povacts, ai pi emiotdpa Tas mept Tov 

Bio evdaipoovvas i) emiotdpa Tey Kata piow dvOpdrw ayabav. 

héyonev] ‘are commonly said to be.’ Peters. 

tiWewev| ‘may be said to be.’ Peters. 

@ote Kahds &v éyorto] ‘so our Definition (Adyos) is right.’ 
Tas mpafes kai tas evepyelas tas Wuxixds of the present passage 

is equivalent to the wpouxjjs évépyea of the Definition, as given 

inch. 7.§ 15. In making the highest good an évépyeta uxfjs, the 

Definition agrees with the commonly accepted view that the goods 
of the yun are the highest. 
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§ 8. dpOds Sé kat Str. . . T&Aos] ‘ But indeed we secure the 1098 b.18. 
support of this opinion by the mere statement that certain actions 

and exercises are the end’—Peters: ze. ‘our Definition is also 

seen to be right, in that it makes certain actions and functions 

the end’ ‘Qui enim dicunt, actionibus humanis felicitatem 

contineri, in animo sitam felicitatem volunt, cum solus animus 

in homine agendi sit principium ’—Michelet. As Wuyixds was 

the emphatic word in the previous §, evésyewa is emphatic here: 
see Eustr., duadeper d€ rotro (z.e. the point made in § 3) row 

mpo avrod (7. ¢, that made in § 2), dru ev exeivp pev TO Karas eipjoba 

Wuyis evépyecav thy evdaoviay avvéectncer’ evtadda dé TO dpOds éyeo- 

Oar mpders civar Kat évépyetas TO TéAos. TO Oy) TUves TpoTEOnKey OTL Vd 

dmh@s mpakes Kal evepyera TO TéAos GAAA Total’ Frow Kat’ apeTHV Kal 

ayaéai. 

yiverar| ‘is shown to be. Cf. i. 7. 15 for this use of yiverat. —_—_b. 20. 

§ 4. tH Ady] ‘ our Definition.’ 

76 0 Liv kal Td eG mpdtre Tov eddaipnova| ‘the popular saying 

that the evdaipev lives and fares well.’ 

elpytac| 7. e. in our Definition. bee 

§ 5.| ‘Farther, the various things which are looked for in 
Happiness seem all to belong to it as we have defined it.’ 

§ 6. Tots pév yap dpery| The Cynics, who held atrdpkn ri dperny b. 23. 
civat mpds evdatpoviay (Diog. L. vi. 11 apud Ritter and Preller, Hesé. 

Ph. § 226 Cynic?)—a view afterwards adopted by the Stoics. 

tots S€ ppdvynais| The commentators generally identify this with b. 24. 
the view of Socrates, comparing £. ZV. vi. 13. 3; cf. #. #. i. 5. 

1216 b. 3 Sewxparnys pev ody 6 mpecBurns @eT civar TéeAos TO ywooKew 

THY apeTny, Kal emeCnrer TL eat 1) SuKacogvyn Kat TL 1) avdpela Kal ExacToV 

TOV popiwy aitis* emoier yap TadT eiAdyws. emtoTHuas yap Ber eivar Tdcas 

Tas dperds, do dpa ovpBatvew eidévar te tHv Sixacocvyny Kal eivac 

Sikaov. dpa pev yap pepabyxapev tiv yeoperpiay Kal oikodoplay Kal eopev 

oikoddpot Kai yeaperpa. Of course this is an absurd travesty of the 

doctrine of Socrates. 

GdXows $€ copia tis] Anaxagoras probably for one: cf. LZ. £. i. 
5. 1216 a. 11 Tov pev odv Avakaydpay dacly aroxpivavOa mpds twa Ova- 

Led a? a \ col , oo > A PON 4 6 

TOpOvvTa TOLAUT agvTa, Kal OuepwTavra Tivos E€veK ay TLS EAOLTO YyEevedUat 
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122 BOOK Ts CHAP, St 78.6; 

padrov 7) uy yeveoOa “rod” hava “ Oewpioar tov odpavoy kal Thy Tept 
A oe 2 , » to ‘A > > , A ov A td Tov Odov Kéapoy Tak.” OtTos pev ody emioTHpns TUVds EveKev THY alpeow 

SA , en a a at vere 
@eto Tysiav evar tod (nv. Cf. HL. i. 4. 1215 b. 6 “Avataydpas pev 

6 Knalopenos epwrnbeis tis 6 evOammoveotatos, “ ovbe’s” eirev “ Gv ov 
> fol : vouicers, GAN dromos av tis cou pavein. Todrov & anexpivato tov Tp6- 

’ - (aS A > / > CA c , \ , cls ‘ Tov ekeivos Op@v Toy epomevoy advvaToy UTodapBdvovTa ju) pbeyav OvTa Kal 

kahov 4) mAovovov TadtTns TYyXdvEW THS Tpoonyopias. Autos & ices wero uf if YX nS Tpoonyoptas. u t 
\ a 35 7 \ ~ \ \ 4 ay , fs tov Cavta advreas kal Kabapos mpds TO Sikaov Ff Twos Cewpias Kowwvovvta 

Oeias, TodTov as avOpwrov eineiv paxdpiov ewa. Cf. HL. WV. x, 8. 11. 

Tois S€ Tadta 4 ToUTw Te EO” HSovis H OK aveu HSovqs| cf. Plato 

Philebus 247 D it 8) vixévra pév Cepév mov tov puxtoy Biov ndovns Te Kat 

dporncews: cf. Phileb. 60 D, E. 

pe8 4Sor%s | seems to mean ‘ with pleasure added,’ as distinguished 

from ov« dvev 7Sovqs, ‘with pleasure essentially involved’; so, 

apparently, the Paraphrast—rois d€ rovrwy te pef nOovns, adda ths 

an’ av’t@v TovTay tikropevns. Cf. below, § 12 ovdev 5) mpoodetrae tis 

nSovns 6 Blos aitav Somep wepianrov twds, GN Exee tHv Soy ev EavTo. 

When Plato praises tov puxrov Biov jdSovns te cal hpovncews, he, like 

Aristotle, regards the relation of pleasure to virtuous action as an 

essential one: this is plain from PAzlebus 63 E addas de ndovas 

GAnOeis Kai kabapas ds eles, oxeddv oikeias Hiv vopuce, Kal mpds TavTats 

Tas pel tyeias Kal Tod cwdpovety kai 51 Kal Evpmaons apetns omdcat 

kabarep Oeov Sradot yryvdpevar adit Evvakodovbvier mavrn, TavTas plyvu 

x... Aspasius explains differently: pe pdovijs pev of héyovres pepos 

tis evSaypovias movodar Thy HSovyv, of Sé ovkK dvev Hdovijs, od pépos aAN’ Oy 
> ELA £ > , / A € , 

OvK dvev 7) evdampovia Neyovat THY NOornY. 

érepo.] The commentators identify this with the opinion of 

Xenocrates, Plato’s disciple: see Clem. Alex. Sfrom. ii. p. 419 4, 
quoted by Ritter and Preller, Hist, Ph. § 301 Zevoxparys . . . 

THy evdatpoviay amodidwot KTHoW THs olKeias apeTHsS Kal THS UTNPETLKTS 

aith Suvdpews. eta as pev ev @ ylyverat haiverat Aeyov THY Wuxnv, os 

& ud’ &v tas aperas, ws b€ €& dv ws pep@v tas Kadas mpakers Kal Tas 

omovdaias ers Te Kal Siabéaers Kal KuHoELs Kal TXETELS, WS TOUT@Y OUK GvEv 

ra copatika kai Ta ektds. This does not seem to differ essentially from 

Aristotle’s own view of the nature and conditions of eddaovia. 

ouprapahapBdvouow| Mb, Ob, Ald, CCC, and NC give 

ovupreptkapBdvovow. MS. authority does not count for much where 

mapa and mepi are concerned. vpmapadapGavovow (‘take in as an 
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adjunct, Zzddell and Sco/t) expresses a view of the relation of 1098 b.26. 
1 exTos evernpia to evdamovia such as Aristotle himself holds; cup- 

mepthapBavovow (‘include along with’) expresses a view which 

Aristotle would object to as putting 7 éxrds edernpia—a mere 

condition, ob dvev ovk dv ein, Or dvaykaioy €& trobécews, too much on 

a par with the formal elements, or pépy strictly so called, of 

evoapovia, On 74 pépn tis evdaovias see below note on § 16. 

evetnptay | literally, ‘ goodness of season (éros),’ and then, generally, 

‘ prosperity.’ 

§ 7.] Cf. vii. 1. 5, and note there. b. 27. 

§ 8.] ‘Aristotle now proceeds to show his own coincidence b. 30. 

with these preexistent theories. It is to be observed that he says 
nothing here in reference to those who made happiness to consist 

in “thought” [@péenois] or “a sort of philosophy” [copia tus]. 

This is one of the marks of systematic method in the L7hzcs. 
He will not anticipate the relation of pdéynows and godpia to 

evdamovia,’ Grant. 

Although it is true that Aristotle makes no explicit reference 

in this chapter to those who made happiness to consist in pdynors 

or copia 71s, he seems to me not entirely to overlook their opinion ; 

for in § 13 he passes from the consideration of the pleasure 

involved in ai kar’ dperiy mpa€es to the assertion that they are not 

only pleasant, but also kai ayaOai kai kadai, as judged by the 

anovoaios, the standard of excellence. ‘This appeal to the xpious rod 

onovdaiov involved in defining the Chief Good as Wuyijs evepyera kata 

Tv apioTny dperny seems to me to give full weight in the Definition 

to the opinion of those who make Happiness consist in @pdynots or 

copia 7s, and I think that § 13 is intended to bring this out. 

guvwdds| Susemihl now wishes to read (Z. /. Appendix, p. 163) 

guvopos (‘conterminous with’) after Kb. He thinks that cvvodds, 

given by NC (not by Z=CCC) and Cambr., supplies the inter- 
mediate form between the correct cvvopos and the plausible curv@dds : 

see his reply to Adolf Busse (sur Texthritik der Nic. Eth.: Hermes, 

vol. xviii. p. 137, sqq., 1883) in WV. Jahrd. 1883. 

TautTns ydp éotw H kat adthy evépyera| ‘ For “exercise of faculties b. 31. 

in accordance with excellence” belongs to excellence.’ Peters, 
‘Zur Tugend gehért die ihr gemasse Wirksamkeit.’ Stahr. 

§ 9.] With this § cf. JZ JZ. i. 4. 1184 b. 28 1d dpa evdapovety Kat 
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124 BOOK SE CHAP ASS CoG. 

( > , ’ Le > ~ > , nN ? > ~ > ~ \ \ > \ laa) 7 evOatpovia ev TH ed (Hv eotiv, TO 8 ed Chy ev T@ Kata Tas aperas Cy. 
PA eS) iY h Ny Je: > , \ \ » > , y MY Tovr ap’ €ott Tedos kal 7 evdaipovia Kal Td dpiatov. °Ev xpyoee Toivuy tui 

, ‘ c x a 30 € > , & \ 5 7 AY io ¢ a 
av €l") Kal evepyela Ui] evoayovia. Qv yap nv €&us Kal XpP1E¢s, q Xpyaes Kal 1) ry 

a : ; A _ ; 
evépyera Tedos* THs dé Wuxns 7 apeth ekis eotiv, "“Eaore b€ 9 evépyeta Kal 7 

Cs) aR col > - , a a 

Xphow avtns TOV aper@v, dote Tédos dy cin H evepyera Kal | XpPHOLs avTIs. 

‘H evdaipovia dp’ dv ein ev Ta “ Tas apetas (7 ’"EretOnmep ovv TO voamovia ap av ein ev TH KaTa Tas aperas (Hv. TeLOnmEp ov 
a > ‘ > € > , \ oY ‘ > , ~ a» ‘ aptorov ayabov éeorw 9 evdatpovia, Kai avtn Tédos evepyeta, Cavres dv Kata 

\ 3 u AY , a ” om” Wo 2 , 2 \ S’ > 
Tas apeTas evOaipoves dy elnpey Kal Exouev TO dptatov ayabdv, “Ene 0 ody 

eotly 1 evOarmovia TEELoy ayabdy Kai TéAos, OVE TOdTO Set AuvOdveLy OTe Kat 
> , ” > \ » > , > , > ce > , > Levee 
ev TeAei@ €oTat. Od yap €orar ev mardi (ov yip eat mais evdaipwv) add’ ev 

avpt’ obtos yap Tédevos. OVS ev xpdve ye aredei, GAN ev Teheip. Tedetos 
> on 4 , a eA ~ EN \ , > a ‘ o 0 dy etn xpdvos, dcov avOpwmos uot. Kai yap deyerar 6pOa@s mapa tots 

= ~ \ > i) > ol , t a ? , e 4 
moAXois Ore Set Tov EvOaipova ev TO peyioT@ xpove Tov Biov Kplvew, ws déor 

c ry c 

\ , > ‘ > , ' \ > > , 7 NES , TO TeNeLoy elvat kal Ev xpdvm Tedelm Kal ev avOpar@. “Ore dé evEepyerd 
> w a ‘ > A > ‘ cal a e my ¢ 4 

eo, Wot av tts Kal evrevOev. "Ev yap tots Umvots, ovov et Tis KaOevdor Sia 
, \ a > , , s > , 2 “) \ 5 A ~ 

Biov, Tov ToLovTOY ov wavy Bovddpela héyetv eddaipova elvar’ TO ev yap Chv 

avT@ Umapxet, GAA TO Chy aiTa i Tas GpeTas vv’y vmdpyet, 0 Av KaTa @ UmApXet, a To nv avT@ kata Tas aperas vvx Umapxel, O 7 

Ty evepyecav : cf. £. JV. ix. 9. 5, and x. 6. 2. 

> , nN , > oe A oO} , c ‘ a 

€v KTH GEL H XpHoe... ev eer H evepyeia| Eustr. has 7 pev xpos 
‘ - > \ a > , , \ ” , Syeay ¢ , 7 

kal KTNOLS, em TOY dpyavwy eyeTat Kal El TL TOUTOLS avadhoyov, 7 O Ets 
, ~ vA e 

kai evepyeta emt Tay €v Tit Oewpovpevey TroLoTijT@Y Kal TeeLOVT@Y avTO. Olov 
~ , ~ > ca 

movTos pev Kal OkEvN Kal TA THS TEXYNS UMToUpya Opyava ev KTHTEL Eval TOLS 
a” / ‘ - co > - \ \ a « \ ‘ € , 

€xovar eyovtat, kat Set xpnoOa adtois mpos Ta Séovta ws py paTHnY 7 TOVT@Y 
elf a , ‘ Riva: , ‘Seas YG? cod fol ’ 2 # ‘ c El KTHOLS TExvy O€ Kal EmLTTHUN Kal apeTr EELS THS WUXIS, EV ALT Ev ws 
> c Ld > \ \ ~ 2? Q) cv?) ‘ - > TN > la €v UTOKEMLEV@ Oval, TEhEL@TLKal Se TOU Ev @ eEial, Kal Set KaT’ avTUS EvEepyely 

@s pn patny Ta e& € iG: ap 6 pa pn pay €v@ paTny 7 py patny tas e&es exouev’ ws yap Cnoavp@ pr cawopev@ patny 7 
a ? \¢ > cn es) 0G Sf ak Niger. , , 

KTNOLS, OUT@ Kal e€et ayaby eas] evepyouo?) €l)) ay TO uTmapXelw OudKevov. 

Thy pev yap ef... bmdpxoucay| ‘for the Habit (of Virtue) may 

be present, and yet bring forth no good result’ 

e€mpynkdte| eEapyety means ‘to lie quite idle, like a field ‘lying 
fallow.’ 

mpage | The subject is evépyea, but Eustrat. has mpd&ee yap && 

dvdykns 6 Kat avdtiy evepyav kai eb mpdke ek yap ayabns eLews dyabat 

mpoBaivovow evepyera. So the Par. mpage yap €& dvayxns 6 TH 
Sas, ” \ =) \ B) \ Se, »” > , 
evepyelayv EXwY, Kat €L THY ayadny evepyelayv EXEL, €U mpaget. 

domep 8 *Odupmiagw «.t.d.] Cf. #. £. ii. 1. 1219 b. g ote- 
oo) c a. > > > © , cal A - la 

pavovyrat of viK@vTes, GAN ovx of Suvdpevor vikay, py viKavtes O€. 
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tov év To Biw kahav Kkdyabar ... émmPodor yivovtar| ‘win the great 1099 a. 5. 

prizes of life’ Cf. i. 10. 14 peyddov kal Kaddv . . . yevopevos emnBoros. 

§ 10. got 8€ kal 6 Bios adtay Kab aitdy Sus. 7d pev yap HSecBa a. 7. 

Tov Wuxixdv| The connexion is explained by the Paraphrast—éore 

d€ 6 Bios a’téy Ka éavtov ndvs, ovk CEwbev Exar tiv ndovnv'  emel yap TO 

qoscOa THs Wuxns eoriv (cf. LH. WV. x. 3.6 ef 84 eore Tod Kata piow 

avarAnpwats 1) 1S0vn, ev & 7 dvarAnpacts, TOUT ay Kal HOotro" TO TGpa apa’ ob 

Soxet S€° od’ Cotw apa 7 avarAnpwars Sovn), ovdev KaAVEL THY THS WuXAsS 

Kar apetiy evepyecav ped’ nOovis etva. Cf. #. WV. x. 4. 10, 11, and x. 5. 

6: also £. £. ii. 1. 1218 b. 32 mavra 84 Ta dyaba 7) eros } ev Wuyi, Kal 

TOUT@Y aipeToTepa TA ev TH WUXI, KAOdTeEp Siarpovpeba Kal ev Tois eEwTEptKois 

Adyous* Ppdynots yap Kat HSovy ev rH ux7: and AZ. MW. i. 3. 1184b. 5 
A > 2 -~ , > iy , , , , > > \ A ¢ U 

Ta © ev uyn Siwpiota ayada eis rpia, eis ppdvnoy els dperhy Kal nOovny. 

éxdotw 8 éotiv 750 mpds & éyeTar pXoTo10670s | If a man is 

@uAorowod7os, he will, unless hindered, perform the mpd£ers which his 

disposition prompts. These mpd£es, being Azs own, t.e. proceeding 

from hzs own disposition, will be pleasant (see ZL. WV. viii. 3. 6 éxdor@ 

yap Kab’ nSovnv ciow ai oikeiar mpa€es); their being pleasant and their 

being performed are two inseparably connected characteristics of 

such mpa€ets. 

9 % 

$11. tots pev ody TodKots TA HSda pdxetar Sad Td ph Hdcer ToLadT a. 11. 

etvat| The qatdos is not an organic whole. His desires do not 

represent the good of a permanent personality, but are merely the 

cravings of this or that part as separately affected. The whole 

does not live in every part, but every part is devoted to its own 

separate gratification. What pleases one part displeases another 

part. But the rational man—the dpérpos or cmovdatos— perceives 

and loves the beautiful Form of Human Nature (7é xaddv), and is 

regulated by his consciousness and love of it in all his desires. 
Nothing is pleasant to him which harms, or even does not benefit, 

his nature as a whole—rois 6€ didoxddors eoriv noea Ta ices HOea. Ta 

poe Séa—‘ things naturally pleasant’ are thus things which call 

forth the functions, and preserve the health, of a man’s true ¢@vou— 

his rational personality ; ra pr pvoer Hdea are things which stimulate 

desires ‘not obedient to reason,’ z.e. not organised as parts of a 

consistent and permanent system. Cf. the description in £. JV. 
ix. 4 of the omovdaios and of the datos respectively—§ 3 dpoyrvapovet 
e a (6 5 r ‘ a x oA oe \ cal \ LAs \ 
€aQuT@ Oo OTFOU aios) Kal T@MY QAUT@V opeyeTat KajTa Tagav TV Wouxny Kal 
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126 BOOK 4: (CHAPS “Sy. BX; BS. 

Bovrerar 61) €avtd tayaba Kai ra Hawopeva Kai mpdrrer (rod yap ayabod 

rayabby Scarroveiv) kai Eavtod evexa (Tod yap SiavontiKod xapwv, Omep ExaTTOS 

civat Soxei)* Kai (qv Sé BovAerar éavrdy Kal o@tecOa, Kai pddLoTa TodTO @ 

dpovei. ayabdy yap 76 oTrovdai 7d etvac. On the other hand (§ g) eragvaget 

(ray havrev) 7} Woyn, Kal TO pév Sid poxOnpiay dryet arrexopevdy Tay, TO 

& qderat, kat To pev Sedpo 7d 8 exeioe Eker Sovrep Suaoma@vra. It may be 

noted that the term vce. has the same reference, in the phrase ra 

gioe idea, as the term za/ural has in Butler's expression, ‘ the 

natural supremacy of Conscience’ (Sermon 2), viz. to Human 

Nature as a system. 

Gore kal ToUTOLs Eioly HSetor Kai Kab” abtds| ‘accordingly they are 

pleasant, both to those who perform them, and in themselves,’ 7. e. 

the desires of the Piddcador are in perfect correspondence with ‘ the 
Nature of Things, or ‘moral environment’—ra dice: 7d€a, the 

things in which a man owgh/ to take pleasure, are avrois 75€a, things 

in which they do, as a matter of fact, take pleasure. Cf 2. WV. iii. 

4. 5 kad’ éxdorny yap e&iv Wud éote Kara kat 7S€a, kai diapeper mreiorov 

taws 6 omovdaios T@ TadnOes ev ExdoToLs Spay, GoTEp Kavav Kal péTpor 

avTay wv. 

§ 12. od8€v 8} mpoodetro. «.7.A.] Ramsauer contrasts the 
relation of edSapovia to ra éexrds ayabd—§ 15 chaiverau & Gpas kal 

Tav extos ayabav mpoodeopevy. In short, 7507, being Tay puxiKey, 

cannot be a wepiamrov. On the whole § 12 see Zeller, Ph. d. Gr. 

il. 2. 620 (third edition): ‘Die Lust soll nicht der Zweck und 

Bewegerund unseres Thuns sein, sondern nur eine nothwendige 

Folge der naturgemassen Thiatigkeit; konnten beide getrennt 

werden, so wiirde ein tiichtiger Mensch die Thatigkeit ohne Lust der 

Lust ohne Thitigkeit unbedingt vorziehen (£2. WV. x. 3. 12 oddels 7” dv 

éhoiro Hv madiov Sidvorav éyov Sta Biov, Hddpevos ep ots Ta maidéa ws 

oidv Te padtoTa, ode yalpew ToL@y TL TOY ainyioTeY, wySemoTe peAN@V 

AumnOjva. mept wodha te orovdyy Tomoaiped Gv Kat ci pydepiay emupepor 

noovny, oiov Opav, prnuovevev, eidévar, Tas apetas éxew. ef & e& dvayKns 

€movrat TovTots HOovai, ovdey Siahéeper’ €oipeba yap av tavra cal ei py 

yivar’ an adtey 75ovn) ; in Wahrheit jedoch besteht die Tugend eben 

darin, dass man die Lust von der Tugend gar nicht zu trennen weiss, 
dass man sich in der tugendhaften Thatigkeit unmittelbar befriedigt 

fiihlt, und keines weiteren, dusserlichen Zusatzes von Vergniigen 

bedarf. Zeller. then quotes: 72 2.4.08. 125eCi. alsomin 35% 

trepidtrrou | ‘ro map’ jpiv pudakrnpioy, kal ovvyOéorepov, pudaxrdv (Tadd. 
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amulette)’—Coraes. Grant quotes Plut. Perzcles 38 Gedppactos . . . 1099 2.16. 

iardpnkxev Ott voo@v 6 LepixAys emiokormovpervm tii tov pirov dei§eve 

meplantov m0 TOY yuvakav TH Tpaxnr@ mepinpTnpevoy : and Plato, Rep. 

iv. 426 B ov8’ ad ema@dal odde repiarra. 

08 eotiv dyads 6 pH Xalpwy| ‘This anticipates L/h. ii. 3. 1, where a. 17. 

it is said that pleasure is the test of a é&s being formed.’ Grant. 

§ 13. ANG py Kat dyaBal ye kai kadai] cf. Eustrat. od pdvoy HSeia a. 22. 

not xa@ éavtas ai kar’ aperiy mpaets, @s ovowwSHs avtais evumdpxovoar 

KexTnpevar THY nOovnY, GANA Kal dyaGai Kal Kadai. 

kat padvota ToUtwy exagtoy| 2. ¢. dpiorat kal KdANOTAL. 

A , \ a A , > ij 

elmep KaNds Kpiver Tepl adTav 6 oTouSdatos’ Kpiver 8 ds Eltropev| See a. 23. 

note on § 8 b. 30 above. Cf. Eustrat. kai rotro (7.2. kal padiora TovT@V 
” a aN a , Ms n \ N c , aes peer) 
Exactov) Sjov axd Tod Kpivovtos* Gmovdaios yap ov 6 kpivey epi adrar, 
a ” ay nanan aD raevee x 1 Ga > don an @ \ 6pOov exet TOU hoytop piTnpiov, Kal ere HOicTOv a’T@ Kal apioToy Kal 

KdAAtoTov ai Kata Tas apetas mpd£ets KpivovTal, ws Kal mpdTEpoy elpyTat, Elev 

dv e& avayxns kai Tovadra’ ei dé pn, avdAds Te 6 arovdatos, kai Sidatpodos 

6 op6ds* Grep dromov. On the omovdaios as the standard cf. £. J. iii. 

Mee 1X. 4. 2-9. 
y 7 8 > Kptver © ds eimopev] viz. Kai dya@as Kal Kadas eivae Tas Kat’ dperiy 

, \ , , 4 

mpagets, kal padiota ToUT@Y EKacToP. 

§ 14. Kai od Sidpiotar tadta Kara 7d Anhiakdy émiypappa] ‘and a. 25. 

these are not separated as they are in the Delian Inscription.’ The 

Eudemian Ethics open with the quotation of these lines’. Zell, 

Coraes, Fritzsche (£7. Lud.), Michelet, and Grant collect various 

renderings of the sentiment, e. g. Plato, Gorgzas 451 E otopa ydp ce 

aknxoevat ev Tois oupmocios Gddvrwv avOpamev TodTo Td aKoALY, eV @ 

karaptOpodvrar qdovtes, Gre tytaivery pev Gpiotdy ears, Td dé Sevrepov Kadov 
, 4 , 4 ¢ \ A a \ - Or 

yeverOa, tpitov dé, os now 6 Tots Tod oKoALO’, TO TAOUTELV addAwS 

«.7t.d.: Theognis (Poet. Gz. p. 11, Tauchnitz) KdA\toTov TO Stkatdratov* 

Agaorov 8 vyraivery | mpiyypa O€ tepmvdratoy Tov Tis ép@to TvyeiVv: 

Simonides (or Epicharmus) 
be , ‘ els >’ A's ~ 

vytaivery prev apiotoy avdpt Ovare 

devrepov be kadov vay yevéorbat, 

TO tpitoy dé mAovTety adddas, 

kal TO Téraptov 7Bav peta Tov dior: 

? Brit. Mus. 16. C. xxi (B*) and the Aldine Edition give—jaiorov 5 ruxeiv 
ov Tis ExaoTos Epa. 
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Soph. Creusa (apud Stob.) 

Kdd\doTév eat TovvOuKoY TedbuKEevat 

Adarov bé 7d Civ avoooy' Adicrov & ore 
, a 2 don iat Meneue: 

mdpeote Anus &v epa Kal’ rpepay. 

tattas Sé, } piav tovtav Thy dplorny, papev etvar Thy eSarpoviay | 

The unity of e?dapovia—the dpiorn évépyera in which the other evép- 

yea are not lost, but co-ordinated and used for the good of the 

whole—is well brought out by Eustr. in his note, here—éor: d¢ 7 
evSapovia #) 6pod maoat ai kata Tas dperds evépyetat, 7) et play TEs TOUT@V 
SIAC ee n o IK ” ¢€ \ \ > a U ‘ 
€pei, 9 Gpiotn macav . . . aitn & dy ety 7 Kata THY adyO7 dtrocodtay Kat 

dpdvnow, 4 Kat Tas GAXas ouvTHpodGG Kai cuvéxoUCG. 

§ 15.| Externalgoods are necessary as conditions of evda- 

povia, but are no parts of it, just as air and light are necessary 

to the life of a plant, but are no parts of that life. Even 
pleasure, although it must not be accounted a par of evda- 

povia, is more intimately connected with it than external goods. 

Cf. Pol. H. 7. 1328 a. 21 émei 8, Somep Tdv GAdov TOv Kata pvow 

guvecToTaY ov TaiTa gore pdpta THs OAns TvoTdTEws, GY avev 7d Ohov OvK 

dy ein, dpdov ds odd€ Tédews pépy Oeréov doa Tais TOdETW avayxaioy 

imdpxew ... Si Krjoews pev Set rais médeow, ovdey 0 €or 1 KTH 

pépos ths Tédews ... 1) S€ wOALS KOWavia Tis EaTL TOY Oprolav, evekev O€ 

Cais Tis éevdexouerns dpiatns’ énet 8 eariv evOampovia 76 apioToy, autn 6¢ 

dperis evepyera Kal xpnois Ts reNetos KT 2 2. 2. 1,, 2s T2TAS eee 

pddtora 6¢ bet mpOrov .. . SwopicacOa . . . ev Tim TOY NpeTepwv TO HY ev, 

kat tTivav évev Tois dvOparos ovk evdéxeTar TIDE imdpxe. ov yap TavTOr, 

ay dvev ovy oldy Te tycaivewy, Kal TO Uycaivery. dpolws 0 Exeu TOUTO Kal ep 

érépav Today’ Sate ovde rd Cyv kadas, kai Sv Gvev ov dvvdrov (jv Kahas : 

E. N. vii. 13. 2 ov8epia yap évépyeva TeXevos eprroduCopern, 7 5 evdapovia 

Tay Tedelav’ Sid mpoodeita 6 evdaiyoy Tov ev GopaTe ayabar Kal T@V EKTOS 

Kal THs TUXNS, Ors pi epmodiCnta Tatta. oi dé Tov TpoxLComevoy kal TOV 

Svotuxiats peyddats Tepumintovta evdaipova acKovtes eivat, eav 7) ayabos, 

i) éxdvtes i) dkovtes ovdev A€Eyovorv. See Zeller, Ph. d. Gr. il. 2.6206, Gaze 

(ed. 3) ‘Mit mehr Schein liesse sich seinen Aeusserungen tiber die 

4usseren Gtiter der Vorwurf machen, dass er den Menschen hier zu 

sehr von blos natiirlichen und zufalligen Vorziigen abhingig mache. 

Aber doch verlangt er auch jene nur darum und nur so weit als sie 

unentbehrliche Bedingungen eines vollendeten Lebens und Werk- 

zeuge der sittlichen Thitigkeit sind, womit er unstreitig Recht hat. 

... pp. 622, 3 Die Gliickseligkeit besteht wesentlich und ur- 
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spriinglich in der vernunftgemissen Thiatigkeit, in der Ausiibung 1099 a.31. 

einer vollendeten Tugend; alles iibrige kommt nur als eine Be- 

dingung derselben in Betracht und ist nur insofern fiir ein Gut 
zu halten, wiefern es mit jener zusammenhingt, als ihre natiirliche 
Folge, wie die Lust, oder als ihr Hiilfsmittel, wie die leiblichen und 

ausseren Giiter; muss aber vorkommenden Falls zwischen diesen 

verschiedenen Giitern gewahlt werden, so miissen alle andern den 

geistigen und sittlichen, weil sie allein unbedingte Giiter sind, nach- 

stehen.’ 

axopyyytov| ‘Tanquam ars poetae vel actorum virtus jacet nisi a. 33. 

externo splendore ac pompa scenaque adjuvetur, ita 7 wuxis 

evépyea kar aperny fere nulla est nisi vita hominis instructa sit variis 

bonis. Ramsauer. Without the xopnyia of favourable circum- 

stances a man cannot play a brilliant part on the stage of life. 

§ 16. éviov 8é...] Things, the absence of which mars e?Saporia, 1099 b. 2. 

are distinguished, as Ramsauer notes, from things which are neces- 

sary to it as épyava. The d¢ after eviov thus answers to the pe 
after woAda. Grant quotes Pheri. 5.1360 b. 18 ef dy cori ¥ edvdaipovia 

TowovTov, avdykn avTHs elvar pépn evyeverav, TodrvdirLiav, ypnorodpiAiay, 

mAovToy, evTekviay, ToAvTeKViay, evynpiav, E€TL Tas TOU GwpaTOS apeTas, 

oto vylevav KddQos icxdiv péyebos Sivay adyonoriny, dd£av, Tysnv, edtvxiar, 

dpetny’ ovtw yap dy avrapkéaratos ein, el brdpxo ait@ Ta 7’ ev adT@ Kal 

Ta ektos ayabd’ ov yap éotw adda mapa tatta. He adds, ‘The ex- 

pression in the //e/. “ parts of happiness” is equivalent to “ instru- 

ments”’ of happiness, the more accurate designation in the present 

passage.’ ‘This is scarcely correct ;—the present passage, as we 

have just seen, distinguishes the instruments (épyava) of happiness, 
such as mAovros, and its ornaments, such as xaos; whereas in the 

Rihet. both are called ‘ parts’—pepy. In &. £. i. 2. 1214 b. 26 

(dv dvev yap ovx oidv te edSaipoveiv nor pépy THs evSarpovias eivar vopi- 

Cover), on the other hand, we find pépy rhs eddamovias contrasted with 

py avev ovx oid re, this latter expression being, in fact, equivalent to 

the pepy of the Ret. The Rhet., concerned as it is to supply points 

to speakers addressing popular audiences, naturally differs from the 

more philosophical Lthzcs (Vic. and Lud.) in its presentation of 

evdapovia. It includes conditions, instruments, and ornaments 

among the pepn. For pepy as ‘formal elements of the notion’ see 

Met. Z. 10 and 11. 

K 
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edyevetas] See Pseudo-Plut. de Nodrlitate 7 ’Apiororédyy dpepev ev 

T@ exdeSoueva mepl evyeveids BiBAl@ kal ey Tois emawwerois SuakekoopykdTa Kal 

ev trav adyabav Aéy@ SmpOunxéra'. The fragments from this Dialogue 

mept edyeveias, preserved in Stob. Flor. 86. 24, 25, and 88. 13 (see 

Berlin Aristotle, 1490), seem to suggest for edyévea a more intimate 

relation to evSapovia than that occupied by the other dya#a men- 

tioned with it; for it is defined as dpery yévovs—‘ hereditary virtue’ 

(so also in Pol. T. 7. 1283 a. 37); and, as such, must contribute to 

the content of that reAeia apern which manifests itself in the évépyeta 

of evSapovia. Evyévea is thus on a higher level than the ‘ instru- 

ments’ or ‘ornaments’ of eddatpovia. 

ob mdvu edSarpovixds| ‘is not very likely to be happy.’ Peters. 

4 thou] omitted by Ha, NC, P*, Par. 1417, Par. 1853, Eustratius, 

Heliodorus. Accordingly Susemihl brackets the words. The 

reference to gidou is certainly not quite in place here, where the 

writer is speaking of the ornaments rather than of the instruments 
of evSapovia. 

§ 17. érepo. 8€ thy dperqv| These words are regarded as spurious 

by Giphanius, Ramsauer, and Susemihl. But are they not neces- 

sary to account for the é@ev which follows in Ch. 9.§ 1? I think 

that they are: see Grant, ad /oc-—‘ The word 6é@ev expresses the 

thread of connexion by which this new subject of discussion (¢.e. 

morepov eat paOnrdy x.7.A.) is introduced. Since happiness seems to 

be a balance of two principles, an internal one, virtue, and an 

external one, circumstances, the question arises whether it is attain- 

able by the individual through any prescribed means, or whether it 

is beyond his control. It seems chiefly, however, to be upon the 

word dpernv that Aristotle goes off. The question of the day, 

motepov pabntov  apern, Comes before him in mentioning that some 

identify happiness with virtue. .. . The question forms an important 

point at issue in the ethical systems of Aristotle and Plato. The 

conclusion of Aristotle is directly opposed to that which is tentatively 

stated at the end of the AZeno (99 E)—dpern ay cin ovre hive: ove 

Oudaukrdy, GAA Oeia poipa mapaytyvopern avev vod ois av mapayiyynra. It 

' The text of the passages quoted from Aristotle in the editions of the de 
iVob. (ch. 14) has no authority. The passages were inserted by J. C. Wolf, the 
first editor of the work. See Newman’s Politics, vol. ii. p. 68. 
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must be remembered, however, that, in the JZeno, it is the political 1099 b. 8. 

genius of a Pericles or Themistocles which is ascribed to eta 

potpa; whereas in £, JV. i. g Aristotle is speaking of the edrpaégia of 

average Citizens—oi py memnpapévor mpds dperny. 

Crab PER IX, 

ARGUMENT. 

The view that Happiness is Good Fortune—a gift bestowed by an external 

Power, Heaven or Fortune, upon certain favoured persons, ts the very antz- 

thesis of our view that tt is a function which the strenuous man, by his own 
efforts, learns to perform ; and tt may be useful here to compare the degrees in 
which two such opposite views of the origin of Happiness succeed in accounting 

for the facts of life. 
We may begin by admitting that if Heaven has any gift for man, Happiness 

may well be that gift: it is indeed a‘ Divine thing’: but this tt surely may 

be in virtue of being the crown of man’s endeavour. 

Again, if Happiness were a gift of Fortune, tt would be something exceptional, 
not widely distributed as it is. Its being widely distributed corroborates our 

view that it ts attained through exertions of which most men are capable. 

And again, it is surely more in keeping with the ‘ beauty’ of Happiness— 

that is, with the exquisite Harmony of the Happy Life, to ascribe it to the 

operation of a steady principle of causation, such as human agency, rather than 

to an aimless principle like Fortune or Chance. The organisms of the physical 
world are too beautiful, we think, and too definite, to be the results of Chance ; 
but the life of the good man 7s far more beautiful and definite. Indeed this 

beauty and definiteness of the Happy Life are implied in our Definition, which 

thus throws much light on the question of the origin of Happiness now before 
us. We define it as a vital function manifesting excellence—implying thus 

that it ts of a definite kind: and here we find ourselves in agreement with the 
doctrine laid down at the beginning of this Treatise—that the Chief Good ts 
the end of Statesmanship ; for the statesman’s principal care ts to produce a 
certain definite character 27 his cztizens, i.e. to make them good, and capable of 

well doing. Wath good reason, then, we do not speak of an ox as ‘ happy ’—for 

he cannot perform the functions in which Happiness consists ; or a child (unless 
by anticipation)—for he cannot yet perform them. The performance of them 
needs, as we have said, perfect excellence and a perfect life: and often enough life 

ts imperfect : many are the changes of fortune ; the man who flourishes most 
may happen upon great misfortunes in his old age, like Priam ; and no one 

would call a Priam‘ happy 

K 2 
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§1.] Cf. ££. i. 1. 1214 a. 14 mparov S€ oxemréoy ev tin 0 ed Civ 

kat ms KTnTOv, TéTEpov Hvoer ylyvovtar Tavtes evOaipoves oi TUYXdVOVTES 

TaTNS THS Tpoonyoptas, Somep peyddor kal prxpol Kai THY xpoway Scapépovres, 
x 8 SY 6n © BY > , \ =~ 0) , x 8 ‘ 4 Sia padnoeas, @s vtons emiotnuns Tivos THs evOatpovias, 7 Sid Twos 

doknoews (7oAda yap ovte Kata Givow ovre pubodow adr €Oicbeiow 

tmdpyet Tois avOparois, padda pev Tots pathos eOicHeior, xpnora Se Trois 
a x 4 ‘ > 2O7 ~ , ~ Oe 6a Ey XpyoTOs), 7) TovT@Y pev Kat ovdeva Tey Tpdrav, dvoiv dé Odrepov 7rot 

kaOdmep of vupdodnmroe Kat OedAnmroe tov avOporeav enwoia Saipoviov 

twos Sorep evOovaraovtes, i) Sud THY TUXNY (TOAAOL yap Ta’réy acw eivat 
A ° , \ \ > fp 

THY €iOatpoviay Kal THY edtvyiar), 

§§ 2, 3.] Aristotle, while declining to regard Happiness as 

a special gift bestowed on a favoured few by anthropomorphic 
gods, is willing to allow the term 6etov to be applied to it as 

an ornate epithet—-as indeed the term may be applied to any 

beautiful result of the formative agency of Nature: cf. #. WV. 

vii. 13. 6 mavta yap pioe exe te Oeiov: de An. ii. 4. 415 a. 26 

uotkoratoy yap Tay év Tois Cow épyev, doa TédeLa kal pi) THPOmaTa 7 

Ty yeverw adtopdtny ~xet, TO Touoa erepoy oioy avro, (Gov pev CGor, 

gurov dé hurov iva Tov del kal TOG Oelou perexaow, 7 Sivavtar’ mdvta yap 

€xeivou opéyetut, Kaketvou evexa patter Goa kata iow mparra: LL. 

H. 14. 1248 a. 26 kuei yap Tes mavta TO ev Hiv Oeior. 

GAs av cin oxdpews oixerdtepov| Eustr. says trav epi mpovoias 

ein dy Adywv oikerdtepov Kal OeodoytKis Oewpias €xdpevov" 7OuKn dé 1) mpoKerpevy 

mpayparela, Kal Goov Kat avtiy ikavov 7d eipnuevov. ‘The question, 

however, is not one which Aristotle cares to discuss even where, 

as in the Metaphysics, it might seem more in place than here. The 

passage, /. JV. x. 8. 13, in which he comes nearest to seriously 
entertaining the question of a personal relation between the gods 

and men, on close examination, is seen to commit him to nothing 

more than an ornate use of the epithet @eopiAeoraros. 

§ 4. ein 8 Gv kal wodtkowov . . . émpedetas| There is a certain 

looseness in the reasoning here ; indeed Grant describes the last 

clause, as it stands, as a pefi/to princepit. ‘The argument seems to 

be this:—If we suppose that Happiness is acquired 6v dperny kai twa 

padnow 7) aoxnow, z.e. by our own personal exertions, we not 

only are still at liberty to describe it as apiotoy, Gciov, and paxapior, 

but we are able to explain the admitted fact that it is ‘common 

to many’ (woAvkowov)—a fact which is irreconcileable with its being 
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Gedcdoros or the speczal gift of the gods. ‘But it would seem also 1099 b. 18. 

to be common to many—a characteristic which can be explained 
(yap) only if we suppose that it may be acquired through study 

and diligence, by all who are not incapacitated for virtue’ The 
importance of 16 modvKowov, as enabling us to discriminate between 

the claims of an exceptional agency like @eds, etpvia, or roxy ON 

the one hand, and of man’s own personal exertion (émpedeca, &c.) 
on the other hand, to be the source of Happiness, is well brought 

out in £. 2. i. 3. 1215 a. 12 ef pev yap ev rots dia TUXHY ywvopevors 7) 

rois Sua vow To Kad@s Civ eotiv, dvéhmiotoy ay ein TodXois (od yap eoTt 

Ov emupedelas 7) KtHoLs ovde €x adtuis ode THs a’TGY Tpayparetas)’ et & 

év T@ adtov rowdy Twa eivat Kal Tas Kat avdrov mpagets, KOLWSTEpOV av El TO 

ayabov kai Oeidtepov, Kowdrepov pev TH Tetoow EevdexerOa peTacyeiv, Oevd- 

repov be TH ketoOar THY evOaipoviay Tois aiTovs TapacKevafovar TroLOvs TLVAs 
‘A A ‘ 

kal Tas mpaéeis. 

§ 5.] On this section Ramsauer remarks, ‘jam enim missa est b. 20. 
omnis cogitatio de deorum beneficio. Nec deesset forsitan ne- 

cessario 7d moAvKowory, si res ad deum referenda esse videretur ; 

quod vero fortunae attribuitur spreta omni lege ne as éxi 1d rodd 

quidem potest accidere. The fact that Happiness is ‘common to 

many’ certainly excludes the hypothesis of mere chance being its 

cause; but I cannot agree with Ramsauer in thinking that 
the same fact does not, in Aristotle’s mind, necessarily exclude 

the hypothesis of its being the gift of personal gods. We must 

remember that the popular conception of etéamovia which Aristotle 

has to correct is that embodied in the etymology of the word, 

and associated with such examples as Polycrates and Croesus, 

who, because sfecially favoured by Heaven, were also specially 

exposed to its Pédvos. 

Michelet’s note on § 4 makes ety 8’ dy cai rodvxowov disprove the 
intervention of the gods. ‘ei & dv kai wodvcowoy’ nempe Si ex- 

ercitatione virtus comparatur. Jam autem concludit: Cum a 
multis possit acquiri, revera exercitatione comparatur. Sin vero 
a Diis mitteretur, paucis Deorum amicis contingeret, ut admodum 

paucis Homeri heroibus, ex. gr. Menelao campi Elysii.’ I think 

that rd rHs edSapovias wodvKowov is intended to disprove the agency 

of any exceptional cause, whether God or Chance. 

In illustration of the conception of vcs contained in § 5 Zell 

and Michelet quote PAys. viii. 6. 259 a. 10 €v yap rois pices det rd 
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meTepagpevoy Kal Td BEeAtior, €ay evdexnrar, bmdpxew padrov: de Juv. ef 

Sen. 4. 469 a. 28 rhv hiow dpapev ev nacw ék tay Suvatéy rowdcay 76 

KaAALoTOv. 

The implication in the argument «i 8 éortiv ovrw Bédtiov 7} did 
rvxnv evdaipoveiy x.t.d. iS that edSaporia, being man’s perfection or 

the realisation of his dvots, will, like other realisations of qvavs, 

manifest 76 BéArioy Kal 75 TeTepacpevov—that definite structure and 
function, which cannot be the result of an indefinite principle, an 
atriov Kata ovpBeBnkds, such as rvxn. On riyn see Aer. K. 8. 1064 

b. 32 wav dn dapev evar rd pev det Kal e€ dvdykns . . . Td b€ ws emi Td 

mov, TO O€ OVO ws emt Td TOAD OUT det Kal E€ GvayKns GAN Gras Ervyev ... 

€ore 57) TO TUEBEBHKOS O ylyverat pév,ovK det 0 OVS €& avaykns od’ ws emt Td 

mov... TO S€ veka Tov ev Tois hvoe yryvopevors 7 dd Stavoias 

eoriv. tvxn 8 éotl Gray Tu ToUT@Y yéevntat KaTA GUpPBEBnKds . . . H TLXN 

S atrioy xara cupBeBnkds ev roils KaTa mpoatpeaw Tav Evexa Tov yryvopevois 

. . Ta 8 airia ddpiora ad’ &v av yévoro r6 awd tixns. Cf. also Phys. 

ll. 4, 5, O—e.g. 5. 197 a. 18 Kai To hava elvai te mapddoyov tiv rvxnv 

Opbas’ 6 yap Abyos 7 TAV del GvTwy 7) TOY @s emt TOTOAL’ 7 OE TUYN eV TOIs yry= 

vopeévois Tapa Tata’ dare eed) ddptota Ta OUTaS aiTLa, Kal 1) TUYN adpLOToY. 

In Phys. li. 8. 199 b. 13 the definite products of vous, the 

principle of organic growth, are contrasted with the haphazard 

results of chance—éée kai év trois omeppace yiverbar draws ervyev bas 

S€ dvaipes 6 ovt@ Aéeywv Ta ice Te Kal prow hice yap dca ard twos 

€v éavtois apxns cvvexOs Kwwovpeva acdixveirar ets te TéAos* ad’ Exdorns be 

ov TO avTO ExdoTots ovdé TO TUXdY" det pEevTOL eml TO avTd, cay pH TE 

eunodicn, Phys. ii. 8 is, indeed, the best commentary on the 

present §. It is argued in the present § that eddapovia, civilization, 

the perfect form of man’s life, is too beautiful and definite an 

organism to be the result of chance; so in Phys. ii. 8 it is argued 
that the beautiful structures of plants and animals cannot be 

due to the working of the haphazard principle of 76 airéparov, with 
which ‘the survival of the fittest’ is mistakenly identified in the 

chapter—as in the following passage 198 b. 23 ti kadver otrw Kal 
Ta pépn exew ev TH Hvoet, oiov Tors dddvras e& dvayKns avateiha rods pev 

€umpoobiovs d€eis, emitndeiovs mpos Td Siatpeiv, Tos S€ youdiovs mareis 

kal ypyoious mpos TO deaivey THY Tpoyy, émet ov TovTOU Evexa yevéerOat, 

G\\a cupmecciv. dpuolws Sé Kal mept Tay ddav pepar, ev ois SoKet 

Umapxew Td €vexd Tov. Omov pev ovv aravta ovveBn Somep kav ei evera 

Tov eyiveto, TavTa pev €gwOn amo Tov aiToudTov ovoTayTa emitnSelws* doa 
‘ 5 - “ 

dé pn ovTws, dw@deTo Kal amdddvurat, Kabarep "Ewmedokdjijs A€yer Ta Bovyev7 
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avSpémpopa, 6 pev ody Noyos, @ ay Tis dmropnoeter, OUTS, Kal el Tis GANos 1099 b.20. 

To.ovTds €atw* advvarov O€ Tottov exew Tov TpdmOY. Ta’Ta pev yap Kal 

navra Ta pvoet i) del oUT@ yiverar 7) @S emt TO TOA, TOY OB amd Tins Kal 

Tov avtoudrov ovdev. Darwin quotes this passage at the beginning 

of the ‘ Historical Sketch’ prefixed to his ‘ Origin of Species,’ and 

adds—‘ We here see the principle of natural selection shadowed 
forth, but how little Aristotle fully comprehended the principle is 

shown by his remarks on the formation of the teeth.’ Aristotle’s 

doctrine of vas, however, is not inconsistent with Darwinism— 

indeed, if teleology is to find a place at all in Darwinism, it must, 

I feel sure, be in that form in which it is conspicuous in Aristotle’s 

doctrine of vow.  Aristotle’s mistake in the passage quoted 

by Darwin is to see chance, and not natural law, in ta ovordv7a 

émitndelws. 

mépuxey,| Ramsauer, Susemihl, and Bywater rightly place a b. 22. 

comma instead of a full stop after mépuxer, 

§ 6. Ta kata téxvyy] réxyn, like vows, is rod pécou croxactiK— 

strives to realise that which is definite: cf. £. lV. ii. 6. 9. It 

is directly opposed to rvyy, which is its orépnow: cf. Det. A. 3. 
1070 a. 6 yap téexvn 7) pioee ylyrerar } Tdxn } TO adlropdT@ 7) pev 

obv réxyn apxy ev ado, 7 Se vows dpxn ev aita@ .. . ai d€ Aowrai 

aitiat oTepnoels TOUT@Y. 

Kata thy dpiotyy| dpiorn 8 airia rev év avOparos Epyafopevav apety b. 23. 

ds kpeitrwv kai téxyns kai pioews, Eustr. Cf. £. WV. ii. 6. 9. 1106 b. 

14 4 © apety maons Téxvns axpiBeorépa kal apeivey eotiv, 

§ 7. cupdaves . . . Lytodpevov] ‘Light is thrown on the b. 25. 

question before us (z.e. how we attain Happiness) by our definition 
(of Happiness) also.’ 

mod tis] ‘of a certain definite kind,—z.e. realised under b. 26. 
definite conditions internal and external. Cf. Aristoxenus 18. 20 

(Marquard p. 24) 7d nppoopevoy pedos . . . mpoodetrat avvbeceas Tivos 

Toads Kat ov THS Tuxovens. Cf. Plotinus, Lym. ii. 4. 167 ovde 5) 7 

aorépnots mourns ovde mroidy, GAN épyuia modrntos. So here, evdamovia, 

being an évépyera mod tes, cannot be the result of rdxn, for roxy 

is the orépyots OF €pnula rrowdrntos. 

tav S€ hoitav . . . 6pyavixds] 7. ¢. Happiness is essentially puxijs b 27. 
évépyeva, but requires the. other..goods._as_ the. conditions of its 

realisation. (1) It requires ra tod caparos dyaOd as.its vAy, matter, 
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or necessary substratum—(ra pev brdpxew dvaykaiov. Cf. Phys. it. 9. 

200 a.7 €v Tois GAduLs TAGLY, ev Boots TO EveKa TOU EOTIY, OUK dvED fev TOV 

dvaykalay éxovtav Thy vow, ov pevtor ye bia Taira GAN i) @s VAnY, GAN 

évexa Tov" olov dia Ti 6 mpiov Totocdi; Grws TOdL, Kai Evexa ToOVdL. TodTO 

pevror TO ov evexa adivaroy yevéecOa dy py oidnpods 7° dvdykn dpa odnporv 

eivat, et Tpiwy otal, Kai TO epyoy aitov. e& tmobécews ody TO avaykaioy, 

GXN’ odx @s Tédos* ev yap TH Ay TO dvayxaiov’ 7d 8 ov Evexa év TH dye) 

—health, vigour and longevity, goods of the body, are necessary to 

the Form of Happiness, as the matter in which it is realised. So, 
cutting the form of a saw is realised in the matter of iron, not of 

wood. This relation of Happiness or wuxis évépyeca to bodily 
excellence is indeed merely an extension of Aristotle’s general 

doctrine of the relation of the yuyy to the body: see de Ax. ii. 1. 

412 a. 20, where Wyn is defined as ciSo0s caHparos dvakod Suvduee 

Cwnv exovros—the Wvy7 is the form of the capa, which is the dvvaps 

or matter. (2) Happiness requires 7a éxrés ayaa as instruments 

(ra 62 cuvepya kai xpyowa mépuxey dpyavukas. Cf. Z. WV. i. 8. 15. 

1099 a. 33 modda pev yap mpdrrerar kabarep St dpydvwv, dia Pirov Kat 

mAovTou kal woNuTiKis Suvapeas). 

§ 8. movods tivas kat dyaBous| Kai dyabous is here epexegetical— of a 

certain definite character, z.e. good.’ Cf. Eustratius : 7 8€ wodericy 

Epyov €xet emtuedeorarov To.eiv Tovs ToXiTas ToLovs Twas HYouv dyadovs 

Kal mpaktiko’s tov Kad@y. By the agencies of paénots, doxnows, and 

eGicpds, mohirixn effects the Happiness of the citizens—a definite 
result. 

§§ 9,10.] These sections are intended to strengthen the position, 

that personal exertion is the cause of eddamovia, by pointing to the 

absence of ability to make the exertion on the part of children and 
brutes, dy ovdey evdaipov A€yoper. 

§§ 10, 11. Set ydp ... moddat ydp...]| The first ydp 

introduces a clause explaining why children cannot yet be called 

evOaipoves: the mpdges in which eddSaporia consists require tedela 

apery and a tédewos Bios. The second yap introduces (somewhat 

irrelevantly) a clause which explains why even those old and 

virtuous enough to be mpaxrixoi may still fail to satisfy the require- 

ment of the redevos Bios, regarded as a life free to the end from 

great misfortune. Thus the transition is made to the subject 

of the next chapter. See Ramsauer on §§ 10 and 11. 
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CHAP PER: XX: 

ARGUMENT. 

Are we then ‘to call no man happy while he lives,’ following Solon’s maxim 
“wart for the end’? Tf this means that ‘a man may be happy after hts death, 

we who define Happiness as ‘a vital function’ can admit no such doctrine ; 
batt we need not suppose that Solon meant anything so absurd. He meant that 
when a man is dead he ts beyond all chance of misfortune, and that we may 
then, tf his life has been happy, safely say so. But can we really feel sure that 
even when he ts dead a man zs beyond the reach of good and evil fortune? A 

living man may be touched by good and evil fortune without being conscious of 
it; so perhaps the unconscious dead may be touched by the good and bad fortune 

of their children and remoter descendants. lt would indeed be absurd to suppose 

that a dead man ts so touched by posthumous fortune as to become now ‘happy, 

now ‘wretched’; but tt would be equally absurd to maintain that he cannot be 
touched by it at all. Perhaps however the further examination of Solon’s 
maxim may throw some light on this question of posthumous fortune—Must we 

then ‘wait for the end’ before we venture to felicitate a man on his Happiness ? 
Serely it ts absurd to wait tell Happiness ts a thing of the past, before we ven- 

ture to admit tts extstence—because, forsooth, it is a stable thing, whereas the 

fortune of man’s life is unstable to the end. So, let our answer to Solon be— 
Lhis continual observance of the changes of fortune ts a great error. Happiness 

does not consist in good fortune, although tt requires its material asststance : 
nor does Wretchedness consist in bad fortune: tt is in actzons, good and bad, that 
Hlappiness and Wretchedness consist. And here we may note that our Defini- 

tion of Happiness ts corroborated by Solon himself. It ts the stability of Happr- 

ness which strikes him most, How the stability which he regards as essential 
to Happiness can be predicated of a life which is still obnoxious to fortune, ts 

his difficulty. Now the functions in which our Definition makes Happiness 
“consist have more stability than aught else in human life. They are the man’s 
throughout life, even more than his knowledge and skill of hand. In the 
performance of the highest of them he lives continuously, identifying himself 

weth them. Himself he still ts both in prosperity and in adversity—a per- 

sonality maintaining its identity through all changes. Slight changes do not 

influence him much ; greater changes enhance his P¥appiness or mar it ; but 
even where they do most to mar tt by laying sorrows upon him and impeding 

him in the performance of his functions, his noble personality shines out: we 
see him bearing his misfortunes cheerfully, not because he does not feel them, but 

because he ‘has a heart aboon them a. Such a man, whatever happened, could 

never become ‘wretched, for he could never perform the base actions tn which 

Wretchedness consists ; on the other hand tt would be absurd to extol ‘the felicity 

of his life, if he ended his days like Priam. 
from what has been said it ts evident that the happy life is essentially 

uniform. The happy man is not easily moved from his Happiness by ordinary 

misfortunes: and if once moved somewhat from it by great misfortunes, is not 
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restored to tt tn a short time, but, if at all, only after many years full of glorious 
achievements. 

And now we may present our Definition in this final form—‘ The happy 

man is he who, being perfectly good, manifests his goodness tn action, who has 

been sufficiently furnished with external good things, whose life embraces a 
definite, t.e.a perfect period—and ( perhaps we should add), whose death ts 
according to his life, 

Introductory Note.\ In this chapter Aristotle shows how his con- 
ception of Wuyis évépyeta kar’ aperny May, as dpxn, be applied to solve 

(cf. i. 7. 23 Soxet yap meio i) Fpucv martds eivar ) apxn, Kal moda 

ovpgarn yiecOa Se adtis trav Cyrovpévav) what is undoubtedly the 

most pressing question which the moralist has to deal with. The 

question is—How can there really be such a thing as Happiness 

for living men, who are always exposed to terrible vicissitudes of 

fortune? Aristotle’s answer is—Happiness does not depend essen- 
tially, as is popularly supposed, on the outer moment of Fortune, 

but is within a man, and is as abiding as his personality, of 

which it is the function. It is indeed affected by Fortune, but it is 
not the sport of Fortune. If, then, the Definition is correct with its 

wuxis évépyera kat’ dpetnvy, Happiness is possible. But further, the 

very circumstance that pessimism, or disbelief in the possibility of 

Happiness, prevails, is evidence in favour of the conception em- 

bodied in the Definition. Men are agreed that Happiness, if it 

exists at all, must be something stable and lasting; this is why, 

considering too exclusively the mutability of Fortune, they despair 

of Happiness. Their agreement that Happiness (did it actually 

exist) would be something stable, is a 6d&a in favour of the correct- 
ness of uyijs evépyeva kar’ dperny, for such an evéepyea is preeminently 

stable. 

Having shown that Happiness is possible, because essentially 
Wouxijs evépyeca kar’ dperny, Aristotle is willing to concede to popular 

opinion a very important influence exercised by Fortune ; and in 

making this concession even entertains the question, whether the 

influence of Fortune ceases for the individual at his death, or does 

not rather (as another popular belief will have it) affect even the 
dead through their descendants. His discussion of this question 
(resumed on ch. 11) is remarkable as leading to no definite state- 
ment of his own view. The discussion is conducted in the spirit 

of the dialectic which animates the Platonic ‘ Dialogues of Search.’ 

Indeed, the disproportionate space occupied by the subject or sub- 
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jects of chapters 10 and 17 suggests the thought that in these 1100a. 10. 

chapters we have part of an early Aristotelian Dzalogue worked into 
the later and more dogmatic £7¢hzcs. Aristotle is reputed to be the 
author of a Dialogue Evsnpos 7) wept Wuyjs treating of the immor- 

tality of the soul, fragments of which have come down to us (see 
Berlin Aristotle, p. 1479 sqq.). Cf. the conjecture of Blass (Ahezn. 

Mus. vol. xxx. p. 481 sqq. 1875) that the Dialogue epi diroovdias 

was made use of in the composition of certain parts of the JZe/a- 
physics and de Coelo. Be this as it may, the point of interest for 

us here is that 2” the Ethics Aristotle thinks it worth while to 
discuss, at considerable length, without arriving at any positive 

expression of opinion, a question on which we know, from his other 
writings, that he had formed a positive opinion. The Wy he 

defines in the de An. ii. 1. 412 b. 10 a8 7O ri jy elvar TH TOLWdE 
odpatt, Personal consciousness—all that is included in the desig- 

nation maOynriKds vods, perishes with the body. The zrounrixds vods 

is eternal, but it is cosmic not personal:—de An, iii. 5. 4304, 

17 kai otros 6 vots xwptoros Kal duryns Kal draOis TH ovoia dy evepyeia. . . 

xopiobeis b€ eore pdvov Omep €ati, Kal TodTO pdvoyv aOdvatov Kal didiov’ ov 

pvnpovevopuer O€, drt TovTO pev amabes .. . 6 dé maOyTLKds vods POaprds* Kal 

avev totTov ovdev voei—on which see Trendelenburg, de An. p. 491, 

who finds in od prnporevouev a denial of Plato’s doctrine of dvapyyors. 

Even in the chapter before us (Z. JV. i. 10) ‘ one phrase occurs,’ as 
Grant points out (7A. Essay v. p. 302), ‘in which the real feeling 

of Aristotle, for the moment at least, seems to be let out. He asks 

(£th. i. 10. 2), “Can Solon have meant that a man is happy when 

he has died ?” and replies, “‘ This would be an absurdity, especially 

since we consider happiness to be évépyeca”’ . it is clear that we 
have here a brief indication that death destroys those potentialities 

that result in happiness. It would seem then that the only immor- 

tality which is left possible by his belief is a Buddhist nirvana’ (see 

generally Grant’s Z7h. Essay v. pp. 295-303, where he discusses 

Aristotle’s opinions as to the nature of a soul). Why, then, does 

Aristotle discuss the question of personal immortality as he does 
here? The form in which the question is raised seems to help us 
to an answer. ‘ How is the happiness of the dead affected,’ he 
asks, ‘by the fortunes and conduct of their descendants’? We 

immediately think of the importance attached in ancient societies to 
the performance by descendants of the ceremonial rites due to 

ancestors, the proper performance of which may almost be said to 
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have been the razson détre of the family as a corporation to be 

perpetuated. The large place which the cult of ancestors held in 

the imagination and traditional practice of the ordinary Greek seems 

to explain the prominence here given by Aristotle to the discussion 

of a subject in which he had no scientific interest, and his un- 

willingness to commit himself to a conclusion which he knew would 

be Alav didov . . . kat tais ddé£ars evarriov (i. 11. 1). It is to be noted, 

however, that he rationalises the issue put—lIt is the effect on dead 

ancestors, not of the ceremonial conduct, but of the fortunes of 

their descendants which he discusses. On ancient beliefs regarding 
the soul and death, and on the cult of the dead, see Fustel de 

Coulanges, La Cité Antique Livre i, chapters 1 and 2. 

It is perhaps worth noticing in conclusion that in the Dialogue 
Evdnyos i) wept ruxns, an argument for the immortality of the Soul 

seems to have been drawn from the religious homage paid to the 
dead. Fr. 33, Berlin Arist. 1480 a. 11 9 yuxy aOavaros, émeidy 

avTopuas mavtes of GvOpwmot Kal orevdopev xous Tois KaToLxopevois Kal 

dpyupev Kar avTov, ovdeis d€ TH pyOapy pndayas ove omevOer wore 7 
lj > > na 

Omvual KAT aUTOV. 

§ 1. kata Zédwva] See Herod. i. 30-33 for the conversation 
between Solon and Croesus—otra av, ® Kpoice, says Solon (ch. 32. 

§ 6) may eoti avOpwros aupdopn’ epot dé cv Kai mAouTéew pev peéya 
, ‘ \ > ~ > , 5 ies ‘ \ ” i ” 

gaiveat kai Bacwreds eivat ToAAO@Y avOpaTrav* Eketvo O€ TO EipEd pE, OUK@ CE 
ay hs , Oo > , \ x , ~ \ dn , 

eyo heya (2.6. evdaipova), mply ay TeAevTHOAvTA KAGs TOV aidva TUOwpatL. ... 

Again, § 12 mpw & ay redeutnon emoyxeerv, pnd Kadeerv kw OABtov, GAN 

evtuxéa, and § 17 oxkoréew dé xpi mavtds xpnuatos THY TedeuTHY KH 

amoBnoera. tmoANoiot yap O17 UmodeEas OABov 6 Oeds, mpoppitous averpee. 
E . . an if Lol , C , PLA 

The result is given ch. 33 tadra Aéywr 7H Kpoiog (6 Sdhov), ov Kos 

ovte éxapi€ero, ovte Adyou uy Toiodpevos ovdevds amoméeumeTa KapTa 

ddgas dpabéa eivar, ds TA TapedvTa ayaa pereis, THY TEAEUTHY TaVTOS xXpN- 

patos épav éxédeve. Plut. Veta Solonis ch. 27 “EdAyqou, eirev, & 

Baowred Avdav mpds Te TaAAA petplas exe 6 Oeds EdaKE Kal coias TiWds 
2) “~ c a ‘ A > Cah > ‘ =~ c A re 

abaprovs, os €orKe, Kat Onpotixns, ov Bacwskys ode Kapmpas, t7d peTpLd- 

TNTOS Hiv PEeTETTLY, t) TUXALs OpGoa TavTodarrais yp@pevoy del TOY Biov ovK 

ed Tois mapovow ayabois péya povety ovd€ Oavpatery avdpos evruxiav 
> , yy ya A peeks , > 2Q7 iN 

petaBodys xpévov €xovoay. e€mevor yap €xdoT@ Toikiikoy €&§ adyAov TO 

peddov' & & els rédos 6 Satuwv Gero tiv edimpagiav, Tovtov evdaipova 

vopiCopev. 6 S€ Cavros ete kul Kwvduvevortos ev TH Biw paxapiopds, Gomep 

ayorCopevov Knpuypa Kai orépavos, eativ aBeBaos Kal adxvpos, ‘The com- 
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mentators quote for the sentiment of this dictum attributed to 1100 a.11. 

Solon— 
Soph. O. 7. 1528 

Gate Ovnrov ovr exeivny tiv tedevTalay xpewv 

ipepav emiokorrovvra pndév GABiCew, mply av 

Téppa Tov Biov mepacn pndev adyewdy tradov. 

Trach. 1 
Adyos pev eat apyaios avOparav aves, 

@s ovk ay aid’ expabos Bporay, mplv av 

Oavyn tis, ovr ef xpnotos ovr’ et Tw Kakés. 

Eurip. Azdrom. 100 
xpi 8 ovror’ eimew ovdev ddBiov Bporar, 

mpw av Oavovros tiv Tedevtaiav idns 

dros Tepdoas nuepay 7£eu Karo. 

Troad. 509 

trav & evdatpdvev 
, , > > ms ‘ Ai , 

pndéva vouicer evtuxety mpl ay Bary. 

To these passages may be added Atovuciou rupavvov ek Andas (apud 

Stob. (Vor. vol. iv. 18, ed. Meineke)}— 

Ovntav dé pndeis pndev OdABisv rote 

Kpivn, mpl avtov ed TedevTHGavT td)" 
> > - \ \ (JOO Tee) , 
€V dopanket yap TOV Oavovr €7TFaLlvecal. 

§ 2. dromov] See Grant’s Zvh. Essay v. p. 302, quoted in Intro- a. 13. 
ductory Note to this chapter. 

§ 3. pndé Eddwv Todto BoUNetar|] ‘Solon’s meaning’ was evidently a. 15. 
re ThviKadta ay Tis daodad@s k.t.A., aS May be seen from the accounts 

given by Herod. and Plut., not that ‘a man is positively happy after 

death.’ 

dopahds| Cf. Dionysius quoted at the end of note on § 1. a, 16. 

exer pev Kal Todt apudioBytyHotv twa] Ramsauer points out that a. 17. 

pev here is not followed by 6¢, the opposition generally expressed by 

means of two clauses being implied in the single clause €yet pév kai 

tor dudusByrnoiy twa—‘ ut si explicares ““haec quamquam vera 

sunt tamen aliam admittunt controversiam.”’ 6¢ at the beginning 

of § 4, dmopiay 8é, has no relation to this pev. 

Soxet| not to be taken as necessarily an expression of Aristotle’s a. 18. 
own opinion. 
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elmep Kal TH LavTe ph aicQavoueva S€] Somep xiv et tis Cou pev 
dyabois Tots Kara Toy Biov dyabbs ov, Tov b€ oikeiwy adtod ed exdvTwY, Kai 

aitay eis yraow ovk epxoito Kal 0 drodnpiay tows i) bia xXporov Kai 

apodpay aryoXlay mpos erepa, ovTa Kal TO TeOvedre ovpBaiver woddAdKis 

yivecOa pndepiav aicOnow exovte tav dyabav & Tois oikelows avtou 

oupBeBnxev—Eust. Rassow (/orsch. p. 120) would place a comma 
after (@vrt, on the ground that the words pi aio@avopére S€ cannot go 

with the conditional clause: the construction is Soxkei yap eivai me TO 

reOve@te kal Kakdv Kal ayabdy, py aicOavopevm 8S, eirep Kal To Carte Kal 

kakov Kal dyaOov éort pr alcOavopérve. 

A dead man, it may be argued, is like a living man absent on a 

long journey, to whom, without his knowing it, good and evil may 

happen, in the matter of his estate, or in the persons of his relatives 

left at home. A dead man may thus perhaps be said ‘to partici- 

pate unconsciously’ in the happiness or misery of his descendants. 

Aristotle says nothing here to lead us to suppose that he appro- 

priates this view ; indeed, he could not appropriate it, for it still 

assumes personal immortality, although in a highly attenuated 

form. Aristotle’s own doctrine is that ‘immortality’ belongs to the 

family or race, as distinguished from the individual: see de Az. 
ll. 4. 415 a. 26 Gvotxwratoy yap Tay épyev Tois (aay, Goa TédeLa Kal py 

Tnpopata, 7) THY yéeverw avTopaTny €xEL, TO TOTAL ETEpoY oloy avTd, (Boy 

pev (oor, putiv dé urov, va Tod dei Kai Tod Oelov petéexyoow 7 SvvavTat 

... Eel ovv Kowevely aduvatel Tod del Kal Tod Oeiov TH Guvexeta, Sid TO 

pndev evdéxecOa tov pbaprav radio Kat ev apiOu@ Siapévew, 7 Sdvarar 

peTeXeW EkAOTOY, KOlV@VEL TAUTN, TO ev UGAAov TO 8 ATTov’ Kal Suapever OvK 

aird add’ olov aird, dpiOu@ pev ody ev, cider S ev. Oecon. i. 3. 1343. 

23 dua S€ Kal ) pias dvardnpoi tavry TH mepidd@ TO del elvar' Emel KaT 

apiOuoy ov Svvara, GAG Kata TO cidos* OUTw Tpo@Kovdpytat bd Tod Oeiov 

exatépov 7) Pats Tov Te avdpos Kal THs yuvaikos mpds THY Kowwaviay, 

Tipal Kat driptat| z.¢. to himself. 

§ 4. dmopiav 8€] This is Bekker’s reading, followed by Bywater. 
I am inclined to follow Susemihl in reading 6): nothing new is 

going to be added: what has been said is going to be repeated in 
different words. 

kata Adyov] ‘in accordance with his life’: Eustr. has xara Adyoy 
a ‘ > / A Smee , fo > aA , 

ToL KaTa akodovOiay kal avaoyiay THs av’Tod pakapidtyTos. 

Tots dmooTHpao.| ‘in their respective degrees of removal.’ Grant. 
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§ 5. pod emi twa xpdvov] ‘not even for a time ’—z. e. for a short 1100 a. 29. 

time after the death of the yoveis. 

On § 5 Grant remarks—‘ The second part of this sentence, pro- 
nounced so strongly as it is, seems to contradict what one would 

have supposed to be Aristotle’s philosophical creed. But he is 

here speaking from the popular point of view, and states strongly 

the two sides of the difficulty that presents itself. For the nonce he 

accepts a common belief on the subject (cf. i. 11. 1, i, 11. 6), but 

modifies it so as to leave it unimportant.’ 

§ 6. 1d mpdtepoy drop Ger | Viz. mérepov ovd addAov ovdéva avOpe@rer a. 31. 

evdarpovaréov ews av 6; §1. The solution of this aropia will help us 

to the answer of 10 viv emuCnrovpevov, VIZ. méTepoy ovViKVEiTaL TA TOV 

éxydvev Tois yovetow ; the discussion of which is resumed in the next 

chapter. 

§ 7. dvaxukhetc8ar] Zell quotes Phys. iv. 14. 223 b. 24 pact yap 1100 b. 3. 

KUKAov evar Ta avOpamwa mpaypata. Michelet quotes Herod. i. 207 

KUKNos TOV avOperniav éeoTl mpyypaTav. 

§ 8.] Grant notes that the words xapadéovra kai cabpds idpupevor b. 6. 

form an iambic line, probably quoted from some play. 

§ 9. 4 TO pev tats TUXaLg emaKohoudety obdapds dp0dv ;} This is b. 7. 

Solon’s error. He attaches too much weight to fortune. Happiness 

is essentially the virtuous life, which can maintain itself even in the 
midst of misfortunes. 

With émaxodovOev rais rixais cf. Menander (Stob. Eel. Phys. ii. 8, 

Meineke, /7. iv. 215) 
id , “ tea \ , 

SvomapakodovOnrov TL Tpayp €OTLV TUX). 

§ 10. paptupet 8€ tO byw Kal 1d vév Stamopy%ev] To be taken b. 11. 

closely with what immediately precedes—‘ Happiness does not 
consist in good fortune. Good fortune is only an external con- 

dition, not part of the essence, of Happiness. Happiness consists 
essentially in the performance of function: and (§ 10) this theory 
(r@ Ady) of Happiness is confirmed by the very difficulties them- 
selves which we have reviewed.’ To dsarropeiv is btépyeo Oat ras amupias 

(see Index Arist. s.v. S:aropeiv) ; consequently here 76 viv d:aropnbev 
means ‘the result of the review of dwopia which we have concluded.’ 

The result of this review has been to bring out 76 povipdy te eivar Thy 

evdaipoviay as the thought underlying the dmopian—‘ How can etda- 
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povia, Which is poupdv ct, be realised in the life of man, which is 

obnoxious to fickle fortune ($ 7)’? Our Definition, which makes 

Happiness consist, not in good fortune, but in those functions 

which are the most stable elements in human nature, is thus con- 

firmed by ‘the review of dmopia.’ The Paraph. Heliodorus explains 

this excellently—réyopey rotvuy mpds tiv admopiay, bre TO pev TvxXaLS 

emako\ovleiv, ovdapas opOdv' ov yap €v Tadrais 7) evOatpovia cvvicrarat, 7) 

Touvaytiov’ GAAd mpoodeirat pev TovT@Y mpds THY eddatpoviay 6 avOpamuwos 

Bios, kaGamep etropev’ 1) d€ ovcia THs evOaipovias ovK ev abTais, GAN’ ev TH 

Kat’ dpetny evepyela cuviotatat, Kabws eipnrat. Méripoy yap det etvat ry 

evOapoviay’ Kai dia TodTo ov Suvardy adtiy ev Trois amd TUxXns TvvicTacbaL’ 

Kal TOUT@ papTupel 1) TpoKerpevn CyTnoLs* amd TovTOV yap EdaBe THY apyxnv 
A a \ > 

Tov vmoKkeio Oat THY evOaoviay ovipoy Eivat. 

PovibaTepaL yap Kal Tv émoTHGy attra: Soxodow etvar| The 

contrast here is between deeply organised functions, whether zn- 

tellectual or moral, involving the coordination of all parts of a man’s 

nature—z.e. between the display of intelligence and moral goodness, 

on the one hand, and special knowledge, involving the perhaps 

exclusive cultivation of one small part of human nature, on the 

other hand. An intelligent man will show intelligence on all 

occasions, a just man will always act justly; but an examinee may 

quite forget a branch of knowledge, after the reason for which he 

‘got it up’ has ceased to exist. 

, > 3, A a cal > cal a“ ee: , 

TouTwy 9 adtay | 2,.€, TMV EVEPYELWY TMV KAT ApETHY. 

at tiudétatar] The exact force of this expression may be gathered 
from i. 12, which asks whether evdamovia is emawerov or Tipuor. 

Things which are means are emawerd, but an end-in-itself, such 

as evOatpovia, is tipiov. Hence here ai tiypimrarac may be rendered— 

‘the highest,’ ze. the most final. The paxdpso.—those who realise 

most perfectly that ‘humanity is an end-in-itself” not a means 

to something beyond itself, spend their lives in—identify themselves 

with the performance of functions which are ‘highest’ in this 
sense. We may take it, then, that ai @ewpnrixal évépyecar were in 

Aristotle’s mind when he wrote rovray 8’ at’réy ai ryuwrara. 

kataL_v| Coraes suggests (jv: cf. the Paraph. dia 70 Civ ev adrais 
rovs pakaplous wdduota Kal cuvexéstata. ‘The compounded form kara- 

(jv is rare, but it is, I think, appropriate here: perhaps, however, 

the xara- represents a dittograph of the preceding -rara. 
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aitds| the reading of M», CCC, NC, Vet. Int. adopted by 1100b. 17. 
Susemihl and Bywater instead of atra. 

AnOqv] Similarly in L. WV. vi. 5. 8 réxvn and dpévnats are con- 

trasted—AnOn pev rhs rowaditns ekews (e. g. réxvns) éott, ppovnocas 8 

ovk €or. Teéxvyn implies the cultivation of a small part of a man’s 

nature; whereas gpdévyors involves the organisation of the whole 

man, and he cannot ‘forget’ or lose his ¢péynows without becoming 

another being. Cf. Grant on the present § (i. 10. 10)—‘ The 
evepyea ... 2s Our life and being, and it would be absurd to speak 

of forgetting this. It ‘is more abiding than the sciences,” 2. e. than 
the separate parts of knowledge, which do not constitute the mind 
itself.’ 

§ 11. 15 {ntovpevoy] rd Cyrovpevov jv ei Sivara pévew 6 eddaipar b. 18. 

pakdptos €v tais Tv TUXov petantocecw. Eustr. So the Paraph.— 

imdpger TO Cyrovpevoy TH evdaipon, Td podvipov dSndovdte ait@ eivar Td 

ayaév. 

pddiota mdévtwv] ‘mostly’—Grant; mdvrov is neut. b. 19. 

mpdgéer kat Qewpyoer Ta Kat dperyy| Grant (note on § 10) points 
out that these words show that the opposition between af kar’ dperiy 

evépyecat and ai emorjpat in § 10 is not the opposition ‘ between the 

moral and intellectual evépyeta.’ 

Sy Gs ahnPds dyalds kat tetpdywvos dveu oyou| Zell, Coraes, b. 21. 
Michelet, and Grant refer to Plato, Profagoras 339 éye yap mov 

Smovidns . . . dre 

av8p ayabov pév ddabéws yevéerOar xaren dv 

xepaiv Te kai Tool Kai vo@ 

TeTpaywvoy dvev Woyou Te- 

TUYMEVOY, 

Cf. Rhef. iii. 11. 1411 b. 25 Aéyo 89 mpd oupdrov raira roeiv boa 

evepyovvra onpaiver’ otov tov dyabov dvSpa ddvar eivae retpdyavor, 

petahopd’ dude yap rédeua, GAN’ od onpaiver évépyecav. Sopater, apud 

Stob. //or. vol. ii. 222 (ed. Meineke), quoted by Zell, indicates the 
precise metaphor conveyed by rterpaywvos—ris ody ott kara tov 

Syovidov Adyov tetpdyavos, bs KaTad mTaocay TvynY Kal mpaypdtov 

petdotacw dopadas éotngera. So Eustr. retpdyevos, ijrow BeBnkas kat 

ordowpos* ex perahopas Tay ToLoiTaY TynEdTa@Y, a Gres ay pupevta TEeTHTaL 

épha torarvra. Cf. Suidas sub voc. Aapaoxios—oepvis S€ fv Kai evoxy- 

L 
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AY Ry \ , wy , , € U A ‘4 

@VY TA TAVTA KAL TETPAYWMVOS AVEVU Oyou TETU €VvOsS, WS avat KaTa TOV uf ) 
Syrovidny. 

§ 12. kal yap atta cuvemikoopetv mépuKer, Kai H XpHous adToy K.7.A. | 
aird and  ypjows aitév are distinguished. ‘In themselves they 

naturally help to lend a charm to life, and the use of them is 

noble and good.’ 

Siaddpmer td Kaddv| Both Michelet and Grant remark on the 
Stoical tone of this passage. Grant compares £. J. iii. 9. 4, where 

the self-sacrifice of the brave man is described. 

§ 13. ék Tav bwapxdvtwy K.7.A.] Tas TUXas 7 ws dpyava xpi) i} Os Tras 

Umokempevas NoyiferOa. Eustr. 

§ 14. dOdtos pev obSdmoTe yévoir Gy 6 EWSainwr, oF phy pakdpids ye 

k.t.4.] The distinction between evdaiuev and pakdpuos is not carefully 

observed by Aristotle. We may perhaps say that the latter term 

is strictly applied to the man whose happiness is not marred in any 

way by circumstances: cf. the derivation given in £. JV. vii. 11. 2 
3’ a , 

TOY Makdaploy @vopaKacL amo TOV XalpeL. 

§15.] In this § the words 4 mpooeréov a. 16 . . . mdvras a. 19 

are bracketed by Susemihl. Rassow had pointed out (forsch. 
pp. 118, 119) that they (and also the words ¢ 8 ovroa. 19... 
dvOporovs a. 21 in § 16) are inconsistent with the result gained 

by Aristotle from the discussion of Solon’s dictum, although quite 
in harmony with the later peripatetic view of the Bios réAeuos. 

Rassow’s words are—‘ Was hindert uns also, fahrt Aristoteles 

fort (§ 15), den gliickselig zu nennen, der der volikommenen 
Tugend gemass thiatig und mit dussern Gliicksgiitern hinlanglich 

ausgertistet ist wn roy rvydvra xpdvov adda Téevoy Biov? Schlosse hier 

die Untersuchung, so wire nicht bloss die Ansicht des Solon 
zurtickgewiesen, sondern man wiirde auch iiber die Frage, was 
man unter dem Bios réAeos zu verstehen habe, keineswegs im 

Zweifel sein konnen. Denn wenn es denkbar ist, dass jemand 
die Eudamonie besitzt, verliert und wiedergewinnt, wie kann 

der Besitz derselben an das volle Menschenleben gebunden sein ? 

(cf. note on i. 7. 16). Aber wider Erwarten erfolgt ein Zusatz, der 

zwar in der Form einer Frage auftritt, aber doch einer Frage, die 
eher zu Bejahung als Verneinung hinneigt. Es heisst: 4 mpoo- 
Geréov . . . mdvtws; ef 8 ottw . . . & avOpwmovs. Wer so definirt 
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kann nichts einzuwenden haben gegen das Solonische Wort; denn 

mag er auch auf die dussern Gliicksfalle ein minderes Gewicht 

legen als Solon, so stimmt er ihm doch darin bei, dass es zur 

Gliickseligkeit nicht eines gewissen Abschnittes des Lebens, 

sondern des ganzen Lebens bediirfe, und wer dies meint, wird 

Solons Vorsicht im Urtheil nur billigen kénnen. (Oben ch. ro § 7, 
war es als ein dromov bezeichnet, ei 67 éariv eddaipwv, py adnbev- 

geTat Kat avtov To tmapyov, Auch dies wird durch die Worte, 

enetd, 7d peddov ahavés jy zuriickgenommen). Die letztere 

Definition, die, wenn man auf die Fassung Gewicht legen darf, 

noch als fraglich hingestellt wird, scheint in der Schule des 
Aristoteles die herrschende geworden zu sein. Denn wahrend er 

selbst noch Grunde gegen die Solonische Ansicht anfiihrt, wird 
diese in der Eudemischen Ethik kurzweg als richtig bezeichnet 
und demgemass der Bios reXewos als das volle Menschenleben 
gefasst.’ 

Susemihl apparently differs from Rassow in regarding the words 
ei 8 ovr . . . pakapiovs 8 dvOpmmovs § 16 as genuine. But 

surely, if the words 7 mpooOeréov . . . mavtws, with their references 

to the future (Siocdpevov and redevtngovra) are inconsistent with 
Aristotle's criticism of the Solonian dictum, the words vis trdpxet 

kat bmdp§er are equally so. Nor is the sentence «i 8 otro 
paxapious & avOpamrovs even consistent with itself. The writer of it 

evidently lays emphasis on ray (#vrwv, and intends to make a 
statement which shall embody what he conceives to be Aristotle’s 

correction of Solon’s 76 py Cavr’ eddapovite: but he does not see 

that the words kai tmdpée deprive the correction of meaning, 
Aristotle’s objection, to Solon being that Solon will not acquiesce 

in the present, but must needs wait for the future. Aristotle’s 

view of Life is like his view of Pleasure. Both Life and Pleasure 
are perfect (réAea) ev tO drouw viv. We have not to wait for 
a future réhos: if we had, Life would be a yéveots, not an 
evepyeta. 

§ 16. paxaptous 8 dvOpdmous| Before dvépamovs T, C CC, Eustr., 
Paraph., corr. P? (7. e. Par. 2023), and perhaps Asp. (see Bywater) 
read s, which Michelet ascribes to Christian influences—as if the 

distinction intended were that between the imperfect happiness 

competent to man’s fallen nature and the perfect felicity of God: 
whereas according to the true Aristotelian teaching, man, although 

L2 

1101 a. 14. 

a. 20. 
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partially subject to the vicissitudes of fortune, has a region—that of 

thought—exempt from their influence. As exercising thought he 

enjoys a felicity which does not differ in kind from the divine ; 
while, as a composite being, he enjoys a human happiness. Be 

this as it may, I cannot see how the so-called Christian distinction 

may not be got out of the words before us as well without as with 
os. The meaning (with or without os) seems however to be simple 
enough—we may call men pakdpior, but we must remember that 

they are men. The difference between the happiness of man and 

of God is not in the kind of function which constitutes the 
happiness in each case, but in the continuity of that function : see 

Met. A. 7.1072 b. 13 ek Tovavrns dpa apis iptyntat 6 ovpaves kai 7 pvaes® 

Staywyn dé eorw ofa } adpiotn puxpov xpovoy Huiv' ovT@ yap del éxeivd eorw" 

jpiv pev yap advvatov . . . Sate Cw Kal aioy ovvexis Kal didios imdpxe 

T@ Oe@* TovTv yap 6 Oeds. 

Eustratius, although he perhaps writes under the influence, to 

some extent, of the Christian distinction, does not really misre- 
present the Aristotelian teaching in his commentary on the words 

before us—paxapiovs 5€ now ws avOpmmovs row Kara TO dppdgoy 

avOparivy proet, ois 7 ev Bio Siaywyn ev Ounvexet pvoer kal petaBor7 

imdpyxet, emet tis voepas Kal Oeias icews GAAo eidos pakapidtyTos, €v 

ordce TO eivar exovons Kat pyndepiav tropevovons peraBoryv. I have 

great doubts, however, of the genuineness of the words «i & otro 

. . « & advOparous, 

Cari Oi. 

ARGUMENT. 

To return now to the question whether the dead are touched by the fortunes 
of living descendants and friends—That they are not touched at all ts a cold 
doctrine opposed to most men’s way of thinking, and therefore not one which 

we should be justified in maintaining dogmatically: but to make a critical 

examination of the particular cases, in order to estimate the probability of the 

dead being or not being touched tn each, would take too long: a general statement 
on the subject must suffice: and let it be this—Different things whether hap- 
pening to ourselves or to our friends affect us differently. Some things affect us 

deeply, other things lightly. This during our lives. But when we compare 

the way in which the dead are ‘affected’ with that in which the living are 

‘affected, we must be prepared for a vast difference—much vaster than that in 
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the theatre between the effect of a messenger’s tale of horror and crime and the effect 
of the crime itself in all its horror enacted on the stage before our eyes. Taking 
account then of this vast difference tn the way in which the dead as compared 

with the living are ‘affected’—if they are ‘affected’ at all (a doubt which we 
must not lose sight of either)—we may say that tf aught of good or evil reaches 
the dead from the living world and touches them, it ts so trifling, or they are so 

insensible to its influence, that tt does not affect thetr Happiness tf they are happy, 

or Wretchedness uf they are wretched. 

§ 1.] On the subject of this ch. see introductory note to ch. ro. 

He now returns to the émi¢yrovpevoy of i. 10. 6. 

Alay ddidov hatvetar Kal Tats Sdgars évavriov | Remembering that 

the treatment of the subject in this and the preceding chapter 

is dialectical, we may recognise in these words two marks of the 

legitimate dialectical mpéraovs or mpoSAnua, as it is described in the 

Topics. (1) No mpéracis may be employed which deeply offends 

the religious and moral sentiments of men, Zof. i. 11. 105 a. 3. ov 

dei € mav mpoBrnpa ovde macav O€ow emicxorew" GAN Hy aropnoeev 

dy tis T@v Aoyou Seopevoy, Kai py KOAdTEWS 7) aicOnoews, of pev yap 

dropovvtes Totepov Set Tors Geos Timav, Kat Tovs yovets dyaTvav 7) Ov 

Koddcews Séovrat, of Se moTepov 7 xL@v AevKy 7} od, alaOncews. So, to call 

in question the consciousness of the Dead is a heartless proceeding 

(Atay dpidov) and not suited to Dialectic. (2) Another mark of 
a legitimate dialectical mpéraovs seems to be indicated by the words 
kai tais Sofas evavriov, viz. that, except where it is supported by very 

exceptional evidence, it must not conflict with popular opinion. 

See Zop. i. 10. 104 a. 8 €ore d€ mporacis pev SiadextiKy epatnors 

évdo£os i) maow i) Tois mAcioToLs 7) Tois Goois, Kal TovTas i) TacWw 7 

Tois mAeioTous 7 Tols pddiota yvwpipois, py mapadogos’ Gein yap av 

mis TO Soxoty rois codois, eav py evavtivy Tais Tav TwoAAOY Sokas 77: 

and Zop. i. 11. 104 b. 19 Geos dé e€otw trdAnWis mapado€os trav 

yropipev twos Kata piiocopiar® ciov bri ovK ~otw avrTir€yew, Kabdrep 

pn *Avricbérns . . . TO yap Tov TuxdvTos évavtia Tais ddEas amopnva- 

pévou porrigew etnOés eotw. In a dialectical discussion, then, like 

the present, we must not call in question the widely entertained 

belief, that the dead ave conscious, the denial of which moreover 

wounds the tenderest feelings of mankind. But while, for these 

reasons, unwilling here entirely to deny this popular belief, 

Aristotle does not scruple to mznimize it—his dialectical conclusion 

being § 5 fo:xe yap ex rovtay ci Kal Siixveirar mpos adtovs ortody, etr’ 

ayadbv eire tovvavtioy, apavpdy tt Kat puxpov i) Gnas i) ekeivors eivat, 

1101 a. 22. 

a. 23. 
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a. 32. 

a. 34. 
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, a oa A - , A 4 
ei O€ pn, ToooUTdy ye Kal ToLOUTOY Hore pr Toweivy evdatuovas Tovs py 
aw” ‘4 A a > hed ‘ , ovtas pide Tovs ovTas adatpetcOat TO pakdpior, 

§§ 3, 4, 5.] We have here a double protasis «i 6) a. 28... . 

Stapéper 6€ a. 31, the apodosis beginning—ovddoyioreov Oy a. 34. 

§ 4. Tad Tapdvoua Kal Seva mpotimdpxew ev tats Tpaywdias 7H 
mpdtreoPor| ‘It makes a much greater difference whether a calamity 
happen to the living or to the dead, than it does whether a terrible 
crime be presupposed in the plot of a tragedy or enacted on 

the stage.’ Michelet appositely quotes Hor. A. P. 181 

‘Segnius irritant animos demissa per aures 
Quam quae sunt oculis subjecta fidelibus.’ 

There can be very little doubt that this is the meaning of the 

passage; but most of the commentators, beginning with Eustrat., 

miss the point, e.g. Coraes, with otov émt mapudetyparos, Oidirous, Thy 

pntépa yapav, tos dpOadrpols exkomtopevos, THs apxns kat THs marpidos 

exrintov, OT ely, Siapeper tov ev rH} oknvi tav’ta Taira Tacxew bTo- 

Kpivopevou Oidizod0s. 

§ 5. cuddoyotéov] ‘we must take into account.’ 

paddov 8 icws 15 SiamopetoOar x.t.4.] ‘or rather perhaps (we 

must take into account, ovAdoyoréoy understood) the fact that 

a question is raised about the dead etc.’ Grant. Lambinus 

suggested paddov 8 icas rdde bei Starropeicbar: but as Grant argues? 

‘ The alteration would really alter and spoil the context. Aristotle 

does not say “Perhaps after all we had better start the question 
anew, whether the dead are conscious of events.” ‘This would 

contradict § 6. He only says, “ While granting the hypothesis 

that they do feel, we must take into account the element of doubt 
which still continues to attach to the subject.”’ Rassow, however— 
(Forsch. p.74), 18 of opinion that paddrov & tows rdde Set aropeioOa is 

the correct reading. I cannot help thinking that the considerations 

urged by Grant against the conjecture of Lambinus tell equally 

against that of Rassow. 

ék toutay| <x tev eipnuevev—Aspasius: so Stahr, Peters, and 

Williams: but the Paraph. has—daiverat roivuy ért, et kat Epxerai te 

mpos avtovs Grd TOUTWY. 

’ After noting the rendering of the Paraph. as supporting Lambinus—oxemréov 
> \ a a , TC) p > a 

ovy mepl Tis dvapopas: BEdriov BE Eat cKEPaTOa El Ko-WeVoOvGLW K.T.A. 
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ei Sé py] sc. apavpdy te Kal puxpor. 1101 b. 3. 

§ 6.| Victorius thinks that this § is an ancient scholium which b. 5. 
has got into the text—‘ nihil enim novi tot verbis exponitur: nec 
solum sententia sed ne verba quidem variantur . . . sunt etiam 

libri nonnulli (which?) a quibus haec verba absunt.’ — Stahr follows 

Victorius in regarding the § as an interpolation. 

ot 

CHAPTER cit. 

ARGUMENT. 

Let our next question be this—Is Happiness a thing which we praise, or zs zt 

not rather a thing which we revere? It must be either praised or revered; for 

itis actually good, not a mere possibility of good. 
A thing is praised because it is a good means to some end: e.g. a virtuous 

character is praised because it produces virtuous actions. Where there 2s 20 

reference to an end beyond, praise is misapplied: e.g. tt ts misapplied, and 

ridiculously so, to the Gods who exist for themselves not for man. It is plain 

then that the Chief Good zs above praise: ‘that a good thing which is above 

praise must be the Chief Good’ was indeed the argument which Eudoxus used 
to prove that ‘ Plézsure ws the C. hief Good’—ayd a very fine line of advocacy it 

was, in the opinion of many. 
As for encomia—they are for performances such as feats of bodily strength or 

masterpieces of art: but the works of those who have made encomia their special 

subject may be consulted for details ; our present subject is Happiness, and it ts 
plain that Happiness is,revered asan End. Asa Beginning also of First Prin- 
ciple it is revered. AW that tsdone by men ts done for its sake: it is the Prime 

Mover or First Cause of Wl Sher actions. yeck a Principle and Cause of Good 

we revere as atvine. 
« e@® 

Introductory Note.| Except that this chapter contains a further 1101 b. 10. 
attempt to show the agreement of the Definition’ eh popular 

opinion and forms of spéech, its connexion with the immediate 

context is not evident. The following passage in ZL’ il. 1. 1219 
a. 40—b. 16, which gives an imperfect conspectus of the contents 
of several chapters of the £.iV., seems however to bring out 
the solidarity of the enquiry before us with the preceding discussions, 
especially with the question «? Set 7d réhos épay :—ére dé Td yévos Kal 

tov dpov adtas déyouev Karas, paptipia ta Soxoivra maow piv. Td 

Te yap ed mpdrrew kai TO ed Civ TO ait TH evOapoveiv, GY ExacTov 

e i 
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xpiols éore kai évépyera, kat 4 wr) kai 7 mpakis (Kal yap 1) mpaxtiKn xpynT- 

Tiki) cot’ . «. . +) Kal TO pyre piay quépar eivat evdaipova pyte maida pie 

HArtktav racav (51d Kal 7d Sddwvos Exet kadGs 76 py COv7’ edvdampovicer, adn 

érav AdBy Tédos* ovHev yap arehes evSaypov" ov yap Gdov)* ert O of Emawvor 

Tis dperns Ova Ta epya, Kal Ta eykopia TOY Epywv' Kal orepavovvTat ot 

vikavtes, GAN ody of Suvdpevoe vikay, pip viKa@vtes dé Kal Td Kpivew ek 

Tov epywv droids tis eotiv® ere dia Ti) evSayovia ovK emawetrar; Gre dia 

ravtny Tadda, 7) TH eis TavTnv avaheperOa i) TH popia elvar adrfs. Sid 

€repov evdapovicpos kal émawos Kal éyx@piov. TO pev yap eykKapLoy 

Aébyos Tov Kad’ Exacrov epyov' 6 & emawos rowitov eivar kabddov' 6 8 

evdaipovcpos TéXovs. It will be observed that the word tip.ov is not 

used here, the writer, true to his view—rd SdrA@vos exer Kah@s TO pH 

(avr’ edvdaipovigew adN dray AaBy Tédos, ending the passage with 6 & 

evOatpovicpos Tédous. 

§ 1.] «dSapovia is evidently not a dvvayes or mere potentiality of 

good: it is definitely and actually good. But is it actually good 

as a means or as anend? ‘This question, which has already been 

answered over and over again, may be answered once more 
by reference to the popular distinction between éemawera and rijua, 

the former being good means, and the latter good ends. ‘The 
result of this reference is ovdels rv evdaoviav emawet Kabarep rd 

Sikavov, GAN as Oevdrepdv re xai BeArvoy paxapifer (§ 4). Cf. AL. AZ 1. 2. 

1183 b. 20-37—a passage which fully explains what Aristotle under- 

stands here by émawerd (oiov dperat) ria (oiov Wuxn, vois, 7 dpyn) 

and durduers (otov dpxy mAodvros ioxds Kdddos). Ramsauer, who has an 

important note here, points out that the conjunction eratverd, ria, 

duvapers occurs only in the 7A. Wc. and the AZ. WZ. In Top. iv. 5 

To Suvaroy i) TO momrexdy is distinguished as 8? ado aiperdy from rod 

tyuov, Which is 6? atré aipercy, no mention being made of 76 emawerdv': 

(126 b. 4 | épav be] kal et re rev OL abtd Tipier i) aiperay cis Sivapwy i) 76 Suva- 

Tov 7) TO TrownTiKOY €OnKev’ Maca yap Sivas Kat Tay TO SuvaToy 7) TO TOLNTLKOY 

d? Go aiperdv), while in another passage, Top. iii. 1. 116 b. 37, 

rita and emawera do not seem to be distinguished, Jo/h being ends 

or means—€re 7d KdddAtov Ka’ abrd Kal TyswTEepoy Kal émaweTa@repor, 
= , > -~ oiov didia wAovTov Kat Sixatociyn ioxvos. Ta pev yap Kka@ avta Tay 

* The term émawe7éy does not indeed occur in this passage; but its contrary 
Yexrdv occurs in the immediate context, 126 a. 30 dpay 5é xal ef 7. Tay WexTav 
7 pevetay eis Sbvapuy 7) 7d Svvaroy €Oneev .. : then follows 126 b. 4 Kad ef te TaY Bi’ 

a7 Tipiav 7) aiperay eis Sivayuy. . . COnker. 
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Tyslwy Kai emawerav, ta 8 ov Kad’ aira adda be erepov' oddels yap 1101 b. 10. 

TyuG Tov mAovToy bv éavroy adda & Erepov, thy Sé idiav Kad’ aird, 

kal ef pndev perder Hiv Erepov am aitns é€oecOa. All we can say is 

that here in the /7Azcs Aristotle finds that it suits his purpose 

to make a distinction between éexawera and tizia which he does 

not make in the Zopics. 

§ 2. datverar 8) wav Td emawetdv TO Tordy TL etvar Kat Tpds Tt b. 12. 

mM@s éxew ématvetoOar'| When the possession of a good guality 

places a thing in a definite re/atvon fo something else we praise it 

on account of its relation to that something else (yivovra: oi erawo 
&:’ avapopas § 3). Cf. Cat 7.6 b. 2 dors de 2. . ray mpdste . . 

é£ts Sudbeots emiotnpn aicOnois Oeows, mavta yap Ta elpnueva avra 

dep eat érépwy eivat Aeyerar. . . 9 yap Ekis Tuvds eis Aeyerat, Kal 

H emuaTnpn twos emotnun x.t.A. Cf. the last words of the present 

book of the £.1V.: rav eewy 5é€ tas émawwetas dperas eyowev. A 

good quality to be émawerdy, however, must be one which places its 

possessor in a definite relation. ‘There are certain good qualities— 

various énuorjpae or réxvar (the duvdpers pera Adyou of Met. ©. 2. 1046 

b. 1) such as pntopexn, Siadextexn, larpexn, which may be used 

for good or evil indifferently, and therefore are not éawerd or, 

at least, not so without qualification. But moral ees (e. g. dueavoavvn) 

differ from such dvvayers in being the sources of good actions only, 
in this respect resembling the ddoyo: dvvduers or natural properties 

of Afef. ©. 2, which always produce the same effects—the peculiar 

property of fire, e.g. always producing heat, that of snow, cold: cf. 

also £. VV. v. 1.4. These moral éecs are éxawerai without qualifi- 
cation, as they tend definitely to good; whereas many intellectual 

é€ers (and it will be observed that no intellectual ees are instanced 

by Aristotle in the section before us—i. 12. 2) belong rather to the 

class of durduecs which are distinguished from ra émawerd in § 1. 

Eustratius seems to see this—ra pev Oeia tipia Aéyopey ws trapxorta 

imep €mawov . . . emawera Oe Ta avOpemuva os Tov Tipaolat per AeiTopeva, 

eratvev dé pdvoyv tvyxdvovta. ciot dé kal erepa dvOp@mwa pev kai Tadta, 

emaportepicovta S€, as Kat KatopOoiy SivacOar Kal apaprdvew, Kai dvd 

todro Suvdpuers NeySueva, Ss twas TOV Texvav tmapxet EvpeEtv, otoy latpiKTy 

i} pntopixny «7.4. These instances, it will be observed, differ from 

those given by the author of JZ. AZ. 1. 2, who has ra 6€ dvvdpers otov 

apx7) TovTos icxvs Kaddos 1183 b. 28. 

Besides the moral éfes, there is another class of moidryres, 
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sufficiently definite in the direction of good to be ‘praised ’ without 

qualification—viz. those described in Cas, 8. 9 a. 15 as Ta KaTa 

Svvape pvorxyy—od yap TO SiakeicOai mas Exavrov rovr@y héyerat, adAd 

TO Suvapuy exew pvoikyy . . + TOU moujoal Te padios . . « otov TUKTLKol 

i) Spouexvi (cf. the passage before us, § 2) Aéyovrat ov TG SiaxeiaOai Tos 

Aa TH Sivapw Exew Hvorkny Tov moijoat re padias. To prevent 

misunderstanding it is proper to add that, although in the view of 

the passage before us (Z/. i. 12. 2) the qualities or TOLOTHTES 

regarded as éemawerd par excellence are the moral ees and ra kara 

Sivapw voi reydpeva, still it is not implied that all intellectual 

es are mere potentialities for good or evil, like pnropixn, and 

therefore not properly émawerd. Those émorjpac which are eon~ 

cerned with necessary truth cannot be turned to evil account, 

and, gua es, are accordingly émawerai: similarly the intellectual 

Zs of ppdvnors, although concerned with contingencies, is emauveTn, 

being one of those ois ddnOevopev kat pydetore dtayrevdopeba (LV. 

vi. 6. 2). That Aristotle extended érawos to intellectual as well as 

to moral ers is indeed plain from the last section of this book, 

where épern is described as émawery és, and the dperai are then dis- 

tinguished as 7Oxai and Scavonrixai. The tendency, however, which 

we have noticed in the passage before us (i. 12. 2) to regard the 

moral es as preeminently émawerai is developed by the writer of the 

M. M. into the doctrine that the intellectual ¢ées are of émawerai : 

see M.M. i. 5. 1185 b. 3 gorw 8 H Wexn, os paper, els dU0 pepn 

Sunpnpevn, eis te TO Nébyov Exov Kai Td Goyov. év pev 81) TH Aoyov ExovTt 

eyyiverar ppdrnats dyxivoca copia etpdbera puny Kal Ta ToLavTA, ev O€ TO 

Gddy@ abrat ai dperai Aeyopeva, Toppoovwn Sixavootvy dvdpeta doe GAdat 

rod HOous Soxovow emaweral eivat. Kata yap TavTas emawerol Neyopueba’ kata 

S€ rds Tod Adyov Exovros obseis Ematvettar ove yap ért codds, ovdeis 

emaweirar, ovre dre cppovipos, ovd’ OXws Kata TL TOY rowvitay cvder. 

This is not in itself Aristotelian, but Aristotle suggested it. 

With the words which head this note—qatveras 89 «rd. cf, Ade? 

A. 14. 1020 b. 23 pdduora Sé 75 &yaQdy Kal Td KAKOY ONpalver TO TOLOv 

emi rev euWixav, kai TovTey pddioTa emt Tois ExovTt mpoaipeow : Cf. also 

E. N. ii. 5, which turns on goodness (dpern) being regarded as he 

mo.rns par excellence: hence an examination of the admitted forms 

of modrns—ekis, divapis, waO0s (OF madnriK} modrns), with the conclu- 

sion § 6. 1106 a, 11 Aeimerat bers Tas dperds eivar. 

kat Tov ioxupdv 8] Kb: accepted by Rassow (Forsch. 54). The 
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dé serves to bring out clearly that there are /wo distinct classes 1101 b. 16. 

of émaueré—the dperat, and ra kata duvapev guotxyy : hence also the 

word tre Suxéevan here. 

§ 3. yeotou] sc. of Geol. b. 19. 

todto Sé cupBaiver] 7... tods Geos mpds jpas dvapéperba, Cf. b. 20. 

£. N. x. 8. 7 for Aristotle’s view of the life of the Gods, which is 

Oewpytixy évépyera, holding itself entirely apart from admixture with 

the concrete, and consequently from interference in human af- 
fairs. 

§ 4. dpolws 8€ kal Tay dyabdv| sc. Ta Oetérara, b. 25. 

§ 5. Eu8ofos] Said to have been one of Plato’s pupils; chiefly b. 27. 
celebrated as an astronomer (JZe/. A. 8) ; made ydovy the summum 

bonum (Z. 4. x. 2). For references to the literature about him 
see Schwegler, J/e/. vol. iv. p. 310. Opposite the section before us 

there is a scholium on the margin of Par. 1854 (L>)—not however, 
so far as I could judge, one of those by the hand which wrote the 
text—throwing considerable light on this doctrine of Eudoxus: it 

is (see Cramer, Axecdofa Graeca vol. i. Schol. Cod. Par. 1854, 
p. 1101 b. 27)—€reye yap ri jdoviy éwéxewa civar avr TOY ayadav 

kal 61a ToiTo dmévepev aitn 6 Evdogos ta apioteia, ‘This expression 

éméxewa mdvtev tov dyabav suggests the view that the doctrine of 

Eudoxus was only a modification of Plato’s theory of the id¢a 

rayadov, and consequently by no means a ‘hedonistic ’ doctrine, as 

Aristotle insinuates “4. JV. x. 2. 1 émurtevovto & of Adyou Sia THY TOU 

jOous aperiy paddov i) 60 abrovs’ duapepdvtws yap Oder copper eivar' ob 

d}) Gs Piros ris HSovas eddKet Tadta Eye, GAN’ ovT@s éxew Kat’ adA7Oevay. 

Here Aristotle speaks as if Eudoxus was better than his doctrine: 

but it is quite in Aristotle’s manner to misrepresent the doctrines of 

the Platonists. See note on Z. WV. x.1. 2. In the present (i. 12. 
5) it will be understood that Aristotle does not imply his approval 

of the conclusion drawn by Eudoxus. 

§ 6.] eyxeyia are given to good acts or products as such; émawos b. 33. 

to the qualities in men necessarily resulting in such acts or 

products; while a Life spent in the systematic performance 
of all good acts is, taken. as a whole, rimov and rédeov, The 

editors refer to Rhe?. i. 9. 1367 b. 26 gore & erawos Ao-yos ewpavifwr 
, ~ ~ 

peéyeOos dpetns . . . TOO eykwpioy TeV Epyor €oTt . . . Od Kal eyKopud- 
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1101 b. 33. (ouev mpagartas* ta 8 epya onpeia ths eLews eotww* erel erawvotper Kat pu} 

b. 35. 

1102°a, 2. 

mempayéra, ei muotevopev eivat Towdrov, See also the passage from 

£ £. ii. 1 quoted in the introductory note to this chapter. 

§ 7. Tots wept Ta éykdpra memovnpévors| In a list of Aristotle’s 

works given by Hesychius we find réxyy éyxopaorixy (see Berlin 

Arist. 1469): cf. het. ad Alex. 4 on the éyxapiacrixoy e€idos. 

§ 8. dpxn| dpxny Mb, Ob CCC, Ald., but dpyn is right; Zell 
quotes ii. 9. 1 rovavrn eoriv (1 dpern) bia TO oToXaTTIKy Tod péoov «ival, 

and vil. 14. 5 re dvxovrar dia To ohodpat eivac. 

The rédos, or perfect adult form, is the dpxyn which determines 

the growth, through all its stages, of a plant or animal (see Je/. A. 

8. 1073 a. I TO mparov ov oméppa eorly adda TO Tédecov) ; similarly, 

edSatuovia—the tédos, or perfect form of human nature, is, as caddy, 

the dpx7, or principle of attraction, which moves siates and 

individuals to the performance of noble actions. 

CHAPTER? XIE 

ARGUMENT. 

Since Happiness is ‘a vital function manifesting perfect excellence, let us 

now, tn order to get a clearer view of Happiness, examine the nature of ‘ excel- 

lence. In doing so-we shall only be following out the line of enquiry contemplated 
at the beginning of this Treatise, when we described our Science as a kind of 

Statesmianship ; for the ‘ excellence’ or * goodness’ of their citizens ts what all 

true Statesmen (e. ¢. the great lawgivers of Crete, Sparta, and other states) have 
been most anxious about. 

Of course it is man’s excellence that we examine ; and the excellence not of _ 
his body but of his soul; for we define Happiness asa vital function, 2. e. a 
function of the soul. The Statesman then must know something about the soul 

as a whole, just as the physician must know the body as a whole: in each case 
no part can be known or treated aright except as part of the whole. But the 

Statesman’s study of Psychology need not go into wearisome details, for its end 
ts practical not scientific. 

It will be enough then if we here borrow the main outlines of Psychology 
Srom other works in which the subject is treated—and first, let us borrow the 

division of the soul into (1) the irrational part and (2) the part which has 
reason—tt does not concern us here whether these parts ave really separate as 

hand and foot are in the body, or only separated in thought as convex and con- 

cave in the mathematical circumference. Then the irrational part ts sub- 

divided. Firstwe have the vegetative part, the principle of nutrition and growth, 
which we see perhaps most plainly at work in the embryo ; but it continues to 
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operate in the adult also. This principle is common to all living creatures and 
not peculiar to man. Thus it operates most in sleep when the difference between 
men as men, 2. ¢€. between good men and bad men, ts least apparent: ‘during 

half their lives’ according to the saying ‘the happy are no better off than the 

miserable. And this ts easily explained, for sleep is the non-activity of the 

soul qua principle of conduct—although the principle of conduct may sometimes 
be so far active in sleep as to make the dreams of the good man better than those 

of the bad man. But enough of this: let us pass on from the nutritive part 

whose excellence ts not that of man as man, to the other subdivision of the ° 

trrational part—to ‘ the principle which though irrational yet participates some- 

how in reason.’ In the continent man and in the incontinent man we see two 
principles, one that of reason which we praise, and another which opposes 
reason. This latter principle in the continent man at least obeys reason or 

participates in it. Thus the irrational part of the soul contains two principles 

—the vegetative principle which does not participate tn reason at all, and the 
appetitive which does in the sense of listening to reason and obeying it. Ad- 
monition, reproof and exhortation all witness to its participation in reason ; 

and tf we wish on the strength of its ‘ participation’ to say that it * has reason, 

there can be no objection to our saying so, and subdividing ‘ the part of the soul 
which has reason’ into two parts—the part which has reason in the strict 
sense, t.e. tn ttself, like the father who directs ; and the part which has it ina 
secondary sense, t.e. by derivation from another or participation, like the child 

who follows his father’s directions. 
This subdivision underlies the classification of the ‘excellences” We dis- 

tinguish them as those of the intellect (i.e. the part which has reason in itself ) 
and those of the moral character (t.e. the appetitive part which follows reason). 

Wisdom, intelligence and prudence are excellences of the intellect; liberality 
and temperance of the moral character. When we are describing a man’s 
moral character we do not speak of him as wise or intelligent but as good 

tempered or temperate ; whereas the wise man comes in for the praise appro- 

priate to his habit, which belongs to the other division, that of the intellect. In 
both divisions an ‘ excellence’ may be described as a ‘ habit which we praise. 

§ 1. wept dperis émucxentéov dy ein| K>, Camb., and Asp., are 1102 a. 6. 

the authorities for av ein, accepted by Bywater. The words dv ety, 

are not found in other authorities. 
A new division of the Zvhics begins here. After indicating, in 

this chapter, the psychological ground of the distinction between 
the d:avonrixai and the 76:kai aperai, Aristotle goes on in Book ii, and 

Book iii chapters 1-5, to discuss the common characteristics of 
the 7@xai dperai. This discussion is summed up in lil. 5. 21 Kkow7 

pev ovv Tept Tay aperey eipnrac: then follows a detailed account of the 

separate 7O:xai dperat up to the end of Book v: while Book vi is 
devoted to a discussion of the Siavontixal dperat, 

§ 2.6 kar adyPevay modttiKds|, Michelet compares Pol. iii. 5. a. 8. 
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1280 b. 4 gavepov Ore Sei mepi dperis emedes etvar tH Y ws adnOds 

dvopatopevn ode. Cf. also H.E. i. 5. 1216 a. 23 of woddot Tov 

TONTIKOY OK GAnOas TUYYdvOVaL THs Mpoonyopias. ov yap eioL ToduTLKOL 
X A > , c ‘ ‘ A - -~ > ‘ , 

Kara THy GAnOeav. 6 pev yap TodutiKds TOY Kady eoTi mpakewy mpoatpeTi- 
, an ee PCRS \ 1 \ , ” of ~ Kés, avTa@v xapw* ot dé TodAol xpnudtwy Kal weovegtas EveKev AmTovTAaL TOU 

(iv ovTas. 

§ 3. Kpntav] Pol. ii. 7. 

Aakedatpoviwy| Pol. ii. 6. Grant remarks that ‘ Aristotle seems 
to have inherited the preference felt by Plato and Socrates for the 
Spartan constitution; not so much as a historical fact, but rather 
as a philosophical idea. It presented the scheme of an entire 

education for the citizens, though Aristotle confesses that this 

became degraded into a school for gymnastic.’ The fault which 

Aristotle finds with the Spartan legislation is that it is based 

ona one-sided psychology—that it recognises only the virtues of the 
Ovpoedées péepos. Cf. Pol. li. 6. 1271 a. 41 Kat @Oi Oe 7H tmobece Tov 

vomobérov emiTypnocev dv Tis . . . Tpds yap pépos aperHs } Taca civyTakis 

Tov vopwv eat, THY TodEpeKHY' avtn dé xpnoiwn mpos TO KpaTety’ Tovyapoty 

ecwlovto péev trodepovvtes, am@ddvvTo Se ap§avtes, dea 76 py eriotacGat 

cxordtew, pnde noxnxevar pndepiav doxnow €ér€pav Kuptorépay THs TroAEpLKis. 

Cf. Pol. ©. 3. 1338 b. 9 viv pev ovv ai pddiora Soxotoa tay méhewv 

expedeiobat Tov Traidwr at pev dOdyriyy e€w eyroiovor, AwBapevar Ta Te 

eidn Kat THY avéqow Tov c@pdtar, of SE Adkwves TavTnV HEV ovX Hpap- 

tov tHyv dpaptiav, Onpiaders & amepyd{ovrat trois movois, ws TovTO mpos 

dvdpiav padiora oupdpéepor, xatrot, kabdrep etpntat moddakis, ovTe mpds 
f »* A , , , 4 ‘ > , 

play . . . ovTE mpos padiota TavTHY, Brerovta ToMTEov THY emipé etary. 

et twes Etepor] Michelet suggests the Carthaginians, whose 
constitution is described, and on the whole favourably criticised in 

Pol. ii. 8. Eustr. has os 6 Sdd@v ’AOnvatoy, kat érépwv erepor. 

§ 4. kata thy é§ dpxijs mpoatpeow] see L.NV.i. 2.5. Chi. g. 

8. The Par. has adore dpAov dre 1 Cytnots avtn akodovOos ay ein TH €& 

apxns Tov Adyou ckoT@ jv yap ékeivos wept Tod Téedovus THs ToALTIKAS. 

§ 5. évOpwrivns|] I transcribe Eustratius’ note on this §, not 
as throwing much light on Aristotle’s doctrine of 16 dv6pamwov 
aya@év, but as an interesting example of how Aristotelian doctrines 

fared under the combined influences of Neoplatonism and Christian 

asceticism: moka yevn dpetay cionyov of madatol, mohitixny KabaptiKny 
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, 

voepay kal Tv mapaderypariKiy Kal THY OcoupyiKny’ TovToy 8 éxdorny 1102 a. 14. 
, - , 

Oujpouy eis Térrapa Ta mpdta pdynow avdpetav codpoodtyny Stkavoovvny, 

GAws Kai aos exacrov dmodiddvtes adtdv, olkelws Snrovdre rav yevav 

EKAOT aG\ha viv jpiv tra Sto tad € j aN j ExdoTou. vy piv ta Ovo Ta’Ta ouveyywotar yen padiota, 7 
\ Nine fene \ a a , a , 

moKirixy Kal 1 kaBaptiKn, 1 pev THs Wuxns cvumpattovons TH THpart, 
¢ ‘ , > a 9 , > a nN ener 2 € > A ‘ 
7) S€ xwpiCouerns adrov kai €xovons dovprabds mpds aird, os etvar Thy pev 

, , , \ e ‘A ~ ~ + ia - petpiomabeay pdvov Koddfovcay tras tmepBodas tev mabdy Kal péxpe Tod 

dvaykaiov ouvtnpodsay tiv Kata taita évépyeray, tiv be 4} els amdbecav 
> a é wae 6 , 6 \ vy eer a \ 28 > a e 5 ayovoav ev T@ Ett kaBaiperOa thy Yuxnv, 7) Kai bn dmayayovoay Gre H5n 

kat Kekd@aprar, Kat ampoorabijs mpos tO cepa yeyévnra. dvOpwrivny 
, > a a A , c »” = A + ~ -~ Towvy apetny dyot tHv woduTiKHY, @s oons THs KaOaprikns Kal TOY NowTav 

e ‘ » a A A , e > ‘ ‘ , e a” 

tmep avOpwnov doov Kata TO cuvapdpdrepor’ erei Kai Pioe 6 avOpwros 
ad \ ‘ A Va a ‘ \ ‘ A A > -~ 

TMEpov Kal cuvayedaoTikoy Kal Koworkdy' Ore S€ Kal Tiy Tpos TO olKetoy 
Lod , > , ig ‘ > , ’ ‘x , ~ 

Topa Kowoviay apynoerar, UmEp avOpwreiay Tore KabcaoTHnKe GivOETW, TAaCTAY 
« A > , ee 4 > , -~ , - ‘ Achy dmnpynpevos evépyerav, kal dverotpdpm Tay xewpdvev Woy} Kal 

v@ xabap® mpos Ta ( ivapepo kal mpos tHv Oetav avarrAovpe @ Kalap@ mpos Ta kpeitTw avapepdopevos kal mpos THY Oeiav dvarrovpevos 

€hAapyre. 

§ 6. kat thy edSaipovtay $€] This clause introduced by kal . . . a. 17. 
8é (on which see Eucken, de Arist. dicend?’ rat. Pars Prima: de 
particularum usu p. 32) stands to that immediately preceding it in 

the same relation in which the words kai yap réyaOdv x.r.d. in § 5 

stand to those immediately preceding them: accordingly, the 

Paraphrast’s rendering is simply—erei roivuy ) dvOpwnivn dperi od Tov 

Topards cotw adda THs Wuxns (Kat THY eVdaipoviay yap wuyis evépyecav 

héyopev), Kd. 

§ 7. dowep kal tov dbadpods Oepamedcoyta kal may (75) oGpo]| a. 19. 

It seems best (with the Par., Victorius., Zell, Coraes, Grant, Stahr, 

Williams and Ramsauer) to govern kai wav (7d) cdpa by e’déva, not 
by Ocparevoovra (with Eustr., Argyrop., Lamb., Michelet and Peters), 
‘The statesman must know something about the nature of the 

soul, just as the practical oculist must have a general knowledge of 
the body’: 8yAoy dre Set rdv roderixdy eidévar THs Eyer Ta rept Wuxny, 

donep kai tov pédAdovra opOadpov Oepamevew, Tod Gaparos mavrds Thy 

yoow éxew avaykn Paraph. This interpretation is strongly 

supported by Plato, Charm. 156 B, quoted by Coraes and Grant— 

0n Kai ov dknxoas Tov dyabay iatpSv, émeiddy Tis adtois mpooéAOyn Tods 

dPOarpods ddryav, Ayovai rov Sri ody oidy Te adrods pdvous EmLXELpely TOUS 

opOarpodis tacba, ddANX dvayxaiov ein Gua kai thy Kepadyv beparedew el 
, a , > 

pedhoe Kai Ta Toy Gppdrwy «ed Exew' Kal ad TO THY Kepadry olecbar av 
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tote Oeparedoa aitny ef éavtns, dvev Gov Tod GMpaTos, ToAA}Y dyovav 

eivat’ éx 61 TovTov Tod Aoyov Siairas emi wav Td oGpa (cf. Ramsauer’s 

conj. (adopted by Bywater) av 16 c@pa for ray cdpa in EY NV. i. 13. 
7] tpemdpevor pera rod ddov 7d pepos emtxetpotor Oepamedvetv’. This 

wide view of the relation of the special organ to the whole body, 

or of local symptoms to the general condition of the body, recalls 
the teaching of Hippocrates, to physicians of whose school we may 

suppose Aristotle to refer in the expression ray iatpav ot xapievres 

§ 7. In the Treatise wept apyxains inrpuxjs 20, Hippocrates lays down, 

and in the Prognostic (see Littré, Hipp. ii. 96) and Treatise mept 

dairns d&wv (see Littré, App. ii. 198) applies, the great principle— 
that we must study 6 dvépemos, the concrete human organism, in all 

its rapports with external things, and ascertain the effects, healthy 

and morbid, which they produce upon it, instead of taking 

(as unscientific practitioners do) each symptom by itself, and 
pronouncing it to be a case of wuxpdr, which must be met by 

the application of @epydv, or of typév, by the application of éypéx— 

a method which he derides in mepi dpx. inr. 13, as 6 rpdmos 6 e& 

trobécews. See mepi apy. intr. 20 (Littré vol. i. p. 622) émei roi ye 

poe Boxéer advaykaiov elvar ravti intpe rept diatos eidévat, kat wavy oTou- 

Sdoa ws etoerar, cimep Te pedder Tov SedvT@v moincey, 6 Ti eoTw avOpe- 

mos mpos Ta e€oOidpeva kal mivdpeva, Kal 6 Te mpos Ta GAXNa emiTNOeipata 

kal 6 trad’ éxdorou éxdor@ EvpByoera. Littré (vol. i. pp. 295, 296 

Introd.) is of opinion that Plato has this passage (or one to similar 

effect at the beginning of the First Book epi dcairns, see Littré 

vol. i, p. 300) in view in Phaedrus 270 C Xo. Woyijs ody piow 
ais Néyou Katavonoa: oler Suvarov ecivar avev THs Tod ddov Giaeas ; 

ov. ef pev ‘Inmoxpare: te TO TOY AoKAnmiaday Het te TeiMec Oat, ovdé wepi 

aapatos dvev ths peOddov raitns. Although Aristotle only once 

mentions Hippocrates by name (and that without any reference to 

his doctrines—- Pol. H. 4. 1326 a. 15), traces of the influence of his 

teaching are, according to Littré (vol. i. p. 72), numerous in 
the Aristotelian writings. To the passages mentioned by Littré 

may be added de Sensu 1. 436 a. 20 (quoted by Grant and 

Ramsauer to illustrate ray larpav of xapievres), a passage which 
describes the method of physicians who observed a rule identical 

1 Cf. Aristocles peripateticus (Suidas. s.’ApioroxAjjs), apud Euseb. Praepar. 
Evang. xi. ch. 3 xaOdrep ydp of iarpot pépn Tid OeparevorTes, émpedovvTa TOV 
dAwY TwLATwY TpToV, oUTW k.T.A.: see Mullach, Fragm. Phil. iii. 206, 299. 
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with that (dvayxaioy mavti inrpd mept ious eidévac) laid down by 1102 a. 19. 

Hippocratus—oyediv trav te rept picews of mheiorou Kal rdv larpay of 

Prooopwrepas thy TéExyny peTidvres of pév TehevTaTW eis Ta rept LarpuKAs, 

oi 8 ck ray mepi pioews apxovra mepi iarpixijs. Medical specialists, 

(see Herod. ii. 84, for the length to which specialisation was 

carried in Egypt), must control their treatment of particular organs 

by a competent knowledge of the structure and functions of 

the whole organism ; similarly, the statesman who has to educate 
a people must do so with a knowledge of human nature as 
an organic whole, otherwise he will fall into error like that of the 
Spartan Legislator who cultivated the warlike virtues of his people at 

the expense of the peaceful. Cf. Pol. H. 13.1334 a. 6 af yap mreiora 

TOY TOLOUT@Y TOE@Y TOAELOdTAL pev GHCovTaL, KaTaKTnOdpevat dé THY apxny 

amdddvvrar . . . aitios 8’ 6 vopobérns ov madevaas divacbar cxordCew. 

The interpretation offered by Eustr., Argyrop., Lamb., Mich. 

and Peters cannot, I think, be easily maintained against the 

evidence afforded by the parallels quoted above. Argyropylus 
referring kal rav cépa to eparetoorra, gives the following rendering— 

“Quemadmodum et eum qui curaturus est oculos totumque corpus, 

de ipsis scire oportet’ ; which is thus explained by Michelet— ut 
politicum qui animo medetur animi naturam perspectam habere 

oportet, ita medicus qui oculum totumve corpus curat, id, quod 

semper curat, sive oculum sive corpus nosse debet. Virtus enim 
se habet ad animum ut sanitas ad oculum corpusve.’ The other 

interpretation, according to Michelet, ‘leaves us without a simile’ ; 
—‘nec dicere vult Aristoteles, animi virtutem spectanti majus 
quiddam animo investigandum esse, quemadmodum qui oculis 

mederetur totum corpus nosse deberet: istud enim de medico 

quidem et ipsum verum est, de politico autem nihil simile proferre 
possit.” This objection we may answer by remarking that what 
Aristotle insists upon is that the statesman must have a knowledge 

of human nature as a whole, if he is to deal successfully with 

the education of any of its particular tendencies or capacities: 7. e. 

that whenever he is engaged with one part of human nature 
he must think of the other parts: e.g. when he is dealing with a 
particular épefis, say the love of money, he must take it in con- 

nexion with other épéées, such as that for pleasurable indulgence ; 

and further, must consider the relation of the dpexridy pépos 

generally to the rational element: and the connexion of both 
dpe&is and Adyos with the Opemrixdy pépos. 

M 
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§ 8. tovtwy xdpw] ray dperav évexa, Eustr. 

§ 9. ev tots efwrepixots Adyors] I think that it is best to render 

this expression quite generally—‘in other accounts,’ or ‘ else- 

where, leaving it to be gathered from the context whether the 

reference, in this or that particular case, is to written or to un- 

written opinions, to the opinions of Aristotle himself, or to those of 

others. ‘That the reference is always to a definite class of popular 

treatises (as distinguished from the a@bdsiruse treatises—dxpoartkot 

Aoyo, see Strabo xiii. 609, Plut. Alex. 7, adv. Colot. 14, Aul. Gell. 

XX. 5) written by Aristotle himself was held by many of the older 
interpreters (e. g. by Victorius and Lambinus), but has been given 

up by most modern scholars. The literature of the subject is very 
extensive. The student may consult (in addition to the notes 
of Michelet, pp. 28-31 and p. 72, Zell, p. 56, and Ramsauer, p. 71), 

the following authorities—Jnd. Ar. s. v. e&. Noy.; Grant, Ethics (ap- 
pendix B on e€wrepixot Adyou), Grote, Arzsfolle i. 63 sqq.—Bernays, Dre 

Dialoge des Aristotéles, Susemihl, Neue Jahrbiicher vol. 129 (‘ eEwte- 
ptkot Adyot bei Arist. u. Eud.’; his conclusion is that eEerepexot Aéyor= 

‘ausserphilosophischen Erérterungen mit verschiedener Farbung 
in verschiedenen Stellen’), Thurot, Etudes sur Arisiote, 1860, p. 223, 

Brandis, Dre Schicksale der Artstotelischen Bicher, Rhein. Mus.i. 254, 

Stahr, Arzstofelia vol. ii. 3 (iiber den Unterschied exot. u. esot. 
Schriften des Arist.), and Zeller, PZ. d. Gr. vol. ii. 2. p. 114 sqq. 
Zeller’s conclusion (p. 118 sqq.) is expressed thus—‘ Wenn auch 

im allgemeinen jede Erérterung eine exoterische genannt werden 

kann, welche nicht zu der eben vorliegenden Untersuchung gehért, 

oder welche nicht tiefer in ihren Gegenstand eindringt, wenn ferner 

die “exoterischen Reden” nicht immer und nicht nothwendig 

eine bestimmte Klasse von Schriften bezeichnen, so finden sich 

doch Stellen, in denen wir allen Grund haben, sie auf solche zu 

beziehen.’ The present reference (Z. 2. i. 13. 9) Zeller thinks 
(p. 122), is most probably to the Dialogue Ludemus. 

It is to be observed that the Paraphrast, in his note on the 
present passage, is careful to say that the reference is mof to written 

works—zepi Wouyis tolvyy od povov ev ovyypaupaciy, dAda Kal amo 

atTdpatos mpos Tous évTvyxavovtas apkovyTws etmouev Evia’ Kal xpynoTeoy 

avrots. 

otov] = scilicet, videlicet. See Jud. Arist. and Ramsauer’s note. 
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Bernays (de Dial. d. Arist. p.65) makes otov here=‘ zum Beispiel,’ 1102 a. 27. 
wrongly, I think. 

§ 10. td Adyo] As we might say—‘ logically two, but really a. 30. 

(meqpuxéra, 2.e. as really existing) indivisible.’ Cf. /e/. M. 2. 1077 b. 
13. The distinction marked by Aédym and medpuxdra here is that 

elsewhere marked by Aoykas and gvorxds (see note on vii. 3. 9). 
To explain a thing Aoy:kds is to explain it by means of a formula more 
or less abstract and general: to explain it puoués is to explain it 

more concretely, taking account of its natural properties. It is 

evident that while only one exhaustive concrete view of an object 
can be taken, more than one abstract view may. Thus a ocvvodov 

may be Ady dv0. Wuxn, which is the totality of the functions of the 

body, exists (wepuxe) only as a totality. Reason does not exist 
without sense, or sense without the vegetative functions; but we can 

look at the Wvxn from various points of view—as rational, sensitive, 

vegetative ; just as in mathematics we can look at a real line, which 
has a certain breadth as well as length, from the point of view of 
its length only. 

év TH weptpepeta| Here the circumference formed by a line ‘ with- a. 31. 

out breadth’ is /ooked at from two points of view—as concave and 
convex. 

§§ 11-19.] The ‘psychology’ contained in these §§ is, with slight a. 32. 
differences of terminology, that already given in i. 7. 12-13, where 
see notes. 

§ 11. ows kai puting] The meaning of xowg here is explained 
below, § 12—ravrns pev ody Kowwn Tis apeti Kal oUK avOpwrivy paiverar, 

In De An. ii. 4. 415 a. 23 nutrition and reproduction are mentioned 

as the two functions of this ‘ part of the soul ’—# yap Operti«n Woxy 
' kal Tois Gddos ddpyet, kal mpoty Kai Kowordtn Stvapis eat. Wuyis, Kal’ 

iv imapxer TO (yy dracw. js eotiv épya yevvnoat Kai tpopA xpqoba.. 

§ 12. Soxet yap év tots Umvors evepyetv pddtora] The commentators 1102 b. 3. 
quote sept Urvov kal eypyydpoews 1. 454 b. 32 7d Epyov 7d abrod rovet 

TO Openrixdv poptoy év TH Kabevdew paddov i) ev TS eypynyopeva’ tpédherar 

yap kat avédvera rére paddovr, as ovdey mpoodedpeva mpas radra Ths 

aic@noews. The natural connexion between sleep and nutrition is 

brought out in full detail in epi drvov 3.‘ Der Zweck des Schlafs,’ 

says Zeller, Ph. d. Gr.ii. 2. p. 550 (referring to De Somno 3), ‘ist die 
M 2 
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Erhaltung des Lebens, die Erholung welclie ihrerseits wieder dem 
hdheren Zwecke der wachen Thiatigkeit dient. Seine natiirliche 

Ursache liegt in dem Ernahrungsprocess.’ 

§ 13.] In the treatise wept evumvioy Aristotle explains dreams as 

caused by xuwyaers, similar to those made by the aio@yrd, occurring in 

the organs of sensation in the absence of the aic@jrad. He points 

to the phenomenon of ‘ after-images,’ 2. 459 b, as illustrating the 

principle of the persistence of sense xwioes, and accounts for the 

dreamer’s belief in the truth of his dream, while it lasts, by the fact 

that the xivnows which constitutes the dream is not exposed to the 

lively criticism of other experiences, but has the dpx7 (or conscious 
principle) of the dreamer all to itself, 6: dpyiav tay Kara péprov 

aicOnoewy Kat advvapiay tov evepyetv. The dpyy pronounces for the 

truth of any experience purporting to come from sense, unless a 

more authoritative experience be present to contradict the judgment 
—repi evurviov 3. 461 b. 3 dds yap oO ad’ exaotns aidbnceas pynow 

7) apxn, €av py érépa kupiwrépa avtiph. atverae pev ovv mavtas, Soke dé 

ov mavTws TO Gaivdpevov, GAN’ cay TO emiKpivoy KaTéxnTat 7) py KWATAL THY 
, , 

olkelay Kino. 

thy et py] M>, Asp.—adopted, in place of the wAjv et my of other 
sources, by Bywater, who makes the words 6éev gaciv ... pavdy 

parenthetical. 

Bedtiw] Cf. Plato, Rep. ix. 571 C: also Prodd. A. 14. 957 a. 23. 

§ 15. adAy Tis puots Tis Wuxis] Pio here is equivalent to duvayis 

Or pdptov, 

Tod yap éyKpatods Kal dxpatods Tov Adyov| In the eyxparys or ‘ con- 
tinent man,’ and dxparjs or ‘incontinent man,’ there is a struggle 

between éemOupia and Adyos, with the result that,in the case of the ¢y«pa- 

ts, Néyos generally prevails, and, in the case of the dxparns, éemOupia : 

?.e. both know that it is wrong to follow pleasure, but feel inclined 

to follow it; the dxparns, however, yields to his inclination, whereas ~ 

the éeyxparns does not. Distinguished from the d«parnjs and eéyxparns, 

in whom a struggle takes place between Aoyos and émOupia, are the 

akddaoros or ‘incorrigible,’ and the capper or ‘temperate man,’ in 
neither of whom there is a struggle—because, in the dxédacros, ém- 

Oupia has gained complete supremacy, and Adyos, in the cadper. 

The desires of the capper cheerfully obey reason: the reason (or, 
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conscience) of the axédaoros is either silenced or transformed into a 1102 b.14. 
Wevdys Aéyos—a Flatterer of Desire. 

emt Tavavtia yap at dppat tay dkpatav] Cf. ili, 2. 4, 5 Kal 6 dxparis p, 21. 

erOupay pev mparret, mpoatpovpevos & ov 6 eyxpatns O avdwadw mpoa- 

povpevos pev, éemOuvpav & ov. Kai mpoapeoer pev emiOvuia évavtrodrar, 

emOupia & éemiOupia ov: cf. also note ad loc. with reference to Rep. 

440, where Plato proves that the eémOupytixdy and Aoyorexdy are 

distinct ‘ parts,’ by pointing, just as Aristotle does here, to the 
‘opposition’ between them. 

§ 16. mas 8 erepov, obdev Siapeper| 2.¢. mérepov Siwpiorar Kabarep b, 25. 

Ta TOU THpatos popia . . . i) TS dy Svo early dxwpiota wepvkoTa . . . 

ovdev Suapeper Tpds TS Trapdv—S 10 above. 

§ 17. meBapyet yoov To Adyw TS TOG eyKpatods| sc. dpexrixoy. pH. 26. 

Aristotle seems here to offer a sort of apology for describing 7é rod 

Gikpatous as peréxov Aoyov. See note on i. 3. 6 for an estimate of the 
Adyos TOU akparous. 

awppovos Kat dvdpeiou] The ocappav and avdpeios are given as b. 27. 

examples of confirmed virtue. ¢yxpdreca is not properly €&ts. 

mdvta yap spopwvet TO byw] Cf. ix. 4. 3 Spoyrvwpovet EavTg (6 b. 28. 

arovdatos) Kal Tay aitGy dpéyerat Kata Tacav Tip Woxnv. On the other 

hand, oracwdger (rdv poxOnpadv) 4 Wvxn Kal TO pev Oa poxOnpiay aryet 
> , , cy I 7 ‘ \ \ a A 9 3m o e 
drexopevov twav Td 8 ASera, Kal TO pev Sevpo 7d O°. ekeioe EAKeL Gorrep 

diaomavra—ix. 4. 9. 

§18. datverar 8} Kal 7d Gdoyor Sitrdv]| 2. e. as well as the yux7 
itself, which has already (§ 9) been divided into two parts—ro ddoyoy 

and 76 ddyoy €xov. 

Td pev yap dutiKxdy oddapds Kowvwvet Adyou] It is true that Adyos, as b. 29. 
conscientia—t.e. as a regulating principle within the individual of 

which he himself is conscious, does not interfere with his vegetative 

(or merely physiological) functions, as it interferes with his appetites 

and desires. At the same timewe must remember that these vegetative 

functions are there because they are materially necessary, in the 

economy of the ;vyzy, for the realisation of its end—the conscious- 

ness of Adyos. In this sense then they ‘ participate in Adyos’: they 

must be defined in reference to it (épi¢erae yap exaorov 76 réhev iii. 7. 6): 

except as ‘necessary in the economy of the yu x7, for the conscious 
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1102 b.29. realisation of dyes,’ they are meaningless—as the ol«ia is mean- 
ingless except as ‘materially necessary for the 7éds.’ We may say, 
then, that, although the ¢vrikoy pépos ‘ has nothing in common with 

Adyos ’—if Aéyos be taken to mean (as it certainly means in this con- 

text) the individual’s consczous regulation of irrational tendencies, 
yet it ‘has all in common with Adyos,’ in so far as it is dexrexdy, 2.€. SO 

constituted as to serve as material basis for the individual’s con- 
sciously realised Aéyos. Again, although the conscious Adyos of the 
individual cannot step in suddenly to modify his own vegetative, or 

merely physiological functions, as it can to modify his appetites and 

desires, the conscious dyes of the ‘legislator’ does, in the long 

run, modify the vegetative, or merely physiological functions of the 
individuals belonging to the race over whose development he pre- 

sides. In the interest of the particular form of culture which it is 

his ‘end’ to realise in his citizens, ‘the legislator’ will see that the 

suitable physique is at last produced in them. But, after all, we 
need not look so high as ‘the legislator’ to find conscious modifica- 

tion of vegetative functions. The results of ‘sexual selection’ are 

evidence for the reaction of ‘consciousness,’ even among the lower 

animals, on the vegetative part. However, to limit the reference to 
*the human race—we can say 76 pev urixdy ovdapds Kowwovet Aéyou 

only if we take Aéyos in the restricted sense of the reason of the 

individual, and forget that vdzos which is Adyos amd twos ppovnoews 

kai vod (Z. 1. x. 9. 12) takes measures which, in the history of the 

race, profoundly affect ‘ the vegetative part.’ 

b. 30, 70 8 émbupytixdy Kat Sos dpextixdy] 7. ¢. 7d dpexrixor is the generic 

term: see De An. iii. 3, 414 b. 2 (quoted by Ramsauer) épefis pev 

yap embupia kai Oupods Kat BovdAnos. 

b.31, odrw 8)... padypatixdv] The Paraph. has—adéyopey yap rov 
marpos kal Tov pidwv Adyov Exew Td emtatpéeper Oar mpds abrovds Kal ois Kehev- f 

ovow ekaxodovdeiv? éyopev dé Kal Tdv pabnparixay dyov Exew TO €idévar ; 

adTd Kal yraoiv twa Kat éemothpny aitav éxew. The phrase éxew ddyor i 

has a double meaning: éyew Adyov trav pabnuatixGy is ‘ to have the 

theory or demonstration of mathematical propositions’ in one’s 
own mind—z. e. to understand it for oneself: to take it on authority 
would not be to ‘have it,’ in this sense of ‘having:’ €xew Adyov Tov 

matpés is, idiomatically, to ‘have regard to one’s father ’"—to pay 
attention to his advice; but here the reader is asked to lose sight, 

for a moment, of the idiomatic sense of the phrase, and contrast ) 
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‘having the Adyos of one’s father’ with ‘having the Adyos of 1102b. 31. 
mathematical propositions.’ ‘Having the Adyos of one’s father’ is 
having it as borrowed from him; ‘having the Adyos of mathe- 
matical propositions’ is having it in the strict sense of ‘ having ’— 

having it in one’s own right, for the Adyos of the paOnuarixca is the 

Aoyos Of the paOnparixos himself—eml pev yap rev avev vAns 1d aird 

gore TO voouv Kat TO voovpevov: De An, ili. 4. 4304. 2. 

It is difficult to express in English the double entendre of the 
Greek; but the meaning is that one is ‘ rational ’"—éyee Adyov—in 

two senses—as yielding to the good advice of another, and as 

grasping scientific truth by one’s own effort. 

§ 19. ei 8€ xp Kat todto pdvar Aéyov Exew, Sittdv Eorar kal 76 1103 a. 1. 

Aédyov éxov, TS pev Kupiws Kal év aitTw, TO 8 domep Too TaTpds dKouc- 
TUKOV Tt] The d@doyov has been shown to be &:rrév—viz. ro gutixoy and 

76 dpexrixdv, To dpexrixdv has, gua xatjkoov Néyov, been described as 

petéxov Adyov. Aristotle now goes on—‘If we are to say that the 

dpexrixdy also (kai rodro), as well as the Aéyov Exov proper, éxet Aoyov 

in virtue of its being petéxov Adyov, then the Adyor éxov also will be 

Sirrév as well as 76 Gdoyov. We shall have the Adyov gxov sub- 

divided into (1) 16 Adyov Exov kupias Kai ev airgé—that which ‘has 

reason,’ in the strict sense of ‘ having,’ 7. e. ‘has it in itself, and (2) 
rd Adyov éxov, Where €xov=peréxov—that which ‘has reason,’ not in 

its own right, but by derivation or participation. An illustration 

may make this clearer: Animals are divided into (1) rational—man, 
and (2) irrational—the lower animals. Of the lower animals some 

(2) e.g. bats, do not allow themselves to be directed by man’s 

reason : others (4) e.g. dogs, do: and if we may call (4) ‘rational,’ 

then (r) will have its two divisions, as well as (2), (2) being counted 

under both (1) and (2). 

érrawodpev Sé Kal Tov copdy Kata Thy Ev] See note oni. 12.2. a.8. 
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Lixcellence being of two kinds, Intellectual and Moral, the former owes tts 

origin and development, for the most part, to teaching, and therefore needs time 
and experience, the latter comes from habit (€8os—hence its name in Greek 
n0Kn). This being so, tt ts plain that the various forms of Moral Excellence, 

i.e. the various Moral Virtues, are not naturally implanted qualities in us ; 

Sor habit cannot alter any natural quality; e.g. it 7s the nature of a stone to 
fall, and you cannot habituate zt fo rise by throwing it up into the air ever so 
often. The Virtues, then, are not naturally implanted qualities ; but this does \ 

not mean that their presence in us ts ‘ contrary to nature. It is our nature to | 
be capable of acquiring them ; but it is by habit that we do actually acquire! 
them. “ 

further, where a natural endowment is concerned, the order in time is (1) 
faculty, or organ, e.g. eyes, and (2) employment of faculty, or organ, e.g. 

seeing: we did not acquire owr eyes by often seeing, but first had eyes, and then 
saw with them ; whereas in the case of the Virtues the order is reversed : bwe 
acquire them by acting, even as we acquire the Arts—we become builders by 
building, just men by doing just acts. To understand how true this ts, we have 

only to look at the procedure of law-givers. Wishing to make their citizens 

good, they provide laws under which their citizens are habituated to perform 
good actions. A good constitution differs from a bad one in the success with 
which tt habituates the citizens to perform good actions. 

Again, the analogy of the Arts, referred to above, will help us to understand 

another point, viz.—that tt ts in the same, not in different circumstances, with 

the same, not with different opportunities, that one man, by repeatedly acting 

well, acquires a Virtue, and another man, by repeatedly acting badly, falls 
away tnto the opposite Vice. In the same circumstances one man becomes a 
good builder, or musician, and another man a bad builder or musician, accord- 

eng as the one repeatedly builds, or plays, well, and the other badly: so, it is in 
the same business that one trader becomes just, and another unjust, in the same 
service that one soldier acquires the Virtue of courage, and another falls away 

ato the Vice of cowardice. To sum up—: it ts from the repeated performance 
of similar acts thata Habit is formed. Hence the importance of seeing that the 
acts are of the right kind; for according as they are good or bad, so will the 
Habit be good or bad. It thus makes all the difference to a man’s character, 

whether the acts, which he has been habituated from youth upwards to perform, 
are good or bad. 
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§ 1. 15 whetov] The Paraphrast has—xai 9 peév Scavonrixy exer ev 1103 a. 15. 

kat amd ths pioews thy dpxny (Sexrixoy yap 6 avOparos éemotnpns) Kal 

azo €Oovs avénow AapBaver twa" Td dé mr€ov amd THs SidacKadias Kal THY 

yéveow kal thy av—now €xet. For an account of the relation of ép- 

mewpia to the apxai of émornun see An. Post. ii. 19. 

4 8 7OuKh e& ous] Grant quotes Plato, Lege. 792 E wav 460s 4-17. 

dia €O0s. Cf. also £. EZ. ii. 2. 1220 a. 9, and JZ. Ai. 6. 1186 a. 1, 

and Plutarch De Virt. Mor. ch. 4 (quoted by Zell)—8d kat kadds 
avépactar 7d 700s" ~oTe pev yap, as Tim@ cimeiv, moLdTNs TOU dAdyov TO 

7O0s* a@vdpacrat S€, Ste tiv moudrnta ravrny Kat Thy Suapopay eer KapBaver 

TO Gdoyov bird Tod Aéyou mAaTTOpevoy, ov Bovouevov TO Tabos €Eaipetv 

mavtdnacw (ovre yap Svuvardy ov’re dpewov) adda pov twa kai tak 

emiTiOévTos ait@, Kal tas 7Oukds dpetds, ovK amabelas ovcas, a\Xd ovp- 

perpias ma0av Kat peodrytas, eurovodvtos’ euro. dé 7H ppovncer tiv Tov 

maOnrixod Svvapu eis e£w doteiav Kabiaras. 

"HOtxy dpetn, as such, comes e& eOovs: but eos requires a certain 

edpvia to work upon (see Grant ad /oc.). The children of a civilized 
community inherit tendencies to virtue which make habituation 
easy. 

§ 2. odSepia tov AOikdv aletdv pdcer juiv eyyiverar] 7c. only a. 19. 
those dperat are called 7@:xai which result from training under vépos ; 

for there are puorxai dperai (see L. LV. vi. 13). The difference, how- 
ever, between dvorky dpern and 76: dpern is that the former does 

not, like the latter, involve *he whole man. A man may have 
‘natural,’ or constitutional, courage without possessing other good 
qualities ; whereas, if he possess 74:x dpern, his nature has become 

a unity and a system in perfect adjustment to the complex external 
system represented by vdpos, or the law and fashion of the society in 

which he lives. When man is said to be @ucet modurixdy (Gor, it is 

not meant that he is produced by.Nature in ready-made corre- 

spondence with a complex social environment. His correspondence 
is only the final result of prolonged contact with society; but he 

has a zafural tendency to correspond. In other words, the un- 

civilized man is not civilized already, but has ct 72 him to become 
Civilized—otr dpa dice ore mapa pia eyyivovra ai dperai, adda 

mepudor pev jpiv dcEacOa aitds, Tedcovpevos S€ dia tod eOovs (§ 3). 

$vars, like many other leading terms, has both a generic and a 

specific sense in Aristotle—a circumstance which often involves the 

philosopher himself, as well as his interpreters, in considerable 
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confusion. In its generic sense it=‘ laws of nature’; in its specific 
sense, ‘laws of organic nature, or ‘ biological laws,’—7z.e. laws of 

nature which result in the production and maintenance of definite 

living structures. It is in connexion with this narrower sense of 

the term that we must take all Aristotle’s most characteristic state- 

ments about gia (as in Phys. ii)—ovtdev parny 4 vows movei—redos 

Kal ob Evexa 7) vow—apyn év av’t@—del 76 Bedtiov, &c. In the present 

section, however, dvais is used in the wider sense, which includes 

all ‘laws of nature,’ organic and inorganic. Of course, it is true 

only of the laws of inorganic matter that they are not changed by 

habituation (ovdéy yap trav ices dvrmy Gddos eOierar); for in the 

sphere of biology ra gioe dvra change in relation to, adapt them- 

selves to, or ‘habituate’ themselves to, changes in the environ- 

ment. 
‘The distinction therefore drawn in JZe7. ©. 2. 1046 b. 1—ai pev 

peta Adyou Suvapers macat Toy evavtiwy ai avai’ ai S adoyor pia évds— 

does not properly discriminate between man’s conscious life on the 

one side, and nature, whether organised or unorganised, on the 

other; but rather between organised nature (including man’s 

conscious life) on the one side, and inorganic nature on the other. 
The expression pera Aéyou by itself is wide enough to include all 

organisms. Only organisms exhibit Adyos or rato. Inorganic 

nature is essentially aoyos. 

§ 4. Omep én tdv aicOycewy SHAov] Grant observes (L7hics Essay 

iv. vol. i. p. 240, note 34) that ‘this doctrine is opposed to some 

of the modern discoveries of psychology, as, for instance, Berkeley’s 
“ Theory of Vision.”’ Taking his stand on otéev ray hice dvrwy 

adXas €6ifera, Aristotle fails to see that the senses are really ‘ habits’ 

organised in the race, and that the difference between the senses 

and the moral virtues—both being viewed as adaptations to environ- 

ment—is that the former are adaptations of very long standing, 

deeply organised in the race, whereas the latter are, so to speak, 

adaptations of yesterday’s date, and not yet perfect in the race—z. e. 

not inherited except in the vague form of edpvia. 

‘We need only compare,’ says Grant (note on § 2 of this chapter), 

‘the theory of Virtue in this book with the discussions in the AZeno 

of Plato, to see how immensely Moral Philosophy had gained in 

definiteness in the mean time.’ Virtue and knowledge are, indeed, 

no longer confused together. Virtue is no longer said to be pro- 
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duced by ‘ teaching,’ like knowledge, but to result from ‘acting in 
correspondence with vépos, or the social environment.’ This was 

certainly a great advance in definiteness of theory. But yet, the 
‘social environment,’ as Aristotle understands it, lacks continuity 

in time; every man has to begin his adaptation a/most at the 

beginning. The peripatetic doctrine of catastrophes, or ¢@opai (see 

Pol. ii. 5. 1269 a. 5, 6, and Newman’s notes), whereby all except 

a few human beings were periodically destroyed, civilization having 

to begin afresh on each occasion (see Bernays, Zheophrastos tiber 
Frimmigkett p. 39), finds its parallel in Aristotle’s theory of the 
growth of moral virtue, in which Heredity is not recognised suf 

ficiently? by the side of Habituation, or individual adaptation. 

§ 5. vopoOérdt| Aristotle, in common with his contemporaries, 
had not adequately grasped the truth that ‘constitutions are not 
made but grow.’ He shows a tendency to personify social in- 

fluences, and make them emanate from a definite legislator in the 

past. The foundation of colonies, under ready-made laws, doubt- 
less gave plausibility to this view, which in itself however is quite 

in keeping with the peripatetic doctrine of discontinuous civilization 

alluded to in the last note. 

§ 6. ér ek tay adtdy x.t.d.] ze. ‘The circumstances and acts 
are generically the same, only differing as to well and ill.’ Grant. 

Repeated mpoapécers, good or bad (bad mpoapécers not being easily 

distinguishable from mere dpé€e:s) transform an original dvvapis tev 

evartiov into a fixed és, good or bad, which resembles the ddoyos 

Svvauis Of Mert. ©. 2. 1046 b. 1 in being pia évds. See Metz. ©. 5. 

1048 a. 8 exeivar b€ rev evavtioy [wouticai|, Sore Gua rromoer Tavaytia® 

rovro S€ ddvvurov" dvd-ykn dpa Erepdy Tu €iva TO KUptov* héyw B€ TodTO dpekw 

i} mpoaipeow: and Z. NV, v. 1. 4 Stvamis pev yap Kat émeotnun Soxei Tov 
> , c > A > id 2 ol > , ~ > , a» evavTiov 7 avTn eivat, eis & 7 evavtia TOv EvavTioy ov. 

1103 a. 28. 

b. 6. 

§ 7. Kal évi 8h Adyw Ex TOV Spotwy évepyerav ai éeis ylvovrat] ‘It p, 21. 

will be observed that why an act tends to reproduce itself Aristotle 
does not inquire’—is Grant’s remark here. But it need not sur- 

1 Not that Aristotle did not make valuable first contributions to a just view 

of the importance of Heredity in morals and politics—in his doctrine of puawwy 
dpern and edpvia, and of edyévera defined as dper?) yévous in a fragment of the 
Dialogue De Nodilitate (preserved by Pseudo-Plut. de Nod. 14 [but cf. Newman’s 

Politics vol. ii. p. 68] and Stob. FV. vol. iii. p. 166 ed. Meineke: see note on 

i, 8. 16. b. 3), and in Pol. iii. 7. 1283 a. 37. 
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prise us that Aristotle does not stop to put this question, for if it is 

a legitimate question at all, it is, at any rate, a very wide and vague 
one. To ask why acts tend to reproduce themselves—why 
they become easier instead of more difficult—why, in short, habits 
are formed, is tantamount to asking why there is such a thing 
as life, or the continuous correspondence of organism with environ- 

ment. For further considerations relating to this subject see note 

on 1.6.07. 

§ 8. words aro8i8dvar] ‘Zales reddere’—Michelet. ‘ Wherefore 
we must see that the acts are of a certain kind.’ For the Aristo- 

telian use of amodiSdvac see Index Arist. and Cope, Rhet. i. 1. 7. 
1354 b. 3, note. Cope quotes the dct ras éevepyeias mods drrodiSdvat 

of the present § and says—‘rds evepyeias dmodiddvac is not simply 

“to produce” but to produce energies that are due /o she system, 

energies corresponding to the faculties from which they spring.’ 
Instead of ‘ corresponding to the faculties from which they spring’ 
he ought to have said—‘ corresponding to the faculties which df zs 

desired to produce’—t.e. fitted to produce certain faculties or 

habits. 

dkodouvbodcw| For the technical meaning of this term see /. JV. 
Viler2.er Db, 26, note. 

CHAP Pi hi: 

ARGUMENT. 

The way then in which the acts are performed being so important, we must 
now enquire what ts the right way, for this Treatise ts intended to be prac~ 

tically useful. The right way ts the way which the Right Reason prescribes— 
let thts be taken as the most general answer which can be given, and let us start 
Jrom it: we will examine afterwards the nature of the Right Reason and tis 

relation to the Virtues. 
But before proceeding, let us remind the reader again that we agreed that a 

theory of conduct ought to be an outline, not an exact system ; theortes being 

always conditioned by subject matter, and the subject matter of our present 

tnguiry—‘ all that relates to Conduct’—being one which presents no absolutely 

fixed conditions, in this respect resembling the subject matter of medical science 

—‘all that relates to Health” With such a subject matter, our Theory, as a 
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whole, must be a tentative outline ; still more tentative must be any narrower 

generalizations which we may make within tts compass ; for the particular 
cases which such generalizations attempt to explain are cases which fall under 
no art, and are provided for by no set of traditional rules, but must be dealt 
with, as the special occasions require, by the agents themselves, just as the 

exigencies of a particular case of illness must be dealt with by the doctor, or 
those of a particular storm, by the pilot, as he judges best at the time. 

But we must not despair. We must do what we can to help our ‘theory of 

conduct’ in rts evil plight. Let us then venture upon the generalization, that, 

as in eating and drinking, so in conduct, excess and defect are injurious, and 

the mean salutary— that e. g. tt ts by fearing dangers too much and too little, 

that men become cowardly and rash; by avoiding these extremes, that they 

become courageous. It ts in the same circumstances, then, and with the same 

opportunities, that one man, by repeatedly acting well, acquires a virtue, and 

another, by repeatedly acting badly, falls away into the opposite vice. To this 
we must now add, that the virtue or vice, once fully formed,will manifest itself 1 

in the continued performance of the acts, g good or bad, in which tt originated— x 

herein following a law observable tn the case of acquired bodily qualities also: 

men become strong by taking much food and exercise ; and strong men show 

their strength in taking much food and exercise. So, men become temperate by 

denying themselves pleasures ; and temperate men show their temperance in 
denying themselves pleasures. 

§ 1. domep at ddd] The @ewpnrixai pirooopiae are three— 1103 b. 27. 
paOnuarixn, pvowxn and Georoyixyn. See Mel. E. 1. 1026 a. 18. 

avaykatoy émoxépac8a] Rassow (orsch. p. 55), followed by b. 29. 
Bywater and Sus., reads dvayxaiov émoxépacba for Bekker’s dvayxaidy 

€ort oxeacda, on the ground that dvayxaiov does not, except 

very rarely, occur with éori in the Aristotelian writings. Rassow is 
supported by Lb, CCC, B', B?. 

§ 2. kata tov dpOdv Adyov| ‘In the present passage it seems best b. 32. 

to avoid translating xara rév dpOdv Adyov “according to right 

reason,” as is usually done, (1) because of the article which seems 
to show that Adyos is used in a general sense here, and not to 

denote a particular faculty of the mind; (2) in reference to the 
train of associations which must have been in Aristotle’s mind of 
“standard,” “ proportion,” “law,” &c..—Grant ad Joc. Organic 

. potentialities—ai pera Adyov Suvdwers—may result in structures, or 

habits, variously fitted to correspond with the environment. 
Where the correspondence is an exact one, the organisation, or 

Adyos, is said to be dp6ds. In 76cKy dpery human nature realises 

itself as a system or organism (dp6ds Adyos), capable of withstanding 

the disintegrating influences of pleasure and pain. The process 
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which results in 76x) dpern is the eidoroinots kai pdppacis tov rabn- 

parov (Eustr. ad vi. 13. 1). If a faculty of ép6ds Adyos is to be 
distinguished from the proportion, or orderly arrangement, which 

is its object, it can be distinguished only logically ; for the two are 

really one. The ép6ds Adyos is the personality, or orderly nature, 

of the virtuous man, of which he is necessarily conscious. 

‘ According to the right ratio’ renders kara roy épOdv dé yov adequately 
in most places. 

Botepov] Book vi, or what may have corresponded to it in 
the original Nicomachean Treatise. 

Tas G\Nas dpetds| 6 dpOds Adyos is not coordinate with the dperai, 

any more than the whole body is coordinate with the hand or 

head. The hand is a hand only because it belongs to a body 

which has a head and all other necessary parts. ‘The dperai are 

dperai Only because they coexist in a definite system or Adyos. 

Courage without all the other virtues is a mere abstraction, like 

a hand belonging to no body: ob xwpifovrar dddAndov ai dperai 

Ee INGA. 1936. 

§ 3. odS€v éotnkds exer] Not being e€ dvdyxns, they vary; but 
they vary within the limits fixed by the conditions of human 
existence. Ta dicaa are not vdy@, but ices: z.¢. they are suitable 

to human nature, which is regulated by certain wform biological 

Jaws, not to be confounded, however, with the mecesszties of mathe- 

matics or metaphysics. After all, however, the expression ovdev 

éotnkos éyec is too strong, and is apt to mislead. Perhaps ‘ nothing 

absolutely fixed’ would express what we ought to understand. 

§ 4. tovodrou 8 dvtos tod KaOddou k.t.4] The most general 
statement that can be made in morals (the definition of eddapovria) 
is, even as a general statement, lacking in definiteness. It is only 

a meptypapy (i. 7. 17) or rough sketch, of that which is essentially 
contingent : something very different from the absolutely definite 
épiopot of ‘things which cannot be otherwise,’ which stand as the 
dpxat of mathematics. But indefinite as the highest generalisation 

of morals is, it is more definite than the lower generalisations, 
which relate to special duties. When we descend from the 
neptypapn of Life as a whole, to the details of Life—to the duties 

of Kallias in his particular circumstances, we are indeed ‘immersed 
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in matter’—we no longer look for dxpiSeua—not of course for 1104 a. 5. 

mathematical dxpi(8eca—for that did not belong to our zeprypapy— 

but not even for the dxpi8ea of the skilled workman. Rules of 

conduct for Kallias cannot be turned out like shoes. 

§ 5. BonOetv] Still, something may be done in the way ofa. 11. 
supplying a rule applicable to all cases—‘Do not run into 
extremes.’ 

§ 6.] The parenthesis Sei ydp .. . xpioOa, follows épapey in 
Coraes’ text, and the same order appears in two MSS. noticed by 

that editor, and in Argyropylus, and the Paraphrast. At any rate 
the parenthesis contains the reason for adducing the illustration 

donep emt ths icxvos x.r.4, Ethical phenomena are ddav7 and must 

be illustrated by physical phenomena which are ¢avepd. Zell, 
however, ad Joc., refers to instances in which the clause containing 

the reason stands before that containing the statement for which 
the reason is given. 

Td te yap SmepBdddovta, k.t.A.] Grant remarks that this is perhaps a. 15. 
taken from Plato Hrastae 134. Cf. If. M.i. 5. The doctrine that 

medical treatment ought to aim at the mean had been laid down by 

Hippocrates Wepi dpyains inrpixns, ch. g (Littré, i. 588). Kai ef pév jv 

dtAds, Gorep Vpnyeera, doa pev jv icyupdrepa €BdarTev, doa 8 jv acbeve- 

orepa wpée€ Te Kal Erpede Tov Kauvovta Kal Tov Uysaivovta, edreres dv Hy TS 

mpynypa’ moddov yap tod dodadéos dv Set mepiiauBavovras dyew emt 76 

doOevéctaroy, viv dé ovk €accov duaptypa, ovde Haocov Avpaiverae Tov dv- 

Oparor, iv eddocova Kal évdeeotepa Tv ikavdv mpoopépytat’ Td yap Tod 

Aipod pépos Svvara ioxupads ev th pvoe Tod avOpwrov Kai yuidoa (lame or 

weaken) kal doOevéa roujoat kat dmoxreivat. moda O€ kal GAXa Kaka, érepoia 

pev TOY ard mAnpaouos, ovx Hocov Sé dua Sewd kai and Kevoowos’ Ot dv 

mohAov Troiid@repa Te Kal bid mA€ovos axpiBins eori (‘ainsi la médecine 

a bien plus d’une face, et exige une précision de plus d’un genre.’ 
Littré). def yap pérpov twos croydcacba pérpoy S€, od8€ orabudy, 

ovde dpibyov ovdéva GAXov, mpos d dvadépwv clon TO axpiBés, ovK av 

evpoins GAN i) tov oapatos Tov atabnow 86 ~€pyov ovtw KaTapabeiv 

akpiBéas, dare opixpa dpapravew évOa i) eva‘ kav éyd rodrov tov inrpdv 

ioxupas émaivéoyw Tov opixpa duaprdvovra’ ro 8 axpiBés ddvydxis Zore 

karTieiv' €ret of Tmoddol ‘ye Tov inrpav tadiTd por SoKéovor Toit kaKoiTE 

uBepyyrnor maoxew" Kal yap ékeivor Stray év yadnvy KuBepvavres Gpaprd- 
> arene : . voow, ov katahavees ciciv’ Grav S€ aitods xatdcxn XEtwov Te péyas Kal 
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avepos eEaotns, gavepas dn maow avOparocr OC dyvwoiny Kal dpaprinv 

dnAol eicw arohecartes THY vaivy. ‘There is much in the above passage 

(especially the remarks about r6 dxpi8és, and the illustration from 

kuBepynrixn) to suggest that Aristotle retained a reminiscence of its 

drift when he wrote §§ 3, 4, 5, and 6. 

§ 7. ot dypouxor] In ii. 7. 13 the adyporxos is adduced to exemplify 
another ¢AAevWus—viz. that mepi ro 750 7d ev TaLdia. 

§ 8. otoy émi tis ioxvos] Here Aristotle may almost be said to 
explain the formation of moral habits by the principle of ‘ the 
survival of the fittest ’—yivera yap [sc. j loxvs] €« rod moddjy rpopny 

AapBavew Kat odors mévous bropeverv, Kal padvota Gy Svat adra 

Tovetv 6 ioxupds. oUTw 8 exer kal emt tay dpetav, ‘This is one of 

those very important passages in the £7¢Azcs which remind us that 

the author was a great biologist. 

CHAPTER TH 

ARGUMENT. 

According as the performance of certain acts ts attended by pleasure or by 
pain, we may infer that the habit of performing them has or has not been 
acguired. Thus he who faces danger and feels pleasure, or at least no pain, in 
so doing, ts habitually courageous ; while he who feels pain in so doting, ts 

cowardly. Indeed we may go so far as to describe the field of moral virtue as 
‘ Pleasures and Pains’—for 

(1y Zt is Pleasure that tempts us to do wrong, and Pain that makes us hold 

aloof from noble deeds. True education ts being trained from childhood to like 
and dislike aright, as Plato says. c 

(2Y Pleasure or Pain attends every action and every feeling, and it 7s with 

actions and feelings that moral virtue has to do. 
(3) ‘Moral correction ts effected by the remedial influence of Pain. 

(4)/ Zvery thing ts naturally related to, and concerned with, that which 
naturally affects it for good or evil. Now, we are affected for evil, i.e. made 
worse, by Pleasures and Pains unduly pursued and avoided. And thts ts so 
true, that some have been induced to go the length of defining Virtue, as insen- 

sibility to the influence of Pleasure or Pain. But this 7s too unqualified a 
statement ; for tt ignores the distinction between due and undue znxfluence. 

(5) Again, there are three objects of choice, the honourable, the useful, and 
the pleasant, and three of aversion, the dishonourable, the injurious, and the 

painful: now, the good man tends to act rightly tn relation to all these objects, 
and the bad man tends to err, but chiefly tn relation to Pleasure—for Pleasure 
enters most largely into the composition of human nature: it belongs not only 

eames 
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to man’s merely sentient nceture which he shares with the lower animals, but 
attends the pursuit and attainment even of the distinctively human objects of 

choice, the honourable, and the useful. 
(6) Again, the liking for Pleasure has grown up with us all from our child- 

hood. It has sunk like a dye into the fibre of our lives, and is not to be easily 

rubbed out. 
(7) And not only do we estimate our feelings according to the Pleasure or 

Pain attending them: even to our actions we all, more or less conststently, 

apply the same standard. To bring this personal standard into harmony with 

what ts objectively right—to make the individual ‘ like and dislike aright, ts 

the all-important object to which the Moralist must exclusively devote himself. 

(8) Lastly, it ts the glory of Art and Virtue to conquer difficulties. What 

more difficult conquest than that of Pleasure could be set before Moral Virtue 

and the Art of Virtuous Living ? 
We have now established the following points—that Virtue ts concerned with 

pleasures and pains: that, according as the same opportunities are repeatedly 

used for the performance of good actions, or repeatedly used for the performance 

of bad actions, a man acquires a virtue. or falls away into the opposite vice: 

and that the formed virtue or vice manifests itself in the continued performance 

of the good or bad actions tn which it originated. 

§ 1. onpetov Sé Set tmoretoOar tav eewv thy emrywoperny HSoviv 7H 1104b. 3. 
Mummy Tots €pyous|] If certain acts are attended by pleasure, we may 

generally take it that the habit of performing them has been con- 

tracted; as long as they remain painful, we can infer that the 

habit has not been contracted. 
It is to be noted that the term éemywopuérny occurring here is 

employed in Z. VV. x. 4. 8 to express the relation of pleasure to 
action: reAevot S€ tHv evepyeray 7 Sov) OvX ws 7 ELLs evuTTapxovca, GAN 

as ervywopevor Te TéAos, viov Tois akpalous 7 pa. ‘Transferring the simile 

to the present passage, we may say that pleasure is the sign of the 

perfect habit, as the bloom of beauty is the sign of youthful prime. 

6 pév yap dtrexdpevos TOV cwpaTiKay iSovav Kat adtd ToUTw Xalpwy b. 5. 

odppav] Aristotle here lays it down that the good man does good « 

actions easily and with pleasure. But it may be urged—‘ The 

greater the difficulty, the greater the merits There is no merit in 
doing good actions mechanically. Surely this is a narrow view to 

take of a good action. A good action is not a four de force. We 
must not allow the sense of pride and victory felt when a difficulty 

has been overcome, to influence our judgment. ‘The important 

point is that a good action has been done, not that something has 

occurred to stimulate amour propre. A difficult action is not so 
likely to be repeated as one which is done easily, and it is of im- 

N 
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portance, in estimating the value of a good action, to know whether 
it is likely to be repeated, or is merely an isolated émideés. 

Trept HSovas yap Kat Admas éotivy H HOtKH adpery| The rest of this 

chapter contains egh/ Considerations in support of the statement 

that moral virtue has to do with pleasures and pains. 

Consideration (1) is—8.a pév yap thy HSoviv Ta hatha mpdtroper, 

dua S€ Thy AUwny Tov Kkahav dwexsue8a] A distinction seems to be 

drawn here between the ways in which we are influenced by 

pleasure and by pain respectively. Under the influence of pleasure 

we directly seek what is bad, not recognising it as bad (see the 

analysis of dxpacia in £. JV. vii. 3), whereas pain makes us desist 

from doing what we clearly see to be right. 

Particular pleasures and pains are the influences which tempt 
men to perform acts involving excess or defect—z.e. to sacrifice 

their permanent welfare to something unenduring. The peodrys, or 
6p6os déyos (right ratio), is that definite organisation of the moral 

nature, which has grown up in response to vépos, and withstands the 

disintegrating influence of particular pleasures and pains. But the 

life kara tov dpOdv Aédyov has its own pleasure. All acts which sub- 

serve the maintenance of the ép6ds Adyos are pleasant to the good 

man, and habitually performed; while acts which tend to destroy 

that Adyos, however ‘pleasant’ they may once have been, have 

ceased to be pleasant to the good man, and are no longer per- 

formed. We are thus brought to the old distinction between ‘ good 

and bad pleasures,’ z.e. between pleasures attending acts which 

conduce to the maintenance of the peodrns, or épOds Adyos (right 

ratio), and those attending acts which, on account of their kind 

or degree, hinder the establishment and maintenance of the Adyos. 
"Hx dpern is the final result of that education, or adaptation, 

which enables a man to distinguish between ‘good and bad 
pleasures,’ and choose the good. 

§ 2.] Zell, Michelet, and Grant quote Plato, Legg. 653. 

§ 3.] Consideration (2). The virtues have to do with md6y and 
mpa&es, which are all attended by pleasure and pain: cf. #. WV. x. 
4. §§ 6-9, referred to by Michelet. ai, omitted by Bek., should be 
read before dperai (see Rassow, orsch. p. 55); K, CCC, and 

Cambr. have ai. 

§ 4.] Consideration (3). Punishment, one of the great agencies 
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of moral improvement, consists in the infliction of pain applied as 1104 b. 16. 

a contrary to vice which is pleasant. The Paraphrast has—xa6darep 
exelvas (2... Tais tarpetais) évavtiat ai vécor ads Oepamevuvot, Kal eav 

Weper iatpoy yuxpay mpoodyovta Oepdreray ywaookopev evOds thy vdcov 

and O€pyns ovoThvat, ovtw Kal awd Tv Koddoewy dduvypdy oicdv ywo- 

okopev Ort Oeparrevdpevat Kakiat ao Hdovas yivovra. Zell, Michelet, and 

Grant refer to Hippocrates, Aph. xxii. § 2, for the doctrince ai & 

iarpeiat dua t&v evaytiov. ‘There is a passage however in his work 

mepi apxains intpixns (13. Littré i. 598), in which Hippocrates ridicules 
the application, at least, which the doctrine receives from ordinary 

practitioners, who follow what he calls 6 rpdémos 6 e& irobévews. This 
tpéros or Method juggles with certain zo/ones temere a rebus abstractae, 

simply directing the practitioner BonOeiv TO pév Ocpp@ éeni 7d oyxpdr, 

and so on with the other evayria. But let us test this Method in 

a concrete case: A patient has a complicated illness occasioned 
by eating unwholesome food. Is his condition @epydv, or Wvypdv, 

or €npdév, or vypév? Hippocrates asks derisively : And where shall we 

find the remedy likely to cure him under the contrary category? 

See also note on £. WV. i. 13. 7. 

§ 5.] Consideration (4). Pleasures and pains make us worse ; b. 18. 
hence some have gone the length of defining virtue as insensibility 

to their influence. But this is going too far; for virtue is not Adyos 
in the abstract, but an évvAos Adyos—the result of an etSomoinots Kai 

pdppoots tev wabnparoy. It is the order of the way, not drdéea. 

So Plato (Philebus 60 D,E) says that the Best Life must have 

both 750vy and dpévmois. The peripatetic view is well expressed 

by Plutarch in the following passage (De Virtute moral, 12)—dw 

kal wept tas 7Oovds, Thy ayay adpatperéov emOupiav, Kal Tepl Tas apvvas, 

TY Gyav puoomovnpiay, otTw yap 6 ev ovK avddynTos, adda copper, 

& b€ Sikatos, odK dpds ovdé mikpos €oTat, tav Sé€ mabey mavtdmacw 

avaipebévrav, ei Kai Suvatdv eat, év Toddois apydrepos 6 Adyos Kal dy- 

Btrepos, Gomep KuBepyntns mvevpatos emidumdvtos. Tatra 8 duédee Kal 

oi vonoberar curddvres, euBaddovow eis Tas ToALTelas Kal didoTipiav Kab 

(jAov pos adAndovs. mpds S€ Tods modeplovs Kai gddmvyét kal addois 

emeyeipovar kal avéovor TO Ovpocides Kai payor. Cf. ch. 4 of the same 

treatise quoted above in note to ii. 1. 1, a. 17. 

mpamv| Bywater, following Kb, for the mpérepov of all other 
authorities. I confess that I do not like zpéy». It does not appear 

in the Jud. Arist. In a course of oral lectures its occurrence 

N2 
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would not surprise us, as its ordinary meaning (especially in the 

phrase és xai mp@nv) seems to be ‘ the day before yesterday.’ 

gaédo.] The reading of Kb Lb M>, Camb., NC, is obviously right 
(see Rassow, /orsch. p. 55). Bekker reads adda. 

bd Tod Adyou] ‘ by,’ or ‘in the definition,’ or ‘formula.’ 

dmabetas «.t.A.] See the notes of Zell and Michelet. The Cynics 
seem to be specially referred to here: Socrates may also be 
intended, for he is elsewhere (£. ZV. vi. 13) accused of making the 

aperai, poviges, OY Adyor: and Speusippus held croyafeoOur rods 

dyabovs doyhynaias (see Ritter and Preller, Hest. Phil.: Speusippus) : 
Democritus also is stated to have held a similar view (see Ritter 
and Preller: Democritus). 

§ 6. Gmékertat... mpaxtixn|] The Paraph. has—inéxecrar dpa 7 
dpern eivar ) e&ts 7) ovTws Exoura Tept HOovas Kai AUmas Kabos mpoTdiw- 

prodpeba—t. ¢, Gre Sei, ws Set, «.7.., thus taking  rovat’zn closely with 

mept noovas kai Avmas. Grant has—‘we may begin by assuming 

then ... that this kind of excellence (¢.e. moral) is concerned with 

pleasures and pains.’ So Williams and Peters. I think that the 
Par. is right. 

§ 7.] Consideration (5). There being three generally recognised 
objects of aipeous—viz. 1d xaddv, To cupdepoy and 76 7Sv, the last is 

involved in the first two. The xaddv is 76 ed Cyv—the Noble Life, 

the conception of which serves as a regulative principle. The 
cupépor is (in the strict sense of the term) that which is recognised 

as a means to the attainment of some end, whether that end be 

the realisation of the Noble Life, or some subordinate end. The 

nov is something desired irrespectively of its goodness or utility. 

In seeking the xadév and the ovpdépov a man is conscious of 

a system of things; whereas in following the 78v, as such, he has 

to do with merely isolated particulars. The pursuit of the kcaddv 

and of the cvpdépor is, however, pleasant, because it is a pursuit; 

to pursue successfully and to feel pleasure being practically 
identical. 

yévouto 8 dy tpiv Kal éx tovTwv pavepdv Stu wept tv atrav] Here 

Bywater restores érc from Kb, in place of the ém of all other 

authorities. I think that er is right, and that cat é« rovrav ... 
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ett = ck Tavde. Pavepoy Gti mepi Tov aitov WOUld=davepoy Ore H 7OcKy 1104b. 29. 

apetn €ote Tept ndovey kai AvTav: but throughout this chapter zepd is 

used with the accusative of the terms denoting the circumstances or 

environment of 74. dpern. I think that here mepi ray adtév can mean 

only ‘about the same things,’ i.e. about apery and kaxia mentioned in 

the two immediately preceding lines. I should like, however, to read 

mepi avrav for rept trav avrav. The recurring -rey or -ev terminations 

in the immediate context—airay tpiav yap dvrwy rav—would easily 

lend themselves to clerical error. : 

Tots bwd Thy atpeow] ‘The sudjects of choice’—z.e. the three b. 35. 
subdivisions mentioned under the head of aipeors. 

§ 8.] Consideration (6). The love of pleasure is innate, in- 1105 a. 1. 
grained in our nature, and hard to rub out. ‘ yadendv azorpivracba 

.. . €ykexpoopévov|] the metaphor,’ says Grant (following Gifanius 

and Zell), ‘though not its precise application, seems taken from 

Plato, Rep. iv. p. 429 D, where the effects of right education are 

compared to a dye with which the mind is imbued, so as to resist 
the detersive effects of pleasure and pain.’ 

Consideration (7). Pleasure and pain are the tests which we 

apply to actions also (sc. as well as to feelings). Michelet ap- 
positely quotes Diog. Laert. x. § 129, speaking of Epicurus— 

ravTny (Sori) yap dyaboy mpOrov kal ovyyeviKoy eyvapev Kal amo TavTys 

katapxdpeba méons aipéoews Kal dbuyns Kal emt Tatty kKaTavT@pev, Os 

kavove T@ TraOer av ayaOov Kpivortes. 

§ 10.] Consideration (8). It is very difficult to contend against a. 7. 

pleasure and pain; the contest therefore is worthy of the great 

Art of Life. 

“Hpdkdettos| See the notes of Zell, Coraes, Michelet and Grant: a. 8. 
cf. also Bywater’s Heraclit? Eph. Religuiae, cv. p. 41. Heraclitus 

spoke only of the difficulty of contending with @upés, as is recog- 

nised in Pol. ©. 9, 1315 a. 30, and in “7h. Eud. ii. 7. 1223 b. 23. 

His words, according to Bywater, were Oup@ pdxerOa xahendv" 6 te 

yap av xpnitn yiverOa Wuyxns wvéerat. 

dperq] 7x7 read by Mb, rc. Lb, NC, Paris 1853, B® and some a. 11. 

other inferior MSS. 
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CHAP TERA: 

ARGUMENT. 

But here a difficulty may be raised—A man becomes just by performing just 
acts: but surely, if he performs just acts, he ts already gust: of a man writes 
correctly, he surely can write. To this we may answer, that the inference ts 

not certain in the case of the man who writes correctly, any more than tn the 

case of the man who performs just acts. A man may write something correctly 
by chance, or at the suggestion of another person. We do not know that he can 

write, 72// we know that he has written something as only a person who can 

write could—i.e. from his own knowledge of the art of writing. So much for 

the analogy between an art and a virtue, appealed to by the promoters of the 

difficulty before us. The analogy, even so far as it holds, is evidently not in 
favour of their suggestion, but against it. It is, however, where the analogy 
breaks down entirely, that we see the best opening for a decisive refutation— 

and it breaks down here: a work of art has its artistic merit in itself: it ts 
enough in the ha of art if a work, with certain good qualities tn tt, has been 

“pi Hag daa we say ‘ What a beautiful work!” But a th be realm of conduct we Wwe 

“tn tt, per, Sa perm med. Bape we pronounce, i we look Za the agent ae and ae 

‘ How did he perform it?? (1) Did he know that he was performing it ? (2) 

Did he choose deliberately to perform it, and that, because he thought wt right, 
not because he thought it would lead to some ulterior pleasure or pr oft it? and 
(3) Did he per for m tt as the result of a fixed and unchangeable habit in him: ? 
Unless these conditions in the agent be fulfilled, we do got speak of the moral 

value of actions: but works of art have their artistic merit independently of any 
such conditions in the artist, except of course that of his having knowledge. 

With the acguirement of the virtues knowledge, such as is required in the 

artist, has little or nothing to do ; but the other conditions mentioned are alt- 

important, realised as they are in consequence of the frequent performance of 

good actions. 

Actions, then, are said to be just or temperate, when they are such as the just ; 

or temperate man would perform ; but it does not necessarily follow that of a 
man performs these actions he is just or temperate. More is needed: to be just 

or temperate he must perform them as just or temperate men perform them. 

We have good reason for saying. then, that zt is by performing just or tem- 
perate acts that a man becomes just or temperate. Nay, how could wt be other- 

wise? Who, if he omits to perform such acts, has the least chance of ever 
becoming good? And yet the majority of men omit to perform them, and take 

refuge in talk, and think that they have a philosophy of life which will make 

them good. They are like patients who listen attentively to their physician, 
but do not follow his prescriptions. Foolish patients! foolish moralists ! 
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§§ 1-3.] This dropia we may resolve by pointing out (which 1105 a.17. 

Aristotle does not do explicitly). that ra dikaa before the formation 

of the Habit are, so far as the agent is concerned, only dpevipes 

dikaa. They are only apparently /zs just acts; really, gua just, 

they are expressions of the wise intention of the law-giver, or ruler, 

who enjoins and enforces them. The moral agent himself has to 

begin by acting under the compulsion of the law, until by repe- 

tition a habit is formed, and he performs the acts in question 

proprio motu, the habit bringing with it an insight, more or less 

clear, into the significance of the acts, and a belief that they are 

good. ‘Then they are really the agent’s own just acts—z.e. they 

are ‘just’ in the strict, and not in an equivocal sense. ‘Thus the 

analogy between dpern and réxyyn, appealed to by the promoters 

of the dropia (which, it may be observed, is an 7gnava rato in 
morals—or excuse for inactivity—see § 6 of this chapter—similar 
to that in science refuted in the AZeno 80 E—ovx apa éore (yrew 

avOpamm ove 6 oidev ovre 6 pn oidev” obtE yap av 6 ye oide Cyrot’ ode 

yap, kai ovdey dei TO ye TowiT@ (yTHTEws. ovTE O pi} oidev’ ovde yap 

oidev 6,7e (nrnoer) does not help them. A just act.may be just in 

an equivocal sense, as_a word correctly written (ypapparexdy TL) 

may be ‘correctly written’ merely in an equivocal sense, and is no 

sure sign that a man cam write. The analogy only makes it 

clearer that the difficulty about ‘ becoming just by doing just acts’ 

is to be met by pointing out that the acts are not really ‘just’ at 

first, but ‘must and can’ be made just by the strenuous practice 

of the > agent himself. It is this ‘must and can’ which of emt rov 

Adyov karapevyovres (§ 6)—the promoters of this dopia—ignore. 

But, after all, there is no real analogy (for the purpose of the 

present discussion) between the dperai and the réyvav—éere ovd 

dpody €otw emi te TaY TexVaY Kal TOY apeTav (§ 2as 26)> -Phe good- 

ness of a work of art is something quite different from that of 

a moral action. The goodness of the work of art.is.a quality 

which we see at once in the work weself— Hermes is dug up at 

Olympia, and we find him beautiful as soon as we see him. But 

the goodness of a moral action is not a quality in the action itself, 

which we can appreciate apart from the goodness of the agent. 

The reason of this is that the real object of the moral judgment is 

not the isolated action, but ‘he sys/em of conduct to which tt belongs ; 

and this we can get at only through a knowledge of the way zw 
which the agent performed the given action. If we find that an 
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action, belonging prima facie to a noble system of conduct, has, 
as a matter of fact, been performed by the agent deliberately in 

the interest of that system, and performed also easily and with 

pleasure, as being an action with which he identifies his own good, 
then we venture to speak of ‘the goodness of the action.” We 

know that it is a good action which we can count on the agent to 
repeat. It is only actions which will be repeated that are morally 

significant. An action, however useful and even well-intentioned, 

which is not likely to be repeated, because the agent finds it 
difficult and unpleasant, is not an important factor in that cor- 

respondence with the environment which is the ultimate object 

of the moral judgment. Of course it is true that there are actions 
which from their very nature are exceptional, because intended to 

meet exceptional circumstances—actions involving heroic  self- 

sacrifice, which take a position analogous to that of great works of 

art, and demand unhesitating and immediate applause, although 

performed by a man of whose disposition we otherwise know 

nothing; but in the vast majority of cases it is unsafe to estimate 

an action thus from the outside, judging of its moral value 

from its splendour or immediate utility; before we come to a 

decision, we ought to know the state of the agent—whether he is 

aware that he aes the act, whether he chooses it because it is 
right, and that, of fixed habit, having often performed it before, 

and therefore being likely to perform it often again. 

§ 3. dpxet ody Taitd mws exovta yevéoOar| I prefer aira given by 
Lb and NC. 

mpatov pev edv eidas K.T.A.] Z.e. (1) it must not bé done 6? ayra- 
av, otherwise it would be involuntary, z.e. not his act at all, but 

a mere accident without moral significance (see £. J. iii. 1. 3) ; 

(2) it must not be the result of unregulated 6upds or embupia, but of 

BovAcurixi) bpekis, 2.€. mpoutpeots (see L. JV. iii. 3. 19), and the Bov- 

Aevows must be directed to the good end, 16 kadév, rd ed (yy, for it is 

possible to employ apparently good actions as means to an un- 
worthy end. This seems to be the sense of zpoaipotpevos 8¢° atta— 

viz. ‘choosing means for the sake of the good end which one 

appears to choose them for’: ‘choosing them as deing what they 

are—good: t.e. good means to a good end’: eg. a_man must 

choose to perform a charitable act for the sake of the public good 
which such acts promote, not for the sake of personal popularity. 
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In the latter case his ‘charitable act’ would -be..such..only in 
appearance. Tpoapovpevos 80 adrdé cannot signify ‘choosing them, 

7.e. the particular acts, for their own sakes, as ends-in-themselves,’ 

for mpoaipeots is the choice of means (see LZ. WV. iii. 2. 9). Good 

choice treats particular acts as means to the realisation of edda- 

povia, the chief end. (3) Not only must an act, to_be morally good, 
be chosen_in_the.way.described.above, but the choice of it must be 

habitual and practically inevitable. The zpoaépeous of means, to be 
good, must be guided by the BovdAnas (£. J. iii. 2. 9) of an End, 

or Life, to which the whole nature of the moral agent has been 

perfectly adapted. 

TS pev etdevar oddev 7 pixpov k.7.A.] ‘This,’ Grant remarks, ‘is 

1105 a. 31. 

b, 2. 

a reaction against the Socratico-Platonic doctrine that virtue con-__ 

sists in knowledge.’ Aristotle uses e«/devac in two senses in the 

present context, in one of which he affirms, and in the other seems 

to deny, its necessity in morals. A_man must snow that he 7s doing 

an act, if the act _is_to have any moral significance. atall. This is 

an indispensable condition (mparov pév éay cidds), as we have seen 
above. But, this condition fulfilled, a man may act well without 

a theory of action (rd pev cidéva), if his moral habits are good; 

whereas correct theory without good habits would avail nothing. 
The statement, however, TO pep eidévat ovdey 77 7) plkKpov ix vet, even as 

thus explained, is 1 too strong from Aristotle’s own point of view. 

Without a sheory, conduct could not long maintain itself as a 

system. Aristotle concedes this in his doctrine of the mpakzexos 
vovs, and in his view that the moral agent ought to become vopo- 

Oerixds (Z. WV. x. g. 14). After all, if allowance be made for 
difference of philosophical language, Plato and Aristotle hold 

essentially the same view about the place of knowledge in morality. 

It may be pointed out in passing that the distinction drawn in § 3 

between a_work of art which has.its..good in itself, and an_action 

which must.be.interpreted. in the-light-of the agent’s character, is 

the distinction of AZez. ©. 8, between evépyetae which have an épyov 

map avtds, and those which have not—1050 a. 30 doy pev ody 

erepov Ti €oTe Tapa THY xpHow TO yyvopevoy, TOT@Y peV 7) EvEpyELa EV TO 

TOLOUMEV@ EOTiV, Vioy H TE ikoddunots Ev TO oikodopouvper@ K.T.A. .. . CTW 

d€ py €oTw addo Tt epyov mapa Tiy evépyetav, év aitois Umapyer H evepyera® 

oioy 7) dpacis ev TO Spavti, Kai 7} Cewpia ev 7G OewpodvTs. The excellence 

of Homer is embodied in his épyov, and remains there for all time ; 
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but a good action is only a glimpse which we get of a good life. 

On the one hand, it is the Iliad, and not its author that is 

important ; on the other hand, it is the orderly beautiful life, of 

which the action is a symptom, that is precious. 

Ta 8 GN ... Grep ék Tod wodAdKis mpdtTew ... mepryiverat| 
The Ada are 76 mpoapeioba dv’ aitd and the és, both of which 

come from acting, not from philosophising. 

§ 4.] Good actions are only then morally good, ze. really what 
they appear to be, when they are done by a good man: and a 

good man is a man who performs good actions easily and in the 
interest of a noble system of conduct. 

§§ 5, 6.] show that the remark mpos dé 16 ras dperas [sc. exe | 7d 

pev cidevae ovdev 7 puxpdv lover (§ 3) is directed, not so much against 

Plato, as against Sophists like Isocrates, who professed (or were 

accused, by those who did not themselves take fees, of professing) 

to teach conduct by a course of lectures—cf. /. WV. x. g. 20. 

CLAP TER. 

ARGUMENT. 

We have assumed the concrete existence of Virtue, and tried to show how it és 
practically acquired: let us now try to find its formal definition ; and first let 

us ask—What is tts Genus ? 

The qualities which manifest themselves in the Soul are thiee—Feelings, 

Capacities, Habits ; and Virtue will be one of the three. 
(1) Feelings: e. g. desire, anger, fear, confidence, envy, joy, love, hate, longing, 

emulation, pity—these, and all other feelings, being accompanied by pleasure or 
pain. 

(2) Capacities: being capable of experiencing these feelings—e. g. being 

capable of feeling anger or pity. 

(3) Habits: the relations, good or bad, in which we stand to our various 

feelings, e.g. if we are disposed too much or too little to anger, it ts a bad habit ; 

if moderately, a good habit. 

The Virtues and Vices then are not feelings, because we are not said to be 

good or bad for our mere feelings, or praised or blamed for them, whereas we are 
praised for our Virtues, and blamed for our Vices. Again, we experience a 

Jeeling, e.g. anger or fear, without choosing to experience tt, but the virtues 
involve Choice. Moreover we are said to be ‘moved’ by our feelings, but 

‘ disposed,’ not ‘moved, by our Virtues and Vices. 
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Nor are the Virtues and Vices capacities, for we are not said to be good or bad, 

and we are not praised or blamed, because we are capable of experiencing certain 

feelings. Further, we are endowed by nature with these capactties ; but it ts 

not nature which makes us good or bad, as was pointed out before. 
Lf then the Virtues are neither feelings nor capacitwes, tt remains that they are 

habits. 5 

§ 1. tl eo  dpetn| What is its yévos. It seems to be a 1105b.19. 
reversal of the natural order to enquire first (as Aristotle has done 

in the previous chapters of this Book)—How Virtue is acquired ; and 

then (wera d€ ratra) to ask—What Virtue is. This is surely the order 
which Socrates finds fault with Meno for wishing to adopt (JZeno 86 

C, D). Perhaps we may answer for Aristotle that it is only the 

man who has acquired dpern for himself who can understand its 

ti eott, ‘The present enquiry therefore follows a natural course, 

when starting from dperj, as something concretely known, it first 

tries to show how it is practically acquired, and then tries to find 
its formal definition. 

Te €v TH WuXH yevopeva tpia éoti x.7.A.] As Michelet and other b. 20. 

commentators point out, the phenomena in the Soul are here said 
to be three, because dpern, or goodness, he quality (modrns) par 

excellence (cf. EE. Nw i. 9. 8 abrn 8€ la é. 9 Twoderexy | TAEioTHY emripédecav 

Toueitat TOU TMOLOUS Tivas Kal GyaBods Tovs woNiTas moujTa: and Mes. A. 

14. 1020 b. 23 padsora de To ayadby Kal TO Kakov onpaivet TO ToLOY emt TeV 

epWvxov, kal TovT@y padiota emi Tois €xovor mpoutpeocw), Suggests the 

accepted threefold division (so far as the Wuyy is concerned) of 
motrys into és, Sévayis, and mdbos. See Cat. 8. 8 b. 2 5 sqq., and 

Grant’s note. Zell quotes Plutarch, De Virt. Mor. 4 tpia yap 67 

Tavta act rept tiv Wuyiy vmapxew, Svvaytv, waOos, €Ew* 7 pev ovv Svva- 

pus apxn Kal UAn Tov maOovs, oioy dpyiAdrns, aicxvytTnAla, Gappadedrns* Td 

de mabos kivnais tis dn THs Suvdpews, olov dpyn, aidws, Oapoos, 7 8 cus 

iaxvds kal katacKevh THs mept TO GAoyov Suvdpews e€& EOovs eyyryvopevn, 

kakia pev ay davdws, caper? Se av Kad@s tnd Tod Adyov madaywynOA Td 

maOos. 

§§ 2-6.] A mddos is an isolated feeling or affection, and a Stvaus b. 21. 
is the capacity for experiencing such a feeling. A capacity of this 

kind, with the resulting feeling, is mafwral, t.e. independent of 

education, and, in itself, is ether pradsed as good, nor blamed as 

bad. Moreover, a feeling is a mofvon (xara ra man KiveicOar Neydueba) 

which arises out of a capacity czdependenily of choice (émpoapéras). 
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These characteristics of md6os and Sivays exclude the possibility of 
dpern being a maOos or Sivas: for dpern is a dzsposztion (kata ras 

dperas SiaxeioGai mas deydpeba) not a motion; it zmplies choice ; and 

it zs praised as good; besides, it is acguired by education. But 

these are the characteristics of é&s. Accordingly detmerar e€ers atras 
€uval, 

In other words, the ‘ Qualities’ of the wvyn are either affections 

(wa6n) or capacities (Svvdes and es). Virtue is not an isolated 

affection. It is therefore a capacity. But it is not a natural 

capacity. Therefore, it is an acquired capacity, ze. a e&s: and 

a eés for which we are praised. 

§ 2. dy] It is to be observed that the doctrine of this section 
is considerably simpler than that of the corresponding passage in 

Cat. 8. In this latter passage ma6yrixai mourytes and wa6n are dis- 

tinguished (9 a. 28). WaOnrixai mowrntes are permanent qualities, 
such as a pale complexion, or madness, whether congenital or 

caused by disease; whereas way are transient qualities (if the term 

qualities be admissible), such as paleness suddenly produced by fear, 

or excitement by pain—g b. 19 éca pév odv Tay ToLovT@Y oUETTe- 

pareav (weavia, oxpdérns: and the same remarks are afterwards 

applied to psychical conditions, such as pavix) éxoraois) azd twev 

mabey Svokwytev Kal Tapapovipwv thy dpxiy etAnde, TaOntiKai ToLdTHTES 

A€yovTa’ mowol yap Kata Tairas Aeydpeba . . . daa 8 amd padios 

Stadvopevav Kat Taxd dmoxabiotapevoy yiverar, TaOn dEyerat, Torres SE 
” > ‘ 7 , ss , y+ ‘ € > ~ ‘ A 

ou. ou yop A€yovrat TOLOL TLVES KATA TQAUTAS” OUTE yap oO epvOprav dea TO 

aicxuvOjvar épvOpias Néyera’ ore 6 dypiav dia 1d HoBnOqvar @yxpias’ 

GAAG paddov memovOévac Tu’ Gate mabn pev Ta ToLadTa eyeTaL, ToLOTHTES 

& ov. Here the writer says that wd) are not mowdrnres: but above 

(9 a. 28) he has said—rpérov 8¢ yévos mourntos maOntiKal rroudtntes Kat 

wd0y. The difference between a mantic mowrns and a dvvayes 

according to Ca¢. 8 is that, while the former is the permanent 

manifestation or induration, as it were, of a md6us, the latter is a 

natural capacity of doing or resisting something: see Caz. 9 a. 18 
Svvapw dvowxyy i) advvayiay Tod Toujoai Te padios 7) pydev TWaoxeELv. 

The dvvayes of the Categories thus differs from that of the L7hics, 

which is ka® jv taOytiKol rotten (2c. trav mabav) heyspeba. Indeed 

the ddvayis of the L¢Azcs stands very close to the ma@nrixy mourns 

of the Categories. The manner in which the notion of maOnrixy 

moidtns, OF permanent manifestation of a ma6os, naturally passes into 
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that of dvvayis ka’ qv maOnrtxot (rod maOovs) NeydueOa is easily seen in 1105 b. 21. 

the case of psychical ma@nrixut mowrnres, where the manifestations 
generally admit of degrees; thus the ma6yrixy moiwrns of paki 

éxotagts, OF insanity, is not always violently manifested ; and the 

violent outbursts, when they occur, appear as md6n, or kwioeis, 

arising out of the normal éckcraovs, which thus comes to be regarded 

as a capacity, rather than as a manifestation. If we compare the 

parallel passage in the Ludem. Ethics (ii. 2) with Cat. 8 we can see 
how close raéntixy mourns and Svvaues stand to each other, where ra 

kara Thy Wuxnv at least are concerned. In the Cavegories the dpyiros 

is said to have a maOnrixy mourns (Cat. 8. 10 a. 2 mow yap Kara 

ravras [SC. Tas maOnriKas moudtntas | déyovrar, dpythou x.7.A.); in the 

Eth. Eud., to have a Stvaus (Eth. Lud. ii. 2.1220 b. 12 déyw 8é 

ma0n pev Ta ToLavTa, Ovpov PdBov k.7.d. . . . Kal KaTa peyv TaiTa OVK EoTL 

mooTns, GdAa maoyxer’ Kata O€ Tas Suvdpets, outs’ héeyw dé Tas Suvdpers 

kal’ as A€yorrar Kata AON ot evepyodvTes* viov dpyidos K.T.A. ). 

In the foregoing remarks I have purposely omitted, as irrelevant, 

reference to such maOnrixal moidrntres as sweetness, so called because 

they are qualities which produce rabn in us—Cat. 8.9 b. 5 ta 8€ 
kata Tas aigOnoets Exdotny TOV cipnuevav TrovoTHTwy TaOous elvat ToLnTLKHY 

maOnrikal mrovorntes NéyovTat. 

hummOAvar] Rassow (Forsch. p. 88) seems to make out a good b. 25. 

case for his conjecture o8nOqvau. After quoting the § from déyo 

dé ma) down to edeyom, he says: ‘Affecte nenne ich Begierde, 

Zorn, Furcht u.s.w., iiberhaupt alles, womit das Gefiihl von Lust und 

Unlust verbunden ist. Wer so definirt, kann unmoglich die dim 

selbst als Affect bezeichnen. Dennoch wird unmittelbar darauf 

AuvmnOjva als Beispiel eines solchen angefiihrt. Ich vermuthe 

poBnOnva, denn PoBeioGa wird neben dpyi¢eoOa wiederholt in diesem 

Abschnitte als Beispiel gebraucht. Z. 31 kara pév ra mdOn oir’ 

erawovpeba ore eyspueba, od yap emaweirar 6 poBovpevos od€ 5 bpytts- 

pevos. Pp. T106 a. 2 ere dpyrCoueba pev kal PoBovpeba ampoapéras. Die 

grosse Ethik, die diesen Abschnitt fast wortlich wiedergiebt, hat in 

ihrem Text bereits Aumn@qvari. 7.1186 a. 15: dagegen hat Stobaeus 

Eel. Eth. p. 85 Meineke oBeicOa: Svvdpers kab? ds malnttkol TOUT@Y 

civat Neyopeba, oiov kad’ ds dpyiCopeba hoSovpeba Cyodper kt.’ 

efers Se Kal” Gs mpds TA dOy Exouer eb H KaKds] Cf. LL. ii. 2. 
1220 b. 18 e€eus 8€ eiow, doa airiai clot Tod Tavita (2.e. ra maby) i} Kara 

Adyov indpxew i) evavtios. The és of virtue is the result of the 
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eldomotnats Kai poppwots Tov waOnudtor (Eustratius) effected by moral 

training. 

§ 3. 08 Aeyopeba Kata Ta WéOy oToudator H daddor] Because, 
as is explained in Cad. 8, the ma) are not properly movornres : we 
are not rovol wes in consequence of them. It is thus evident that 

it is only on account of their close connexion with ma@nrtxai rovorntes, 

of which they seem to be at once the causes and the results, that 

naén are considered under the head of zoudrns at all, In themselves 

they are xunoes (see § 4 of this chapter), or évépyecae—not movdrytes 

(see 2. /V. x. 3. 1). ‘Uhis.1s recognised ini, tt ha hea, 57 
lal cA oS) co lol ‘ ‘ a a , Sane A So TE \ Ul 

tav & év tH Wouxn Ta pev eEets 7 Suvdpers ciot, Ta O evepyerat Kal KLVNOELS. 

§ 4. mpoapécers] As Grant points out, there has been no proof 
of this yet. Aristotle, however, has probably in his mind the 

doctrine of J/er¢. ©. 2 and 5, according to which épegéts or mpoaipects 

determines (as 76 képiov) which of the two contraries open to a dvvapis 
pera Adyov shall be manifested. He therefore assumes here as a 

settled point, that the dperai, having been acquired in circumstances 

in which the development of the contrary caxias was possible, are 

pera mpoapéoceas. It is true that the duvapers pera Adyou of Aes. O. 

2 and 5 are identified with the properly z7fel/ectual potentialities, or 

abilities, z.e. with the réyvar and émorjpa: but the doctrine of £7. 

Nic. iii. 5—that, if the performance of good acts is é¢’ jpiv, then the 

performance of bad acts is equally é¢’ piv—enables us, or rather 

obliges us, to extend the notion of 4 pera Adyou Svvauis 7 tev evavTiov 

otca so as to include moral potentiality also—z.e. the power of 

acting well or ill in given circumstances, which man, in virtue of 

his Adyos, possesses. Indeed, the notion may be even farther 

generalised, so as to include all Life (phys'cal as well as moral), 

7. é. all cases in which an organism may, or may not, succeed in 

doing what is for its advantage in given circumstances: and this 

generalisation of the notion would be in strict conformity with the 

meaning of Aéyos=orderly arrangement of parts, or organisation. 

All organisms, in that they can so behave as to survive or perish, 

possess duvdpers ray evarvrioy: whereas in the inorganic world there 
is no ‘adaptation to an environment, or failure in adaptation’: 

there are only ddoyou Suvdpers, Operating in one direction. 

StaxetoOai mws| Except, apparently, for the alliteration, this 
might have been ¢xew mos. The dperai are d:abécers which have } 

| 

7 

| 
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become fixed, ze. e€eus—see Cat. 8.9 a. 8 duapépe ekis diabécews 1106 a. 6. 
~ ae 

TO THY pev eEvkivnTov elvar THY Se ToAvxXpoMwTépay Kai SvoKwwnToréepar. 

clot b€ ai pev ees Kal diabecers, ai dé diabecers ovk €& avaykns ckes’ of 
\ ‘ de ” ‘ s , , 2 5 ae A ¢ x , > pev yap e&eis Exovtes kal SidkewrTai yé mws Kat aitds’ of Sé Siakeiuevor od 

mavTws Kal ew €xovow. Examples of a dudbeows are Wuypdrns, vdcos. 

CHAPTER VI. 

ARGUMENT. 

So much for the genus of Virtue—it is a Habit. But what ts tts differentia ? 
What sort of Hlabit zs tt ? 

Let us begin with the statement, that a virtue or excellence gives perfection 

both to the condition and to the function of that of which wt ts the virtue or excel- 
lence. Thus the excellence of the eye makes the eye itself and its sight good. 
{So man’s excellence or virtue will be a habit which makes him good, and causes 

him to perform his peculiar function well. \ The differentia then which we are 

looking for ts contained in the words—‘ which makes him good and causes him 

to perform his peculiar function well” We have already said, in passing, that 
Goodness is preserved by the Mean, and that ‘performing well’ consists in 

avoiding extremes and choosing the Mean. Accordingly, uf we now explain 

Jully what ‘ choosing the Mean’ is, we shall explain the true differentia of 
Virtue. 

Wherever a measurable whole can be divided into two parts, we can subtract 

apart which zs ‘ greater than, or a part which ts ‘ less than, or apart which ts 

‘equal to, the part which we leave. Here ‘equal to’ ts the arithmetical mean » 

between any two unequal parts into which the whole may be divided ; it ts the 

absolute-mean; or ‘half of the thing, which ts the same for all men, From 
this absolute mean, however, we must distinguish the relative mean, or ‘mean 

for me, which is not the half of the thing and the same for all men, but that 
amount which ts neither too much nor too little for me—that amount which 

exactly suits me in my particular circumstances : e.g. let two pounds of meat 

a day be too little, and ten too much for me during my training: it does not 

follow that the arithmetical mean between two and ten—the half of thetr 

sum, i.e. six pounds, will suit me. Whatever quantity between the ex- 

tremes two and ten suits me zs the mean for me, and will be prescribed by 

my trainer. And the rule which the trainer here observes is that which all 

artists follow. They all look to this, not to the arithmetical meant i.e. they all 
aim at what is simply enough in the circumstances, avoiding excess and defect. 
Thus we say of a master-piece of art—‘ you could not take from it, or add to zt, 
without spoiling it. And if Art achieves her triumphs by observing this 
golden rule, much more carefully will Virtue observe it, tnasmuch as her 
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triumphs are greater: for the Virtuous Character is like one of the organisms 
which Nature brings forth—zt ts more fitly contrived and more beautiful than 
any worhof art. When we say that Virtue observes the mean, we refer only 
to Moral Virtue, for zt is acquired in a region—that of feelings and actions— 
where excess and defect are possible. Thus, take the feeling of anger: if we are 
too angry, or not angry enough, we err and are blamed ; but tf we are angry 

at the proper time, and at the proper things, and with the proper persons, and 

with the proper effect, and in the proper way, we hit off ‘the happy mean,’ and 
do what we are praised for, and what is right. But where ‘we are pratsed, 

and ‘do what ts right, Virtue zs concerned. It ts Virtue therefore which makes 
us “hit off the mean’: indeed we may perhaps even say that ‘ Virtue ts itself a 

kind of mean. Again, there are many wrong ways (evil ts something indefinite 

as the Pythagoreans opined, good something definite), but only one right way. 

Hence it ts easy to miss the mark, difficult to hit 1t—another reason why we 

assign the mean—for it ts difficult—to Virtue, and the extremes to Vece—for 
they are easy. 

Moral Virtue may then be dened, as ‘A Habit involving Choice, lying 

zn a Relative Mean fixed by Reason, that ts, as the Prudent Man would 

fiwitte, 
But it ts only as formally defined, that Virtue ‘isg mean, or ‘lies ina mean,” 

between two-vices, choosing the middle course between their extremes. This 
‘middle course, we must remember, ts likewise the Best Course: and as Choosing 
what ts Best virtue ts ‘ supreme excellence. 

Lt ts not to every action, however, and every feeling that the formula of the 
mean applies. Some feelings, e.g. envy, some actions, e. g. theft, are seen, as 
soon as named, to imply evil. It is never possible to have such feelings, or per- 

form such actions, ‘in the right way.” To suppose tt possible would indeed be 

as absurd as to suppose that acting unjustly or acting intemperately could have 

zts excess, defect and mean, or that the exact mean point of justice or temperance - 

could be resolved tnto excess and defect. In short there ts no mean in excess and 
defect, and no excess and defect in the mean. 

§ 1. rota tis] Having in the last chapter shown 6 tu éorl ra yéver 
7 Gpern, viz. that it is a e&s, Aristotle now proceeds to declare its 

differentia—rofa rts. 

§§ 2, 3.] Taken, as Grant points out, from Plato, Rep. 353 B. 

§ 4. moia tis éotiw 1 duos adris| Its differentia is that it is ev 
pegornrt. 

ouvexet kat Siatpero| Continuous and discrete quantity—z\ e. 

magnitude (y¢ye4os) and number (AqGos), according to Grant, who 
quotes Cat. 6. 4b. 20 rod b€ mogod ro péev dott Siwpiopevov rd be 

ouveyes . . . eat S€ Stwpiopevov, oiov apiOyos Kal Abyos, wuvexes SE otov 

ypappn emupavera, c@pa, ere S€ mapa tavta xpdvos Kal rémos. It will 

be observed, however, that in this passage from the Ca/egorzes the 

a 
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term used is Stwpeopevov not Seatperdv. Is Staperdv in the Lv¢hics 1106 a. 26. 

equivalent to duwpopevov in the Categories? Against an affirmative 

answer we have De Coelo i. 1. 268 a. 6 cuvexés pev otv éoti rd 

Scarperov cis aet diaipera: and AZer. A. 13. 1020 a. IO A€yerar de wAHGOs 

pev TO Suarperov Survdper eis py ovveyn, peyeOos Sé€ TO eis cuveyn, from 

which passages it would appear that both péyedos and mA7Oos, 7. ¢. 

both the cuvexés and the py cuvexés are Ssatperd. If Suaperov then 

is to be distinguised from 16 Sr@picpevov, which undoubtedly stands 

for m\néos, we must translate ouveyet kal diatper@ by ‘ continuous 

and at the same time capable of division’—the rendering rejected 
by Grant, but supported by the Paraphrast, who has—év savri 
ouvexel, olov ypapph emupaveia, T@patt, 7 ASy@ 7) xpore, Kal dos ev ravTl 

Suvapeve SiarpeOqva', The writer of the parallel passage in Z. £. 

il. 3 certainly understood the reference to be to the ovveyés alone, 

and not to the cuvexés and diapicpévov. His words are, 1220 b. 21 

év Gravtt cuvexet kai Siaper@ eoriv tmepoxy Kai €AdevYis Kal pevov" Kal 

TavtTa i) mpos GAAnAa 7) TPds Tyas" olov ev yupvacTiKH ev iarpiKy ev oiKo- 

Sopiky, ev KuBepyntiKn, Kal ev droiaody mpaket Kal entotnpovexy Kal dvemiaTn- 

povikn, Kal TEXVLKH Kal aTéxyvo’ T pev yap Klynors auvexés’ 7 Se mpakis 

kiynots. The Ald. Sch. follows the lead of Eudemus. He says— 
mpdonrov 6Te macy mpager mapakxoAovbet xpdvos, ovK EAaoaov dé rept 

makers 7) 7a0n 1) apetn’ KaO’ 6 ovv ev xpovm, 6 B8€ xpdvos ev cuvEXEL KaL 
= \ a“ x 38 ‘ , , 

SraipeTo, kara rovTo Kal adr TH Suaipeoww AnWerar. 

§§ 4-8.] It is unfortunate that Aristotle, in introducing the 
subject of the ethical mean, gave such prominence to the ouveyeés 
kai Siatperov 7.¢., to Quantity simply as Quantity. He thereby 

invited scholastic explanations like that by which Eudemus attempts 
to show ow moral action falls under the head of the ovveyés— 

LE. LE ii. 3. 1220 b. 26 7 pev yap Kimots cuveyes* 7 b€ mpakis kivnots : 

and laid his Theory open to the (really false) charge of recognising 

only a quantitative difference between Virtue and Vice. As a 
matter of fact, however, he is careful to distinguish between the 

péeoov Tov mpayunatos and the pécov mpos pas. The peécor rod mpay- 

patos, aS such, has no place in morals, being confined to depart- 

ments in which the ‘ middle,’ or ‘half,’ of something can be ex- 

actly measured, or counted. The pécov pos nuas, with which 

1 It is fair to add, however, that the Paraphrast passes, a few lines below, 
from the ‘continuous’ to the ‘discrete’—but uses the term Siwpicpévoy, not 
diatperdv. Aspasius is defective here. 

(0) 
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alone we have to do in morals, is that 6 pyre mAcovdger pyre €ddetzet, 

7.e., that which enables a particular person to correspond success- 

fully with his social environment. Here account must be taken of 

complicated organic conditions, of complicated external circum- 
stances, and of intricate actions and reactions between these 

organic and external factors: and the division of a cuvexés throws 

little light upon the problem. This Aristotle sees clearly. It 
seems probable that, having arrived at a satisfactory result in the 

preceding chapter by looking at dpery7 in connexion with the 

Category of mov, he next turned to that of wooov for help, and so 

stumbled upon 16 ovvexés, of which his commentators have un- 

fortunately made so much. 
When we have found 76 péoov 7d rod mpaypatos, we have found 

a quantity simply. But in ro pécov 7d mpos npas we have a quantity, 

as_it-is-related to a quality, From oyjya, the fourth kind of 

movotns (see Cas. 8. 10 a. 11), we may obtain an illustration of the 
way in which quantity is related to quality. Let us suppose that 

a disc is ‘of no use’ with a diameter of 10 inches, and that it must 

be enlarged till it becomes a disc ‘of a useful size.’ In adding 

matter (e.g. copper) to it, it is true that we must not add ‘too 

much or too little’; but, more than this, ‘the due amount’ which 

we add must have ¢he quality of shape suitable to a disc; the same 

‘amount’ with another quality of shape would not help us. This 

due amount thus circularly qualified might be called 1d péoov ro rpos 

vov kukdov, It is clear then that 76 peécov 7d mpos jas, although it 

has its quantitative aspect, is essentially that which is: qualitatively 

suitable to the moral character in the circumstances in which it is 

placed *. 
The analogy between the moral character and the definite well- 

balanced forms of organic nature, and of art, was always present 

to Aristotle’s mind; indeed we have to look no farther than the 

gth section of this chapter to find it mentioned. Living organisms, 

and works of art, are oynara, definite after their kinds, which 

Nature and Man respectively form by qualifying’ matter. ‘The 

1 Cf. Trendelenburg Logische Untersuch .i. 358 sqq. : he remarks that Aristotle’s 
virtuous peodryns is not a mere guantum, but keeps in view the qualitative 
peculiarity of virtue: and that when Plato extols measure in the moral, 
natural, and artistic worlds, he understands not measure fev se, but measure 

in relation to a qualitative ed, It is in the end which it subserves that 
measure has its ethical value. 
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quantity of matter used in any case is determined by the form 1106 a. 26. 
subserved ; the size of a particular organ, or part, is determined 

by its form, which again is determined by the form (limiting 

the size) of the whole organism, or work. Thus animals and 

plants grow to sizes determined by their particular structures, 

habitats, and conditions of life1, and each separate organ observes 

the proportion of the whole to which it belongs. The painter or 

sculptor considers the symmetry of the whole composition in every 

detail of his work. The conductor of a choir is forced to exclude 
a voice which surpasses all the others conspicuously in beauty— 

Pol, iii. 8. 1284 b. 8 ovre yap ypapels edoeev dv tov bmepBdddovta 

mda THs cuppetpias exew Td (Gov, od ef Stahéepoe 7d KdAXOs* ovTE vavTN- 

yos mptpvav 7} Tv Gd@v Te popiay Tav Tis veds' ovde dy xopodidoKados 

Tov pei{ov kat Kd\ALov Tod TavTds xdpou Pbeyyspevoy edoer cvyxopeverr. 

_in_all cases Form dominates matter, quality quantity. Similarly, 

the moral character is a definite Form which maintains itself as 

such, the péoov, so-called, which it observes in various circum- 

stances being that course of action which is best fitted in’ the 

circumstances to secure its continued maintenance. The less we 

think of the ‘middle,’ or ‘half’ of 73 ouvexes kal Scatperdy, in such 

a connexion, the better. When an insect escapes capture by 

resembling the colour of the leaves or bark on which it lives, its 

development of that particular shade of colour and no other, has 

as much right to be described as an observance of the péoor, as the 

temperance which protects the citizen from extremes disastrous 
to himself and others. 

§ 7. thy dpbpntichy dvadoyiavy] otherwise dpOyyrixi) peodrns— a. 35. 
defined by Nicomachus Gerasenus (dpi6. cicaywyy i. 23, p. 124, 

ed. Hoche): ori ody dpiOuntixy peodrys, drav tpdv i) mreidver 6pewv 

ehejs adAyAors Keypevay 7) emwoovpevay 1) adti Kata moadtnTa Siadopa 

etploxnra perakd trav epe&ijs imdpxovoa, pr) pévroe Abyos 6 adros ev Tois 

Opois mpos aAAnAous yivyTat, oiov a, B, y, 5, «. ev yap tH puvorky rabry 

exOecet Tov apiO.0d cuvex@s Kal dvurepBdrws eLeraComérn ebpioxerar Tas 

6aticovv Gpos dveiy ava pécov teraypevos Thy apiOpnriKyy mpds adrovs 

Stacalov peodryta’ ioar yap ai Suapopai adrod eicl mpos Tovs Exarépwbev 

TeTaypévous, OV pny ert Kal Adyos 6 aitos oa era ev aitois. Cf, also 

Archytas apud Mullach /ragm. Phil. ii. 119. 

The dpiOunrixy peodrns answers to she average as found by 

1 Cf. Spencer’s Bzolozy, part ii. ch. 1 on Growth. 

02 
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statistics. Statistics give us the average amount of beer, e.¢., 

consumed per head in a city: but it is only by accident that this 

amount happens to be that good for a particular person. 

§ 8. péoor Sé 0d 1d Tod mpdyparos GANG 7S pds Huds] Morality 
and art have nothing to do with the pécov rod mpayparos as such. 

When we say that they seek the péoov, we mean by that term ro 
pérptov (as used by Plato in the Poltticus)—the qualitatively suitable 

quantity, which may of course, in some cases, happen fo be 76 peor 

ro tod mpdyparos. Thus corrective justice seeks to effect 7é taov 

(or pécov) Td Kata Tyy apOpntiKny avadoyiay (see v. 4. 3)—but only 

because that toov or pécoy is qualitatively suitable : the end of justice 

ts best served, if the parties are treated as equals who have been 

made unequal by the BdAdBos, and the arithmetical mean is struck 

between them. 

§ 9.] réxvn, dpern, and ¢vous are principles which produce definite 

forms. The forms which réyyy produces in matter do not, how- 

ever, penetra/e the matter, as do those produced by apern and vars. 

The sculptor shapes only the outside of the marble. But a living 

being is organised throughout its matter, as deep down as the 

microscope can reach?. Similarly, a virtuous character is no mere 

external accomplishment, but the personality of the man. For 
this reason dpern is said to be mdans réexyns akpiBerrepa Kat dpeivor, 

It is a beautiful organism in which nothing is parny, as distinguished 

from a product of workmanship, necessarily rough and imperfect. 

What Aristotle somewhat unfortunately calls the péoor in nature, 

art, and morals, Plato called more happily the perpov. In three 

passages in the Polticus he anticipates all that is valuable in 

Aristotle’s doctrine, and even stumbles in one place upon the use 

of the term pévov, only however to drop it. In the first passage 
(Politicus 283 E-284 A) he says that good and bad men are 

chiefly distinguished by their different relations to the vats rod 

perpiov, and that all the arts produce their good and _ beautiful 

results by observing 76 peérpwor. In the second passage (Polsticus 

284 D) he distinguishes between the sciences which have to do 
with number and magnitude as such, and those which regard 1é 

péerpiov, TO mpéerov, Tov Katpor, TO deov, thus dividing 1) petpyntexn into 

1 As Leibnitz says—‘ Machinae naturae 4.¢. corpora viventia sunt adhuc 
machinae in minimis partibus usque in infinitum. Atque in eo consistit 
discrimen inter naturam et artem, hoc est inter artem divinam et nostram.’ 
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two parts. Aristotle’s distinction between the pécov rod mpdyparos 1106 b. 8. 

and the pécoy mpos nuas involves the same division. It is in this 

passage that Plato happens to use the term péoov. In the third 

passage (Polttcus 310) Plato makes a practical suggestion with 
regard to the realzsation of ro weérpiov in the character of the com- 

munity, which shows us how deeply he has penetrated into the 

meaning of this great principle of Life. The perpuor, he suggests, 

may be realised by the zafermarrzage of opposite natures. Naturally, 

from pgoreéyn, like seek like; dvdpeioe do not mix with cadpoves. 

The result is that after many generations the former become 

savage, and the latter unable to hold their own. It is for wise 

legislation to weave together opposite tendencies, and produce a 

race which may be compared to a web, Xetov kai, 7d Aeydpevor, 

evntpiov (with a fine warp). Again, perpirns or Evpperpia is the 

principle of good, beauty, and survival in an interesting passage 

in the Philebus 64 D, E. 

§ 10. A€yw Se thy FOrxqy| 7OcKy dpern is ev peodryt, because it is b. 16. 
a form concretely realised in the vAy of the pleasures and pains 

which attend actions and feelings. It is an évvdos Adyos effected 

in this tan wth difficulty. It is said to be év weodrnr in relation to 

the tendencies to disorder which it withstands. But Scavonrexy dpery 

is the Principle of Form or Adyos viewed per se as incompatible 

with the irregularity of excess or defect. Thus ¢pévyais is the 

Principle of Form in relation to the vAy of ra mpakrd. This 
Principle z¢se/f is not said to be év peodrnm, but the concrete form, or 

moral order, which it produces in our passions (7. e. the évdos Adyos 

of 761K dpern) is, because that concrete form may fail (by reason 

of tmepBodn and €Adews) to be produced. Where, however, failure 

. 1s impossible—in the region of the dtAou Adyou, or ratvones, of science 

and speculation, truths in the pursuit of which there ,is no mAdvy 

and no temptation from the side of pleasure or pain'!—it would 

be unmeaning to use the expression ¢v peodrnt, which connotes 

success in circumstances in which failure is possible. 

Thus the faculties by which we apprehend such truths—the purely 
intellectual €&eus—oogia and émucrnun—are not described as év peod- 

mT. ovcai—for two reasons: first because they are phases of 

LE. N. vi. 5. 6 ob yap Gracav tmoAnyw Siapbeiper ovde Siaotpeper TO HSU Kai 
ff a oe \ , , > \ a x > ya > x XN \ \ Aumnpov, oiov G7 TO Tpiywvov vo dpOas exe 7 ovK EXEL, GAAA Tas TeEpl TO 

Tpakt ov. 
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the Principle of Form, which zz zfse/f is incompatible with tzep- 
Born and €dAdenyis: secondly because they are concerned with 

objects which offer no obstacles to the reception of the form of 

reason. Hence the broad distinction which must be kept in view 
for the right understanding of the present section:—That in its 

practical exercise—in dealing with matter, or, as we should say, 

with ‘an environment,’ Adyos, or the Organising Principle (though 

im rtself incompatible with tmepBorn and Ades), is surrounded by 

difficulties and dangers, which it surmounts and avoids by ‘ doing 

the best in the circumstances’—by ‘adaptation’—r@ rod pécov 

oroxd¢er@ac: whereas in its sczentific exercise (as Aristotle under- 

stood its scientific exercise), the Principle of Reason has not to 
impress its form upon an alien and rebellious matter, but finds 

itself face to face with itself in its object, and, being dominated 

by nothing beyond itself, cannot fall into error: cf. AZet. A. ro. 
1075 a. 3 ovy €érépou ovy dvTos Tod vooupevou Kai TOU vov, Goa pn VAY 

EXEL, TO ALTO EoTaL, Kal f VOnoLS TS voouperv@ pia. 

Admitting fully the importance in Metaphysics and Ethics of this 
doctrine of the infallibility and autonomy of Reason, I think that 
it causes Aristotle to overlook the fact that there are properly 

scientific operations which closely resemble moral actions in the 

dangers and difficulties by which they are surrounded. The 

scientific operation of étaywyn, for example, consists in the slow 

and difficult formation of a conception out of the manifold of 

confused sensations. At every step of this process the intellect is 

liable to be deceived by present appearances, while memory often 

plays it false: above all, the feelings affect its point of view— 

Lntellectus humanus lumints sicet non est. To form a true con- 

ception, or kaddov, out of many aicOnrad is as closely connected 

with adaptation to the environment, as the formation of a good 

habit of acting is, and attended by difficulties perhaps as 

great, though not of the same kind. The ka@édrov therefore 
which embraces just the most important points in the alo@yra, 

omitting those which are not important, might with truth be 

described as apprehended or ‘held’ by a es lying ev peodryre. 
But Aristotle, although he gives a very good account of éerayeyn, 

and the formation of universals, prefers, in contrasting moral virtue 

and science, to look at the latter as engaged with the abstract 

truths of mathematics and metaphysics, which the Greek mind 
pursued with so much success. If the difficulties of concrete 
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scientific investigation had been more fully appreciated by him, he 1106 b. 16. 
would not have drawn the line so sharply as he seems to do in 

this section, between 70:«) apery and Scavontixy dpern. It is to be 

noticed however that réyvy, which he has correctly described as rov 

pévou otoxaatixn, is the dpern of the rounrixn Sidvora: see L. XV. vi. 

ch. 2 and ch. 4. Indeed it is implied in the definition of 74x dpern 

(§ 15) that pdvnots also is oroxacriKy tod pécov. The same is, as 

I have tried to show, true of other intellectual ees, in so far as 

they also are modes of our adaptation to a difficult environment. 

There is therefore little value in the limitation apparently implied 
in the words Aéyo Sé tv HOuyv, except in so far as attention is 

called to the much greater influence of pleasure and pain in the 

moral than in the scientific sphere of human activity. All thinking, 

even the most abstract, is ‘a mode of adaptation ’—z.e. is ‘ prac- 

tical.’ Aristotle admits this in the opening words of the JZe/a- 
physics —navtes tivOporor rod cidévat dpéyovtar dice. A belief is 

honest which we are prepared to acf upon; and a belief which 

leads to hurtful action is not frwe. The avenues of knowledge, 
the special senses, do not give the whole truth about the universe, 

but only so much as enables us to live. Their truth is relative to 

conduct. The practical curiosity of the eye of sense, which sustains 

the intelligence of the lower animals, becomes in man the theo- 

retical curiosity of the ‘mind’s eye’—JZe/. A. 2. 982 b. 12 dia 7d 

Bavudtew of dvOpwmot Kal vov Kal TO mp@tov ApEavto Piiocodew. rt parov tip 

§ 11. pécov te Kat dpiorov] The vza media which dpern takes is b. 22. 
also the dest way—z.e. the only right way in the circumstances. 

Cf. below, § 17. 

§ 12. Spotws S€ kal wept Tas medgers| as well as epi ra way, c.g. b.23. 

o8nOjva, mentioned in § ro. 

ev ots H pev GmepBoht dpaptdverat kat H eAdeupes [Wéyeran | | Rassow b. 25. 

(Forsch. 33) suggests ev ois 7 pév tmepBodn Kai 7 EAdeues Weyerar Kat 

duaprdvera—on the ground that both predicates (dpaprdverar and 
Wéyera) belong to each of the extremes. Bywater brackets weyerat. 

§ 18. croxacriky) ye] Ramsauer has—‘ Particuld ye adjecta ex- b. 28. 
cusatur quasi audacia loquendi qua nova vox peodrns 7 dpern modo 

proposita est; neque enim prorsus certum virtutem ideo quod sit 
rot pécou Vel croxactixi) Tod péoov, Necessario ipsam esse peoornra.’ 
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§ 14. ét 76 pev «.7.4.] There are many wrong ways of doing a 
thing, but only one right way. Therefore (kai dia rair’ otv) imepBory 

and ¢AAeupus, involving as they do many ways of doing a thing, are 

characteristic of vice, and peodrns is characteristic of virtue. The 

Paraphrast has—datverar dpa kai dia tovTo thy pev vmepBohny Kat THY 

€Adeupy tis Kaxias etvar (adpiota yap éxdrepov) thy dé perdrnta Tis 

apeTns, @piopevny Kal piay vvoar. 

NuBayédperor] See Grant, £¢hics, Essay iv. (vol. i. p. 253), and 

Ritter and Preller, A7zs/. PAz?. Doctrina Pythagoreorum, inprimis 

Philolai. 

xaderdv] Cf. Theognis (Poet. Gnom. p. 14, ed. Tauchnitz): 
Mydev dyav onevdew" mavtav peo’ apirta, Kal ovT@s 

"E€eis, Kipy’, aperny qv te AaBeiv xaderov, 

eoOdoi pev yap amdGs x.7.A.] Spengel (Aristotelische Studien I. 

Nic. Eth. p. 205) would place this line after émuruyeiv, b. 33. 

§ 15.] This is the final definition of 76:7) dpern. ‘The parts of it 

which have not been already explained are—propévy (dat.) Adye, 

and ws [Bywater reads @] dv 6 ppdvpos dpiceer, 

The peodrns is ‘ rationally determined,’ or ‘ determined according 

to the proper ratio or proportion’ This ratio is, of course, that 
of the organisation which meets most successfully the conditions of 

human life; The man who realises this ratio most perfectly, and 

is most clearly conscious of it, is termed the @pdmpos, In the Sixth 

Book which treats largely of @psvnows, we are told (ch. 13. 6) that it 

is ppdévnors which raises dvorxy dpety into kupia dperj. ‘There exist, 

independently of education, in the children of a civilised community, 

“certain natural tendencies to feel pleasure and pain in connexion 

with the right objects. Without these natural tendencies to work 

upon, vénos would have difficulty in making a beginning of moral 

education. Thus 6vpds is the natural source of dvdpela, aidws of 

coppocvvyn, and vépeots Of dixacocvvn (see especially “. L. iii. 7. 

1234 a. 24 sqq.). These natural tendencies véyos limits in relation 

to one another, producing a oupperpia of the whole man. The 

1 No apology is needed for sometimes rendering Adyos, or 6 dpAds Aoyos, by 
ratio or proportion, rather than by Reason; for the object of Reason is ratio 
or system, and the faculty of Reason and its object are identical, according to a 
far-reaching tenet of Aristotle, upon which he often insists. ‘O dp@0s Adyos zs 
the moral constitution of man, of which he ts conscious in his Xyos, ppévnais, 
or vous TpakTikos. 

— 
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difference between @vyds and avdpeia, for instance, is that Ovpds is 1106 b.36. 

a fitful principle, depending upon accident for its manifestation, 

incapable of originating a consistent course of behaviour in the 

presence of danger, and not necessarily bound up with any other 

good tendency, but often existing alone—as in the case of the 
Spartans and other purely warlike nations: whereas dvdpeia zmplies 

all the other virtues, being a member of the indivisible organism of 

the moral character ; not a fitful principle of action, but mediating 

acts ultimately determined by the man’s whole moral nature, and 
not by the accident of the moment which might arouse his 6upés. 

A man’s avépeia is not a feeling which is born on the battle-field, 
but the spirit shown on the field by one who, not only has had 

experience of danger, but has cultivated the peaceful virtues of 

coppociyn, Sikaoovvyn, edevOepiotns, weyadomperea: and similarly, the 

spirit of dvdpeia is necessary to these peaceful virtues. Népos (which is 

vous avev opéEews Pol. ili. 11. 1287 a. 32) perceiving the relation 

which ought to subsist between the tendencies of human nature, en- 

deavours to effect it in the young, by encouraging some tendencies, 

and discouraging others. At first the subjects of this educational pro- 

cess are not aware of what is being really done ; but in course of time 

they begin to see for themselves the relation which has been gradually 

effected. pévnors, or the consciousness of the proper relation (6 épéds 

Adyos), dawns in them, and aids »épyos, and gradually supersedes it in 

the function of preserving and perfecting the cupperpia..._Unless, on 

the one hand, the wayward tendencies were first regulated in relation 
to one another by the constraining force of véuos, we should never 

become conscious for ourselves of the proper relation in which they 

ought to stand to one another, as members of a whole ; but, on the 

other hand, unless this consciousness supervened in us, our virtue 

would remain at the level of the mere good behaviour of children, 

who do what is right without knowing why, simply because they 

are told to do it: odx oidy re dyabov civae Kupiws dvev hpovnceas (Vi. 

13. 6). With dpérvnots, a man is «vpws—his own master ; and con- 

scious of the systematic unity of his nature in all its parts—dua yap 
TH pporncer pia Umapyovon macat UndpEovow ai aperat. With Aristotle’s 

theory of the relation of ¢poynots to kupia dpern. may be compared 

Shaftesbury’s view, that Vzr/we, as distinguished from mere Good- 

ness, is impossible without Reflection (Inguiry concerning Virtue, 

Book i. Part ii. Section iii), and Kant’s doctrine, that kind actions 

prompted by a good-natured temperament have no moral value. 
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The virtuous habits produced by the external agency of véyos, 
and maintained and perfected by the ¢pévnois at last awakened in 

the subject himself, are severally termed peodryres. In this Book, 
and the two following Books, each of these peodrnres is treated 

separately in connexion with its own special extremes, and little 

care is taken to remove the very natural impression that its relation 

is only to these specified extremes—that, for instance, the nature of 

ehevOeptdrns is exhausted when we have defined it as the mean 

between dowria and dvehevOepia. Moral virtue thus seems to be 

presented as a opivos dperov. But closer attention shows that 

this is not the impression which Aristotle intends to convey—that 
the separate treatment of the virtues, in relation to special extremes, 
is intended only to bring out into clear light, one after another, 

a number of important aspects of the same moral agent, as he 1s 

placed in different circumstances: that we have to do, not with so 

many ¢ndividuals—the avipeios, cappov, &c.—but with porns of view 

obtained by analysis, the intention of the analysis being to enable 

us at last to clothe the concrete agent more fully with his attributes. 
Against the separate or analytical treatment of the various peodryres 

in succession, we must set the statement od yepitorra dddApdov al 

dperai (vi. 13. 6). The various virtues, although for greater clear- 
ness they may be treated separately, are not separately existent, but 

each exists only as all the others exist, and form an dp6s Adyos, or 

system, which is different (within limits) for each man. Each man 

has, as it were, his own moral centre of gravity, and all the virtues, 

related to one another in a particular way, are necessary to his 

stability ; but his moral stability may be assailed in different ways, 

in different circumstances. On the field of battle the emotions of 

fear and over-confidence are its special assailants, and its main- 

tenance against them is courage. Other circumstances have other 

special temptations, and the maintenance of stability receives other 

names. But the centre of gravity remains the same in all, being 

that particular Néyos, or organisation, of his whole nature which is 

best for the particular man. The one vice of cowardice, or of 
rashness, would amount to the demoralisation of the whole nature. 

We cannot conceive of the magnificence of the rash man, or of the 

temperance of the coward. 

These considerations show how mistaken the objection is to 

Aristotle’s theory of the virtuous mean, that it makes merely 
a quantitative difference between Virtue and Vice. This objection 
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can be felt only by one who thinks of courage, for instance, merely 1106 b. 36. 

in connexion with its specified extremes—cowardice and rashness. 

But courage is only a particular manifestation of 4 6\y dpery : and 

cowardice, or rashness, is only a particular symptom of Zo/al 

demoralisation. Cowardice, or rashness, therefore differs from 

courage as the confusion differs from the order of the whole nature. 

If this is not a gualitafve difference, it will be difficult to point to 
any that is. 

The various Virtues described in this Book and in the two 
following Books may be taken, then, to be illustrations, more or less 

striking, of the function of ¢pdéynous, or the consciousness of the 

‘right ratio,’ in preserving that ratio against the various assaults to 

which it is exposed through the sensibility. As dvdpela is the 

preservation of the right ratio in the presence of danger to life in 

battle, so capoctvy is its preservation amid the temptations of 

bodily pleasure ; peyadorpémeca its preservation in the midst of great 

wealth and state; édevOepidrys, in the midst of the daily calls upon 

one’s purse; mpadrns, amid the irritations of social intercourse ; 

eUtpareXia, amid its gaieties. In these and all other circumstances 

of temptation there is no occult quality, no separate faculty, which 

deals with each kind of temptation—the man indivisible deals with 

each, preserving in the particular circumstances of each temptation 

a moral balance, which has been preserved so long, under such 

various assaults, that its preservation in any circumstances whatso- 

ever is no longer doubtful. 

But is not this all too vague? How shall a man know that he is 
really preserving his ‘moral balance,’ or character? The £, WV. 

refer us to the ¢pdvpos or orovdaios, and the Z. LZ. end by referring 

us to the cxonds THs Kadoxdyabias, explained (Z. Z. H. 15.1249 b. 20) 

as rov Oedv Oeparevew Kat Oewpeiv—all that hinders this is evil; all that 

promotes it, good. This may be taken to mean that we must 
regulate our lives in accordance with vots—ré év jyiv Oeiov, that we 

must not allow ‘the sensibility’ to dominate our conduct. But 

‘regulate our lives in accordance with Reason’ is a formula which 

conveys no information as to the real requirements of Reason ; for, 
although it is plain that we are to restrain the sensibility, how far 

we are to do so we are left without means of judging. How is 
a man to know when a particular dos, admitted, disturbs the poise 
of his whole moral nature, and when not? If he be kadés xéyabds, 

Eudemus seems to answer, he will know. Still, it would be 
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desirable that those who have not yet aitained to the height of 
kadoxayabia should know, at least approximately, the proportions of 

the moral kpaovs, which, when fully achieved, is doubtless very hard 

to disturb. But Eudemus gives us no further information on this 

point. Aristotle tells us to observe the proportions of the povuos 
or onovdaios: but still we are not told what these proportions are. 
We are told that his nature is ‘intelligible,’ not a mere bundle of 

sensations: that it is @picpévn Aéye—-but we are not told more. 

Evidently, then, Aristotle will have us look for ourselves at the omou- 

daios in the concrete, and watch how he actually tempers his nature. 
This is undoubtedly to refer us to a standard of great practical 

value, albeit to one which, being merely empirical, is apt to be 

misinterpreted. It must be admitted, however, that even those 

moral systems, which profess to give an ultimate standard, are 

obliged to acknowledge that the omovdaios, or man who acts up to 

the requirements of the ultimate standard, is indispensable as 

a representative standard, which the bulk of mankind can easily see, 
and will, from a natural tendency to imitate social types, probably 

conform to. So far, then, Aristotle’s omovdaios—the good man 

whom we admire and wish to imitate—is an excellent moral agency, 

not only representing the standard of right actions, but supplying 

a strong motive to perform them. On the other hand, the 

Eudemian cxords ris Kadoxayabias—rov Oedv Oeparevew Kai Oewpety iS 

a mere formula—‘ Live according to Reason’—not a concrete 

example of the rational life successfully achieved, which may serve 
at least as an empirical rule of conduct likely to be followed. 

But how shall we know the omovédaios, or Ppovisos, when we see 

him? Aristotle’s answer to this really vital question is nowhere 

given in so many words, but is not difficult to gather from the 

general drift of his L¢Azcs and Politics. We recognise the ¢pé- 
vysos When we see him, because we have ourselves received an 

education similar in kind to that which he has received and per- 

fected. This education is that of correspondence with the »éu0s— 

the law, custom, fashions, and social conditions generally—of the 

State into which we have been born, and in which we live. The 

pévmos corresponds with these conditions in an eminent manner. 

In all his actions he shows himself at home in his own city, and 

worthy of it.. The maintenance, then, of a beautiful everyday life, 

according to Hellenic traditions—a-life_in-whosé varied. activities 

one takes a personal, but not a self-aggrandising part—is Aristotle’s 
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standard of Virtue. It has the advantage of being a standard 1106 b. 36. 
which it is not very difficult to keep in view. It is easier 

to see whether a particular action is in harmony with the tone 

of the society in which one has been brought up, than to see 

whether it promotes the ‘ greatest good of tie greatest number.’ 

But it will be said—‘ The tone of the society in which one has 

been brought up may be bad: this is not an wl#mate standard 

which Aristotle gives us.’ 

Perhaps not: but we must answer on behalf of Aristotle, that 

he knew nothing better than the limited society of the Hellenic 

city. The culture of the few, according to the Hellenic pattern, 

was his standard. He was a stranger to political and economic 

considerations, which, in modern times, have made ‘society’ co- 

extensive with ‘the greatest number’; he was a stranger also to 

that philanthropy which gives up ‘culture’ with its maoa ai 

aperai, and leads what he must have considered a povécwdos Bios in 

order to help the miserable. 

The op6ds AdJyos, then, which the virtuous man preserves in all 

circumstances is ‘correspondence with his social environment.’ 

It is a ‘correspondence’ which ‘extends in space and time’— 
2.é. it is an adaptation to the environment as one whole. The man 

whose habits have been determined by the conditions of peace, 

but not by those of war, or wzce versa, is a man who does not 

correspond with his environment as one whole, and his cor- 

respondence even with one set of conditions is more apparent than 

real, because peace and war cannot be sharply separated ; in war 

he must look forward to peace; and when -he has obtained the 
blessings of peace, he must be ready to defend them. Thus the 

warlike and the peaceful virtues of the good man do not refer 

simply to war and peace respectively. The rule which his ¢pé- 

ynots Or social and moral tact lays down for him is—‘ So act in 

any particular case, that you heighten your power of acting well 

in any other case.’ This rule implies a highly developed adapta- 

tion. . Every stimulus is received as being what it is, because the 

whole environment is what it is. The moral nature of such a man 

is like a highly organised animal, which acts in response to a par- 

ticular stimulus in a manner which promotes the good of the whole 

organism as exposed in the present and future to a whole system 
of stimuli. 

Ppdnots, Or the ‘ Practical Reason,’ does not appear fully in a 
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1106 b. 36. man till ‘good habits’ have been formed—till the manifold of his 

sensible nature has been reduced to the dp6ds Adyos. Reason grows 

with its object. It is evolved as the moral agent takes increased 

pleasure in good actions—called ‘ good’ at first only by anticipa- 

tion, in relation to a future dpéos Adyos in him, or still latent Reason. 

Reason is thus the Habit of Habits. It may be that this supreme 

Habit of the moral life reveals its existence, in the experience of . 

some men, suddenly, like the light-bringing idea which flashes all 

at once in the mind of a man of science, after years of patient study. 

This is the moral experience which Kant prefers to dwell on, 

maintaining that the recognition of Duty ‘is not to be effected by 

gradual reform, as long as the Principle of a man’s actions remains 

impure, but requires a revolution in the mind, and he can only 

become a new man by a kind of new birth, as it were, by a new 

creation and a change of heart’ And again—‘ Virtue is described | 

by some as a long practice (in observing the law) by which a man 

has passed from the propensity to vice, by gradual reform of his 

conduct and strengthening of his maxims, into an opposite pro- 

pensity. This does not require a change of heart, but only a change 

of morals.’ We must not suppose, however, that passages like the 

foregoing are intended to condemn habituation, which no moralist 

could refuse to regard as the great practical agency in the forma- 

tion of Virtue. The difference between Kant and Aristotle is 

not really one of principle, but of detail. Kant confines himself 
almost entirely to the description of the pure Form of Virtue, and 

leaves nearly untouched the practical question of its actual super- 

induction upon sensible beings; while Aristotle applies himself 

largely to this latter question. But Aristotle’s Habituation (which 
Kant doubtless refers to in the passages quoted above) is mis- 
represented, when it is implied that it is a process which can go 

on while all the time the ‘Principle of action remains impure.’ 
‘The long practice in observing the Law’ is possible, Aristotle 

would tell us, only because there is, in the subject of it, a principle 
of rational personality (16 mpoa:podpevor) which, azded doubtless by 

‘the Law,’ can and does set aside mere émOupia. Virtue is a é€us 

mpoapeTiKy.  poaipeors is an ‘autonomous’ principle. It is 

absurdly wrong to class Aristotle among those ‘ who recognise 

only ‘heteronomy’— ‘Will ruled by appetites’—in morals. 

IIpoatpesis ig PovAevrixy dpeéts (iii. 3. 19)—a Principle which 

reaches forth to take, or refrains from taking, after deliberation, 
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as distinguished from ém@vpia which rushes blindly at its object. 1106 b.36. 

The omovdaia mpoaipeors which, as organising principle, builds up 

the virtuous character, reaches forth or refrains in the interest of 

the whole moral organism or Personality, and sets aside the 

solicitations of the separate parts as such. Aristotle’s insistence on 

the unity of the virtues in gpévnois disposes at once of the sug- 

gestion that he founds morality on ‘heteronomy.’ He would 

have no difficulty in agreeing with Kant in distinguishing between 

‘true and merely habitual morality.’ Good natural tendencies 
(pvorxai dperai) may be confirmed into habits, apparently good, 

but yet forming no parts of a moral organism. A collection of 

such independent habits would be ‘ habitual virtue,’ as distinguished 

from a ‘virtuous character.’ ‘The man who has merely ‘ habitual 

virtue’ is virtuous because, being a man of naturally good dis- 

position, he happens also to have lived all his life in contact with 

certain good influences: but his nature has no system. He is 

perhaps honest enough, but illiberal; temperate enough, but not 

courageous. This would be a case of ‘heteronomy.’ But where 

a habit—e.¢. coppoovvn—exists in a man, just as the dpéds Adyos 

of hts whole moral nature requires it to exist—so that all the 

other virtuous habits coexist with it in perfection—we have the 

‘autonomy of the Will. The actions which proceed from 

such a habit are determined ‘formally’—z.e. by the con- 

sciousness of the whole moral organism, or ép@ds Adyos. They 

are ‘formally,’ not ‘materially,’ determined because they pro- 

ceed from, or are the expression of, the man as an efdos or Form 
—a system of related parts grasped by Reason; and are not 
merely due to the susceptibility of a single part placing itself in 

material isolation. As man is concretely constituted, all his moral 

actions must be occaszoned by stimuli conveyed through the parts-— 

z.é. by particular feelings, pleasant, or painful. But in some cases, 

in the moral, as in the physical organism, the external stimulus acts 

merely as a local irritation, provoking, as it were, a reflex move- 

ment of merely local significance; while in other cases, it is 

answered by a deliberate movement, resulting from the reaction of 
the whole organism, and subserving its highest interest. 

There seems, therefore, to be no real antagonism between 

Aristotle’s doctrine of Habituation, and Kant’s doctrine of the 

Autonomy of the Will’. 

According to Kant, man has two characters—an ‘intelligible ’ and a ‘ phe- 
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The close connexion which Aristotle’s philosophical definition of 

nO dpern establishes between the peodtns and Ppornors recalls the 

kinship popularly recognised between 16 pydev adyav and 15 yrahk 

ceavrév—as, for example, in the following passage in Plutarch’s 

Consolatio ad Apollonitum, 28—Sv° éori trav Achpixkov ypapparev ta 

padiot’ avaykavorata mpos Tov Biov, TO yrab. wavTov, Kal TO pydev ayav 

€K TOUT@Y yap ApTnTa Kal Ta oud Tavta. Taira Sé é€otw addAndows 

avppava Kal cvv@dd, Kai dia Oarépov Oarepoy Eorxe SynovoGar kara Sivapwy. 

év TE yap TO yw@oKew éavtTdv meptexerar TO pNdey ayav, Kal €v TovT@ Td 

ywaokew éavtdv, Aw kal wepl péev toitav hyo 6 "lev ovtws 

TO yvabt aavrdv, TovT’ Eos pev ov pEya, 

epyov 5, daov Zevs povos emiotara Gear. 

6 dé Hivdapos, 

Lopat dé, pyai, kat Td pndev at é if vy oo » Pyoi, TO pndev ayay eros alnoay TEepiToas. 

§ 16. Kai ete To | 2. é. kal €rt peodtns eoti ro. . . . Ramsauer says 

‘Suppletur notio jam satis adumbrata (kai ér.), Dativo enim infini- 

tivi circumscribitur qua ratione vel quibus in rebus sit virtus id 

quod modo explicatum est: éorw 4 dpery . . . peodtns To. Quo 

in supplemento summum est ut referatur virtus et vitia illi opposita 

ad 7a wd6n kai ras mpd€es.’ Of course it is no new point which is 
thus introduced by kai ém. It has already been brought forward 

in § 10 avrn ydp €or wept wan and mpages and in § 12. 

§ 17. 86 Kata pev thy odciay x.t.A.| See Grant’s excellent note 
ad loc. and his Essay iv. p. 260. ‘This passage,’ he says (in his 

note), ‘implies that the term Meoérns is an abstract and metaphysical 

expression for the law of virtue, estimated by the understanding 

(though doubtless the deepest view attainable); but that viewed in 
relation to the good, or (as we should say) from a moral point of 

view—virtue is no mean state lying between vices (as if virtue were 

a little less vice, and vice a little more virtue), but an extreme, that 

is, utterly removed from, and opposed to vice. In other words— 

nomenal.’ In virtue of the former he is free: in respect of the latter, he is 
part of nature, and subject to its necessary laws. This distinction seems to me 

to be, at bottom, that between the individual organism, on the one hand, and 

its genealogical antecedents and its environment, on the other hand. When 
the organism ‘ corresponds with its environment, the functions which it performs 
are zfs own functions—they are performed in accordance with its own constitu- 
tion, and we may call them /vee: and yet they are ecessary, because its con- 
stitution and the external stimuli which act on its constitution are products of 
the necessary laws of the Universe. Cf. note on Z. J. iii. 1. 2. 
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peodtns dvo kaxiov is a scientific formula, which describes the virtuous 1107 a. 6. 

character in relation to the difficulties which surround it in its 

‘struggle for existence.’ It describes Virtue, as the Darwinian 

theory describes the forms of vegetable and animal life—with 

special reference to the wodhat id€ac Gavdrov which they manage, in 

various ways, just to evade. But Virtue, like these other forms, is 

something more than the negative ‘that which just manages to 

avoid fatal error. It must contain some positive reason for its exist- 

ence. It does not exist simply because it does not happen to perish. 

The scientific formula, however, takes no account of this positive 

reason, but confines itself to 16 dvayxaiov 76 e€ tmobécews (see Phys. ii. 

9.199 b.34 sqq.)—‘ // virtue is to be realised, such and such extremes 

must be avoided’: so Darwinism—‘ // the butterfly is to live, it 

must have such and such spots. But why Virtue (or the butterfly) 
should take the trouble to struggle for existence, is a question to 

which the formula contains no answer. Indeed no sczendific answer 

can be given to such a question. We can only say with Aristotle 

that Virtue exists decause if 1s a beautiful and excellent thing (see iii. 
7. 6), just as plants and animals exist because it is ‘better’ that 
they should live than not live—see De Gen. Anim. ii. 1. 731 b. 24 
Emel yap cote Ta pev aidia Kal Ocia Tov dvTwy, Ta 5 evdexdpeva Kai eivae Kat 

pi) eivat, TO O€ Kady Kal TO Oetoy attiov del KaTa THY avTOU dia Tod Bed- 

Tlovos ev Tois evdexopevors, TO Se pur) aidvov evdexopevdv €ate kal eivat Kal 

perahauBave Kat TOU xXElpovos Kat TOU BeATiovos, BeATLov Se ux?) c@patos 

To 8 éuWuxov tov ayvxov Sia thy Yuynv, Kal TO eivae TOU ur) Elvae Kal TO 

Civ row py Chv, dia ravras tas airias yeveois Cowy eoriv. 

Regarded scientifically, then, as a form constituted in a certain 

way out of certain elements, Virtue is a Mean suggesting Extremes, 

The Extremes represent the prevalence of that matter which Virtue 
reduces to form ; and a scientific account of Virtue. must describe 

the manner in which it accomplishes this achievement. But the 

achievement itself is not the manner of its accomplishment. So, 
Phidias, in executing his work, must be alive to all the various 

treacheries of his material and subject; but when the work is 
finished, it stands a god. 

Plutarch (De Virt. Mor. 5) glosses this passage in a manner 
which shows that he did not allow the doctrine of peadrns to suggest 
‘a merely quantitative difference between Virtue and Vice ’—apery 

-., 0vK ovaa POopa Tov addyou THs Wuxns ovde avaipeots, adda Tags Kal 

Staxdapyots, dkpdrns pev ore TH Suvaper kal TH TWOLSTHTL, TH ToTe O€ peod- 

P 
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Ts yiverat, TO UmEpBaddov eLatpodoa kal rd €AXeiwov. Cf. also with this §, 

iv. 3. 8 gore On 6 peyadsWuxos TO pev peyeber akpos, TO SE ws Set pEcos. 

On 76 ti Hv efva see Met. Z. 4 and 17: Trendelenburg, Rhezn. 

Mus, 1828, vol. ii. pp. 457-483: Trendelenburg, De An. i. 1. 1, 

note, and iii. 4.7, note: Trendelenburg, Kavegorzenlehre, pp. 34 sqq.: 
Biese, Phil. des Arist. vol. i. 243, 366, 427, ii. 35: Waitz, Organ. 

67 b. 12,.94 a. 11, &c.: Schwegler, A7e7, Excursus 1: 

The ti jv etva, defined in Ales. Z. 7. 1032 b. 14 A€yo & ovoiav 

divev vAns TO Tt AY eva, is the law, or principle, in accordance with 

which a thing is constituted, and is what it is. It thus answers 

nearly to Bacon’s Forma. A doctor’s prescription is a formula 
which states the ri jv etvae of the dose which is made up in accord- 

ance with it: the architect’s plan, realised in bricks and wood by 
the builder, is the ri jv etva of the house: the structural type which 

an animal conforms to is its ri jv evar. 

§ 18. 08 taco «.7.d.] ze. there are mpa&ers and dy which cannot 
be so modified as to form parts of an orderly character and life, 

but must be eradicated by education. Thus dvaoyvvria, being 

a natural tendency towards vice in relation to bodily pleasures, 

must be eradicated, as its contrary aidés, which is a natural 
tendency towards virtue in relation to these pleasures, and the 

source of cwppocvvy (see L. LE. iii. 7. 1234 a. 32), must be fostered 

in the young. Again, POdvos contributes to ddiia (see Z. LZ. iii. 7. 

1234 a. 30)—~.e. it is a natural tendency to grudge our neighbour 

his due share. This natural tendency cannot be organised into 

a virtuous character, or turned to good use, but must be eradicated, 

if possible, by education. For the relation of @@dvos to d&ucia cf. 

Chares (apud Stob. For. vol. ii. 47. ed. Meineke), 
ddikwtatov mpayp’ éotl tav mavrav pOdvos, 

and Hippothoon (apud Stob. “Zor. vol. ii. 48), 
POdvos Kdkiotos Kadix@tatos Oeds 

Kakois TE xulper Kadyabois adyvverat, 

héyerar] Bekker and Susemihl read weyerae on the suspicious 
authority of M® alone. 

§§ 18-20.] These sections show clearly that Aristotle does not 
make ‘a merely quantitative difference between virtue and vice’ }— 

1 It would not be necessary to notice this view of Aristotle’s doctrine, had it 
not been advanced by Kant. There are other indications pointing to the con- 
clusion that Kant’s study of Aristotle was not very careful. 
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ovk Eott cappoovwys Kai avdpeias trepBodn Kat ~ddewris—?.e. axodacia 

and avacOycia do not differ from caPpoovvn in a merely quantitative 

manner, nor @pacvrns and Sedia from avdpela: Opacirns e.g. is not the 

vrepBodn of dvdpeta—the two are qualitatively different. It is a con- 

tradiction in terms to speak of the peodrns of an dkpov—and the 

peoov is in a sense an dkpoy, an indivisible point which cannot be 

resolved into mean and extremes. We cannot speak of ‘ modera- 

tion in moderation.” Or otherwise—an dxpoy is a quality not 
a quantity: cf. Plutarch’s expression quoted in note on § 17 
akpdrns peév éote TH Suvaper Kai Tf) ToLdTHTL. 

CHAPTER Vil: 

ARGUMENT. 

Now let us draw up a Diagram to show in detail that our formula ‘ Excess 

—Mean—Defect’ applies to particular cases. We shall thus give reality to a 
theory which, left in its general form, would be too vague. 

[Yor the ‘ Diagram’ of ees (§§ 2-13) see text.] 

In the foregoing Diagram (§§ 2-13) it ts in the Habits of the Characters in the 
middle column, i.e. in the ways in which they are disposed towards actions or 
feelings, that the mean is realized. But (§§ 14,15) 2¢ 2s sometimes realized also 

in feelings themselves and their immediate accompaniments. Thus, although 
Shame is not a virtuous habit, ‘ the man who has a sense of Shame’ is praised. 
He occupies the mean ; while one extreme is occupied by ‘the Bashful Man,’ 
who ts always covered with Shame, and the other by ‘the man who is without 

any sense of Shame. Again the feeling of Indignation is the mean between 

Envy and Malignant Joy. But we shall have an opportunity afterwards of 
discussing these matters. 

[Monro (Journ. of Philol. vi. pp. 185 sqq., 1876) brings forward 
what seem to be strong reasons for regarding this Chapter as an 

interpolation. Its terminology agrees rather with that of the Z. Z. 

and J. AZ, than with that of Z. NV. iv. The discrepancies will be 
pointed out in the notes on Book iv.] 

1107 a. 12. 

§ 1. kowdrepor] So Bywater. Bekker and Sus. read xevérepot. 1107 a. 30. 
The reading of the majority of MSS. is kowérepor. See Susemihl’s 
apparatus criticus ad loc. and £. £. appendix p. 164. Manuscript 
authority, however, is nearly useless in the cases of kowds, xevds, and 
xawos, and Bekker, I think, was right in neglecting it here, and 

P 2 
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going on internal evidence, which seems to be in favour of kevarepou, 
See the passages adduced by Zell, Michelet, and Grant, and by Zeller 

Ph. d. Gr. (Arist.), p. 171. n. 2 (3rd German Edition), especially 
de Gen. Anim. 748, a. 7 obtos peév odv 6 Néyos KaOddov Aiav Kal Kevds* 

oi yap ju) €k TOY olkeloy apyay Adyor kevol. ‘The reading Kevwrepor, as 

the antithesis of ddn@v@repo, is supported by a line of Menander 

preserved in the Florentine MS. (Laurent. 22. 8) of Johannes 

Damascenus (see Meineke’s Stobaeus: /Vor. iv. p. 242)— 

GdyOes civar Sei Td cepuvdy, od Kevév. 

Staypadis| troypapy in L. L. ii. 3. 1220. b. 37. 

§ 2.] See Michelet’s important note, the gist of which is as 

follows—we have here four extremes round avdpeia thus— 

Defect of Fear—dqgoBia. ; : Excess of Fear 
av6peia. \— sein 

Excess of Confidence—4pacvrns. Defect of Confidence 

There is this difference between the two sides, as the Ald. Schol. 

notes, that excess of fear and defect of confidence are never 

disjoined, but always make together a single vice, of which they 
are, as it were, the moments; whereas the ‘moments’ on the other 

side—viz. defect of fear and excess of confidence, may exist apart, 

and give rise to two distinct vices, the defect of fear constituting 
what Michelet calls Ztrepidity—a passive vice; the excess of con- 

fidence constituting 6pacvrns, rashness—an active vice. Hence it 

results that /wo vices are opposed to dvdpe‘a on One side— intre- 

pidity’ and rashness; and only one vice on the other side—cowardice. 

Further, as cowardice is a vice of defect, the writer of this chapter is 

led to speak of d0/A the vices on the other side as vices of excess: 
hence the expression 6 17 apo3ia brepBdddwv, instead of 6 76 PdBo 

eddeizov. The Ald. Schol, explains how Intrepidity is distinguished 

from 6pacitns—rmpoceore S€ Kai tH OpacitnTe mpos T@ apoBas Kai 7d 

GAdyws irntixoy mpos Ta dewa* Kal yap 6 pev UmepBddrAwv ev ro Oappew 

apoBos, od« ere S€ Kai 6 ApoBos Opasis. See also Grant’s note ad loc. 
Grant acutely recognises this complicated treatment of dvdpeia as 

‘a sign that Aristotle is here only working his way to the theory of 

the mean.’ He probably thought out his theory first in connexion 

with avdpeia, It is to be noted, however, that in § 4 of this chapter 

a similarly complicated account of éAevdepidrns is given, and appears 

also in iv. 1, just as the refinement with regard to dydpeta appears 

also in iil, 7.7. 
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§§ 2-16.| The virtues, with their extremes, enumerated in this 1107 a. 32. 

chapter, are all described in detail in Books iii and iv—where 

see notes. 

§ 4. 8 év adrais] Bywater, for Bekker’s & éavrais Lb. kar’ adrds b. 11. 
is the reading of CCC, atrds pr. Camb., & €avras NC. Perhaps 

& éavrois: see note on Vill. 4. 2. 1157 a. 19. 

§ 8. (7@) wept pixpd B:abepoucay| Bywater adopts the 76 from b. 25. 
Ramsauer. I should like to read tiv edevOepidtynra, epi pixpa ovcar. 

§9. kata Tov Ubnynpévoy tpémov | Either rine kal él cepadatov (§ 5), 1108 a. 3. 

or (as the Paraphrast takes it) (yrotvres ev éxdot@ tiv peodtyta Kal Ta 

dxpa: see the notes of Zell, Michelet, and Grant. ‘According to 

the method which has hitherto guided us ’—Grant. 

$11. weiparéov .. . atrods dvouatotorety cadpyvelas evexa. K.T.A. | a. 17. 

‘ Aristotle’s method,’ says Grant, ‘consists partly in accepting expe- 

rience as shown in common language, &c., partly in rectifying it, or 

re-stating it from his own point of view; partly in finding new 
expressions for it, so as to discover men’s thoughts to themselves. 

He usually rather fixes the meaning of words, than creates new 

ones. For instance, he here assigns a peculiar and limited meaning 

to dAnfea and duria. His influence upon the forms of language 

of civilised Europe can hardly be overrated. It is far greater than 

has ever been exercised by any one man beside.’ 

§ 12. TpoaToinars | See HOLE Om iv. 7. Es. 0. 26. a. 21. 

§ 14. eiot S€ Kal év Tots mabypacr kat wept Ta THON peodryTes| a. 30. 

aides and vepeors, being ma6y, are not peodrnres in the strict sense ; 

but are here called peodryres, as it were by anticipation, because 

they represent tendencies which can be easily cultivated into dperai. 

They are the natural sources, or the physical basis, of c@ppoctvy 

and dicatoovvn respectively according to Eudemus (£7h, Eud. iii. 7), 

who describes them, together with quAta, oeprdrns, adyOeca, and 

evtpamehia, aS maOnzikal peodtntes— praiseworthy, but not dperai (nor 

are their contraries xakia), for they are without mpoatpecis. These 

praiseworthy wd6n, being gvouxd (ze. natural in the sense of being 

independent of education), contribute to the qvorxai dperai. Now, 
each perfectly developed virtue has its ma/wral counterpart, out of 

which it has been evolved by ppévnow— Lith. Lud. iii. 7. 1234 a. 29 
exdoTn Tas dpeTn Kal dioer Kai GhAws peta hpovnoews. Thus, aidds 
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contributes to cadPpocivn, and vépeois to Sixavcocvvn, and each may 

be called a peodrns by anticipation. In Plutarch, De vita et poest 

Hlomer?t 132, the peripatetic doctrine of the relation of these way 

to Virtue is touched upon as follows—rév rept ’ApuororeAny doteta 

maby iyoupevey Try veper Kal Tov Edeov (Td yap Tors ayabois SaxvecOat 

ent Tois mAnaiov, et map aklav edtvyovot, vepeois Kadeirat’ TO S€é Avret- 

aba «i map agiav dvotvxotow, edeos héyera). Perhaps we may say 

that aides is a maOnrixy peadtys, OF a pvorky apeTH, When (27 the young) 

it takes the fixed form of a ma6nrix) rowdrns, as distinguished from 

a mere mdéos (see Cat. 8. 9 b. 33 sqq.). 
Neyeots is not again discussed. The Fourth Book ends with 

aidés (the last section seems to be a later addition), and is probably 

defective’. 

Néyeows (véeuw) properly means the distribution of what is due. 

Personified, it becomes the Goddess of Justice (see the mepi kéapou 
401 b. 12 Neweow de amd rhs éxdorm diaveunoews), especially of just 

retribution, who humbles the overweening. Without personification, 

it is the feeling of righteous indignation. We can thus easily 

understand why Eudemus regards véyeots, the feeling of indignation 

naturally aroused by the sight of undeserved success, as ‘con- 

tributing to’ justice, which is essentially S8taveyntixy car’ a€iav. 

Although vepeors is not discussed in the Fourth Book of the Vic. 
Ethics as we have it, it is fully treated in /hez. ii. 9, and its relation 

to dikaoovvn made very plain. 

5 8 émepBdddov, ds 6 katamdy§] Rassow (Lorsch. 74), following 
Coraes, and followed by Susemihl, inserts 6 8 éAXetm@v" Kat 6 pev 

trepBaddrov before es. For Bekker’s 6 pune in the following line he 

reads pydev with Kb (Forsch. 55): and compares 1104 a. 20, 

where pySev occurs in a clause of similar structure. Bywater reads 

pnoev for 6 poe. 

§ 15. vépects S€ peadrns POdvou kai Emyorpexaxias| According 

to Grant P@dvos and émxarpexaxia are ‘only different forms of the 

same state of mind,’ and cannot be opposed as two extremes. The 

true contrary of P@ovos is dvaoOnoia tus. This is recognised, he 
thinks, by Eudemus, who has ‘ pé6v0s—évdvupov—veyeors’ in his 

imoypapy (£7, £. ii. 3. 1221 a. 3), and by Aristotle himself in 2he/. 

ii. 9. 1386 b. 34 6 yap adrés eotw emyaipeKaxos Kai POovepds’ ep’ 

1 The end of iv may have disappeared along with the Nicomachean y, vi, 
and vii. 
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@ ydp tus Avmeirar yryvopervm Kal tmapxovtt, avayKkaiov Toitov én TH 11084. 35. 

orepnoe kal TH POvpa TH TovTOU xaiper. 

The passage quoted from the Aheforzc is certainly in favour of 

Grant’s view that @@cvos and emyaupexaxia cannot properly be opposed 
as contraries; but if we turn from the tmroypapyn of Eudemus to the 

detailed description, we find that it is only the ¢£1s which he leaves 

nameless: the éx@y is plainly the man called émyaipéxaxos, he tells 

us: and then he proceeds to contrast the émtyapexaxos with the 
Oovepds, just as the writer of ZL. MV. ii. 7.15 does. Grant is wrong, 

then, in supposing that the ‘mistake (in ii. 7. 15) is set right by 
Eudemus.’ The following are the words of Eudemus (£. £. iii. 7. 

1233 b. 18) otov 6 Oovepds Kal émtyaipexaxos’ Kad ds yap e&ets 

Aeyovra, 6 pev POdvos 7d AumeioOar emi Trois kar’ agiav ed mpdrrovaow 

€oriv, TO S€ Tod emixatpexdxov maOos [emt 7d adrd| dv@vupov, adN 6 

exov Ondos, emi 7d(?) xalpew tais mapa tiv agiav Kaxorpayias’ péoos 

dé ToUTwY 6 vepeornTiKds Kal 0 éxdAovy of apyator THY vEeMETW, TO AUTEiaOaL 

pev emt tais mapa thy a&iav Kakxormpaylas Kai evmpaylas, xaipew & emi rais 

agiaus. 

The writer of the AZ. AZ. follows £. J. iii. 7. 15 and Eudemus 

in thus making 6dvos and émxaipexaxia contraries, although he 

differs from Eudemus in making the pain and joy of the éovepés, 

and émyxatpéxaxos respectively, independent of the good or ill fortune 

being deserved or not, and in making véyeows exclusively Avmn tis. 

His words are (41. W627 2 VO 2): 18) veers O€ e€oTw peadtns 

pOovepins Kai emxatpekakias’ . . . eats & 1) vepeots mepi ayaba a Tuyxdver 

trapxovra avakiw ovtt, himn Tis. veperntiKds ody 6 emt Tois ToLOvTOLS 

Aumntixos, Kal 6 avTos ye maw ottos umNGETAL, av Tia tidy KaKds 

mpatrovra avdg.ov ovra ... 6 d€ ye POovepds evavtios tovT@. damhas 

yap, dv re a&ids tis 9 Gv TE py TOU Ev mpdtrew, AuUTHGETAL.  dpolws 

TuvT® 6 émixatpeKakos HoOnoeTaL Kak@s TpartovTe Kal TO aki@ Kal TO 

avagio. 6 S€ ye vepeontixds ov, GAda péovs Tis e€ote Tovtor. ‘The 

writer of the JZ. J. is certainly right in not ascribing to characters 

like the @@ovepds and émtyapéexaxos the power of discriminating 

between deserved and undeserved fortune. He is also certainly 

right in making véyeors exclusively Avzy. 

émt maou Autretta, 6 & emxapeKakos | Rassow (Lorsch. 74) b. 4. 

adopts, with much approbation, the suggestion of Sauppe (Deonyszus 

und Aristoteles p. 22)—to insert after Avmeira (1108 b. 5) the words 
kal 6 pev veweontiKds emt Tois avakiws Kak@s mputrovot Avmeira, Of 
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course it is possible that a clause ending with Avmeiras may have 

fallen out; but I cannot help thinking that it is awkward to 

characterise the veyeonrexés in /wo closely adjacent clauses, instead 

of once for all; and I do not see why we should not be allowed to 
give its natural weight to the word émyapéxaxos, and mentally 

supply émi maou tois KaK&s mparrovoe after xaipev. A Greek, I feel 

sure, could not think of the émeyaipékaxos ‘ rejoicing at the success’ of 

any one, good or bad: hence Grant’s objection falls to the ground— 

‘Again, the emyaipéxaxos cannot be said rocovrov eAdcimew Gore x.7.A., 

for he does not rejoice at the success of the good,’ &c. I therefore 
think that Sauppe’s clause is unnecessary. Of course the confusion, 

pointed out by Grant, of contrasting PAdvos and emxaupexaxia as two 

extremes is not denied, but is perhaps not so great as Grant 

supposes. The @ovepés is pained by the good fortune of other 
people: the emxatpéxaxos rejoices at the ill fortune of other people : 
the veweonrixds is pained by undeserved good or ill fortune. The 
pOovepds and emtyatpéxaxos may indeed be 6 atrés (/et.), but there is 

a logical distinction. 

§ 16. ox és | 2.€. wAeovaya@s V. I. 7. 

éxatépas] 7. ¢. universal and particular justice v. 1. 8. 

dpotws Sé€ Kal wept tay hoyikdv dpetav| Grant (followed by 

Ramsauer) brackets this clause, ‘because of the term Aoycai, which 

never occurs elsewhere in Aristotle or Eudemus, as applied to the 

Suavontixal dperai—secondly, because of the sense, since Aristotle 

could net possibly say that he meant to show how the intellectual 

excellences were peodrnres—thirdly, because of the extreme likeli- 

hood of an interpolation here.’ 

CHAPTER VAL: 

ARGUMENT. 

The two vices, that of excess and that of Defect, and the virtuous Mean, are 

all three opposed in a certain way to one another—i. e. the two extremes are opposed 
as contraries, both to the mean, and to each other. Now the mean, standing 

in contrary opposition to each of the extremes, may be quantitatively expressed 

as an ‘equal’ which is ‘ greater” than ‘the less’ of the defective extreme, and 
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‘less’ than ‘the greater’ of the excessive extreme. But here the man who 
actually lives in an extreme becomes the victim of amoral illusion. In™ greater 

than’ or ‘less than, as applied to the mean in its relation to the extreme in 

which he lives, he sees ‘too great, or ‘too little.’;» The coward calls the_coura- 

geous man rash, and the rash man calls him a coward—each as it were pushes 

the man in the virtuous mean away from the middle place towards the other 

extreme. The contrariety is greater between the two extremes than between 

each and the mean, Sor each 7s more distant from the other than from the mean. 

But the mean is not always equally distant from each of the extremes, for 
one extreme sometimes resembles the mean after a fashion ; e.g. Rashness bears 

a certain resemblance to Courage. Hence it ts the defect, Cowardice, and not 

the excess, Rashness, which ts regarded as the proper opposite of the mean, 

Courage, or as more distant from it: but in other cases it ts the excess, e.g. 

Intemperance, which ts so regarded, and not the defect, e. g. Lnsensibility. 

("When one of the extremes ts thus the opposzte par excellence of the mean, we 

have to explain the circumstance in either of two ways: (1) We may have to 

refer to the nature of the particular extremes themselves: thus ordinary obser- 

vation makes tt plain that Rashness,as a formed Wabit, stands closer to Courage, 

and resembles it more nearly, than Cowardice does. This is the reason why we 

make Cowardice the opposite par excellence of Courage. Tt ts a reason con- 

nected with a difference in the formed habits themselves. Or (2) we may have 
to rejer to a difference, not in the formed habits themselves, but in our own 

tendencies, making it easier for us to acquire the one habit than the other. 

Thus our natural tendency to seek pleasure makes it easier for us to acquire the 

extreme habit of Intemperance than its opposite, the extreme habit of Total 

Abstinence. This is why Intemperance ts the opposzte par excellence of Tem- 

perance. 

¢ \ AY ” ‘ be , ee , > , Seer c $1. at pev yap dkpar Kal TH peon Kal GAAnAaLS evavyTiat Eioty, 7 

8€ péon Tats dkpats] Cf. Cav. 11. 13 b. 36 sqq. evartioy 5é eatw && 

dvaykns ayao@ pev Kaxdv' tovto dé dydov tH Ka@ exaotov éemaywyn, otov TPS ELE oo ”) H] YON, 
id , , A >? , u c , ‘ \ Sk. - e) ~ se ‘ 

vyteia vooos Kat dvdpeia Setdia, Guoiws O€ Kai emi TOv Gddav. Kak@ Se bre 
A > ‘ > / id \ ‘ 0g, =~ n > , col a» ce € ‘ pev ayaOsv évavtiov, été dé kaxdv" TH yap evd<ia Kak@ dvte 4 UmEpBod)) 

evavtioy Kakov dv, dpoiws d€ Kal 7 peodtyns evartia Exatép@, ovaa ayabov. 

ex dXtyav & dv ro Tovoiroy ior tis, emi b€ Tov mAEioT@Y del TO KAKO TO 

kakov evavtiov eaotiv. In Cat. 6. 6 a. 17 Ta mAcioTov adAnAwy deatyKdTa 

Tay év TH ad’T@ yever is quoted as a definition of evayria: but that the 

writer regards it as too narrow is plain from a subsequent passage 

(Cat. 11. 14 a. 19) dvayxn 5€ wavta ra evavtia fev TO aiT@ yever eivat 
ee . 2 , , x TEIN , > oY bY \ ‘ , 
i} ev tois évaytins yeverw, 7) alta yern eat. evkdy pev yap Kal pedav 
’ = aes , = \ Siete \ , , \ Noah , > 
€v T@ atT@ yever (xppa yap avtay 7d yévos), Suxatcoovvn 6€ Kai déixia év 

Tois evavtiois yéveow (rod pev yap apetn, Tov dé Kukia 7d yevos)’ dyabdv 

5€ kal Kakov ovK eorw ev yevet, GAN adta Tuyxdver yévn TWav dvta. CF. 

also Met. A. 10. 1018 a. 25 sqq. 

§ 2.] 6 peécos, ¢.¢. 6 ppdvyos Or orovdaios, alone is in a position to 

‘1108 b. 13. 

b. 15. 
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judge correctly. See iii. 4. 5 dsapeper mreiorov icws 6 arovdains To 

dAnOes ev éxdoros 6pav, Gorep Kavov kal pétpoy aitav av. The akpor 

do not possess, as it were, the alc@ntiky peodrns. Ramsauer 

appositely compares de An, il. II. II. 4244. 4 as THs aicOjcews 
olov peadtnTds Tivos ovans THs ev Tois aidOnrois evavTi@cews’ Kal Sta TaTO 

kpive Ta aicOnra’ Td yap peécov Kpitikoy® yiverar yap mpos ékdTEpoy avTav 

Odrepov tev dkpwv—t. e. Sense is affected because it is a mean be- 

tween contraries—because e.g. it is not so cold as rd Wvxpév and 

colder than 70 Oeppsv. If it were as cold as 7d yuypdr, it could not 

be affected by it: and, not affected by 76 Wuypdr, it could not be 

affected by the contrary Oepydv. Similarly, if it were as hot as 
70 Ocppov, it could not be affected by 76 6epuév—or by the contrary 

Wuxpev, The difficult words yiverar yap mpos éxarepov avrdv Oarepov 

tay akpov (which may be compared with 6 yap avdpeios mpds pev Tov 

dehov Opaods paivera x.r.\. here) are thus explained by Philoponus 
(quoted by Trendelenburg)—7és TO pecov yivetar TY UrepBor@r 

kpitixoy dere, TO yap ev peadtynTe Twav dy mpds ExdTEpoy TOY aKpov 

Oatepov mas eotiv. mpos pev yap To UmepBdddov THY oixetav adTov Oep- 

pornta Wuxpov, mpos O€ Td THY Wuxpdrnta brepBaddov Beppov. 

§ 4.] mhelotn évavtidtyns| Bywater restores mAciorn in place of 

Bekker’s m\etwv. ‘The MSS. are practically unanimous in favour 

of mciorn. Was the original reading mc 7? 

§ 5. époudtys] Both the Opacvs and the dvipeios face the foe; but 

the deAds runs away: both the dowros and the édevbépuos spend 

money ; but the avedetOepos does not. Further, Opacttns and aceria 

represent the prevalence of tendencies which, if properly directed, 

would have become avdpeta and édevbepidtns respectively ; whereas 

decAca and d:edevOepia represent tendencies which could not be made 

to lend themselves to the formation of these virtues. Cf. iv. 1. 31, 

where it is said of the dowros that he is eviatos, and émi 76 péoov 

Ovvarat €AOeiv. 

§§ 6-8.] For the two grounds on either of which one of the 
extremes rather than the other may be opposed to the mean as its 

contrary par excellence, see Argument of this chapter. 

§ 8. Koopidtynta] dvacOciayv—the vice opposed to dxodacia is 
what we should have expected (the Paraph. has avawOyctav), but 
Aristotle perhaps wished to avoid the unusual word. At any rate 
koopioTns here does not stand for dvacOnoia, but rather for cwPpo- 
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civn. The conjunction xdéopios cai capper is too close in Greek 1109 a. 16. 
usage to make it possible to take xoopudrys as ‘ prudery.’ 

4) ériSoo1g] not ‘our inclination’ but ‘our advance.’ See the a. 17. 
notes of Zell, Michelet, and Grant. Grant’s rendering is—‘ we 

call those things more contrary to the mean, in which we run to 
greater lengths.’ 

CHAP TERS LX: 

ARGUMENT. 

That Moral Virtue then ts a mean state of a certain kind between two vices, 
that of excess and that of defect ; and that tt ts a mean state because it can hit 
off the mean in feeling and action—all this we have explained sufficiently. 
Now let us draw a practical conclusion from the Theory which we have set forth. 
Our practical conclusion ts shorily this—Itts a difficult thing to be good. Hitting 
off the mean tn conduct ts like finding the centre of the circle—to do it, a man 

must know how. Jt zs easy to open one’s purse and give away money ; but to 

give to the right man, the right amount, at the right time, for the right object, in 
the right manner—that ts indeed difficult, and few can do wt. All praise and 

honour therefore to those who can. Since then tt ts so difficult to hit off the 
mean exactly at first, we must begin by avoiding the extreme which is the more 

contrary to the mean, i.e. the more dangerous extreme, ‘ steering far from foam 
and breakers’ like Odysseus, adopting the proverbial ‘ second best-course,’ and 
choosing the lessex, evil. In order to do this, we must ascertain what things 
tempt us as individuals most—individuals are differently constituted—and, 

measuring the strength of the temptation by the pleasure which the thing gives 

us, draw ourselves away from that course to which we are constitutionally most 
inclined ; for, by thus drawing ourselves far away from our evil bent, like 
people who straighten timber, we shall reach the mean. Luton all occastons it as 

Pleasure which we must guard against most carefully. We ought to feel 

towards Pleasure as the elders felt towards Helen, and echo thetr saying ; for 
af we ‘send the enchantress away, we shall be the less tempted to sin. These 
are the general rules for hitting the mean ; but tt ts a difficult matter at best to 
hit rt, especially where a multitude of detatls are concerned: thus, it ts a diffi- 
cult matter to lay down any rule about anger, which shall determine the way in 

which, the persons with whom, the class of things at which, and length of time 
during which, one ought to be angry: indeed, so far is there from being a rule, 

that we sometimes praise the man who ts deficient in the feeling of anger, and 

call him good-tempered, and sometimes the man who waxes wroth, and say that 

he has a manly spirit. In short, the man who deflects only a little from the 
right course, whether towards the side of excess, or towards that of defect, ts 
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not blamed ; only the man who deflects far, for he attracts notice: but how far 

he must deflect, to attract notice, and incur blame, it ts not easy to determine 
theoretically : indeed the question ts not really a seneralone at all, but relates to 

this, that, and the other particular case, and such particular cases elude theory ; 

only sense can pass judgment upon them as they arise. 

Thus much then ts plain, that the middle state ts fratseworthy, but that it 
zs sometimes by leaning to the side of excess, and sometimes by leaning to that 

of defect, that we shall more easily reach the mean, or that which is right. 

1092.29. § 2. &idaep 75 €0] This is the reading of Kb, Ald., B’, B?, B’, 

and CCC (all except K» insert éorid after dusrep), and must be 
accepted -as right, because Af. WZ. i. 9. 1187 a. 4 has 10 8€ pecov 

xarerdv, kal’ 0 erawvotvpeba’ 8:6 Kal omduov 7d orovdaiov. All other 

authorities (including NC, Cambr., and Par. 1853) have émep eort 

toed. Michelet, reading énep eott ro ed, takes the words as paren- 

thetical, and connects kai omdyioy kat émawerdy cai xkaddv, as predi- 

cates, with rd 8 @ ... Kal as, 

.31.  § 8. 4 Kadutd] The editors point out that Aristotle is wrong here. 
It was Circe not Calypso who gave the advice to Odysseus (Od. 

xii. 109): but the line quoted is uttered by Odysseus himself 

afterwards (Od. xii. 219), when he gives directions to his pilot. 

CCC has 7) Kipxy KadvWo: B' and B? have 7 Képen. 

. 33. 76 pév éoti dépaptwAdrepoy x.t.d.|—for the reason given in § 8 of 
last chapter. 

.34. §4. Kata tév Sevtepov, pact, whodv| The meaning of this proverb 

seems to be placed beyond doubt by a fragment of Menander 

preserved by Stobaeus (/7or. vol. ii. p. 349, ed. Meineke) Mevayépou 

ex OpacvieorTos, 

6 Sevtepos mAovs eott Syrov Aeydpevos, 

dv dmotvxn Tis otplov K@matot met. 

Thus the Scholiast on Plato, Phaedo 99 D, is wrong with mapounia 
Sevrepes mods emt TaY Gopchds Tt mpatTovT@y, Tap door ot diapapTovTes 

Kata Tov mpdTEepoy TALIVY adoda@s TapacKevatovtar Tov Sevtepov. ‘The 

proverb occurs in Pol. T. 8. 1284 b. 19, in the Phaedo 99 D, and 

elsewhere. 

§§ 4, 5, 6.] The doctrine of the peodrns here suggests to Aris- 

totle a valuable practical rule. ‘Find out the things you have a 

weakness for, and avoid them as much as you can.’ 

b.8. § 6, ddexacro] ‘unbribed.’ dexdgee» means ‘to bribe’ (ety- 
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mology apparently unknown). Avxcov dexds was the name, for 1109 b. 8. 

bribed jurymen at Athens. See Liddell and Scott s.v. Sexdcev. 
Cf. *A@nvatwy modutela ch. 27 fpEaro dé pera radra Kal rd Sexdtey, 

mpotov katadeEavtos “Avitov ... Kpivopevos yap ... Oexdoas TO diKa- 

otnpiov amépvyev. 

“Edevny| Z/. iii. 156 sqq. b. 9. 

§ 7. od yap pddiov Siopica x.7.A.] Rassow (/orsch. 16) points b. 14. 
out that the passage beginning here, and extending to the end 

of the Book, occurs again almost verbatim in iv. 5.13, 14. He 

regards the Second Book as the original locus of the passage. 

§ 8. 6 8é€ péexpe Tivos Kal ewl mdcov WexTds 0d padiov To Néoyw b. 20. 

&popicat] The twin clause in iv. 5. 13 shows that sapexBaiver 

must be understood here after zécoyr, 

é€v Ty aioOycer  Kpiois| aicOycus is a xpitixi Svvapec (An. Post. ii, b. 23. 

19. 99 b. 35), because a peadrns tis ev trois aicOyrois evavtidcews 

(de An. ii. 11. 11. 424 a. 4). Here it stands for the faculty by 
which the good man, as ypéoos, discriminates, with the accuracy 

required by the particular occasion, between the good and the 

evils contrary to it in the extremes. Cf. 76 Supa 7d ék THS €prrerpias 

of vi. 11. 6, See note on év rH aicOnoe 1 Kpiows iv. 5. 13, for the 
force of ev in the phrase. 
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Tt is only for what ts voluntary that men are praised or blamed ; for that 
which is involuntary they are pardoned and sometimes even pitied. The dis- 

tinction between the Voluntary and the Involuntary ts therefore a vital one for 

the theory of conduct ; zt ts one also about which the practical legislator, who 

has to assign rewards and punishments, would do well to be clear. 

in ; 
Where the moving principle ts external, i.e. of such a kind that the man 

contributes nothing to the result by his action or feeling, the result is forced 

upon him ; e.g. the motion of a man who ts carried off by brigands is forced 

upon hin. 
But zs an act ‘forced upon him’ which a man performs when a painful 

alternative is offered to him, such as the alternative of his own dishonour, 
or the death of those dear to him, and he brings himself to accept one of the 

two evils? Is tt voluntarily or involuntarily that he accepts his own dis- 
honour? Is it voluntarily or involuntarily that he consents to the death of 

those dear to him? The parallel case of the man who throws his goods 

overboard in a storm will help us to an answer. In ordinary circumstances 

a man does not throw his goods overboard voluntarily ; but, to save his own 

life, and the lives of the crew, a man of sense will always do so. Let us 

then call_acts of this kind mixed acts, i.e. they are both voluntary and 
involuntary ; but more voluntary than involuntary ; for an act ts what it 

zs to the agent, at the time when, and in the circumstances in which, he - 

performs it; and these mixed acts, at the time when they are performed, are 
chosen as being the best in the circumstances, by an agent who has in himself 

the power of setting his limbs in motion to perform them, and who uses that 
power, although he could have refrained from doing so. But although a mixed 

ct 7s thus voluntary as actually performed tn given circumstances, it 7s not in 
itself the kind of act which a man would choose to perform apart from the given 
circumstances ; and in this sense may perhaps be described as ‘except in given 
circumstances involuntary, or ‘in itself involuntary’—this, however, by a 
stretch of language, for voluntary and involuntary properly describe acts as 

Acts which are either (1) forced upon us, or (2) caused by ignorance, are 
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they are to the asent when performed. That mixed acts are voluntary as 

actually performed ts shown by the fact that we even sometimes praise a man 
x Sor such acts § ; e.g. when a man submits to disgrace or-pain ina noble cause we 

prazse hin, whereas If he submit without good reason we blame him. Some- 
eee uae the disgrace which he submits to, and the acts which he brings 

himself to perform, may be of such a kind that we cannot indeed praise him, but 
pardon him in consideration of pressure too great for human nature to with- 

stand: although, again, there are things which nothing—not even the prospect 
of the most terrible death—should compel a man to do: thus the Alcmeon of 
Euripides ‘ compelled to kill his mother’ is a ridiculous figure. It ts hard 
sometimes to decide which ts the alternative one ought to prefer; but harder far 

to abide by one’s decision once made ; for generally the choice is between pain 
to be endured, and bringing oneself to do or submit to something disgraceful. 
This is why blame or praise ts given according as one does, or does not, bring 
oneself to accept the disgraceful course. 

How then shall we describe an act which zs forced upon a man? In the 
strict sense of the expression, that is forced upon a man which results 
from a cause lying outside himself, and is entirely independent of his own 
cooperation: whereas that which in given circumstances ts chosen as the lesser 

evil, and carried out by an agent who has the principle of its initiation in 

himself, is not forced upon him (however ‘involuntary in itself, i.e. generally 
undesirable it may be), but ts his voluntary act. 

So much for painful alternatives: we cannot properly speak of a man being 

forced fo act where they are concerned. 

As for the contention that pleasant things. and things which are honourable 
and good, force us to act, exerting external pressure upon us—it ts obviously 

absurd, for it implies that all our actions are forced upon us—all that we do 

being for the sake either of pleasant things, or of things which are honourable 

and good. Moreover, when we are forced to do something, we do it with pain, 

whereas, when we pursue something pleasant or good, we feel pleasure. It is 

ridiculous then to blame pleasant things, and not our own susceptibility to 

their influence—to take credit indeed to ourselves for our good actions, but to 
throw the blame for our discreditable actions upon pleasant things. 

That then ts ‘forced upon a man’ which results, without his cooperation, 
JSrom a cause external to hint. 

An act which ts ‘caused by ignorance’ ts always ‘non-voluntary’; but it 

cannot be called ‘involuntary’ unless the man ts sorry for it when he finds out 

the harm which it has done. If he is not sorry, it is best to describe his act 
stmply as ‘non-voluntary. 

’ But there ts a difference between ac ts caused by 2guovances” and acts ‘ a5 

S formed in iguorame. The man who is drunk or in a rage acts indeed ‘i 

zgnorance’—he does not know what he is doing; but we do not say a 

ignorance is the cause of his misdemeanours or crimes: we ascribe them to 
intoxication or anger as the case may be. Indeed whenever a man commits an 
offence, he may be said to act ‘in ignorance’ of what he ought or ought not to 
do ; and the effect of repeating such offences is that he becomes an unjust or bad 
man—fe acquires a character. Now we blame character, thus showing that we 

* consider the man a voluntary agent in its formation, i.e, a voluntary agent in 

»® 
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the performance of acts done‘in ignorance’ of what he ought or ought not to do: 

or to put zt otherwise—blindness of choice, or not knowing what one ought to do, 

does not make one’s acts involuntary ; on the contrary, it makes them bad, and, 

becoming chronic, amounts to a character for which one is blamed. It is only 
when a mans ‘ignorance, instead of being due to his own passions and char- 

acter, ts a mere accident of the circumstances of a particular case, that the acts 

arising from tt are involuntary. Thus a man, without any fault of his own, 

may not know what he does, e.g. that he ts revealing a secret, or whom hts act 

affects, e.g. he may mistake a friend for an enemy in the dark, or he may not 

know how his act will take effect, e.g. sparring he may hurt. Here it is not 

the man’s disposition, temporary or chronic, but the mere accident of hts not 

knowing a particular circumstance, which is the true cause of his act. Hs act 

then ts tnvoluntary —that ts to say, tf he ts sorry for ut afterwards. 

Acts forced upon a man and acts caused by ignorance being involuntary, 

voluntary acts will be those which have their origin in the man himself, he 

being fully aware of all the material circumstances surrounding their perform- 

ance. This being so, zt follows that acts caused by passion or desire are not to 

be described as involuntary, If such acts are involuntary, the lower animals, 
and even children, are incapable of voluntary action. And further—what 
about good actions caused by passion and desire? Are they involuntary? Or 

zs 2t only bad actions thus caused that are involuntary, the good ones being 

voluntary? It would be ridiculous surely to draw such a distinction between 

the effects of a single agency. And then the absurdity of having to say that we 

are involuntary agents when we are moved to action by feelings which ought to 

move us! for we ought ¢o feel angry sometimes ; we ought to feel a desire for 

health and knowledge. Moreover, what we do or suffer involuntarily ts 

painful, whereas that which accords with our desire ts pleasant. Again, what 

zs gained by saying that a fault proceeding from desire, as distinguished from 

one proceeding from deliberate calculation, 1s involuntary? The important 
point ts that they are both wrong and to be avoided. Indeed the irrational 

Seelings are as much part of the man’s nature as his calculating faculty ; 2t ts 

absurd therefore to talk of acts prompted by these feelings being involuntary. 

§1.] The discussion of the éxovoroy and dkovorov connects itself 

with the subject of dpern, because dpery is—(1) ets émawern (i. 13. 
19, cf. ii. 9. 9), and—(2) ets mpoaiperixn (ii. 6.15). We praise what 

is voluntary; and chorce (mpoatpects, iii. 2) is the special form under 

which the voluntary principle appears in man, as a rational being, 

and therefore as capable of acquiring dperj. “Apern is a ‘ praise- 

worthy habit’ produced by the repetition of acts of which a man 

himself is the cause, z.e. of voluntary acts. /7ow a man is an dpy7) 

tav mpa£ewv Aristotle does not say in the L¢hzcs. He contents himself 

with pointing to the fact that he zs. The author of the Lud. Evh. 
(ii. 6) and the author of the JZ, JZ (i. 10. 11) discuss the subject 
of man’s voluntary agency with an evident wish to fathom its meta- 

physical import, but, after all, leave us where Aristotle leaves us— 

——— on 
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with the unexplained fact that man zs a cause. They point out 1109b. 30. 

that all oveia or pices are apyai, 2.e. generative of other ovoia or 

dices like themselves: ¢. g. dvOpwros yerva dvOpa@mors Kat (Gov (oa kai 

gurov dura. But man is distinguished from other generative prin- 

ciples, animate or inanimate, by being the author of another class 

of effects, viz. mpafers :—see F. FE. ii. 6. 1222 b. 15 sqq. The apxn, 
properly so called (xupia), is that 60ev mpérov 7 xivnots. Such is God. 

Mathematical dpxai are not properly dpxaé (ev rais paOnpatikais dpxais 

ovk €ort Td kvptov), because they are not causes of motion; 6 & avépa- 

Tos apxn Kwicews TiWds* 7 yap mpakis kivnors. Where the effects are 

contingent (évdéxera kat yiveoOar kai pn—such as may either happen 

or not), the dpyai must be contingent also. Human actions are 

contingent; therefore man is a contingent cause—Z. £. ii. 6. 1222 b. 

41 eivep eotly ma tov Gvt@y evdexopeva evaytins exew, avayKn Kal Tas 

dpxas avtav eivar Toraitas . . . doav mpakeav 6 dvOpwrds eat apxn Kat 

Kuptos, Pavepov Oru evdexerat kat yiverOar Kal poy. 

The view thus set forth by the author of the /. £. and the author 

of the JZ. 1. is based on the doctrine of AZe¢. 8. 2 and 5—that ai 

peta Adyou Suvdpets, being trav evavriwv, must be dominated by some- 

thing external to themselves, which shall determine in which of the 
two contrary ways they shall actualise themselves; dvayxn dpa érepov 

Tt eivat TO KUptov® Eyw 5€ TovTO dpeéw fj mpoaipeow (Mer. O. 5. 1048 a. 

to). That which is xvpiov par excellence in man, making him a 

moral agent—airws xai dpx7 mpdgewv, is BouheutiKh SpeEs, Or mpoai- 

pests. It is by choosing certain acts, and performing them, that we 
acquire a certain //adz?. Tpouipeots converts the dvvayis tov evavtiov 

into a definite éés, which results in acts of one kind only: cf. £. 

NV. v.1. 4. Apery is a eéts mpoatpetiky (ii. 6. 15), 2. é. a habit which 

was produced by, and is productive of, certain deliberately chosen 

acts. 

tows | See Zell ad Joc. and oni. 1.1. Aoxei, haiverat, tows, syxed6v, b, 33. 

are often employed, ‘ quanquam in re certa... partim ex communi 

Atticorum consuetudine, partim ex Aristotelis philosophandi ratione, 

praesertim in his libris de vita et moribus hominum quae res accu- 

ratam subtilitatem non admittunt.’ 

§ 2. xpyowpov S€ «.7..] ‘It must not be supposed,’ says Grant b. 34. 
_ (Plan of Book 717), ‘ that the present disquisition on the Voluntary is 
‘a disquisition on Free Will. The latter question Aristotle would 

certainly have assigned to mporn ¢gidocopia, or Metaphysics, and 

Q 
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1109 b.34. would have thought out of place in a system of Ethics. . . . The 

ensuing chapters assume that a man is an dpyy of his own actions, 

and, with this assumption, treat of the Voluntary under its various 

aspects in relation to virtue and vice, praise and blame, reward and 
_-punishment. From this practical point of view these chapters 

furnish to some extent a psychology though not a metaphysic of 

the Will.’ Again (note on iii. 1. 1-2): ‘It is plain that the dis- 
ussions on the Will are never metaphysical. An appeal to language 

and common opinions sums up nearly the whole. The scope of 

the argument is limited to a political, as distinguished from a 

theological, point of view—dvaykatov rots mepi dperns emurKorodat, 

xpnoyov b€ Kai trois voyoberovo.. And: ‘In asking what is the 

Voluntary, Aristotle does not pursue a speculative method of 

enquiry. Such a method might have commenced with the deep- 

lying ideas of personality and consciousness, of the individuality of 

__—the subject, &c. But he is content with defining the Voluntary by 
a contrast to the common notions (Soxet § 3) of what constitutes 

ae i merely 
negative conception of freedom. But in fa conception given 

3 posive, onthe amatys_of Te not pushed xen far The 
‘oluntariness of an act Aristotle represents to be constituted in | 

this—-that the actor is in every case the dpxs-oF-cause-oChis actions, | 

except in cases of : n, \where rior dpy1 | 

. or of ignorance, where he does not know what his action is, 
and can only be held to be the cause of what he meant to do. In 

what sense, and how, the individual is an dpxq is the point where 

Aristotle stops short in the enquiry.’ 

On this I would remark—that if Aristotle ‘stops short in the 

enquiry, perhaps his theory of ‘in what sense, and how’ is thereby 

conveyed. I think it is. This enquiry is about Responsibility ; 

and ‘ Responsibility,’ he gives us to understand by ‘ stopping short’ 

where he does, is meaningless except as resting with the zmmediaie 

cause of an act—z.e. with the concrete individual, whose function 

the act is. The individual is ‘responsible’ for acts which can be 

assigned to his charac/er as immediate cause. ‘ Free,’ applied to 

_~an_act, means, ‘ caused immediately by a character ’—the character, 
of course, performing—its functions, | like every other organism, in 
a definite environment, not 27 n vacuo. —tn-short, it is only she indt- 

vidual, as affected by particular cir circumstances, who can put forth 

acts, and be ‘responsible’ for them, z.e¢. come in for their conse- 

Pail 
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quences. This is Aristotle’s ¢heory of ‘freedom’; and I believe 1109 b.34. 
that, by taking i : ‘the concrete individual putting 

forth acts in his environment,’ it suggests the best possible solution 

of the famous difficulty— How to reconcile‘ freedom’ and “necessity,” 
which modern speculation has—to some extent, needlessly—raised 

for itself. The solution which Aristotle’s theory suggests may be 

put thus—The ancestral, or other, antecedents of the concrete 

individual@cannot be saddled with ‘responsibility”: airia €Xopevou' 

| Oeds avaittos. 7 individual is ‘responsible’ for acts which can bel \ 

assigned to f is character, as immediate cause. His character is 5 

itself, as we now believe, the necessary product of the universe, and 

the circumstances which stimulate his character to put forth acts 

are likewise necessary products of the universe: but this does not 

relieve him of ‘responsibility’ and—make—his_acts not ‘free,’ for 

‘free,’ applied to an act, means ‘ caused immedi character 

per ing its functions in ifS environment.’ Only ‘ the individual 
character in iS environment’ can put forth acts, and be ‘respon- 
sible’ for them—z. e. come in for their consequences. The universe, 
which brings forth individuals, is not itself an individual to be held 

responsible: ‘Natur Jebt in lauter Kindern; und die Mutter—wo 
ist sie?’ The question of the efficiency, freedom, or responsibility 
of the individual must not be mixed up with the question qb tle 
origin of the individual. — 

t will thus be seen that man as dpx7 ra@v mpaewr is merely a particu- 

lar aspect of man as living being; for, to be a living being is to be 
‘responsible’ (whether in a physical or in a political environment) 
for ‘free’ acts, 7.e. for ‘acts put forth by an organism.’ But the 

organism must not be abstracted from the universe, and made a 

‘free agent’ in the sense of initiating acts with the production of 

which the laws of the universe have nothing, or not everything, to 

do. That would be to set up more universes than one. It is as 

subject of a dzbera necessttas—to employ Spinoza’s powerful phrase 

—that we must conceive the ‘ free agent.’ 

When we say, then, that Man is an dpyx# rev mpdéewy we are face to 

face with the (for morals) ultimate fact that he is a living being. All 
living beings, plants as well as animals, the irrational animals as 

well as man, perform certain functions by which they maintain their 

own existence. To perform these functions is to be a living being. 
Man’s moral mpa£es, by which he corresponds with his distinctively 

human, 7. ¢. his ‘ political,’ environment, proceed from habits of his 

Q2 
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1109 b. 34. nature, just as his bodily functions proceed from organs of his 

nature. Moral zpd&ets and bodily functions are necessary for the 
maintenance of his nature as a whole; and are, on exactly the 

same grounds, said to be Avs mpd&es and zs bodily functions 
respectively. Biologically considered, bodily functions differ from 

moral mpa€es in depending upon structural adaptations of older 

standing. The performance of moral mpages being thus more 
precarious than the performance of bodily functions, and, more- 

over, affecting others, srazse is accorded when the mpdges are 
rightly performed. ‘The praise is accorded not because they are 

more truly the ugent’s own acts than are the unerring perceptions 

of his eye or ear, or the regular movements of his heart, for which 
he is not ‘ praised’ at all; but decause they are apt not to be per- 

formed rightly. A man’s virtue is praised and rewarded, but not 
his health, because, as a matter of fact, his virtue grows up in 

correspondence with an environment which makes itself felt by 

means of praise and blame, reward and punishment. ‘Those vital 
functions which we distinguish as voluntary acts are those which | 

proceed from sources within a man, which are capable of being | 

modified, during the lifetime of the individual, in relation to his | 

environment, especially to that very complex part of it of which 

praise and blame, reward and punishment, are the chief exponents. 

Such ‘sources within a man’ are the md6y, belonging as they do 
to that part of human nature which is characterised as peréxov 

Adyou, KatnKooy Adyov Kal meBapyixdv—z.e. stil capable of being 

organised in relation to vopos, or the rational environment. From 

the wd proceed (1) actions neither more nor less the man’s owz 
actions than are the movements of his heart or lungs, but distin- 

guished from these latter movements by the circumstance that they 

affect other people’s interests directly or indirectly, and accordingly 
elicit praise or blame, or otherwise call forth social influences, in 

relation to which they suffer modification—are encouraged or 
repressed. From the md6y proceed also (2) actions which do not 

affect other people’s interests, and therefore do not elicit praise or 
blame, but are called voluntary because they do not proceed from 

their sources in such a manner as to exclude the possibility of their 
not proceeding from them under certain conditions. Whenever, 

in short, an act proceeds not inevitably from an inherited organ, 
but with some degree of hesitation from a state of feeling which, 

in the history of the individual, can be (or could have been) affected 
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(even to the extent of being sometimes rendered entirely inoperative) 

by other feelings, whether self-regarding or altruistic, we call the 

act voluntary. As, however, man’s true personality consists in his 

consciousness of social relations, and his readiness to be modified 

in correspondence with social requirements, acts which meet these 

requirements and acts which disregard them are ‘voluntary’ in 

the truest sense. Acts which affect the agent alone, although 
proceeding coningently from their sources, and therefore voluntary, 

are so in the lower sense in which we speak of the actions of 

children and brutes as voluntary. From the way in which Aristotle 

connects ‘the voluntary’ with ‘praise and blame’ here, and in 

other passages, we can see that he practically identifies man’s 

‘efficiency’ with his correspondence, or failure, by reason of the 

prevalence of selfish feelings, to correspond with the social environ- 

ment. As it is only the modirns who is truly adrdpkns (see £. LV. i. 

7. 6), so it is only the wodizns who is ¢ruly an dpx} mpdéeov. The 

term ‘voluntary’ however in its general sense is applicable to any 

act which results from a feeling or desire contingently, ze. so 

results that it say be prevented by the operation of another feeling 

or desire. In carrying back the explanation of voluntary action to 
the possession by man of a dvvauis tev evavtiov—z. e. of tendencies 

still capable of modification, and in connecting it so closely with 

the sanctions of a social system, the high complexity of which he 
fully recognised, Aristotle gives prominence to the same considera- 

tions as have led a modern evolutionist, like Spencer, to speak of 
‘Will as coming into existence through the increasing complexity, 

and imperfect coherence of automatic actions ’—(Psych. i. 498-499 ; 
cf. whole chapter on Zhe Well, Special Synth. ch. ix). 

§ 3. 7a Bia 4 80 ayvouwv] ‘Cum spontaneum id sit, cujus 
principium in eo sit qui agat, non ignorante singulas circumstantias, 

invite factum exstat simulatque una ex ambabus conditionibus, quas 

requirit spontaneum, abest.’ Michelet ad /oc. A voluntary act in one 

of which the dpx7 is in the agent himself, he being at the same time 

aware of the several circumstances of his act. ‘These are the two 

conditions of a voluntary act. An act -is involuntary when either 
of these two conditions is absent: ze. if the agent, while knowing 

all the circumstances of his act, is forced to act by an external 
constraining power, olov ef mvedya Kopica trou i) dvOpwrot Kipioe Ovres 

($ 3); or if, while he is under no external constraint, he is ignorant 

Fo 
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of the circumstances—e. g. one who administers poison, thinking 
it to be medicine, because it has been put, through no fault of his 

own, into a bottle labelled ‘ medicine,’ is not held to be the ‘ cause’ 

of the consequent poisoning, or to have poisoned ‘voluntarily.’ 

His act is one 60’ dyvovay yeyvopevor, 

The remarks of Eudemus (£. £. ii. 8) on the Piaov are very 
instructive. To Biaoy and avdyxn, he savs, are terms employed to 

mark a force which interferes with the law governing the behaviour 

of an object inanimate or animate; a stone is moved upwards fra, 

fire downwards Big. When these inanimate objects move in their 

own natural direction—kara rv diow kai thy Kal’ ara dpuny (1224 2. 

18), they are not said to move Bia, nor yet are they éxovora. ‘There 

is no name to characterise their movement. Similarly, in the case 

of animals, we see many motions or acts which are Bia—viz. those 

done érav rapa thy ev air dppny CEwbev tu kw (1224 a. 22). In the 

case of inanimate objects it is easy to see the external apy ris 

_kunoews which interferes with the law of their nature. It is also 

1110 a. 4. 

easy in the case of irrational animals. They live rj épeEa. Every- 

thing which thwarts their dpefis is Biaov. But in the case of man 

a difficulty arises. He has fwo equally internal principles—Adyos 

and épe&s, which thwart each other. Does Adyos exert Bia in the 

case of the éyxparns, or dpeéis in the case of the d«patjs? No. 

Both Adyos and épe&s are internal, and Bia is exerted only by 

external agencies. An act done from prudence, and on rational 

grounds, is neither more nor less ‘voluntary’ than one done 

from the mere appetite of the moment,— 8 6hy_ éxoica 

ux) Kal Tod axparots Kal Tod eyxpatovs mpatre, Bia S ovdérepos 

(1224 b. 26). We must not abstract a man’s motives (whether 
high or low, whether due to tendencies acquired during his own 

lifetime, or to those inherited from his ancestors) from Azmself, 

and say that they are external to him and force him (Aiaa). If later 

controversialists had seen this as clearly as Aristotle and the peri- 
patetics did, we should have been spared many profitless discussions 

about the ‘Freedom of the Will’ and ‘ Moral Responsibility.’ 

§ 4. dca 8é 81d PdBov perLovav kaxdv mpdtretar H Sd Kaddv Ti, otov 

ei tUpavvos| A tyrant with power over the lives of a man’s family 

commands him to do something base. He may do it from fear of 

greater evils—8.a PéBov peuCdvev xaxar, 7. é. the death of his family ; 

or he may refuse to do it because honour forbids (da kaddv rte). 

ee 
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In either case he does something most painful to himself; and the 

question is: Does he act voluntarily or involuntarily ? 

§§ 5, 6.] The answer is given in these sections. Such actions 

are puxrait. Except under very exceptional circumstances no one 

performs them voluntarily 
cua’ ovdels yap dv €doito Kad’ atts Toy ToovToy ovdév, But there are 

exceptional circumstances in which men perform them. In these 

exceptional circumstances, at the time at which they are performed, 

they are voluntary—they proceed from an internal dpyn, from a 

desire to perform them in the agent; but in any other circum- 

stances, as a matter of fact, no one would perform them. In dis- 

cussing therefore the voluntariness of a given action we must look 
at it strictly in connexion with the circumstances in which it takes 

place, for ‘the end or motive of an act is that which is in view at 

the time’ (Peters)—ro 8€ rédos ths mpdews Kata Tov Kaipdv eoTW—e. ¥. 

the réAos or object which a man has in view when he throws his 

goods overboard is not the infliction of loss on himself, but the 

lightening of the ship. The question is whether such an act is 

voluntary or involuntary ; not whether it is wzse or unwise in the 

particular circumstances, or likely to be matter of regret when the 
danger has passed. I see no reason for holding with Grant that 

‘the phrase 7d d€ rédos rhs mpdéews is general, not referring only to 
the cases under dispute, but to action universally ’—or that ‘ réAos 

is used here in a peculiar sense to denote the moral character of 

an action.’ It seems better to take redos in the passage before us 

in the sense in which it is afterwards employed in chap. 5. § 17 of 

this Book, as ‘the object specially contemplated by a particular 

action ’—-. g. the lightening of the ship. In discussing the question 

of the voluntariness of a disagreeable action, let us not lose sight 

of ‘the object specially contemplated by the given action, and 

wander into the irrelevancy of considering the feelings with which 

such actions are regarded in the abstract. 

It may be remarked in passing with regard to the instance of 

A puxr) mpagis given in § 5—that cases arising out of ai ev rots yeupa- 

cw ékBorai were probably well known in the law courts: cf, for the 

Lex Rhodia de jactura, Digest. xiv. 2. 1—‘ lege Rhodia cavetur ut si 

levandae navis gratia jactus mercium factus est, omnium contri- 

butione sarciatur quod pro omnibus datum est’ ;—.e. the principle 

of the ‘ general average’ is to be applied. 

¢ , ‘ ‘ lon c lal 2 > , 
éxovota 61) Ta ToLavTA, GmA@s O tows akov- 

1110 a. 4. 

a. 8. 
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§ 6. dv 8 ev adte f dpxy, ew atte Kat 1d mpdrrew Kat py| This 

statement, taken as an aphorism by itself, would be too general. 

The functions of the heart proceed from an dpx7 which is strictly 

év aire, 7. €. is involved in the vars of the individual (cf. 7 d€ vous 

dpxn ev ato Met. A. 3. 1070 a. 7) and yet cannot be described as 

eT auTa. 

§ 7. émt tals mpdfeor S€ tats Toradrars eviore Kal émarvodvrat | 

‘which shows that the acts are regarded as voluntary ’—Peters, 

note ad loc. 

§ 8. *A\kpatwva] The anonymous scholiast on this Book (Ald. ed.) 
has the following note here—xai yap rov Edpumidou’ AAkpaiwva tov ’ Apdea- 

pdov maida, TodTov @ 6 matip avedewv Thy pntepa (Eriphyle) eméoxnyev, ei 

d€ py, Cora Tov watépa AvTGv" Os ov bi a&ias airias moLy TovTO toTopeEtTat. 

GAs’ mapariberae tov map’ Evpimidy ’Adkpuiova os 6 edreAy Twa 

Unopeivavta pytpoktovngar’ eyer yap map a’T@ 6 *AAKpaiwv 

pudtotra pev p emnpev emioxnWas matnp 

60 dppa{r’) eiceBawev cis OnBas tov" 

dua yap TovTwy evrodas Tov Tarpos Supyeirat, ws EvTELhapevou abTod amoKTeEivat 

Thy pnTépa, Kal KaTapacapevov avTa, el jul) GrroKTevel, dkapriay Te ys Kal dTEK- 

viav, kai SuaBodds Tuvas AEyee THS pyTpds, Gv ovdev Hv G£vov THALKoUTOY KaKov 
> - , 
avaykagat TOlnoal Twa, 

§ 9. dvayxdLovrat] We have here the influence of an internal 
apyn—of motives, not of external force, and the term dvaykagovra: is 

perhaps improperly used. But it may be that Aristotle draws 
a distinction between dvayky and Bia (cf. § 8 ea 8 iss od« eorw 

avaykac6jvar—where Biacqvac would have been absurd); motives of 

painful cogency being dvayxaia, though, as internal principles, not 
Bia. The writer of the JZ, JZ, discusses 16 Biavoy and 76 avayxaior 

in separate chapters (i. 14 and 15); and, although he says 76 avay- 
kaiov ov« év ravi, GAN’ On €v Tois exrds, his example shows that he is 

thinking of she effect produced on the mind of the agent by an external 

occurrence, not of physical compulsion—J/, JZ. i. 15. 1188 b. 21 
e > , , , >? > Dee , ‘ Uu > i Sas 

oiov nvaykdoOnv cuvtopwrepoy Badioat cis dypdv' ei SE py, awohwAOT av 

cipov ta ev aypd. In short, very painfully cogent motives may be, 

called dvayxaia, as distinguished from pleasures, which cannot be 
called dvayxata however pressing—JZ. M. i. 15. 1188 b. 15 10 de 
dvaykaiov ov mdavtws ovd ev mavtt Nextéeov eativ, oiov daa HOovijs EveKev 

mpdatropev, et yap Tis Aeyor Ore HvaykacOny Thy Tod idov yuvaika dia- 
r en a G a ey] a ” 

Pbeipar vd THs NOovns, Gromos av etn. 

2 Sy ee relics ise seek ae Le 
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§ 10. 1a 84 ota pardoy Bio ;] This question, following imme- 1110 b. 1. 

diately upon the words zepi rots dvaykao8évtas 7) py, and the terms 

in which it is answered, support the view that Aristotle, like the 

writer of the JZ. JZ,, distinguished technically between avayxata and 

Bia. In the case of the dvayxuiop it is true that 7 airia év rots éxrés 

éorw, but not true that 6 mpdrrev pndev cvpBaddrera. ‘The external 

occurrence operates through the medium of the painful feeling 
which it produces. On the other hand, 76 Biaov is distinguished 
from 16 dvaykaiov by the differentia émir av 6 mpatrov pydev oup- 

BadAnra. The external agency determines a man’s act without the 
effective intervention of his feelings. 

at yap mpdgers év tots Ka’ éxaota, Taita 8 éxodora| ‘For acts b. 6. 

fall within the sphere of particulars ; and here the particular thing 

that is done is voluntary ’—Peters: 7. e. in discussing the voluntari- 

ness of an act done under painful circumstances, we must take the 

act by itself as ‘a particular’—in connexion merely with the 
temporary state of mind out of which it immediately springs; we 

must not raise the general question of its wisdom or goodness. 

GmoSoivar| syn. dpi¢ew: see Lund. Arist. s, v. amodidéva.— it is not b. 8. 

easy to Say.’ 

§ 11. ci Sé tis TA Sa Kal Ta Kad x.7.A.] The Aldine Scholiast b. 9. 

seems to have read Avmnpa for cada. He says 
, ~ eg? ‘ a“ Ny \ s \ ‘ , a \ 

ToUTEgTL TaY TO€wy Kat uTNpaY, Ta pev evyovtTes Ta Se SiwKovTEs* TO 

TOUT@V yap xapw* 

de mdvtes, SnAovdte xwpis tav ayabav Aeyee xal orovdaiwv. But cada 

(dona, honesta, formosa) are regularly coupled with 78éa, as e.g. in 

L. N. ii. 3. 7, 76 cvppépov (not mentioned here) being the means to 

either. See Grant’s note here. Having shown that acts done from 

feelings produced by painful circumstances are volunfary, and are 

praised and blamed in various degrees, Aristotle goes on in the 

present section to show that acts proceeding from states of mind | 

produced by pleasant objects, or by the contemplation of what is 

good and honourable, are also voluntary. The parenthetical words 
avaykafew yap €&@ dvra are to be understood as describing the 

position of those (ei 8€ ts . . . gat) whose view he is arguing 

against. Cf. AZ. AZ. i. 15. 1188 b.17 ef ydp tis Aéyou Gre HvayKacOny 

TV Tov Pidov yuvaixa SvapOcipar brd rhs ndovyns, dtomos av ein. Pleasant 

things, and things that are good and honourable, cannot be said to 

force us, or to be the causes of involuntary actions; for (1) if they 
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were so, then a// actions would be compulsory and involuntary ; 

since it is for the sake of pleasant things, or of things that are good 

and honourable, that we do all that we do: (2) those who act under 
compulsion, and involuntarily, act with pain; those who act for the 

sake of the pleasant, or the good and honourable, act with pleasure : 
(3) this doctrine that pleasant things force us ‘leaves out of account,’ 
as Grant expresses it, ‘the internal susceptibility of the agent (atrév 

evOnpatoy dyra),’ and, in fact, is merely an excuse for bad actions, 

which are generally done for the sake of pleasant things. We take 

credit to ourselves for good actions, and blame pleasant things for 

our bad actions. 

The sum of Aristotle’s teaching here is that we must not abstract 
a man’s motives, whether good or bad, from himself, and say that 

they are external to him, and force him. The later doctrines of 

Necessitarianism and Free Will, both apparently now defunct, 

equally erred in making the abstraction deprecated by Aristotle. 

mavta dv ein atta Biata] Bekker reads ovr for ai’ro: but the 

authority for air@— Kb, Lb, Mb, NC, Cambr.— (accepted by 
Bywater) is stronger. 

§ 18. 08x Exducrov|] ‘ Non-voluntary.’ 

Tod 8h St dyvovoy 6 pev . . . 6 8é] rod is apparently masc. 

—cf. iv. 6. g rod S€ cumdivovtos 6 pev . .. 6 Sé. There is an 

apparent inconsistency between the doctrine of this §, according to 
which the pi perapeAcuevos is not to be called dxwy, and the 

doctrine of § 6 above,-—xal 76 éxovovoy 87 Kai To dxovoroy OTe TPGTTEL 

eKreov. 

§ 14. érepov 8 gore kal 7d 80 dyvovay mpdtrew Tod dyvoodyta | 

‘Through ignorance’ . . . ‘in ignorance.’ After dyvoodvra 

Bekker has moeiv, given by F and NC. The distinction is that 

between acting from unavoidable (76 8? @yrvovay mparrev), and acting 

in avoidable ignorance (76 dyvootyra mpdrrew). ‘The unavoidable 

ignorance which can be pleaded in excuse of an action, by an agent 

who regrets what he has done (perapedduevos § 13), and which con- 

stitutes (equally with Gia) the action in question dkovo.or, is that of 

mere particulars (7 ka6’ éxaora, év ois kai mepi & 1) mpakis) ; e.g. (to take 

the example of arvxnua given by the Paraphrast in his note on 

v. 8. 7)—a sportsman, shooting at a distance from the haunts of 
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men, kills a man who lies concealed in a thicket. He kills the man 1110 b. 24. 

merely from ignorance of the particular fact that someone is there 

concealed. He possesses no general principle from which he 

could possibly have inferred this fact. The fact stands entirely by 
itself, being of so exceptional a kind that he could not have foreseen 

it. His ignorance therefore is described (§ 15) as 9 ka@ ékaora, and 
counts as an external cause co-ordinate with Sia, the preposition d4 

in the phrase é¢ d@yvoav mparrew expressing, as Michelet remarks, 

an agency distinct from himself, z.e. ignorance not due to his own 

carelessness or other bad habits. But if, (to take the Paraphrast’s 
example of a dudprnya v. 8. 7), the sportsman shoots too near 

a frequented highway and unwittingly kills a passer-by, we do not 

acquiesce in his ignorance of the fact that someone was passing by ; 

we go back to the cause of this ignorance —his own carelessness. 

We hold him responsible for his ignorance of a fact which he might 

have, and ought to have, inferred as probable from the general 

principle in his possession-——that highways are frequented by 

travellers. His ignorance is not due to the exceptional nature of 

the fact, as in the first case, but to his own disposition. It is not 

really ignorance of a particular fact which we have here to deal 

with, but rather a state of ignorance—a general tendency not to 

notice a certain class of facts. Hence this state of ignorance, 

whether it consists in the non-application, or in the non-possession, 

in the temporary obscuration, or in the entire absence, of principles 

of good conduct, is described as 4 év 1H mpoaipécer, OF 4 Kabddov 

adyvoia (§ 15). It is not an accident external to the man. It is part 

of himself and whatever it causes he causes. Being @ quality in the 

agent, it is, as Michelet remarks, well expressed by the participle 
dyvoovvra agreeing with the subject of mpdrrew. But not only is 

it Azs ignorance, just as his health is Avs health. This would 

not make him socially responsible for its results. He is responsible 

because it supervenes although it zced not necessarily supervene, or 

is not removed, when it mzght be removed. ‘Thus a-man is 

responsible for mistakes committed in temporary states of ignorance 

‘induced by drunkenness or passion, because to pass into these 

states is contingent not necessary: cf. LZ. WV. iii. 5. 8 Kai yap ew 

@TO TH awyvociy Koafovaw, eav aitios eivar Sox THs ayvoias, oioy Tois 

peOvovor SimdG Ta Ertrimia’ yap apxn ev a’T@ KUpLos yap Tov p) 

pedvobnva, tovto & aitwov ths ayvoias. For the same reason, he is 

responsible for acts proceeding from an established vicious cha- 
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racter—from total blindness to the true end of human endeavour— 
what Plato calls ‘the lie in the soul.’ Similarly, ignorance of a law 
which has been published and is easy to understand is ignorance 

for which a man is responsible. Hence the principle of Juris- 

prudence Zenorantia jurts nocet ; tgnorantia facti non nocet. Cf. EN. 

iii. 5. 8 Kat Tovs ayvootvrds te TeV év Tois vopots, a dei eniatragOa Kal pI) 

xaremd eo, KoddCovow, 6polws Se Kat €v Tois GAdows, oa Ov apedevav 

dyvoeiv Soxovaw, ws én avtois dv TO pr) ayvociv’ Tod yap empednOjvae 

KUpLoL, 

There is of course some confusion in calling the acts themselves 

which are done 8 éyvoay non-voluntary or involuntary. Strictly, 

the acts themselves are voluntary, but their resz//s are such as the 
agent could not possibly have foreseen, and he is not held respon- 

sible for results which he did not contemplate and now regrets. It 

would be more correct to say that a man is not held responsible for 

such results, than that the acts are involuntary. The sportsman 

shoots voluntarily into the thicket, being ignorant of the fact that, 
contrary to all probability, a man lies concealed there. He kills the 
man; but is not held responsible for this unforeseen result of his 

voluntary act. 

Sid te TOV Eipnpevwv] dia env Kal dpynv. 

a dyvoet . .. § 15 mepl & 4 mpaéis] If we follow Michelet in 
sharply distinguishing 7 ev 77 mpoapéoe ayvora and 7 Kabddov ayvora, 

we may explain this passage thus—ro ovpdépov' is that which is 

useful as a means: 7 €v ri mpoapéoer @yvora is ignorance in the 

choice of means to the attainment of an end, and hence is equiva- 

lent to ignorance of the cupdépov—cf. iii. 2. 9 9 S€ mpoatpeois Trav 

mpos 76 tTéXos. Now this ignorance in the choice of means is not an 

external accident, but a condition of the agent, which he has 

brought upon himself by yielding to his wan. Hence it is not the 

cause of involuntary but of voluntary actions—indeed it is the cause 

of those reprehensible actions the repetition of which eventually 

establishes an evil character—poy@npia: ov yap 1 év tH mpoapecet 

Gyvowa aitia Tov axovoiov, adda Tis foxOnpias. 

Moxé@npia is thus the same as 7 xaOddov eyvova—ignorance of the 

true end itself—for it is the moral character which gives the end: 
ili. 5. 20 T@ mowol twes elvar TO TéAos Towdvde TiOéyeOa. Thus, as 

Giphanius observes, 9 év Ti mpoapéoee éyvoa is characteristic of the 

1 Bywater reads Ta auppépovta given by K*, Asp., and NC. 
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ékparns, Who knows the end, but is tempted by his passions to stray 1110 b, 28. 

from the path of duty leading to it: while 7 xa@édov dyvoia is 

characteristic of the axéAaoros, who has become permanently blind 

to the end. A man is responsible for both kinds of ayvova—for the 

dyvoa of temporary passion, and for that of an established vicious 

character. 
But, although Aristotle undoubtedly distinguishes in this Book 

mpoatpeois, aS Concerned with the means, from ovAnors the wish for 

the end, and although it is reasonable to suppose that, in here using 

the term zpoaipeots, he has in view the technical meaning which he 

is about to give it; it does not therefore follow that in using the 

expression 7) Ka@dXou ayvoa he has in view something as distinct from 

i) €v TH Tpoaipecer ayvota aS mpoaipears itself is distinct from BovaAnoars : 

for in iii. 3. 16 he tells us that the objects of BovAevors, and there- 

fore of mpoaipeots, are not mere particulars, thus implying that they 

are particulars in which ¢he general law or rule of conduct is seen. 
Hence 7 & 1h mpoapéce dyvoa, which is equivalent to dyvoeiy ra 

ovpdepovra, OF ayvoeiv a Set mparrew Kai av adexreov, is essentially ‘an 

ignorance of the end,’ or ‘a general ignorance,’ 7 caOdAov dyvora, and, 

as such, is distinguished from the excusable 7 ka@ éxacra éyvora— 

the thought of this latter expression, as about to be used, having 

determined Aristotle to translate 7 év r7 mpoaipéoe dyvoia into the 

equivalent 7 kaOddov dyvoia for the sake of the antithesis. ‘H & 77 

mpoapecet ayvora is thus distinguished from 7 ka éxaora dyvoia as 

being a s/a/e, inchoate, or established, of the agent, producing acts 

which are so far from being involuntary that they are morally evil, 

and confirm the evil tendency—poxé@npia, from which they spring: 
2.€. ) €v TH TMpoaipeoe ctyvora May stand either for the state of the 

axparns who is said to act from emévpia and not with mpoatpects 

(ili. 2. 4)—his @yvora being, in fact, the prevalence of émOupta where 
mpoaipeots ought fo prevail; or for that of the dxdédacros, or dws 
kaxds, who is said to act mpoapovperos (vii. 7. 2), 2.e. calmly and 

without passion choosing means to the bad end which his character 

sets up—the dyvora being, in this case, that confirmed moral blind- 

ness to the good end which makes it possible for him ‘to choose 

means’ to the bad end. 
‘A év tH mpoapecer cyvoa, accordingly, meaning ignorance which 

is a state or tendency inchoate or established of the agent, may, in 

relation to the numerous dpapria which flow, or are likely to flow, 

from it, be described as a general ignorance. Hence follow the 
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1110 b. 28. words ov8 9 kaOddouv .. . GAN 7 Kad” &kacra—‘ that is, it is not general 

1lil a. 1. 

a. 4, 

a. 9. 

ignorance, but particular ignorance, which makes an act involun- 

tary. Here all turns on the point whether od necessarily des/n- 
guishes i KaOdhov a&yvoa from the @yvoa previously mentioned, or 

admits of being rendered as above—‘ ¢haf 7s, it is nof general 

ignorance, &c. The Paraphrast, Grant, Ramsauer, and Peters do 

not distinguish 4 év ri mpoupéoe ayvora and % xaOddov dyvoa: and, 

with some hesitation, I agree with them, against Michelet, for the 

reasons I have given, and because I believe that od& can be legiti- 
mately rendered as above. The Paraphrast’s comment is—7 yap ev 

Th Mpoawpeoet dyvowa, Aris early airia Tay Kaki@y, OK EaTW aiTia TOU 

dxovaiov, G\Ad THs poxOnpias’ vv yap TO KaOddrov mepi THs pEOns ayvoeiv 

OTe movnpov airioy yiyverat Tov adkovolov, GAAd TO Gyvonea pepiKos 

Tvde THY pcOnv, otov, éepe cimeiv, ork eiSdta péypt mécov mdvtas eM 

pedvetv. 

One further point however—Does the writer of Z. £. ii. 9 throw 

any light on the present passage? Has he it in view at all? 

and if so, is the distinction which he draws the same as that 

which Michelet finds here in § 15? His words are—1225 b. 11 
emel S€ Td emivracOar Kai TO cidévae Sutrdv, Ev pev TO exew, Ev b€ TO 

xpnoOa th éemotnpn, 6 exov py xpm@pevos Se Eote pev ws dixaiws av 

ayvoay héyo.to, ott b€ Bs ov Sikaiws, oiov ei di’ duedevav fay) expTO. Spoiws 

dé kal py exav tis Weyouro av, ef 6 padzoy 7) avaykatoy ny, py exer Ov 

dpedecav 7) nSovnv i) AUmnv. Is 6 eyor py xpopevos dé the man whose 

ignorance is » év 77 mpoatpéoe.—Michelet’s ‘ignorance in the choice 

of means,’ and 6 wy ¢yov the man whose ignorance is 7 «a6dsov— 

‘universal,’ i.e. ‘of the end’? cf. the 008’ 9 Ka@ddou (eyovtar yap did 

ye tavtnv) of the ZL. V. with the dpotws dé kat pi exav Tis peyouro ay of 

thee. 

§ 15. év ots kat wept &| ‘Ignorance of the particular occasion 
and circumstances of the act’—-Peters. Better—‘the persons and 

things affected by the act’: see below, notes on § 18. 

> U § 16. wept tt 4 év tin] ‘On what object or person.’ 

§ 17. déyovtés hacw exmecety adtods| Lzdde/l-and-Scott has 

‘ekémecé pe—it escaped me unawares, Arist. Lith. WV. 3. 1.17, but 

quotes no other instance of the usage. Ramsauer defends the 

usage—‘’Exminree we alienum a Graecae linguae indole non dixerit 

qui meminerit legi exBaivew, e&eh€eiv xopar. ‘The Paraphrast, how- 
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ever (perhaps reading Aéyorras), seems to make the subject of 111a.9. 
exmeceiy the persons—)édyovras yap rept addNov auyxulival pacu, Kai 

Tl Kal mept TOV pvatnpioy mapapbeyEar Oat, px) cuvopavras 6 héyovaw, i) 

kal dyvoovyras Ort amdppnta nv—z. é. exmeceiy (= ovyxvOjvac) Means ‘to 

be confused,’ ‘put out,’ as we might say. The Ald. Schol., again, 

has—oiov déyovrés pov e&mecév pou towdroy pjyc—as though he 

read Néyorras, and understood the clause to mean, ‘ they say that, in 

the course of their talk, the word escaped them.’ Aspasius has— 

7d d€ ri eotw TO mparrdpevov, Orep exmentaxévar (héyovow, Heylbut) 
> , c ec ’ , ‘ i 

autovs, ws 6 AloxvAos Ta puoTikd. 

Aioxvdos] Tried and acquitted by the Court of Areopagus: see a. 10. 

Clem. Alex. Sérom. ii. 387, Ael. V. H. v. 19, and the Ald. Schol. 

4 Mepérm| The Ald. Schol. has—xai gore map’ Evpumidy ev 16 a. 12. 

Kpeoorvty emBovdevovca Kpecddrtn TO vid @s Todepio b0 ayvoiav. Cf. 

Poet. 14. 1454 a. 5 ev TH Kpeodovrn 7 Mepdmn péeddet Tov vidv aroxtei- 

vew’ amoxteivee © ov, GAN aveyvopicev, Cf. Plut. wept capxopayias 

2. 5 (quoted by Coraes) oxéme: S€ kat tHv ev TH Tpaywdia Mepdmnpy ent 

Tov viov avTov ws hovea Tod viod méAeKUY apapevyny Kal Aéyovouy 

dovwrépay 5) tHvd eyo Sid@pl cor 

mayynv— 
ed > A“ , , ca 

Goov ev TO Cedtp@ kKwnya ToveEi, 

eohaipdabat TS Nehoyxwpevov Sdpu] Aehoyx@pevoy Sdpv eati 7d Exov 
>> » , own \ , , , , ‘ , ‘ 
en dkpov a.dnprov o&v, thy Kadoupervny Adyxnv, Xpnoysov eis Tas payas 
oe € > , , ao A > , a i Orep of aywricopevor yupvacias eveka Kal ov payns 7BAvVOV, odatpovyTes 

i) oxvTodvres, oid eiot TA Tapa Tois T'ddXots Kaovpeva flewre/s. Coraes. 

ént owrypia micas] This is the certain emendation of Bernays a. 13. 

(accepted by Susem. and Bywater) for the maioas of the codd. 
Ilimicxew is ‘to give to drink.’ The illustrations in the parallel 

passages—Z. £. ii. 9, and AZ. MW. i. 16—bear out the emendation. 

ig] restored by Susem. and Bywater in place of the detéa: of a. 14. 

most MSS. 

dkpoxerpifdpevor| explained by the Ald. Schol.—éore 1d mucrevew a. 15. 

i} mayKpatiacew mpos erepov dvev oupmAokns i) GAws Gkpais Tails Xepot per 

adAnhov. ‘It is what we call “sparring’’’,—Grant. 

The various forms that 7 dyvoia 4 Kal ékaora may take are thus 

illustrated in the present section in the order in which they are 
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aaGe 

fois, 1S} 

a. 27. 
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enumerated in section 16. Ignorance (1) of the thing done (ri)— 

Aeschylus and the Mysteries, the catapult accident: (2) of the 

object of the act (mept ri # ev riv)—Merope’s mistake: (3) of the 
instrument (riv.)—the pointed spear, the stone mistaken for pumice- 

stone: (4) of the result of the act (r6 of évexa)—killing by a potion 

intended to cure: (5) of the manner (m@s)—when in sparring a 

man hits harder than he supposes or wishes. 

§ 18. ev ots 7 mp&éis|] bracketed by Ramsauer, ]. 16. In line 18 

the same expression occurs in a specific sense,=the persons 
affected by the act. 

kupiatata 8 eivar SoKet év ols H mpagts Kal ob €vexa| ‘ The most 

important circumstances are the objects of the action and its 

result —as the Paraphrast explains, ta mpdéc@ma kai 7d épyov. ‘The 

ov évexa here is not, as usual, the zzfenfion of the doer, for he 

cannot be ignorant of what he intends to do; but the owfcome or 

result of what he actually does, which is the opposite of his 
intention. See Grant ad loc. 

§§ 20, 21.] In the words icas yap ob Kadds Aéyerat dxovova etvar Ta 

dia Ovpdy 7) émOvpiay it is implied that the position dkovova eivar ra Sit 

Oupov i) éxtOvpiay is inconsistent with the definition of 76 éxovovor 

just laid down. This position must be examined, for if it is correct, 

the definition will require modification, @vyos and eméupia being 
> Ns ents 
apxat €V auT@, 

§ 23.] Here, as elsewhere in this Book, Aristotle maintains the 

necessity of keeping the question of the volunfariness of actions 

distinct from that of their goodness or badness. Popular thought 

tended to merge these two questions. All actions, Aristotle argues, 

proceeding from modifiable feelings and states of the agent, are 

voluntary ; it matters not, so far as the voluntariness of the actions 

is concerned, whether the feelings and states are morally good or 

bad, z.e. are the causes of morally good, or of morally bad actions. 
Further, in this section, Aristotle makes it clear that he regards 

Oupds and émOvpia as the sources of ra xadd. In his system, the 

passions are not abolished, but regulated. ’Apery is the result of 
the eiSomoinats Kai péppaots tév mabnparov (Eustrat.). The passions 

supply the motive power in action; ddvo 8 airy ovdbev kwet 

(witeas'5). 
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évd3 ye aitiou 6vTos | ‘ As one man is the author of both ’—Peters. 1111 a. 29. 

Better—év yap rb atriov, 9vpds 4 emtOvpla—Par. Yap 5 YUMOS 7) b 

§ 24. Gv Set dpeyerPar| Avpss and embupia are two species of thesa. 30. 

genus épeéis, the third species being BovAnats (see ZL. L. ii. 7. 1223 a. 

26), not as yet mentioned. Ovpuds and emOuula elicited by proper 

objects (av dei épéyer@ar) are surely not causes of involuntary actions. 

To hold that they are would be to maintain the position, which 

nobody apparently wishes to maintain, that ra xuAd are involuntary. 

§ 26. | The Paraph. has—ei dkovowa jv ra kara Ovpor dpaptnéévra, 2. 33. 

Suehepev Gv tev ams Tov Aoyicpovd dpapTavopevay, KaTa THY Exovolov Kal 

akouvaiou Siapopdy’ Siapeper d€ ovd€v" Kai yap Taira 6poiws exeivous hevkra, 

0 Tov Exovatov earl, Kat Wiyor aca ovdév Arrov drep ovK av Hy, et Suepepev 

as Exovatov dxovaiov. The force of the section may be brought out 

thus-—‘ Further, do the faults of anger differ from those of calcula- 

tion in being involuntary? Surely not. Faults of both kinds 

should be avoided, and the irraticnal passions seem to be no less 

part of human nature than the reason.’ 

b= § 27.| dore kai at mpdgers tod dvOpdmou (ai) dad Bupod Kat b. 

emOup.cas | Kb and I give éore xai ai, and the ai before dé is 

a conjecture adopted by Byw. from Susemihl. Tod dydparov thus 

becomes the predicate in correspondence with dvépem«d in the 

line above. The other authorities (followed by Bekker) instead 

of dare kai ai give ai de, This latter was evidently the reading 

which the Paraph. had: his words are—én 8€ ta ddoya wdbn Kai 

abpariwi ciow dorep 6 hoytruds’ avd rovTov bé€ Tov maar, bvpod dyndo- 

vote kat emOupias, Taga ai dvOparwat yivovrar makers. 

The writer of the Z. Z. discusses the relation of 16 éxotcvoy and 
TO akovowv to emOvpia and éupds in ii. 7. His first position is 

1223 a. 33 70 d€ mapa tiv entCupiav wav Aumnpov (Hn yap éxtOvpia Tod 

78€0s)° @otre Biaov kal akovo.ov’ TO apa kar” emOvpiav éxotciwrv. His 

second position takes the form of an dzopia, through which he 

eventually passes to the solution of the problem of the nature of 
TO éxovovov, 1223 b. 3 ek mev Toivuy rovtwy bdEerev diy 70 Kar encGuplav 

éxovovwv eivar, ex 6€ tavde Tovvavtiov, Grav yap 6 éxwv Tis mparret, 

Bovdépevos mpdtret, Kai & BovdreTar, Exav, PovdreTra 8 ovGels 6 vierar 

civat kakdv, GAA py 6 axparevdpevos odx & Bovderar Tore’ Td yap tap 

© oterae BEeAtioToy civar mpadrrew Ov emiOvptay axpatevecOa eotiv. date 
a , ‘ DEIN: wed Ne , o = 27 3IQ7 
apa oupSnzera TOV GUTOY EKOCVTGA KQl AKOVTa TpPatre TOLTO 6 aOvvatoy, 

R 
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Wish (SovAnais) is voluntary; but the dxparns, who acts ,xaz’ 

emtOvpiay, acts contrary to his wish; therefore to act kar’ éméupiar 

is to act involuntarily. But, as the writer points out in the next 

thapter (Z. Z. ii. 8), this dmopia owes its existence to an un- 
warranted abstraction. We are not entitled to look at éeméupia by 

itself as constituting the man, and to say that in the eykparjs it is 

forced by Aoyiopds, Or at Aoywopds by itself, and say that in the 

axpatns it is forced by éemOupia—1224 b. 26 4 & Ody Exodca Wry7 

kal Tov akpatovs Kal Tov éyxpatovs mparret, Bia 8 ovdérepos. "EmOupia, 

in short, is as much the man as Aovyopuds, and action consequent 

upon either is voluntary. The same remarks apply to 6upés. 
In the Rheforic i. 10. 1368 b. 32 seven causes of action are 

enumerated—riyn, pvous, and Bia of involuntary, and éos, \oyopds, 

Oupods, and emOupia of voluntary actions :—zavres 63 mavta mpdrrovot 

Ta pev ov di’ avtovs ta b€ 80 avrovs. tev pev ovv pr OC abrods Ta pev 

dia TUXnY mpatrovor Ta S €& avdykns, tav & e& dvayxns Ta pev Bia ra Se 

voc, ote mavra doa py Ot avtovs mpdtrovar, Ta pev ao TUxNS TA SE 

proe ta b€ Bia. doa b€ Sv abrovs, Kat &v adrot atrio, Ta pev Ov eos 

ta b€ bv dpe& Ta pev dua Aopotixny dpeEw ta dé di’ aroyov' eaorw F 

n pev Bovdnots ayabov dpegis’ ovdeis yap BovdeTar GAN’ 7) Grav oinO7 Elva 

ayabév, adoya & dpe€es dpyn Kat emOvuuia, @ote Tavta doa mpatTovow 

dvaykn mparrew Ov aitias entra, dia tvxnv, Sia iow, dia Biav, dv eos, dia 

oytopody, Sia Ovpodv, Ov emOvpiav. 

CHAPTERS I: 

ARGUMENT. 

Let us now discuss Choice : for tts connexion with moral virtue 7s intimate, 

and it ts a better criterion of character than overt action 7s. 

Choice falls as a species under ‘the voluntary, i.e. ‘the voluntary’ ts of 

wider extent, for (1) while children and brutes are as capable of voluntary 

action as adult men are, they are incapable of choice: and (2) the sudden acts 
of adult men are voluntary acts, but not acts of choice. 

Some have tdentified choice with desire or passion: but (1) the lower animats 

have desire and passion, without having the power of choice: and (2) the acts of 
the incontinent man result Srom desire, not from choice, those of the continent 
man from choice, not from desire : (3) there ts a contrariety between desire and 
choice ; for desire is related to things simply qua pleasant and painful, but 
Ie . . A 
chore 1s not related to its objects qua pleasant and painful, but qua good 
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The difference between choice and passion is even more marked than that 
between tt and destre—acts which we perform in a fassion we are very far from 
wating to choose. 

Others again have identified choice with wish. The two are closely connected, 

but there 1s a difference: for we never choose an impossibility, although we may 
‘wish tt, eg. we may wish never to die. Again, we often wish for results 

which we have no power to bring about, e.g. that a certain competitor may get 
the prize; whereas we only choose what we can ourselves bring about. Further, 

wesh is properly of the end, e.g. we wish health ; choice of the means, e.g. we 

choose to do this, that, and the other thing conducive to health, in all cases the 

objects of choice being things which lie within our power. 

“Nor ts choice opinion, for we may have opinions about all things in heaven 

and earth, not merely about things which lie within our power ; and opinions 

are distinguished as true or false, whereas choice ts good or bad. But tf we 

may not for these reasons identify choice with opinion generally, perhaps we 
may tdentify tt with opinion about right and wrong in conduct. No: jor 

choosing rightly or wrongly makes us good or bad men; but having opinions 

about right and wrong does not. And it ts correct to say ‘ we choose to do some- 

thing, but not to say ‘we have an opinion to do something. It ts ‘about 

something’ that we have an opinion. Again choice ts praised for having a good 

object ; opinion, for being true ; and what we choose ts that which we consider 

good ; but we form an opinion about a thing independently of any such consider- 

ation. Nor do we always find good choice and true opinion going together. 

There are some people with excellent opinions who have bad characters, and 

choose as they ought not. Tt ts another question, which docs not concern us, 

whether an opinion precedes, or attends, an act of choice: at any rate we have 
shown that the two are not to be identified. 

What then remains after all these exclusions? In choosing, as we have 
seen, we always act voluntarily ; but tn acting voluntarily we do not always 

wazt to choose—we sometimes act on the spur of the moment, from mere desire. 

lt remains therefore that, in acting from choice, we act voluntarily, not on the 

spur of the moment, but deliberately ; consequently the object of choice ts a volun- 

tary act, about which a man has deliberated. After going through a process of 

reasoning he prefers that which he ‘ chooses. 

§§ 1-14. epi mpooipécews| This chapter treats of mpoaipeots or 
deliberate choice (late Latin e/ecfo: see Victorius ad /oc.), Upoai- 
pects is a species of Td Exovovwvr—§ 2 7 mpoaipeors 67 Exovoroy pev 

daiverat, ov tavtov dé, GAN emi wdéov 76 Exovatov—2. €. TO Exovoroy is Of 

wider extent, for (1) children and brutes have 16 ékovovov, but not 

mpoaipeois: (2) sudden acts are éxovo.a but not Kata mpoaipeow. 

Again zpoaipeats is not emévuia or Ovpds, for (1) irrational animals 

have émOupia and Ovpés, but not mpoatpeois: (2) emOuvpia and 

Tpoatpeots must be distinct principles, for the supremacy of the 

one or the other constitutes the different character of the dxparns or 

of the éeyxparns respectively: (3) the opposition between mpoaipeuts 

R 2 
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1111 b. 5. and em@upia is something very different from that between one 

Dao’ 

emtOvpia and another: (4) the relation of em@vuia to pleasure and 

pain is very different from that of mpoaipeous to pleasure and pain: 

(5) the difference between @vpds and spoaipeois is even more 

striking than that between éemOupia and mpoatpeors, Acts done from 

, Oupds are the very opposite of acts from deliberate choice. Again 
mpoutpeois is not the same_as PovAnors, zwesh, for (1) mpouipects is of 

things in our, power, BodAnovs often for impossibilities : (2) Bovdnans 
has properly to do with the end, mpoaipeots with the means. Again 

mpoaipeots is not the same as du, for (1) 6déa is about all things — 

impossibilities as well as things in our power: (2) dda are dis- 

tinguished as true or false, not as good or evil. Nor is mpoaipears 

the same as ds£a tus, 2.e. an opinion on matters of conduct (cf. 

EVE. ii. 10. 1226 a. 4 ovde 67 7 Tav ef’ aid dyT@v mpakrav ddEa, 7 

Tuyxdvopwev olduevor Sety Te mpatrey i) ov mpdrrevy)—for such opinions, 

however sound, do not affect the character as a series of mpoaipéores 

does: (3) we ‘choose to take or avoid’; but we do not ‘opine to 

take or avoid’: (4) mpoatpeois is praised for its goodness, dé£a for 

its truth: (5) we choose what we have reason to consider good, 

but form opinions about things quite irrespectively of this con- 

sideration—é od mdvu topev dyaba dvra (but see note ad loc. § 13): 

(6) it is not always the same men who choose best and who have 
the best views or opinions on matters of conduct, for some choose 

through wickedness what they speculatively disapprove. 

The point that d0éa precedes, or attends, mpoatpeors is not con- 

troverted in the foregoing arguments, which are directed merely 

against the view that mpoaipests, and dda, or d6£a tus, are identical. 

In ii. 3. r9 Aristotle defines mpoaipeais as Bovdeutixy dpeEis Trav 

eg’ nuiy. It is the choice of things in our power, after deliberation ; 

as he says in § 17 of the present Chapter—it is pera Adyou kai 

diavoias, 2.e. it zmplies the exercise of the reasoning faculty. 
It is not an irrational impulse, like ém4vpia or Ovuds, and, at the 

same time, it is not purely intellectual, like dda, but belongs to 

the appetitive side of our nature (épe&s). For the Eudemian 
account of mpoaipeois see note on vi. 12. 8, 

: ar = ae r 
$1. oixedtatovy «.7..] Cf. A. 2. ii, 11. 1228 a. 2 &e tHe mpoat- 

pécews Kpivopev Troids Tus’ ToT & €aTti Td Tivos evexa wpaTTet, GAN ov TL 
, , a” Ul > ~ \ id > A ‘ f , 

mpatrer ... &rt mdvtas ematvodpev Kal wWeyouev eis tiv mpoaipcow Bré- 

movtes paANvy i) e(s Ta Epya’ Kaitut aiper@repov y evépyeca THs apeTas . 
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ere Sut TO py padiov eivar ideiy tiv mpoaipecty drota tis, Sua TaiTa ek THY 1111 b. 5. 

Epyav dvayxatipeOa xpiverv roids tis. alper@tepov pev ody n evéepyea, 

exawet@repov © 7 mpoatpeots. Cf. &. NV. x. 8.5. The doctrine of the 

present section is already involved in Aristotle’s definition of dpery 
aS e&is TMpoatpeTtKy «.T.A. 

§ 2. 1a efaipvyns| Ramsauer compares what is said in iii. 8. 15— b. 9. 

S10 Kai avdpevotepov Soxet civar 7d ev Tois aipydiow PdBous aoBov Kat 

atdapaxov eivat 7 ev Tois mpodnAows* awd e€ews yap paddov Hy, Ore ATTov ek 

Tapagkeuns. Ta Tpoparn ev yap Kav é€x oytopod Kai Adyou Tis mpoEXoiTO, 

ta & c£aidpyyns cata rhv ew. 

According to both passages, apparently, ra e&aipuns are not Kara 

mpoaipcow: but according to the later passage the éés of avépeia is 

specially shown in them. How is this to be reconciled with the 

definition of dpern as &&s mpoaipercxn? By pointing out that the 
virtuous eés is the organic result, as it were, of many acts of 

rational choice, which, at first hesitating and difficult, have at last 

become ‘secondarily automatic.’ In the first passage Aristotle 

contrasts sudden acts in general with those chosen after delibera- 

tion; in the second passage he has specially in view the sudden 

emergencies which call for prompt action on the part of the 
courageous man; and he says, in effect, that the truly courageous 

man, having organised his deliberation, will be ready for these 

emergencies ; that, in relation to them, he will show how well 

organised his mpoaperixy e&s of courage is; whereas ra rpopavy may 

be faced, after deliberation, by one whose deliberation is not yet 

organised—has not yet become ‘secondarily automatic.’ 

§ 4.| Peters’ translation here is—‘’The continent man, on the b. 13. 
other hand, deliberately chooses what he does, buf does not desire it.’ 

Better—‘ the continent man acts from deliberate choice, not from 

mere desire, for we must remember that mpoaipecis is BovdcvteKy 

dpeéts (LZ. JV. ili. 3. 19), and involves appetite and desire. 

§ 5. kal mpoaipecer péev emOupia evaytiodrar, émubupia 8 émidupta b. 15. 

oU| This does not mean that one desire is never opposed to another 

(cf. Ald. Schol. ad loc. Soxet kai embupia emOvpig évavtia, oiov et ms 

OdEns emOvpet Kal xpnpatiopod, av ro pev Seira Saravns, 6 xpnpatvopos dé 

evdot mepryiverar xpyparov), but that the opposition is not of the 

nature of coufrary opposition ; whereas deliberate choice and desire 

are opposed as contraries (evavria), if opposed at all. Two desires 
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relating to /wo different objects may indeed clash and wrangle; 

but deliberate choice and desire, relating to she same object, 

are opposed in a much more definite manner. Desire seeks to 

possess it, because it is pleasant; deliberate choice, keeping in 

view the permanent welfare of the whole man, declines it. The 

opposition between desire and deliberate choice is, in fact, that 

between desire and reason—between the tendency to disorder and 

the principle of order—a definite and standing opposition, very 

different from the accidental, and often temporary, opposition 

which obtains between two desires. An illustration may help to 

make this great difference clear. ‘Two disorderly and self-seeking 

factions in a state may oppose each other bitterly, or may join 

hands against the orderly government which strives to repress 

them both. Their opposition to each other is accidental, not 

necessary. But the opposition of orderly government to faction is 

a necessary one, as long as the state, in the proper acceptation of 

the term, lasts. In the Republic, Plato has sketched the décadence 

of a state, in which order, or Adyos, has ceased to assert itself, and 

various émévuiae assume in turn the functions of government. A 

strong passion, such as that for honour, or wealth, may, for a time, 

preserve order in its own interest, and maintain the semblance of 

a state, but is soon overpowered by a coalition of other passions, 

which, having obtained mastery over it, begin to wrangle among 

themselves, till a passion stronger than the rest—personified as the 

demagogue-tyrant—vaults into supremacy. (Zep. 545 sqq.) No 

one émOupia is necessarily and always opposed to another. Each 

has its own object, which may, or may not, at a given time, be 

compatible with that of another. But so far as all em6vpia, as 

such, seek objects which stand out of relation to an orderly system, 

they are essentially opposed to reason, the principle of order, and 

therefore to its exponent, deliberate choice. Reason is the per- 

manent personality of the man, which distinguishes itself from 

every passing desire. It coexists with the desire, and distinguishes 

itself from it. But one desire does not really coex7s/ with another : 

?.e. two desires do not quarrel about the possession of the same 

thing. Each merely seeks its own object, and is unconscious of, 

and careless of, the object of the other. ‘The technical meaning of 
the word évayrwotra thus gives the key to the interpretation of the 

passage before us, as the Ald. Schol. seems to have seen. His 

words are—ddvvarov rov adtov dpa émiOupeiv tod te tpapivar Kal Tod pi 
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Tpidyvar’ ot yap Kal 7 mpoaipecis evavtia TH émtCvpia Ore wept TO adrd, 1111 b. 15. 

Cf. A/e?. A. 10. 1018 a. 25 evavria déyerau td Te pH Suvata Gua TO aito 

mapewa Tov Orapepovray Kata yévos, Kai Ta TAELoTOY Staepovta TY ev TO 

avT@ yévet, kat Ta TreioTov Siahepovta Tav ev taiT@ SextiK@, Kal Ta 

mretotov Suap€epovta tav vrd Thy aitiy Svvapuw, Kal ov 7 Suahopa pey!oty 

i) dmh@s 7) Kata yevos 7) kar’ cidSos. Contrariety (evavridrns) is between 

things in relation to the same quality, or circumstance, not in 

relation to different qualities, or circumstances ; ¢.g. émuuia urges 

aman to drink, and spoaipeots restrains him from drinking: ém- 

@upia and mpoaipeors are here opposed (as contraries, évavtia) on the 
common ground of drinking. But there is no such common 

ground on which two em@vpiae can be opposed. One emupia does 

not urge the man to drink, and another restrain him. He does 

not ‘desire’ at the same moment to drink and not to drink. ‘The 

‘opposition’ between emupia is of a less definite kind than this : 

e.g. the desire of drink may be ‘opposed’ to that of money; but 

this is not ‘contrary’ opposition (ov« évaytiotrar), because evartia 

are properly the most distant extremes within the same class, and ; 

the desire of drink and the desire of money fall under different 

classes. But to desire to drink, and to choose not to drink are 

‘contraries,’ both falling under the class of attitudes towards 

drinking. 
The special explanation of the term évavriov given in LZ. XV. ii. 

8. 8 also throws light on the passage before us. The extreme 

which represents a naturally strong desire is there said to be ‘more 

contrary’ to the mean, or good choice, than the extreme which 

represents a naturally weaker desire ; 7.e. it is more difficult, and 

more painful, to avoid the extreme which represents a naturally 

strong desire; for, as desire is of pleasure, the opposition to desire 

must involve pain. Hence mpoapéoe pev emOupia évavtrodrar. But 

if one émévuia conquers another, it is because we like it better— 

no pain is involved—emOvpia & emOupia ov. 

The contrariety of Aoysopds and emOvpia is discussed in Rep. 440, 

q. V. 
kal H pev emOupta . . . oud 4S€os | The Paraph. has—ére 7 pev b. 16. 

emOupia ump eor1, Kai TO HOU del dvTiKeipevoy exeL (mpos adTd yap del 

déperar), 7 dé mpoaipects ore AumNpa eoTw otre TO NOV avTiKeipevoy EXEL. 

He seems to have had before him the reading émitumos (Cod. 

Victor.), ) mpoaipeats & ove Aumnpa (N Pb) ov6 Hos. Adopting the 

reading of Bekker’s and Bywater’s texts, we may explain the state- 
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ment thus—émévpia is concerned directly and exclusively with 

pleasure, which it seeks, and pain, which it avoids—the two being 

very intimately connected, since the pain which it avoids is that of 

the emptiness which it seeks to fill with pleasure (cf. #. MV. vii. 12. 

2). The Paraphrast’s reading émivmos was evidently intended to 
bring out this meaning. which, however, is sufficiently plain in the 

better supported reading emdvzov. 
But Avmnpé for Avmnpod involves a blunder in Aristotelian 

doctrine. Tpoatpeous, when, in the éeyxparns, it declines an importu- 

nate pleasure, or, in the dvdpeios, chooses wounds and death in a 

noble cause, of course involves pain: see /. JV. iii. 9, §§ 2-5 duo 

kal éiAurov 4 avdpeia k.7.A. SO, we cannot read » mpoaipeors 0 ovre 

Aumnpe ov’ HSéos. But it is true to say that ‘deliberate choice is not 

concerned with the painful or the pleasant.’ Its object is the kaddv, 

auppepov, or ayabdy generally. It does not seek merely to get 

present pleasure, and avoid present pain, as émévpia does, but 

it looks at mpdfes and adéy in their relations to an end, It 

has to do with the selection of means, irrespectively of the im- 

mediate pleasure obtained, or pain avoided, in the course of the 

selection. The end, of course, whether high or low, is regarded 

by the agent as good and pleasant. The text followed by the 

Paraphrast, though obviously corrupt in the form in which he had 

it, may, however, represent the source from which the writer of the 

parallel passage in the Ludemian Ethics (ii. 10. 1225 b. 30), de- 
rived his—ért émOvpia pev kat Gupos det peta UTS" mpoatpovpeda de 

WOAAG Kat dvev AUVNs—a statement which is true. 

§ 6.] Cf. the comparison of @vyds and emévpia in vil. 6. 1-5. 

§ 7. BowAnors| not will, but zezsh. 

a@avaclas| merely ‘exemption from death.” The question of 

the ‘immortality of the soul’ is not raised here: see Zell and 

Grant. 

§ 9. téNous eotl paddov] ‘Again we are more properly said “to 

wish the end,” ‘‘to choose the means.” ’—Peters. his brings out 

correctly the force of paddov. The words in iii. ch. 3, § 20-ch. 4, 

§ 1 seem to imply that the proper use of both terms is perfectly 

definite—that as mpoaipeois is only of means so PovAnors is only of 
the end,— pev ody mpoaipeots tim cipnoOw, kal wept woid €oTe Kal Ore 

T@Y mpos Ta TEAH. 1) SE BovAnais dre prev TOD TéeAoUS eT elpyra. Eude- 
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mus is equally explicit with regard to mpoaipeous—L. Lil. 10. 1226 1111 b. 26. 

a. 7 otGeis yap Tedos ovdSey mpoatpeirat, adda Ta Tpds TO Tedos. But with 

regard to BovAnors he says BovAerar O€ ye padAtota 7d Tédos (1226 a. 

13), and BovrcoOa pev ai dda padvota Tod réovs, mpoaipecis 8 ovK 

éotw (1226 a. 16)—which may be thought to suggest the propriety 

of limiting the reference of waAXov in the passage before us (£’ WV. 

ill. 2.9) to BovAnous, notwithstanding the absolute statement in LZ. JV. 

ili. 4. I 7) O€ BovdAnorts Gre pev Tod réhovs eotiv elpnra. ‘The Paraphrast 

however has—y pev BuvdAnors tod tédovs eotiv del, 7 dé mpoulpecis TaY 

mpos TO TEAos PepdvTav. 

Bouhopeda prev kat dapev] sc. dre BovddpueOa evapovev, Ramsauer. b. 28. 

§ 10. wept ta dtSia] We are to understand that dda may pro- b. 32. 
nounce upon aidia, aS Upon anything in heaven or earth (cf vii. 3. 4 

dndot S “Hpdedecros) ; but only emornpyn has them as its ¢rue objects : 

Peevi. 3.2. og 

§ 11. GX’ 088 twi] An opinion on moral matters—as is made 1112 2.1. 

clear by the parallel passage £. £. ii. 10. 1226 a. 4 ovdé 87 7 Tov 

ep aire ovtwy mpaxtav Sdéa 7 Tvyyavopey cidpevor Seiv Te mparrew i) ov 

mparrev, The Ald. Schol. has—ovde revi? otuy ry wept tovtwy epi a 7 

Tpoaipects’ Kata yap THyv mpoaiperw Tav ayabay i) Kak@v Trovoi eapEv* 7) yap 

ayabot 7 Kaxot’ Kata b€ THY TEept Tay a’tav TovTwy Sd€av oiKerTL ayalol 7; 

kako’ ov yap 6 So€dtov ére 7 avdpia ayaboy 7) 7 Steavocven Sn Kai av- 

Spetos 7) dyads" 6 mpoatpovpevos Se Tov yap axpatovs dé£a pev dp6n, mpoatpe- 

ows © ov. We can gather from this section what Aristotle would 

have thought of the tendency to estimate a man’s character by his 

speculative belief. 

§ 12. puyetv [4] m] Bywater brackets 7. It is omitted by Kb. a. 3. 

ov wdvu Sofdfonev| ‘We never opine.’ 7dvv intensifies the nega- a. 5. 
tive, as in the next section—4a ov mdvu toper (sc. dyala dvza). 

§ 13. 4 1 6p0ds] # is here equivalent to #ro, and introduces a. 6. 
words explanatory of od d<t. A comma between paddoy and 7%, as in 

Coraes’ text, would prevent a natural misunderstanding of the con- 
struction. 

& ob wdvu icper| sc. dyala dvta. It is necessary to supply these a. 8. 
words in order to give the argument force. Ramsauer, who fails 

to supply them, is aware that the argument, as he conceives it, is a 

weak one ; for he says—‘ parum in sexto hoc argumento ponderis : 
€vtor yap tav dofatdvtwy ov duatdgovow, add’ olovrar axpiBes «idévae (Vil. 

3-3). Poterit igitur nihilominus % mpoaipeois esse ddéa tts.’ Aristotle 
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means to say here that we choose what we have reason to consider 

good, but form opinions about things quite irrespectively of this 

consideration. Here an important difference is noted between 

choice and opinion: the former relates to the good, the latter does 
not. The Paraphrast’s note I accordingly regard as wrong—ert 
mpoatpovpeba pev & opddpa yewooxopev ayaba civar, SoéaCopev d€ a od mavu 

yivookopev adnOn eivac. 

§ 14, €or] of dkpareis, see vii. 3 on the relation of dxpacia to 

d0€a, 

§ 15. ei 8€ mpoyiverar Sdfa THs mpoatpecews x.7.A.| ‘That opinion 

precedes (and accompanies) choice is undoubtedly Aristotle’s 
opinion, see iii. 3. 17 16 yap ék tijs Bovdjs mpoxpibev mpoatperdy €ort. 

Cf. E. E. ii. 10. 1226 b. 9 &k ddéns Bovdeutixns eariv 7) mpoatpects : cf. 

also £. JV. vii. 3. 9 where the premisses of the Practical Syllogism 

are described as ddéae: and de An. iii. 10. 433 b. 27 7 Spexriksy 7d 
(Gov, tavry abrov Kwnytikdv’ dpexrixov dé ov« civev avracias’ avracia dE 

maoa 7) AopoteKn i) aicOnrikn. 

For the use of the term zapaxodovdei Ramsauer quotes £. Z. ii. 
10. 1225 b. 21 paduora O€ Aeyerau mapa Tiwev, Kal (yrovyre Sogere F av 

Svoiy eivar Odrepov 7 mpoatpects, #rou Sdéa 7) Opeéis’ audrepa yap chaiverat 

mapakodovbovvta. Tlpoaipeots is not identical with either cpe&s or 

dd€a, but ‘involves’ both. 

§ 17. peta Adyou Kai S:avoias] Both terms mark an intellectual 
process, as distinguished from an intellectual act—they mark an 

association of ideas, a train of thought, a review of the circumstances 

of the case in their relation to the possibility and advisableness of 
taking action. ‘Choice implies reasoning, and a process of 
thought.’ That ‘association of ideas,’ ‘ train of thought,’ ‘ intellect- 

ual process’ is one of the prominent meanings of Adyos is shown 

by the fact that it is frequently used for ovAdoyopes: while, in its 

dominant sense, Sidvoia is the faculty of jozning and separating 

vonpara—see passages quoted in notes on vi. 2. 2, 33 cf. also vi. 9. 

3 where dcavora is said not to be an assertion, or finished intellectual 

result—Sxavoias dpa Aciwerar (6pOdryTa etvae TH etBovAtav’) avtn yap (2.e. 

d:dvota) otra dots. 

mpd étépwv atperdv | ‘ mpoaipects, lit. ‘ choosing before.” Our “ pre- 

ference ’’ exactly corresponds here, but unfortunately cannot always 

be employed.’ Peters. 
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Cine Ms) eas gE 

ARGUMENT. 

What then 7s Deliberation? And what are the things about which we 

deliberate ?—for plainly we do not deliberate about everything. Ln the first place, 

not about things which a vol or madman mi might think fit to ‘deliberate about’— 
nor about the eternal and immutable utable verities of ti the Universe and d@ of Mathe matics 
—nor yet about those changes, whether produced by necessity, or nature, or however 

produced, which 1 take place uniformly, like the changes of the—seasons—nor 

about those events which occur 2 without unifor mity, like rains and droughts— 

nor about chance events, such as the discovery ' of a buried treasure—nor yet 

about all all which concerns the conduct of human life, for example no Lacedae- 

monian thinks of deliberating g¢ how the blessings of good government may be con- 

ferred upon the Scythians. ane 
‘I remains then that we deliberate about things which lie within our own 

power. We have nothing to do with things which are accomplished by other 

causes than Man’s efficiency, i.e. nothing to do with things produced by Nature, 

Necessity, and Chance, the other causes commonly enumerated. 

Every man deliberates about those things which he has it in his power 

to accomplish—but not where he has the guidance of an exact Science or Art. 

He does not deliberate, for example, how to shape letters, and spell words—for 
there can be no doubt about that—but where the things, which it ts in his power 

to accomplish, or affect, are not uniformly the same, but vary according to 

circumstances, as, for example, the things which a doctor or merchant has to 

deal with vary according to circumstances Thus, there is more room for 

deliberation in navigation than in gymnastic, navigation being a less exact 
system than gymnastic. For the same reason there is wider scope for deliber- 

ation in matters of opinion than in matters of scientific knowledge. (We 

deliberate, in short, where results can be predicted with more or less probability, 

but not with certainty ; and where great issues are involved, we try to get other 

people to join with us in our deliberations, because we fear that by ourselves we 

Shall not be able to come to a right decision. 

Lt 7s not about the end that we deliberate, but about the means. We set an 

end before ourselves, and then enquire how, and by what means, we can reach 

at: of there are more ways than one of reaching it, we enquire which ts the best 

and easiest way ; if there ts only one way, we review its steps in the backward 
direction, till we come to the first step, which ts the last to be thought of, but the 

Jirst to be actually taken. 

Here the man who deliberates may be compared with the man who solves a 
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wcometrical problem by analysing an assumption tnto simpler and simpler ele- 

ments, till he comes to something sufficiently evident to sevve as the starting-point 

of the synthetic process by which he is conducted to the solution. If, in the course 
of his deliberative analysis of the successive steps, a man comes upon a step which 

he sees cannot be taken—e.g. a step impossible without money which cannot be 

procured—he gives up the tdea of trying to reach the end ; but of all the steps 
seem possible, he takes the matter in hand. By < possible” we mean able to be 

~ effected by himself, for that which is effected for him through the instrumentality 

of his friends may be said to be effected by himself, tnasmuch as he ts the cause 

of the acitons of his friends. His friends are hts instruments, and an imiport- 

ant part of deliberation is always about instruments—what instruments are at 

‘ my disposal, and how shall I use them ? 

1112 a.18. 

_ Manis a Principle or Cause of Actions. Deliberation is about Actions, i.e. 
about means ( for actions are means), not about the end. But, although thus 

concerned with particulars, deliberation ts not concerned with them as sense ts, 

which takes each by itself, and merely says—‘ this is white, ‘that is sweet. 
Deliberation reviews certain particulars as members of a definite systeni—as 

conspiring to the end, and ts thus a process with clear limits, although concerned 
wth particulars. 

What deliberation considers, and chotce selects, is the same step viewed at 

different times. Before anything zs settled the step is simply ‘under delibera- 

tion’; but when, as the result of deliberation, tt ts once for all preferred to other 

steps, tt is ‘chosen. A man comes to the end of his review of practical steps 

when he reaches the point at which hts own efficiency begins, i.e. when he brings 

the matter to where he, with his leading principle, or power of choice, can do 

something. Thus in the Homeric constitution the deliberation of the chiefs 

ended with the practical decision announced by them to the people. 

Choice then may be defined as the deliberate reaching for the towards ds_things 

which le wethin our power. Sa oe 

§1.] BovdAevors, or Bovdn, Deliberation, is not about (1) things 

a madman or fool would deliberate about, nor (2) about eternal 
and immutable laws, such as those of the Universe and of Mathe- 

matics, nor (3) about uniform changes whether due to Necessity or 

Nature or any other principle of causation, e.g. the rising of the 

sun, nor (4) about variable events, e.g. drought and rain, nor (5): 

about chance events, e.g. the finding of a treasure, nor (6) about 

all human affairs, e.g. not about the government of Scythia 

(which a Greek could not influence). After all these exclusions, 

there remain as the objects of deliberation, ra ed’ npiv cai mpakra, 

and these are not ends but means. Assuming an end as good, we 

look about for means, till we arrive at one which it is immediately 

in our power to produce or supply—r6 mpérov airy of § 11. 

Having used this means, we are then in a position to use a further 

means, and so on. 
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2. Sma 05] for epi 06 —an infrequent use of imép in Aristotle, 

but more frequent in the Lthics, Topics, and Rhetoric than else- 

where, according to Eucken (Sprachgebrauch des Arist. p. 47). 

In the Wc. “7h. it occurs five times—i. 5. 7, 1. 6. 13, here iii. 3. 2, 

viii. 1. 7, and x. 1. 2 (see notes on these passages). Nor is this 

use of trep frequent in the majority of those books in the Aris- 

totelian Corpus which are plainly not by Aristotle himself. In the 

AL. M, however it is very frequent, occurring between 80 and go 

times, and is even more frequent in the het. ad Alex. 

§ 3. wept 8h tay diBtwv ... ofov mept tod Kdcopou| Cf. de Coelo 

ii. 14. 296 a. 33 9 O€ ye Tod Kédcpov ragis aidios eotiv. This order 

of the Universe which is said to be diéios depends upon, or is the 

expression of, an eternal immaterial principle, described in various 
parts of the de Coelo and Metaphysics aS—ovcia aidtos axivntos— 

évépyera divev Ovvapews—rTd TpOTov Kwody ov Kivovpevov—beds: e.g. Met. 

aay Assia, 
a om , , wy a > , 5 ‘ 

1072 a. 21 €o7Tl TL QLEL KLYOULEVOV KLYNOLY aTTaVOTOY, aUTN 6 7] KUKA® Kat 

Dee 3 , , ? 

A. 6. 1071 b. 4 avdyKn eivat twa aidioy ovciay axivytoy 

Ps > , , > pe a o > ow a ” c aA 
TovTO ov Ady@ povov GAN’ éEpyw Ondrov. Gor atd.os av etn 6 mpartos 

cal ‘ , “A ‘ 

ovpaves. ote Toiwuy TL Kal O Kiet, Emel Se TO KLVOUPEVOY Kal KIVOUY Kal 
, ” , a > , - a” \ 5. Sp, \ Lies 2 

Hecov, €aTt Toivuy TL UV OU KLvOUpeEVOY Kiet, aidioy Kal ovGLa Kal Evepyera 
4 t AD Oe \ > \ oY \ , - > , , 

ovca, Kiet de BOE TO OpEKToY Kal TO VonTdy [ kevet ov Kwvovpeva|. TovT@v 
A cal A > , ’ ‘ ‘ A A , , A ‘ 

Ta MpOta Ta ata. emiGupnTov pev yap TO chatyopevoy Kaddv, BovAnrov de 
- AK , > ‘ >” a > ‘ Sa: 4 > , ” 

mp@tov TO dy Kadov. ,.. eet O Cote TL KLVOUY AUTO aKivnToY ov, evepyeia OY, 
e' > J 4 * Bc > - ‘ \ iz UJ ca 

ToOUTO ovK evOexeTar GAAws Exe OvSauas. Gopa yap 7 TpaTN TOV pera- 
~ , Coe , eS r.! ‘ - - > > , A > ‘ LA 

Bodav, ravtyis S€ 1 KUKA@ TavTHy BE TUUTO Kiet, €& avayKns dpa €oT oy 
Nhe Be Dae. ~ \ 7 > , \ > - cal 

kal 7) avdykn, KaN@s, Kat OVTwS apxy. TO yap GvayKaloy ToTaUTAXa@s, TO 
s , oe \ \ G U \ Oe re > 2 \ a \ Oe ‘ > 5 , 

pev Bia Ore mapa Ti Gppnv, TO Oe ov ovK avev TO €d, TO OE pr) EvdEXduEVOY 
oh oo 3. v2 “ > if J > = ws c > ‘ Nie: , 

G@dos'ad\X’ dmas. ek Toravtns Apa apxis AptnTar 6 ovpavos Kat y vats. 
A > > ‘ ? c ed \ , ees oY ‘ DAs et tes 

Siayoyy 0 eotiv ofa  dpictn puKpov xpdvov nuiv, ovTws yap alel ekeivo 
c Coad ‘ ‘A > , > ‘ \ c A c bee Pi -y ‘ A a 

(juiv per yap advvarov), émel kai Hdovn 4 évépyeca TovTov' Kai dia TodTo 
> U wW , e » , ‘ ‘ > \ ~ € 5 eypnyopors ala Onous vonows oiorov, edmides Sé Kal pyjpar dia Tavta. 7 O€ 

, G nase ‘ a ae ee eee Nore, , a , 
vonois 7 Ka’ éautiy Tov KaO éavTd apiotov, Kal n padiora Tov paduoTa, 
© re ~ , ~ Ae , 

€autoy O€ voei 6 vous KaTa peTadniw Tov vonTov' vonTos yap ytyveTaL 

Otyyavay Kai vody, Sore Tavtov vods Kal vontdv. TO yap SextiKdy Tod vonToU 
(a AA Es 3 Snes er pe oe = , A - 

kat THs ovcias vois. evepyet O€ exwv. Gat éxetvo paddov Tovtov 0 doxei 
¢ a - ” Sy 56 U Ny ier, py: , e) 7 A 6 vovs Oewr eyew, kal 7 Oewpia 7d WdioTOY Kal GpioToy, Et OY OUTwS Ev 
+ € G - ae ce \ as, bm ~ > \ a ” ’ EXEL, WS TMLELs TrOTE, O Oeds aici, Oavpacrdv’ ef dé wadAoy, ert Oavpaciw@repor, 
4 12 , es , r . e€ exet Oe Sde. Kal (wi) Ae y imapyer 7 yap vod evepyeca (wn, exeivus O€ 7 
5 lee 5 aie x c > fg. > 7 Sele IN Ys \ »/ ‘ 
evepyew’ evepyeca Se 1) Ka attny exetvov (wr upiotn Kat adios. cbapey 

1112 2.20 

Gaal. 
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dé rov Oedv etvar CHov aidioy cipiotov, date Car Kal aiay cuvexis Kai aidios 

vmapxet TO Ge@’ Tovto yap 6 Oeds. 

As Alexander in his commentary on this chapter (AZe/. A. 7) 
puts it (p. 667, ed. Bonitz) rod nAlov odaipa, and the odaipa of 

the other planets, are moved by 7 amAavjs odaipa, OF mpetos ovpavés, 

which is 76 kwovpevov-xat-xvodv, and intermediate (péoov) between rd 

mavepevoy (2. €. 7 TOU HAiov odaipa and the other planetary odaipat), 

which it moves, and 76 mp@rov kwvodv od Kwovpevov, by which it is 

itself moved. Not only is the Prime Mover described as aiduos, 

but the mpéros ovpavds is similarly described (AZez. A. 7), as are also 

the sun, and other bodies of the planetary spheres—JAZe/. ©. 8. ro5o0b. 

20 sqq. and Mer. A. 8. 1073 a. 26-39. From the !ast passage 

referred to we learn that the eternal motions proper to the sun 

and other planets are caused by an equal number of dxivyros kal 

aiStoe ovaiat, Which we must regard, not as independent principles, 

but as special manvfestations of the mpérov kwodv, which primarily 
manifests itself in the circular motion of the mpéros ovpavds. (See 
Alex. Met. p. 682; each planetary sphere, he says, has its yuyy in 

subordination to the mpéros vos, as the spheres themselves are 

subordinate to the dmdavjs opaipa.) The circumstance that the 

path of each planet is the resultant of its own proper motion 

and the motion of the containing sphere next above it explains 

the phenomena of natural growth and decay. The sun and other 

planets, by variously approaching and receding from different 

parts of the earth at different seasons, cause the alternations of 
yéveors and Oopa which take place in our sublunary region 

(cf. Zeller, Ph. d. Gr. p. 469, sqq., 3rd ed.)—See de Generat. 

et Corrupt. ii. 10. 336 a. 26 sqq.—avepov Gre puas pev ovons THs 

opas ovk evdéyerar yiverOar Guo bic 76 €vavtia eivar' TO yap avTo kal 

aoaitws €xov det TO aito méepuKe TroLeiv, OTE row yeveots dei orat 7} 

pOopa. Set d€ mreiovs eivar tas Kwnoets Kal evavtias, 7) TH Popa 7) TH 

dveparia’ Tav yap evaytiov tavarytia aitia, 61d Kal ody 4 mpatn hopa 

aitia €ori yevéoews Kal POopas, add’ y kara Tov okdv KiKAov' ev TavTH 

yap Kai 70 ouvexés cote Kal Td KiveioOa Sv0 Kunoers’ avdykn yap, €t ye det 

€orar cuvexns yeveots Kai POopa, del pév te kweicOa, iva pr emdctT@ow 

atrat ai peraBodai, dvo 8’, Grws pt) Odrepov ovpBaivn pdvorv, THs péev ody 

auvexelas 7 TOU GAov opa aitia, Tod dé mpootevae Kat amévar 7 eyKdcors® 

cupBaiver yap été pev réppw yiverbar dre © eyyis. avioov dé rod diaoty- 

patos dvros avapados Cora. 4 Kivnows’ Sot ef TH mpoorevar Kal eyyds etvat 

d, TO ame ETO To Kat mC ivesOar POeiper, Kai ef T@ TOA- yevvd, TO amtevar Ta’tov TovTO Kat mppw ‘yiverOa pet, A 
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AdKis mpourevar yevva, Kai T@ TroAAaKts ameAbety POeiper’ Tav yap evavtiwy 1112 a, 21. Pp ©? ry Pp 

ravavtia airia. See Schwegler, Mes. vol. iv. pp. 255, 256. Cf. also 

de Coelo ii. 6. 288 a. 26 Sqq.—y yap dv@padia yiyvera did Thy dvecw 

kat éniragw. re éemel may TO Kwovpevoy td Tivos KLvEiTAL, avayKn THY 

avopadiay yiyvecOat THs Kinoews 7) Sid TO Kivory 7 Sta TO KwWovpevoy 7) SC 

dpe «ite yap TO Kworty pr TH adti Suvaper Kivoi, eite TH KLVOUpEVoY GAoL- 

otro kal pu) Stapevor TO avTo, etre Gudw petaBadrra, orev K@AVEL dvaudrws 

kweioOa 75 Kwotpevov. ovOev d€ TovTwy Suvatov rept Tov oipavoy yever bau 

TO pev yap kwwovpevov dedetkrar Ott mp@tov Kal dmdovv Kal ayévyntov Kal 

apOuptov kat GAws apuetaBAnrov, TO dé Kivotdv TOAD paAdov eVAoyov eivat 

TOLOUTOY” TO yap Tp@Tov TOV mpaTov Kal TO dmdody Tod dmAOU Kal TO 

apOaptov Kali adyevntov rod apOdprov Kai ayevntou Kwntikdv' emel ody TO 

Kivoupevoy ov petaPadrer g@pa oy, ovd ay TO Kivotv peTaBddAot Aow@paTOV 

ov. ote kal THY opay advvatov avapaXov eiva.. 

Now to return to the passage before us, £. JV. iii. 3. 3—we do 

not deliberate about the eternal constitution of the kécpos, because 

we cannot alter it—it is the expression an ovoia didios akivntos, ‘an 

Eternal not ourselves.’ Nor about the eternal relations of mathe- 

matics, e.g. the incommensurability of the diagonal and side of 

a square. From the words with which § 4 begins—ddW ovdé zepi 
Tov ev kuyoet, it is plain that Aristotle thinks of the didua here, in 

§ 3, aS dkivnra (Ramsauer suggests that he has forgotten to add the 

words kai axwntwy |. 21). Now, it is strictly true that the objects of 
pure mathematics are axivnra (see Mes. E. 1. 1026 a. 13 7 per yap 

von rept dxapiota pev GAN ovk akivntu, THs Sé paOnpatikns ena [z. é. 

pure mathematics, as distinguished from optics and astronomy: 

Alex. ad loc.| mepi axivnta peév od xwpiata & icws, GAN as ev try’ 7H 8¢ 

mpot kal wept Xopiota kal axivnta): but, as we have seen, in the 

Kégp0S, AN ovcia aidios axivyros manifests itself in didioc Kwhoets. 

We must suppose then that, in using the words epi ray didiev otov 

mept tov xédopov, he is thinking only of the mpérov xwodv or ovcia 

akivntos, Which is the cause of eternal motion, but is not itself 

motion; this cause alone is the true object of @codoyxn or 7 mpatn 

gAooopia, the motions in their various spheres produced by it 

falling under the provinces of dorpodoyia and gvouxy. This is 

obviously the conception of the province of @eodAoyen which he 

entertains in J/e/. E. 1 partly quoted above; for the passage con- 
tinues—1026 a. 15 7 O€ mpatn Kai mepl Ywpiora Kal dkivnta, avayKn 

d€ mavra piv TO aitia aidia elvar, padiota S€ Tadta’ Tadta yap airia Tois 

avepois tev Oeiwv—z.e. mpotn Pirocodia is concerned with ra aira, 
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the causes of the visible motions of the heavenly spheres. The 

motions themselves fa!l under aarp Aoyia and that part of duoc) which 

may be entitled wepi xunoews par excellence: see Phys. il. 7. 198 a. 

27 [€ore rot hvorxod eiSévac| dws boa Kwvodpeva, Kivet® doa Sé pi) ovKEre 

cpuotkis’ ov yap ev éavtois exovta kiynow ovS dpynv Kuoews Ktvel, GAN’ 
raver} els 
GAKLWYTa OVTa, 

§ 4. BAN odde wept tav év Kkujoer .. . dvaroddv| These, as 

distinguished from the aidia kat dkivyra (objects of Oeodoyexy and 
pabnpuarixy), are the objects partly of datpodoyt:—a branch of applied 

mathematics dealing with the aidcou xwjoers of the various heavenly 

spheres, which present such phenomena as those of tporat kai 
dvarodai, here described as €& dvayxns (¢.e. && avayxns .. . tv heyopev 

TO pty evdexerGa dddos Alef, E. 2. 1026 b. 29: cf. A. 5. 1015 a. 34); 

partly of pvoun—a science which deals with uniformities of 

sublunary motion manifesting themselves in the phenomena of 

(a) inorganic and (4) organic nature—for this is what the dis- 

tinction made in de gen. anim. i. 4.717 a. 15—mav H hvors 7 dua 7H 

dvaykatov Trovet i) ua TO BeATLoy practically amounts to. ‘The motions 

of inorganic nature (manifesting themselves in such phenomena 

as those of gravitation, heat, light, electricity, chemical combina- 

tion) are said to proceed ¢& dvdyxns, because, although they differ 

from the e/ernal motions of the heavenly spheres in being capable 

of suspension (as when a stone is not allowed to move downwards), 

still, when they do take place, they a/ways take place in one way 

(see Met. ©. 2.1046 b. 4 ai pev pera Adyou [Suvapes| macau ray 

€vavTiov ai avrat* at 8 ddoyou pla €vds* olov ro Oeppov tod Geppaiverv 

povoy, 7 Oe iatpiki) vdouv Kal Vytetas). 

The other class of natural motions comprises those that proceed 

évexad tov, ‘These are organic processes, or biological laws, resulting 

in the production and maintenance of the various definite forms 

of vegetable and animal life, in which all separate parts and 

functions conspire in the interest of the whole. It is these organic 

processes, and the resulting organisms, rather than the phenomena 

of inorganic nature, which Aristotle has in view in describing vows 

as he does in the following passages which are typical of many 
others—PAys. ii. 8. 199 b. 15 hier yup, doa amd twos ev avtois 

apxis guvexSs Kiwovpeva adixvetrat els te TéeAos’ ad’ Exdarys b€ od TO avTo 

Exdatois ode TO Tuydr, del pevtoe él TO adtd, dv py Te ewrodion.... 
” \ \ \ m” ” , , 2. Cy \ a 
CTOTOV be TV BY) cleo Oat €VEKU TOV yiveo Bat, eav fai) iCwot TO KLVQUY Bovdev= 
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, U NS ne s > , a wy X Ta ace 3 A , € 

gdpevoy, Katrot Kal ) Téxvn ov BovAeverat Kai yap et eviny ev TO Evo 7 1112 a. 23. 

vaurnytkn, dmolas av pioer eroie’ wot ei ev TH TEXVN Eveotl TO veka Tov, 

kal ev ioe. pddiota d€ dpAov, Grav tis iarpevy adtos éavtdv' TovT@ yap 

ouev ) vow. Ott pev ovv aitia n vows, Kal ovT@s ws EveKd Tov, 

gavepov. Phys. ii. 1. 193 a. 28 eva pev ody tpdmoyv oitas 7 picts 

héyerar, 7) mpwrn éxdot@ wroKeméevn Uy ToY exdvT@Y ev avTois Gpyiy 

Kwijoews Kal petaBor7s, GAdov Sé tpdrov 7 pop Kal TO eiSos TO KaTa Tov 

Adyov .. . Kal paddov avtn Hvats tis TAns... 7 poppy pio. Phys. ii. 

2.194 a. 28 7 S€ duos redos kal of evexa—and the frequently re- 

curring ovdév parny 7 qdvows moi. This is Aristotle’s dominant 

conception of ios. It is evidently taken from the phenomena of 

organic nature, being in fact that noted in JZe/. A. 4. 1014 b. 16 
pvos heéyerar Eva pev Tpdroy 7 TOY puopeven yéeveais, oiov Eb Tis emeKTELVasS 

heyou Td v, At the same time, as has been pointed out above, he 

distinguishes ra @vouxd as inorganic (ra é€& dvdykns) and organic 
(ra ev vis rd €vexd trov)—viz. in de Gen. An. 717 a. 15 quoted above, 

and in An. Post. ii. 11. 94 b. 36 7 pev evexa tov moet pious, 4 & 

e& avaykns’ 7 8 avdyxn Surry 1 pev yap Kata vow Kai tiv dpynv, 7 be 

Bia 7 mapa tHy 6ppnr, GoTrep AiBos e€& avayxns Kal avw Kal Katw héperat, 

GAN’ od dia THY ad’tiy avayxnv. It will be remembered that this same 

downward motion of the stone, which is here described as éé 

avaykns, is said to be dioe in /. XV. ii. 1. 2. Cf. Grote’s Arzs/ofle, 

i. 355: ‘Nature produces effects of finality, or with a view to 

some given end, and also effects of necessity, the necessity being 

either inherent in the substance itself, or imposed by extraneous 

force. Thus a stone fa//s to the ground by necessity of the first 

kind, but ascends by necessity of the second kind.’ 
The whole field of puoc«y is mapped out in the following passage, 

Phys. ii. 1. 192 b. 8 trav dvrav Ta pe eort hice, Ta Sé Sv GAdas 

aitias, pice b¢ hapev eivar ta Te (Ga Kal Td pépn a’TGy Kal Ta Guta Kal Ta 

dma tv copudrer, oioy ynv kai wip Kai Vdwp Kai dépa [Taira yap eivat 

kal Ta To.adra ioe papev|. mavta S€ ra pyOervta gaiverar diapépovta 

Tpos Ta py hioet cvvertara’ TovT@Y pev yap ExaoToy ev EavT@ apyny Eyer 

KUNTE@S Kal OTdTEws, TA pev KaTa Térov, TA SE KaT avEnow Kai Pblow, Ta 

dé kar’ d\dolwow. 

‘H gto 9 €&. dvdyxns mowvca—law of inorganic nature, and 7 

gvots 7) &vexd Tov mootca—biological law, may then be distinguished 
as the two coordinate species of the genus ¢vovs. But biological laws 
realise their ends—certain vegetable and animal organisms, by con- 
forming to certain definite conditions imposed, as we say, by the 

s 
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environment. // organisms are to come into being and exist at 

all, it is zecessary for them to conform to certain conditions. Hence 
we must distinguish from 7 @vous » && dvadykns movodca (which is co- 

ordinate with 1) vexed rov), 16 e& trobecews avayKaiov, OY TO ws UAy Aeyd- 

pevoy avaykaioy, which is the condition to which 9 vats 7 evexd tov 

motovoa must conform, if it is to realise its end: see AZe/, A. 5, where 

TO avaykaiov TO dm\obvv, 2.e. in the strict sense, as Td py évdeydpevov 

ars exe, iS distinguished from 16 ob avev otk evdéxerar (yy as ovvat- 

Tiov . . . kal ob dvev TO ayabov py evdéxeTar 7) Elvar i) yeveoba. CF. 

Phys. ii. 9. 199 b. 34 76 8 e& dvayxns morepov e& timobecews irapyee i} 

kal dmda@s ; viv peév yap olovrar TO €& avaykns eivar ev TH yeveoes, Gomep dv 

el Tis Tov Toixov e& avdyKns yeyernoOat vouifor, Gre Ta pev Bapga Kato 

mepuke heperbat Ta S€é Kovga emimoAns, 51d of AiPor pev Karw Kat Ta Oenedua, 

7 O€ yi av@ dia Kovpornra, emurodys Sé€ padtora ra Eva’ Koupédrara yap. 

GAN Gpws ovk divev pev ToUT@Y yeyover, Od péevToL dia TadTa TAY as BV VAnY, 

GAN Eveca Tod KpUmTew Kat ca tev. dpolws dé Kal ev Tos aos TaoW, ev 

Scots TO €vekd Tov €oTiv, ovK civEeD pev TOY dvaykaiay eydvT@Y THY piow, ov 

pevroe ye Oia tadra GAN’ i os Any, GAN Evexd Tov, oiov bid ti 6 mpiav 

ToLovTos ; Omws TOOL Kal Evexa Tovdi. ToOUTO péevToL TO Ov EveKa advyaToy 

yever Oar, dv py oiSnpors 7° avaykn dpa oidnpody eivat, ei mpi@y Exrat Kal TO 

épyov adrov. &€& trobécews 87 TO dvayKaiov, aN ody ws Téhos* €&v yap TH 

thn Td dvaykaiov, TO 8 ob evexa ev TH Abyo. . . Havepov Oy Gre Td 

dvaykaiov év Tois cbvotkois TO ws VAN Aeyopevov Kai ai Kwnoers ai ravTns. 

kal dupe pev TO voix Aexréar ai airiat, wadAov de 7H Tivos Evexa’ aittov 

yap Todro THs VAns, GAN ovx arn Tov Tédous’ Kal TO Tédos TO Ob EveKa, Kal 

i) GPX?) aro TOU Sptopov Kal Tod Adyou, GomTEp ev ToIs KaTa TEXYNY, ETE 1) 

oikia touvde, tade Set ylyverOar kai imapxew €& dvaykns, Kal emet 7 vyieva 

Tobi, tdde Set yiyverOa e& avaykns Kal Umdpxetv, ovTws Kal ei dvOpwros 

Todt, radi? ef dé radi, radi. Thus 7d dvaykatoyv ro €& tmobecews, OF 

7) dvaykaiov To os VAN Aeydpuevor, is that suitable environment (con- 
stituted for the most part by the operation of the necessary laws of 
inorganic nature—) vos 7 e€ dvayxns mowdca as explained above), 

which is the necessary condition of the successful operation of the 

laws of organic nature. Looking at an organism fer se, we see 

that its vital functions are conditioned by mechanical and chemical 

laws; looking at it in relation to its external environment, we see 

that its life is maintained in correspondence with laws regulating 

the inorganic phenomena of gravitation, heat, light, electricity, &c. 
‘H vous 9 evexd Tov movodea, then, is ‘ biological law’ ; 7 pvous 7 e& 

aviykns movovea is ‘law of inorganic nature’; while 7d dvayxaiov 7d e& 
——e 
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imobecews expresses the relation in which ‘biological law’ stands 1112 a. 23. 

to an environment constituted for the most part by phenomena of 

‘inorganic nature.’ Organisms, and works of human intelligence, 

are produced only under definite conditions or limitations imposed 

by this environment. 

Thus the ¢e& dvayxns—‘ according to the laws of inorganic nature,’ 

and the dvo« of the present section (/. J. iii. 3. 4) cannot be 

regarded as mutually exclusive expressions. A stone is said to fall 

both ¢& avayxns, and g@vaet. On the other hand, if we give puoet its 

dominant sense of ‘ according to biological laws,’ we can distinguish 

it from ¢& dvayxns—‘ according to the laws of inorganic nature.’ 

We must remember, however, that ‘ biological laws’ operate only 

as the avdiyxn of the environment permits. 
§ 5. od8€ mepi tv dAAoTe GAAws| From the examples given here a. 26. 

—olov adypav kai bu8pey—we may perhaps identify these with ra 

and cupmrmpatos Of Phys. ii. 8. 198 b. 35 marta ta ice i) det ovTe 

yiverar 7) ws emi TO TOdV, Tov S amd Tixns Kai Tod adTopdrou ovdey. ov 

yap amd rvxns ovd amd cupmTa@paros Soxei Vew moddakts TOD Yetwa@vos, GAN 
BAY c A , ial »>Qr , € A , > 7, Af rt 

€ay md Kuva* ovde KavpaTa UT KUVa, GAN av xELuavos. 

oudé mept tOv dwd tuxyS| Ta ard Tixns are distinguished as a. 27. 

occurrences directly affecting man, not to be foreseen by him, 

because exceptional, from ra dé rod avroydrov—occurrences, or 

phenomena, not conceived as affecting man, which contradict the 
ordinary laws of nature: see Jer. A. 3. 1070 a. 6 7) yap réxvn 7} 

pice ylyverat 7) TUXN 7) TO a’TOpdT@. 1 pev ody Téxvn apy?) ev adr, 7 Se 

guais apxy ev aita, avOparos yap avOpwrov yevva, ai S€ Aourai airia 

oTepnoets TovTay : 7. ¢. TUXN iS the orépyats of réxvy (or, more generally, 

of vots kal rav ro 5’ avOpa@mov § 7). Its sphere is 7d a@yAov in human 

affairs: 16 adréparov, in its specific sense, is the orepyois of piow— 

it is the spontaneous, or that which contradicts uniform law in the 

domain of nature—especially of organic nature: see J/er. K. 8. 
1065 a. 26 7d d€ evexd Tov ev Tois ioe yyvopevors 7) amo S.avoias 

€otiv, tuxn 8 éotly Grav te TovT@y yévnra Kata oupBByKds* BomEp 

yap kal dv éote TO pev Kad’ avTo 7d S€ Kara aUpBEByKds, OUTw Kal aiTLOY. 

9 Toxn & airioy Kata ovpBeByKds €v Tois Kata mpoaipecw Tay eveKd TOU 

yryvopevors, 81d mepi tadto TUxn Kal didvora’ mpoaiperis yap od xapis 

Stavoias, ta & aria adpiota ad’ Sv dy yevorto Ta amd Tixns’ bud adndos 

avOparive oyiop@ kai airioyv Kata oupBeBnkds, amas 8 ovderds. In 

Phys. ii. 6. 197 a. 36, however, rd avréyarov is presented as the 
$2 
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1112 a. 27. genus of riyy—édiahépe & dre Td adrdéparoy emi mreidy eat’ Td pev 

yap and tiyns av amd Tav’rouatov, TovTo & ov may amd Tiyns. 7) MEV 

yap Tvxn Kal TO amo TUxns éoTlv Oools Kal Td eiTvyjTa dy brap§erev 

kal Ghos mpakis. did Kai dvadykn mepl Ta mpakta eivar THY TUXNY’ onpetov S 

Ore Ooxei Hroe tavrdv etvar TH eddaipovia H evTvXIia 7} eyyvs, 7 S evdaporia 

mpakis tis evtrpagia yup. &00 drdcors py evdexerae mpaka, ovd€ Td aro 

TUXNS TL TojTa. Kal dia TovTO ovre AYuxov ovdey ov're Onpioy ov're TaLdiov 

ovd<y Totet dad TiyxNs, OTL ovK exer Tpoaipeivy’ ovd evtvxla ovd druxia 

imapxet TovTos, ei yt) KAD Gpoudryta. 

Human intelligence, and natural organisms, attain to their 

various ends on condition of utilising and adapting themselves 

to the necessary laws of ‘ matter’ or ‘the environment.’ As a rule 
(@s emi 7d mov) they succeed in doing so—vAy or rd avaykaiov ro &€ 
imobeoews appears as To ovvairiov. But not always. Sometimes the 
formative principle is unequal to the task of comprehending the 

complexity of the material environment, and results follow which, 

as it were, take the designer or the organism by surprise. These are 

Ta awd tvxns in the region of human deliberation, répara in the 

animal and vegetable worlds. Tvxn and 16 atréuarory thus represent 

the mistakes and failures of intelligence and of the organising principle 

mm nature, in their relations to the material environment. ‘This 

seems to be the fair inference from Aristotle’s statement that they 
are otepyoets Of dudvova and dvors, as well as from his adoption of 
the description of réxn as &dndos airia dvOperive doyiopeo. Material 

conditions, once ascertained, are found to remain always the same 
(ai & dAoyor Suvdpers pia évds), but organising principles may fail to 

ascertain them, or use them, and so may miscarry: cf. Phys. ii. 6. 

197 b. 29 ovrw 5) 76 aitéparoy Kata Td bvopa Gray aiTd pdtyHY yévnraL. 

Ta dro tvxns, and ra amd Tod adroudrov represent then the mistakes 

and failures of organising principles. ‘These mistakes and failures 
are ¢heir own mistakes and failures (as a man’s bad acts are his own 

acts), not freaks of a positive ‘ principle of mistake or irregularity ’ 

in the wvAy, or external world, which is otherwise regulated by 

necessary laws—PaAys. il. 8. 199 b. 1 et 69 €orw ena Kata réxvnv &v 

ois TO dpOas evexa Tov, ev b€ Tois duaptravopevors Eveka pe TIVOS emLYELpEtTaL 

GN’ amorvyxavera, dpolws dv ~xou Kal ev ois pvorkois, kal Ta TépaTa 

Gpapthpmata exeivov Tod évexd tov. I cannot think that Grote (Arzsé. 

i. 165) is right when he speaks of ‘ the independent agency’ of 
Chance and Spontaneity. These are not osttive agents, but 
oOTEpyoets. 
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§ 6. ExvOur| In £.L. ii.10.1226a. 29, and WZ. W.i.17.1189 a. 20, 
‘Ivdoi (brought within the Greek horizon by Alexander’s conquest) 
are substituted for S«v6at. 

§ 7. étu 8€ vots kal wav 75 BU avOpdrou| See Phe/. i. 4. 1359 a. 

30 mpa@rov pev ovv AnmTEov Tept Troia ayaa 7) Kaka 6 TvpBovrAEv@Y GUEBov- 

Never, ered) ov mept Gwavta adN doa evdeyerat kai yevéoOar kai pn. doa 

dé €€ avaykns i) €otw 7) €ota 7 advvaroy 7 etvar f yeverOat, epi dé TovT@V 

ovk €ott cupBovdyn. odd 617) wept Tov evdexouevav dmayTev’ eoTW yap Kal 

prioer ema kat ard rixns ywopeva dyaba tov evdexouevwr Kal ylyveoOat Kat 

pn, wept dv ovdev mpd Epyou Td cupBovdrevew" adda SHAov Ste wept dowv 

€otiy 7d BovdevecOa. towaira 8 eotiv 60a répuKev dvayerOai cis Has, 

kal @v 1) apxi) THs yeverews ef Hiv cot’ pexpt yap TovToV cKoTOUpED, 

€ws dv evpwopev ei npiv duvata 7) advvata mpaga. Below, in the same 

Chapter (7¢/ez. i. 4), Aristotle enumerates five objects of deliberation 
—(1) revenue, (2) peace and war, (3) defence, (4) imports and 
exports, (5) legislation. These are all S¢ dvOpamov. 

tov 8 dvOpdmwv Exactor Boudevovtat tept Tay BV abtav mpaktay | 

Added lest the reader should misinterpret the words wav 76 8? av- 

Operov. ‘The object of deliberation generally is nav 16 Sv dvOpwrov : 
but the zzdzvzdual can deliberate only about that part of ro 8¢ 

avOpanov which is 8 abrod. 

§ 8. dxpiBets] As Grant remarks, not ‘exact’ in the sense in 
which we speak of the ‘exact Sciences,’ but rather ‘ fixed’-—as 
may be gathered from the example, the art of writing. 

kat altdpkers| explains axpy8cis. The axpiSera of a science which 

has its own principles within itself (which is adrdpkns) is greater than 

that of one which has to borrow them from another science: see 
gt Ost. 1. 247. 87 a. 31. 

§ 9. paddov 8é Kal mepi tas téxvas H Tas Emothpas| réxvy, as 

Grant notes, is here distinguished from émornun, although in § 8 

emotnun has just been used as equivalent to réyvn. 

§ 10. év Tots ws emt 76 mods] See note on i. 3. 4. bd. 21. 

Kat ev ots dSidprotov | Ramsauer suggests kal év ois 76 adwporov: 

Rassow (forsch. p. 75), following the aa év ois 45n ddpioréy eare Td 

ws det of WZ. M, i. 17. 1189 b. 24, suggests kal ev ois TO Gs Bet 
adiépicrov. It is pretty plain that the writer of the JZ. AZ had 
before him both the Z. WV. and the LZ. £. (ii. 10. 1226 a. 33 sqq.) 

when he wrote 1189 b. 18-26; he reproduces the d:y9 ywopens tis 

1112 a. 28. 

a, 32. 

2.00. 

b. 1. 

b. 6. 

b. 8. 

b. 9. 
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dpaptias which is peculiar to the £. Z., and the adidpucrov which is 

peculiar to the £. JV. But he uses the word dédpicror, which is less 
appropriate in the context than ddwpicroy, for adpiotoy is that which 

has zo limits (and therefore would elude intelligence, and could 

not be the subject of any forecast whatsoever) whereas dédipiarov 

is that which has xo very definite limits: see Waitz on Anal. Pr. 

i. 4. 26 b. 14. It may be conjectured that the writer of the JZ. AZ. 

found in his copy of the LZ. LV. kai ev ois & Set (sc. mparretv) depioror, 

a reading which might easily spring from an original kai év ois & det 

(sc. mpdrrew) adiépicrov’, 

§ 11. Boudeuspeba 8 od epi tv tedkGv| It sometimes happens, 

however, that deliberation about the means to a contemplated end 

results in our seeing that the end is not worth the means, and that 

another end is preferable. We sometimes cannot be sure that an 

end is desirable, z.e. is really an end for us, till we have ascertained 

what means it necessitates. But the ends instanced by Aristotle 

in this section are those more obvious ends which may be accepted 
as ends defore deliberation. 

kakervo | ‘refers to évés and 8&4 trovrov’—Grant. 

73 Tp@tov aitoy| z.¢. the step which must be first taken (mparov 

€v ti yeveoet), Which, however, is the last to be thought of in the 

review of the steps (écyarov év 79 etpéoer). A wishes to obtain an 
appointment : he can obtain it through the influence of B: he must 
get an introduction to B: C can give him an introduction: he 

must write to C: what is C’s address? He must look it out in the 
directory: there is a directory in the club: he must go there: he 
must calla cab. Here ‘calling a cab’ is the apérop airior, 

dvaliew .. . dowep Sidypappa| Cf. Zop. i. 16. 175 a. 27 oup- 

Baiver b€ mote, KaGanep ev tois Staypdppaow" Kat yap eket avadvoaytes 

eviore cuvOcivat madw advvatovper. 

We must suppose that the reference is to what is known as the 

Analytical Method of proof in Geometry—a Method which Plato 

is said by Proclus (ed. Friedl. p. 211) and Diogenes Laertius 
(ili. 24) to have invented, although there are traces of its employ- 

ment before his time (see Gow, Hesiory of Gk. Mathematics p. 176), 

1 As regards the admissibility of &@ 5€=7i Sei, I am indebted to Prof. 
Cook Wilson for references to Jd. Arist. 532 b. 14, and Kiihner’s Gk. Gr. 
§ 562. 4, 2nd ed. 
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It consists in assuming as true the proposition to be proved, and 1112 b, 20. 
deducing from it, as principle, the necessary consequences to 

which it leads (see D. Stewart, “ements of the Philosophy of the 

Human Mind, Part ii. chap. 4, § 3. 1. Preliminary observations 

on the Analysis and Synthesis of the Greek Geometricians)— 

‘If in this deduction,’ says D. Stewart, ‘I arrive at a consequence 
which I already know to be true, I conclude with confidence that 

the principle from which it was deduced is likewise true. But if on 

the other hand I arrive at a consequence which I know to be false, 
I conclude that the principle or assumption on which my reasoning 

has proceeded is false also. Such a demonstration of the truth or 

falsity of a Proposition is called an Analytical Demonstration. <Ac- 

cording to these definitions of Analysis and Synthesis those demon- 
strations in Euclid’ which prove a proposition to be true by showing 

that the contrary supposition leads to some absurd inference, are 

properly speaking Analytical Processes of Reasoning. In every 

case the conclusiveness of an Analytical Proof rests on this general 

maxim—that /ruth is always consistent with itself; that a sup- 

position which leads by a concatenation of mathematical deductions 

to a consequence which is true must itself be true; and that which 

necessarily involves a consequence which is absurd or impossible 

must itself be false. It is evident that when we are demonstrating 

a Proposition with a view to convince another of its truth the 

synthetic form of reasoning is the more natural and _ pleasing 

of the two, as it leads the understanding directly from known truths 

to such as are unknown. When a Proposition, however, is doubtful 

and we wish to satisfy our own minds with respect to it, or when 

we wish to discover a new method of demonstrating a theorem 
previously ascertained to be true, it would be found far more 

convenient to conduct the investigation analytically.’ 

Themistius in his commentary on An. Post. i. 12 (vol. i. pp. 

41-43, ed. Spengel) has remarks on dydAvors which are worth 

careful attention in the present connexion. They bring to light 

an important difference between BovdAevors and yewperpixy avddvors, 

here roughly compared by Aristotle. He begins by defining 
avidvots—p. 42 (fol. 6 b) dvadvew dé Aéyw viv 76 reB€vtTos Twos ady- 

Gots cupmepdoparos tas mpotdces eevpioxew 8¢ Sv ovvnxOn. But 

1 <The reductio ad absurdum is a kind of theoretic analysis. ‘This is the 
only analysis that Euclid admits.’ Gow, 7st. of Gk. Mathematics p. 177, 

note 2, 
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true mpordoes may be inferred, as consequences, from a false 

assumption. Is not this a circumstance which must seriously 

affect the value of the Geometer’s dvddvo1s? ‘Themistius meets 

this difficulty by simply pointing out (after Aristotle: see Az. 
Post. i. 12, 78 a. 10) that, as a matter of fact, the Geometer does 

not infer his true consequences from false assumptions; and that 

he can be sure that he does not, because the objects of in- 

tuition with which he deals in his dvdavois are so simple and 

so limited in number—p. 41 (fol. 6 b) &y 8€ rois paénpaow .. . 
otk éotw 6 mapadoyiopds . . . Spiotae yap €kagTov, Kai Td dvopa 

éxdcrov oxedov Seigis eotu Tov yap KUKAOv dkovoas evdis dpa ye- 

ypappevov ev abt kal ov céperat em Mido Te onpatvdpevoy, In non- 

mathematical reasoning, on the other hand, z.e. in é.adoyou, the 
mporagets are indefinite in number and lend themselves to various 

ambiguities—p. 42 «i & ovd« jv duvarov ek wevddous adrnbes Setar, padiov 

div fv ro dvadvew . . . xaderov TO avadiew" ev ametpos yap 7 CyTHOLS 

Tov mpotdcewv. GANA kal TaUTY Siapdper TA palypata Tov Siaddywr, 

dru pawy ev exeivors 7) avadvots, airioy b€ ovdev yap Wevdos NapBavovow 

eis tv anddaéw. The non-mathematical reasoner can never be 

sure that his mporaces are not false. But the mathematician sees 

that his are true; and, as true premisses can give only a true 

conclusion, he thus demonstrates the supposition with which he 

began his analysis by the reverse process of synthesis. According to 

this view, the plainness to the eye of the mpordcers obtained by the 

dvdAvots Of duaypdppara has evidently much to do with the conviction 

that the conclusions synthetically built upon them ‘ cannot be other- 

wise. An assumption is resolved into its elements. ‘These ele- 

ments are necessarily few, and their nature, and their connexion 

with the whole, plain to the eye. They are evidently true premisses, 

hence the conclusion (7. ¢. the original assumption) must be true. 

But in concrete enquiries, as in that about the cause of 7d puAdop- 

poev (see An. Post. ii. 16), there is no such visible evidence ; we 

can never be sure that we have analysed rightly; hence the con- 
viction of their mecess7fy is wanting to our synthetic reasonings on 

such matters. The writer of the J/. JZ. has also a passage in 

which he dwells on the difference between yeoperpixy (yrnows and 

Bovrevorsp— MV, M. i. 17. 1189 b. 6-19. 

The dvddvoiws of the present section is not to be confounded 
with the dsaipeots of Met, ©. g. 1051 a. 21, where Aristotle says 
that theorems and problems are solved by ‘division,’ ze by 
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drawing lines. Thus the Theorem ‘rpiyovov = two right angles’ 1112 b. 20. 

is proved by so ‘dividing’ rpiywvov—by so drawing the lines 

which may be drawn in relation to tptywvoy (or, otherwise, the 

lines which are ‘potentially in rpiyevov’) that at last angles = 

tptyevov are obtained which are plaznly seen to be also = two 

right angles. The three angles of rp/ywvov are at last made into 

angles which can easily be pieced together so as to make two 

right angles—r1o51 a. 21 etpivxerar b€ Kai ta Siaypdypara (here = 
demonstrations: see Bonitz ad loc.) évepyeta’ Siaipodvtes yap etpi- 

oxovow. «i & jv Senpnueva, pavepa av jv’ viv & evumdpxe Svvaper, dia 

ti dv0 dpbai 76 Tplywvov ; Gre at mept play atrypny yevia icar dvo dpOais. 

ei ovv avnkTo 7 mapa Thy mAevpdy, iSovte dv fv evOvs Snrov. Sia ti 7H ev 

Tukukhi@ p67 KaOdrov ; Sidte eav toat tpeis, 7 Te Baars dv0 Kal 7 ex péoou 

emtotabeioa 6pOn, iddvte Sjrdov TO ekeivo eiddTt. Gate avepov ore Ta 

Suvdper ovra eis evépyerav avayopeva evpioxera. ‘The two proofs given 

here are of course ‘synthetic, and in Az. Pos?. ii. 11 Aristotle 

selects the latter of them for reduction to syllogistic form. The 

angle in the semicircle is ‘ divided’ and so proved to be = one right 

angle ; it is not assumed to be = one right angle, which would be 

the case if the proof were ‘analytical.’ For a criticism of Euclid’s 
Synthetic Method see Schopenhauer de Welt als Wille und Vorstel- 
lung i. 82-87. Schopenhauer’s contention is that Euclid’s Syn- 

thetic Method involves the substitution of Jogical for imluctve 

evidence. It is zwfuctive evidence, I take it, which Euclid always 

offers (the evidence of superposition in the last resort): but often 

not in the most direct way. The issue is not, as Schopenhauer 
will have it, between intuitive evidence on the one side, and the 

Synthetic Method on the other ; but between the Analytic Method 

and the Synthetic Method. Schopenhauer may or may not be 

right in holding (against Euclid) that the Analytic Method is better 
than the Synthetic for the purpose of teaching Geometry. This is 
a practical question in Paedeuttk upon which I am not competent 

to give an opinion; but I think that he is certainly wrong in 

supposing that Euclid’s evidence is ‘logical, mot ¢nturtive.’ Euclid 
marshals intuitive evidence according to the Synthetic Method. 

The passage quoted from JZe/. ©. g shows that the Synthetic 

Method of S:aipeors is fully consistent with the appeal to intuition 

at every step. As an instance of the confusion into which Scho- 
penhauer falls, the fact may be mentioned that, while blaming Euclid 

for his neglect of the Analytic Method and of the appeal to intuition, 
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(the two seem to be identified by Schopenhauer), he singles out 
the apagogic proofs for special condemnation, as relying on Logical 

as distinguished from Intuitional evidence. But competent authori- 

ties tell us that these apagogic proofs are the only examples of 

the Analytic Method in Euclid! 

‘ Q § 12. kal 15 goxatov ... yevéoer] The Paraphrast has—rpomoy 
‘\ c / \) e , A ec 4 > , e ‘ a a 

Twa bpolws Kai 6 BovAEvduevos Kal 6 paOnwatikds dvahver’ Kal O EXXATOV 

evplokerat avahvortt, TovTO épyov mpaTov yivetar TS Bovdevopevo’ Kabamep 
c 4 \ a 4 PAT eS 4 > , a © , Deen) e 6 paOnpatixds, mpos 6 €oxatrov apikerar dvadvey, Tovto UmoriOeis, Kai amo 

rovrou Sua Tov GANwv dSevav, amodeikvuce TO mpokeipevov, Kai audw dé, 
> , > , > , > LA ~ , 

avadvovtes aduvatos evTvyovev, ahioavra Tov CyTHparTos. 

$13. Kav pev dduvdt@ evtéxwow, apiotayta}| The parallel in 

pabnpyariky Cyrnots to Such a case in BovAevors would be the advvaroy 

to which the davdAvows conducts in apagogic demonstration: cf. kai 

dw 6é in the passage quoted from the Paraphrast in last note. 

§ 14. dpolws 8 Kal év tots Aowmots ... Sid Tivos} This clause 

comes in awkwardly. What are the Aowa? How does the 6’ ob — 

whether masc. (Michelet) or neut. (Grant)—differ from the épyava 

just mentioned, and the was from 4 xpeta abrav? The més kai dua 

tivov of § 11 seems to make it necessary to take 7 6:4 rivos here 

as epexegetic of was, and therefore to regard rivos as neut. If 
twos is neuter, it will be reasonable to suppose that od is 

masculine. 

§ 15. ka@dmep eipytar| Ramsauer notes that the exact phrase 

dvOpwros apxy Tav mpdéewr has not been used before, although vovs 

kai wav to d¢ avOpwrov has been given (§ 7) as one of the atrva, 

KaOdrep eipnta, he thinks, would be strictly in place only if some 

such words had been used as we find in £. Z. il. 6. 1222 b. 18 

mpos b€ tovTas 6 y avOpwros Kal mpa&eov Twaev eoTW apxn povey Tav 

(dev. Perhaps, however, 4) yap dpyy ev jpiv, § 13, may be considered 

sufficient to justify ka@amep cipnrat. 

Ramsauer has another difficulty. He thinks that the words 
ivOpwnos apyy tev mpdéewv are unnecessary to the argument which 

follows. The ‘conclusion’ Bovdevroy 1d mpds 7d rédos is derived 

from the premisses 7 6€ Bovd1 mept rv att@ mpaxroy, and ai de 

mpa&ers GAdwv evexa: but these premisses, he thinks, do not need 
dvOpwros apxy Tov mpagewv to rest upon. Strictly not: but surely 

these latter words have this bearing on what follows, that they 
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serve to introduce (or reintroduce) the ray airé mpaxroyv and the 1112 b. 31. 
mpaéers, which are, in Ramsauer’s view, necessary to the ‘con- 

clusion.’ If, however, we follow Bywater in adopting the ov yap 

av etn Bovdeuvtéy of KP in place of the old ov« dy obv ety B., Ram- 

sauer’s difficulty will not arise. 

at S€ mpdgers GANwv évexa] Lpdéeus here are ra air@ mpaxrd, ra Kal b, 33. 

€xaora (ili. I. 10 al yap mpd&ets ev trois ka@’ exacra), Or Aouad, Which are 

done for some end (ili. 5. 18 rd réAos . . . haiverat kai Keira, ra de 

howd rpds TodTo dvadéepovtes mparrovor), Ramsauer finds the statement 

ai dé mpagers GAwy vera too general, and inconsistent with the doctrine 

of i. 1, that some évépyeca or mpaéers are their own reAn. But it 

must be remembered that properly it is only edapagia, or a syste- 
matic life of kadai mpages, which is its own reAos. Each individual 

mpaéts in the system is correctly described as adXov évexa, cf. iil. 7. 6 
~ Gd en?) o , \ \ \ > , kahov 67 évexa 6 dvdpetos mpdrre: Ta Kata THY avOpecay. 

§ 16. od ydp av ein] This, the reading of K? alone, seems to be 
right: od BovAevrov ro TéAos aGANa Ta pds Ta TAN has already been 

laid down in § 11: whereas the old reading ov« dy ody would make 

it a ‘conclusion’ now independently reached. It must be re- 

membered, however, that in these writings a conclusion is some- 

times proved, in the most formal manner, more than once in 

adjacent passages. Grant quotes Rfe/. i. 6. 1362 a. 17, for the 

doctrine—Sovdevrov 1d mpos TO Tédos, 

ovdé 8} Ta Ka0’ Exacta] These words are added to prevent p, 34, 

a possible misunderstanding. Ta atr@ mpaxrd, with which BovAy is 

concerned, are indeed xa6’ ékaora: but BovdAn is concerned with ra 

ka®’ éxaora in a different way from aic@yows. AicOnows is concerned 

with ka@’ ékaora as such, 7. e. separately—with ‘this is red,’ ‘ this is 
sweet, ‘this is heavy’; but xa’ ékaora as such are not the objects 
of Bovkn: only xa& ékaora in so far as they may turn out to be 

means to some end: e.g. aia@nous says this piece of cloth is scarlet: 
Bovdn decides that it is a bad colour for a uniform. 

It follows (87) from ra mpds 7a réA\n being the objects of BovAn, 

that ra xa6’ éxaora per se, as well as 16 rédes (this is the force of 
o08€) are beyond its scope. 

ei 8€ del Boudedoetat (sc. Tus), eis Gretpov Her] Grant says that 1113.2. 

yéec is impersonal: but the analogy of L. £. ti. 10. 1226 b. 2 eis 
dmetpov HEover suggests that ts should be supplied. 

I do not think that this clause ought to be taken very closely 
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with the immediately preceding words: it rather refers to ra mpés 
ra TéAn, and says that in tracing back the series of means (16 més 
kat 61a river) we must stop somewhere, and begin to act. Oiop «i 

dptos rovt0 i) mérentrat ws Set are, aS Ramsauer observes, questions of 

fact. With such questions deliberation has indéed nothing to do; 

but it is not suggested, I think, by the words els dmewpov féeu that 
deliberation would never reach its goal zf it tried to deal with 

them. It simply cannot deal with them; but, within its own 

sphere of ra mpds ro réAos it may prolong the review unduly. It 

must be noted, however, that the writer of the parallel passage in the 
L. E. (ii. 10. 1226 b. 1) understands by the regression els diretpov 

an examination of the data of aic@nots themselves. So also the 

Paraphrast—otre roivuy 70 TéAos euti BovdeuTov, ovTe TOV mpos TO Téhos, 

dca xa éxaota’ oiov, ef dptos TovTo, «i mémemtat, ef Temoinrar ws Set" 

tadta yap aicOnoe: ywwokoper, ov Bovdy Kal pice ei S€ wept rovTwy del 
, > BL o 

Bovdevoetat, eis areipov HEet. 

§ 17. why ddwpiopévov 78n 1d mpoarperdvy] ‘Except that the 

thing chosen is, as such, set apart,’ 2. ¢. it is the same step, which is 

first ‘under deliberation,’ and then ‘chosen,’ set apart, or fixed 
upon. . We cannot review steps els dmepov: we must eventually 

choose one of them. 

Stav eis abtév dvaydyn thy dpxynv| Cf. “.L. il. ro, 1226 b. 12 
Bovdevopeda mavres ToT ~ws dv eis Tas dvaydyopev THs yeverews THY 

dpxny. : 
TS tyoupevov—td tmpoarpodpevov] Schol. 6 mpaxrtixds vods. Cf. vi. 

Paes 

§ 18. ot yap Baodets & mpoethovto dviyyeAdov TH Sypo] The 

Paraphrast’s note is—Opunpos .. . eloayer tods Baoureis pera tiv 

BovAjny TO mpoxpiOev amayyéhdortas TO SHpo, Gowep TH mpoawpeces, Gore 

mpaxOnva. Here dpe€ee might be substituted for mpoapéoe to the 

advantage of the Paraphrast’s interpretation, according to which 

then the BaoAcis would represent Bovdevors, the dj40s would repre- 

sent dpefis, and the result would be the adoption of a line of 

public action—a mpoaipeots. But if we turn to Aristotle’s text we 
see that this can hardly be the true interpretation. If the dynos 

supplies the active element of épeés, while the Bacueis supply the 
BovAevors, how are we to explain & mpoethovto of Bacieis? It does 

not seem likely that we can have a careless proleptic use of this 
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word, in a passage which contains the definition of mpoaipecis 
We must believe, I think, that of BaoiAeis, representing, as they do, 

TO jyovpevov, also represent rd mpoaipovpevov, and are therefore the 

sources Of Bovdeurixy Spegis. What place then has the djuos in the 

comparison? Merely, I think, that of épyamka pépn, which can be 

set in motion by the spoaipeats. 

§ 19. Boudeutod dpextod tav ep’ jutv] Here trav ep’ iv is a 
partitive genitive—‘the object of choice is that among things in 
our power which we seek to take after deliberation’: whereas in 
the next line it is a genitive depending on épeés. It is a very 
careless style of writing which permits dpexrod rav ep’ nuiv to stand 
so close to dpeEis rev ed” jpiv. 

éx 700... BodAevow | M> has Bovdnow: but Bovdevow is certainly 

right: cf. vi. 2.2. The Adyos of vi. 2. 2 is the BovAevors of the 
present passage. 

CHARTER Iv: 

ARGUMENT. - 

Choice then is of means, wish of the end. But zs the end wished the really 

\ good, as some suppose, or, as others suppose, only that which the wisher thinks 
good? Each view has its difficulties. Tf we say that the really good is the 
object of wish, we must draw the conclusion that the man who makes a wrong 

selection, and ‘ wishes something bad, does not ‘ wish’ at all ; while if we say 

that whatever a man thinks good is the object of wish, we must be prepared to 

maintain that there is no such thing asa natural or absolute object of wish, but 
that all is relative to the feeling of the individual. 

Perhaps we may avoid this dilemma by saying that the really good is the object 
of wish tn the strict and true sense of the expression ‘ object of wish, but that 

what each of us thinks good is the object of wish for each of 5,1. €. object of wish 
in a relative sense ; so that, if a man is really good, that which is really good 

, will be ‘his object of wish, and, if he ts bad, that which 7s b@1—just as the 
healthy man finds an ordinary ‘healthy diet’ good for his health, while an 
invalid finds the diet of the sick room good for his. 

(In all matters the good man judges rightly, and what things really are he 
thinks them to be. Every man looks at things in his own way, according to his 

disposition ; but the good man is the normal man, with whose measure the 
divergencies of other men must be compared. His distinguishing characteristic 
zs that he sees things as they truly are: other men are deceived by pleasure. 
They think that tt ts good, although it is not. They seek after tt as good, and 

shun pain as evil. 

. 1113 a. 8. 

a. 10. 

a. 11. 
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$1. 4 8€ BotdAnots . . . tod TéAous eotiv|] Cf. Plato, Gorgdas 

467 D éav ris te mpatrn evexa Tov, od TodTo Bovderau 6 mparret, GAN’ 
- eo oo 

e€kelvo OU EveKa TpATTEL, 

Soxet Sé Tots pev TayaO00 etvat| rayabod is the reading of r, Asp., 

CCC, NC, Cambr., Ald., and is accepted by Bywater and Susem. 
The other authorities have dyafod. Grant has a good note here 

in which he quotes Plato, Gorgzas 466 sqq., where the doctrine 

rayabov  BovAnots is maintained: see also passages collected by 

Bonitz (note, p. 497, on AZe/. A. 7. 1072 a) in which Aristotle 
describes the general tendency of Nature as towards the good— 

de Gen. ef Corr. ii. 10. 336 b. 27 ev dracw det tov Bedriovos dpe- 

yecbai papev tiv piow—de Part. Anim. i. 10. 687 a. 15 «i ob» otra 

BeAriov, 7 Sé vow ex tev evdexopevwy wovet TO BEATioToV, ov dia Tas 

Xeipds eorw 6 dvOpwmos povipwtatos, d\Aa dia 76 portpwrarov eivar Tov 

(dav exer xetpas. Cf. also de Jnces. Anim. 2.404 b. 15, and passages 

quoted in note on £. NV. i. 9. 5. 

In all creatures there is a Ocisv 7s which directs their efforts 

towards that which is naturally good. ‘This instinctive tendency 

to conform to the objective law of the environment is often 
thwarted by influences of subjective origin ; but the continuance 

of life proves it to be the strongest principle—ré xparioroy, ‘ It 

rules the world,’ because, after all, it ‘has might as it has right.’ 

Tots S€ Tod hatvopevou dyafod| Grant refers to AZef. K. 6. 1062 b. 

13 Kat yap ékeivos (Protagoras) én mavrav xpnudrwy evar peérpoy 

dvOpwrov, ovbev erepov A€éywv if) TO SoKody ExaoT@ Tovir eivar Tayies ... 

pérpov 8 civac to awopevov éxdoto. Cf. Wet. T. 5. 1009 a. 6, where 

Aristotle says that the doctrine of Protagoras amounts to a denial 
of the Principle of Contradiction—ére © dé ris airns dd&ns Kat 6 

Ipwraydpou Adyos, Kal avaykn dpoiws adtovs dw 7} eivar i) py eivat, etre 

yap ta Soxotvra mdvta eat adnO7 Kat Ta pawvdpeva, avdyKn mavra Gua andy 

kai Wevdy eivat. modXol yap Tavavtia trokapBavovow addAyAots, Kal Tovs 47) 

tavta dSoéatovras éavtois Sueetobat vopifovaw* ear avayKn TO avTo Elva TE 

Kai pu) eivat. Kal el TOUT eoTiv, avayKy Ta Soxodvra eivar TavT aAnOy’ Ta avTi- 

keipeva yap Sogafovew adAndors of SteWrevopevor Kal GAnOevovres* ci ov ExeL 

Ta dyta ovTws, GdnOevoovar mavres. ‘The denial of this Principle (macév 

BeBaorarn apyn Met. Y. 3. 1005 b. 18) amounts to the denial of Life. 

Life is not a succession of unrelated gavtdopatra, but a principle 

acting in conformity with definite objective laws—the physical life 

acting in conformity with definite physical laws, the moral life with 
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the law of Duty. Right and wrong are ‘in things,’ not in our 1113 a. 16. 
feelings. See Cudworth’s Lvrnal and Immutable Moratity, book ii. 

chap. i for an excellent discussion of the individualistic morality of 
Protagoras. 

aA 

§ 2. cupBaiver . . . ph etvat Boudntév 6 BovdeTor 6 ph dpOds a. 17. 

atpoupevos| This verbal difficulty (for Aristotle is really at one 
with Plato against Protagoras and all who set up the subjective 

standard of feeling) the writer of the JZ. JZ. (ii. 11. 1208 b. 39) 
evades by means of a verbal distinction—fovAnrév peéev yap rd dmAas 

dyaOév, Bovdntéov be 76 Exdot@ dyabdr. 

§ 3. ph civar dice. Boudnrédv] z.¢. they deny the existence of an a. 20. 
objective moral standard. 

76 Soxotv ... daiverat| Zell quotes passages which show that a. 21. 
these terms are properly distinguished: but here there does not 
seem to be any distinction suggested—/. /. H. 2. 1235 b. 25 

TO yap Gpexroy kai BovAntov 7) TO ayabdy 7 To pawvdpevov ayabdy. 810 Kal 

TO 700 dpexrdv' awopevov yap te ayabdv’ Trois pev yap Soxei, Trois de 

gatverat Kdv py Soxy’ ov yap ev tadite ths Wuxns 7 pavracia Kat 7 d0&a— 

cf. de An. ili. 3. 428 a. 18 sqq. 

§ 4. 6 omoudatos «.t.d.] There is an objective good, a dice a. 29. 
BovAnrév, or dyaéév, which dpern, man’s true dios, or perfection 

discloses: cf. vi. 12. 6 7) pév yap dpert tov oxomdy Trott 6pOdv. What 

is said here of the omovdaios, or perfect man, must be said of every 
perfect organism. Its actions are adapted to its environment. 

If we were to ask ‘ what is best for a butterfly?’ the answer would 
be—‘ to do as the nature and instincts of a butterfly dictate.’ The 
example introduced by écmep kal emt trav copdrev a. 26 shows how far 

it was from Aristotle’s thought to draw a sharp line between dpern 

and other phases of life. His biological studies made it impossible 
for him to do so. 

§ 5. pétpov|] For the pérpov avépwros of Protagoras Aristotle a. 33. 
substitutes pérpov 6 omovdaios: cf. L. WV. ix. 4. 2, and x. 5. Io. 

thy Horny] z.e. the pleasure of dméAavors is their chief good. a. 34. 

They do not know that the performance of duty 

-—is the chief good, and is attended by ‘its own’ pleasure: cf. 
eV. i. 8. §§ 15 and 12. 

A A , 

Ta kaa mpatrew 
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CHAPTER. WV. 

ARGUMENT. 

The particular acts deliberately chosen as means to a wished for end being 

_ voluntarily performed, and virtue manifesting itself in the performance of such 
‘acts, it follows that being virtuous 7s‘in our power’—and being vicious also: 

Sor, tf to do this or that is right, and is in our power, then not to do it, being 
wrong, will also be tn our power ; and tf not to do it ts right, and in our power, 

then to do tt, being wrong, will also be in our power. Indeed, if we deny that 

being good or bad ts in our power, we must deny that man is the parent of his 

actions. But this we cannot deny, for actions cannot be referred to any other 

origin than to the man who performs them. Originating in him they are in 

his power, or voluntary. If they originated elsewhere, what would be the use 
of trying to influence him by rewards and punishments? Tf they were not 
voluntary, we should no more try to persuade him to do them, than we try to 
persuade a man to feel warm, or experience any other sensation over which he 

has no power. On the other hand, where the efficiency of the man 7s obviously 

excluded, that ts, in the case of acts forced upon him, and of acts caused by 
ignorance, we do not think of punishing him—umnless, indeed, the ignorance be 

caused by himself. Thus the drunken man ts ignorant of what he does ; but he ts 
himself the cause of the ignorance ; and in some cities ts doubly punished—both 

Jor the ignorance, and for what he does in it: so also men are punished for what 

they do in ignorance of a plain law, because the ignorance 1s due to their own 
carelessness. If it be urged in extenuation—that ‘it ts their nature to be care- 
less’—we answer that it ts a second nature, which they have acqutred by 

repeating acts which it was in their power not to perform: that they knew 

quite well what the repetition of these acts was leading to ; and that consequently 

thetr final state—their carelessness or tnjustice generally—has been voluntarily 

chosen by them: not voluntarily chosen, however, in the sense that they can, 
of they wish, lay it aside and become just,any more than aman can, if he wish, 

lay aside the bad health which has resulted from a voluntarily chosen course of 
disstpation. It originally rested with themselves not to become unjust ; but they 
have made themselues so with their eyes open. In this sense they are ‘ volun- 

tarily unjust’ although it is now beyond the power of ‘ wishing’ to change their 

zngustice into justice. And, lest it should be thought strange that a moral state 
which we cannot alter tf we wish, should yet be described as ‘ voluntary, and be 
blamed, it may be pointed out that there ts nothing exceptional in this: what 
we say of a moral state ts true of many bodily states also: no one would blame a 
man for natural unsightliness ; but for unsightliness produced by dissipation 
or carelessness a man ts blamed: blamed, because his unsightliness was ‘volun- 

tarily’ produced, although now beyond the power of ‘wishing’ to change. In 

short, where blame lies, the vice is ‘tn our power. We cannot shelter ourselves 

from this blame behind the pretext that the vice is now fixed and no longer ‘7% 

our power’ ; tt originally was ‘in our power’ not to contract zt. 
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But some one may say—‘ Perhaps it is not true that tt originally was in our 

power not to contract tt. Perhaps the vicious disposition which you hold a man 
responsible for because he himself, as you say, has fixed it with his eyes open, was 
fixed for him from the beginning. A man always seeks what he thinks good. 

But ts he master of his thoughts? Does not his view of the Chief End of Life 
depend upon his disposition? You say that he himself contributes to the mak- 
ing of his disposition, in which case, of course. he would be in a sense the cause 

of the view which he takes of the Chief End. and be responsible for the conduct 
determined by that view—but what tf he himself has nothing lo do with the 

making of his disposition—tf tt is fixed by nature from the beginning? Then 
surely no blame attaches to the man who does evil. He does evil because nature 

has not endowed him with an eye for the true end of life. 

, Lo this we answer— You prove more than you wish. You prove virtue to be 
as involuntary as vice. If vice ts natural blindness, virtue ts natural endow- 

ment. The virtuous man, equally with the vicious man, zs dominated in his 

actions by a conception of the end which has been fixed for him from the begin- 
ning. But if, in order to make the good man a voluntary agent, you admit 

either that he has something to do with the formation of his conception of the 

good end, or that, though dominated by an end fixed for him by nature, he 

nevertheless selects means voluntarily—surely you are bound to make the same 

admissions in the case of the bad man? Tf the good man ts a voluntary agent 

so is the bad man. Both are efficient in the performance of acts, if not in the 
formation of the conception of the end. Nay rather, we cannot regard acts and 

end as separate. By acts good or bad we contribute to the making of character 

good or bad; and according as ts the character so is the end. 

Lf then the virtues are ‘voluntary. the vices are also ‘voluntary. It ts not 

to be supposed, however, that these habits are voluntary as actions are voluntary. 
A voluntary action is one over which an agent, with full knowledge of all the 
circumstances, has control from beginning to end. But a voluntary habit ts 
one over the beginning only of which the agent had control—which has imper- 

cepttbly, like bodily weakness, taken hold of him and become at last independent 

of hts control. It ts called voluntary because the acts which produced it were in 
his power to perform or not. 

§ 1. wept tadra] Apparently ra mpds 7d tédos: see iii, 3. 15, af 1113 b. 4. 

mpa&es G\Awv evexa. 
~ 

§ 2. ed’ piv 8h Kal 4 dpety «.t..] The Paraphrast exhibits the b. 6. 

connexion between this clause (introduced by 67) and the previous 
clause thus—eq@’ npiv dpa eoriv 1 dpery Kai ) Kakia’ ai yap mpdEes Ov 

ay eOiCopey Eavtovs eis thy apetiy mpociperal Kat ed nyiv eioiv. The 

writer of the JZ JZ. (i. 9. 1187 a. 7) makes ‘Socrates’ deny the 

doctrine of this section—Sexparns én, ov« ef)’ juiv yevéoOar TO orov- 

Saious civar 7) GavAous. «i yap Tis, pyclv, épwrnoeey dvtwaody médrepov 

av BovXotro Sixatos civat i) GdtKos, ovbets dv EXorTO THY adiktav, dpoiws O ew 

avSpeias kat Sevdias kal Tay GANwr apetav dei ocavtas. Sprov 0 ds ef Haddol 

T 
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Twes eioly, ovK ay Exdvtes Einoay Gaddor’ GoTe SHAov Ste ovd€ orovdator.— 

6 61 TowvTos Adyos ovK eoTw aryOys. Sia Ti yap 6 vopoberns ovK ea TA 

gatAa mpatrew, Ta 5€ Kada Kal orovdaia Kedever 3 Kal emt pev Tois havrAoLs 

Cyplay tarret, dv mpattyn, emt S€ trois Kadois, av pa) mparty 3; Kairot GroTos 

dv ein tavta vopobeTrav, ad py ed juiv éote mpdrrew. GAN ws Coker, ep 

npiv To orovdaiors eivar kai TS Havdos. The writer of the JZ. AL, of 

course, misunderstands the true position of ‘Socrates.’ When 

‘Socrates’ says that vice is involuntary (e.g. Profag. 345 D, E, 
also Gorg. 509 E), he means only that it is apa dvow: as for the 

doctrine AZeno 100 B Oeia polpa npiv paiverar rapayvyvopevn apetn ois 

mapayiyverat, Where the reference is to the political genus of a 

Themistocles or Pericles—it is evidently not touched by such 

arguments as those here brought forward by the writer of the AZ.JZ. 

‘Socrates’ was not the man to underrate the influence of the 
vopuoberns. 

év ots yap é¢’ Hyiv x.7.A.] Grant refers to AZet. 8. 2 where ai pera 
Adyou duvdues are said to be trav evartiov. Cf. Alef ©. 5 where 

dpeEts OF mpoaipeats is Said to be 76 kvpiov, and to determine which of 

the two possible evayria shall be selected. 

§ 3. toto 8 Fv 1d dyabots Kai Kakots etvar] ‘And this (z.¢. ra 
kaha mpdtrew kal Ta aioxpa) is, according to our view, being good 

and bad.’ #y refers back (as eg. in iii. 8. 14), not perhaps, as 
Grant thinks, ‘to the preceding section,’ but more generally to 
the doctrine already established that the delzberate choice of ra xadd 

or ta aioxpa indicates a good or bad character: cf. ili. 4.2. At 

any rate Trendelenburg, in his paper on 16 ti qv etvar (2hecnisches 
Museum, 1828, vol. ii. pp. 457 sqq.), referred to by Grant, is right in 

telling us that aya@ois here is simply by attraction to nyiv, and that 

the formula 76 dya6@ eivar = ‘ the essential idea of goodness,’ or ‘ of 
a good man,’ is not in the writer’s mind. He seems to be thinking 
of the way in which a man’s deliberate actions indicate his character 
to the ordinary observer; not of the scientific formula (ré ri qv 
eivat) of Virtue or Vice. For the use of the dat. with eiva to 
express the essential notion see De Amma ii. 1. 412 b. 12 Av pev 

yap av ro medeKer etvar 7 ovoia ai’tcd—An. Post. ii. 4. g1 b. 4 Kai yap 

To (@@ eivar Katnyopeirar Kata Tod avOpon@ civa.—Phys. iii. 5. 204 a. 

23 TO yap drreip@ eivat Kal dmetpoy TO adTd, elmep ovoia TO ametpov Kal py 

kaO” vmoxetpevov—-Mer. Z. 6. 1031 b. 11 avayKn apa ev civar TO ayabov 

kal dyaO@ eivat Kal Kaddv Kal Kah@ eivat, doa py Kat’ GANo heyerat, GAda 
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ka? atta kat mpata—z.e. the words dmepov, dyabdv, kadév mark 1113 b.13. 

notions, not concrete things. That 7d dyaois eiva in the present 

passage (£. JV. iii. 5. 3) cannot mean ‘the essential notion’ of the 

virtuous man becomes very plain if we turn to ii. 6. 17, where the 
essential notion of dpern is distinguished from its excellence—xara 

bev THY ovoiay Kai Tov Aéyov Tov TO TL Hy elvat A€yovTa peadtns €aTiv 7 

dpern, kata 6€ Td Gpictov Kal TO ev axpdtns.—TO apioTopv kal TO ev ANSWeETS 

to the ra kaha mpdrrew of the present passage. 

§ 4. ob8els Exdv movnpds 068 dkwv pakdpros| paxdpos seems to be b. 14. 

the reading of all MSS., and is accordingly restored by Bywater. 

Bekker and Susemihl adopt paxap, the suggestion of Victorius. 

Bergk (Poet. Lyr. p. 1076, referred to by Ramsauer) thinks that 

this line may be by Solon. The Schol. (quoted by Zell and 
Michelet) says—zapoupia tovro 7 Kal Eniyappos 6 Supaxdcvos Kéxpytat 

ev ois dnaiv' adda pay éyw ’vaykaios Taira mavta Toléw, olopa b€ os 

ovdels Exov trovnpds, ovS drav éxwv. ev ‘Hpakdei de radta To Tapapdpe. 

The line is quoted in the spurious dialogue wept Sixalov (Plato Deal. 
p- 374 a.) referred to by Zell, Coraes, and Grant. There can be 

no doubt that the writer of the line used zovnpcs in the sense of 

‘wretched,’ to contrast with pdxap meaning ‘happy.’ But Aristotle 

here, and the writer of the dialogue zepi dixaiov, quote the line in 

order to give the word its other sense of ‘ wicked,’ although that 
other sense is obviously not intended by the poet. The liberty 
which they thus take with the poet’s meaning is not so great 

however as it seems. A Greek would not distinguish the two 

senses of movnpés so sharply as we do when we are compelled 

to translate the word by ‘wicked’ in one context, and by ‘wretched’ 
in another. 

§ 5. tots ye viv eipnpévors| Above, iii. 3. 15—€ouKe 8)... av- b. 17. 
Opwros civat apy) tav mpd€ewr, As for the parallel aozep kai rékvar, 

it has not, Ramsauer notes, been mentioned before in the /. V.; 

but in £. £. ii. 6. 1222 b. 15 we have—eiolt 61) maca pev ai ovoia 

kara vow tives dpxat, 6.0 Kal éxdotn moda Svvarai ToLadTa ‘yevvay, oiov 

ayOpworos avOpmmous ... mpos S€ TovTos 6 y' avOpwmos Kal mpage Twav 

éotwv apx7 pdvov Tav (ear, 

§ 6. ei 8€ Taira] 2. ¢, ra elpnueva, b. 19. 

Tapa Tas év Hpiv, Gv Kat at dpxat év qpiv] Bekker reads eq’ in b. 20, 
place of the first €v. The text as given above is that restored by 

Tig 
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Rassow (orsch. p. 56) who quotes in support of év in both places 

the account of 7d dkovowov as 08 7) apy) c£obev 1110 a. 1, and 1110 b. 2 

where 76 dkovovov is said to occur énér’ dv 4 airta év rois exrds 7, 

in contrast to 7d éxovovwv which is that od ) apyy ev to mparTorTt, 

t110 b. 4.. He also quotes 1110 a. 16 1) dpx7 Tov Kweiy Ta dpyanKa 

pépn ev tais tovatras mpdéeow ev aita eativ’ &v 8 ev aire H apxn, ew’ 

avTe Kat To mpdtrew kai py: alsO IIII a. 23, 1112 b. 28, 1113 b. 32, 

1135 b. 19, 1140 a. 13. "Em or ef’ and ev are often confused by 

scribes, and MS. authority does not help us much in coming to 

a decision; but here there seem to be good internal grounds for 
preferring év in both places. As for the inference that where the 

dpyai are ev npiv the acts are ef’ jpiv, it is not, as thus stated, 

conclusive. The movements of the heart and lungs proceed from 
apyai év npiv, but are not therefore ep’ jpiv. There are plainly two 
kinds of dpyai ev jyiv. What is the special nature of those épyai év 

ju which produce movements that are ep’ npiv? 

§ 7. 4 80 dyvovay fs ph adtol atrior| This is a full statement of 

what is implied in the é¢ d@yvoay of ii. 1. 14. Grant has some 

excellent remarks on the value of the argument of this section. 

‘This fact [of rewards and punishments] is not sufficient to dis- 
prove a metaphysical system which would represent legislature, 

judge, criminal, and the whole world, as forced to do what thev do 

by an irresistible succession of cause and effect. But ethically and 

politically it is sufficient to justify a practical assumption of freedom. 

And in any system it must at all events be taken account of.’ 

§ 8. SimkG ta emtivia| The reference is, as the editors point 

out, to the law of Pittacus, see Pol. ii. 12. 1274 b. 19, and (hed. ii. 

Zn LAO2 Dig: 

§ 10. ToLouTous | Kb Nb and NC have rovodropv. Ramsauer 

conjectures rovodro, and in the next line a@dicoe and dxéAacrou. 

§13.] Rassow (Forsch. p. 28) would transpose the sentences 
ere ©... axddaorov, and ef d€ py ... av ei. That which he puts 

first brings the foregoing remarks to an end; while that which he 
puts second introduces a new point—the Platonic 16 rév adicotvra 

pn BovA<oOat GdiKov eiva (see Gorg. 509 E aporoynoapey pndéva Bov- 

Aopevov adicety GAN’ axovtas Tots adixodvras mavtas aducciv, cf. Profag. 

345 D, E). I think that the run of the passage is much improved 

by the transposition. j 
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§ 14. 08 pi édv ye «.7.4.] ‘No man wishes to be unjust’ would 1114 a. 13. 
be true if wish (SovAnois) were only of 7d dyady, as distinguished 

from 1d dawépevov dyabdv. But the dducav voluntarily with his eyes 

open performs the acts é€ év gora aéixos, and he is responsible for 
the habit of déuia which is formed. He must be treated practically 
as if he wished to form it. It is irrelevant, then, to urge ‘no man 

wishes to be unjust’ as an excuse of injustice. ‘Not wishing,’ 

in the sense of ‘not making injustice his ideal,’ has evidently 
nothing to do with the matter. He did not ‘ wish’ in this sense 

to be unjust, and yet he became unjust by his own voluntary acts; 

and, being unjust, he may wish to be just, but that will not make 
him just. 

Kal €l OUTS E€tuxev| xairoc is Rassow’s certain conjecture (as it a. 15. 

seems to me) for kai, see Horsch. p. 28. 

mMpoenev| sc. tiv byleav. Par. a. 17. 

Badety] Kb, Lb, Mb, Ob, r, Ald., Cambr., have Badeiv: but a. 18. 

AaBew is the reading of CCC, NC, B', B®. Syllables written back- 
wards are not very uncommon in MSS. Bywater brackets kai 

pia, reading Badeiv. If Badeiv accidentally became afeiv, the 

words kai pura would be naturally added; or perhaps pia was 

originally a marginal gloss on Badeiv, and crept into the text, and 

suggested the change (not however universally made) of Badeiv into 
AaBeiv, Susemihl reads AaBeiv cai pirar, 

§ 15.] We are held responsible for states of body sometimes ; a. 21. 
a fortiort for states of mind, even though it may be beyond the 
power of ‘ wishing’ to change them. 

§17.] This involved section, into which the movement of a a. 31. 
whole Dialogue seems to be compressed, consists of two sentences, 

in the first of which—ei S¢ ms 1114. 31 .... etvia 1114 b. r2—the 

protasis states the position of Aristotle’s opponent, and the apo- 

dosis, beginning ovée/s 1114 b. 3, develops the consequences of 
. that position in such a way as to lead up to the second sentence— 
1114 b. 12 ¢f &) radr’ eoriv adnOy, Ti paddov H dperh THs Kakias ora 

éxovavov ;—in which Aristotle refutes his opponent by showing him 

that he ‘proves too much. The clause 1114 b. 1 ei pév ody... 

b. 3 airés airs is best regarded as a parenthesis stating Aristotle’s 

own view, thrown in at the beginning of the ‘ Dialogue,’ by the side 
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of the opponent’s view, to make the issue between the two dis- 

putants clearer. 

tis 8€ davtacias| avracia is described in de Ax. iii. 3. 428 b. 
IO as a kivnous started by aic@nors, and resembling it; @avtdcpara 

are images derived from sense—zdeas, Vorstellungen, ‘reliques of 

motions made in the sense ’—to quote an expression of Hobbes 

(Zev. iii), whose account of Jmagznation (Lev. ii and iii) resembles 
Aristotle’s account of qavtacia very closely. See de Ax. ili. 3, 

where, after having shown that avracia is not atoOnois, émiornpn, 

voos, or dd€a, Aristotle says (428 b. g) ov7’ dpa &v rt rovrwy eat or” 

€k ToUToy 1).pavtacia, aAN ered eote KunOerros Tovdi Kivcicbar erepov 

ind Tovtov, 7 dé pavtacia Kimnois tis Soxei eivar Kai ovK avev aicAnoews 

yiyverOar av aigOavopévois Kai vy aicOnois eotw, got. Se yiverOau 

Kinow vmod THs evepyetas THS alcOnoews, Kal Ta’THY 6poiay avdyky EivaL TH 

aigOnoet, ein av at’tn 7 Kiynots ove dvev aicOnoews evdexomevn ove pr) 

aicOavopevors Urapxetv, Kal TONG KaT adTHY Kal TroLEty Kal TagxELY TO Exor, 

kal eivat Kat dAnOy Kai Yevdn. Cf. also 429 a. 1 9 avtacia adv cin 

kivnots Umrd THs aicOnoews THs KaT evepyeay yeyvopern. emet 8 1 dis 

partata ataOnais éott, Kal TO Ovopa amd ToD Pdovs ciAnev, OTe avev Gatos 

ovk €or ideiv, Kai Out TO Eppevew Kal Spotas elvat Tais aidOyoect, TONG 

Kat auras mpdtrer Ta Ca, Ta pev Sut TO py Exew vovv, olov ra Onpia, 

ra dé Sua TO emixadirrreaOat Tov voty eviore mabe 7H vécos 7} Urve, otoy ot 

évOporo. Parracia is thus a motion caused by sensation, distinct 

from sensation, but resembling it. As such, it mediates between 

sensation and thought—de Jem. 1. 449 b. 31 voeiv otk eorw dvev 

gbavrdcparos—and gives appetite objects, see de Ax. ili. 10. 433 b. 

27 2) Opextixovy 7d (Gov Tavtn éavTod KunTiKdv' dpextixdv S€ ovK dvev 

gavtagias’ davtacia S€ maca 7) AoyotiKy 7) aicOyntiKn’ TavTns pev ody Kat 

Ta didda Ca petéxet. AioOnrixy pavtacia converts the sensation of an 

object into an idea of it which attracts or repels: Aoyorexy (called 
Bovrevrixy in de An. iii. 11. 434 a. 7) pavracia enables the calcula- 

tive faculty to marshal reasons which will appeal to épeéis. 
Hobbes’ ‘ Trayn of Imaginations’ (Zev. iii)—the crime, the officer, 
the prison, the judge, and the gallows—is an excellent example of 

what Aoyoriy pavragia does. The close connexion which thus 

subsists between davracia and épe&s enables us to appreciate the 

force of the former term in the present section. It is used here 

simply for ‘ the idea that this or that is good.’ Hence it is almost 
equivalent to ‘a desire or wish for this or that.’ 
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ei pev ouv . . . adtds attios| Aristotle’s own view here parenthe- 1114 b. 1. 
tically stated in conditional form involves a difficulty. A man is 
ris €£ems mos atrios because he has voluntarily performed the acts 

which have resulted in the e&s: but each of these acts implies 
gavracia—épexrixoy dé ovk dvev chavracias: what if gavracia js od 

kvptoi éecpev Gominates the whole process by which a é&s is formed? 

Aristotle cannot be said to face this difficulty. It is enough for 

his present purpose to refute his opponent by making him prove 

more than he wishes, vzz. that we cannot take credit to ourselves 

for our vr/ues. Broader ground, however, might have been taken. 

It might have been argued that the vous, or natural bent which 

determines the rédos, is after all she man’s own piouw—his own 

character—in short himsejf—the concrete man, made up of ele- 

ments inherited from ancestors, and of elements taken on in the 

lifetime of the individual; and that consequently to say that the 

end is fixed dice is to say that the man himself fixes it, not that 
it is fixed for him, in spite of himself, by an external power. The 

biological antecedents of the individual are not external to him. 

They are summed up zz him. Aristotle’s opponent in the present 

passage, like many disputants in our own day, commits the mis- 
take of externalising biological antecedents. He does not see that 

an inherited character is still the man’s own character. 

ei Sé py, odOeis] ci d€ pydeis is the reading of Mb, L», Nb, r, b. 3. 

Ald., B', B®, NC, CCC, adopted by Rassow (Forsch. 121) and 

Susemihl. Kb, Ob, Camb., read «i 5€ uj, ove’s, adopted by Bekker, 

Ramsauer, and Bywater. If ef d€ pydets be adopted, the whole 
section is one sentence, in which the protasis makes three starts : 

(1) «i dé Tus eyo, (2) ef S€ pydeis, and (3) «f 8) tadr’ eoriy ddn6;—the 

apodosis beginning at ri paddov b. 12. 

GANG BU dyvovay Tod Téhous tadta mpdtre.| Ramsauer notes that b. 4. 

this view resembles Aristotle’s dyvoet pev odv 6 woxOnpos a Set mparrew 

kat &v adextéov, cat Sua THY TovavTny dwaptiay dior Kat 6Aws Kakol 

ywora LN. iii. 1. 14. Aristotle differs from his present op- 

ponent in regarding the poxénpds as airios tis dyvoias, in recognising 

in the diois which causes the @yvoa the man’s own character. 

 5é tod TéNous pects | = 10 6€ rédos od eierat. byoe 

edpuys| That edpvia is highly prized by Aristotle is shown by b. 8. 
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the place which vovxy dpery (LZ. LV. vi. 13. 1) and edyévera (See note 

on i. 8. 16) occupy in his system. 

76 yap peytotov . . . ToodToy éfe:] There is a Platonic ring about 

these words, and the doctrine reminds one of that maintained at 

the end of the J/eno—that dpern is a divine gift, which its possessor 

cannot communicate to others. We can imagine a Platonising 

opponent encouraged by Aristotle to enlarge on 7 redela kai adn buy 

evpvia, and so lay himself open to the awkward question—ri paddov 

H Gpeth ris Kakias €otat Exovowy 5 

Rassow (forsch. p. 121) finds the construction of the sentence 

TO yap péyorov ... dv ein evpvia irregular: the words 76 yp péyorov 

. . ee have no suitable predicate, the predicate reAeia cai ddyOui} 

evpvia being a superlative which answers rather to the clause kai ro 

ed... mebuxevat, He accordingly translates, as if evpvia av ein were 

read after e&e, thus—‘das Grésste und Schénste, was man von 

einem. andern nicht empfangen und lernen kann, sondern was 

man so besitzen wird, wie es von Natur geworden ist, (ist die 

edpvta), und ist es gut und schén von Natur geworden, so ist es 

die vollkommene und wahre edpvia. I cannot help thinking that 

this is a little too subtle. The superlatives péy:orey cai kad\coroy in 

the first clause of the sentence surely deserve the superlative pre- 

dicate as much as 70 ed cal 76 Kad@s ToiTo mehuxeva. But is Rassow 

right in making 1d yap péyoroy ... eer a subject with eipvia 

(whether redefa or not) as predicate? Is it not better to make 76 

peyotov kai Kdddorov the object of e€ee and to regard the clause 

TO yap... ee as explanatory of edpuys |. 8, 7O péeyorov Kai KédAALoTOY 

developing ei- and cai 6... éfv developing -pujs? We should 

then translate—‘ for he will have that which is greatest and fairest, 

and that which one cannot receive or learn from another, but has 

entirely from nature. Then follows the clause xai 16 cd... edpvia 

not as ‘Ein steigernder Zusatz zum Subject (Rassow, Yorsch. 
121), but added to distinguish this moral edpvia, as redela kal 
adyOun, from the lower kind of edpvia which a man of ‘ good 

natural ability’ possesses. The reAcia kai ddnOwy eidpvia of this 
passage may be compared, as Ramsauer notes, with the Geta edruxia 

(Z. EB. H. 14. 1248 b. 3), or edpria dpéEews Kai éexiOupias (Z. £2. 

14. 1247 b. 39) of the #. LZ. and 4.14. The writers of these 
treatises found the doctrine of vovxi dper in Aristotle ; but they 

certainly developed it in a way which suggests Platonic influence. 
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The Platonic tone and phraseology of the following passage 
4 oe ° A > c 

(AZ. M. ii. 8. 1207 a. 35) is remarkable :—éorw otv 7 evtvxia ado- 
Ld c ‘ > , > c cA , a+ Lg A A ? / ‘ yos pvows* 6 yap evtvyns eotw 6 dvev Aédyou Exwv Oppiy mpos Tayabd, Kai 

U > , - > > ‘ U 4 > AN = - © lod , 

TovTwy emiTvyxdvav, TovTO 6 eat Pivews’ Ev yap TH Wuxy eveotw TH puoet 
a ee: - 3 , A aon > 7 ‘ ” > r) ‘ TOLOUTOY @ Oppapev aNdyws Tpds a dv ev Exper, kal Et TLS EpwTNoELE TOV 

ovtas €xovra, dia Ti TudTO UpeoKEL Go OUTS TpaTTEW; OvK olda, hyo, 

GAN apécket por, Guowov wdoxev Tois evbovotdgovew* Kal yap oi évOovara- 

Covres civev Adyou éppiy éxovor mpos To mparrev t. Cf. Plato, AZleno, 

99 D kai rods rodutixods ody HKLoTa ToUT@Y daivey ay Geiovs TE eivat Kal 

evOovoraev, emimvous bvras Kai KaTEXopevous ek TOD Geov, dray KaTopOact 

Aeyovres ohh Kal peyada mpayparta, pndev eiddtes GY NEyovat. 

§ 18. 1a S€ Now] ra mpds 7d TéNos. 

§19.] At the end of § 17 the opponent had to admit that if the 
TéAos being dvowxdy makes vice involuntary, it also makes virtue 

involuntary. But he wishes to believe that virtue is voluntary 

(9 dpery Exovowy eorw 1114 b. 19); accordingly he must admit ez/her 

that the end is not fixed vce (cite 6) 1d réhos py pio exdoTo 

gaiverar add Te kal wap’ aitéy éorw—it is partly due to himself) or 

that the end is indeed qverxév, but the means are voluntarily chosen 

by the good man (etre 7d pev tehos Ghvouxdy, TG S€ Ta wma mpadrrew 

éxougiws tov onovdaiov . . .). But either admission, made in the 

interest of the voluntariness of virtue, entails the voluntariness of 

vice. 

§ 20. domep héyeror| ze. it is maintained by our opponent that 

virtue is voluntary. 

§§ 21, 22.]| The order accepted by Bekker from the MSS. viz. 
(1) kows ... mpoord&n, (2) odx spoiws .. . Exovcvor Ought to be reversed : 

see Rassow, Vorsch. p. 28. Spengel (Arist. Stud. pp. 205-6) 
inclines to the view that the section ody dpoiws ... éxovovo is a mar- 

ginale, and not, as Scaliger supposed, a part of the original text 

detached from its immediate antecedent § 20 by the intrusion of 

the words cow... pooragén. He thinks that the words ody 6polws ... 

exovovo: are Out of place after § 20, which merely proves that dpery 

and xaxia are equally voluntary. But are they out of place as 
referring back to the remark made at the end of $14? 

1114 b. 9. 

b. 15. 

b. 16. 

b. 22, 

b, 26. 

§ 21. mpaxtikai (kal) ka adtds] 7. ¢. NOt rovt@y mpakrixal Kard b. 28. 

ovpBeBnkds: e.g. the eés of temperance produces temperate acts, 

because it is its own nature to do so, not because they happen to 
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a. 5. 
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conduce to health or respectability. Susemihl and Bywater insert 
kat before xa6’, with T, Asp., Ob, CCC, NC, Cambr. Of course 

MSS. do not help us to a decision. I do not like the kai. 

§ 22. xphoacbar| ‘to act’: cf. the use of xpos = evépyea LL. 

liek. L2UG A. 14: 

§ 23. méca.] See Grant’s excellent notes here and on ii. 7. 1. 

Aristotle can hardly have regarded his list of virtues as theoretically 

exhaustive. He only means that it is not limited to the four 
‘cardinal virtues’ copia, dvdpeia, cappooirn, di:xavorvvn, but involves 

a more minute analysis of the conditions of human life than that 

enumeration presupposes. We may suspect that, having written 

tives eiot kal mept Tota Kai m@s, he naturally went on to write kai 

TOTAL. 

GHAPRTER a Wil: 

ARGUMENT. 

Here ends our general description of moral virtue. Let us now proceed to 
describe in detail the various forms of moral virtue—the virtues 22 the plural: 

their number our list, when finished, will show. 

Courage. J¢ zs a mediocrity in relation tothe feelings of fear and confidence. 
Now, we fear evils—to use the most general expression. Hence fear ts defined 

as the expectation of evil. But although we fear all evils—adisgrace, poverty, 

disease, friendlessness, death, it 7s not with all of them that courage has to do; for 

there are some evils which a man ought ¢o fear. Thus if a man does not fear 

disgrace he ts shameless, not courageous, although the latter epithet ts sometimes 

wrongly applied to him, because he resembles the courageous man in ‘not fear- 

ing. On the other hand, poverty and disease perhaps ought not to be feared: 
they do not come by one’s own fault ; but yet, being without fear of them does 
not constitute a man courageous, except in a metaphorical sense. A man may 

be a coward in war, and yet look the loss of his fortune boldly in the face. Or 

again, he may fear the outrage of wife and children or the jealousy of Hleaven, 

and yet be no coward ; may look forward toa flogging with a stout heart, and. 
yet not be courageous. What then is the object of fear with which courage ts 
concerned ? Surely that which ts the object of the greatest fear—for the coura- 
geous man ts the man to face tt—death, which puts an end to life. But not 
death, as such, however coming—thus, not death by shipwreck or disease—but 
death coming gloriouslyiuattle, LHe ts courageous, in the strict sense, who ts 
without dread of a glorious death, and of the risks which bring it to close 
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quarters with him in sudden onslaught—and such above all are the risks of 
war: not that the courageous man ts not also without dread of death by ship- 
wreck or disease ; but the prospect of such a death does not call forth his peculiar 

excellence, for he revolts against it, as miserable and inglorious, often, in his 

inexperience, regarding it as inevitable, when tt ts not ; nor can he takeup arms 
and defend himself against it. It is only where a man can take up arms and 
defend himself, or where death ts glorious, that he can ‘ show courage. 

§ 1. mept dvdpetas| See Grant’s excellent notes on §§ 1-8 of this 

chapter, in which he refers to the Profagoras (349-51, 359-61), 

and to the Laches to show that ‘ Aristotle’s admirable account of 

courage is to some extent indebted to the observations of Plato, 

while in some points it is a protest against the Platonic theory.’ 

Aristotle’s relation to the Platonic theory may be briefly stated 

thus—Aristotle is at one with Plato in recognising the moral 

elevation of the virtue, but he limits its sphere to war, whereas 

Plato extends it so as to include all dangers—even those of 

temptation. 

§§ 1, 2. mept ddBous ... mpooSoxiav Kaxod] Grant quotes Profag. 

358 D xpocdoxiay twa Aéywo Kakod TodTo, «ire PdBov etre S€os KaXeire, 

and Laches, 198 B jjyovpeba & hpeis Sewa pev etvar a S€os mapexer, 

Gappadéa Sé a pr d€é0s tmapéxer’ Séos dé mapéxer od TA yeyovdra, ovde Ta 

Tapdvta Tov Kak@v, GAXa Ta TpocdoKapeva’ Séos yap eivat mpoodokiay 

pedovros kaxod. But, it is argued by Socrates,—drdpeia cannot be 

an emotnyn, for science has nothing to do with time. Agriculture, 

1115 a. 6. 

or strategy, pia ovoa epopa kal yryvopeva Kal yeyovdta Kal yernodpueva 

(198 E) ... Kai 6 vopos odrm tarres py Toy paytiv Tod oTpaTnyod 

apxew adda tov otpatnyov Tod pdvtews. If courage is a science, it 

cannot be confined to the future (Sway xal Oappadéor) but must be 

concerned with good and evil universally—* wept mavrev dyabav te 

kai Kak@y kal ravtas exdvTwv (199 GC): Then, asks Socrates, can he 

be wanting in the highest virtue, who knows all that is good and 
all that is evil; and can he fail in temperance or justice or holiness, 

who alone can guard against evil and compass good, whether in 
the service of the gods or in the society of men? ov« apa, concludes 

Socrates (199 E), pdpiov dperijs av ein 7d viv Aéyopevov GAA oipraca 

dpern. What we call ‘moral courage’ is, in fact, made the 

foundation of all virtue. Such is the suggestion put forward in the 
Laches. Itis particularly to be noted that it is only a suggestion. In 

§ 3 Aristotle protests against this wide and vague use of the term 
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dSpeios suggested in the Laches. The term is properly used, he 
thinks, only in connexion with the dangers of war (§ 10), and 

ka” Suoudrnra (§ 4) in connexion with all other evils. 

q5y avepdy yeyévytar| This is the reading Kb, Ob, Cambr., 

accepted by Susemihl and Bywater, instead of the kai mpdrepov 

cipnrar of other MSS. (some of which, e.g. CCC, B', B’, however 

add havepsy yap yeyévnta) accepted by Bekker. I prefer Bekker’s 

reading: cf. below iii. 10. 1 drt pev ody peodrns eott mepi Ndovas 1 

coppocivn eipytor piv. Whatever may be thought of the genuine- 

ness of the S:aypady in ii. 7, there can be no doubi that there was a 

duvaypapy of some kind there to which Aristotle is entitled to refer 

back here. 

§ 3. doBodpeba pév odv mdvra Ta kakd, otoy adogiav| Eudemus 

(Z. £. iii. i. 1229 a. 33) limits the application of the term dos. 

He distinguishes #éBos, properly so called (fear of death), from 
dread of disgrace, &c. 6dws pev ody PoBepa Neyerar Ta TouTiKa PoBov. 

Toiaita © cotiv daa haiverae rroutixa Ai’ans POapriKys’ Tots yap GAAnv 

Tia mpoadexopévors AVY Eérépa pev av Tis tows UT yevortro Kal Tafos 

Erepov, poBos & ovk €orat, otov et tus mpoopGro Ore Aunnoerar omy jv ot 

POovoivtes Numodvrat, } TovadTyv olay of CpAodvtes i) of aiaxuydpevor. GAN 

emt pdvats Tais Tovavtas hawopevars €oecOar Avmats HdBos yivera, 6o@v 7 

gvors dvaiperixy tov Gav. Thus dos is not the proper name for the 

anticipation of the pain of envy or shame; it is applied only to the 

anticipation of such pains as are destructive of life—éowv 7 duos 

avaipetixn tov (nv. This refinement in the use of the term dos was 

doubtless suggested primarily to Eudemus by Aristotle’s limitation 

of the sphere of dvdpeta to war; but a passage in he. li. 5. 1382 a. 
21 may also have had its influence—é¢ura 6) PéBos dry Tes 7) Tapaxy 

ek havtacias peANovtos Kakov POaprixod i) AuTNpov’ ov yap mavTa Ta Kaka 

oBodvra, oioy ei Zora tdiKos i) Bpadvds, GAN doa AUTas peyddas 7) POopas 

dvvarat, kal Tair’ cay py méppw adda aiveyyus aivytar Gote pehrew. Ta 

yap méppw oddpa od doBodtvta’ tcace yap mavres Ore amoPavodvra, adn 

OTe ovK eyyts, ovdev dpovrigovaw. ei 57 6 dos Tovr’ eariv, avdykn Ta 

Toaita oBepa etvar doa ghaiverar Svvapw exe peyadnv tov POeipew 7} 

Branrew BAdBas eis AVTNY peydAny ouvTewovcas. 

eva yap Kai Set doBetoOar kat kaddvy| Eudemus would have 

avoided the word @oBcio6a here; nor is it quite consistent with the 

usage of het. ii. 5: edhaBettar ro aicxypdy expresses better than 

goBeira the relation of the emecxys to moral evil. 
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héyerar | The subject is 6 avaicxurtos. 1115 9.14: 

§ 4. 058° Shas doa ph amd Kaklas pyde 8 adtdév] In limiting the a. 17. 

sphere of dySpeta to war, without narrowing the application of the 

term $ofcicOa (as it is narrowed by Eudemus), Aristotle shows that 

he fully recognises the virtue which we call ‘moral cowrage’—the 

gipmaca aperyn Of Laches 199 E, which Plato (adopting the Socratic 
doctrine of éykpdrea) very rightly regards as the foundation of 

mro\epixy apern and all the other virtues. 

§ 5. $0dvov] Does he mean the envy of a rival (or of Heaven), a. 23. 
or the pain of being oneself envious? The writer of the 2. Z\ iii. 1. 

1229 a. 37 adopts the latter alternative—dBos & odk éora, oioy et 
~ , a A a 

Tls mpoop@to OTe AumHceTat AUTNY Hv ot POovovytes AuTOvYTAL, 

§ 6. poBepdrarov . . . Kaxdy etvar| Here doxei does not mecessarily a. 26. 

express Aristotle’s own view, any more than it does in i. 10. 3 doket 

yap eval Tt To TeOvedte Kal Kakov Kai ayabdv, LF. NV. i. 10. §§ 3-5, and 

£. N.i. 11, should be read in connexion with the present remark. 

§ 7. év Oaddtrn 7 véco1s] Grant quotes Laches, 191 D, E, for a. 29. 
the extended use of the term dvdpeia, to which objection is made 

here and in the following sections—Sovdépevos yap cov mudéobar py g pevos ‘ydp pi 
v3 A > ~ e ~ > , > A ‘ ‘ > na e¢e ”~ ‘ ? , 

pdvov Tors €v TO éritiK@ avdpetous, GANG kal TOUS ev TO inmtKG Kat ev Evp- 

TAVTL TO TOAEMLKG ELdEL, Kal pA) POVOY TOUS ev TA TOAEUw, GANA kal Tos ev D mohepix@ cider, Kal pu) p He, s 
Tois mpos tiv Oadattav Kwduvois avdpeiovs dvtas, Kal doo. ye Tpos vdcous 

‘ ad \ ; , a ‘ A & A > ame 5 , * > ‘ kal. door mpos tmevias 7) Kal mpds Ta TodLTLKA avdpEtol EioL, Kal ETL aU pT) 

povoy Gao. mpos AUmas avdpett eiow 7) PcBous, GANA Kal wpos émOvplas 7 

noovas Sewot payerOat, Kai pévortes i) avaotpeovres—eiot yap Tov Twes, 
> , <3) - , > - 

@ Aayns, Kal €v Tots TovodTos avdpetou. 

§ 8. kahhiore | Cf. Thue. ii. 42. 5 «ai 60 eXaxiorov Karpod Tvx75 a. 31. 

dpa axpn THs S0Ens paddov 7 Tov Seouvs amnddadynaav. 

$10. imdyua] aiprudios emepydpeva Paraph.—the sense given to a. 34. 

the word here by Leddell and Scott; cf. iii. 8. 15 8d kat avdpero- 

répov Soxei etvae 7d €v Tois aithyidious PdBos apo8ov Kai ardpaxov etvar 7} ev 

Tois mpodnAous* amd e&ews yap paddov jv, Gre frTov ek TapacKeuns’ Ta 

mpopavy pev yap Kav ek Noyutpod Kal Adyou Tis mpoéAoiro, Ta 8 eFaidyns 

kata thy €&wv. The word tindywos means literally ‘nigh at hand,’ 

and Hippocrates 1225 C. E. F. is quoted by Lzddell and Scott for 

an absolute use of tmoywov=‘near the end, at the approach of 
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1115 a. 34, death.’ tmdéyua here may have been selected by Aristotle with a 

b, 2. 

reminiscence of this absolute use; cf, &. £. iii, i. 1229~-b. 10 

kal yap KivOuvos él trois rovovrous Aéyera povois TOV oBepay, dtav TAH- 

alov 7 TO THs ToLavTns POopas moutikdy’ chaiverar dé kivdvvos, Grav mAnoiov 

aiynra. 

§ 11. ot pév] of dvdpetor. 

§ 12. év ots éotiv Gxt 7 Kahdv 75 dro8avety| Men ‘show courage’ 

where they can take up arms and defend themselves, or (7) where 

death is glorious, ‘The former condition may be realised without 
the latter; in which case the dvdpeia would be of one of the spurious 

kinds described in chapter 8: the latter condition, however, cannot 

be realised without the former. Death, in a good cause, which a 

man endured fearlessly, but could not actively resist, would not be 

Kados Oavaros, 

CHAPTER. Vil. 

ARGUMENT. 

Men differ in the things which they fear ; but there are things so fearful that 
no man in his senses will regard them without terror, or think of facing them. 

These may be dismissed, for we have to do only with things which, although 

they are fearful, zt is possible for men to face. These latter are, in themselves, 

and for different men, fearful in different degrees. Similarly, things inspire 
confidence in different degrees. It is with objects of fear, then, which are not 

too fearful for man to face, and with the grounds of confidence which may be set 

off against them, that the courageous man is concerned. His fear and his 

confidence he will govern aright, facing the danger of battle, as he ought, 

and as reason dictates, for the sake of glorious achievement ; for glorious 

achievement ts the end of virtue. A courageous act, like every other virtuous 

act, realises its own end when it shows forth the end for the sake of which 
ets parent habit exists. The habit of courage is a glory to human nature: 

at extsts for the sake of being a glory to human nature—to be this that it is is 

ats end. To show forth then the peculiar glory of courage ts the end for the sake 
of which the courageous man faces danger and does deeds of courage. 

On the side of excess we have :— 

(1) The man whose fearlessness ts excessive. He has no name, but may be 

described as a sort of madman, or insensate person, for whom (as they say for 
the Celts) earthquakes or waves have no terrors. 

) 

| 
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(2) The man whose confidence ts excessive—the rash man, who is also a 
swaggerer and a pretender to courage, but fails in the hour of real danger. 

(3) Zhe man whose fear ts excessive—the coward. He appears also on the 
side of defect, for his confidence is defective ; excessive fear, however, ts what ts 
most noticeable in him,and hopelessness ; whereas the courageous man is full of 

good hope. Rash men again are eager for the fray before the danger is at hand, 

but in the hour of danger they hang back ; whereas courageous men are keen 

when the time for actzon comes, but keep quiet before zt. 

Courage then is a mediocrity in relation to the feelings of confidence and fear, 

as these are roused in war ; and the courageous man deliberately takes his stand 

where he does because tt is glorious to do so, or would be disgraceful not to 
do so. 

But to commit suicide in order to avoid poverty, or the pangs of love, or any 

other pain or sorrow, is not courageous, but cowardly : for to shrink from hard- 
ships is effeminacy ; and the suicide braves death; not because death ts glorious, 

but because life is evil. 

§ 1. 1d S€ poBepdv . . . bwép dVOpwrov] There are two classes 1115 b.7. 

of oBepa, (1) poBepa which men can face; each one of these is 

differently oSepév to different men: (2) PoBepa so appalling that no 
man in his senses will face them—lightnings, earthquakes, inun- 

dations (Paraph.). 

§ 2. ds avOpwios]| 7. ¢. so far as ra Kara GvOpwrov are concerned,  »b. 11. 

goPycerar pév ody Kal Ta toradta] z.¢. as well as ra imep 
avOpwror, 

ds Set S€ Kal ds 6 Adyos Sropevet| mpoordrre is to be understood b. 12. 

after Adyos, and 6 avdpeios is the subject of imouevet, He will indeed 
fear them, but yet, in obedience to the dictates of reason, will face 

them. Ramsauer refers to a passage in Zop. iv. 5. 125 b. 20, in 

which Aristotle makes the avépeios dmaOys, instead of, as here, 

eyxparns pdBov. (See § 5, below kar’ déiav . . . méoxer Kal mpdrret 

6 dvdpeios), The passage in the Zofics is as follows—écapaprdvovar 
dé kai of thy céw els thy dxodovGovcay Suvamw TdatTovTEs, olov THY mpadTnTAa 

€ykpdrevav opyns Kal thy avdpetav kal tHv Sikavoctyny PoBev Kal Kepdav" 

ayOpeios pev yap Kal mpaos 6 arabs héeyerat, eyxpatis 8 6 macxev Kal pi) 

dydpevos. “lows pev ovv akodovet Sivapis Exatépw To.aityn, Got «i TaOou, 

py Gyeo Oat Gdda Kparew* ov pyy ToiTo y €oTl TO pev avdpeim TO S€ mpdw 

eivat, GANG TO GAs pH TacxXeELY Ud TeY ToLOUTeY pydev, We may explain 

this difference between the Zopzcs and L¢hics by pointing out that 
in the Zopics Aristotle is speaking of the abstract notion of dv- 

Speta—rovrd ye €or, TS pev avOpeim eiva, as discussed by dialectical 
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1115 b. 12. disputants; whereas in the L’hics he is describing the dvdpeios in 

the concrete. 

Tod Kaho’ Evexa’ toto yap Téhos THs dper_s| Ramsauer observes 

that it is here for the first time that the chief end is described as 

7o kaddv: henceforward it is often so described, as in Z. V. 1116 a. 

Ti, ie, 117 a. 8, 4678 b.139, 1£20.a. 25,224. ee. Dee emi 

£.. E£. 1229 a. 8, 1230 a. 27: and in 7. AZ, 1190 a. 28 and 33. 

b.15. § 4. (8) od Set] Susem. and Bywater restore 6 from I. 

b.17. § 5. 6 pev... bropevwy kat poBodpevos . . . Suoiws 8é Kal 

Sappav] ‘The man who governs his fear and also his confidence 

aright, and faces the dangers that he ought to face.’ 

06 évexa| sc. det, 7.¢. kadod évexa—in a glorious cause. 

b.19. kart dgiav] There ought to be the same ratio between the 

magnitudes of two ¢é8o as there is between the magnitudes of their 

respective oBepa. 

6 Adyos| The faculty which perceives, or the consciousness of, 

that right ratio (6 6p@ds Adyos . . . 76 Kar’ d€iav) which education has 

established among the dAoya ran of human nature. 

b.20. mdoxer] Cf. note on § 2, b. 12, above. 

§ 6. téMos SE... Ta Kata Thy dvSpeiav| See paraphrase at 

the beginning of this chapter. Rassow’s é&w* cai r@ dvdpeiw Sey © 
avdpeia kadov* for the received ef" kai to dvdpeiw 5é ) avdpeia Kaddv* 

is probably right (4orsch. p. 90). We see from this passage what 

a ‘positive’ conception of Nature underlies Aristotle’s ‘Teleology.’ 
Human Nature is a beautiful organism, and to be beautiful is its 

raison délre. So a plant or animal is its own radson d’étre; it 

performs the functions of its nature for the sake of maintaining that 
nature in perfection—a doctrine which was afterwards eagerly 
taken up by Plotinus: see vz. v. 8. (vol. 2. p. 12, ed. Kirch- 

hoff) Aw kai rd eivar rodewdy eotw, éti tad’tov TO Kah@, Kal Td Kaddv 

epdcov, OTe TO civar,  morepoy Sé norépov atriov ti ypn Cyreiv, ovens 

THs Pvoews putas ; 

b. 22. Spiletar yap ekactov to téder] These words are placed by 
Imelmann (Ods. Crit. in Arist. Lth. Nic. p. 6) after ra xara rhv 

avSpetay With the approval of Rassow. I think they are better in 
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their old place, immediately after rovodrov (7. ¢. kaddv) 5) Kai rb réXos, 1115 b. 22. 

which they explain. The meaning is—‘ If dvdpeia 7s caddy, we may 
infer that its ed is rd xaddv, for a thing is (ce. 2s essentially as 

defined—épifera:) what it is in relation to its réXos.’ 

§§ 7-12.] Cf ii. 7. 2, where the same complicated system of b. 24. 
extremes is exhibited, vzz. :— 

I. excess of fear 

2. defect of confidence 
3. excess of confidence constituting the @pacis. 

4. defect of fear (or excess of fearlessness) constituting an 
ey 
av@vupos, 

\ constituting the deAds. 

The writer of Z. £. iii. 1. 1228 a. 33 sqq., instead of distinguishing 

the imepBaddov ti apoBia aS dyrupos from the 6pacvs, simply says 

6 Opaods . . . olos PoBeiobar pev Arrov 7) Set Oappetv dé paddov 7) Sei. 

§ 7. Kedtous] Cf £. EL. iii. 1. 1229 b. 28. Zell and Coraes b. 28. 
quote Strabo vii. p. 293, who relates, on the authority of Ephoros— 
Omha aipecOar mpos Tas mAnppupidas Tors KipBpovs, kat dre apoiay oi 

KeArol doxodvres katak\v¢ecOa tas oikias imopévovow. Zell thinks it 

not unlikely that Aristotle here borrows directly from Ephoros. 

Ramsauer refers to an extract in Stobaeus, For. ¢. 40 (vol. i. p. 167 
ed. Meineke) from the cvvaywyn é6av of Nicolaus, KeArol of 76 

@KEAVg yeiTMaVTES aigxXpov TyyovrTaL ToLxoy KaTaminrovTa 7} oikiay evyety, 

TAnppupioos Sé ex ths ew Oadatrns émepxopervns peO’ Orwv arravtavtes 

tmopévovow Ews katakdvCovrat, iva py Sox@or evyovtes Tov Odvatov 

goBeicba. As Ramsauer notes, both Plato and Aristotle represent 

the character of the Northern peoples as marked by the prepon- 
derance of Oupds Rep. 435 E, Pol. 1327 b. 23. Eudemus says 

(Z. £. iii. 1. 1229 b. 29) kat drws 7 BapBapixy dvdpeia pera Bupod 
eee 
€OTLV. 

$10. év tats AUmats] ze. ev PédBors. Excessive fear (generally 1116 a. 1. 
producing physical symptoms, see iv. 9. 2) is more manifest than 

defective confidence. 

§ 13. ev ots eipytar] 7. ¢. ev modéeuo. a. 11. 

16 8 dmoOvjckew gedyovta meviay «.t.d.] Aristotle, Grant a. 12. 
remarks, ‘does not sympathise with or discuss the sentimental deaths 
of the Cynic philosophers. Suicide was afterwards dignified by the 

U 
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1116 a.12. Stoics with the name of ée&aywyn—‘ ushering oneself out of the 

world.”’ See Zeller, Stotcs, Lpicureans and Sceptics p. 316 sqq. 
(English translation) for suicide among the Stoics. 

CHARTER Valk 

ARGUMENT. 

Such ts Courage strictly so called ; but five other kinds less strictly so called 
may be distinguished: and first, as resembling true courage most closely— 

(1) The courage of the ordinary citizen. He faces danger because his city 

punishes and disgraces him if he does not, and honours him if he does. Hence 
‘ courageous men’ are most common in those cities in which cowardice ts held in 
dishonour and courage in honour. This ts the sort of courage which Homer por- 

traysin Hector with his— What will Polydamas think of me!’ andin Diomedes 
with his—‘ What will Hector say!’ Tt ts like the true courage in so far as its 
motive is virtuous, i.e. shame and a wish to avoid disgrace and a destre for 
honour and glory. Under this head we may also bring the courage of those 
who are compelled by their commanding officers to face danger—a niuch inferior 

form, being actuated not by shame, but by bodily fear, by destre to avoid not dis- 
grace but physical pain. This kind of courage to which a man is compelled ts 
very far removed from that of the truly courageous man, who faces death under 
the inspiration of a glorious cause. 

(2) The courage of experience: that of trained professional soldiers who 

know the risks of war (often more imaginary than real), and how to meet them 

with the greatest safety to themselves and loss to their adversaries. They go 
into battle knowing that they are likely to come out of tt unhurt. Tf they are 
confronted by superior numbers, and see that there is real danger, they are the 
jirst to flee ; whereas non-professional citizen troops prefer death to the disgrace 
of flight. Socrates, when he said that ‘ courage ts knowledge,’ seemed to identify 

true courage with this courage of experience ; but the two are widely different. 
(3) The courage of passion and spirit. This ts the courage of wild beasts 

when they rush upon those who have wounded them,and of Homer's heroes 

when thetr ‘ blood boils, and they ‘ breathe forth wrath through their nostrils. 

The truly courageous man ts indeed helped on by his passion and spirit, but the 
consciousness of the glorious significance of his achievement ts his real motive, 

and guides him throughout, whereas passion and spirit are blind guides, and 

cannot supply a moral motive: their influence ts that of mere feeling—of pain- 
ful feeling, when one is angry, of pleasurable feeling, when one wreaks one’s 

vengeance. Lf pleasure and pain were moral motives, then the ass, em- 

boldened by the pain of hunger to graze on, in spite of blows, and the lover, 
risking all to enjoy his mistress, would be examples of true courage. True 

courage is not a thing of feeling, but of reason; nevertheless the courage of 
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passion and spirit lies near to true courage, in that it 1s more deeply constitu- 
tional than the other forms, and expresses the nature of the man more fully, and 
accordingly may become true courage, of guided by reason and supplied with an 

zdeal, 
(4) The courage of hope. Those who have often conquered are confident in 

danger, their confidence being due to the tdea that they are supertor to their ad- 

versaries, and will receive no harm from them. Men who are drunk also 
become emboldened by hope ; but if things do not turn out as they expect, then 
they fice. The unexpected is the best test of a man’s courage. Expected dangers 

a man who is not very courageous may prepare for, and face, because he has 
come to the conclusion that there ts less risk in facing them than in avoiding 

them ; but if a man is found facing an unexpected danger, we may infer that 

the habit is strong in him. 
(5) The courage of ignorance. It ts not unlike that of hope, but inferior to it, 

inasmuch as the man who hopes ts actuated by an idea of success tn circumstances 

of which he is aware, whereas the man whose courage ts that of ignorance ts not 

actuated by an idea of success in circumstances of which he ts aware, but by 
ignorance of the circumstances, like the Argives who went boldly out to battle. 

not because they hoped to beat Spartans, but because they thought that Spartans 

were Sticyonians. 

§ 1. katd wévte tpdmous}| The ground on which these five forms 
of courage are distinguished, as spurious, from true courage is 

concisely stated in 4. / iii. 1. 1229 a. 12 gore © eidn dvdpeias mévre 

Aeydpeva Kal dpoudtnta’ Ta aita yap tropevovow, GAN ov bua Ta adra. 

The spring of action is different. In the case of true courage it is 

the obligation which the perception of 7é xadév lays upon the agent : 

the source of each truly courageous act is the whole man, 7. e. the 
agent as a rational whole; whereas the seeming courageous acts 

done xara tovs mévre tpdz0vs spring not from the whole man, but 

from isolated feelings. It is the same difference as Kant marks 

by the distinction between a formal principle and material grounds 

of action. 
These spurious forms are given in three different orders by 

Aristotle, Eudemus, and the writer of the JZ. JZ, Eudemus (2. £. 

1229 a. 12 sqq.) has 4 woderixy—y orpariwrixyn (60 eumerpiav)—y de 

dreiptav kal étyvorayv—7 kar’ €Arida—y bia wabos adéyoTov oioy bv epwrta 

kat Oupdv. The writer of the JZ. M7. (i. 20. r190b. 21 sqq.) has 
Kar euretpiav—7 Sia tHv arepiav—n dia Ta TaOn, oiov of epavtes 7) ot 

evOovaratovres—n Ov aicydyny tiv mpos Tovs moAiras—y Ov edAmida, 

TpOtTov pev Hy WodiTunH’ pddiota ydp e€oxev| ‘ideoque (ydp) 

obtineat primum locum.’ Rams. ‘This phrase (soNcrixi dvdpeia),’ 
says Grant, ‘is to be found in Plato’s Republic p. 430 C, where it 

U2 

1116 a. 16. 

fe Ibe 
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1116 a. 17. probably originates, but it is there used in a different sense from 
the present. Plato meant by the term “civil courage” to dis- 
tinguish the true courage of a civilized man from all merely brutal 
instincts. Aokeis ydp poe tiv dpOnv Sdéav mept tSv ad’rdv TovT@y avev 

mawdelas yeyovviay, thy te Onpiddn Kai avdparodadn, ovre mavu vdpipov 

yyciaOa, GAXo te TL H avSpeiav Kadeiv. *AAnOectata, Hv S eya, héyets. 

’Arodéxopat Tolvuy tovTo avdpeiay eivar, Kat yap amodéxov, iv & eye, 

ToNtTiKny ye, Kai 6pbads dmodéEex, Aristotle meant by “‘ civil courage ” 

that daring which is prompted, not by an independent desire for 

the beautiful, but by a regard to reputation, and to the fame or 

disgrace and even punishment awarded by society to brave or 

cowardly actions respectively.’ It is scarcely necessary to add 

that the difference here between Plato and Aristotle is only about 
the use of a phrase. Aristotle is at one with Plato in regarding 

true dvdpeia as a habit acquired by the modirns under the influence 

of véuos. We can only say that he thinks fit to use the adjective 
mohirixy in an inferior sense here, just as he does in /. WV. i. 5. 4, 

where he makes the odurixos Bios one of the inferior lives, although 

man is vce modutixdy (Gov. The contrast between modirat (ordinary 

citizens), and hired orpariéra (§ 6 below), going out to battle, 

was doubtless in his mind when he wrote § 1, and probably in- 

duced him to give mudutixn the sense which it bears here: cf. ££. 
lll, I, 1229 a. 13, where modurixy and orpartwrixn occur close 

together—Mia pev rodirixn, adtn 8 éoriv, 7 Ov aide odaa, Sevrépa 7 

atpatiorixy’ avtn dé dv eumewpiay kat rd cidévar. That the influence 

of vépos, so carefully allowed for in Plato’s definition of dvdpeta 

(Rep. 430) as divayis kal cornpia Sia mavrds SdEns dpOijs Te Kai voutpou 

dewar rept xai py, is fully taken account of in Aristotle’s theory of 

7 avOpeia 7 Sia 7d Kaddy is proved, if it is necessary to quote special 

passages in support of what is involved in Aristotle’s whole con- 

ception of the relation between the individual and the state—by 
Rhet. i. 9. 1366 b. 11 dvdpia dé Sv iy mpakrikol ciate TOV Kadev Epywv 

€v Tots KwvdvvoLS, Kal @s 6 Ydpos KEheEveEL kal UmNpETLKOL TO VOnO. 

2.23, § 2. Moudu8dpas] Ziad xxii. 100. 

a.25. “Extwp| Lad viii. 148. 

a.28. §8.] Ramsauer, rightly I think, makes 67 aiéé yap parenthetical. 
This kind of courage resembles true courage more closely than the 

other forms do, because it is actuated by aides, which, though not 
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dpern, is akin to it, and contributes to it (see ii. 7. 14 7 yap aides 1116 a. 2s. 

dpery pev ovk €or, émaweira b€ Kal 6 aidjpowv: cf. iv. g), and by a 

desire for yun, which though not ré caddy, or the chief end (see i. 5. 

§§ 4, 5), is yet its ‘guinea stamp,’ and an object the moderate 

pursuit of which constitutes an dpery (see iv. 4) which contributes 

to the attainment of the chief end. 

§ 4. dvaykatopévous] There are thus two kinds of srodzrixy a. 30. 
avSpeia: (1) 9 be aida, (2) 9 80 avdykny Kai PéBov. Grant refers to 

Phaedo 68 D, ‘ where Plato speaks of most men being courageous 

from a sort of cowardice’—re@ dedvévar kai Séec avdpeiot eiow mavtes 

TAI of piridcopo' Kaitou dromdy ye Seer Twa Kal Sedia avdpeiov iva, 

6 “Extwp| Ji. ii. 391. It is Agamemnon not Hector who a. 33. 

speaks. The lines are quoted again in Pol. iii. 9. 1285 a. 10 and 

attributed correctly to Agamemnon. See Zell’s note. 

§ 5. mpoortdtrovtes| The reading apparently of all MSS., except a. 36. 
a ‘Codex Pontificius,’ which has the reading spordrrovres accepted 

by Lamb., Vict., Coraes, and Susemihl. Ipordzrovres would mean 

‘posting in front’; mpoordrrovres, simply ‘ posting,’ generally with 

dat. or adverb of place. 

téntovtes| The commentators refer to Herod. vii. 223, where 

the Persian commanders at ‘Thermopylae are said to have used 

whips. See Rawlinson’s note (7) on the chapter, and note (8) on 
Herod. vii. 22 for the practice among the Persians and other 

Oriental nations. 

$6. 1 epmepia]l See Laches 195, and Profag. 360, where b. 3. 
avdpeia is defined as emornun Or codia tay Seway re Kai py, and 

Protag. 350, where those who know the art of warfare are said to 

be bolder than those who do not (if the latter are bold they are 
not avdpeior but pawdpevor)—in short of emiotjpoves tHv put) env Tapevor 

Oappadewrepol eiot, kal avrol éavtay, emedav padwow, 7) mpw pabciv. But 

as we have seen (note on iii. 6, §§ 1, 2), objections are raised in 
the Laches 199, to the definition emornun rov Sewav kai wn, and 

‘the knowledge of good and evil, with which dvdpeia is identified 

at the end of the dialogue, is something differing /ofo coelo from 

the €umewpia of the professional (z.e. mercenary) soldier with which 
Aristotle very unfairly wishes to confound the Socratic émornpy | 

tov dewav. Aristotle’s unfair statement of the Socratic position, ‘is 
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corrected,’ Grant tells us, ‘by Eudemus in his Ethics ’—(Z. £. tit. 
I. 1229 a. 15) 9 orpartwrixy ... 60 eumetpiav Kai 7d eidévar, oty oomep 

Saxpdrns én ra Sewd, GAN Gru tas Bonbetas trav Sewdv. I fear that 

this ‘correction ’ does not really amount to a fair treatment of the 

Socratic doctrine. Eudemus still wishes his readers to think that 
Socrates identified courage with orpariwriky eumepia, and therefore 

ought to have made it knowledge, not of ra dewdé, but of ras BonOetas 

ray dewar, for he says, Z. £. ili. 1. 1230 a. 4 mapatAnoias b€ rovrots 

kal door Ov epretpiavy tropevover Tovs Kwdvvous, Ovrep TpdmOv aXEdOY Ot 

mreloto TOY oTpatiottkav avOporov Uropevovaoty, ato yap TovvayTioy 

eet i} Gs Gero Taxparns, emiothpny oidpevos eivar THY avdpetav. ovre yap 

dua To eidevar ta PoBepa Oappotow oi emi todls iarovs avaBairew emtiora- 

pevot, add 6re toage Tas BonOcias tov Sewav* ovre B¢ 5 Oappadrewrepov 

ayevigovrat, Tovto avdpeia, Kal yap av 4 laxds Kat 6 movTos kara 

O<oyrw avdpeia ciev" 

“mas yap dnp mevin SeOpnpevos.” 

gavepas (8) evoe Sevdol dvres duws tropevovor bv eumetpiay’ todro 6é, 

Ort ovK ovovrat Kivduvoy eivat' ioaoe yap Tas Bonbeias. onpeiov S€* Stay 

yap py €xew olwvrar BonOevav, adN dn TAnTiov 7 TO Sewdv, ovy dmo- 

pevovow. The knowledge of the professional soldier is indeed the 

knowledge of the means of avoiding danger; but the knowledge 

required by Socrates is the knowledge of danger itself—the power 

of estimating it rationally and facing it at the call of duty. The 

courageous man is the man who knows when to risk all. The 

professional soldier, simply gud@ professional soldier, never makes 
up his mind to risk all. If his experience does not tell him that-he 

is likely to escape, his courage fails. To make the Platonic 

Socrates seem to identify courage with professional é¢pzetpia is 

ridiculously unfair. And it is only a very superficial appreciation 

of the meaning of such a statement as that in Xen. A/em. iv. 6. 11 
ot pev apa éemvatdpevoe tots Sewois te Kal emexivddvois Kates ypnobat 

dyOpetot eiow, of S€ Siayapravoytes tovtov Setkoi—which could lead 

anyone to suppose that the real Socrates identified them. For an 

estimate of the meaning of the Socratic ‘virtue is a science’ see 
Grant, £7h. vol. i. pp. 165 sqq. Essay II. 

keva| The editors have notes here to show that ra xevd rod 

mo\evov-— the empty alarms of war,’ zzanda dell’ (Tac. H7sz. ii. 69), 

and 7a kawa 70d rohéuou, ‘ the surprises of war,’ are both expressions 
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in use. See also Gdller’s note on Thucydides, iii. 30, where ro 1116 b. 7. 

Kawov Tod modeuov is proved to be the correct reading. The MSS. 
here (£. JV. iii. 8. 6) vary hopelessly between xevd and kawad, and 
need not be considered. I think that xevd is to be preferred; it 

seems to be a more natural object for cvvewpdxaow than kava. 

§ 7. eita| Their eumepia gives them confidence (1) as making b. 9. 
them aware of ra kevd tov wodcpov, and (2) efra, as making them 

skilful in the use of weapons, &c. See Grant’s note on § 6. 

§ 9. 74 8€ woditiKd] the citizen troops. b. 18. 

T@ “Eppoto| The Ald. Schol. has the following—Eppaiov ev b. 19. 

Kopeveia tis Bowwtias témos oUT@ Kadovpevos eat medwds év ath, TY 

@Awy avopddrov ovrav' ev @ maparetaypévor Tore Kopwveis atv Tois 

BonOncovow avtois orpati@ras ex Tov Merayotov, peta T&v Bowwrapxav 

Ore THY TOA KaTéAaBov’ Kal THY ’AKpdmodLy cixev iP éEavTa ’Ovdpapxos 6 

axevs mpodobeicay aitg’ avtot péev peivartes avéOavov tnd Tav api Tov 

Ovopapxov dmok\eloavtes Tas TvAas, iva avrois pyndé BovdAopevors e€ein 

guyeiv Kal katadureiv tiv matpida. of d€ Tay Bowrady BonOnoaytes 

avTois oTpati@tar €k TOU Merayoiou epvyov evOds ev apy} THs payns, 

aigOopevor eva tTeOvavar tov Bowwrapyav Xipwva. “Ioropodat mept ths 

paxns tavtns Kedicoddapos (Knpioddios ?) év rij Swdexaty tev rept Tov 

igpov modeuov, kal "Avakyevns ev tH TeTdptn TOY Tmepl Bidummov kal 

"Eqopos ev ri tptaxoory.' Cf. Zell’s note on this scholium. 

See Grote, Ast. of Greece pt. Il, chap. 87, for the career of 

Onomarchus the Phocian. The date of the capture of Coroneia 

by him was B.c. 353 or 352. 

§ 10. kai tov Oupdy] Guzds in Plato is the Welle zum Leben— b. 23. 
that principle that manifests itself, not only in anger, but in tenacity 

of purpose, rivalry, pluck, push, and other forms of ‘spirit.’ 

Without its aid, A\¢yos would succumb. The Adyos of the state— 

its constitution, and institutions, must be maintained by ‘public 

spirit’ and ‘patriotism,’ against the selfishness of citizens, and the 

attacks of foreigners ; the Adyos of the individual must be ‘ preserved 

and succoured’ against the attacks of pleasure and pain, by 

‘strength of will’—succoured by 6vpés against the insidious attacks 

of émbupia (see Rep. 441 A ev Wyn... . €otl rd Ovpoedes emi- 

1 { find this scholium (with a few verbal differences, and the words ioro- 
povot . . . TpiakoorTn omitted) on the margin of CCC. ad Joc. 
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koupov dv TH Aoyotix@ Hioe, and 440 A moddaxod aicbavepeba, drav 

Bialovrat twa mapa Tov oyiopoy emiOvpiar, AowwporvTa Te abTdyv Kat 

Ovpotpevoy To BiaCopev év atte, kal dorep Svoiv cracialévrow Evppaxov 

TO oy yeyvopevoy Tov Ovpdy Tov rovovrov), and preserved by it against 

the disturbing influence of fear (see Rep. 430 B Stvayis kat cwrnpia 
dd&ys dpOjs «.7.A.). In Aristotle évzes has the same fundamental 

meaning—spirit of independence, enterprise, patriotism, loyalty 

in national and individual character. Here indeed, as in the 

parallel passage /. £. ili. 1 (1229 a. 24 80 dpyjv Kal Ovpoy aoavras, 

and 1229 b. 29 kal ddws 7 BapBapixn dvdpeia pera Ovpod €oriv, Eror 

dé kai Ov GdXas ASovas tropevovew' Kai yap 6 Ovpos HOovny xe Twa" per 

ednidos yap eore tywwptas), and in &’ JV. vii. 6, §§ 1-5, it is regarded 

chiefly in the light of its special manifestation—anger: but in Pod. 
H, 6.1327 b. 23 sqq. its fundamental meaning—spirit of enterprise, 

independence, patriotism, loyalty in national and _ individual 

character, is brought out very strongly—ra peév ydp ev trois yuypois 

Toros €Ovn kal Ta wept THY Evparny Ovpod pév éeate mAnpn, Suavoias be 

evdeeotepa kal Téxvns, Sidmep eAevOepa pev Siatedet paddov, awodirevra dé 

kal T@v TAnoioy Gpxew ov Suvdpeva’ ra dé wept tiv Aciav diavontiKa pev 

kal TexviKa THY Wouxnv, GOvpa Sé, Sudmep apxdpeva kai Sovdevovra Siatedet 

70 O€ Tay ‘EAAnvev yévos womep pecever Kata Tovs Tdmovs, OVTwS apmoiv 

petéxet., Kal yap évOupoy kai Suavontixoy eotiv’ didtrep eAevOepov re duaredet 

kai BéATiota ToduTevdpevoy Kai Suvdpevoy apxew TavT@Y, pias TUyydvov 

mohureias. thy adtiy 6. €xer Stahopav Kal ra rev “EAAjvev evn [ai] 

mpos GdAna’ ra pev yap exer THY piaw povdkodor, Ta dé ed [Tre] Kéxparac 

mpos audorepas tas Suvdpers Tavtas, avepoy Toivuy Gre dei Siavonrixovs 

Te eivar kat Ovpoedeis THY vow rods peAdovTas evaywyous ececba TO 

vouobern mpos THY apetny. Omep yap saci twes Sew iUmdpyew Trois Pidakt, 

TO idntixods peév civar TY yyopiywv mpds S€ Tols dyv@ras dypiovs, 6 

Oupos eotw 6 mov Td iAntikov. avtn yap eotw 7 THs Woxns Sivas 7 

purovpev. onpetoy b€° mpds yap Tos auvnbers Kat idovs 6 Oupds aipera 

BaAXov i) mpos Tovs ayv@ras, OAvywpeicOar vouioas. 510 Kat ’Apyidoyos 

TpoonkovTws Tots Pidos eyxad@v Ouadeyerar mpos Tov Oupoy 

) 

“ov yap 6) mapa dirov drayxea.’ 

A A wy ‘A x A » , > A - , , € , ~ 

kal TO dpxov b€ Kal TO eAevOepoy ard THs Suvdpews TavTnsS Umdpyer TacW 
> A A 4 WA c , 

apxixov yap Kal antrnrov 6 Oupos. 

itntikdtatov| Ramsauer quotes Plato, Profag. 349 E kai iras ye 
(6 avdpeios), pn, ef’ a of roddoi PoBodvrar téva., 
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“Ounpos] Zell and the other editors note that the first quotation 1116 b. 27. 
is from //. xiv. 151, or xvi. 529; the second from //. v. 470; and 

the third from Od. xxiv. 318. The fourth does not occur in Homer 

at all. Theocritus 20. 15 (later than Aristotle) has eyot 8 adap 

éCecev aiwa, and in Probl. ii. 26. 869 a. 5 we find 6 @upos Ceors 

Tov Oeppod éorly rod mepi thv kapdiav. Coraes compares Soph. O. C. 

434 Omnvik’ Cer Ovpos, k.7.d. 

§ 11. 6 8é Oupds cuvepyet abrots| cf. below § 12 vorkwrdrn db. 31, 

€oukev 7) Ova Tov Ovpov eivat, Kal mpoaAaBovoa Tpoaipeow Kat Td ov Evexa 

(Z.e. To dia 1rd Kaddv mparre) dvdpeia eiva, There is a natural 

alliance between 6upos and Aoyos: see Plato, Rep. 441. Ovpds is an 

active principle which sides with dédyos, the principle of order, 

against the mere fasszons of the sensibility—the pleasures and 

pains: Cf. £. lV. vii. 6, §§ 1-5, where it is argued that dxpacia 
@vpod is not so bad as dxpagia éemObvprdv, because Ovpds is, at least, 

loyal to Adyos, whereas emOupia is emiZovdos. There is thus a 
special reason for confining the remark cuvepyet atrois to Oupés: 

but Eudemus, looking at the matter from a slightly different 

point of view, is also right in recognising the material value to 

true courage of a// the feelings—shame, anger, hope, &c. which 

inspire the various forms of spurious courage—JL’ L. iii. 1. 1229 

a. 30 mpos Tas mapakeAevoets Tas ev Tois KwWovvoLs XpHolwa TadTa TayTa: 

see Ramsauer’s note. Fritzsche (Z. £. p. 65, note 28) quotes Cic. 
Tusc. iv. 19. 43 ‘quid? quod iidem Peripatetici perturbationes istas, 

- quas nos exstirpandas putamus non modo naturales esse dicunt, 

sed etiam utiliter a natura datas. Primum multis verbis iracundiam 

laudant : cotem fortitudinis esse dicunt.’ 

 év €\er] Struck out by Vict. and Scaliger: see Spengel, Avzsv. b. 33. 
Stud. p. 206: may be.a dittograph of év vAy 7. 

évo.|] Zell and Coraes adopt the suggestion of Camerarius that b. 36. 
the reference here is to Ziad xi. 557 

as 8 67 dvos map’ apovpav iwy €Bincato Traidas 

vobns, @ O14 ToAAG Tepi porad’ audis edyn, 

keiper T eloeAOav Badd Aniov' ot dé Te maides 

TUmTovol porrdadutot’ Bin O€ Te vnTin aiTav* 

onovd7 T eEnaccay, érei 7 exopeaaato PopBis. 

§ 12. duoikwtdtm| Cf. £. LZ. iii, 1. 1229 a. 27 pddwota pvorky 7 1117 a. 4. 
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Tov Oupov’ anrrntoy yap 6 Oupds, Si Kat of maides apiora pdyxovTat: 

EZ. vii. 6. 2 6 8€ Ovpos vaotkatepov kat 1) yaremorns taév emOuvpav 

k.T.d. Ovgds in short represents the natural man—those inherited 

qualities of constitution which supply the rough material to be 
shaped by education into the form of virtue. Cf. Rep. 410 D kai 

pny, nv © ey, TO ye ayptoy Td Ovpoedés av tHs Piaews mapéexotTo, Kai 

opbas pev tpapev avOpetoy ap ein. 

mpochapotca mpoaipeow] Ovuds is one of the forms of épeges. 

This dpeéts must become Bovdevtin. 

kal 76 00 évexa| 7.¢. ro Kaddv, cf. L.L. iii. i, 1230 a. 27 éredy 

maod ye aperh mpoaperixh (rovTo b€ mas eyopev, eipntat mpdrepov, OTe 

Evekd Tivos mavra aipetcbar movei, Kai TovTO eaTt TO Ov EveKa, TO KadZdv), 

dnAdov dru kai 7 dvOpeia adpern Tis ovaa evexd Tivos Trojoer TA oBepa 

imopevery, Gor’ otire bu cyvorav (dpOas yap padXov Tore Kpivery) ovre OV 

nSovnv, GAN Gre kaddv. Cvpds then is a principle which naturally lends 

itself, if cultivated rightly, to the performance of duty. Jt is an active 

principle which makes a man scorn the passive life of submission 

to pleasures and pains. 

Spyrfduevor pev Gdyodor, Tywpodpevor 8 WSovtar| But, if unculti- 

vated, @vzés manifests itself chiefly as anger—a pain hungering 

for the pleasure of personal revenge. It thus ceases to be the ally 

of Aéyos, and becomes an éemévpia opposed to it. Cf. #. £. iii. 1. 
1229 b. 31 kal yap 6 Ovpos ndovyy exer tua’ per €Amidos yap eate 

Tiwwptas. adN duos ovr ei Sid tavtnv ovr ei SL GAAnY HSovny Dropever 

tis Tov Odvatrov 7 uynv peCdvev AuTav, oddeis SiKaiws Cav) avdpeios 

Aéyotro tovrwy. Cf. Rhet. ii. 2. 1378 b. 1 (referred to by Fritzsche 
in his note on the above passage) kal macy dpyh emecOai twa ndovny 

THY ard THs eATiOos TOD Tipwpnoagbar OV pev yap TO otecbar TevSecOat 

av epiera, ovdels b€ Tay havopevay dduvdtay epierat aire, 6 dé dpyt{o- 

pevos eierar Ovvatay att@. 81d kadas cipntat Tept Oupod 

és Te TOV yAvKiov pédiTOS KaTaheLBopuEvoLO 

avdpav év ornbecow aeEerat. 

Bud tadta] 7. ¢. Avmny (dAyodor) and ySovnv (FSorvra). Pain and 

pleasure are subjective springs of action (md@y). Moral action 
must be actuated by reverence for the objective law of duty (ré 

caddv) apprehended by reason. 

od yap 81d 7d Kaddv 068 ws 6 Adyos] sc. KeAever, Cf LL. iii. 1. 
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1229 a. I 9 yap avdpeia dkodovOnors TO Ady@ eortiv, 6 dé Adyos Td Kaddv 1117 a. 8. 

aipetobat Kehevet. 

Rassow (Forsch. pp. 29, 30) omits (with Kb, Ob, and CCC) the 
sentence od 69 é€orw dvdpeia ... kivduvoy at the beginning of § 12 

(it is probably a dittograph of the similar clause in § 11. 1116 b. 

33, 35); places the sentence dvotkwrdty .. . avdpeia etvae after re at 

the end of § 12, 1117 a. 9; and reads dé (with Mb, Ob) instead of 

6n after cat of dvOpwmo 1117 a. 6. He adds that the words kat oi 

poxot... dp@ow § 11 Ought perhaps to be struck out. They are 

out of place in a context relating to ra @npia, and anticipate the 

transition made by the words kat of div@pwior dé. 

§ 13. pybev av wabeiv] Perhaps we should read pnOev dy dvruradeiv. a, 14. 

The MSS. have pnéev dvtirabeiv. 

§ 14. pebucxdpevor| Zell quotes Prod. A. 1. 955 a. 1 Kal dua TovTO 

mpos TO mivew els peOnv mavres ~xovow mpobupas, Ore TavTas 6 olvos 6 

monvs eveAmibas movet, Kabarep 1) vedtns Tovs maidas’ TO ev yap yHpas 

dvoedmi eotiv, 7 dé vedtns €Amidos mANpns. 

§ 15. 86 kat «.7.A.] The courage of the sanguine man is the a 17. 
result of temporary feeling ; he is elated by a perhaps groundless 

hope of victory. But the truly courageous man is actuated by 

steady principle. His nature is such that the law of duty is always 

before his eyes. Hence (66) you may take him on a sudden 
without discomposing him. His courage will be ready on the 

shortest notice, because it is Azmse/f, not a passing mood. 

émd éfews yap paddov Fy, St. ATTov ék tapackeuys| This is a. 19. 

Bywater’s reading for the dw ééews yap paddov, i) Kai dre x... Of 

Lb M> accepted by Bekker. Kb, Ob, CCC, and Cambr. have 

paNov 7) 6te Hrrov. Iam not sure that the imp. 7y is in place here. 

I would suggest awd é&ews yap paddov etvat, dre rrov ek mapackeuys. 

§ 16. ciclv 08 méppw tay edeAidwv| Because their hope blinds a. 23. 

the sanguine to the real nature of the danger which they en- 

counter. 

agiwpa| Those who do not know (oi dyvootrtes) are, however, a. 24. 
inferior to the sanguine in not having that opinion of their own 

superiority which the latter have. ’Agiopa is here the superior 

value which the sanguine attach to themselves, as persons likely to 

prevail: cf. 4... iv. 3. 12, where rd rod peyadotxov délopa is the 
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superior value which the peyaddWuxos assigns to himself—peyd\ov 

autov a&ot a&ios dy—iV. 3. 3. 

Strep ot “Apyetou émaov| The editors refer to Xen. Hell. iv. 4. 10 

for this incident, which occurred in the battle (B.c. 392) at the 
Long Walls of Corinth, between the Argeians, Corinthians, and 

Athenian mercenaries who held Corinth, and the Corinthian exiles 

aided by Lacedaemonians and Sikyonians. ‘The Argeians,’ says 

Grote (Hist. of Greece pt. II, chap. 75), ‘bold from superior num- 
bers attacked and broke the Sikyonians, tearing up the palisade, 

and pursuing them down to the sea with much slaughter: upon 

which Pasimachus the Lacedaemonian commander of cavalry, 

coming to their aid, caused his small body of horsemen to dismount 

and tie their horses to trees, and then armed them with shields 

taken from the Sikyonians inscribed on the outside with the letter 

sigma (3). With these he approached on foot to attack the 
Argeians, who, mistaking them for Sikyonians, rushed to the 

charge with alacrity.’ 
Eudemus (£. £. iii. 1. 1230 a. 16 sqq.) thus sums up his 

discussion of the spurious forms of courage—savrev tev ToLovTey 
dvdpeiwv of Sia THY aide Uropevorvtes padiota aveiev Lav) avdpeior, 

kabamep Kat “Opunpos tov “Exropa gyow tropeivae tov Kivdvvoy Tov mpos 

Tov *AxiAdeat 

(at) 

cc Exropa © aidas eihe*” 

“ Tlovkvddwas po mpatos éeyyxeinv avabnoet.” 

Kai éotly  modutiKy dvdpeia aitn. 1 & adnOys ove avry ovr’ éxetvav 
> , > ny c , , e eted(: a , aA \ \ A (vin et. ovdepia, GAAd 6pola perv, oTrep Kal 4 TeV Onpiwv, a dia Tov Gvpov dpdce 

TH wANyn pepetat. ovTe yap dre ddogEnoe, Set pevery choBovpevous, ov're dv 
> , = rm opyny, ovre Ova TO pH voice arobaveicOa, 7) Sid TO Suvapers Exerv udak- 

Tikds* ovde yap oinoeTa ovTw ye oBepov elvar over. GAN ererd) Tava 
> “e ~ nr 

apern mpoatperixy (TovTo b€ mas A€youer, eipntaL mpdrepoy, OTL Eveka TLVOS 
, © CA ”~ i. a , > A ©@ of. A , bo) ec ‘ c mavra aipeiobat moet, Kal TOUTS eoTL TO Ov veka, TO Kaddv), SpAov Ste Kal 7 

> 5 , > , > o , , N Ane , er ee Fy avdpela apeTn Tis ovaa Evekad TLvOS ToLnTEL Kal PoBepa UTopEveY, BOT OTE 
, Uj n cal lal tZ , ? 

de ayvoray (dpOas yap padrov rove? Kpivey) ovre b0 HSovny, GAN’ Gre Kaddv, 
> 0 om, \ \ ies \ , > G , - > \ , 
Emel, av ye py KaAOy 7) GAA parikdy, OVX UTopeEvEt’ altxpov ‘yap. 
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CHAPTER TX. 

ARGUMENT. 

We have said that Courage ts concerned with feelings of confidence, and with 
feelings of fear: but it is with the latter more than with the former that tt is 
concerned, for fear 7s painful, and it ts harder and more pratseworthy to bear 
pain than to abstain from pleasure. But though the exercise of courage ts 
surrounded by circumstances of pain, yet the end is sweet, as the garland 

zs sweet for the athlete, though the contest be painful. The courageous man 

endures death and wounds for the sake of glorious achievement in war. It 

would be absurd however to say that he rejoices in death and wounds: he 
endures them as pains, and the more complete his excellence, and the happier 
his life, the greater pains are they to him: life ts so well worth living, and he 
has to look forward to the loss of so much. But he is all the more courageous 
that he gives up so much for glory in war: his courage realises in the most 
perfect way the type of those strenuous virtues which taste pleasure only in 

laying hold of the end. But, although he ts thus the bravest of men, perhaps a 

less brave man, with nothing to lose, might make a more useful soldier, being 

ready to risk his life for a small remuneration. 

§ 1. maAdov Trept ta PoBepd] So, as Ramsauer notes, cwppootvy 1117 a. 30. 

is fjrrov mepi Tas NUmas (iii. 10. 1), and eAevOeprdrns is paddov ev rH Sdoee 

(vr. tT): 

§ 2.] Sikaiws emouvetrar xademdtepov yap k.t.A.| Cf. ii. 3. 10 mepi a. 34. 
dé TO yaXer@repov del Kal Téxvn yiverat kal apetn’ Kal yap TO ev BeArLoy ev 

, 
TOUT®. 

§ 3. 0d phy adda Sdgerev dv etvar TS Kata Thy avBpelav Tédos HSU, a. 35. 

imd tOv Kikko 8 addaviterboar| The 750 which the courageous 

man experiences in realising his end is not a pleasurable feeling, 

but an ideal satisfaction. Pleasurable feeling cannot coexist with 

painful feeling; but ideal satisfaction may. As Professor Jowett 
says in his /ntroduction to the Gorgias—Plato does not ‘mean to 
say that Archelaus is tormented by the stings of conscience; or. 

that the sensations of the impaled criminal are more agreeable than 
of the tyrant drowned in luxurious enjoyment. Neither is he 

speaking, as in the Protagoras, of virtue as a calculation of pleasure, 
an opinion which he afterwards repudiates in the Phaedo. What 

then is his meaning? And what is the value of his method? His 
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meaning we shall be able to illustrate best by parallel notions, 

which, whether justifiable by logic or not, have always existed 

among mankind. We must remind the reader that Socrates him- 
self implies that he will be understood or appreciated by very few. 

He is speaking not of the consciousness of happiness, but of the 

idea of happiness. When a martyr dies in a good cause, when 

a soldier falls in battle, we do not suppose that death or wounds 
are without pain, or that their physical suffering is always com- 
pensated by a mental satisfaction. Still we regard them as happy, 

and we would a thousand times rather have their death than a 

shameful life. Nor is this only because we believe that they will 

obtain an immortality of fame, or that they will have crowns of 
glory in another world, when their enemies and persecutors will be 

proportionably tormented. Men are found in a few instances to 

do what is right, without reference to public opinion or to con- 

sequences. And we regard them as happy on this ground only, 

much as Socrates’ friends are described as regarding him in the 

opening of the Phaedo; or as was said of another, “they looked 

upon his face as upon the face of an angel.” We are not con- 
cerned to justify this idealism by the standard of utility, or by the 

rules of logic, but merely to point out the existence of such a 

sentiment in the better part of human nature.’ 

eimep cdpxiwor] Grant translates (rightly I think) ‘the blows... . 
are painful and grievous to flesh and blood,’ following Lambinus, 

who has cum ex carne constent. Michelet rejects this rendering for 

praesertim st mulia praeditt sint carne, referring to de Anzma il. 11. 

423 b. 22 where flesh is said to be the medium of touch—6y\op dre 

evTds TO TOU amTov aicOnTiKév. viTw yap av cupBalva Omep Kai emt 

TaY GAdov" eniTepevav yap emt TO aidOnrnpiov ovK aiaOdverat, emt dé THY 
é 2) , S) , e e A ‘ ~ c Ae ‘ 

odpka énitiepevav aidOavera® ote TO peTagv TOV anTiKOU N Taps. 

Bid SE TS TOMAG. . . haiverar €xew] The ideal satisfaction— the 
Idea of Happiness,’ is apt to be lost in the crowd of painful 

feelings. 

§§ 4, 5.| In these sections self-sacrifice is praised in a manner 

which we shall do well to keep in mind when we examine 
Aristotle’s account of peyadoWuyta. Qud peyadowoxos the evdaipov 

seems to be devoted to his own ecvdampovia: but gud dvdpeios he is 
ready joyfully to surrender it. See Grant’s interesting note, in 
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which Aristotle’s avdpeios, 6 pddtora Cv a&ov is compared with 1117 b. 7. 

Wordsworth’s ‘ Happy Warrior’—‘ more brave for this, that he hath 
much to love.’ 

§ 5. 06 8h... epdmretor| sc. ris. ‘The deep moral pleasure,’ b. 15. 
says Grant (Z7hics, Essay IV, vol. i. p. 226), ‘ which attaches to 
noble acts, Aristotle describes as triumphing even over the physical 

pain and outward horror which may attend the exercise of courage. 
And he acknowledges that in many cases this may be the only 
pleasure attending upon virtuous actions.’ 

Of course ra xara tiv dvSpeiay stand in a somewhat exceptional 
position, as compared with ra card ras addas dperds. They are 

painful in a sense in which other virtuous actions are not. Other 

virtuous actions indeed imply a restraint put upon inclination ; but 
when once the moral character has been formed, they are no 

longer painful: and some of them are even in themselves (7. ¢. as 
distinguished from their ends) pleasant, e.g. ta kara tiv peyadompe- 
mecay are themselves pleasant to the connoisseur (émornpwyv) who 
performs them. Ta xara tiv dvdpeiay however are not thus 77 
themselves pleasant. ‘They are so painful that it is only the man 

who has the strongest interest in the chief end, who will bring 

himself to perform them. Aristotle thus gives due prominence 

in his account of avépeia to the struggle which some have repre- 

sented as essential to morality. But we must not allow ourselves 

to be misled by his remarks here. He is not one of those who 
make a struggle essen/ial to morality. On the contrary, morality 
with him is perfect adaptation to environment: accordingly, we 
find him in his accounts of the other virtues dwelling on the ease 

and pleasure with which the good man acts. But the other virtues 

are concerned with life, and may well result in pleasant actions ; 

whereas avSpeta shows itself in the presence of death. It necessarily 

involves acts which are painful, as breaking with life. Its grandeur 
is enhanced, in proportion as the life or adaptation which it calls 
a man away from, is the more perfect. It is perhaps a defect in 

Aristotle’s system that it does not recognise any other virtues, 

except avdpeta, which call a man away from the brilliant everyday 
life of which the peyadéwuxos is the ideal ornament: e.g. Aristotle’s 

good man is never required to give up his brilliant career, in order 
to help the outcasts of society. As it is, it is only here in this 
| passage, in reference to the dvépeia of the man @ padtora Cv décor, 

| 
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that we find Aristotle deeply touched by the sublimity and pathos 
of that struggle between inclination and duty, which impressed 

Kant so powerfully, and is celebrated by him in so many passages 

full of lyrical fervour. 

§ 6. otpatiitas| ze. mercenaries: py goes with the subject 

Tovs ToovTous, and Kputiorovs otpatimras is predicate. 

(Go) sau) gp Wea licae. 

ARGUMENT. 

Next in order comes Temperance, the excellence of the other subdivision of the 
trrational part of the soul. It ts, as we have said, a mediocrity in relation to 
pleasures, and (though to a less extent) to pains ; and profligacy ts related to the 

same pleasures and pains. 
To what special pleasures then is Temperance related? Pleasures may be 

distinguished as bodily and mental. Mental pleasures are those which affect 
the mind without affecting the body, such as the pleasure of being esteemed, of 

acquiring knowledge, of listening to wonderful tales, of hearing oneself talk, and 
of gossip, It ts not in relation to any of these pleasures that we speak of men 
being temperate or profligate. The man, e.g. who likes to hear himself talk ts 
a bore, but not a profligate. Accordingly, tt ts with bodily pleasures that, 
Temperance will be concerned ; but not with all of them—not with the pleasures 

of the eye, as such: e.g. a man is not temperate or profligate by reason of the 

pleasure he takes tin painting, although there is undoubtedly a right way 

of liking pictures, as there are wrong ways—nor with the pleasures of the ear: 

we do not speak of those who are too much addicted to music and the theatre as 
profligate, or of those who like them in moderation as temperate—nor with the 
pleasures of smell, except by association: thus there ts no profligacy or tntem- 
perance in being very fond of the scent of flowers, but there ts in being very 

fond of the odours of the perfume bottle and the dinner table. Profiigate, 
gluttonous persons like these odours because they remind them of the things they 

lust after. Even people who are not gluttonous like the smell of food when they 
ave hungry ; but gluttonous persons like tt without being hungry. This 

associated pleasure ts the only pleasure which the lower animals derive from the 
senses of sight, hearing, and smell. The dog likes the smell, because it suggests 

the taste, of the hare which he tracks ; the lion rejoices when he hears the lowing 

of the ox and knows that it ts near and may soon be eaten ; the roe deer, 

or wild goat, pleases his eye with the prospect of food. Temperance and 
proflicacy then are concerned with those pleasures which the lower animals 

share with man—servile and brutish pleasures, it would thus appear. These 

are the pleasures of touch and taste—although taste, properly so called, i.e. the 
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discrimination of flavours, as exemplified by the wine-taster, or the chef, zs not 

what the gluttonous person takes much, or any, pleasure in. His pleasure ts 

in the purely tactual enjoyment which is common to swallowing meat and drink. 

Thus a certain gourmand wished that hts throat were as long as acrane’s, 

showing thereby that his pleasure was tactual. Profligacy then being related to 
touch, which ts the most general or elementary of all the senses, and belongs to 

man, not as man, but as animal, ts justly held to be a disgraceful and brutish 
vice. Certain finer tactual pleasures must however be distinguished from 

those to which profligacy, or intemperance, ts related. Profligacy, or intemper- 

ance, has to do only with the tactual pleasures of certain definite organs: not 

e.g. with the pleasure of a skin glowing under the hand of the rubber in the 
gymnasium. 

§ 1. epi cwppootvns| See ZL. LZ. iii. 2 and AZ AL i. 21. ‘30- 

gpoctivn, says Grant, ‘which in spite of the false etymology given 

in Plato’s Cratylus 411 E [cornpia ppornceas | amid 207/251 Vile Boni 

[a@s o@ovoay tiv ppédynow| meant originally “sound mindedness” 

(in German, Besonnenheit), soon came to mean temperance with 

regard to pleasures. In this sense it is often popularly defined by 
Plato, cf. Rep. 430 E xéopos mov tis ) cwdppocivn éoti Kai Sova 

rwaev Kai emOupiav éeykpateca. Sympos. p. 196 C elvar yap dpodo- 

yeirat cwpocivn Td kparewy ndovav Kal emibupiav, &c.’ See also Charm. 

The same tendency which appeared in Aristotle’s treatment of 
avSpeia appears in his treatment of cwppoovvy—the tendency to 

narrow the reference of a term which Plato, in accordance with 

popular usage, employed with a wider meaning. Sedpocvvn in the 
Republic is good sense and good feeling, resulting in moderation 

in all things; and is especially viewed as a communis sensus, or 

spdvoa uniting the various classes of the state in peace and con- 

tentment under an established system of government (Zep. 432). 

But Aristotle limits the meaning of the term to moderation in 

respect of certain bodily pleasures. Seppocvvn, from being, in the 

Republic, a virtue with as distinct a social reference as dccacooivy 

itself, thus becomes, in the Arcs, the most strictly personal of all 

the virtues. 
Sokodor yap Tay addywv pepdv atta eivor at dpetai| Ramsauer 

suspects these words. As they stand, they seem to indicate a plan 

upon which Aristotle arranges the dpera/ in order. He begins with 

the two dperai specially associated with the two subdivisions of the 

| Goyos pias ths Wuyxijs, weTéxovTa pevtor my Adyou—viz. :—Ovpds and 

emOupia, It is true that the other 7@ixai dperai, as well as dvdpeia 

and cwdpoovrn, consist in the regulation of ddoya ma6y having their 

x 

1117 b. 23. 
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b. 26. 

b. 29. 
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origin in Oupds or emOvpia: but avdpeta and cwdpootry are specially 

associated with these parts, being the regulation of their most 
characteristic manifestations—those manifestations, namely, which 

are common to man and brutes, and may, as owing nothing to 

social influences, be deemed @doya in a more thorough sense than 

such passions as a desire for other people’s money, or a desire for 

honour, which are called into existence by social influences. On 

the other hand, if the divisions of the dpexrixcoy pépos were in 

Aristotle’s mind, ‘ Why,’ as Grant asks, ‘does he not begin with 

coppoctyn, since Oupzés is higher than emévpia (Eth. vii. 6)?’ Iam 

inclined, after all, to think with Grant that ‘Aristotle probably 

began his list of the virtues with courage and temperance, because 

they were two of the Greek cardinal virtues’; and to follow 

Susemihl in attaching great weight to Ramsauer’s suggestion that 

the words Soxotvor yap . . . ai dperai are interpolated. 

eipytat| ii. 7. 3. 

fttov yap Kal obx dpotws earl wepi tas AUwas| The article before 

Niras (cf. il. 7. 3 wept Sovas Sé kal AVTas od macas, Hrrov S€é Kai wept 

tas Avmas) limits the reference to the pains caused by the absence 
of the pleasures: cf below ili. 11. 5. 

SinpyoQwoar| cf x. 5, where jSovat are distinguished according 
to the evépyeca which they attend. 

Exdtepos| 2. ¢. 6 piddripos and 6 Piropabyys, 

toutwy xatper| Scaliger’s conjecture rovr@ is probably correct. 

§ 3.] See Theoph. Char. xxii. (iii) mept ddodecxias, and xxiii. 

(vii) wept Aadlas, and xxiv. (viii) wept Aoyorouias. 

§ 5. Kata cupBeByksds] z.e. ‘by association.’ 

§§ 6, 7, 8.] Ch de Sensu 5, where two kinds of écpai are distin- 
guished, (1) those which are correlated with the various yvpoi, and 

have therefore ro 90 kat 7d Aumnpdy Kara GupBEBnKds, or by associa~ 

tion. (These are the édopat with which the dkodacros is said in 
EN, iii. 10. 6 to be concerned kara cupBeBnxds.) They are 

associated with rpopn and 1d Opemrixdv pépos, and so become 

indirectly objects of em@évpia. When the desire for food has been 
satisfied, these dcpai no longer give pleasure. (2) Those dcpat 
which are pleasant xa@ atrds, e.g. the scent of flowers. They do 

not invite us to eat, nor do they stimulate any desire. The pleasure 
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derived from such éopai is peculiar to man, whereas that of écpai 1118 a. 13. 

associated with tastes is common to him with the brutes; see de Sensu 

5-443 b. 16 etdn b€ rod dadpavrod dv0 eotiv’ od yap Gomep Twés hacw, 

ovk €atLy €ldn TOD dodparTod, aAN eotiv, Swoproréey Se THs EoTe kal TOs 

vvK €oTw' TO pev yap €oTL KaTa TOvSs XUpPOUS TETAypEVOY Aa’TaY, HoTrEp 

elropev, kal TO NOU Kal TO AUTNpOY KaTa TUBBEBNKOs Exovow" Sid yap Td TOD 

Operrixod 7aOn eivar, émOvpovvrey peév Setar ai dopal Tovtav eial, meTAn- 

papevors b€ Kal pndev Seopévois ory Hdetat, ovSe ToUTOIs, Gate avTar pep, 

KaGamep elropev, Kata oupBeBnxds Exovor TO Od Kal AuTnpdv, Hid Kal 

mavrev cial Kowal Tov Cdwv* ai dé Kab’ abras nSeiae T@v dopey eiciv, viov 

ai tov avOav' ovdey yap paddov otd’ Arrov mpos Thy Tpopiyv tmapaka- 

Aotow, ove TvpBdddrerat pds emOvpiay ovdev, GAAd TovvayTiovy padXov. 

Cf. E. E. iii. 2, where the above distinction between ai dcpai ai cara 
oupBeBnkds deta and ai ka6’ airds is brought out distinctly (it is 

only hinted at in the £.V—rovs yap xatpovras pnrov i pddev 7 

Ovpiapdt@v dopais ov Aéyouev adkoddorous § 5), 1231 a. 6 GAA Kal Tov 

dopey Tavras yalpovow boat KaTa TUPBEBnKds evppaivovew, ara jul) Kad’ 

avtds. eyw dé py Ka’ avrds, ais i) eAmi¢ovtes xaipopev i) pepynpevor, 

oioy dior Kai moray (SC érépavy yap 1Soviv tavtais xaipoper, THV TOU 

gayeiv 7 mei), ka?’ abras S€ oioy ai tév dvOav eiciv, Sid eppedos ey 

Srpardvicos Tas pev Kadoy dew tas Se dv. 

We may say that cappootvy and dkodagia are concerned with those 
7Sovai which Plato distinguishes as mAynpocers ths evdelas, Or dmaddayal 

Avmys, from the xa@apai jdovai: see note on x. 3. 7, for quota- 

tions from Rep. 584 B, and PAzlebus 51 B, where Plato distinguishes 

these two kinds of jSovai. The oiov ypopaor xa oynpacr of £. LV. 

ili, 10. 3 may be an echo of the ras mepi re Ta Kaha deyspeva ypopata 

kal mept ta oynpara Of Philebus 51 B. The trav copay tas melotas 

of Philebus 51 B shows that the distinction marked by Aristotle’s 
kata ovpBeBnkds and ka@ avirds was present to Plato’s mind. The 

following passage in JZ. AZ. ii. 7. 1205 b. 20-28 may be compared 

as giving very clearly this distinction between 7Sovai, which is the 
psychological ground upon which Aristotle proceeds in determining 

the proper sphere of cwPpootvn and dkodacia—eénei & ody eotw 7 

ndovn Kai Kabiotapéevns THs pvocews Kai KabeoryKvias, oiov kabuorapévns 

pev ai e& évdeias avamAnpacets, kabeotnkvias Se ai amo THs OWews Kal THs 

axons kal TOY ToWvT@Y ovoa, BeATiovs dv etnoav al Kabeotnkvias Tis 

picews evéepyea’ ai yap mOovai Kar’ dudorépous heyduevar tods tpdrovs 

evepyerat eioiv’ @ote SyAov Ste ai amd THs dYews Hdoval Kal THs axons Kal 

Tov Siavoeiabar BeAtioTat Gy einouy, eel al ye Twpatikal €& dvatAnpooeas. 

X 2 
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§ 7. odk ort Se 088’... cupBeByxds| Zell refers to Problemata 
KH. 7, 950 a. 9 ovoay d€ rév aidOnoewy reve, Ta Te GAda (Ga and dO 

povev TaY mpoepnuevay Seta, Kata Se Tas GANas 7) Odws ov HOerat 7) 

Kata ovpBeBnkds TovTo mdoxet, dp@v pev yap 6 pay, 7h Kal dodpawd- 

pevos, xaiper Ore amrodaver’ Kal Grav TANP@O], ovSE Ta ToLadTa ydéa aiTo, 

aorep ovde nuiv ) Tov Tapixou OSuy, 6rav adnv exopev Tov dayeiv. Grav 

dé evdceis Gpev, ndea. 7 Se Tov pddov dei ndeia, Cf. LL. ili. 2. 1230 

b. 36 adda mepi ta S00 Trev aicOntav Tuita, wept Gmep Kal Tada Onpia 

povoy tuyxaver aicOntiK@s exovra, Kal xaipovra Kal uTovpeva, mepl Ta 

yevota kai dtd. mepi dé ta tov adrwv aicOntav Hdéa cyxedoy cpoiws 

dravra haiverar dvaoOntws Siakeipeva, oiov wept evappootiay if KdAXos. 

ovev yap, 6 te Kal A&éoy Aédyou, haiverar mdcxovra aiTH TH Gewpia TOV 

Kad@v i) TH akpodoer TOY evappdoTar, ei py Ti TOV TUUBEBnKEe TepaTHdes* 

GAN ovdd€ mpos Ta evHody 7) SvT@SN* Kaito. Tds ye aivOnoets dEvTEpas ExovTe 

maoas. GAAa kal TOY dopaY Ta’Tas xaipovoelw doar KaTa GUpBEBNKOS 

evppaivovotv, adda py) Kad” avras. 

I agree with Grant in thinking that this view according to which 
‘brutes have no pleasure of hearing or smell or sight except 

accidental ones, namely when sounds or scents indicate to them 

their prey or their food’ is questionable. Some animals seem to 
derive pleasure from music’. A dog will sit for an hour at a time 
at a window looking with evident pleasure and interest at people 
and vehicles passing in the street. As for his pleasures of smell, 

which engross so much of his attention, they are obviously so 

different from any with which our less developed sense makes us 

acquainted, that it would be rash to say that they are all xara 

ovpBeBnxds. Indeed the presumption is in favour of many of them 

being xa@ atras, That a dog experiences Wuyxixal ndovai, such as 

those of friendship, performance of duty, and vanity, is pretty 

obvious. 

ai kives| Giphanius notes that kv and canzs are feminine when 

hunting is concerned. Aristotle tells us that the female Laconian 

hounds were better than the males; see Ast. Anzm. ix. i. 608 a. 

27 ai Adxawwat Kuves ai Ornderae evpveatepar TOY appEevwn eiciv. 

dpoiws § 08’ iSav 7 [edpy| EXadov] ov6 Sav = odde rH dee (of 

ovdé rais dopais, and ovdé 77 avy above); and # eipay is added 

1 Coraes calls attention to Pol. ©. 6, where Aristotle himself admits that 

brutes have some appreciation of music: 1341 a. 13. 
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because he (or an interpolator, according to Sus. and Byw.) is 1118 a. 22. 
thinking of Iliad iii. 23 

@ote héwy exdpyn peydd@ emt Topate KUpoas, 
DES A + Werner > 

EUp@V 7) €Xagov KE€paov 7) ayptov aya. 

, § 8. Bev dvBpamoddders Kat Onpidders gatvovrar} Zell quotes a. 25. 

Prob. KH. 2. 949 b. 6 dia ti xara dvdo podvas aicOnoes axpateis éeyoper, 
= c \ A - x ‘ A si \ , , € ‘ (cS ‘ - 

oiov adry Kal yedvow ; 7) Oud Tas awd TOUT@Y ywWomevas NOovas nul Kal Tois 
» , ¢ a; \ > 2 , ye) \ \ , a / 
@AXots (oous; Gre ovv Kowal ovaat atipdrarai eior, did Kal padiota 7) povat 
> , , > eo \ 1 so Sek | , © y 2 ‘ 2 = emovelO.oTol cio, @oTEe TOY UTO TU’T@Y NTT@pEvov Yeyouey Kal aKpaTn 

te 3) AF a , A Aue A a , € col c - 

kal akéAagTov eivae paper, dia TO Ud TOY xXeELpioT@Y ndovay yTTAacOa.. 

ay] Touch is the fundamental sense in all animals; see de a. 26. 

Anima il. 2. 413 b. 4 alsOnoews S€ mpatov trdpxer Taow apn. aoTep 

dé TO Opentixdy Sivata ywpicerdar tis apns Kai mdons aicOncews, ovTws 
Perk a ” > , ‘ ‘ , \ a , ~ 
9 apy Tav GAAwy aicOncewv, Opentixdy S€ A€yopev TO ToLoOvTOY pdpLov TIS 

Wuxjs of Kat Ta hudpeva peréyer’ ta O€ (oa wavta paiverat Thy amtuKny 

ato@now éxovra. ‘Touch is necessary to the preservation of the 

animal. Sounds and colours and smells do not feed the animal. 
That which feeds it must touch it immediately. The touch of 

food is taste. Taste accordingly is correlated with 1d Opemruxdy 

peépos, see de Anima ill. 12. 434 b. 11 emet yap TO (Gov capa Euyuxsv 

€ort, capa O€ Grav antév, antov S€ 70 alaOnrov apy, avayKn Kat TO Tod 

(gov c&pa amrikov eiva, ef pedrer colerbat TO Gov. ai yap Gddat aiaéy- 

ges &¢ érépwy aicOdvorvta, oiov dodpyots dis akon’ antépevov Sé, €i jy 

eer aiaOnow, od Suvicerar ta prev evyew ta S€ AaBeiv. ci S€ TodTO, 
Oo? »” , ‘ a c\ re Ea? > e (urn. : 
ddvvarov ota. caferOa 76 Hov. 510 kal 9 yeduls €oTw Gomep ay tis 

Tpopns yap eotw, 1 Se tpody To c@ma TO antdv. Wodos dé kai xpopa 

Kat dopy ov tpeper, ovde moved ovr avénow ovte Pbiow, Gore Kat Thy 

yedow avaykn adiy civai twa, dia Td TOD dnTod Kal Opentikod aiobnow 

eivau' abrar pev ody dvayKaiar TO aq, Kal avepov Ste ody oidv Te dvev 
€ a > ei € ey, A > & Ni 4 tL wy” > a ds etvar (Gov. ai de Gar Tov Te ev Evexa Kal yever (Ow dn Ov TO 

TuxdvTt, GANA Tidiv, oloy TH TopevTLK@ avayKn Undpxew ei yap peddee 

awtecOa, ov povoy Sei antdpevoy aivOaverOar adda kat drobev. Cf. 

de Sensu i. 436 b. 10 Tots b€ Chois, 7 ev (Gov Exaotov, dvaykn tmapxew 
” = am, A ‘ ~ > ‘ ‘ lol , > ‘ > + > 

aicOnow Toit yap TO (Gov eivar kal pr (Gov StopiCopev. “Idia 8 dn Kad 

exaorov 7 pev ai) Kal yedous axodovdet maow e& avdyxns, 7 pev apy dia 

Ti eipnuevny aitiay ev Trois mept Wuyi, 7 S€ yevous dua THY Tpopyv’ Td yap 
eQr , \ \ NI a ‘ ‘ U ef ‘ ‘ , \ 

70d Stakpives kat TO AUTNpdY aUTH TeEpt THY TpoPny, GaTE TO pev Pevyetv TO 

dé Suwkewv, kai GAws 6 xupds eote Tod OpemtiKov popiov mdbos. Ai dé dia 
| ~ é& 6 > 6n - - Dien. to oop l ‘ > ‘ \ 
i eats apeyriKols, Gus Gy, ctoy oo ppigls) Kat akon) Kat 
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” a \ ~ , ” Cie ¢ , , ois, mace pev Tois Exovot Gwrnpias evexev Urdpxovow, Srws SioKwoi TE 

mpoato bavopeva THY Tpopyy Kal TA adda kal ra HOapteKa evywct, Tots dé 

kai ppovnoews Tvyxavover Tov ev Evexa* TodAas yap eiaayyeAdovat Ova- 

dbopas, e& &v 7 Te TeY vonTay eyyiverar ppornats Kal 7 TOY mpakTav. 

§ 9 mm yevoer emt pixpdv 7 ot0ev xpfcbar| With the pleasures 

derived from the various flavours which yedous perceives as distinct 
(and it is with these that yetovs in the strict sense is concerned— 

Tis yap yevoews cot H Kpiois Tov xuu@v) the axddacros has not directly 

to do. Tevous, the perception of flavours, stands to the mere sensa- 

tion of throat-touch, with which the dxcdAagros has directly to do, 

in much the same relation in which the smell of food stands to its 
taste ; and, although certain xvpoi may, like certain éopai, be desired 

kata ovpBeBnkos by the dkdéAactos, yet roughly the remark of Eude- 

mus is true that dxodacia is not concerned with the pleasures of the 

tip of the tongue, but with those of the throat: /. £. iii. 2. 1231 a. 
12 emel kal Tov rept TO yevoToy od TEpi Tada TOoMy ExTONnTaL Ta Onpia, 

ov dcav TO akpw THs yAwTtns 7 aicOnows, GAN doar TO apvyyt, Kal 

€ouxev apy paddov ip yevoes TO TaOos, 610 of dxyopdyot ovK ev XovTaL THY 

ydGrrav éxew paxpavy adda Tov dpvyya yepdvov, eoTep PirdEevos 6 

*Epv&idos. ote mepl Ta dntopeva, ws dmda@s eimeiv, Oeréov Thy axo- 

Aagiav. 

With ris yap yevoems eotw 7 Kpiows Tay xypov May be compared 

de An. ii. 10. 422 b. 10 ta & cid tev xrvpOv, domEp Kal emt TOY xpo- 

patov, anda pev tavavtia, TO yAvKU Kal TO TuKpoY, Eexdueva SE TOU pev TO 

Aumapdy, Tod b€ TO GApupdv" petagd d€ rovtT@y Td Te Spiwl Kal TO avaTnpoY 

kai otpupvov kai 6&0" oyeddv yap attar Soxovow civar Suapopat xupar. 

@oTe TO yevotikoy €oTt TO Suvapet ToLovToy, yevaToy O€ TO ToLNTLKOY evTE- 

Aexela avdrov. 

§ 10. dpopdyos| His name, Philoxenus, is given in the passage 
E £. iii, 2. 1231 a. 16 quoted above, and in the present passage is 

supplied by N>, Ob, Ald., Kb, CCC, NC, Cambr., and other MSS.: 

also in Prod. KH. 7. 950 a. 2 we read ray S€ xara thy tpodyny am 
evioy pev ev TH yA@TTN TO dv, am eviov de ev TH Adpvyyt, dLd Kal Bide- 

Eevos yepavouv papuyya evxeto éxew. There are several references to 

him (or them, for there were more than one of the name) in 

later writers—Plutarch, Aelian, Athenaeus: thus, Plut. de Amore 

1 has xupov ndovy SeSovtdcbar bitdEevov tov doddayov: Plut. de 

occulte vivendo i tovs pev yap Tept BirdEcvoy rov *Epv&dos . . . enTon- 
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peévous mrept ta Oa: Athenaeus Dezpn. vill. 26 kav adr S€ péper hoi 1118 a. 32. 

[Mdxor | 

BiddEevds 700’, ws Aéyova’, 6 KvOnpwos 

nvéato Tpiav éxew Adpvyya THYEwr, 

Ores, Katarive, pyoiv, dru whetorov xypdvor, 

kai TavO dua pou Ta Bo@pad nOorny rot. 

Cf. also Aelian Var. Hist. x. g Bido€evos Nixvos jv, Kat yaotpos irrav. 

Aristophanes mentions an Eryxis son of Philoxenus in Ba/rach. 

934. Corr. Kb and © have ®Ad&ews 6 ’Epvéws, pr. KP and CCC 
®, 6 Evé.os. 

@apvy£ is properly the wind-pipe, but is here used loosely for 

the oicopayos or gullet. Ramsauer refers to de Part. An. iv. 11. 

690 b. 29 to show ‘quo sensu Aristoteli probabile fuerit votum 

Philoxeni’: 7 pev yap yA@rra Tv xupav Tovet THY alaOnow, Tov edeaTav 

ev TH Kadd@ 7 50M . . . Kal TXEdOY TOV TAELoT@Y GWov Kal EOecTaY Ev TH 
, om / r -~ > U ‘ c , 

KaTQTTOOEL T7) TATEL (v. ip Giger) TOU olaopayou ylveTal  Kxapts. 

kowotdty| 7.¢. it belongs to all animals: see de Amma ii. 2. p. 1. 

413 b. 4 aicOnoews Sé mparov trapyer Taw adn. G@omep Se TO Ope- 

mrikov Ovvatar xopiCecbar THs ays Kai racns aidOncews, ovTws 7 apy ToY 

@ av aicénoewv, Opemtixdy Sé €eyopey TO ToLvovTov pdpiov THs Yuxns ob 

kal Ta udpeva peréeyer’ ta b€ (Ga mavta aiverar THY antuKnY atoOnow 

exovra. ‘The Paraphrast’s explanation is wrong—«owordrn eoriv 7 

adn ev macas Tats aicénoeow emel Kal apy Twi Taca. ai aidOjoes aicOa- 

vovra, for Aristotle in the de Sensu 4. 442 a. 29 finds fault with 

Democritus for reducing all the senses to touch: Anpéxperos dé kai 

oi Trciotor Tay Hrowdrdyav, door Aéyoutt Tepi aidOnoews, aToT@TaTEY TL 

Towvor Tavta yap Ta aigOnra admTa motovow., Kaitou ei OUT TOUT EXEL, 

dndov @s Kal Tay Gov aicbnoewv Exdotn apn tis €otiv’ Tovto 6 dru 

ddvuvarov, ov xaderov ouvdeiv. Cf. Hamilton’s Lectures on ALeta- 

physics, vol. ii. pp. 152 sqq. for a defence of the view of Democritus 

assailed by Aristotle. 

§ 11. édevBepidtatar| Opposed to dvdparodaders in § 8. b. 4. 

yupvactors| In the Gymnasia there were baths, apparently b. 6. 

similar to our Turkish baths, which were used by the gymnasts 

after exercise. For the advantages derived from rtpipes and the 

consequent Oeppacia see Prob. AZ. 2. 965 b—g66 a, b. 
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CHAP PER XT, 

ARGUMENT. 

Desires are (1) common to all men and natural, and (2) peculiar to individ- 
uals and acquired. Thus the desire for food and drink and the sexual desire 

are (1) natural, while individuals show (2) preferences for this or that kind of 
food, etc. But evenin these individual preferences there ts an element of 

natural desire, in that there are some things which all men agree in preferring 

to certain other things. So far as a desire ts simply natural, i.e. so far as in- 

dividual preference has not refined upon tt, tt does not hold out much temptation 

to error, and when error takes place, it ts always in the way of excess. Thus 

those people are few who, simply because they are hungry or thirsty, will over- 

fill their bellies with whatever comes to hand. Tt ts only the lowest sort of 

people who tend to become guzaling-bellies as they are called. 

But when individual preference comes in as to the particular kind of food, etc. 
with which the natural desire is to be satisfied, there are many who err, and 

many are the ways of error. For when we say that a man ‘ has a great liking 

Jor something, we mean either that he likes something which he ought not to 
like at all, or likes it more than the average man does, or in the wrong way. 

Now in all these respects the profligate, or intemperate man, goes to excess. He 
delights in things which he ought not to delight in at all—abominations ; and 

where it is permitted to take delight, he does so more than he ought, and more 

than the average man does, 
So much for the relation of temperance and intemperance to pleasures: as for 

the pains to which they are related, they are those caused by the absence of the 
excesstve pleasures. Such pains the temperate man does not feel, while the 
profligate, or intemperate, man ts tortured by them. These absurd pains (pains 

produced by pleasures!) are to be distinguished from the more real pains which 

the courageous man endures and the coward shrinks from. 
Those who are deficient in their love of pleasure are very rare—so rare that 

they are not even distinguished by a name ; indeed such insensibility as theirs 

zs scarcely human. 
As for the temperate man, he observes the mean in these things. He takes no 

pleasure in what the intemperate man takes most pleasure, but rather hates it ; 
and the pleasures which he does allow himself are never excessive or tll-timed— 
whether they be those proper to a healthy constitution, or other pleasures im so 

Jar as they do not interfere with health and vigour, and are not inconsistent 

with the ideal of a noble life, or beyond his means. 
. 

§§ 1, 2,3, 4.] The kowai, or Pvorkai emévpia are those which 

all men experience. But few men habitually gratify them in an 
improper way, simply gud xowai or vorxai, 2. e. promiscuously 
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without caring for the manner in which they are gratified, so long 1118 b.8. 
as they are gratified somehow. The few who do so are the Nav 

avdparodades, Who e.g. overfill their bellies with any sort of food. 

The td:or kai énideror emOvpia are partly (1) the particular directions 
which the xowai émévpiac legitimately take in different men, e. g. 

preference for this kind of food or drink rather than that, where 

the things specially desired are good, if taken in moderation ; 

partly (2) perversions of the xowai émOupia, by which they are 

directed to objects which are pronrd. It is where the xowai embupia 

take particular directions, that we find dkodagia for the most part. 

This particular (and in itself legitimate) way of gratifying a natural 

human desire attracts one man, that particular way another man, 

and they go to excess in these particular ways. Here we have to 

do with what is distinguished in Z.M. vii. 5. 8 as 4 dvOpwrivn 
dkoacia from 7 Kata mpdabeow, 7 Onpiddns ) voonuarodyns, under which 

latter head it may be noted the desire of ra puontd mentioned in 

§ 4 properly falls. 

§1.] Scaliger, with the approval of Susemihl and Rassow, 

(Lorsch. p. 58) inserts xai pvorxai after xowai, b. 8. 

Tpop7js ... Kat edvas| These are the two objects of rd Openrixdy b. 9. 

distinguished in de Anima ii. 4. 415 a. 23—nutrition and repro- 

duction—1 @pemrixi Wuxr Kai év trois dos Undpxer Kal TmpoTy Kal 

kowordrn Svvapuis €ote Yuyns Kal iv tmdpxer TO Civ Graow* fs eat epya 

yerrnoa Kai tpopy xpnoacba. 

Enpds %) bypas tpodis| We have here the ordinary distinction b. 10. 
between solid and liquid nourishment. For Aristotle’s sczentefic 

account of the physiology of nutrition and taste see de Sensu 4. 

441 b. 15 sqq. where he tells us that ro &npdév and ro typo» must 

both be present in every experience of taste and process of nutrition 

—Qorep otv of evamomdivovtes ev TH bypO Ta Xpopata kai Tovs XUpOvs 

TOLOUTOY EXEL TOLOVTL TO Udwp, OTM Kal 7 vats TO Enpdv Kal TO ye@des, 

kat Ova Tov Enpod Kai yewdous Sinbotoa Kai kwotoa TO Oepu@ rowdy te TO 

bypov mapackevater, Kali gore rodto xupos TO yryvopevov td rov eipy- 

pévov Enpod mabos ev Ta byp@ Tihs yevoews THs Kata Sivapyey dAdoLwrTLKOY 

els evepyerav’ dyer yap TO aicOnrikov eis TovTO Suvdper mpovmapxov" ov yap 

kata 70 pavOavew adda Kata TO Oewpetv eoti TO aicbavecba. “Or 8’ ob 

mavtos ~npod adda Tov Tpopipov of xupol i) mabos cioly 7 oTépnats, Set 

haBety evredbev, dtu ovTe TO Enpdv dvev Tod vypod ovTEe TO Vypoy avev TOD 

Enpod’ rpopy yap ovdey aditav trois (pots, GAAG TO pEeprypévor. 
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“Opnpos| The editors quote Ziad xxiv. 129. 

6 véos kat dxpdtwv| As Achilles, whom Thetis is addressing in 

the lines referred to above. 

Tovdade| tpopjs kal edvjs. Ramsauer conjectures ravrés for mas 

in this clause, construing ro S€ rowacde 7) toaocde emOvpeiv ovdxere 

mavtés eat ovde tay ad’roy (masc.). But it is better to accept the 
anacolutiion, and to suppose that Aristotle wrote 76 d¢ with the 
infinitive in his mind, and then carelessly wrote ras instead of 
mavrds because he had written mas yap émiOupet above. Reading 

mas we must of course make rév avréy neuter, and explain—odde 

Tov avTav del emOupet 6 aitds, Bywater’s suggestion, trys dé roaode, 

is very tempting however. 

§ 2. fpérepov|] ‘Et fere ep’ mir, Ramsauer. "Emiberos, ip’ 
npav éerwonbeioa, Par. ‘ Merely capricious,’ Grant. 

érepa yap . . . Tuxévtwy| Here two reasons are given for the 

assertion that there is something ‘natural’ even in the most 

factitious tastes: (1) they are ‘ natural,’ in the sense of being the 

expressions of the nature of the particular individuals, it being 

‘natural’ that the tastes of individuals should vary within certain 

limits; and (2) they are ‘natural,’ because they are confined 

within these limits—because, though varying, they agree in not 

giving the preference in any case to certain things distinguished 

as Ta TUXOVTA, 

maow| tuciv Ob, a mere blunder. 

§ 3. atthy | SC. THY yaoTepa. 

§ 4. tOv yap pidotovodtTwy .. . wodAol Xaipouow] Rassow (Forsch. 

58, 59) reads ré for r@ before xaipew (with MP and Ob) and before 
paddov (NP and Ob) in line 23, and treats the words réy yap (1. 22) 

... Oct (I. 24) as an independent sentence, which he closes with 

a full stop. If rav yap didorowttwv Aeyonevev is to be treated as a 

genitive absolute, tr being retained before yxatpew and paddov, and 

a comma placed after dei, 1. 24, then we must follow Eucken (De 

Arist. dic. rat. p. 31) in reading 6) (MP) after kara mavra. 
Grant thinks that ws in the phrase i) ro paddov i) @s of moAXoi is 

an interpolation, because he supposes that, if it is retained, we 

must place a comma after paddov, and treat 7) ws of moAAoi as a 

separate clause, rendering ‘or because they like them as people 
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in general do;’ whereas (he argues) paddov #7 ought to be taken 1118 b. 22. 

together so as to give the rendering ‘or because they like them 

more than people in general’ (mdéov i} Kara robs modXovs, Par.). 
This is undoubtedly the right rendering (it is remarkable however 

that Grant does not notice its inconsistency with the natural 

meaning of the reading kai as of roddol xaipovow which he accepts 

in ]. 27); but it is not necessary to omit the os in order to obtain 
it. Maddov 7) os of moAdoi is as good Greek as paAXoyr 7 of rodXoi, 

and has the same meaning. Thus in vil. 8. 2 (referred to by 

Ramsauer) we have époos yap 6 axpatns eotw Tois Taxd pebvoxopevois 

kal td oXlyou oivov Kal édAdtTovos 7) ws of wodXol, although in iv. 4. 4 

(quoted by Grant) we have émawodvres peév emt 1d paddov 7 of moAXoi, 

The above being the meaning of 4 pa@ddov 7) ws of moddoil, it is 

absolutely necessary to accept in 1. 27 the reading of Kb, CCC, 

and Camb, kai # ws of woAAoi, rendering ‘and more than people in 
general.’ 

§ 5.] The pains with which the ca#Ppey and dxddactos are b. 27. 

concerned are not independent pains like those which the avdpeios 

faces, but pains caused by pleasures (kal ry Avmny b€ moet aito 7 

76ov) 2. €. caused by the absence of pleasures. 

§ 6. dtémm| This is what Grant calls ‘the disgraceful paradox’ 1119 a. 4. 
of dkodacia. The Paraphrast has ore kal dromdy te Soxet 1d bv 
c \ = ‘ 77 =) \ c \ Ce , 
nOovny AvreioOat Kai aitiay etvat THY NSovnYv Tov evayTiov. 

§ 7. 06 mévu yivovrat] The ascetic spirit (unless we regard a. 6. 
Cynicism as a manifestation of it) was conspicuously absent from 

the Greek national character. 

od yop avOpwmky eotiv h ToLvadTH dvatoOnola® Kal yap Td home 

tea x.t.A.] Such insensibility would be inconsistent with being 

a man; for man is after all an animal: cf £. J. iil. 1. 27 Soxei & 
> 52) > \ > Ne oy, , 

ovx NTTOY avOpwmKa evar TA Goya TAOn. 

od téreuxe 8 x.7.A.] In “WV. ii. 7. 3 we have éAdelmovres S€ rept a. 10. 
4 € A e , , . r >» 3» , 4 >? . ~ 

Tas nOovas ov mavy yivovtar’ didrep ovd dvdpatos TeTUXHKAaATW OVS oi TOLOU- 

tot, éotwoav d€ avaiobnro.. Eudemus (£. £. iii. 2. 1230 b. 13) has 
\ \ > , ” Sees) , A \ SN c BY a ‘ tous O€ axiwntws éxorvtas Ov avawoOyolay mpos tas aitas noovas ot pev 

A ? , a Ny bn foe! , , »” 

kadovow avatcOnrovs, ot d€ addots Gvdpact ToOWUTOVS TMpoTayopevovoL. EaTL 

& ov avy yropipov 76 mabos oS emumddaoy dia 7d Tavtas emi Oatepov 

dpapravew paddov kal racw elvar ovppuToy Ty TeV ToLoOvT@Y SéwY ATTaY 
‘ wy , 7 aN a a c , , 

kat ato@now, pddcota & etal tovodrot, otovs of Kwp@dodiddcKador trapa- 
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1119 a. 10, yovow aypoixovs, of odS€ Ta pérpta Kai ra dvayKaia mAnoLd{ovar Tors 

ndcow. Ch EL. ii. 2.7 6 pev mdons ndovijs adrokavev Kat prydep.as 

dmexspevos axdhaotos, 6 5€ nacav hevywv, Somep of dyporkot, avaiaOyros 

ms: and EL. NV. ii. 7.13 mepi dé rd Hdd 7d pev ev madia 6 pev pecos 

ed’tpdmedos Kai 1) Siabeors edtparedia, 4) 8 trepBvdrr Bopodoxia kai 6 €x@v 

airy Bopoddyos, 6 & €dXeimav dypourds tus Kai  E£ts aypouxia: cf. also 

E.N. vii. 9. 3 <iai 8€ icxvpoyvapoves of iStoyyapoves Kal of aduadeis Kat 

of Gypoukot, vi péev Wioyvopoves OV 7Soviy Kal hirnv’ yxaipovor yap ViK@rTES 

dy py petareiOwvra, kai AvTOdvTaL cay dkupa Ta aiTav 7 aomep Wypl- 

opatra Gore paddov TO akpatei eoixaow 7) TH eykparet. From these 

passages we may gather that, if any name belongs to the ¢Adcimov 

mepi ras Hdovds, it is avatcOnros, and that the @yporxos or rustic (as 

distinguished from the doreios or town-man) is merely adduced in 
£. E. iii. 2 and E. N. ii. 2.7 as an example of dvauOncia, as he 
is introduced elsewhere as an example of other peculiarities—in 
EN. ii. 7713, of dullness, and in vii. 9. 3, of opinionativeness. 
Theophrastus, Char. x. (iv), gives an amusing sketch of the 

étypoxos. "Ayporkia is duabia doxnporv. The éyporxos is the man who 

maintains that myrrh smells no sweeter than thyme : his shoes are 

too large for him: he talks loudly: he mistrusts his own friends, 

and makes confidants of his servants. He will stand on the road 

and look at a cow or a goat, but will look at nothing worth looking 

at. He runs himself to answer a knock at his door. The ava- 

aOncia of Theophrastus does not seem to have much in common 

with Aristotle’s dvacc@joia—insensibility to the pleasures mepi as 6 

axéAaotos. "AvaoOnoia is defined in Char. xxv. (xiv) as Spadurns 

Wuxis év AMyos kai mpageow. The advaicOnros is the only man who 

goes to sleep in the whole theatre. He loses things and cannot 

find them. He fatigues his children by obliging them to wrestle. 
With regard to the dypoo of the capmdodiddcxadror referred to by 

Eudemus—plays entitled ATPOIKOS, ATPIOI, ATPIOTHS, are known 

to have been written by Antiphanes, Menander, Pherecrates, and 

Sophron: see Fabric. £vd. ii. pp. 414, 460, 474, 494 referred to 

by Zell. It is not unreasonable to suppose that Theophrastus 
sometimes borrowed from the comedians in writing his Characters. 

§ 8. od8 dus ots ph Set ob8€ ohd8pa TorodTw oddevi] Rassow 
(Forsch. p. 91) reads ov8’. . . ovd€ for the ov6’.. . ovre of the codd. here. 

The clause occupies the same position in the first (otre yap Sera 

...) of the two main divisions of the sentence, as the clause ovd’ 
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emOupei x.t.. does in the second (ovr drévrav...); and if oddé is 1119 a. 13. 

right in the second division it must be in the first also. Susem. 

and Bywater follow Rassow. 

088 Shws Tav ToLodTwy ot8év] Rassow (Forsch. p. 91) favours a. 15. 
ovGevds, making it depend upon éméupet. Although all MSS. 

apparently exhibit ov@evds, three—K>b, Ob, and CCC—read im- 
mediately after it, not éca but d, and so are as good evidence for 

an original ov6ev éca, as for an original ot@evds a. It seems 
certain that the letters oo are original, and that Susemihl’s ovédé" 4 
is wrong. I think, however, that ovdev is right. I take the phrase 

ovS GA@s Tov Toovrwy ovdev aS a blank adverbial formula, or ef 

cetera, added to otdé paddAov 4 Set and ov8’ Gre py Set, and, with them, 

epexegetic of perpias by which ovr dmdvtwy Avmeira odd’ emiOvpet is 

qualified. This blank formula is to be filled in écaxés &ddas id 
Tov Adyou Sopiverar Ta Tovadta (7. JV. ii. 3. 5)—e.g. ov8 os py det 

would be included in it. 
The reading ov6erds* 60a would easily arise by dittographia of 

oc, and would be retained by scribes, for Rass@w’s reason—that 

ovdevds depends on émbupet 

o ” - r - - 

ottws exw] 7. ¢. 6 dpeydpevos tay jdovay Trav Tovrors euTrodiov byrTay, a. 19. 
a» A A A * e ‘ A > , 

Ui] Tapa TO KaAov 1) UTEp TV OVOLAaY, 

CRAP TER. 2c: 

ARGUMENT. 

Profligacy, or intemperance, is more voluntary than cowardice, for tt pur- 

sues pleasure, which men naturally seek after, whereas cowardice consists tn not 

Sacing pain, which men naturally avoid. Moreover, pain disturbs and destroys 
the nature of tts subject, but pleasure has no such effect. Being more voluntary, 
profligacy ts therefore more disgraceful. It is easier to habituate oneself to resist 
bodily pleasures, than to habituate oneself to endure the pains of fear; for 

one has many more opportunities in life of habituating oneself to resist bodily 

pleasures, and the process of habituation is without danger. But the habit of 

cowardice 7s more voluntary than the particular acts of cowardice ; for the 
habit 7s not in itself painful, whereas the acts are caused by a pain which 

disturbs the man’s nature and makes him throw away his arms and otherwise 

disgrace himself. Hence the opinion that these acts are even forced upon him. 
On the other hand, acts of profligacy are more voluntary than the habit ts ; for 
they ave actuated by desire and appetite, whereas no one desires the habit. 
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The term axbdacros—which means literally, ‘unchastised’—ts also applied to 

children when they are naughty ; for there ts a certain similarity between the 

‘profligate’ and the naughty child. It does not matter here which ts the 

original application of the term ; at any rate, its transference ts warranted by 

the real analogy between desire and a child—both try to do what ts unseemly, 

and both grow apace, and need chastisement. If desire be not chastened and 

brought under subjection to reason, it will go great lengths, being an insatiable 

principle, which ts strengthened by indulgence, till it at last casts reason out. 

As the child must live in obedience to his master, so must the principle of desire 

be subjected to reason. Hence in the temperate man desire will be in harmony 

weth reason ; both will aim at that which ts noble and good; desire will seek 

the right objects, in the right way, and at the right time, in conformity with 
the dictates of reason. 

§§ 1, 2.] In these sections Aristotle is speaking about 7a xara ras 

e€eis. Ac/s of intemperance are more voluntary than acts of 

cowardice, because the former are prompted by the desire of 

pleasure, and express the natural bent of the agent, while the 

latter are done under the constraint of pain, and seem to represent, 
not the agent, but his necessity. 

§ 2. gdow] The normal state, as Grant points out. 

paddov 84 Exodorov| sc. i) dxodacia rhs Sevdias. ‘The MSS. seem 

all to have 8, but 67 is certainly right: see Rassow, Forsch. p. 92. 

mpos atta] mpds ra 5a, Coraes. 

§§ 8, 4.] In these sections he passes on to speak about the 

e&ers themselves. 

The hadct of cowardice is more voluntary (odx émotws=padXov) 

than acts of cowardice; the habit of profligacy less voluntary than 

acts of profligacy. The reasons given for these differences are 

that the habit of cowardice is not painful, as compared with acts 

of cowardice, which seem to be forced upon a man at the time 

by the pains of fear; while the habit of profligacy is not desired 

or sought after, although profligate acts are. ‘There is a good deal 

of confusion here. ‘The habit deta is acquired by the repetition 

of particular acts caused by Avy. It is misleading therefore to 
describe it as avr ddvumos, in order to prove it to be ‘ more volun- 

tary’ than the particular acts. When Aristotle calls a hadzt ‘ volun- 

tary’ he means, as we have seen (iii. 5. 14), that we are responsible 

Jor tt. If then the ac/s which produce the habit of deAéa are in 
a sense involuntary (as caused by Avan  e&iornoe kai POeciper ri Tov 
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éxovtos puow), the habit will be equally involuntary, z.e. the deAds 1119 a, 27. 
will be relieved of responsibility for it, in proportion as the acts 

which produced it were ‘involuntary. So much for the relation 

between the acts which made the habit and the habit ‘itself’ If, 

on the other hand, the ra xa6’ ékaora here are not the acts which 

made the habit of dSeAéa, but the acts which flow from the habit 

when made—what is meant by distinguishing the hadz?t zfself, as 

advumos, from its acts, as forced upon us by Avan? Are they not 

forced upon us by a dtm of which the ‘habit itself’ has made 

us at least more susceptible? Again, how does the fact that ov6eis 
emOupet dxdaoros etvae make the habit of dkodacia less ‘ voluntary,’ 

in the sense of making it a habit for which we are less responsible ? 

The habit is just as ‘voluntary’ as the acts which produced it ; 

z.e. if they are entirely voluntary, we are fully responsible for it. 

Nor can the acts which flow from the formed habit of dxodacia 

be distinguished, as ‘desired and fully voluntary,’ from the habit, 

as ‘not desired and less fully voluntary.’ Surely if these acts are 
desired, it is because the habit makes us desire them. By dko- 

Aaoia we mean only that such acts are desired. We seem then to 

have nothing but scholastic trifling in the sections before us, if we 

render them quite literally thus:—‘acts of cowardice are forced 

upon us by the pains of fear; but we do not fear cowardice itself, 

and it is not painful to be a coward. ‘Therefore cowardice itself 

is more voluntary than acts of cowardice. On the other hand, 

acts of profligacy are pleasant and are objects of desire ; but we do 

not desire to be profligate. Therefore profligacy itself is less 

voluntary than acts of profligacy.’ An important psychological 

truth, however, may be got out of these sections, if we interpret 

them a little more freely, and suppose Aristotle to mean by the éés 
av7n acts performed after a certain date, and by the ra xa@ éxaora 

acts performed before that date ; the psychological truth being that 

the pleasures or pains, as the case may be, which originally prompt 

acts, tend to disappear from consciousness, and leave the acts to 

go on automatically. The pains which prompt early acts of 

cowardice are very keenly felt ; but, as time goes on, cowardly acts 

are performed on the occasion of less and less painful experiences, 

till at last we niay suppose the perfect SeAds cultivating his deAia at 
home in security, studiously avoiding all occasions for its active 

display in the presence of danger. In such a case the deAta might 

be described as airy pev ddumos. Again, a pleasure like that of 
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drinking brandy, keenly felt at the beginning of the drunkard’s 
progress, disappears almost entirely at last and leaves him the 

victim of a physical craving—of pain, not of pleasure. 

It is to be noted that ékovouor, after cpoiws in § 3, is the reading 

of Fr, Nb, Ald, mg. Ob, pr. Pp? NC, By (Bt has éxovovov 6 Kat KpetrTov 

in the text; Ob has on the margin kai éxovovoy 6 kal xpeirror) ; 
while qeverév is the reading of Bekker’s four MSS., Kb, Lb, Mb, 

O? and also of CCC and B?. 

§ 5.] Eudemus (£Z. £. iii. 2. 1230 a. 38—1230. b. 8) has the 
following account of the derivation and uses of the word dxddaaros 

—)éyerar 8 6 dxddaotos moANayas. 6 Te yap py KeKoAagpEvos Tos pnd 

iarpevpevos, Somep diruntos 6 fi TeTUNMEVOS, Kal TovT@Y O pev duvaTos, 

& & advvatos’ ditpntov yap 76 Te pry Suvdpevov tynOnvac Kai TO Suvatov 

pev jury TeTpnpéevov Sé. Tov avtov dé tpdrov Kal TO dKdAagTOY., kal 
A A AY A , , \ A A 4 A yap TO pry mecpuxds SéxecOar Kédaoww, Kai TO mechuKds pev fy KeKoha- 

opévoy S€ rept Gpuaptias, wept as dpborpayei 6 cappaor, dorep ot maides. 
\ 4 \ Ae 2 4 \ > , ” >» , ¢ 

Kata TavTNY yap akddaoTot eyoutat THY dkohaciay, Ere 6 GAAov TpoTrov ot 
i x, [tats eet f , sy , 

dvolarot Kal of aviarot Tapray Sia KoAdoEws. 

Sqdov 8 Sti td Uotepoy amd Tod mporépov| I agree with Grant 

that ‘ there can be no doubt that the punishment and unrestrained- 

ness of children is the more concrete and primary idea.’ Aristotle 

seems to make it plain in § 8 which he regards as mpérepov and 
which vorepov—aaorep b€ tov maida. . . ovT@ Kat TO emOvpntiKdr. 

§ 7. dvoytw| One without ro apyov—rois. 

7 ovyyevés]| That which is born with one—connate. He 
means that the gratification of desire strengthens the natural 

principle of desire in us. Function reacts on organ. Coraes 
has—mpoBiBder tiv ovyyern Kal euputov rH madiqy HAckia emOvpiay 

avti THs emOupias 7 evepyera, av pr) KoAaCyTat. 

§ 8. domep S¢€] K>, Ob, and Camb. have aomep Sé, CCC has 
donep 67. Bekker’s Samep yap is given by Lh, Mb, r. 

§ 9. dipporv | z.e. The émOvpntixdy and Adyos. Cf. vi. 2 2 det 

rév Te Ndyow GAnOA eivar Kai THY dpekw SpOny. . . Kal TA AUTA TOV peV 

dava, tiv Se duokery. 
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Introductory Note.| Tur &.&. and MM. agree in the 
following order—avipeia, cwppooivn, mpadtys, eAevlepidrns, peyado- 

Wuxia, peyadorpereca: then follow, though not in exactly the 

same order in each treatise, the maOnrtixal peodtntes—vépects, aidas, 

pirta, cepuvdtns, adndea, and edrpamedia,. The MWicomachean order 

is—advdpela, cwppoovvn, éhevOepidrns, peyadompereta, peyadouyia, pido- 

Tiuia, TPAdTHS, PiAdia, adnOeva, evrpareAia,—and lastly, aidés, distin- 

guished from all the foregoing as a md6vs. 

In LX. iii. 10. 1 Aristotle seems to give a reason (but see 
note ad loc.) why he begins with dvdpeia and cappootvn—v73. b0- 

Kovot yap Tay ddoyayv pepav avira ai dperai. It is true that all the 

moral virtues consist in the regulation of 76 adoyov or the element 

of disorder in man; but @upés and emOupia represent this element 

in certain purely animal forms, without the regulation of which, to 
begin with, the more distinctively human and social virtues could 
not be acquired. The reasons which make it proper to begin the 

list with avdpeia and cadpootv are in favour of giving the third 
place to mpadrns, which consists in the regulation of épyn, a feeling 

which man shares with the brutes. As 6pyn, however, is most often 

roused by causes which depend for their existence on society, 

the virtue of zpadrys, if placed third, makes an easy transition to 
éhevOepidrns, and the other virtues which consist no longer in the 

regulation of purely animal instincts, but of feelings which are of 

distinctively human origin—z.e. do not come into existence except 

in society—the desire of wealth, the love of display, the desire of 
honour, the wish to please, and so forth. 

Book IV may be said to discuss the virtues which consist in the 
Y 
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regulation of feelings and desires, which, however evolved from 

animal instincts, owe their present form and force to society. 
*Avdpeta and cwpootvm (and perhaps to some extent mpadrns), 

although, as virtues, they are no less social than éAevéepidrns and 

the rest, are concerned with feelings which have their roots deep 

in man’s animal as distinguished from his social nature’. 

CHAPLER ak 

ARGUMENT. 

Liberality (éhevdeprdrns) zs the observance of the Mean in spending and ac- 

quiring ‘ wealth’ (xpnyata)—its more characteristic side however being that 

which relates to spending, i.e. to the use of ‘wealth’—of moderate wealth, it 

must be understood, not of great wealth. Being the habit of using such wealth 

properly, its extremes, dowria and averevbepia, are the habits of abusing such 

wealth. The term dowria, however, ts often employed with an implication 

(oupmd€xovtes, § 3) of axpacia and axodacia, and thus appears in a very bad 

light. In the strict sense (oikeiws, § 4), however, the dawros 7s one who wastes 

his substance (§ 5), and so ruins himself—as the etymology of the word 

shows (a and ow fey). 

The €r€v0€pios, then, ts concerned with the xphow xpnpatwv, and zs better 

characterised as one who spends well than as one who acquires well ; for to 

acquire is KTjows, not xpnow—i.e. ‘70 acgutre well’ is, at best, the mere 

refusal to receive except from proper sources, tt ts not active fusction. “EXev- 

Bepdtns will thus realise the characteristic of all apern—to issue in positive 

well-doing, rather than to merit the merely negative praise of refraining from 
evil (§7). The édevOépos well give Tod narod evena nal dpO@s (§ 12), i.e. with 

1 See, however, Zeller’s Ph. d. Gr. 3rd German Ed. p. 634 (Aristotle), 

note 1, for a criticism of Hacker (das Einthetlungs- und Anordnungsprincip 
der moralischen Tugendrethe in der Nikomachischen Ethik, Berlin, 1863), who 

adopts a view similar to that advanced above. Zeller’s chief point is that if 
the view were correct, mpadtns must come after dvdpefa. To this it may be 

answered—that it could hardly come in de¢ween the two Cardinal Virtues 
dvépela and owppoctvyn: but asa matter of fact comes in after cwppoovrn in 
the £. Z. and JZ. 1/.—a point which Zeller does not mention. Aristotle in- 
deed interpolates the virtues of the Fourth Book between the discussion of 
avdpeia and owdpootvn and that of d:caosvvn and ppdvnois: but this is because, 
I would urge, the virtues of the Fourth Book (like d:caoodvn which imme- 
diately follows them) are distinguished from dvépeia and cwdppocivn by being 
concerned with the regulation of feelings which owe their appearance to society. 
The fact that rpadrys has the third place inthe Z. Z.and JZ. JZ. seems to me to 
show that the writers of these treatises think that dvdpeia and cwppootvn 
stand on a different footing from the virtues of the Fourth Book, mpadrys 
occupying an intermediate position. 
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due regard to the fitness of things, of which his ppévnois makes him a correct 

judge. Consequently his liberality must not be estimated from the amount that 
he gives, but from the relation which the gift bears to his means (§ 19). Hence 
Tyrants with practically unlimited means are not dowra. They cannot ‘ruin 

themselves’ by their extravagance (§ 23). The érevOépios does not value 

wealth for its own sake, but only évena ths Sdcews. Those who have made 
fortunes have done so by setting a high value on wealth and devoting themselves 

to its acguesition. They are less likely to be liberal with their money than 

those who have inherited fortunes (§ 20). 

Of the extremes, aowria 7s. much better than averevdepia. Lt runs short of 
means (§ 30) and, being a generous impulse, may be chastened by age and 

experience into érevdepidrns (§§ 30, 31). Lt also benetts many, by making 

‘money circulate. “AvedevOepia, however, 7s incurable, being the vice of old 

age and helplessness, and of narrow and timid natures, of which nothing can 

be made (§§ 37-40). 

We may note in this account of édevOepudrns and its extremes— 

(x) the stress laid on the point that éAevOepidrns results in a xpijous 

xenuarov. It thus takes its place with the other virtues in a life 

of doing. The xpnyaricris Bios, which may be contrasted with the 

life of the ¢edevOépios, is concerned merely with indefinite xrijots, 

and is a life of reception, that is, not properly a Life at all. 
(2) The importance attached to force of character. It is better 
to do what is noble, than to refrain from what is base; and the 

bold spendthrift is a more hopeful character than the timid niggard. 
(3) The remark that the spendthrift ‘benefits many,’ may be 
noticed as untrue. Money does more work and ‘ benefits’ more 
people as ‘capital’ than it does if scattered about broadcast : cf. 

Grant’s good notes on §§ 31-32 and § 44. 
As I observed in note on ii. 7. 2, Aristotle’s treatment of édev- 

@epiorns is as complicated as his treatment of dvdpeta: see ii. 7. 4 

and iv. i. 29. The dowros is in excess as regards spending and 

in defect as regards acquiring; the dvedevOepos is in excess as 

regards acquiring, and in defect as regards spending. Nor are the 

two moments of dveAevOepia always united in one character. Some 

exceed in acquisition; others are in defect as regards spending : 
SGe iv..1.. 38, 30. 

§ 1.] The method of exhaustion, by which its object is assigned 1119 b. 22. 

to €evOepidrns may be compared with that by which the object of 
Particular Justice is found—v. 2. 5. 

pie. Civ, 6. £5. b. 2. 
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a. 14. 
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§ 3. oupmdexovtes|] ‘with an implication’—implying intem- 
perance. Grant compares ‘the Prodigal Son. The historian 

Theopompus, Aristotle’s contemporary, in a passage preserved by 

Athenaeus (iv. 62), gives a vivid picture of the dowréa of Philip and 

his friends, which may serve as an illustration of dowria ‘ with an 

implication ’"—idimmos, émet eykpatns moAN@v eyivero Xpnpdrwv, ovK 

dvddwoev alta taxyéws, aN’ e&€Badre Kal eppipe, wavt@v avOparav Ka- 

kistos &y oikovdpos, ov pdvov adtds, Gdda Kal of wept adtévy, dnd@s yap 

ovdeis aitav Amiotato (hv bpbds, ovdé cadpdvas oikeiv oikiay. tod F 

avTdés airios nv, amAnotos Kal moAuTEANS OY, TpOXEipws ATavTa TOLoY, 

kal kT@pevos Kai Sidovs’ otpatiwrns yap oy, AoyiterOar Ta mpoctovTa, Kal 

ravadiokdpeva Se aoyoXlay ovk nOvvato. émeita 8 ot Eraipor avtov ex 

TOAAGY Téev Hoav ouveppunKdtes’ of pev yap e& adrns THs yepas, of 

ex Oecerradias, of dé ek THs GAAns “EAAddos, ovK aprorivdny e&eveypevot, 

GAN «i tis Hv ev Tois °EAAnow 7) Tois BapBapots Aagravpos % deupos 

7) Opacis Tov Tpdmov, otto oyedov Gmavtes eis Maxedoviay dOpacbevres 

eraipo. Pidinmov mpoonyopevovto, ei O€ py Kat Towdrds tes eAnvOet, 

td tov Biov kat tHs duaitns THs MakeSovixns taxéws ekeivors dpmotos 

eyeveTo, Ta pev yap of médepot kal ai orpareiat, Kai ai trodvrédevat 

Opaccis avrovs elvar mpuetpémovto, kai Civ ui) Koopiws aN’ daatas kal 

Tois Ayotats maparAnoias. 

§ 4. oixetws] ‘they are not properly called dowre.’ 

§§ 6-8.] See Argument at the beginning of this chapter. 

§ 8. wero] For the technical use of this term = tmapyew rwi, 
or Katnyopetoba twés, see An, Pr. i. 27 and 28 passim. 

§ 9. frtov mpotevtar pahAov # oF AapBdvoucr| ‘ For men are less 

inclined to give away (jrrov mpotervrac) what is their own, than (uadXov 

7 = 7) to abstain from taking what belongs to others. As Grant 

and other editors point out paddov is redundant. 

§ 10. 06x Arrov] = paddoy Ald. Schol. 

§ 16.] Grant has an interesting note on this section in which he 
calls attention to ‘the spirit of manliness and nobility (avdpadns 

kai uddxados cf. Eth. iv. 4. 3.) which runs through the virtuous 

characters of Aristotle.’ ‘The principle of individuality,’ he says 

‘a sense of life and free action (évépyeia), are with Aristotle the 
basis of morality, and the first requisite to nobleness seems to be 

self-respect . . . Christianity says ‘‘It is more blessed to give than 
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r) to receive”... In the Christian sentiment there is so great a 1120a. 33. 

harmony between the object and subject, that the subjective side 

appears to be lost; but in reality it is only lost to be found again, 

it is diminished to be enhanced. Aristotle’s statement would be, 

“Tt is better to give than to receive, because it is more noble.” 

This has a slight tendency to give too much weight to the sub- 
jective side’ I think not—ei yap kai ratrév éorw i kai rddet, 

peifov ye kal TehewdtEpov TO THs TOAEws haiverat Kat AaBeEw Kai o@CeLv. 

$17. dvayxatov] 7. ¢. dvaykaioy e& imobécews—materially necessary, b. 1. 

if the beautiful form (ro xaddv) is to be realised (see AZer. A. 5. 
TOI5 a. 20). 

§ 18. Bdérew] Bekker reads émdérew with Lb,  Rassow b. 6. 
(Forsch. 59) prefers Bdérew, the reading of Kb and M>. CCC, 

which in this part of the Ethics is practically a transcript of 

the text of K® (see Anecd. Oxon. Classical Series, vol. i. part i. 
p- 45), omits not only the prefix ém- but also the py immediately 

preceding. 

$19. attn 8€ Kata thy odclay Bi8wow] ‘diSaow fort. seclu- b. 9. 
dendum’ Bywater. Retaining dideow, I would suggest otros in 

place of adrn. 

§ 20.| Zell, Coraes, Michelet, and Grant compare Plato, Rep. b. 11. 

330 B, C, where Socrates (in his conversation with Cephalus) says 
of 8€ Kryodpevor Sumhf i) of GAOL aowdgovra avd (Sc. Ta Xprpara)* 

omep yap of mounral . .. Kat of marepes x.7.A. Cf. also EV. ix. 

7: 3- 
§ 22. od8 dca Ada toraéra| Cf. note on ili, 11. 8, a. 15 od6 dhos b. 21. 

T@V TOLOUT@Y OvdEY, 

§ 24. émerar . . . b. 34. at Emdpevar] See above, note on § 8 b. 32. 
of this chapter. 

§ 27. Xpwvidy] ‘fort. Sipwridov’ Bywater. Coraes quotes 1121 a. 7. 

Athenaeus xiv. 73 (656) dvras d€ jv ws adnOas KipBiE 6 Zywvidys kai 

aicxpoxepons, os Xapaéov gnc. "Ev Supaxovcas yody tov “lépwvos 

? 

droaréAXovtos ai’T@ Ta Kad’ Huépav aprpas, TaAG Ta TAELw 6 Tipwvidns 

T@Y Tap ekeivou TEuTOpev@Y, EavT@ puxpov pepos ameriGero, €popevou 
, 9. cy7 s \ 

d€ twos tHv aitiav’ Oras, etrev, 7 Te “lepwvos peyadorperera Katadayns 
A ~ 

}, Kain ep KoopudTns. Coraes adds—éreye dé kal mpds Ttovs éyxadovvras 
> ~ Xr 4 f a - AX > , 8 A ~ a no cal 

ait@ gidapyrpiay 6te Tay GarAwv dreorepnpevos bia 7 yipas dover, 
col - a” ~ , , 

imo puas ért ynpoBockeitar THs amd TOU Kepdaivew, Hs yor Wdovrapxos 
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a 

(Plut. an seni sit gerenda resp. 5). Cf. also Stobaeus (For. i. 

240 ed, Meineke) quoted by Coraes—Sipovidns epornets Sia ri 

€oxdrov ynpos dv diddpyvpos ety «7.4. Grant quotes Fel. ii. 16. 

1391 a. 8 dOey Kai Td Sipwvidov eipytar mepi Tv aopay Kai Tovelwy 

mpos THY yuvaika THY ‘Iépw@vos epopévny mérepov yevéo Out Kpeitrov movatov 

i} copdy’ mrovavov eireiv? Tos aopors yap &pn, pay emt tais TeV TAov- 

ciav Aipas StatpiBovras. See also the amusing reference to his love 

of money in Rhef. iii. 2. 1405 b. 24 kai 6 Smovidns, ore pev edidov 

pucbov ddtyov ait 6 reKnoas Tos Gpedow, ovK AOEN€ TrOLEWW ws OvTXEpaivov 

eis mpedvous move, érel 8 ixavov eSwxev, €roinge ‘ xaiper’ deddorddav 

Ovyatpes inmov. Kairot kal Tov bvev OvyatEpes joav. 

§ 29. why év puxpois|] See below §§ 41, 42. 

§§ 30, 31. Ta pev ob THs dowrtlas . . . BeAtiwv etvar Tod dveheu- 

Ogpou| ‘The two sides of dowria (mentioned in § 29) are very 

seldom found united in the same person, for it is not easy for 

one who has no receipts to give to everybody (if he tries, his 

means soon come to an end—that is, if he is a private individual ; 

and it is only the private individual who can be termed dowros) : 

where they are united however—that is, in the dowros proper, we 

have a character not a little better than that of the avehev@epos.’ 

The words rayéos . . . dowtor civae are parenthetical; and 6 ye 
To.ovtos 1S 6 pyndapdbev AapBdvey Kai Tact SWovs = the dowros proper = 

6 8€ totter tov tpdémuv dowros of § 32 below. Where (as is generally 

the case) extravagance goes with indiscriminate acquisition (§§ 33, 

34), we have really a bad form of dvedevOepia, not something 
better than avedevécpia. See Rassow Forsch. p. 121. 

§ 81. Bdcer yap ots Set, kal od Aneta dOev ob Set] KP, CCC, 

r, and Cambr. omit both negatives, with the approval of Rassow 

(forsch. 59), who is followed by Susemihl. The fault of the 

dowros, as Rassow points out, is to give too much and take too 

little. If he is reformed and becomes like the edevOépios, he will 

give the right amount to the right people, and also take the right 

amount from the right sources—Anwerar ober det. 

§ 35. od8€ tovtou évexa| rod xadod évexa. All MSS. except K» 
Ob and CCC, seem to read rovrov ai’rou—which I prefer to rovrov 
accepted by Sus. and Byw. 

§§ 38-40.] dvedevdepia has two moments: but they do not 

always coexist in the same character; hence we have two classes 
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of avededbepor, (1) Those who are conscientious enough—or at 1121b.16. 
least externally irreproachable—in the matter of acquisition, but 
will not part with what they acquire. (2) Those who are bent 

upon acquisition, and unscrupulous in the methods which they 

employ. 

§ 39. xipBuxes] Coraes, in his note on this section, explains the use b. 22. 
of kiz@é = ‘ niggard,’ by pointing to its connexion through the di- 

minutive xiwBikcov with the modern Greek rouBice which means a dog- 

tick or flea = the old Greek kporoy. "Eore toivuy, he says, 6 KipPré 

6 Sikny KpoT@vos otovet KevT@v Kai ekuv(av ta €Adxiora, 6 pndé Ta der- 

rorata Tov Kepudrwy (small change) mapopay, dv of Taddou tHv adray 

petahopay ca corres pince-maille Kadovor. 

kupivoTpiorns| a cummin-splitter. Cummin, a relish eaten b. 27. 

with food. 

§ 40. toxtorat kata piKxpd kai émt modhe| Zell (reading roxorai b. 34. 

kal Ta pukpa emt modho) Supplies Saveifovres Out of roxeerai—‘ who lend 

small sums at a high rate of interest.’ Michelet prefers to take 

Ta puxpa emi TOAA® With epya¢duevo.—‘ who perform small services for 

a large return’—agreeing with Coraes apparently, who (also 
reading kal ra puxpa émi TOAAM) SayS—rodro pev onuaiver, Ta edTEAH 

emt MOAAH TYysy Svddvres 7) Vovpyovvres. I prefer Zell’s interpretation, 

which applies as well to the reading kara puxpa kal emi wohd@ (Byw.) 

as to Zell’s. For Aristotle’s general objection to réxos see Pol. i. 

3. 1258 b. 6 6 de rékos yiverar vouiopa vopiopatos. ate Kat padvora 

mapa pvow ovtos TOY Xpnuatiopar eotiv. 

§ 44.] The grounds upon which dvedevéepia rather than dvwria 1122 a. 13. 

is to be regarded as the proper contrary of é€Aevepidrns are the two 

specified in il. 8. 7, 8. 

It is only as a character that dvedevOepia can be truly described 

as peitov xaxov tis dowtias. The economic effects of dowtia are ¥ 

unquestionably worse than those of dvedevOepia. 

With the account of eAevepidrns and its extremes given in this 

chapter, cf. £. Z. iii. 4 (a very meagre treatment of the subject), 

and JM. M. i. 23, 24. The various forms of dvedevOepia are 
described by Theophrastus (Char.) not only in his chapter sept 
avedevbepias, but also in the chapters wept dmovolas, mepi aicxpokepdias 

and epi puxpodoyias, The following is his description of the 

ais xpokepoys, as translated by Jebb:— 
‘The avaricious man is one who when he entertains will not set 
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1122 a. 13. enough bread on the table. He will borrow from a guest staying 

in the house . . . When he sells wine he will sell it watered to 

his own friend. He will seize the opportunity of taking his boys 

to the play when the lessees of the theatre grant free admission . . . 

He is apt to claim his part of the halfpence found by his servants 

in the streets and to cry—*“ Shares in the luck” (xowdy civae dyoas 

rov “Eopjv) . . . It is just like him too when he is paying a debt 

of thirty minas to withhold four drachmas (about 3s. out of 4120): 

Then if his sons, through ill health, do not attend the school 

throughout the month, he will make a proportionate deduction 

from the payment; and all through Anthesterion he will not send 

them to their lessons because there are so many festivals, and he 

does not wish to pay the fees. It is just like him too when a 

club-dinner is held at his house to secrete some of the fire-wood, 

lentils, vinegar, salt and lamp-oil placed at his disposal. If a 

friend or a friend’s daughter is to be married he will go abroad 

a little time before in order to avoid giving a wedding present.’ 

GEA? TE Re eit: 

ARGUMENT. 

Meyadonpéreia—magnificence—differs from édevOepidrns mm being concerned 

only with expenditure, and that on a grand scale (§ 1). The peyadorpenns ts 

zrevdepos, but the edevdépios is not therefore peyadompens (§ 3). Both expend 

with equal propriety, but the scale on which they do so ts different ; and the 

expenditure of the peyadonpenns results in performances, and works, which are 

beautiful and striking in the public eye, rather than merely useful to tndi- 

viduals, as are the gifts of the erdevOépos. “Edevbepiorns results in a KTHpA 

useful to the person benefited ; whereas peyadompémea results in an épyov which 

is the glory and admiration of the city (§ 10). Hence the peyadompenns mest 

be a rich man, and even a man whose riches have been inherited (§§ 13, Aye 

otherwise expenditure on a great scale (whether for public objects 1 or on great 

family occasions, §§ 11-17) would be out of keeping with his condition ; but the 

érevdépios need not be a rich man. The habit of spending money on a great 

scale with propriety will direct the peyahonpemns even tm cases where the 

expenditure ts necessarily small. Hews an artist —émortnpovr €oumev (§ 5), and 

will display his superior taste, even in cases in which the éAevdépios, strictly so 

called, can compete with him—kai and rhs tons bardvys 70 Epyov monoer peyaro- 

mpeméeotepoy (§ 10). 

1 What we understand by ‘public spirit’ enters largely into the notion of 
peyadonpeTeca. 
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The extremes are Bavavaia or drepoxadia' and yuxpompéemeica. The former 
results in vulgar display of wealth ; the latter falls short of the requirements of 

great occasion (e.g. a marriage or a Oewpia) by anxiety to do the thing as 

cheaply as possible. 

§ 1. wepi tas Samavypas pdvov] Aspasius has 7 pév yap éAevOepudrns 1122 a. 21. 

mept Odow Kat Aj ur, 7 b€ peyadorperesa trepl THY Soow, 

§ 2.] The zpmpapyia was one of the extraordinary Aeroupyia at a. 24. 

Athens. The zpujpapxos got the ship, fairly equipped, from the 

State. The State also paid the crew, and bore the expense of 

their provisions. The tpejpapyos had to maintain the efficiency 

of the ship for one year, hire the crew, and often pay large 

bounties in order to induce men to serve; he had also often to 

advance the money required for pay and provisions. The cost 
of a trierarchy amounted to about fifty minae. See Smith’s 

Dictionary of Antiquities: article Trierarchia, and Jebb’s Theo- 

phrastus, p. 253. The dpx@ewpss was the leader of a Oewpta, or 

embassy sent by the state to the Great Games, or to consult the 

oracle at Delphi, or to assist at the celebration of the Delia—the 

solemn festival of the Ionian confederacy. The dpyiéewpia was 

one of the ordinary, or éyki«\toe Aevrovpyiat, Which devolved upon 

the wealthy Athenian citizen. See Smith’s Dect. of Antiquities, 

articles—Delia, Theort, Letturgia. Zell assumes that the rpunpapyia 

would cost more than an dpy:éewpia: Grant reverses this opinion. 

The Delian dpx:@ewpia probably cost more than a rpmpapxia : some 

other apy:@ewpta probably less. 

§ 3. wokAdxe «.7.A.] from Od. xvii. 419, BE ele 

Kal yap €y® mote olkov ev avOparoow évatoy 

OABios acpverdy, Kai wodkhake SdoKov adyry. 

_ §4. odx GrepBdddougar . . . Aapmpuvdpevar] Asp. has—Savav- a. 32. 

giav . . . mpooroinol twa ovcay peyeOouvs Tod ev daravnpacw agtov" ev 

ois yap ov bet ovd ws Set Aaprpoverat, 

Uotepov 8 bmep adtav epodpev| K>, Ob, Camb., and CCC read a. 33. 

imép for mepi. Susemihl (followed by Bywater) attaches so much 

1 Tn the Z. £. (iii. 6) 6 émi 76 pet{ov is said to be avwvupos, but to resemble 
the dmepdxados and cadaxwv: in the troypapy, however, the habit is called 
danavnpia (Z. Z.ii.3). In the AZ. AZ. (i. 26) the habit is called cadaxwveia (1192 
a. 37—K? however reads aAa(oveias here, and ddAa(wv for cadaxwy in 1192 b. 2 
and 3). The cadraxwv, or swaggerer, is coupled with the odAoxos, or vulgar 
person, in AAet. ii. 16, 1391 a. 4. 
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weight to the joint authority of K> and Ob? here, that he accepts 
imép from them. He may be quite right in doing so: but I think 

he ought to do more, and bracket the clause (suspicious in itself) 

in which tmép appears. See note on iii. 3. 2. 

§ 6.] Rassow (Forsch. 75) inserts ef mpérov between mpémov and 
76 &pyw (1122 b. 4), believing that no sense can be got out of the 

clause ora yap... py as it stands. Is this so? Aristotle 

says that the dardya (answering to the evépyeca mentioned in the 
line above) of the peyadompenns are (as his name implies) peyddac 

and npérovoa. The épya or objects (answering to the éy eorw 

above) of his damdva will therefore be peydda, for unless they 

are peyd\a, we cannot speak of a péya Samdvnua in the sense in 

which we wish péya to be here understood—z.e. in the sense 

of péya Kol mpémov To épyw—not only great materially (for the 
Samdvac of the Bdévavoos are great materially), but having its material 

greatness plainly justified by the greatness of its object. 
Miinscher and Rassow (Lorsch. p. 75) omit cai (b. 1) before oy 

éoriv: wrongly I think. A és (like an organ) is to be understood 

in relation to its functions, avd to its objects, or the environment 

for which it is suited. 
"Ev dpxj may be taken as a reference to the account of the 

nature and formation of the 7@Kxai ees with which Aristotle began 

this division (Books ii—iv) of his Treatise. 

§ 10. év tovTo1s 8€ K.t.A.] "Ev rovros 7. ¢, a det kai ws det, Peters 

translates—‘ So the magnificent man must be liberal also; for 

the liberal man too will spend the right amount in the right 

manner; only, both the amount and the manner being right, 

magnificence is distinguished from liberality (which has the same * 

sphere of action) by greatness—I mean by actual magnitude of 

amount spent: and secondly, where the amount spent is the same, 

the result of the magnificent man’s expenditure will be more 

magnificent. This seems to be the only rendering which the 
words as they stand admit of: otov péyeOos is epexegetic of 16 

peya, and tis éAevOepidtnros ovens iS a genitive absolute. The 

rendering of Lambinus—sed in his guidquid magni est magnifict 

proprium est, veluti magnitudo hberalitats circa haec versantts, 

1 Here Peters translates Bekker’s Tavira. 
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which makes the gen. eAev@epidtnros depend on peéyeos, can hardly 1122 b.12. 

be right. JI am inclined, however, to suspect the text, and 

to think that Coraes is right in trying to restore a verb to 

govern péyeOos. He suggests oxovons for ovens and has the fol- 

lowing note: Sxovens avti rov ovans’ ov yap dv Gddws €Enynoato TO 

TOAAA Tois KpITLKOIs TapacxXov mpdypata xXwplov TOTO. 6 vovs, érel 

6 peyaronpenns éatw dvaykaiws Kal €devOépios, Kat ovdév Te éxeivou 

Siaeper erepov, mAry Gri ev peyddos Kal peyddrov evexa Samara, cin av 

1) peyadomperesa eAevOepidtns axovca péyeOos* Tovreatw h Saravny ev ois 

Sei Kal ws Sei perpia pev ovaa eevOepidrns KexAynoeTa, TpotAaBodoa Se 

péyebos Kadeicbo peyadorpereia. Rassow (Morsch. 92) adopts the 

method of emendation indicated by Coraes, and conjectures \a- 

Bovons for ovens, comparing such, uses as AapBavew avénow, tedeiwow, 

TéAos, TOD peyeOous TEhos, Vos. Susemihl accepts Rassow’s AaBovons 

into his text. Thus peyadompémrea ‘ist gewissermassen eine é)ev- 

epidrns in grossem Stil.’ The reading raira (accepted by Rassow, 

Susemihl and Bywater) has the support of all MSS. apparently, 

except H®, CCC, and rec. Kb, which have ravra adopted by 

Bekker. 

Whether we leave the text as it stands with ovens, or read Xa- 

Bovens, we have to remember that the peya, or péyeOos, characteristic 

of peyadomperea, is not material bulk, as such, but ¢he grandeur 

which belongs to material bulk subserving a worthy end. ‘ Mag- 
nificence, says Grant, ‘differs from Liberality not in degree, 

but in kind, being a display of more genius and imagination on 

the same objects, and thus with the same expense producing a 

more striking result. Grant reads epi ratra—but even this ought 
not to be rendered ‘on the same objects. The ¢devOepios and the 
peyadonperns do not spend ‘on the same objects,’ but ‘both spend 

the right amount in the right manner,’ on their different objects. 

od yap 4 adtTH «.7.A.| This explains how it is that amo ris tons b. 14. 
damams the magnificent man produces a finer result than the 

liberal man. ‘The result produced by the liberal man is merely 

a «xrjpa—something that is materially useful to the recipient, and 
has its market value, whereas the result produced by the magni- 

ficent man is of the nature of a work of art. It is @avpacrév— 

‘displays genius and imagination.’ 
The words with which this section ends are variously given by 

| the MSS—K?, Ob, r, CCC, and Cambr. give kai gorw epyou dpern, 
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peyadorperesa, év peyeOe, adopted by Bekker and Bywater : Lb, Mb, 

have kal gorw e€pyov peyadomperesa apery ev peyébe, adopted by 

Susemihl and Zeller (PA. d. Gr. ii. 2, p. 638, note 4). Zeller 

translates ‘die Grossartigkeit des Werkes besteht in einer im 

Grosse sich darstellenden Trefflichkeit.’ I prefer Bekker’s reading ; 
but perhaps 7 has dropped out between adperj and peyadorpérea. 

The words ev peyé@e qualify the predicate ¢pyou apern. 

§ 11. 1&4 tipia] as distinguished from ray b€ idiav § 15. See 
Vili. 14. 3, Where teuy is said to be the return which Society makes 

to its benefactors. There ought to be a comma (Bekker has none) 

after @covs,—dvaOnpata, karackeval (constructiones templorum Lamb., 

arae aedificatae Victor.), and @voia being the three subdivisions 

of ra mepi Tovs Geovs. 

xopnyetv| See Smith’s Dict. of Antig. article Choregus. The 
xopnyia was one of the most expensive Nerovpyia. The duty of 

the xopnyés, who was appointed by his Tribe, was to provide 

choruses for tragedies, and comedies, and other public functions. 

He had to pay the xopodidoxados and the choreutae, supplying 

the latter with proper food, and with the necessary dresses and 

masks. Even the prize which the most successful xopyyés received, 

(a tripod) he had to pay for himself. For the expenses of the 

xopnyia, see Haigh, Atéc Theatre, p. 82 sqq. 

éortav thy wodw] It would seem that Aristotle uses this ex- 

pression to distinguish the Aerovpyia referred to, from the less 

splendid éoray tiv pudnv, one of the regular Aecroupyiae, which con- 

sisted in giving a feast to one’s tribesmen. See Smith’s Licz. of Ant. 

article Hes/asis. 

§ 12. dvaeperar| The subject of this verb is ra daravqjyara, and 

7o Tis K.T.A. 1S IN apposition to rév mpdtrovra. 

§ 14. mpémer 8€ [kal] ots] Bywater brackets «ai. I think that 

its Omission is a great improvement. 

mpoindpxer] Cf. 2.2. iii, 6. 1233 b. 11 tTHv Ocwpiay ove @ETO 

CepiotoKet mpéerew fv emoujcato “Odupridte Sid thy mpovimapgacav ta- 

mewdrnra, G\Ad Kiyo: with which Fritzsche compares Plut. Zhem. 

5—els “Odupriav eOav 6 CeptoroKArs Kai SiapidA@pevos TH Kipore 
r U > 

mept Seimva kal oxnvas Kal thy GdAnv AapmpdTnTa Kat TapacKeny, OvK 

SE 
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” Ces Soak \ sy if ie aed SR , 4 
ypkeoe Tots “EhAnow. exely@ yap ovTL ve@ Kal am oikias peydAns @ovro 1122 b. 30. 

deiv Ta ToadTa ovyxwpew’ 6 O€ pHT@ yveptiuos yeyovos ada Kat Soxdv 
’ > G , 2) Sre8 > , , > , 
e& ovx Unapxervtav map a€&iay eraipecOa, tpocwpXtoKavey adaCovetay, 

Gv adtots péreotiv| 7) Sud twos TOv ere CovT@Y aitois oikelwy Kal b. 31. 

avyyevav, Coraes. ‘Their connections ’—Peters. 

§ 15. tay 8€ is{wv| Aristotle here passes from the highest objects b. 35. 
of peyadompénera (ta rep Oeovs, and the great Aecrovpyiar), to those 

of second rank—the celebration of a marriage, the entertainment 

of private friends, the furnishing of one’s house, &c. 

§ 17. kat émel tv Samavnpdtwv| I follow Susemihl and Bywater 1123 a. 10. 
in reading emei for emi, and make the apodosis begin at 8 rodro 

§ 1g. I find that CCC has yp, emei on the margin for insertion 
before! cat émi rév Saravnpatrov: but all MSS. seem to read ent. 

Peters (reading emi) translates—‘ And in his expenditure every detail 
will be great after its kind, great expenditure on a great occasion 

being the most magnificent, and then in a less degree that which 
is great for the occasion, whatever it be.’ 

é tya év TH yever| wore civa ta v r vs a. 11 KaOTOV pPeya ev TH Y € eval TA Epya TOU peyadomperois a. 11. 

peyadka kal Oavpaota, mpos 7a Gpoyern avyKpivdpeva’ Tapwv pév oiko- 

Sounpata mpds tapos, vay mpos vaovs, Kat yepvpas mpos yedipas, Kat 

ent Tov GANov Gpoiws. Paraph. 

To év peyddo péya| olov ev vad peyddrn Sawavn. Coraes. I do a. 12. 

not think that Bywater’s insertion of dm\és after peyaompenéorarov 

is necessary. I understand peyadomperés, not peyadompenéoraroy, as 

the predicate of ré év rovros péya. 

° a A cers , , > . a - wes A ro 
évtad0a Sé 7o ev ToUToIs péeya] ev dé Tots puKpois, 7d ev Tois puKpois 

peya, @oTe TO puKpoyv TOU peyadoTpETO’s Tpds TA Opoyern Tov Gddov 

pukpa mapa@addopevoy péyotov eivar. Coraes. 

§ 20. épariotas yapiks éoti@y| ‘’Epavos being a club where a. 22. 

each member entertained in turn, or an entertainment where each 

guest contributed, it was of course bad taste to eclipse the rest in 
splendour.’ Grant. 

év TH Tapddw wopdpay eiopepwv| The adpodos was the entrance a. 23. 

of the chorus in the orchestra, and the first song sung on entrance— 

1 Possibly instead of émi: but the three dots referring to the yp. are under 
the Kat, 
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defined in Poe. 12. 1452 b. 22 mapodos péev 9 mpworn dééts Sdov 

xopov. Zell and Coraes, however, are of opinion that here wdpodos 

means the part of the theatre at which the chorus entered, and 

that the ‘purple’ is not the dress of the choreutae, but the 

hangings of this part, which, in the case of comic representations, 

were usually skins. ‘That hangings are here intended seems to 

be the view both of the Ald. Schol. and of the Par. The former 

has—ovvnOes ev kopodia mapanetdcpara Séppers moreiv ov moppupidas : 

and the Par. has—ev rais kop@dias dvti kwdiwv (Sheep skins), @ mapa- 
metaopata nv emt ths oknyns, noppupidas exer, kabawep of Meyapeis. 

Zell quotes Lysias (699) for the cost of a comic choregia—xopo- 

Seis xopnyav Kndicodét@ evikay kal avnooa oly 7H THS okevns avabecer 

éxxaidexa pvas—?.e. about £64. The cost of a tragic choregia 
would be much greater. 

Bywater restores Meyapot from K», in place of the Meyapets of 

other MSS. Pr. CCC has Meyapoi. 

§ 22.] Meyadomperea and its extremes are discussed in ££. 
ili. 6, and in JZ. AZ. i. 26 shortly, and in an inferior manner. 

CHARTER Gel: 

ARGUMENT. 

The peyardpuxos, or great-souled man, deems himself worthy of that which 

ts highest, being worthy of tt, as distinguished from the xavvos, or vain man, 
on the one side, who thinks too highly of himself, and the pxpopvxos, or small- 

souled man, on the other side, who thinks too little of himself. 
That which ts highest—among external good things—is honour. It is this 

which the peyadrdstuyxos rightly deems himself worthy of. Meyadroypuxia, then, 

may be defined as a mediocrity where honour and dishonour are concerned. 
Rightly deeming himself worthy of that which is highest, the peyaddpuxos 

must be a truly virtuous man; and his peyaropvxia will lend distinction to the 

virtues, without which tt cannot ztself exist. 
But, although he deems himself worthy of the highest honour, the peyaddoyuxos 

does not make honour his all-in-all. Since, then, even honour ts not all-in-all 

to him, he will not be likely to think too highly of inferior good things. The 

consciousness of his own commanding personality will be enough for him. This 
consciousness will reveal itself externally in the independence of his demeanour, 
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and the distinction of his bearing. He will accept the honour which he receives 

Jrom good men, not as adequate to his desert, but as the best thing which they 

can offer. The opinion of ordinary men—favourable or unfavourable—he wil] 

look down upon. (Here he is apt to be imitated by those who are not really 

peyaddyuxo. Rut he has a right to look down on other men.) He will 

rather do good offices than have them done to him. He wzll remember those 

whom he has benefited, but those who have benefited him he will easily forget. 

He will be haughty and reserved with the great, and easy with those of middle- 

estate. He will not enter into competition with others for honour. He will 
reserve himself for great occasions of acting, and great danger ; but when the 
great danger comes he will not grudge his life. He will love and hate openly. 

He will speak and act the truth—except in so far as he keeps ordinary people at 

a distance by his trony. He will never be found looking up to people or things 

with awe and wonder. Remembering evil, personal talk, praise, blame, com- 

plaint, will all be far from his nature. 

Hits walk will be slow, his voice deep, his manner of speaking calm and 

measured. 

The extremes—the vain man, and the small-souled man, are not exactly 

vicious characters—they are not evil-doers: but they are in error. The small- 

souled man deprives himself of what ts his due, from not ‘knowing himself? 
He is not silly ; but he ts backward. His poor opinion of himself, however, 

makes him a worse man in time. The vain man, on the other hand, ts stlly. 

fis lack of self-knowledge ts conspicuous. He is always being shown-up, as he 

strives, by dress, and all kinds of ostentation, to make people think highly 

of him. 
Mixpopuxia, however, ts the real opposite of peyadrovxia, for puxpovxia zs 

more common than xavvotns, and worse. 

Introductory Note.| Tue picture of the peyaddyuxos given in this 

chapter is a creation of art, intended to present a great philosophical 

truth with concrete evidence to the imagination. We must therefore 

be careful not to look at it as if it were a portrait-sketch after the 

manner of Theophrastus, or stood on the same plane with the 

other character-pictures given in the Fourth Book. 
The peyadduxos accepts the highest honour, though falling 

short of his deserts, because men have nothing better to give 
him. He remembers those whom he has benefited, but not those 

from whom he has received benefits. ‘To the many he is ironical. 

He does not give way to admfration, for in his eyes nothing is 

great. This spirit in a real man would be intolerable. But 

Aristotle’s peya\éWuyos is not a real man. He is an ideal creation 

in philosophy, as Philoctetes or Antigone is in tragedy. He is 

Aristotle’s concrete presentation of that @6ewpia which is essential 

to human excellence. He ‘contemplates’ the cécpos or beautiful 

harmony of his own nature, and allows nothing external to it 
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to dominate his thought or conduct. He thus realises atrapxesa 
or autonomy, and ‘possesses all the virtues’ in a fuller sense than 

other virtuous men, who are conscious of the moral law merely 

through their pévnos, or practical insight and _ self-knowledge. 
\ The peyadsuxos is a man of the highest speculative power. Like 

Spinoza’s ideal, he has the sczentia tnfuchva, and sees in every 

virtuous act the whole world of human nature clearly, which 

good men of less speculative power see only dimly. The ever- 
present spectacle of ‘the moral law within,’ by its sublimity, exalts 

his mind; while the exaltation of mind, or peyadoyuyia, reveals 

itself outwardly in the dignity and distinction of his bearing. 

High speculative power being thus essential to peyadowWvyia, it is 

not every virtuous man who can be peyadouyos. 

It is impossible to determine how far Aristotle was guided in his 

delineation of the peyadouyos by reference to particular individuals 

known to him. ‘There certainly seem to be touches in the work 

suggested by such a reference; but it may be said, I think, that 

the work loses, rather than gains, by these attempts at realism, 

and that the impression which they convey, that we have before 

us a realand possible man, who, as described, would be intolerable, 

is unfortunate, and has contributed to the misunderstanding of © 

the significance of peyadowvyia in Aristotle’s Ethical System. The 
measured movements, and the deep voice, make us think of a 

real man: but, after all, they are only the buskins and mask of 

an ideal character. Aristotle, we may be sure, was as fully aware 

of the ideality of his peyaddyuyos, or man who is a law to himself, 

as Kant was of the ideality of his Good Will: but Aristotle, 

unlike Kant, had undertaken to picture the ideal of moral au- 

tonomy, for the eye, as it were, and could not withstand the 

temptation of putting in touches more suitable to a psychological 

and physiological description, than to the representation of an 
ethical ideal. 

Hegel’s view, that Alexander the Great was Aristotle’s model, 

is a particularly unfortunate one. The impetuous genius, and 

the vices, of Alexander distinguish him, in the most marked 

manner, from the harmoniously developed peyadéWvyos’. Nor 

must too much be made of the examples of peyadoyuxia—Alci- 
biades, Achilles, Ajax, Lysander, and Socrates—given, in a purely 

1 For other objections to Hegel’s view see Teichmiiller Lzterarische Fehden, 
p. 192. 
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logical context, in Az. Post. ii. 13. 97 b. 18; for no one of 

these characters answers to the description here given. The 

description of the peyaddWuxos in the Lhics is rather the mzse en 

scene of Aristotle’s doctrine of the airdprea of the eddatuov in 

the Life of Reason, than a portrait-sketch after the manner of 
Theophrastus. 

§ 4. odppwv|] here means ‘modest,’ ‘knowing his place ’— 1123 b. 5. 
as each of the classes in Plato’s State, in virtue of its cappoavrn, 

‘knows its own place.’ 

§ 5. 16 Kdédos ev peydho odpatt| The editors refer to Poet. 7. b. 7. 
1450 b. 36 ro yap Kadov ev peyeber kai ra€er eori. 

§ 6. od mas xaivos| 7c. a man may think too much of himself, b. 9. 
without going the stupid length of vanity. 

§ 8. 7O pev peyeder dkpos, TO S€ ds Bet péoos| Cf. ii. 6. 17. b.13. 

As ‘a great man’ he stands on a pinnacle; as ‘a virtuous 

character’ he occupies the mean. His position, as he himself 

is conscious of it, and as it strikes the imagination of the admiring 
beholder, is one of incomparable preeminence ; but to the moral 

analyst it suggests difficulties of detail in which the xadvos and 

the puxpdyvyos fail—and in which the ‘ virtuous character’ himself 

might have failed. 

§10. 7 8 dgla Adyerar mpds Ta extds adyabd] ‘ Worth’ is ab. 17. 

relative term—z.e. it cannot be understood except as entitling 

its possessor to ‘something’; and this ‘something’ has to be 

specified. Being something which the person ‘worthy of it’ gets, 

it cannot be a good thing of the soul, or of the body; it must, 

therefore, be one of ra exros dyaOd. © 

tun | When peyadroyvxia is said to be mepi typas kai dripias, we b. 20. 

must remember that tip7 is after all only a symbol of the reward 

to which the worth of the peyaddWvyos is entitled. Tin regarded 

afan end in itself in the wodcrixds Bios turns out to be something 

precarious, ¢v tois tiyw@oe paddov 7) ev TH Tywoper@ (i. 5. 4). The 

true reward is evSapovia or the evépyera Wuxns Kar aperny itself. This 

is indeed tip.ov (i. ¥2) and an end in itself, as the gods, to whom 
we do not give érawos, but assign tun, are ends in themselves, 

| not means to our advantage. The timy which is assigned to the 

peyadoyvxos must therefore be understood in connexion with the 

Zz 
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1123 b. 20. technical use of the term rijuov as explained in £. Vi. 12. The 

b. 26. 

b. 30. 

self-sufficing personality of the peyadéyuyos inspires reverence. 

The outward expressions of this reverence are in themselves 

nothing to the peyaddWuyos, but he receives them, as the gods 

receive our homage, not because they need it, but because we 

offer it, as the best thing we have to offer. But if the world is 
unappreciative and withholds the homage due to his character, the 

weyardwuyos is not troubled. He goes on his way like Plato’s 

embodiment of the ‘autonomy of the Will’—6 emornpnv dAaBov 

(Rep. 362 and 366), who walks through life with the inward con- 

sciousness of justice, and the reputation of injustice. 

§ 11. typqs yap padtota [ot peyahor | aévodow EauTous | Bywater 

brackets of peyddo.—rightly. It probably represents an interpolated 

of peyaddoypuyor, 

§ 12. dgiwpa] ‘non est sed aest:matio, sed ipsa dignifas’—Michelet, 
rightly. 

§ 13. od phy tév ye peyaddpuxov| mpéds ought perhaps to be 

restored to the text before tov. K> omits ye. 

§ 14. 13 év Exdotn dper_ péya| The virtues of the peyaddyuxos 

are exalted by his clear consciousness of their systematic unity. 

An error, which might escape the notice of the ordinarily virtuous 

man, cannot escape his notice, but is instantly seen in its bearing 

upon the whole of life. He has always the ‘ Representation of 

Law Universal’ before his eyes. It must be admitted that the 
peyadowuxos is not easily understood by us, and does not 

command our modern sympathy. The whole man is ideal; 

whereas we prefer to idealise one trait, leaving the rest of the 

character still human, and prone to error. We are tempted to 

apply to the faultless peyadoWvxos our saying—‘ Pride goes before 

a fall,’ forgetting that ex hypothes? he cannot fall, as a god cannot 

die. 
We, in modern times, are dominated by two great conceptions, 

to which Aristotle is a stranger—the conception of Social Progress, 

and that of Human Brotherhood. The peyadowuxos, with ‘all 

the virtues,’ answers to the conception of a stationary social order. 

He lives in a glorious present which has no need of a future. 

But in the mind of the modern social reformer, new ideas appear, 
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as disturbing elements, among the old ideas which reflect actually 1123 b.30. 

present conditions. ‘These new ideas he must cherish, and give 

himself up to. He must be willing to correspond badly with the 

present, to incur odium, to make himself ridiculous—all for the 

sake of a future, which he may not, perhaps cannot, live to see. 

Here, evidently, there is no room for ‘ all the virtues.’ 
The other great conception of modern times—that of the 

Brotherhood of men, especially as it gives reality in our eyes 

to the misery that we see around us, is equally opposed to the 

Aristotelian ideal of ‘all the virtues.’ If these miserables are 

to be succoured, it must be by men who devote themselves to 

the work entirely, without thought of ‘ culture.’ 

$15. wapaceicavt.] here used absolutely as in Prodl. y. 8. b.31. 
881 b. 6 6 Se Oarrov ei rapaceiov 7 py Tmapaceioy: but the full 

construction has xeipas, cf. mepi mopeias (dav 3. 705 a. 17 Kal ot 

O<ovres Oartrov gover mapaceiovres tas xeipas. ‘The editors compare 

Theoph. Char. wept adodrecyxias 

Tav dvOporev Kai Svapdpevoy (sc. ra oxeAn—‘ with long steps,’) dwad- 

AadrrecOa, GuTis amvpetos Bovderat civat, 

; 
mapaceiaavta S€ xpy Tovs Tovovrovs 

@y' ot8ev peya] The reading of Ob, CCC and KP man. alt.; b. 32. 
Bekker omits the y wrongly: see Rassow, /orsch. 60. 

§ 16. xécpos] The beauty and order of the virtues which is the 1124 a. 1. 

object and work of Reason. 

kadoxaya0ias] This term does not seem to have the technical a. 4. 
meaning for Aristotle, which it afterwards bears in the £. Z. (H. 

15.1248 b. 8 ff.) In the £.L£. it is that és which enables a man 

to see the ultimate oxomds or épos—the Divine Nature. It is a kind 

of amor intellectuals Det. Here, however, and in Z. MV. x. g. 3 

(the only other place where the word occurs in the £. JV.) ‘no 

special import is given to the word. It seems to imply a sort 

of elevated virtue.’ (Grant.) To Aristotle as to Plato the xadds 
re kaya6ds is ‘very much what we mean by a ‘“gentleman.”’ 
(Grant.) The writer of the JZ. JZ (ii. g) describes the xadds 
kat dyads as the man for whom a// things really good in life are 

good—¢orw ovv 6 Kkadds kdyabis @ Ta dmhas ayaba eotiv ayaa Kat 

Ta aTA@s Kaha Kaha €oTW' 6 ToLotTos yap Kadds Kal ayabds. @ 6é ra 

amh@s ayaba pn ceotw ayaba, ovK Eott Kadds kat ayabds, Gorep ovde 

bytaivery dy Sdécey @ Ta Andes byrewa pr byewd eotw. el yap 6 TAovTos 

La 
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” ’ a 

1124 a. 4. cal 9 apy?) mapayiwopevd Twa Brartoter, ok dv aipera ein, GAA Ta ToLatTa 

is IY fe 

a. 20. 

doa adrov pi) Brdwer, Bovdjoera atte ecivar, 6 b€ Towiros dv oios 

brrooreAd6pevds Te TOV ayabav mpds TO pH elvar adT@, ov« dv ddkeve Kahos 

kayabds iva’ GAN @ tayaba mavta dvra dyad éotw Kat tnd TovT@Y jp; 

ScapOetperat, ofov bmd mAovTov Kai dpyijs, 6 ToLodros Kadds kayabds (ALM. 

1207 b. 31—1208 a. 4). This description of the kados xaya6ds 

as the man in perfect correspondence with the most brilliant social 

circumstances—not obliged to ‘ furl his sails ’—to deny himself good 

because it hurts him, comes very near what was Aristotle’s thought 
when he wrote xaderdv 1H dAnOeia peyadoWuxov eivar' od yap oidy Te 

avev kadoxayallas. 

§ 17. dpetijs yap mavteois| equivalent to xahokayafia as under- 

stood in the present context. 

§ 18. ds péyrorov dv] These words have caused difficulty to the 
editors; and Ramsauer proposes the omission of os. Peters 

following the Par. translates—‘ Seeing that not even honour affects 
him as if it were a very important thing.’ This interpretation 

is supported by the following @ 1) Kal 9 TY) puxpdv €or, Coraes, 

however, following Lambinus, interprets differently, taking os 

not in the sense of ‘as if, but closely with the superlative péyorov 
—ovdé wept thy Tynnv, Kaimep dv Os péyiotov Tov ayabar, otTws €eFet 

ore mwépa tov perplov xatpew, Tvyydver, i) AumeicOar, atepovpevos. I 

have no hesitation in accepting the Paraphrast’s interpretation— 
ov yap péyioroy Hynoerar Thy TiAY Kal OUT@ meEpt adTHY ESer ws péeytoToV 

év. It is true that tun is péyworov trav exros dyaboy (§ 10): but 

dpetijs mavredovs ovK dv yevorro a&ia Tin (8 ry): 

$19. Boxe? 8 Kai ta edTuXHpaTa oupBdAecPar mpds peyado- 

Wuxiav|] The force of Soxet must be observed here. Meyadowuxia 

as popularly concetved is enhanced by prosperity: but true peya- 

hoWuxia with its wavreArjs dperyn is independent of fortuitous aid. 

The force of the passive verbs dfcotvra: and ryzévra in this section 

and in § 20, as explained by Ramsauer, is also to be observed— 

‘a. 21 déodvrac tips . . . a. 24 Ty@vTaL . . . a. 25 TYunTeos .. . 

a. 26 a&wira tyujs: Observandum genus passivum verborum. 

Prius igitur iste quidem de honoribus cogitare videtur qui sibi ab 

aliis offeruntur, ut deinde (vs. 27 €avrovs aéwtow) et ipse audeat 

eosdem sibi vindicare.. Id quod secus erat in vera virtute, quippe 
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qua ab initio 6 aos dv airés d&ioi éavrov peyddov (1123 b. 2), non 

egens ille testimonio aliorum.’ 

# TAoutodvtes| Rassow (Forsch. 60) rightly omits the article 
before wAovrodvres, with Kb, Mb, Camb., and CCC. Of Suvacredovres 

 mAourovrres are together distinguished from oi edyeveis. The article 

before wAovrotvres would have been right, if cai instead of # had 
been used. 

tuyntds| Bekker reads ryyréos. ryunrds is given by pr. Kb, Mb, 

Ep NC. Bt. 

§ 20. dpdw] o d€ duo mpdceots Kai 4 dpe Kai ta CEwbev dyabd 

padroy akvodrat tins Tod tiv dpernv jdvov Exovtos. Par. 

§ 21. srepdnta| Jebb (Zheophrastus p. 186) compares the 
Umepnpavia, Or arrogance, of Theophrastus with the parody of peyado- 

Woxia described in this section. ‘O 8€ tmepypavos says Theophrastus 

toad Tis olos . . . €U mojoas pepvncda paoxew—‘ he will profess 

to recollect benefits which he has conferred—z.e., says Jebb 

(p. 187), ‘he will remind others in a patronizing manner that 
he has placed them under obligations; which may or may not 

be true, for the ambiguous dcxev, “to allege,” leaves it doubtful. 

This trait illustrates the difference between arrogance and Lofty- 

mindedness. It is characteristic of the Loftyminded man, as 

Aristotle observes, to remember whom he has benefited. The 

arrogant man (who is a bad imitator of the Loftyminded) does 

not only remember ;—he proclaims that he remembers.’ 

kal ot Ta ToLadTa éxovtes ayaba ytvovrat | ot has been received 

into the text by Bekker, Susemihl and Bywater, on the authority 

of Kb. It is given also by Camb.; but all other MSS., apparently, 

read kai ta rovatra. I feel considerable doubt about the reception 

of oi Michelet’s defence of kai ra towaita xovtes ayaba seems 

to me to be a strong one. ‘KP of ante ra toatra éxovres ayaba 

addit, quam lectionem Cardwellus et Bekkerus in textum re- 
ceperunt. Male. Kal ra rovatra éyovres dyafa est causa, cur il, 

qui virtute orbati sunt, contemptores et contumeliosi fiant: w/po/e 

habenies etiam externa bona; ad yiyvovra igitur suppleas subjectum 

e praecedentibus (oi dvev dperjs). Addentibus oi, alterum «ai re- 

jiciendum esset.’ This «ad is marked for omission by a later hand 

in CCC. If we suppose the original text to have been—imeponra 

1124 a. 20. 

a. 22. 

a. 25. 

a. 29. 
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Sé kal iBpicral ra rovaita exovtes adyaba yivovrar (sc. of dvev dperijs), 

we may explain the words xai of as fragments of an ancient blunder 

bBproreat with the final a corrected o above the line. But there 

is no strong objection, I think, to the retention of the «ac. If it 

belonged to the original text, the blunder i8piorcKai would be 

almost inevitable: and the correction of the final a into o« would 

follow as a matter of course. 

The readings tmepdérrac b€ kai tBpiorai Kai ta roradra eyovtes 

kaka (Par. 1417, Ald., Coraes) 

cakot (I, Zell) 

showing that the clause is one which puzzled scribes. 

yiyvovrat are worth noticing only as 

§ 22. 6 peév ydép| Susemihl and Bywater read 6 pev yap on the 

authority of Kb. The first hand in CCC likewise gives 6 peév yap. 
So far as sense is concerned, I do not think that there is much 

to choose between this and Bekker’s 6 6é¢. 

§ 23. pixpoxiv8uvos| This is the reading of K>, Camb., CCC, 

and B'. The other MSS. seem to agree in giving suxvoxivdvvos. 

The Par. and Asp. also read muxvoxivduvos. It is difficult to decide 
between the two readings. 

mévtws| ‘at all costs,’ Peters. 

§ 24.] Grant remarks that ‘the principle of independence ap- 

pears here in an extreme form.’ But we must remember that 
Aristotle is putting on the stage for us his doctrine that the chief 

end of man is é¢vépyea not ma6os: we must not criticise the ‘ char- 

acter’ in which this doctrine has been embodied, as if he were 

a person whom we might meet in real life. At the same time, 
it must be admitted that it is more difficult not to criticise the 
peyadowuxos in this way, than it is to appreciate correctly an ab- 

stractly presented ideal like that of Spinoza or Kant. 

cttw ydp ot mpocopdyjoet| Bywater introduces oi, given by Kb, 

CCC, and Camb. I feel very doubtful about it in Aristotle. 

§ 25. dv 8 dy wdé0wow ot] This is true in tendency of us all— 
as Menander says (Meineke iv. 345)— 

emtdavOdvoyrat TAVTES Of maGdrTEs Ev. 

Miinscher’s insertion of i¢’ before év is a tempting but perhaps 

not strictly necessary emendation. Bywater reads ob for the ovs 

of the codd, after pynuovevderv: and dkovew for dxovet, 
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Gri ob héyew tas edepyecias tH Ari] In general terms she doves 1124 b.15. 

(72. i. 503-4 cimote On ce per’ abavdracw doa, # eree 7) épy®), as 

Coraes points out: Acimerac odv, he adds, pynpovexdy dudptnua tro- 

AapBadvery tod ditoaddov TO mpoxeipevov. 

Adkwves| This again, Coraes remarks, is perhaps a pynpondy p, 16. 

dyaprnua—that is, if the reference is to the circumstance nar- 

rated by Xenophon (/e/len. vi. 5. 33, 34) of Spartan envoys 

(together with envoys from Corinth and Phlius) coming to Athens 

to ask for aid against the Thebans, B.c. 369; for, in Xenophon’s 

summary of the Spartan speeches, the services rendered to Athens 

by Sparta are very prominent (see Grote’s Greece part ii. ch. 78. 

vol. vil. 205). As for the historian Callisthenes, referred to by 

the Ald. Schol. ad /oc., we cannot be sure that the Schol. reports 

him correctly. At any rate the close verbal agreement with 

Aristotle’s present statement is suspicious. The words of the 

Schol. are—rd 6€ mepi AaxeSatpoviav tovodtov iaropet Kadduobévns ev 

TO TpaT@ Tov “EAAnMUKGy, dt. OnBaiwv eis tiv AakwuKny eicBaddévtor, 

erepav Aakedaidvioe mpos Tovs ’A@nvatovs cuppayxtas dedpevor, éyovtes 

emt Tov “A@nvaiov dca pev tovs *AOnvaiovs ot Aakedayudvior meToujKac w 

ev TovT@v emeddOovro ExdvTes, d O° avTot xpnota mpds “AOnvaiwy enemdv- 

Gecav TovTwv ewepynvTo, ws dua TovT@Y avtovs enmakouevor Tpds THY TUL- 

praxiay pad)ov. 

- $26. éw éxeivors] Susemihl and Bywater accept én’ éekeivors b. 21. 
the reading of Kb, Ob, CCC, and Camb. In the next line the 

MSS. seem all to agree in reading ev. I much prefer ev ekecvous. 

§ 28. kat dpedetv] restored by Bywater from K». I prefer the b. 27. 
pede of the other MSS., and would close the parenthesis with 

oBovpevov, 

Tappyoacths yap Sid 76 Katadpovyntikds etvar, kal GAnPeuTiKds]| b. 29. 

This is Bywater’s reading for map. yap dia 70 katadpove" 616 kat 

ay., which Bekker, and originally Susemihl, accepted on the sole 

authority of yp. Par. 1856. ‘There is no passage in the 2. WV. 
where the MSS. exhibit such variety (see Susemihl’s Z. 1. afp. crit. 
and especially his #. Z. Appendix ii, where he abandons Bekker’s 

reading). As the meaning given is in all cases practically the 

same, I think that we cannot do better than accept Bywater’s 
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choice—without assuming that it is exactly what Aristotle 
wrote. 

GAnPeutikds, TARY doa ph Sv eipwvetav| See below chapter 7. 
Bywater brackets eipwveia 5€ which all MSS. give after cipwveiav, 

except NP, which gives etpava 6¢, accepted by Bekker. Susemihl’s 

suggestion—etper dé is worth consideration I think. Perhaps eipev 

yap. 

§ 29. mpos GAdov ph Sdvacbar Liv GAN H gidov|] ‘He cannot 

fashion his life to suit another, except he be a friend’ (Peters), z. e. he 
cannot make himself relative fo (mpés te) any one who is less than 

his €repos ab TOs. See ix. g. 10 Erepos yap avis 6 pidros earir. 

§ 31. et ph 80 GBow] Coraes is undoubtedly wrong with « pi 
im exeivov iBpicbein. Peters has ‘ except with the express purpose 

of giving offence.’ I much prefer Jebb’s ‘unless it be to show 
his scorn’ (Zheoph. p. 35). 

§ 34. odvtovos| ‘ excited,’ Peters. 

Zell refers to the Phystognomonica, where the bodily characteristics 

attending the various virtues and vices are described. Although 

the characteristics of the peya\éWvyos are not described, those of 

the pexpdwuxos are in ch. 3. 808 a. 2g puxpowixou onpeia’ pukpopedns, 

puxpoyddupos (‘small and round, Lzddell and Scott) ioxvés, pixpop- 

patos kai pixpompdcwmos, oivs av ein KopivOios } Aevxddios. The 

characteristics of the xdéoyios, however, answer partly to those 

assigned here to the peyadcyuxyos—koopiov onpeia’ ev rais xwioeot 

Bpadis, Kat diddextos Bpadeia kal ov mvevpatodns kal dopeviys xK.7.d. 

807 b. 33. Zell and Coraes refer also to de Gen. An. v. 7. 786 

b. 35 Soxet yevvaorepas eivat pvoews 7 Bapvpwvia Kal év rois pédeot 

to Bapt tay ovvrdvey Bedtiov' TO yap BéAtiov ev UmepoxH, 9 S€ Bapirns 

bmepoxy TIS. 

§ 35. 008° ofto.] no more than the es of puxpompérea and 

Bavavoia are kaxia in the strict sense. See above ch. 2, § 22. 

kat dyvoeiv 8 éautéy| Coraes in defending this infinitive against 

the v. 1. dyvoei, makes it depend on Zoe. Grant and Peters 

however make its construction the same as that of dod». In any 

case, the particles xat—6éé (see Eucken dd partic. usu p. 32) introduce 

_nigememeraa: 
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words—éyvoety €avtév—which explain wherein the inferiority of the 1125 a. 21. 
puxpouxos really consists. 

§ 86. xaivor] Jebb (Zheoph. p. 198) compares the puxpopsArdripos a. 27. 

of Theophrastus with the xadvos, remarking that ‘ the prxpoprdrinos 

does not necessarily, like the yadvos, overrate himself; he only 

overrates those things on which he founds his claim to honour, 

‘The man of Petty ambition (uxpopiAdripos),’ says Theophrastus 
(Jebb’s translation, p. 99), ‘is one who when asked to dinner will 

be anxious to be placed near the host at table . . . In the Market 

Place he will frequent the bankers’ tables; in the gymnasia he 

will haunt those places where the young men take exercise; in 

the theatre when there is a representation he will sit near the 

Generals . . . Also he is very much the person to keep a monkey ; 

to get a Satyr ape, Sicilian doves, deer-horn dice, Thurian vases 

of the approved rotundity, walking-sticks with the true Laconian 

curve, and a curtain with Persians embroidered on it . . . When 

he has sacrificed an ox he will nail up the skin of the forehead 

wreathed with large garlands opposite the entrance, in order that 

those who come in may see that he has sacrificed an ox. When 

he has been taking part in a procession of the knights, he will 
give the rest of his accoutrements to his slave to carry home ; 

but after putting on his cloak, will walk about the market-place in 

his spurs.’ The yatvos as such does not occur among the portraits 

of Theophrastus. 

od yap déor ovres| Bywater follows K> (and CCC) in reading ov. a. 28, 
Bekker, following all other MSS., reads as. Cf. @g avdgsor ovres two 

lines above, I suspect that an original os fell out after émupavds, 

and a corrector, seeing something amiss, inserted od in the arche- 
type of Kb, 

oxnpatt| ‘outward show,’ Jebb (Zheoph. p. 198). a. 30. 

Trepi adtav| epi airay is Bekker’s reading: but mepi airay (sc. a. 32. 

mept Tov evTvxnuarwv) gives much better sense, and is defended 

by Rassow, Forsch. p. 60. Cf. the Par, mespara pavepa moveiy dei Ta 
> U a ~ ‘ ‘ 2A SEAN id 

€UTUXNHUTA EQUTOV Kal TEPl QUT@VY WEL eye. 

§ 87.] Mexpowvyxia is worse than xavverns, and more common: 

it is accordingly the real contrary of peyadowvyia. ‘ Want of 
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elevated aims,’ says Grant ad loc., ‘want of effort of will, of in- 

dividuality, these are indeed fatal deficiencies as regards the at- 
tainment of what is fine and noble in character.’ Muxpowouyia, 

like dvehevOepia, is the characteristic of a weak and narrow nature, 

of which nothing can be made. Xavvdrns, like dowria, may perhaps 

disappear as age and experience indicate to a man his true level. 
Not that the xatvos will thus become peyaddpuyos. Meyadoyruxia 

requires such high and singular endowments that a man cannot 

become peyadéyvxos by the simple process of moderating youthful 

xavvérns, as it is suggested (iv. 1. 31) he may become €devOEpios 
by the decay of his dowria. MeyadowWvyos nascitur non fit. A man 

with the speculative endowment of the peyaddWuxyos can never 

have been really vain, even in the years of youthful inexperience. 
But if we descend to a lower intellectual and moral level, we 

may see the vain youth becoming a man who thinks well of 

himself, but not too well, and is able and ready to play his part in 

life with spirit. The pexpéuxos, however, has not the amour propre, 

and personal force, necessary for the struggle which results in 

fine social types: he becomes worse, as time goes on, and he 

falls further and further out of the running. It must be observed, 

however, that prxpowuyxia may imply either a general feebleness of 

character—in which sense it is indeed a hopeless state ; or mere 

backwardness (éxvmpoi § 35) in the social struggle, which is not 
inconsistent with latent strength. It is also to be observed that 

puxpovyia of this latter kind, ze. mere social backwardness, 

would be a greater hindrance to the attainment of ‘ excellence,’ as 

Aristotle understood ‘excellence,’ ze. the possession of ‘all the 
virtues’ which put a man en évzdence in a brilliant society, than 

it is to that self-denying devotion to the public good which is now 

recognised as the chief element in Virtue. 

Meyadowvxia is discussed in #. £. ili. 5 (in an inferior manner) 

and in AZ, 17. i. 25. 
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CHAPTER. iV. 

ARGUMENT. 

There ts an avwvupos apetn (we may perhaps call it Proper Ambition), the 
mean between pirotipia and aprotipla, which stands to weyadopuyxia in respect 

of Ti as éAevdepiorns stands to peyadonpénera in respect of batdvn. ’EXev- 

Oepiotns ts concerned with comparatively small Bdanavnpata, the anonymous 

mean between piroripia and aptdotipia, with the honours which are within the 

reach of the ordinary citizen—honours which a man cannot take his proper 

share in social life without aspiring to. 

Introductory Note.| The comparison of the ¢devdépios and the 
peyadorperns brought out more than a quantitative difference, or 

difference in the amounts expended. The peyadompemns, we saw, 

is an artist, and his performances differ qualitatively from those 

of the éAevOepios. Much more striking is the qualitative difference 

between the respective objects of the peyadéyuxos and the dvavupos 

of this chapter. The statement that the peyadéuxos is concerned 

with peyddn tyxn and the avovypos with pixpa rin (ii. 7. 8) takes 

us only a short way. It is a different Azmd of tn with which 

each is concerned. The ty which the peyaddyuxos accepts is 

but ‘the guinea stamp, which symbolises his intrinsic worth. 

His object is, not this mp7, but the personality—the eddampovia 

to which it is rendered. But the dvovupos of this chapter seeks 

another kind of ti7j—ordinary social recognition; not, indeed, 

that he may enjoy it selfishly, but that he may be better able to 
influence society for good, just as the ¢devOpios seeks to have 
money that he may be liberal with it. Neither he, nor the eAevde- 

pos, as such, has that sense of Form, which enables the peyadompemns 

to make an artistic use of wealth, and in the peyadéuxos appears 

as sctentia infwtiva—the intuition of Life as a Whole. It is there- 

fore somewhat misleading to coordinate peyadoyvyia and the 
virtue of this chapter, as Aristotle does here, and, the writer of 

ii. 7. 8 does, describing the former simply as qept rypny oda peyddyy, 

and the latter as mepi puxpav odca. The virtue of this chapter is 

the quality of the ‘successful man,’ who makes a career for himself, 
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but in a public-spirited way : peyadoWvyia is Goethe’s Im Ganzen 

Guten Wahren resolut zu leben; or Spinoza’s Amor znteclectualis 

Dei, or the xadoxdyadia of Eudemus, 

1125 b.1. §1. kat wept tadrnv] Ramsauer reads ripyy for ravrmy, because 

ravrny relates not to rijv but to tyuyv peyddny, and brackets the 

clause 7 pév ody . .. etpyta, (ch. 3, § 38), because peyarowuxia 

has not been described in this Book as epi peyddny tunjv, although 

in ii. 7. 8 it is so described. If ii. 7 is genuine—and Ramsauer 

seems to accept it as such—I cannot see why Aristotle should 
not be allowed to refer to it here in S0mep eipnra, and Kabdrep ev 

Tois mpwros edéxOn. Of course if we accept the view of Monro 

(Journal of Philology vi. 185 sqq.), and reject ii. 7 as an inter- 

polation, the case is different. If we could read puxpdy for ravryy 

Ramsauer’s grammatical difficulty would be removed, and the 
presence of the clause containing peyd\ny perhaps made more 

acceptable. It is to be noted that this chapter adds scarcely 
anything new to the sketch (itself comparatively full) in ii. 7. 8, 9: 

it is also to be noted that its subject is not treated of, either in 

the £. £. or in the AZ JZ It is perhaps allowable to suspect 
that this chapter was inserted here after the whole Book was 

written: and that there is some connexion between its late in- 

sertion, and the comparative fulness of the summary in ii. 7. 8, 

with which, moreover, it stands in close verbal relationship. I 

have no theory to put forward: but my suspicions make me 
inclined to accept as genuine the clause (a. 34, 35) bracketed 

by Ramsauer, as well as the clauses xa@dmep év tois mpwrous €hexOn 

(§ 1) and éomep kai év Trois porous eiopev (§ 4) bracketed by Monro 

(Z.c.). Grant’s note on xadarep &v trois mparos points, I believe, 

in the right direction. ‘Cf. £7h. ii. 7.8. This expression might 

seem to suggest that the present passage was written after an 

interval ; it is repeated in § 4.’ 

b.9. $3. kal d0ev od Set] Ramsauer refers to the pixpoprorpia of 

Theophrastus defined (Char. puxpod.) as dpegis tenis avedevOepos. 

b. 14, § 4. mheovaxds tod pidoTorodtou Aeyouevou] When we say that 

a man is ‘fond of, we may mean that he is ‘400 fond of,’ or 
‘laudably fond of’ In some connexions the prefix gsdo- is un- 

ambiguously meant in a good sense—e. g. in the term Piropabys— 
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or in a bad sense—e. g. in the term didowos: but in other con- 1125 b. 14. 
nexions it is doubtful in which sense it is meant—e.g. in the term 
girdripos. Bywater’s rd piddripov for the rov d. of the codd. in line 

15 is a distinct improvement. 

€mawvotytes pev ent Td paddov 7 ot woddot] The many are b. 15. 

regarded as being deficient in ambition and its kindred public- 

spirit. They are devoted too much to xépdos or material interests : 
see Pol. ii. 4. 1266 b. 38 ére aracidGovew od pédvov dia thy avodrynta 

Ths KTHOEws, GAA Kat Sia THY TOV TiL@Y, TovvayTioy Se mept ExdTeEpor, 

of pev yap moddol dua TO rept Tas KTHoELs avuooy, of SE XaplevTes Tept 

TOV Tay, eay ioat. 

épjpys| The allusion is doubtless to the ¢pyyn dixy or action b. 17. 
in which one party does not appear and judgment goes against 

him by default. Its own special zame ‘ does not appear’ to defend 

the mean against the claims of the extremes. 

§ 5. dort 8} Kai ds Set] restored by Sus. and Byw. for Bekker’s b. 20. 
€or & dre kai ws Set. The inference marked by 6y is required. 

gore 87 Kat os det is given by NC, B?, and CCC: and Cambr. has 

éote O17) 7) Kal ws Set. 

§ 6. gouxe S€ todr’ x.7.4.] even in the ordinary case of the virtue b. 23. 

having a name: thus 6 dvdpeios mpos tov Sedov Opacds paiverat, ii. 

Be 2: 

CHAPTER +f. 

ARGUMENT. 

The adjective mptos, which we apply to‘ the good-tempered man’ who occupies 

the mean position between the man ‘who shows excessive or ill-directed anger,’ 
and the man ‘who cannot be provoked to anger, ts not strictly appropriate, 

connoting, as it does, a reprehensible ‘ mildness’ or ‘insensibility’; however it 

may be taken, in the absence of a better term, to describe the man who occupies 

the mean, for after all he bears more resemblance to the ‘mild’ than to the ‘ilt- 
tempered’ man. Of ‘ill-tempered’ men there are several varieties—the opyiros, 

axpéxoros, mpos, and xadrends. On the other side, the ‘mild character’ may 

go the length of being dvSparobwins (§ 6), or may shade into the mean state. 

The abstract noun mpadtns, it would seem, ts available for the péon ets, but the 

adjective mpaos has associations which make tt somewhat inapplicable to the man 

who is péoos. 
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Introductory Note.| The close connexion between avdpeta and 

6upds or dpyn (see iii. 8. 12) naturally suggests a different place 
on the list for mpaérns. The writers of the £./. and J. JZ, as 

we have seen, place it after cwppootm: but perhaps Aristotle 

is after all justified in placing it where he does, inasmuch as it 
‘inclines towards the defect’ (§ 1) and so involves ovyyvoun (§ 4)— 

sympathy or fellow-feeling—a principle of conduct which exists 

only for the woduricoy (dor. 

§ 1. dvévupoy odcav| The éddrexrs has no name: it is however 

described below in § 5 as dopynoia ts. The writer of ii. 7. 10 

(whether Aristotle, or another) is scarcely more definite. The 
éées he finds without names; but he gives them names cadnvetas 

éveca, Thus he says ryv peodrnta mpadtnta Kadéowpev, and 9 S 

é\Xenis Gopynota EoTw. 

§ 2. 14.8 eprovodvra moda] and so various kinds of opyAdrns 

may be distinguished. 

3. Botderat «.t.A.| ‘being mpaos means being drdpayos etc.’ 8 ™P pax 

§ 4. od ydp typwpytixds| 7c. where the timepia would be 

justified. 

§ 6. odk etvar dyuvtixéds| Here Aristotle seems to touch upon 
the ‘final cause of anger, which Grant tells us is not included in 

the present enquiry. 

§ 7. 4 8 SwepBodh kara wdvra pev yiverar . . . oF py Gmavta 

ye 79 atte bndpxer| This distinction will not apply in the case of 

the @\Aenus, which shows itself cara mdvra, and in the same man. 

§ 8. of peév odv dpyihor taxdws pev dpyiLovtar| The dpyidos here 

is ‘the quick-tempered man,’ the term being used in a specific 

sense, whereas in § 2 the tmepBodyn as a genus is called dpyAdrns 

rs, and in ii. 7. 10 the terms dpyidos and épyAdrns are used in the 

generic sense. 

dvramodiSdaow Wy pavepol eior Sid thy dgUTmTa] Coraes describes 

i pavepoi eioe as xwpiov vronrov, A later hand in CCC inserts kat 

after 5. If the text is sound, we must suppose 7 gavepoi ciot to 
qualify dvyramodidéaow adverbially and to stand for havepas. 

§ 10. 13 Bdpos €xouow] see de Part. An. iii. 11. 673 b. 7, where 
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Td kovpov is Opposed to TO mowdvre Bapos, that which is indigestible. 

The mxpés has as it were a load of indigestible anger in him— 
€v avt@ Se meat tHY dpynv xpdvov Sei, 

pyLL Xaderrous | How does the yaderds differ from the muxpéds? 

Both keep up their angry feelings: but it does not appear that 

the xaderés, like the mpés, conceals his displeasure. The writing 

however is very careless ; for in the next § the whole genus of oi 

imepBaddovtes mepi dpyds seems to be covered by of xaderol. In 

E. £. iii. 3. 1231 b. 26 we find—é mpaos péoos Tov xademwov Kal Tov 

avdparrodadovs, 

§ 13. ob yap pddiov x.7..] The passage beginning here and 

extending to the end of § 14—dvOexréov, occurs almost in the same 

words in il. 9. §§ 7, 8 and 9. See Rassow’s Forsch. p. 16. 

Rassow thinks that the proper locus of the passage is in the Second 
Book. 

dvBpdders ds Suvapevous Gpxetv] as opposed to dvdparodasdes § 6, 
Ramsauer notes. 

6 8) Tocov kal Tas TapeKBaivey WexTés, oF fadroy TH Adyw dar0S00- 

vat] The same construction occurs in the twin-passage ii. 9. 8 

6 O€ pexpe Tivos Kal ent mécov wexrds ov padiov T@ Ady apopioa, For 

the usage of drodotvae (here = dpopioa) see note on ii. 1. 8. 
Grant translates here—‘ to lay down in the abstract.’ 

> AA 

€v yap tots ka’ Exacta Kdv TH aigOyce % Kpicis| see note on 

ii. g. 8. The codd. seem all to have kat +7 aic., but I believe 

that Ramsauer (followed by Byw.) is right in inserting ev before 
7 aicOjoe. I would suggest further that a comma be placed 

after ékasra, so as to give the meaning which we have in ii. 9. 8 

Ta d€ tovaira ev Tois Kad’ exaora, kal ev TH aicbnoer 4 Kpiots Where the 

ev before 79 aicOnoee means ‘ rests with,’ ‘depends on’; while that 

before rots xa’ ékacra means simply ‘in’ or ‘among.’ This is 
plainly the meaning required in iv. 5. 13 also. The xpious is not év 
Tois ka@’ ekaora in the sense of ‘resting with them,’ as it is év 

™ aicOnoea: but if we follow the codd., we are, I think, obliged 

to give the preposition, as expressed before rois xa@’ éxaora, the 

sense which it is about to bear as understood before ri aicéjoe— 
viz. the sense of. ‘rests with.’ 

1126 a. 23. 

a. 26. 

a. 32. 

bye 

b. 2. 

b. 3. 
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§14.] By the frequently employed terms émaweréy and wexrdv, 

Aristotle indicates, with sufficient clearness, the moral standard 

which he recognises. The praise or blame of social equals is 
given, according as we conform to, or transgress, the prevailing 

vonos Of the society in which we live. The prevailing vépos of a 

society which flourishes cannot be bad: it must embody much of 
the gvorxdy dixacov. Actions are good or bad, according as they 

fall in with, or conflict with, an existing system of Greek Life, 

assumed to be good as a system, and final as a system, although 

capable of improvement in details. Any radical improvement of 

the existing system was inconceivable to Aristotle. 

Ipadtns is described (¢hzrd on the list) in ZL. £. iii. 3 and AZ, WZ. 
6 AP 

CHAPTER VE 

Argument and Introductory Note.| The dperat described in this 

chapter, and in the two following chapters, concern ‘one’s deport- 

ment in society’ (Grant), That they do not stand on the same 

level of moral importance as the dperai hitherto discussed is re- 

cognised by the writer of the /. #. when he styles them ma6nyrucat 

pecdtntes—erawverai, but not dperai* avev mpoapécews yap (L. £. iii. 7. 

1234 a. 24), and by the writer of the JZ JZ. when he says (i. 32. 

T193 a. 35) ef pev ovv eioly avtat aperal i) ju apetal, addos av ein 

Aoyos. 

This chapter is concerned with the general subject of ‘ agreeable 
manners.’ The man with agreeable manners has a certain sym- 

pathy (to be distinguished from the affection of Friendship) with 

those whom he meets in society, which causes him to ‘ get on well’ 
with them. This, however, he does without sacrificing his personal 

dignity. He makes himself pleasant in society, without over- 

complaisancy or flattery. Nor is it only by a sense of his own 
personal dignity that he is guided in the manifestation of his 

sympathy: but also by the desire of keeping up a high standard of 

manners and conduct in other people ; for he will not make himself 

pleasant, when by doing so, he would encourage something de- 

cidedly objectionable. He occupies the mean position between 

TONE te 
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the over complaisant man, and the man with disagreeable manners, 

who does not ‘get on well’ with people. 
Chapter 7 treats of another element in ‘one’s deportment in 

society ’—the straightforward unaffected presentation of oneself 
as one really is—opposed to swagger and self-exaltation on the 

one side, and self-depreciation on the other. 

Chapter 8 treats of the third element in ‘one’s deportment in 
society ’—conversational brilliancy. 

In ii. 7. 11 the three dperai of social deportment are given in a 

different order (adAjOea, edtparedia, pidta) determined by a division 
of 76 mepi Adyar Kai mpaewy Kowwviay into TO wept TadnOés and To mepi 

7o 70v, and a subdivision of the latter into 76 év maidia and 7d ev 

maou Tois Kata Tov Biov. 

It is to be observed, however, that the same order as that of 

ii. 7. I1 is suggested in iv. 8. 12, where Aristotle sums up his 

account of the dperat of social deportment—rpeis ody ai eipnuevar ev 

T@ Bim pecorytes, eiot Sé maca rept Adyar TWaY Kal mpdEewy KowWwviay. 

Siapepovar 8 dre if) pev mepi ad7yOeay éotw, at dé wept 7d Ov. Taev dé 

Tept TiHy ory 7 pev ev Tats Tratdiais, } 8 ev tais Kata Tov GAdov Biov 

Gpudtas. 

Aristotle’s scheme in iv. 6 is— 

dvaxodos Or Siaepts—advovupos—apeokos and kddaé. 

In ii. 7. 13 the advavupos is called didos, and his ééts, gudia. 

In the /. £#., however, we have a distinction drawn between 

gidia and cepvdrns thus— 

€xOpa—¢iAta—xkoXakeia 
> , , , , 

avOadera—oepvdtns—apéo keta. 

See /. £. ili. 7. 1233 b. 29 diria S€ peodrns eyOpas Kai Kodakelas” 

6 pev yap edxep@s Gmavta mpods Tas éemiOupias 6uitav KOda€, 6 dé mpos 

dmdaoas aytikpovav amex Onrikés, 6 b€ pr mpos Gmacay 1Oovnv pyr akodovdav 

pyr avriteivov, aAdka mpds TO Pawwopevoy BéAtictov, idos. cepuvdtns dé 

peadrns avOadcias Kai dpeckeias’ 6 pev yap pydey mpos erepov (av adda 

katagpovntikos avéadns, 6 S€ mavra mpds GAdov Kal TavT@v édatTav 

apeokos, 6 S€ Ta pev Ta O€ pn, Kal mpds Tols a£ious ovTws exwv TELvOs. 

The writer of the J/. JZ. (i. 28 and 31), making the same 
distinction, explains it thus—oepvdrns is the peadrys wept tas évred- 

eis: gidla, mepi mpagers kai Adyous. The avéadys is described (JZ. MZ. 

i, 28. 1192 b. 31) as olos pyOevi evrvyeiv pydé diadeyjvar: the dpeoxos 

AS olos maow dpuideiy Kat TavTws Kai mavtayy: the ceuvds aS ovk eis 

Aa 
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mavtas aAN eis ros agiovs. Under the name of cepvds, then, the 

dvovupos of Aristotle’s scheme is regarded as one who knows how to 

maintain his personal dignity. Under the name of gidros (AL, A. i. 
31) the same man is regarded as one who gets on well with people. 

The dmexOntixés, however, and the avadns are different men, the 

former being aggressively rude, the latter only surly when ap- 

proached: so also the xédaé and dpeckos are different men, the 

former having an object to gain by his flattery, the latter being 

overcomplaisant without ulterior object. 

§ 4.] In ii. 7. 13, as noted above, the péoos is simply called 

gidos, and his virtue guAla (so also in L. /. and AZ. A). Here, 

however, ‘the man with agreeable manners’ is said to resemble 

the émeckys pidos, but to differ in being avev rod orépyew ois dpidet. 

§ 5. ob yap To pudety 7 exPaiper dwoddxetar Exacta ds Set, dAAa 

T@ Tovodros etvar| ‘for it is not from any feeling of friendship or of 

enmity that he permits this [or objects to that|—always with 

perfect propriety—but because he is the well-mannered man we 
are describing (rootros).” The logical balance of the sentence 
requires 7 dvoxepaiver after det, b. 24, answering to éyOaipew as aro- 

déxerac does to pudeiv, The Paraphrast sees this: his words are-— 

ov yap Ova ro orépyewv 7) €xOaipew amodéxerar Ta Aeyopeva Kal mparTdopeva, 

H Weyer x.7.A. 

§ 9. tod S€ cuvnduvovtos 6 pev . . . 6 Se] Cf. iii. 1. 13 rod dy 
> ¢ \ € , 
ayvo.ayv Ope... O Oe. 

&peoxos|] See Theophrastus (Char. mepi dpeckeias), who defines 
dpéokea as évrevéus ovK emt TH BeAtioT@ ndorns TapackevaotiKy. ‘Com- 

plaisance,’ he says (Jebb’s Transl. p. 85), ‘may be defined as a 

mode of address calculated to give pleasure, but not with the best 

tendency. ‘The complaisant man is very much the kind of person 

who will hail one afar off with ‘‘my dear fellow”; and after a 

large display of respect, seize and hold one by both hands. He 

will attend you a little way, and ask when he is to see you, and 
will take his leave with a compliment on his lips. Also when he is 

called in to an arbitration he will seek to please not only his 

principal, but the adversary as well, in order that he may be 
deemed impartial. He will say too that foreigners speak more 
justly than his fellow-citizens,’ 

In a note on the character of dpéoxeca Jebb remarks (p. 181)— 

a 
& 

, 
5 
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‘The Flatterer, according to Aristotle, flatters for money or what 
money buys ; the Complaisant man ‘aims at being pleasant with no 

further object” (yu S¢ ado mz). This is a fault (1) because to 
combat the wishes of others is sometimes a duty to them and to 
oneself: thus Aristotle’s Perfectly-behaved man is one who will 

occasionally “make difficulties” (Suoxepaiver) for either reason or 

both. (2) Because the primary object of the Complaisant man is, 
not that others may be pleased, but that he may be pleasant. He 

desires popularity, either from mere vanity or for the sake of in- 

fluence. When, therefore, he is said to aim at being pleasant 

“without further object” this does not exclude a selfish object. 
To be thought pleasant is itself the object which he most covets. 

He is unmercenary, as contrasted with the Flatterer; but he is not 

disinterested.’ Jebb goes on to notice two salient points of dif- 
ference between the xédaé and the a@peckos as portrayed by Theo- 

phrastus : (1) The «édag treats his patron as a superior; the dpeokos 

treats his associate as an equal for whom he has a warm regard. 

(2) The xéda€ attaches himself to one patron; the dpecxos desires 

to be on cordial terms with as many persons as possible. 

Koha | Kodakela is defined by Theophrastus as 6piAiay aicypdy 

auppépovoay Sé TH Kodaxevovrt. ‘The Flatterer,’ he says (Jebb’s 

Translation p. 81), ‘is a person who will say as he walks with 

another, “Do you observe how people are looking at you? This 

happens to no man in Athens but you. A compliment was paid 

to you yesterday in the Porch. More than thirty persons were 

sitting there: the question was started, who is our foremost man? 

Every one mentioned you first, and ended by coming back to your 

name.” With these and like words, he will remove a morsel of 

wool from his patron’s coat ; or if a speck of chaff has been laid 

on the other’s hair by the wind, he will pick it off: adding with a 

laugh, “ Do you see? because I have not met you for two days, 

you have had your beard full of white hairs; although no one has 

darker hair for his years than you.’ ‘Then he will request the 
company to be silent while the great man is speaking, and will 

praise him too in his hearing, and mark his approbation at a pause 

with “ True”; or he will laugh at a frigid joke, and stuff his cloak 
into his mouth as if he could not repress his amusement.’ In his 

note on this character, Jebb remarks (p. 178)—‘ The notion con- 
| veyed by the term «odaxeia is not precisely what we usually mean by 

Aa 2 

1127 a, 8. 
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‘flattery, but something coarser. It meant a sort of extravagant 

toadyism practised not as a fine art, but simply as an industry —as 

a recognised method of obtaining a livelihood. This tone is un- 
consciously illustrated by Athenaeus, when in his reminiscences of 

eminent Flatterers (vi. pp. 248-260) he speaks of “ Cheirisophus 
the Flatterer of Dionysius,” “Callicrates the Flatterer of Ptolemy,” 

“ Anaxarchus one of the flatterers of Alexander.” These men had, 

as it were, been preferred to permanent posts.’ 
Athenaeus (vi. 80, 261) quotes lines of the comic poet Anaxan- 

drides in which kodaxeta is presented as a sort of réyyy or trade— 
rn 8 adafoveia pera tv Kodakelay yopav Sidwow ’Avakavdpidns 6 Kapo- 

Siomows ev Pappakopdvret, Neyo ovtas" 

Gre et ddalov, Tair émurmas; adda TL; 

wka yap avtn Tas Téxvas macas ToNd, 

pera tiv KoAakelay’ Ade pev yap Siapeper. 

Again (vi. 73, 258) Athenaeus quotes Antiphanes to the same 
effect—Avripavns & €v Anpuvias téxynv twa vmoribera rHy Kohakelay 

eivat, ev ois héyen" 

eit éotw i) yevour dy Holey réxyn, 

mpdcodos GAAn, Tod KoAaKevew evpvds, 

On Se Cwypados movet Te Kat mkpaiverat, 

On yeopyos év Ocas €oti Kwdvvors madi 

TpoceoTe macw emipehera Kat mOvos* 

nuiv S€ peta yedwtos 6 Bios Kal tpudys: 

ov yap TO péyotov epyov éeote mavdid, 

ddpov yeAdoat, oxaai tw’, exmeiv mrodvy, 

ovk OU; epol pev peta TO mAouTeiv SevTepor. 

Plutarch (de adulatore et amico ch. 7) describes the xédag in the 
following terms—6 S¢ kéda€ Gre 87 piavy éoriav 7Oous ovk Exov povipor, 

ovde éavta Biov (nrav aiperdy, aN érépm Kal mpos Erepov mAdTTwv Kat 

mpocappdCwv éautdv, ovk dmAods ovdé cis, GAAa mavrodamds eoTt kal 

roukidos, eis GAANov ek GAXov TUTOV, Gomep TO peTrarpopevovy VOwp, Tmepup- 

péov dei kai peracxnpatiCdpevoy trois tmod_exouevors. Alcibiades is 

adduced as the great xédaé, who changed his manners with his 

- place, living elegantly at Athens, and austerely at Sparta; fighting 
and drinking in Thrace, and giving himself up to oriental luxury 

in Asia. In his treatise de Amicorum multitudine ch. 9, Plutarch 

again employs the expression idiav yous éotiay ov« Exorros, applying 

it to the man who is perdSoAos kal mavrodands, without the special 

| 

oot toe Cheer artes. 
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implication of xoAakeia. The treatise de adulatore et amico contains 1127 a. 10. 
the philosophy of kodaketa (which it presents as a phase of ‘ he- 

teronomy ’), and throws considerable light on the peripatetic theory 
of avrapkeia’, 

Sucxohos] Eudemus and the writer of the JZ, JZ, as we have seen, 

oppose the avOddns to the apecxos and the dmrexOnrixds to the xddaé. 

The avOaéys is the man who ‘ pleases himself.’ As Jebb (Zheoph. 
p. 184) remarks, he ‘acts chiefly from a desire to be left alone... 
he repels advances, but he does not take liberties.’ He is de- 

scribed by Theophrastus (at@dSea) in the following terms—‘ The 
surly man is one who when asked where so-and-so is, will say, 

“Don’t bother me”; or when spoken to will not reply... 

He cannot forgive a person who has besmirched him by ac- 

cident, or pushed him, or trodden upon his foot . . . when he 

stumbles in the street he is apt to swear at the stone. He will 

not endure to wait long for anyone; nor will he consent to sing, 

or to recite, or to dance. He is apt also not to pray to the gods.’ 

(Jebb’s Transl. p. 87.) 
In illustration of the Eudemian terminology, according to which 

avOéddea is one of the extremes where ceprdrns is the mean, see the 

lines of Eubulus preserved by Athenaeus (vi. 76, 260)— 

aN €ate Tois cepvois pev avOadéctepos, 

kat Tois KéAa&t mace Tols oK@MTOVGL TE 

€avToy evdpynros. 

The dangerous proximity of dpéoxera to xodaxeia is implied in 
the following line of Anaxandrides (apud Ath. vi. 66, 255)— 

\ \ , a as, ” >» 
TO yap Ko\akevew voy apeoKelvy OVO EXEL. 

1 Clearchus of Soli (Aristotle’s pupil) is quoted by Athen. vi. 66, 255 as 
follows :—K0oAag pév ovdels Siapket mpds pidiav’ Katavadione yap 6 xpdvos TO 
Tov mpootmompatos avTav Weddos' 6 5 epaaris KddAag earl quidias bi wpayv 7 
xadAos. In another fragment, preserved by Athenaeus (vi. 67. 255), Clearchus 
says—Tiv KoAakelay Tameva ToLEy TA 70n THY KOhaKwY, KaTAappovnTLKaY oVTwY 

Tay TEpt avToUs. oneioy 5 TO Tay bropevey EiddTas cia TOAM@oL. Ta dé ToV 
KoAakevopevay éuputwpevay TH KoAakeia, XavvouS Kal KEVOUS TOLOUYTA, TAVTMY eV 
imepoxn map’ aitois troAapBavecba Katackevafecdar, On Clearchus see 
Bernays, 7heophrastos tiber Frimmugkett, p. 110. 
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CHAPTER VEL. 

Argument and Introductory Note.| The ddnOevrixéds, who realises 

the mean between adagoveia and cipwreia, is straightforward in 

conversation and demeanour, where no important interests are 

involved. Of course he will be truthful where they are; but this 

kind of truthfulness belongs properly to the virtue of justice 

(§§ 7, 8). Here we are concerned merely with the habit of 

presenting oneself in society as one really is, neither better nor 

worse. 

The ddafov—the Boaster or ‘Swaggerer’ (see Jebb’s Zheoph. 
p. 193) is of three kinds, according to this chapter—(1) 6 pei{o rév 
imapxévr@v mpoorowovpevos pndevds Evexa: (§ 10); (2) 6 d0Ens evera 

adalovevopevos, (3) 6 Képdous evexa ddagovevopevos. In all three cases 

the ddafav pretends to the possession of &defa, or qualities held 
in repute, which he either does not possess at all, or possesses 

to a smaller extent than he would have it believed (§ 2). ‘O ddéns 

éveca pretends to those qualities which are admired and praised ; 

6 xépSovs évexa, to qualities agreeable and useful to others, the 

absence of which can be concealed—such as prophetic or medical 

skill (§ 13). 
The ddafov described by Theophrastus belongs to the second 

kind. ‘When he is living in a hired house he will say (to anyone 

who does not know better) that it is the family mansion; but that 
he means to sell it, as he finds it too small for his entertainments.’ 

(Jebb’s Translation p. 97.) r 
The etpov, as here described by Aristotle, depreciates himself by 

denying the possession of qualities held in repute, or making them 

out less than they are. He is better than the ada{ov, being more 
refined; he does not seek profit by his irony, nor even repute, 

for qualities held in repute are what he especially disclaims (§ 14). 

Excessive irony or self-depreciation, however, passes easily into 
swagger (§ 15). ‘The general characteristic of [Aristotle’s] 
{ronical man,’ says Jebb (Zheoph. p. 190), ‘is that he holds in 
reserve, for whatever purpose, something of his available power. 

This purpose may be an earnest dialectical one, like that of Socrates. 

Or it may be to avoid ostentation and check impertinence; as 

Aristotle’s lofty-minded man is ‘ironical’ to the common crowd 
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(Zih. iv. 3. 28). Or the purpose may be merely playful; as 
Anacharsis in Lucian says that the Athenians were reputed 

‘ironical’ in conversation (Avach. c. 15). Jebb finds the picture 
of the eipey drawn by Theophrastus strikingly inadequate as judged 

by Aristotle’s standard. ‘Theophrastus ‘describes merely a person 

who takes a cynical pleasure in misleading or inconveniencing 

others by the concealment of his real feelings and intentions.’ 
According to O. Ribbeck (2heznisches Museum 1876, vol. xxxi. 

pp. 381.sqq., tiber den Begriff des etpwv) the eipoy is mentioned for 

the first time in Greek literature in Aristoph. Wud. 449. The 

scholiast on this passage has—eipov 6 ravra raifev Kai duaydevdtor, 

cipwvevdpuevos amatewv, vmokpirns. ‘The Fox is the type of the cipov: 

cf. Philemon, /ragm. otk gor ddan 7 pev ctpav th pice, | 7 8 avde- 

kaotos; Neither Plato nor Xenophon, according to Ribbeck, makes 

Socrates call himself eipov. ‘The term was really one of reproach 
applied by his contemporaries who thought that he outwitted 

them. Plato uses cipwveia, cipwrkds, Or eipwreverOac in a bad sense 

in Soph. 268 A, Legg. 908 D, Rep. 337 A (the passage in which 

Thrasymachus says to Socrates ® “Hpakdets, ey, airy exeivn 1) eiwOvia 

eipwvela Swxparovs, Kai Tair éeyw 70n TE Kal ToUTOLs TmpoUAeyor, OTL ov 

amokpwvacOar pev ovk eOeAnoors, cipwvevroowo O€ Kal TavTA wadXov Tonos 

i) aroxpwoio, et tis ti oe epwra), Sympos. 216 E. Cf. Aristoph. Aves 

1211, Plato, Afol. 38 A. ‘The notion of eipwveta was, however, 

ennobled by the character of Socrates, and by the representation 

which Plato gave of him. In the £7. Wic. cipwreia has the old 
meaning in so far as it involves a divergence from /ruth; but when 

the eipwy is said to be xaptearepos, as evywy To dyxnpdv, his character 

_ is taken in a better and finer sense. Aristotle is the first to make 

Socrates the type of true refined /rony. But Theoph. understands 

‘irony’ ‘in a sense almost wholly bad,’ as Jebb remarks (Zheoph. 
Palo). 

§1.] Imelmann (04s. crz/. p. 12), followed by Rassow (Lorsch. 
p. 17), distinguishes two introductory passages in this section, (1) 
mept Ta autd . . . oumddvres, and (2) ev d) TO oulyy . . . mpoorory- 

part. Imelmann (/.c.) inserts kat ris eipwvecas after adaovelas in 

line 1127 a. 13; and Rassow, Susemihl, and Bywater (the last 

omitting ris) accept the emendation. 

1127 a. 13. 

Kal T@ TpooTonpat.| mpoozoinua is something wzduly assumed, a. 20. 
something pretended fo: hence here it refers properly only to the 
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evdouévor, and strictly only to the adatov, for dpveicbar not mpoo- 

moteioOat is characteristic of the eipwv (§ 3). The words 76 mpos- 

mompate limit the scope of Wevdopevar év Adyous kal mpdéeoi—‘ those 

who are untruthful in what they say and do, I mean in the matter 
of personal pretensions.’ The cai however (which Imelmann ods. 

crt, p. 12 wishes to omit) seems to me to be necessary before 7 
mpooTounpare, 

§ 2. év8dgwv| ‘things held in esteem.’ The commoner meaning 
of ra évdofa in Aristotle is of course that of ‘ probable opinions,’ 

§ 4. ad@ékacros| In the good sense here intended, the atééxaoros 

is ‘the man who appears in his own character.’ The term was 

also used in a bad sense as equivalent sometimes to Bias, some- 

times to isvoyvopov, sometimes to avéddys—see uses collected by 

Zell and Coraes. It is contrasted with cipey in the fragment of 
Philemon quoted above. 

kat to Biw| Bywater’s note is ‘ fort. kav 76 Bio.’ 

épodoyGv| Ramsauer notes the care with which the three verbs 

are used—épodoyet of the ddAnOevtixds, dpvetrar of the cipwv, and mpoc- 

moveirae Of the adalav. 

§ 6.| It is not necessary to point to a base ulterior object, for the 

sake of which the Wevddpnevor choose 76 WeddSos, in order to establish 

the position that they are pexroi: for 7d weddos 2 Ztiself is paddov 

kat Wexrdv: and those who choose it pydevos évexa (and there are 
such), are gatAoe thy &&w and wWexroi. Similarly, the man who is 

dAnevtixds, where no great interests are involved, simply because 
it is his habit to stick to the truth as such, is émauwerds. 

A , 

§ 7. év tats dpodoyias| The Par. has gore roivyy ddybeurixds, odx 
€ > , > - , A > 2 , a ’ , 

6 anOevar ev Tais cvppwvias Kal €v GAdois TovovTos doa eis Sikacoovyny 
? zy 

i) adixiav ovvteiver . . . GAN’ Gores avev avdyxns i} vopipou # Sikatov 4 

a@Xov Tivos TodiTiKod dyabod Kai ev Ady@ Kal ev Bio ddnOever Sid pdvov Td 
” o a “ > - 
exe EEw THs ToLavTNS apeThs. 

§ 8. ds ydp atcxpdy «.t.A.] The man who shrinks from 7d Weddos 
as such, in circumstances in which it cannot be called aicypév, 

as not involving serious social consequences, will @ for/or? shrink 
from it in those circumstances in which the verdict of society 

is severely against it: see the Par. of yap gcdadnOes Kai ev ois ovk 

es 
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Cot avaykn, ToAKG paddov ev ois dAnOevew avayKy dia Td TodiTLKOV 1127 b. 5. 

ayabov' Os yap evAaBeirar to Weddos Kad’ éavtd, Sidte Kakdy, Srav kal 
> \ \ SuU8 , \ > , es , > \ \ Ae, > aicxpov Td avTd yevnrat, Kal ov pdvov 7 Kakdv, adda Kai Tots ddAos SoKF 

“~ ~ > , , PS) , e 

ToLovTov, Tas ov hevéera macy Svvapet ; 

§ 9. dmoxiver] I have no hesitation in accepting Coraes’ dmo- b. 8. 
xdwei, which is moreover supported by the Par., ds, ef denoes mapexkdivar 

TOU pecou, mpos THY EAAEWLW Ov Tpos THY UmepBorny vEedoeL. 

§ 10. pndevds evexa| It is difficult to suppose the case of a man b. 10. 

who magnifies his imdpxorvra, without thinking of his own 60fa or 

tyin aS thereby enhanced. Perhaps we may say that 6 dds 7 

Tins €vexa adafovevdpevos is the man, who, with a definite scheme of 

social success before his eyes, is always ‘advertising’ himself by 
a consistent course of swagger—e.g. the rich parvenu carefully 

affecting country tastes in order to get into county society: 

whereas 6 pndevds évexa addafovevduevos is the man who boasts, not 

indeed without some idea of enhancing his reputation, but without 

a definite scheme of social success before his eyes. 

§ 11. ds 6 ddafdv] The text would be much better without these b. 12. 

words: but if we retain them, we must understand them to refer 

to ‘the Boaster proper, z.e. the man who boasts without any 

definite end to be served, as distinguished from the man who 

boasts for reputation, and the man who boasts for gain. ‘The 
man who boasts for reputation is not very blameworthy, any more 

than the simple boaster (6 ddafov) is; the man who boasts for 
gain, however, is more reprehensible. But, whether a man boast 

from simple love of untruth (6 pev r@ Wedder ait xaipwv = 6 ahafwv) 

or with the ulterior object of reputation or gain (6 d€ ddéns «.7.A.), 
we must remember that his boasting is the expression of a character, 

not the practice of an art, and therefore comes in for blame.’ 

§12.] The clause ove ev ry Suvduer 8 «7.4. is added, lest too b. 14. 

much should be made of the admission—ovd Alay exrds: see Top. 

iv. 5. 126 a. 30 dpav dé kal et Te TOY WeKTav 7) hevxTay eis Svvapyw 

i) Suvatdv eOnxev, viov tov codrotny 7 SidBodov i) KA€nTyv Tov BSuvdpevov 

ta ad\érpia idaipetoOa, K.T.A. .. , TavTes yap ot avd Kata TpO- 

aipeoi A€yovrat. 

*AXafoveia is after all a fixed moral habit, not, as might perhaps 
be supposed from its less offensive forms, a mere /acu/ty like that 
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of the disputant (é:adexrixy), which can be employed without raising 

a moral issue. Sodvorixyn, not duadexrexy, is its true parallel. 

For the doctrine that mpoapéces, not Suvdpes, are the objects of 

moral judgments, Zell, Michelet, Grant, and Ramsauer refer to 

Top. iv. 5. 126 a. 30 (quoted above) and Aes. i. 1. 1355 b. 20 
codioris pev Kata THY mpoaipecw, StadexTiKds S€ ov KaTa THY Tpoaiper 

aha kara thy dvvayw-—‘ the Sophist is distinguished, as Grant puts 
it, ‘from the Dialectician not intellectually but morally.’ 

Bywater makes the words ov« év 797 Suvdye.. . ddalov eorw 

parenthetical; Bekker places a comma after eorw b. 15, and, like 

Bywater, takes gomep kai wWetorns with what follows. I prefer 

to take the words édcmep kai Wetarns, aS = Somep kai Wevwtns corti 

Kata THY ew Kal TO ToWcde etvar, and refer o pev and 6 d¢ to 6 dhafov 

1. 14, not to the Wevorns. I would therefore punctuate thus— 
otk ev tH Suvduer 8 eotw 6 ddafav, aN ev tH mpoatpece (Kara THY 

c&w yap Kal T@ Towode civar ddafav eoTw, Somep Kai Wevorns), 6 pev 

TO Wevder adir@ xalpav, d Sé Sdéns dpeydpevos 7) kepdous. If we refer 

6 pev and 6 d¢ to the Wevorns, we distinguish the person described 

as To evder atte xalpov from the ddagov proper’ of § 10, and 

make 6 dd&éys dpeyopevos 7 Kepdovs, NOt an adrafov, but a person 

fraudulent in another way. But is it likely that when he wrote 
6 pev T@ Wevder ait xaipwr, Aristotle was thinking of another 
Wevorns, distinct from the one whom he had just described in 

almost identical terms (ov yap dy ¢xape ro Wevdee b. 10) in 
§ 10; and, although the methods employed by evorns and by 

adafoy respectively, where xépdos is concerned, may be distin- 

guished, how is the Wetorns, gud 86§ys dpeydpevos, to be distinguished 

from 6 dd&s xapw adafovevduevos? It is perhaps worth noticing 

also that the definition of the dvOpeos Wevdns in Met. A. 29 seems 

to be against the identification of the d0&ns dpeydpevos i) képdovs here 

(b. 16) with the everns as distinguished from the ddagfov—see 
Met. A. 29. 1025 a. 2 avOpwros b€ wWevdns, 6 edxepys Kal mpoatpertxds 

TOY ToLOvT@Y Moyer, BH BY ETEpdv Te GAG 8 adtTé6—oOn which Alexander 

(ed. Bonitz p. 402) has the following comment—A¢cyerur avOpwros 

1 Stahr interprets the words ws 6 dAa€wy in § 11 as if they implied that 
the term dAa(wy is not properly applied to the pydevds evexa npoomoiodpevos, 

but only to the 60é7s €vexa. Thisis surely wrong. ‘ Thut er es aber aus einer 
bestimmten Absicht, so ist wieder ein Unterschied, will er sich namlich damit 

bloss Ansehen und Ehre geben, wze der eigentliche Prahler, so ist er nicht 
allzuhart zu beurtheilen.’ 

—— 
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Wevdns . . . 7 evxEps mpos TO WevderOat Kal TovTov mpoatpeTiKds Kal 

xXaipov 7G WeiSerOar, Sud Todto Kai py dC Addo tT, oiov Képdos i) po Odv 

Tiva* ovTos yap ovK éaTi Wevdis ovde pidowevdns, adda Hirokepdns 7) €t Te 

TOLOUTOY EGTLY, 

The Paraph. Heliodorus avoids the error of making 6 6€ d£ns 
dpeyouevos i) képSovs a species of 6 Wevorns (as distinguished from 

6 adagwv), by referring 6 pev To Wevder adit@ xaipov to the pevorns 

and 6 dé d0fys dpeyouevos 7) Képduvs to the adafav: he says kat xara 

twa e&wv 6 ddralav yivetat, dorep Kal 6 Wevortns, ds ov SdEns Evera 7} 
, cal ~ ~ , o 

Xpnparwv mpuororettat, GAN’ avtov Tov Wevdous Eveka povor. 

§ 18. ot 8€ KépSous, Gv kal dmddauais éott Tots Teas Kal Siadabety 

Eo ph) dvta, otov pdtv copy iatpdv| So Bywater, following K>, 

which (with CCC) omits @ before Siakabeiv, and # before iarpév. 

Bekker follows the other MSS in reading & and 7 Susemihl 
reads a, but not # It is to be noted that pr. K» has dy ndet ané- 
Aavors, CCC ay 7p See awedavors, and Cambr. ay Adcia dédavors, and 

that NC, B', B®, r, Ha, Nb, Ald. Hel., have otov iarpov 7) pavtw 

gopov, and OP has otov pavrw #) iatpov codov. 

As regards the omission of 7 (which seems to rest on three 
authorities, Kb, CCC, and Aspasius—he has rowdrov 6€ payin, 

iarptxn, oopia)—a point is certainly made by the inclusion in the 

list of impostors of a third variety—the learned impostor—oogés 

or coguorys: but, on the other hand, it might be argued that it 

is necessary to qualify at least tarpév by an adjective expressing 

the skz/7 which is pretended to; that it is not being a doctor, 

but being a good doctor, which is the pretence that escapes de- 

tection. The #7 might very easily drop out, and, once out, would 

be likely to remain out, because it seemed so natural to include 

the Sophist among notable impostors. K»’s omission of 7 ought 

not to weigh too much with us. It may be only one of the 

numerous blundering omissions for which the MS is remarkable : 

and perhaps the omission of & may belong to the same class. 

On the other hand, what K adds or substitutes is entitled to 

great attention; and so, I think that Ramsauer’s conjecture— 
év 75n amwé\avois—is not to be overlooked. 

It seems to be generally assumed (e.g. by Stahr and Peters) 

that dvra is neut. pl. In that case the words oiov pdvrw «rr, 

follow awkwardly. On the other hand, if we take évra as masc. 
sing., there is some difficulty in connecting the clause — kai 

1127 b.14. 

b.19. 
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(or kai &) Siadabeiv x.7.A. with what goes before, so as to allow 
us to translate—‘ They pretend to have qualities from which other 

people derive advantage, and to be what one may not-be, and yet 

never be found out, e.g. a good doctor.’ 

TpooTovouvTat TA ToLadTa Kal Gdalovedovtar’ Eat. yap év abtots Ta 

eipnpeva.| ra rovadra = 76 pavtuv coor 3) iarpoy eivar, and ra eipnpeva = 

amédavos Tois méhas and 7d diadabeiv py dvra. We must understand 

Aristotle to say that of xépdous évexa are the largest class (of mAcioror) 

of ddagoves. 

§ 14. pddtota S€ kat obror Ta €vBoga dmapvoivrar| Jebb (Zheoph. 

p- 190) seems to give the exact force of this remark—‘ And more- 

over it is creditable things which such persons especially disclaim.’ 

This is an additional reason for regarding them as yapreorepor. 

otoy Kal Lwkpdrns emoler] In the next section we are told that 
eipwveia May become adAagoveia, if excessive. In Plutarch, adv. 

Colotem 18, we actually find the style of Socrates described as 
drafav—mas yap ovK ddaféves of Swxpdrovs Adyar, pydev avtov cidevar 

dckovtos, adda pavOdvew dei kai (nreiv TO adnes ; 

§15. of S€ 7a pixpd Kal pavepa | mpoomorodpevor| | See the notes 

of Zell, Michelet, and Grant. The difficulty is that amapveto6a: not 

mpoomoreicba is the term regularly used by Aristotle’ in connexion 

with the eipwy. On the other hand, however, Theophrastus defines 
eipwveia AS Tpoomolnots emi xeipov mpdgewv Kai Adywv, and in the 

present section Aristotle is showing how eipwveia passes into ada- 

(oveia. Those etpwves who not only deny the possession of great 

qualities, but, in order to lend plausibility to their denial, seriously 

affect small merits or accomplishments, which might be allowed 
‘to go without saying’ (ra juxpd kai gavepa), as if these were 

their only good qualities, are humbugs. Ramsauer throws out 

the suggestion that the words of 6€ ra puxpa . . . evkatappdrnrot 

elow have accidentally been removed from their proper place 

after eipnuéva § 13; but he does not press the suggestion. It 

seems, however, worth consideration: gavepd would make a good 

antithesis to dadaeiv éore pn dvta. Bywater (following Vahlen) cuts 
the knot by bracketing mpoorovovpevor. 

1 Jn ii. 7, 12, however, eipwveia is defined as tpoomotnats 4 emt TO EXaTTOV. 

oot 
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Bavuxoravodpyo| The derivation of this word is obscure. The 1127b. 27. 

Ald. Schol. has Baveoravovpyous . . . tods cepvoravovpyous* Bavkov yap 

éAeyov of madaol tov tpupepdv. See also Liddell and Scott, s.v. Baveds 

‘prudish,’ ‘ affected. The general idea seems to be that of silly 

affected humbugs, contemptible for their little transparent artifices. 

4 Tv Aakévev éoO4s| not as worn by the Spartans themselves, b. 28. 

but as imitated by certain Athenians. See Coraes, ad Joc. rods 
"AOnynat akowkas Biorvtas "AOnvaiovs aivirterat, Sv Kat Anpoobévns 

(1267. 21) xadamrera, ‘icacw tpav, @s eya vouifw, moAdol Kal Toy 

Atétrysov, Kal Tov ’ApyeBiadyv, Kal Tov Xaupériov, Tov eémumodoy Tovtovi, 

ot ped’ nuepay pev eoxvOpwmakaci, Kai Aakowvitew agi, Kai tpiBovas 

€xovot, Kal dmA@s vmodedevtar’ emerday dé avAdey@or, Kal pe adAndr@v 

yevevtrat, Kak@v Kal aicypay ovdev €ddeirovat.” 

§ 17. xelpwv ydp| sc. tot cipwros. b. 32. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

Argument and Introductory Note.| The eirpdmedos, or embeEvs, 

is the man whose conversation in society is easy, bright and 

playful, contributing to the pleasure and amusement of the company, 

without offending against good taste, or hurting susceptibilities. 

Especially in the sallies of pleasantry of which persons present 

(himself included) are the objects, will he show graceful tact—never 
saying anything that his victim, being a man of taste, does not 

enjoy: and tacitly imposing his own rule of good taste upon those 
who attack him in turn. The Bapoddyos is the buffoon, or ‘funny 

man, whose pleasantry is coarse and offensive, and practised in and 

out of season. The apytos or aypotkos (a@yporkos m2. He. M. M., and 

EN. ii. 7. 13), presumably so called as being contrasted with the 

doreios, is the dull man, who, like a rustic in polite society, sits 

silent, unable to follow, or contribute to easy conversation, and 

‘incapable,’ as Grant puts it, ‘of either making or appreciating a 

joke. The Pdedvpia and dypouia of Theophrastus do not present 

many points of likeness to Aristotle’s extremes. 

Looking back over the list which ends with edrpamedia, we seem 
to see in the dperai of the Fourth Book, not vzr/wes in our sense, 
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but qualities forming the dignified and brilliant member of polite 

society. ‘The Gentleman,’ always conscious of what is due to 

himself, seems to be presented as the ideal of ‘the good man.’ 

But we must not let this ideal of ‘the Gentleman’ mislead us 

in our interpretation of Aristotle. We must not overlook the way 

in which ai ‘the qualities of the Gentleman’ (even the most 

superficial of them) are made to subserve earnest aims. 
"ENevOepidens is essentially the habit of doing good with one’s 

money, and implies fellow-feeling regulated by discrimination of 

desert, and a large perception of the public issues involved in the 

smallest act of giving. Meyadompémea is essentially the virtue of 

the man of public spirit, who undertakes a Xerovpyia, on the 

proper performance of which the credit and advantage of his 

city depend, The uddtos shows how personal ambition may 

be reconciled with enthusiasm for the common good. ‘The mpaos 

is, above all, cvyyvoporxkés—a man who has sympathies which 

enable him to understand others, and bear with them. The 

idos and the dAnOevrexds set the example of dignified, and at the 

same time kindly and straightforward, manners, and so perform 

a moral work of the highest importance, making men understand 

one another better, and respect one another more. Finally the 

cirpdmedos performs an important function, by lightening the in- 

cubus of ennui which tends to oppress life. He contributes to that 

avdravows which is sought not for its own sake, but because it 

makes us more capable of the performance of the earnest duties 

of life: maitew & émws onovdatn, kat’ *Avdxapow, opbas Exe Soxet 

dvarravoe yap eorxev 7 maidid, advvatodvres O€ vvex@s Toveir avaTravcews 

Séovra. od 6) TéAos  dvdmavats* yivera yap Evexa THs €vepyeias 

(Z. NV. x. 6. 6). 
Thus, in all cases, we are brought back to the standard of the 

Noble Life, or Hellenic Culture. Those who participate in this 

culture know when it is realised in the habits of a member of their 

society, and prazse his habits accordingly —rav efewy b€ Tas emaweras 

dperas déyopev (i. 13. 20). 

§ 1. ofa Set Aéyew kai ds, Spolws Sé Kai dkovew] In the #. £. 

(iii. 7. 1234 a. 14) two kinds of etrpamedia are distinguished—that 

of the man who knows how to receive pleasantry—and that of the 

man who knows how to originate it. The former consists in 

being able to enjoy a polite and delicate oxépya—even when it 
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raises a laugh against oneself; the latter consists in being able to 1128 a. 1. 

originate a ox@ppa which its victim, being a man of good taste, will 

enjoy. ovons dé Sdirtis ths edtpamedias (H pev yap €v TO xalpew eori 

T@ yehol@ Kal T@ cis aitdv, cay n ToLovdi, GY Ev TO oKoppa eoTiv, ) S 

ev tO Sivaca Toiaira ropiferOa), érepar pev ecisw adAndrwv, apdpdrepat 

pevrot peadtyntes. Kal yap tov Suvdpevoy toaita mopiterba ef’ doors 

joOnoerat 6\ed Kpivey, Kay eis avTov 9 TO yeAotov, wéoos EoTaL Tod HopTiKOd 

Kal Tov Wuxpod, 6 6 dpos otros BeATiov 7) TO pH AvTNpoY elvaL TO 

hexOev TH ckaTToperm dvTL OToI@ody? paddov yap Set TO ev peodtyTe 

dvTt apeokew" viTos yap Keiver ev. The same distinction is made in 

M, M. i. 30. 1193 a. 17 ora b€ 6 edtpdwedos Sutras Tas Aeydpevos 

kal yap 6 Suvdpevos cx@war eppeh@s, kal bs av tropeivy ckomTopevos 
> , 

evTpdmredos. 

év tovouTors . . . torovtwy| Masc. The kind of company will a. 2. 

make a difference. 

§ 3. Bopoddsxor] The Bwporddyos is literally one who hangs about a. 4. 

the altars to steal or beg what is offered on them: then, meta- 

phorically, a low-fellow who will do anything to get a meal— 

a ‘loafer’: and, still more metaphorically, a person who will 

say anything to raise a laugh—a low jester. See Lzddell and 

Scott, Ss. Vv. 

dypotxot] The reading of Kb and CCC, restored to the text a. 9. 

by Bywater, in place of Bekker’s d@ypux, given by all other 

MSS. See on the use of the term dyporxos in Aristotle, note on iil. 

Ee, 7 

otov eUrpomo| Grant gives us a neat rendering here——‘ they are a. 10. 

called witty, by a name that implies their happy turns.’ 

§ 4. kal of Bwpoddxor edtpdmehor mpocayopedovrar as Xapievtes| a. 14. 

And also etrpamedia is sometimes used in a bad sense—as in JV. 7- 

Eph. 5. 4 (quoted by Giphanius), where it is coupled with pepodoyia, 

and means low jesting. 

§ 5. éXevPepiou}] Kb (followed by CCC) has eAev@épov. In either a. 20. 
case ‘gentleman’ is the meaning. 

§ 6. Tav Kopedidv Tov Tadadv Kat toy kawdv| Ramsauer quotes a. 22. 
Rep. 395 E, where xopgdeiv is used as synonymous with aioxpodoyeiv 
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and katnyopeiv—katnyopotvtds Te Kai Kapmdodvtas addAndovs Kal alaxpo- 

Aoyodvras. Cf. Hor. A. P. 281 

‘Successit vetus his comoedia, non sine multa 

Laude; sed in vitium libertas excidit et vim 

Dignam lege regi; lex est accepta chorusque 

Turpiter obticuit sublato jure nocendi.’ 

On which Orelli quotes Cic. de Rep. 4. 10. 33 ‘apud quos (Graecos 

antiquiores) fuit etiam lege concessum, ut quod vellet comoedia de 
quo vellet (praeterquam de archonte: Schol. Aristoph. /Vué. 31) 

nominatim diceret. Quem illa non attigit, vel potius, quem non 

vexavit? cui pepercit?’—and Suidas, ’Avripayos* (B.c. 417-404 ?) 

eddcer ovTos Whpiopa TmerounKévat, pu) Seiv Kapwdeiv €€ dvdparos. For rd 

kopodeiv €€ dvépatos of the Old Comedy, the New Comedy substituted 

énévoca—allusion—in the case of things as well as persons. 

§ 7. tév ed oxdrrovta| Is the conversation of etrpamehor merely 
a game of polite personal banter? We can hardly suppose that 
Aristotle means this. ‘O ed oxomrwy rather is one whose conversa- 

tion plays gracefully round things and people—sometimes round 

even serious things and people—presenting them in new and 

amusing—but not therefore ridiculous—lights; he is a sort of 

Dialectician, too, in the world of fancy; for he shapes no course 

for his conversation beforehand, but goes as the winds waft him. 

He is in short the charming talker, whom we like to listen to, for 

other reasons, and because he is always willing to listen to us. The 

meagre accounts of the edrpdmedos in the £. L. (ill. 7) and JZ, AZ. 

(i. 30) present him merely as one who can give and take polite 
personal banter. 

The definition of etrpamedia in Rhe/. ii. 12. 1389 b. II as mema- 

Sevpevn UBpits must be taken in its context; the evrpamekoe. whom 

Aristotle has immediately in view there are impulsive but gentle- 
manly youths. The etrparedia of the Fourth Book is an dperq of 

the man of the world, and ‘ weradevpévn vps’ describes only one 

aspect of his conversational ‘ versatility.’ 

# kat tépew| Eudemus (as quoted in note on § 1) lays stress 

on the pleasure which the evrpamedos gives TO ed xpivortt. 

§ 9. 08 8) may mojo] Following the Paraphrast’s od yap mavra 
epet, Coraes reads ov 6) wav heéex. Others have proposed dxovoera 

for momoet. Toumoes seems to me to be the right word in this place, 
after the preceding moceiv. 
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§ 10. eva 8 088° &y dkodcor| The rule in respect of ro dxovew is, 1128 b. 1. 

it would appear, not so strict as that in respect of 7d Aé€yeuw. 

dypoxos| Bywater: éypus (Bekker) is the reading of Kb and b. 2. 

CCC (as of all other MSS.), although in § 3 both KP and CCC 
read @ypoxor. Is this @yporxoe in § 3 a corruption of éypror Kai? 

§12.] See Lntroductory Note to iv. 6. The dperai of social b. 4. 
deportment are given here in the same order as in ii. 7. 11—viz. 

ahndera, edtparredia, pidia. 

CHAPTER Ix: 

Argument and Introductory Note.| The passage ii. 7. 15, in 

which the discussion of véueors follows that of aides in § 14, 

prepares us for a discussion of véweors in the present context 

also. But the Fourth Book, as we have it, ends without even 

mentioning veyeors. It seems probable that the accident which 
deprived us of the Nicomachean books answering to vy, vi, vii, 

deprived us of the last part of iv, treating of véueous: (iv. 9. 8 is 

perhaps an editor’s interpolation). Perhaps, indeed, part of the 

discussion of aides is lost; for it is to be noted that there is no 

mention of the dvaicxuvros and xaranAn& as extremes, where the 

aiénpov is peoos. At the same time, we cannot feel sure that it was 

Aristotle’s intention here to represent the aidjyev definitely as pécos. 

So far as the discussion goes, aiéos appears merely as a pro- 

visionally good feeling, admirable only in the young: whereas in 

the #. £. and AZ. M. the aidnper is evidently regarded as a mature 

man, no less than the @idos, dAnOns, and edtpamedos,—as the man who 

has just the right amount of self-assurance, who is not either regard- 
less of what people think of him, or too shy and sensitive to put 

himself forward at all. See AZ. WZ.i. 29. 1193 a. 1 sqq. aidws & éori 

peodtns avaicyvvtias Kal katamAn€ews, €oTw Sé mepi mpakers Kat Adyous 

[z.e. it is definitely one of the dperai, so-called, of ‘ one’s deportment 

in society]. 6 pév yap dvaicxurtds éorw 6 év marti Kal mpos mdytas 

Aeyov kai mpatroy a eruxev, 6 b€ KatamemAnypévos 6 evavtios TovT@, 6 

mavta kal mpos mavtas evAaBovpevos kal mpagar kat eimeiy (ampaktos yap 

6 toodTos 6 mavta KatamhytTopevos) 7 dé aidas Kal 6 aidnpov peodtns 

Tis TOUT@Y., oUTe yap Gmavta Kal TavTws, ws 6 avaloxuVToS, Kal Epet Kat 

Bb 
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mpaket, ovTe ws 6 KaTaTANE, ev TmavTl Kal mdvTws evAaBNOncETAaL, AdAa maker 

kal €pet ev ois Sei kal & Set kat ore Set. So also L. £. iii. 7. 1233 b. 

26 sqq. aidas dé peadrns dvaryvvrias Kal KatamdnEews’ 6 pev yap unde- 

pas pporti¢av Sdns avaicxvrvros, 6 S€ mdons spoiws karaTdn§, 6 Se THs 

Tov pawwopevov emekay aidnnov. (This is all that we have about aides 

in the #.£.) The same extremes are given in ii. 7. 14, where 
presumably the view of the aidjyor is the same—viz. that he is a 

mature man on the same level with the edrpamedos, &c. All that 

we can say, then, is that in the Fourth Book, at least so far as we 

have it, aiées is looked at from a different point of view: and that 

the discussion of it, so far as it goes, cannot be regarded as 
paralleled by the discussion in the later treatises. In the #. £. and 
IMM. both aidws and véueors appear among the so-called ma@nruxai 

peodrnres—aArOera, e’tpameAla, pidta, and ceprdrys: whereas the sub- 

ject of the 9th chapter of the Fourth Book is carefully distinguished 
from the foregoing dperai, its discussion forming a sort of appendix 

to the Book. Aides, as presented in this chapter, is a natural 

shrinking from incurring the bad opinion of other people, which is 
useful in those whose morality is not yet assured, as preventing 

them from doing things which would bring them into disgrace : 

but it is only thus provisionally useful. The time ought to come 

when one, as a matter of fact, does not do, or think of doing, such 
things. This is the strong position which Aristotle takes up. But 
it suits most men to look at aides differently, and to argue thus— 

‘I have done wrong, but I am ashamed. I have done a bad 

thing, but I am not such a bad mam after all, because I am 

ashamed. This bad thing done by me is not so bad as the same 
thing done by my neighbour, who does not seem to be ashamed of 

having done it.’ Aristotle in this chapter declares himself—as we 

might expect—against this substitution of the subject’s feeling in 

the place of an objective moral standard. He sees that the man 
who thus palliates a bad action, and gives himself, as it were, 

absolution for it, will be prepared, with a light heart, to repeat it; 

and that aides, though at first a protection, may become a snare. 
We can understand therefore the anxiety which he shows through- 

out the chapter to make it quite plain that aides zs not a virtue. 

He feels that the point is one of great practical importance, because 

it suits human weakness so well to make it out a virtue. 

For rota aicxtvorra kai dvauryvvtodow kai mpds tivas Kal TOs ExovTes 

see the interesting chapter /he/. ii. 6. 1383 b. 12 sqq. 
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§ 1. wéGer.] See note on ii. 7. 14. 1128 b, 11. 

$6Bos tis a8ogias] Ramsauer refers to Plato, Zegg. i. 646 E 
oBovpeba dé ye modddxis ddEav, yyovpevor So€aCeo Oar kaxot mpdrrovres 3) 

A€yovrés Te TGV pu) KaN@v* dy 61) Kal Kadovper Tov PdBov Hueis ye, oluar dé 

kal travtes, aioxvynv. In FRhet. ii. 6, referred to above, the definition 

(1383 b. 13) does not include the term $680s—éorw 8) aioydvy dba 

Tis i) Tapax?) Tept Ta eis ddokiav hawépeva Héepew Tdv Kakdr, }) mapsvrap #) 

yeyousray fj peddAdvtov. In Top. iv. 5. 126 a. 6 (referred to by Ram- 

sauer) doubt seems to be thrown on the propriety of including the 
term 68os in the definition—eav ody tis rhv aicxtvnv pdBov ein i) Thv 

opynv Avmnv ob oupBnoerar ev TH aiT@ TO cidos Kal TO yevos imdpyeu’ 

7) pev yap aicxivn ev TE AoyrotiK@, 6 S€ HéBos ev TH Ovpoeidet, kab H pev 

Linn ev rH emiOvpntix@ (ev tovT@ yap Kai 9 7dovn), 7 8 spy) ev TO 

Oupoedet, Sar’ ob yévn Ta drrodobévra, reid) ovK ev TH arta Tois €ideor 

mépuce yiveoba. In strict conformity with this view that aicydvn is 

ev TS NoytoruKG We have a second definition in hes. ii. 6. 1384 a. 
23 émel mepi ddoélas havtacta eoriv 7 aicxvvy, Kat Tavtns abtas xdpu 

GANG put) TOv droBavdvrov x.t.r. It is to be noted, however, that the 

definition with which Pez. ii. 6 opens (1383 b. 13, quoted above) 
contains the word datvépeva. 

§ 2. dmep Soxet méBous paddov H Efews etvar] Ramsauer compares b. 15. 
de An. i, I. 403 a. 16 ore b€ Kal Ta THs Yuxns mdOn mdvTa eivar pera 

caparos, Gupds, mpadrys, PdBos, EXeos, Odpoos, ért xapa Kai TO didreiv Te 

kal puceiy’ dua yap rovtos mdoxe TL TO Gua. It is of course only a 

e&is of the yuyxn which is contrasted here, in this way, with a rdéos, 

for there are Jodily ees. 

§ 3. Sid 7d maer Lavras woANa Gwaptdvery, bd THs aidods B€ b.17. 
koddeo9at| This regulation of mafos by wa6os is the only regulation 

possible at first, but must not be acquiesced in as a permanent 
form of moral government. The ¢vovxy dpery which is constituted 

by the de facto prevalence of good over bad feelings, does not make 
aman good 7 his own right. Ov x oidv te dyabdv etva kupiws dvev 

pov noews Vi. 13. 6). 

§ 5. od8érepa yap mpaxtéa| This seems to bind down the émetkjs b. 24. 
to a very strict observance of conventional propriety; but probably 

Aristotle only means that the emesks will avoid vulgarity as well as 
immorality—e.g. as the Ald. Schol. says, he will not eat in the 

market-place—like the 8deAupés of Theophrastus, who, mAndoions 

Tijs ayopas, mpooeACav mpds Ta Kdpva i) Ta pHAa i) Ta axpddpva, éotNKds 

Bb 2 
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TpaynpariCerat, dua TH TwdovvTe mpooharav. Rassow (forsch. 93) is 

probably correct in reading ovd’ for ov« before aicyurréov. 

§ 6. patdou S€ kat] Rassow (/orsch. 93) conjectures did for kai 
here, and supplies with gavAov not simply éeori but alcytvn éori. 
Susemihl adopts Rassow’s é&a, and makes the words ot yap mpakréop 

§ 4... aicxyurréovy § 5 parenthetical. I think that Rassow’s 6a, 
though a legitimate and tempting conjecture, is not strictly necessary. 

The same may be said of Bywater’s suggestion—xai r@. 

émt Tots Exouolois yap 7 aidds| In Per. ii. 6. 1384 a. 16-22, as 
Ramsauer notes, dxotova are mentioned which cause aioyivy, Kb 

CCC, Paris 1853, and NC read dkovaioss. 

§ 7. é& broOdcews emetkés} ‘good 7f’: but the dperai are good 
without an if. 

tov Ta Tovatita mpdtrovta| Bywater (with K> and Cambr.). I 
much prefer Bekker’s ro rovatra mpdtrovra. 

§ 8.] I think that this § is an editor’s interpolation. A case, 
however, might conceivably be made out for the retention of ov« 
core S ot 7 eyxpareca dpern, ddd Tis puxrn: the argument being— 

‘even é€ykpdreca is not an apern, SO a fortior’ aides is not. The 

eyxparns has bad desires which he resists stoutly and successfully ; 

the aidSovpevos who makes a virtue of his aidés has bad desires which 

he seeks to palliate.’ 



Yo SONOS Came f 

Micuaret Epu. introduces this Book as follows :—év 76 mapovre 
méunt@ BiBrio Tov "Apiotoredous 7OiKav Nikopaxel@v mpayparelas mpdGects 

cot eimeiv wept tis pepikwtépas Sikatoovyns Kal Tod ovaToixov TavTy 

Sixaiov Tay avTikeievav Te TovToLs adikias Kal adikov' Suttn yap 7 SiKaoo vy 

Aeyerar, 7} TE GAn apeTH Kal 7 mpoKepevn, ris Kat avTWunpyTar TH Pporvnoer 

7 avopeia Ti oadppocivn, av éxaotn, mpos 70 Stxaoavyyn éeyecOat, Kai 

idios 7 pev ppdvnats, 7 Se avdpeia 7 S€ cadpoocvvyn dvopdaterar’ 7 Se mpo- 

Keysern apetr Sikaoovyn pev Aeyerar kal dvopaterar TH THs OAns Sixaroovwns 

dvépate’ dvopa 8 tdioy ok ekAnpouato, GAN damep ekeivos 6 OAvpmeovixns 

ov S@xpdrns od IIAdtwy ovk ’Apioteidns GANA To KoWg Tavrov avOporev 

dvépare avOpwros dvoudterat, ovT@ Kal 7) mapovca dpery Sikacocvvn KadeiTaL 

TO Kow@ THs Gdns Sixavoovvys dvdpare’ eiot dé adtys pépn dvo, 7d Te 

Staveuntixoy Sixavoy Kal Td StopOwreKdr, 

For a summary of the Peripatetic teaching mepi diaoovvns see 

EAT. i. 33. 

CreAPTER .f; 

ARGUMENT. 

Concerning Justice and Injustice. Let us, according to the method hitherto 
adopted, start from the commonly given descriptions of the states tn question. 

Justice then is commonly described as ‘a state which makes us able to perform 
just acts ; which makes us act justly and wish what is just. A corresponding 

description is given of injustice. Here the words ‘and wish what is just’ are 
important, serving to mark the distinction between a state or habit on the one 
hand and a science or faculty on the other. A science or faculty (e.g. iarpixn) 

can can produce either of two contraries, but a state or habit (whether physical like 
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tyiea, or moral like Sikaoovvn) 7s a bent towards the production of one class 

of effects only. We may gather then from the commonly given description of 

justice that tt ts not a faculty which enables us to perform just or unjust acts 

indifferently. 
So much for the ethical import of the ‘description. But from the merely 

logical point of view tt is to be noted that since, as we have just observed, sctence 
ts of contraries, the science or knowledge of a state or habit will be that of tts 

contrary also. It ts also to be noted that the knowledge of a state or habit throws 
light upon its material conditions, and a knowledge of these upon the state or 

habit: if e.g. we know that being in good training ts having firm flesh, we 
know that being in bad training ts having soft flesh ; and we also know that 

things good for training are things which produce firmness of flesh. It ts 
generally the case that if one of two contraries has various meanings the other 

has correspondingly various meanings. 
Now injustice has two meanings, for the unjust man ts (1) the man who 

transgresses the law and (2) the man who takes too much or is unfair. Con- 

sequently the just man zs (1) the man who observes the law and (2) the man 
who is fair. Qua ‘disposed to take too much’ the unjust man will have to do 

with external good things. But since the unjust man ts also disposed to-take too 
little of that which ts evil, the wider designation ‘unfair’ is more accurately 
applied to him, including as it does both ‘ disposed to take too much of that which 

zs good’ and ‘ disposed to take too little of that which ts evil? 
Concerning justice in the first sense of the term. Since the just man 2s the 

man who observes the law, all that ts in accordance with the law is ‘just’ in 

one sense of the term. Since then the laws cover the whole field of conduct, 
tnculcating all the virtues and forbidding all the vices, justice in thes sense ts 

complete virtue—complete virtue, however, viewed not as a stinple possession, but 

as putting its possessor in a certain relation to other people. In short, the just 

man tn this first sense is the man who ‘can use his virtue towards other people. 

This ts why ‘ruling over other people tests a man’s justice’ ; and why justice 
7s sometimes thought to differ from all the other virtues in being ‘the good of 

other people. This first kind of justice then is not a part of virtue (i.e. a virtue) 
but virtue (i.e. the virtuous character) as a whole ; and the contrary, injustice, 

7s not a part of vice but vice as a whole: The difference between virtue \ 

(i.e. the virtuous character as a whole) and this kind of justice ts constituted 
by a difference in the point of view from which each is regarded. Regarded | 
simply as the possession of the good man his moral character as a whole ts | 
called virtuous; regarded as placing himin certain relations to other people it \ 
zs called just. 

§ 1. mepi S€ Sixaocdvys k.7.A.] To dixaov is the principle of justice, 

or justice in the abstract; d:kavoovyn is the habit of acting in accord- 

ance with the principle. 

Grant and Ramsauer refer to Z£. WV. ii. 7. 16 mepi dé Sixasoovuns, 

* BovAerat expresses the steady tendency of any natural law (cf. Vv. 5. 14 
_BovdAeTat pévewy waAAov), not merely the consistent wish of the moral agent. 
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eret ovx dmd@s Aeyerat, pera Tadra SueAdpevor Tepl ExaTepas Epodtmev TGs 1129 a. 3. 

peodtnrés etow. Grant remarks that ras peodryrés eiow; is a slightly 

different question from rota peodrns; and Ramsauer says ‘caute 

dictum zoia peodrns, because it will be shown v. 5. 17 that 

 Sixatootvn peadtns tis eotiv, ov tov aitov dé tpdmov rais adAats 

dpetais, GAN dre pécov éotiv—z.e. tov tov between 7d mAgov and 716 

éaarrov. The doctrine of v. 5. 17, however, relates only to parti- 

cular justice, no attempt being made, according to Ramsauer, in 

the Fifth Book, to show that universal justice is a peadrns, whereas 

in ii. 7. 16 both kinds of justice are contemplated as peodrnres. 

Hence Ramsauer thinks that the words més peadrnrés eiow (i. 7. 16) 

are spurious. Surely this is a very unsafe line of criticism. If the 

Fifth Book was not written by the author of the Second Book, the 
inconsistency noticed by Ramsauer, if inconsistency it be, need 

not surprise us. If, as Ramsauer is inclined to believe (p. 281), the 
Fifth Book was written by the author of the Second Book, are the 

two passages really so inconsistent that to remove the inconsistency 
we must alter the text? Particular Justice may perhaps be a 
peodrns in a sense somewhat different from that in which the other 

dperai coordinate with it are peodrnres: but universal justice, at any 

rate, being the manifestation in society of all the dperai, is a pecorns 

just as its constituent elements—avépeta, coppootiwn, &c., are severally 

peodtnres—2. ¢. it is a peadtys mept mpdges Kai waOn. When we call a 

man dvdpeios we think of him specially as one who observes moder- 

ation in relation to certain particular mpda&es and ma@): when we 

call him Sécaos in the wide sense we think of him as one who 
observes moderation in relation to all mpagées and waé@y generally. 

This is so obvious that the writer of the Fifth Book does not think 
it necessary to make any definite statement on the subject: 
although he comes very near to doing so when he says ch, 2. § 6 

# dé (ze. Universal Justice) mepi dravra epi doa 6 omovdaios—z. ¢. the 

dixaos is related to all his circumstances os dei, kal as 6 Adyos. I am 

therefore disinclined to follow Grant and Ramsauer in attaching 
any special significance to moia here. It seems to follow very 

naturally the zoias of the preceding line, to which no one thinks of 

attaching any special significance. 

§ 2. kata thy adrhy pébodov] zc. the method of taking the a. 6. 

évdofa OF Aeydpeva mepi airs (cf. § 3 below dpapev 5) mavtas .. . 

Bovdopévovs deyewv), and testing them by their conformity with 
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philosophical ideas, which, in their turn, are often modified in 

accordance with the évdofa or Neyopeva: cf. LV. 1. 8. 1 oxemréov b€ 

TEpl avTAs ov pdvov ek TOU Gummepdopartos Kal eE dv 6 Adyos, GAa kai &k 

Tov Neyouévey Trept adtns’ TO pev yap GAnOei mavra ouvddet Ta bmndpxovra, 

To O€ Wevdei raxd Siahwret radydés. Cf. note on Vii, I. 5. 

§ 3. Kai Boddovrat Ta Sikata . . . Ta ABtxa] This is added, Mich. 

Eph. says, to distinguish the é&gs—A&c«cavoovvy—from a Stvapis (or 
émioTnpn) :—ovk év TO BovheaOa mparrew eotiv 7d elvan exeivacs (2. €. Tats 

Suvdpect Kal emiotnpas) adda ev t@ divacba 6 yap rHv larpuKny exov, 

kav pay) BovAntrar tyra ev, iarpds earl kal Aeyerat, Gpoiws Kal 6 THY pHTopLKTY 

Stvapw exov, Kav pu) trép Tov Sikaiwy €éyn adda Tov adikav, pyTwp €oTi, 

kat OAws Kav Svyntar brép dudorépwy Tav Te Sikaiwy kal TOY ddikav pyTep 

€oti, Oixaros S€ eat ody 6 Ta Sixaa mpdrrewv Svydpevos (which is all 

that the expression mpakrixot trav dixaiov by itself without the 

addition kat BovXNovra k.T.d. implies): dtvarar yap Kal 6 adikos ravdra 

mpatrewv, adda Oikaws €otw 6 Bovddpevos’ Bovderar Sé 6 thy Ew Exov Thy 

eipnuevny. The Paraph. Heliodorus has remarks to the same 

eitect. 
This view of the force of kai BovAovra: seems to me to explain the 

connexion ov5é yép § 4 naturally and adequately, and to make it 

unnecessary, with Jackson (Book V. introd. pp. xv, xvi), to interpo- 

late v. 9. §§ 14-16, 1137 a. 4-26 between § 3 and § 4 here. It 

may be true that ‘the doctrine of ch. 1. § 4, is necessary to 

complete the argument of ch. g. § 16, and it is interesting to note 

that this was the opinion of Mich. Eph. ‘who, though he does not 
suspect any displacement, is nevertheless careful in commenting on 

the latter passage to quote the former.’ But it is necessary to 

remember in connexion with this quotation that he has already 
explained to his own satisfaction the immediate sequence of § 4 
upon § 3 in ch. 1. 

For the popular view here appealed to, that Justice implies 
BovAnors, 7. e. a definite moral bent, and is therefore not a dvvayis or 

emtotnun cf. Philemon (quoted by Stobaeus, (Vor. vol. i. p. 189, ed. 
Meineke) dvijp Sixads eorw odx 6 pr ddixdv | ddX doris ddixeiv Suvduevos 

py BovAera, and Menander (Meineke iv. 344) dixaos adie ov 

éniotara. tpdmos. ‘The term mpoarpeiras would probably have been 

preferred by the writer here as more technically correct than 

Bovrera, had he wished to give an accurate definition of justice : as 
it is, he merely quotes popular language: cf v. 8. 11 dikatos drav 
Tpoehopevos Sikacorpayh, and v. 5. 17 Kal  pev Stxacosven cori Kab’ Hv 6 
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Sikaros eyerar mpaktikds KATA TPoaipeo Tod dixaiov, At the same time 1129 a.9. 

it is to be noted that in v. 11. 6, the impossibility of 76 €aurév adicciv 

is proved by reference to the fact (stated in v. 9. 5 and 6) that no 
man wishes (Bovdera) to be injured; the absence of BovAyars 
shows that there is no dducia mpos €avtdv, Tpoaipeois, however, seems 

to be the accepted term in the two Aristotelian passages which state 

most explicitly the distinction now before us between a moral habit 
and a faculty—viz. ZL. WV. iv. 7. 12 ovk ev rH duvdper 8 eotiv 6 ddan, 

GAN ev TH mpoaipéeoer’ Kata THY E£w yap Kal T@ Towode eivar dhaov éoTww, 

and Top. iv. 5. 126 a. 30 dpav b€ wal ef te Tov Werray 7) hevkTay eis 

Stvapw i) cis 7d Suvarov @Onkev (sc. One’s Opponent in a dialectical 

encounter), ofoy roy coduoriy 7) SidBodov i) KAentnv Tov Suvdpevov AadOpa 

Ta G\dbrpia Kerra. ovdels yap TOV cipnuevay TO Sduvaros eival Te TOVT@Y 

TowovTos eyerar’ Svvarar pev yap Kal 6 Beds Kat 6 orrovdaios Ta adda Spar, 
> > > + eae ~ G \ c * \ , Le 
adAX’ ovK e€iol TowodTo.’ mdvtTes yap ot avAot Kata mpoatperw héyovrat. 

intellectual ability or professional skill on the other, which is 

formulated by Aristotle in the above passages, was one which the 
Greek mind found it difficult or inconvenient to keep in view, if we 

may judge from Plato’s evidently strong desire to bring it home to 

his readers : see Rep. 332 D 16 rods pidrovs dpa eb rroveiv kai exOpovs 

Kakos: Sixaroobyny Reyer ; Aoxet por. Tis odv Suvatwratos Kapvovtas didous 

ed Troveiv Kai exOpods Kak@s mpds vocov kal byieay; “Iatpés . . . 335 D 

ov Oeppornros, oipar, epyov wWixew, GAdAad Tod eévaytiov. Nai. Ovde 

Enporntos vypaivew, GANG Tod evavtiov, avy ye. Odd 81 Tod dyabov 

BAdmrew, GXdd Tov evavtiov. Paivera. ‘O dé ye Sixavos ayabds 3 Tavv ye. 

Ovx dpa Tod dikaiov Bdamrew epyor, & Tloheuapxe, ore idov ovr’ Gddov 

ovdéva, GANA Tod évavtiov. Gorgias 460 C Xw. Ovkovv avdyxn Tov 

pytopexdy Otkavov eivar, Tov d€ Sikavov BovrAecOat Sikara mpatrew; Top. Pai- 

vetal ye. Zw. ovdérore apa Bovdrnoerar 6 ye Sikavos adixetv. Top. Avaykn. 

Zw. tov dé pyropikov avdykn €k Tov Adyou Sixavov eivat. Top. Nai. Xo. 

ovdémore dpa Bovdnoera 6 pytopikds abdixety. Gorgias then contradicts 

himself by saying that the pyropexés may use his art adccas—the 
intention of the whole passage being to bring vividly before us ‘the 

old confusion of the Arts and the Virtues’ (Jowett iii, 12). Cf also 
Meno go B, where it is argued that virtue is not an accomplishment 

which can be taught, else good men would surely teach their sons 
to be virtuous. So far from being an accomplishment which can 

be acquired, it is rather a divine gift or inspiration. At any rate, 

it is not something which the sophists can teach, as riding-masters 
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teach the art of riding: see also £. WV. v. 9. 16 rod Sikaiov otovrar 
eva ovey Arrov TO adiKeiv, Ore ovOev Artov 6 Sikatos adda Kal paddov 

divar dv exactov mpagéa rovrwv, and Grant’s note ad loc.—‘ The 

opinion that justice implies its contrary as if it were an art (Sévays) 
would be a consequence of the Socratic doctrine that justice is 

knowledge. Plato saw what this doctrine led to and drew out the 
paradoxical conclusion, Rep. p. 334 a, Hipp. Alin. pp. 375, 6. 

The Aristotelian theory that justice is a moral state (es) set the 
difficulty at rest.’ To this last remark it is necessary to add that 
Plato, although he has no technical terms in which to express his 

view, sees as clearly as Aristotle that justice is a state involving the 
harmony of the whole man, and resulting from life-long intelligent 

obedience to véuos. If justice were the dexterity of a single faculty, 

easily imparted in a few lessons by the Professors of féyropien, then 

pyntopixn would be the sovereign science, as these Professors main- 

tain. But wodcrixn is the sovereign science, and pyropixy is ancillary: 

see Politicus 304 C D E, and note on £. UN. i. 2. 6. 

§ 4.] See Mes. ©. 2. 1046 b. 1 SiAoy dre Kal tdy Svvdpeay ai pév 

€govrat adoyou ai Se pera Aéyov. 810 maoae ai réxvac Kai ai rromrexat 

emiotnpwat Suvdpers eioiv’ apxat yap peraBAyrikai ciow ev GAA@ 7 GARo. 

kal ai pev peta Adyou macat Tov evaytioy ai adtai, ai © Goya. pia Evds, 

oiov TO Oeppov Tod Oeppaivery pdvov, 7 S€é iarpiKi) vdcov Kal dyteias. airvov 

Se Stu Adyos eoTiv 7 emarHpn, 6 dé Adyos 6 adros Sydot TO mpaypa Kal THY 

OTEpnol, TAY OVX @TAUTwS, Kal €oTLW ws ayo, gate S ws TOD Umap- 

xovros paddoy, Gor avaykn Kal Tas Towa’ras emiornpas civar pev TOV 

evavTioy, evar S€ Tov pev Kab’ avtas Tov S€ py Kab’ abtas’ Kal yap 6 ddyos 

Tov pev ka’ avrd, Tov b€ Tpdmoy Twa KaTa GUpBEByKds' anocdacer yap Kal 

arodopa Sndoi 76 evaytiov' 1) yap otépynois ) mMpwoTyn TO evaytioy, aitn & 

aropopa Oarépov. eémel S€é Ta evavyria ovK eyyiyverat ev TH aiT@, 7 F 

emtatnun Svvapis TO Adyov Exew, kal  Yuxy KWHTEws EXEL apxnVY, TO peEv 

vytewov UVylevav povoy moet Kal TO Oeppavtixdy Oeppdotnra Kat TO YuKTLKOY 

Wuxpérnra, 6 8 emornev aupo. From this passage it is plain that 

the duvdayers of the present section are ai pera Adyou Surayers, and it is 

probable that the émorjpac which the writer has more prominently 

in view are ai mountixal emorjpar, such as tatpexn, z. e. those which are 

dpxat petaBAyrixal ev GAX@ 7 GAko—although, of course, the remark 

Tov evavtioy 7 airy is true of science generally. Thus the émornpy 

or dvvayis pera Aéyou—iarpixn, apprehending the adoyos dvvaues—rd 

Oeppavrucsy, apprehends also its contrary ro Wuerixdy, and according 
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as it employs the one or the other will produce Oeppdrns or uxpdrns 1129 a. 

in the patient—always a definite result from the means taken, since 
ai GAoyor Suvdpets pia évds. In Mer. ©. 2 the contrast is that between 

an ddoyos Svvauis such as 7d tyewdv (2.e. 7d moutixdy vyeias) and a 

Svvapis pera Adyov, such as iarpixn: in the passage before us (LA. v. 

i. 4) the contrast is between a é&s, such as byeva, and a dvvayis pera 

Adyov, such as iarpixyn. As the @oyos Svvayis—rdo tyewsy produces 

only tyteca (Met.), so the ets—iyiea (L¢h.) produces only iyewd 

(2. é. ra onpartixa tyreias—see Top. i. 15. 106 b. 35 1O tyewov 70 pey 

byeias mountixdv, To Se uAakrixdv, Td Sé€ onpavtikdy. Cf. Mer. T. 2. 

1003 a. 35, Jef. K. 3. 1061 a. 6). For the doctrine rév évartiov 

pia émotnun the editors refer to An. Pr. 24 a. 21, 48 b. 5, 504. 19, 

Phys. viii. 1. 251 a. 30, de An. 427 b. 5 ; and Jackson refers also 

to Plato, Phaedo 97 D, and Charmides 166 E. The reason why 
Tay evavTiov pia éemiotnun is stated in the passage Jes. 0. 2. 1046 b. 

I-20 quoted above—viz. Adyos éotiv » ematnun, 6 dé Adyos 6 avTos 

Snot TO mpaypa Kai ti otepnow. For orépnots see JZer. A. 22, and 

cf. Zop. vi. 9, where rules are given for the definition of ta kara 

orépnow eyopeva. 

éfis 8 4 évavtia tay évavtiwy ot] Rassow (Forsch. p. 95, note) a. 14. 
supports the conjecture of Muretus—éeéts 8’ ) airy ray evavtioy ov. 

On the margin of his copy Muretus found the note of a scribe to the 

effect that some MSS. have dri instead of evavria. This suggested 

to Muretus that an original airy became avri, which in its turn 
became evayria, H® actually reads 7 atrn. 

bytewas Baditery | Cf. Top. i. 15. 106 b. 34 16 dpewas 7) TounTiKds a. 16. 

i) Pudaktikads 7) onpavTLKOs pyOnoera. 

§ 5. wodddkis péev ov yvwpiterar ...| The transition here, a, 17. 

though suggested by the émiotnpn Soxet rev evavtiov 7 av’Ty eivar Of 

§ 4, is very abrupt, and even inconsequent. After telling us in 

§§ 3 and 4 that ‘ the es Justice does not result in both éckaa and 

aéica, but only in the former, herein differing from a dvvayis pera 

Aédyou like tarpixn, which can produce either health or sickness, and, 

generally, from an emotnpn which, if it knows the e&s, also knows 

the orépyous of the e&s, the writer seems to be suddenly struck by 

the /ogzcal importance of this last point (that the knowledge of the 
e£is is the knowledge of its orépnois) for his present purpose (the 
Joint investigation of Sixaoctvn and déicia), and enlarges on it 
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throughout §§ 5, 6, and 7, dismissing entirely the really important 
ethical doctrine (the difference between és and dvvayis or emeornpn) 

which he has only just raised in §§ 3 and 4. Inconsequent, how- 
ever, though the transition marked by pev ody certainly is, we can 

understand how it might seem a perfectly natural one to a writer 
whose critical faculty was overweighed by his knowledge of peri- 

patetic doctrine. According to that doctrine és or ‘ possession’ is 

related not only to certain definite éxrd (2. ¢. ra kara my €év) which 
may be safely inferred from it (as in turn it may be inferred from 

them as symptoms), but also to the orépnows or ‘ privation’ of that 

of which as és it is the ‘possession.’ ‘True, the relation between 
éfis and éxrd is something very different from that between e&:s 

and orépyois: but the writer of the Fifth Book is not the man to 

discriminate in such a case. He sees no inconsequence in the 

remark that ‘a é&s does not produce contraries—but the knozwledge 

of a é&s is the knowledge of its evavria es or of its orépnars.’ 
The writer’s implication, however, in §§ 5, 6, 7, and 8—that the 

knowledge of S:xkaoctvn is the knowledge of d&uia, and vice versa— 
must be accepted with a reservation. It has only a logical value. 

Definitions of the two ees, embodying and rationalising popular 

opinion, may indeed be arrived at by one enquiry. We may save 

ourselves the trouble of making two enquiries. But it is only the 
just man, as such, who really knows what Justice is. The dialect- 

ical outsider, as such, can only rationalise the popular troAnwers as 
€xopev mepi tov dixaiov, aS he may equally well rationalise the tmodn- 

Weis mepi rod adixov. As the just man, however, is not ideally just, 

but has to struggle with the forces of evil, he will also know aéckia, 

and he will know it 2” zfs essence, because the essence of ddikia is 

that it opposes itself to dSixaoovvn. The just man knows aévxia 

essentially because he knows it for what it really is—as the enemy 
of dikacoovvn. But it is not conversely true that the knowledge of 
aducia Which the déccos possesses is also the knowledge of d:Kavoovwn, 

He sees in dckavoovvn only the enemy of adixia: but this is to see 

only an accident of d:kaoovv, which is essentially kadNiorn—a 

beautiful organising principle—xai ov6 gorepos of éGos otra Oavpa- 

ards. ‘The déixos in short knows the sanction of the just law—the 
punishment which it inflicts, but not the just law ¢zfse/f, as such: 
see Plato, Rep. iil. 409 D, E movpia pev yap dpetrny te Kal adr 

ovmor dv yvoin, dpery b€ picews madevouerns xpdvm dua attas Te kal 

movnpias emotnuny AnWerat, 
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tav bmoxemevwy| Fritzsche quotes A/e/. A. 2. 982 a. 23 6 Thy 1129 a.19. 

kaOddov emoTnuny ex@v ol Tas mavta Ta UroKeiweva, Where Ta Urokel- 

peva are the particular cases or facts which fall under the general 
rule or principle. In his note on the passage, Bonitz, while 

showing how the term naturally lends itself to this sense (the 
extension of the logical subject—r6 troxeiyevoy is narrower than 

that of the predicate), remarks that it is a sense which it does not 
bear elsewhere (7. ¢. than in J/ef. A. 2), so far as he knows, in 

Aristotle’s writings. Nor is it easy to see how here (£. WV. v. 1. 5) 

it can mean merely particular cases or symptoms—ra azo ris ELews, 

for ék raév evextixav plainly takes up amd tay droKeméevov, and 7d 

evexrixov iS immediately afterwards explained as 76 woujrixdv. Peters 

translates—‘ A habit is often known by the opposite habit, and 

often by its causes and results’; and Jackson says: ‘ra imoxetpeva 
include not merely manifestations and symptoms of the éés in 

question, but also its causes and conditions. In fact the troke/yeva 

of tyiea (to take a particular example) are ra tyewa in the various 

kindred senses of guAakrixad, wountixd, onuavtixd, and Sexrixa vyetas. 

For these senses of tyewa cf. Mes. iii. 2. p. 1003 a. 34, X. 3. p. 

1061 a. 5, Zop. i. 15. p. 106, b. 35. I am inclined to think that if 

the writer had intended to use tzoxeiueva here for evexrikd in this 

very wide sense of the latter term, he would not immediately have 

added kai 76 evexrikoy 76 Tointidy «.7.A. I prefer to understand ra 

imoxeipeva as the material conditions of eveEia (tO dvayxaiov To e& 

tmobécews of Phys. il. 9. 199 b. 34-200 b. 8, 7d 08 ovk avev 7d ed Of 

Met. A. 7. 1072 b. 12, 6 ws VAn Aeyopevov kal ai Kwyoes ai radtns Of 

Phys. ii. 9. 200 a. 31)—the necessary food, &c., used as means or 

material (rd rourixdv eve&ias) by the yupvaorns or trainer who is the 

efficient cause of eveéia: cf. Pol. A. 1. 1238 b. 25 tH Kpatiorny Te 

dmh@s kat THY ek Ta VroKeevoy dpiotny ov Set AeAnBevar Tov ayabdy 

vopobérny Kai Tov ws ddAnOads moduttxdy, Fritzsche (whom Grant follows) 

is supported in his (I think, erroneous) view of the meaning of 

troxeiweva here by Mich. Eph. who has—yvepigera: 9 efus . . . 98n 

ard tov bw atthy éxrav, kai ra éxra ex tis ekews. The Paraph. 

Heliodorus, however, is right—ywacxovrar 6€ ai eers kat ab Tov Exrav' 

eéis pev yap déepe eineiv 9 byieva, Exrov Sé Td Uyvewvdy 8 Tpds Sylevav héper' 

el yap ywaokopev vytewov eivar TO TroLnTiKOY TUKYOTHTOS ey TapKL ywaoko- 

pev eveEiav eivar ty ev capkt muxrdtntra. The Paraph., it will be 

observed, is guilty of a little confusion here in his use of the terms 
iyiea and evegia: see Top. v. 7.137 a. 3, quoted by Zell, érei dpotws 
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” > > 
Exel Larpds Te mpos TO ToLNTLKds Uyteias Elval Kal yupvaoTHs Tmpos TO TotN- 

iY > go? y 2» a NY A Cy 5 , mn R ” 
tTekos eveEias, €ote & idtoy yupvacrod TO Tromrtikoy etvar eveElas, ein av td.ov 
> ~ > 
laTpov TO mrointikoy eivar vyteias. 

mukvotns| Zell quotes Physzognomonica 806 b. 22, where oxAnpa 

is coupled with evexriky as applied to odpé. 

§ 6. dkodouBet x.7.A.] Zop. i. 15. 106 b. 21 ere emi tev Kara 
, , 9 , > rn > 4 , aA , 

orépnow kat eéw eyouévav emiokoreiv’ ef yap Odtepov mheovaxas heyerat, 
\ A , ie > A 2) , a , t \ A 

kal TO dourdy, otov ei TO aicOaverOar mrEovaxds héyeTat KaTa Te THY YruxnY 
\ cy . ‘ Aye , > n € , , \ 

kal TO o@pa, Kal TO avaigOntov eivat mAEovax@s pyOnoceTa KaTa TE Wuyny 

kal TO c@pa, 

ws émt 76 todd] because there are exceptions to the above rule: 
see Zop.i. 15. 106 b. 2 tO pev xara thy Siavoray ire 7d puceiv 

evavtiov’ T@ S€ KaTa THY TopaTiKHY evepyeay ovdéev—z. ec. Pireiv is used 

meovayas (=< to love’ and ‘to kiss’), but puoeiy the @arepov is not. 

otoy ei Td Bikatov, Kat Td aSikov| This is the reading of H» Mb 

Nb -Q> B' adopted by Bekker and Bywater. But Kb, Pb, Camb. 

read oviov ei ro adixov kal 7 dduxia, and L> (followed by Jackson) 

reads oiov ef 7d Sikatoy kat Td Gdikov Kal 7 dOtxia: 2.e. We have ro 

ddixov and y ad.xia, but their contraries 76 Stkavov and 7 Sikacoovvy are 

absent from Kb Pb Camb., and % Scxaoodvn is absent from Lb. [| 

would suggest that the archetype of Kb Pb Camb., which was 

throughout distinguished for the unusual frequency with which it 
omitted words and clauses, omitted 16 dicaov kal 4 Sexaootvvn kai, the 

original reading being ofov ei rd Stkatoy kai 7 Stxatocvvn, Kai Td GdtKov 

kat » adixia. The plural @drepa (given by all MSS. apparently, 

except H® and I, which have @drepov—adopted by Bywater—in 

both places) would perhaps be thus accounted for: cf for similar 

plurals “. WV. v. 2. 9. 1130 b. 14 kat 7d Gdixov kai 4 adixia od TatTa 
> ares, > , \ ‘ « te \  ¢ er aN’ ETEpA EkELVwY, TA Ey aS pépn TA O ws Oda. 

§ 7. 81d 7d odveyyus eivar Tiy Spwvuptay adtav avOdver| sc. 7 

épovupia—‘ the equivocation, yy dpuevupiay being = ra dporupa: 

‘because the things called by the same name (ré@ éuovupa) stand 

very close to each other, the equivocal use of the name escapes 
notice.” ‘Opervpa.are things which have nothing but the name in 

common, as Man and Picture, each of which is called (gov, Suve- 

vupa are things which have a common name and a common nature, 

as Man and Ox: each not only zs called, but zs (Gov: see Cat. I. 
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I 2. 1 dpavupa Aéyerar Gv Gvopa podvoy kowdr, 6 S€ Kata Tovvopa Noyos 1129 a. 27! 

repos .. . cuvavupa b€ heyerar Gv Td TE Bvopa KoLvdv Kal 6 Adyos 6 aiTds. 

In Zop. i. 15. 107 a. 3 Aristotle illustrates the equivocal uses of the 

term dya@év under various Categories, and remarks that a term 

which is applied to several objects, each of which belongs to a 

different Category, is employed equivocally, z.e. with a different 
meaning in each Category—oxoreiv 6€ kal ra yévn Ty KaTa Tovvopa 

katTnyopiay, ei TadTa eoTw ent mavTav’ ei yap py TadTd, dpAov GTe épove- 

pov TO Aeydpevov, oioy To ayabdy ev edéopate pev Td ToiTiKdy HOovis, EV 

iarpixn S€ TO moutikoy vyeias, emt d€ THs uxns Td moudy eiva, oiov 

cappova i) avSpeiay 7) Sixaiav’ dpoiws S€ Kat emi dvOpoTov. emaxov de 

TO MOTE, Oloy TO ev TH Kalp@ ayady' ayabdy yap héyerat TO Ev TO Kalpa' 

modAdkts dé TO moody, oiov emt TOU peTplov' Néyerar yap TO peTpLoy ayador. 

dare Suavepov To dyabov. waaitws dé Kal Td evKov emt TopaTos peEv 

xpapa, emt S€ horijs To edjxooy’ mapamAnciws dé Kat 7d dfv" od ydp 

@oattas emt mavrav TO avTo AéyeTa’ Gavi) pev yap o£<ia y Taxeia, 

xabarep hac of Kata Tovs apiOpodrs dpporxol, ywvia 8’ dfeia 7 eAdoowy 

dpOijs, paxaipa S€ 7 dévyomos. The Categories are thus an important 

instrument in the hands of the Dialectician when engaged with the 

second of the four processes mentioned in Zof. 1. 13. 105 a. 21 as 

constituting the dialectical method—ra 8¢€ épyava Ov Sy evrropnoopev 

Tay ovAdoyopev eoti rértapa, ey pev Td Tpotdoets AaPelv, SevTepoy de 

mocaxas exaotoy héeyetar Sivacba Sieheiv, rpirov ras Suafopas evpew, 

réraptov 8 4 rod dpolov oxeyis. In connexion with this practical 

employment in dialectic of the Categories as means of distinguish- 

ing ra mdeovaxas Aeydpeva, it may be noted as not without significance 

that the Treatise on the Categories itself (whether written by 
Aristotle or not matters little) begins with the words épévupa 

heyerat. 

With 8a 75 civeyyvs etvac tiv dpovupiay Jackson compares Phys. 

Vii. 4. 249 a. 23 «loi Te Tov dporupidy ai pey moAV am€xovoa, ai de 

xoveal tiva dpoudrnra, ai & eyyds 7 yéver fj) avadoyla, 51d ob Soxovow 

Ope@vupiar eivat ovoat, 

kal otx dowep ext Tov Téppw Syn paddoy (4 yap Svadopd moddy a. 28. 

i kata Thy iSdav)| It is not where the ézevupa are particulars plainly 
distinguished by their ‘outward appearance’ (Peters), e.g. Collar- 
bone and Key, that édperupia is dangerous. It is when we are 

dealing with abstractions or general notions that it is likely to 
escape our notice and lead us into error: see Am, Post. il. 13. 
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97 b. 30 al dpovupiar NavOavover paddov é€v Tots Kabddov 7) ev Tois 

advapdpos. Undetected suovupia prevents the discovery of truth 

by causing us to connect together notions or facts which have 

nothing or little in common. From the comparison of such 

notions or facts no scientific results can be obtained, since scientific 

discovery requires the comparison of things which are similar (4 
Tov dpotov oxéyis), their similarity, as science understands similarity, 

being that which strikes us after we have carefully noted their dif- 

ferences (ras Siapopas etpeiv): while it is impossible to note their 
differences till we have cleared the ground by dissolving any false 

associations due to 6éuevupia which may exist in our minds (mocaxos 

éxaotov héyerar duedeiv): see Top. i. 13. 105 a. 21 quoted above. 

‘Ouevupa, in short, as such, are not comparable for scientific pur- 

poses: but 16 cuvevupov may ovpBAnrdév Top. i. 15. 107 b. 17. 

SyAyn paAAov] ‘Comparatively plain.’ Grant. Cf. De Gen. 
et Cor. 321 b. 30 9 yap YAn érépa odca SHAH pGAdov rod cidous 

évrava i) emt capkds Kai TOV Gpoiopepov. Spengel suggests (wrongly) 

parrov dnrn (Arist. Studien Nic. Eth. i. p. 207) for dd pakrov— 

‘Das letzte Wort (uaddov) gehort nicht zu dyn, sondern zu zéppe, 

so viel als moppatépo. Seine jetzige Stellung ist kaum zu recht- 

fertigen, vielleicht geniigt es émi rév méppw paddov dyn zu setzen.’ 
kets] Zell and others quote Plutarch, Reg. ef ¢mp. apophthegmata 

g tis dé Kdetdds aito (Philip) kareayeions ev modeu@, Kal Tov Oeparred- 

ovtos latpod mavtws te Kab’ nuepay airovvtos, AduBave, edpyn, doa Bovhev 

THY yap Khel Exets. 

When 7 xaOddov Sikacoctvn and Kata pépos Oixaovivy are 

here said to be épovupa, it is obvious that the term is not to 

be taken in the strict sense of &v 76 dvopa pdvoy Kowdy (Cat. i. 

Ia. I), 2.@ Of ra kupios dua@vupa Aeysueva & eote Ta Gd THXNS 

(Alexander Aph. JZe/. p. 197, line 12, ed. Bonitz); for, as Mich. 

Eph. says in his note on the present passage—rév dikacoovvav 

) pev eat Bamep yévos Sikatoovrn Kata mdons apetns, 7 Oe 

domep tavtns eldos, ore ws pev ‘yevos Kal eidos ouvdvuna evovrat 

emidéxovrat yap Ta clon Tov Tav yevav épiopov. Below (v. 2. 6, on 

which see note) they are actually called cuvavupa. In fact, the 
two kinds of Suawotvvn (or of adicia) are said to be sépoévupa 

with as much or as little right as the things called dya@a are 

said in Zop. i. 15. 107 a. 3-17 to be spovipas Aeyopeva. The 

statement made 107 a. II ote 6pavupoy ro ayabdy certainly cannot 

be reconciled with Z. VV. i. 6. 12. 1096 b. 27 ov yap fore (sc. 7d 
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ayabdv) tois ye amd tUxNS Sporvpos, unless we allow a latitude in 1129 a. 30, 

the use of the term 6udvupya which the definition in Cas. 1. 1 a. 1 

does not prepare us for. The 6yevvya of that definition are merely 
ta and toxns, Whereas the kinds of justice (like the various dya6.) 
are only called éuevypa by an exaggeration, perhaps justified by the 

circumstance that the points in which they differ are very apt to 
be overlooked. In strict Aristotelian language they are neither 

opovupa nor yet ovverupa, but ta mpos Ev Aeydpeva—see Mer. Z. 4. 

1030 b. 2 ovde yap tarpikdv capa Kai Epyov Kal oxedos héyerat ov're 

épovipos ovte xa’ év a\hd mpos &—on which Alexander (p. 441. 

13. ed. Bonitz) has ovd€ yap 76 iarpixév cGpa Kat okedos ore éuovipos 

heyerae otre kal? Ev Kal cvvwripws [cf. Alex. Met. p. 199. 20 xa& év 

pev heydpueva éyer TA GuPOVUpA Kal DP’ ev TL KoWWoy TeTaypEva yévos |, a\\a 

mpos €v, Hfyouv ws Ta af’ évds te Kal mpds &v—e.g.a drug, a bandage, 

and a lancet are all called ‘arpa because -they are azo rips iatpixis, 

depend upon, are prescribed by, or used by medical science: exer- 

cise, fresh air, and food are all called tyewa because they are pods 

tiv tyiecav, have Health in view as their end: see Alex. A/¢/. 197. 

2 Ta Oe ad’ évds Te kal mpos Ev Neydpeva ovTE THY TOV GUVeYiper icoTipiay 

mpos TO KaTnyopovpevov aa er mpds GdAndAa, ovTe mad exer THY TOY 6pw- 

vUp@v akpatov Te kal apixTov érepdtnta, GAN €aTt Tis avTois KOWW@Via KUTA 

TO eivau Tatra a héyerar TH civai twa Pvow ekeivov tod mpdyparos, Kal 

TavTny €v TOUTS Twos evopacba maow, ad’ ov dvTa 7) Mpds O Adyov éxovTd 

twa Ota TOvTO Kat TOU GydpaTos KEKOWw@YNKEY aiTOD .. . Ov pdvOY dYdpaTOS 

kexolv@rnke TA ToLadTa Kal OUTws €xovTa Tpds GAANAa os TA kUplos SGuorupa 

heydpeva & €or Ta amd TLy7S, GAA Kal aitiay TLVa ExeL TOD 6uolws ddATAoLS 

ovopac bar, 

Thus 7 tr0 roy aixyéva trav (dor and 7 ras Ovpas Keiovow are both 

called «Aeis and are 6ueévupa: horse and ox are both called ¢@ov and 

are cuvevupa or kab éy Aeyopeva: a bandage and a drug are both 

called iarpixad, and are ad’ évds kai mpos ev Aeyopeva, It is under this 

third head, then, that the two kinds of justice really fall. ‘O isos, 

the fair man, and 6 vdpipos, the man who has all the social dperat, 

are both called dixaws, because the moral quality or complex of 
qualities characterised in each case is ad’ évds, 7. @. awd THs ToduTiKAS 

—is produced by the chief science; and is an instrument in its 
hands mpos &, 7.¢. mpos ro ed Cqv. Similarly Eudemus and the 

writer of JZ. 7. describe the kinds of giAia as mpos & Aeyopeva— 

EE, A. 2. 1236 a. 16 avaykn dpa tpia didias €idn etvat, Kai pyre Kal? 

év dmaoas nd’ ws €tdn évds yévous, pyte mapmav éyecOat suovipws’ mpos 

cc 
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piav ydp Twa éyovTat Kal mpwoTny, domep TO tatpuxdy. Cf. A.M, ii. 11. 

1209 a. 19-31. Similarly Alex. (JZe¢. p. 197) places 16 dyadv, 76 

oxjpa, and 6 dpiOuds under ra mpos ev Aeydpeva. For the sense, 

however, in which Particular and Universal Justice may be called 
cvvevupa see note on Vv. 2. 6. 

§ 8. mocaxds] 16 rocayas exacror Aéyerat diedeiv is the second of the 

four épyava 80 &v edrropjooper Tov avANoyop@v enumerated in Zo. i. 13. 

105 a. 23. The first—ro mpordcers AaBeiv—has been employed in § 3. 

kat 6 wAeovextys Kat dvicos] NC, Par. 1853, Bywater: other 

MSS., however, have the article before duoos: and Kb and CCC 

for kai 6 duoos read kat adixos, a circumstance which may be thought 

to favour the view of Trendelenburg, Ramsauer, and Jackson, who 
reject kai 6 duoos, ‘These words (kal 6 dyoos),’ says Jackson, 
‘which after Trendelenburg I have bracketed, but which Bekker 

retains, cannot be said to destroy the sense, as they might be taken 
as an explanation of 6 mAcovexrys [this apparently is the view of the 

scribe of NC and Bywater, who omit the article before aoos]. But 

they are certainly awkward, especially as the same idea is introduced 

with a justificatory explanation in § 11. See Trendelenburg’s 
Historische Beitrége zur Philosophie ii. 354. I conceive that the 

scribe, not seeing that the word mdeovéxrns suggested icos as its 

correlative, bridged the apparent gap by anticipating § 11.’ On 

the other hand, Hampke, with the approval of Spengel (Arzs/ofelische 

Studien i. 207), brackets the words kai 6 mAcovéxrns. ‘Their omission 

would, of course, make the clause more symmetrical: but the 

opening words of § 9 seem to show that they must be retained. 

On the whole, the omission of the article before aduoos seems to be 

the easiest way out of the difficulty. For a remarkable criticism 

of ro adicety = 1d mrcoverretv see Plato, Gorgias 483 B-484 B: the 

gist of it is contained in the following words—vye pev rodro ad:kov 
kat aiaxpov déeyerar Td mrEov Cyreiv Exew TOY ToAhG@V Kal adiKeiy avTd 

kaovow' 7 dé ye, ofa, Pvots adth amodatver adtd, dre Sixaidy eote Tov 

Gpeive Tov xelpovos mA€ov exew Kai Tov SuvaTwTEepov Tov ddvvaTwrépov. 

Snot S€ radta woAAaxod Ort ovTws EXEL Kal ev Tois Grats Cots Kal Tov 

avOporeav év Oats Tais TOAECL Kal Tois yéveoty, OTL OUT TO SikaLoy KéeKpLTaL, 

Tov Kpeitt@ Tod Hrrovos dpxew Kal mréov €xexv, Cf. Menander (Meineke 

iv. 359) todrnta & aipou kai meoveEiay vye. 

§ 9. éet S€ mAeovéntys 6 GSiKos] Td xara pépos ddixov is rd dyoov. 

But 76 émoov, which is the generic term (rodro yap mepréxet kal Kowdy 
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§ 11), has two species, 7d mA¢ov and 76 peiov. As, however, the man 1129 b. 1. 

who habitually disregards iodrns almost invariably does so for his 

own advantage, rd mov is practically identical with 76 aucov. The 
auoos With whom we are practically concerned is the mdcovéxrns. 

The pecovéerns—the man who will not stand up for his rights when 

he knows that he is being unfairly treated—is not often met with, 

and may be neglected. Not to be confounded with the petovegia 

properly so-called of the man who (reluctantly, of course—see V. 
g and 11) allows himself to be unfairly treated is the merely 

apparent pecoveEia of the man who chooses 70 petov kaxdv, for this 

is really wAcoveEia. L> and B* read kai (adopted by Bekker) before 
mAcovertns: this cai might be defended as accentuating the term 
mdeovexrns, and calling attention to the fact that the doos with whom 

we have practically to do is the mAcovexrns not the pecovéwrns— 

‘Since the unjust man is not merely unfair (doos) but unfair 
to his own advantage (kal mAeovéxrns).’ 

Tept Taya0a éotar| Cf. Rep. C ry mreovekiav raca diats b. 2. pl Tay 359 
, , c > /, , ‘4 , , IN ‘ a , 

Stoke mepuxey as ayabdy, vopw Oe Bia mapayerat emt Thy Tov ioov Timny. 

ob mavta, GANG wept doa . . .| The mdcovéxrns seeks to have more 
than his fair share of ra éxtds dyabac. To seek to have rd repi 

Wuxnv (see £. NV. i. 8.2) in as large measure as possible is not 

mreovegia: see L. NV. ix. 8. 11. 1169 a. 34 ev maou OS} Tots émawerois 

6 orovdaios paiverar éavT@ Tod Kahod THEOV Vé“wor. OUT pév oiv idavTor 

eivat Set, kaOamep cipntar’ ws & of modXol, ov xpn. These éxrds dyabd 

are dmhés del dyaéa, ti 8’ ov« dei—z. e. they are zm themselves good 

things, although 2% certain relations (which must be specified in 
each case) they may be evils. Thus it would be absurd to call 
‘money’ a bad thing. The term ‘money,’ taken by itself without 
qualification (das), suggests the idea of something good; although 

when we qualify it, and speak of ‘the profligate’s money’ (rw), it 
suggests the idea of something bad: cf. Zop. ii. 11. 115 b. 33 6 
av pndevos mpoaribepevou Soxy etvar Kaddv i) aicypov # GAO TL TOV TOLOUTaY, 

GTAAS pyOnoera. 

TIcovefia puts into practice the false theory of life which is 

criticised in #. V.i. 10. That theory placed eddamovia in external 

eitvyia—in the mere presence of (as distinguished from the proper 

use of) those things &» ra pev imdpyew dvaykaiov ta b€ ovvepya kai 

xpnoya wepuxev dpyavxas (/. WV. 1. 9. 7. 1099 b. 27—cf. the dvayxaia 

e€ tmobécews of Phys. ii. 9, and 16 ob ovK divev ro ed Of Mer. A. 7. 

cc2 
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1129 b.2. 1072 b. 12). This false theory of life, then, the meovéxrns puts 

into practice, making the accumulation of these external good 

things, which are only means to the noble life, his end. He pursues 
ta dmd@s ayaa without considering whether they are or are not, 

as possessed by him, conducive to his own true welfare (air@ 

ayabd)—z. e. conducive to the evépyera uyjs Kar’ dpernv. Of all the 

forms of vice, his is the most wmprincipled—involves the most 

systematic neglect of the ideal, and is the most degrading to the 

moral character, inasmuch as it is the abuse of those external good 

things which are materially necessary to the practice net only of 

justice but of all the other social virtues. Mich. Eph. has the 
following note here—eiray tov mheovéxtny adixov eva mepl ra dyad, 

eyes put) TEpt TavTa Ta ayaba meovextyy civar’ ove yap Tov larpod 7) Tod 

pytopos larpik@tepos 7) pntopik@tepos aTevder yeveo Oat, ore Tod povotKod 

povotkwTepos kal Td mA€ov To’T@Y ev ToUTOLs Exe Ga Tepl ekeiva TA 

ayaba meovextet amep eotiv dmhas kai TH Eavtav pioe. dyad, Tots pavdows 

dé Kal poyOnpois ovk dyaba, «ial b€ ams ayaba byieva TAODTOS KadNOS 

ebyeveta apyn eEovoia, a TH EavTav roe. adyaba bvyta Tois avaAois KaKd 
> a ~ ery, \ ‘ , > ~ > \ 3 / , 
cote’ paddov dé ayaba Kal cupdéepovra avtois eotiv alo xos véoos Tevia. 

GAN evxecOar pev . . . aipetoBar SE Ta abrots dyafd] A man, 

while choosing poverty and obscurity if these conduce to his true 

welfare,—the performance of duty,—ought to aspire to a life in 

which that welfare is more brilliantly realised through the proper 
use of wealth and social advantages. 

Iidcove€ia then is related only to ra éxrés dyada. There is no 

room for it, according to the Aristotelian doctrine, where the 

aperai are concerned. The peyaddyuxos in asserting a victorious 

personality before his contemporaries is not a mAcovexrns, although 
€avT@ Tod Kadov TO mAéov venwv. We are tempted to ask, if not 

Aristotle, at least ourselves, the question—TIs this self-centred 

culture which must have wealth and leisure, and must, on pain 
of losing its beautiful balance, shut its eyes to the surrounding 

misery and squalor, not a refined form of mdcove&ia after all? 

Or perhaps the more pressing question is that concerning ‘the 

modern man,’ in the notion of whose personality we include 

industrial and commercial success—distinguished by Aristotle as 
merely dvayxaiov (or even Biaov) from the xaddv, or life of culture, 
which constitutes the true personality of his citizen—If culture 

is perhaps mAcove&a, what shall we say of the personality which 
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is constituted by the consciousness of success in commercial and 1129b. 5. 
industrial competition, and by the influence which attends such 

success? But the question is a far wider one than at first sight 

appears. It is the law not only of human society, but of the 

natural world, that the strong take to themselves the lion’s share, 
and have become strong by doing so. Are we or are we not to 
have Types distinguished from their fellows by strength and beauty? 

It is practically to this final issue that the question is pushed in 

the remarkable passage quoted from the Gorgzas—483 B, C, D— 

end of note on v. 1. 8. 

a20:| Cf, ZV. v. 3. 15, 16. b. 6. 

§11.] After xcowdy all MSS. apparently except KP and CCC b. 11. 
insert (with certain variations) the words kai mwapdvopos* tovro yap 

[7) mapavopia irot 7 anadrns | meptéxer Tacay adiKiay Kal Kowdy eoTe mAoNs 

aduxias. CCC, however, has these words on the margin, in the hand 

apparently of the original scribe. 

§ 12. mas Sixava| wos is added because all enactments are not b, 12. 
just in the sense of aiming at the maintenance of todrys. Many of 

them have no reference to the requirements of Particular Justice : 

they are just 7 a certain sense—t.e. they are just in the wide and 

loose sense, not in the narrow and technical sense. See Mich. 

Eph.—apéckerar b€ 16 mos Sikaov, Gre pi) Kata Tip idStws Aeyopevny 

dixauociyny mdvra Ta voptpa Sikava, dAAG Kata THY KoWWas. Tlos = kata 

tiv Kowds eyouerny dSikaoovvny is further explained by the words 

which follow in § 13, b. 17 Sore eva pev tpdnov x.t.d., Where the 

pev is answered by (nrodpev 8€ ye tiv €v peper aperis Stxavoovyny in 

chapter 2, § 1: but see below, note on § 13, b. 17. 

§ 13. of Sé ydpor dyopevoucr tept drdvtwy| ‘ The view given here bp. 14. 
of law,’ says Grant, ‘ which is expressed still more strongly below, 

ch. 11, § r, is quite different from modern views. Law is here 

represented as a positive a (though the instances quoted of 
its formulz are all negative, pu) Netwewv tH Taéw, &c.), airning at the 

regulation of the whole of life, sometimes, however, with a bias 

of class-interests, and sometimes only roughly executed (drecxedtac- 
pevos). This educational and dogmatic character of the law was 

clearly exemplified to the greatest extent in the Spartan institu- 

tions. Athens rather prided herself (according to the wise remarks 
which Thucydides puts into the mouth of Pericles) on leaving 
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1129 b.14. greater liberty to the individual. But Plato and Aristotle both 
made the mistake of wishing for an éntire state-control over indi- 

vidual life’ Cf. £. WV. x. 9. 9 oty ixaviv & icws véovs dvtas tpodijs 

kal emedeias tuxetv OpOns, GAN ered Kal dvdpwbevtas Set erurndevewv 

atta Kal eOiferOa, cai mepi radta Seoive dy viper, kal dws OF rept 

mavra tov Biov. It must be remembered, however, in connexion 

with the statement of vdpuor dyopevovor mept dmdvrwy, that vduos has 

a much wider meaning than /aw, and includes also all that we 

understand by cus/om as sanctioned by public opinion. However 

destrable Aristotle may have considered the extension of the sphere 

of law in the strict sense of the term, he could not have affirmed 

with any show of truth that ‘the laws, as a@ matter of fact, have 

something to say about all that we do’—although it would be true 

to affirm that ‘custom (whether sanctioned by law or by public 

opinion) has.’ How largely the idea of cusfom enters into the 

connotation of vduos may be seen from the statement /, VV. v. 11. 1 
& Sé pry keAever 6 vdpos, amayopever, which is not true if vduos be trans- 

lated by /aw, but strictly true if it be understood generally as 

custom: e.g. custom or fashion does not tell Oxford undergraduates 

to go down to the River in academical dress; it therefore forbids 
them to do so. Nor do the Statutes of the University tell them ; 

but the Statutes do not therefore forbid them. The Statutes are 
neutral in this matter, as in many other matters in which fashion 

takes a side, But see note on v. 11. 1, discussing Jackson’s 

opinion. 

oToxaLdpevor .. . tedmov Torodtov] As Rassow points out (forsch. 
p. 76) the reference here is to the distinction between 6p6ai rodereiat 

in which the rulers rule for the good of all (rd cupdépoy maor) and 

mapexBdoes in which they rule for their own advantage (1d cupdépov 

Tois kupios); see Pol, iil. 6. 1276 a. 17 avepdv roivyy as doar pev 

ToNtTetat TO KOWH GULppepoy TKoTOvaW avtat pev OpOal Tuyxdvovtw ovcat 

kara TO amde@s Sikawy .. . lil. 7, 1279 a. 28 Grav pev 6 eis 7) of ONiyou 

7) of moANol mpos TO Kowdy oupepov Gpxwot, Tatas pev dpOas avaryKatov 

elvat Tas TrodiTeias, Tas b€ mpos TO iiov if Tod Evds 7) T@V OALyav 7} TOD 

mAnOovs mapexBacers: and cf. £. LV. viii. 10. 

Spengel (p. 207), supposing that the reference is to Democracy 

(aor), Aristocracy (rots dpioros Or tots Kupiows kat’ dperyv), and 

Oligarchy or Monarchy (rois kvpious kat’ dAXov tporov rovoiror), 

proposes to omit 7 trois dpicrots Or Kar’ dpe 7, on the ground that 
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Tois apioTows = Tois Kupiots Kat apetny. Rassow prefers the omission 

of the words # rots dpioros, and Jackson and Susemihl bracket 

them. Bywater, on the other hand, brackets the words kar’ dperny, 

which are omitted by KP and CCC. I venture to think that their 

omission by K? is a blunder. Bekker, followed bySusemihl, places 

a comma after xvpiows, and Rassow says ‘ xupiows mit Kar’ dperny zu 

verbinden verbietet der Sprachgebrauch, und Bekker ist voll- 
kommen in seinem Rechte, wenn er vor kar’ dperjy ein Komma 

setzt.. But why should kav’ dperny not relate to trois xupiou, OF 

even to trois apioras? See Pol. A. 5. 1293 b. 3 ty yap &k Tov 

dplotwv arhas kat GpeThy moditelay Kal pr mpds Umdbeciv twa ayabav 

avpeav porny Sikavov mpocayopevew apiotoxpatiav. It seems to me to 

be the safer course to leave the text as it stands (either with xar’ 
dperqy or with 7 kar’ dperny) in all MSS. except KP and CCC, 

taking 1O kow? ovpdépov maor to refer to the end of the dpéai 

modtreta, and 1d cupépov trois apiotois i) Tots Kuplows Kat apeThy 7} 

kat a\)ov tpdrov rodroy to refer to the ends of the mapexBacers : 

tois dpiotos, of course, not being the ductor dmAds Kar’ dpernv of 

Pol. A. 5, but the adpicroe mpos inddeolv twa ayabav avdpov = Tois 

kupious Kat dpetny i) kat GdXov Twa Tpdmov TowodTov, Where the words 

kar’ aperny must be understood to refer to the standard of high 
birth and military excellence, and the words kar’ dddov twa rpdrov 

towodtov to the other grounds—especially wealth—on the strength 
of which men claim to rule. The word tovodtoy seems to show 

that the writer thought of modcrixy Sivas and mdodros rather than 

of édevbepia (see Pol. A. 6. 1294 a. 10 apiotoxpatias pev Spos apern, 

Odvyapxias S€ mAovTos, Snwov dé edevdepia: cf. L. NV. v. 3. 7)—Z.e. of 

tyranny and of better and worse oligarchies, rather than of 

democracy, in which last the xowy ovppéepov appears at least to 

be more regarded. I cannot, however, agree with those (e.g. 

Michelet and Spengel) who make the writer refer in the words 
TO Kowyn oupdepov mao to the end of democracy. ‘The antithesis 

between maou and rots kvpious Kata x.t.A. is so sharply pointed that 

we must believe the writer to have in his mind the distinction 

between 6p@ai modureiae and mapexBacecs. 

dote éva pev tpdmov x.t.A.] As I have said, these words explain 
the mos Sixarca = kara Ti Kowas Neyouerny Sixaoovvny Sixaa Of the last 

§, nev being answered by 6é¢ in ch. 2, § 1, 1130 a. 14. Jackson, 

however, opposes éva peév tpdmov and mpoorarre 8é (§ 14, 1129 b. 

1129 b. 15. 

oh 1c 
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1129 b. 17. 19) and compares ch. 2, §§ 10, 11. 1130 b. 22 cyeddy... 26 

kowdv—‘ where véuiua, which promote virtue through education, 

are distinguished from yéuia which enforce the different virtues.’ 
I think that the broad distinction in v. 2. 10, 11 is rather between 

Ta avo THs OAns apeTns TpaTTopeva’, and ra TountiKa THs SANs aperhs— 

between the acts which proceed from, and the agencies which 

produce, virtue. These agencies are chiefly educational: but it 

is not, I take it, the writer’s object to make a point of distinguish- 

ing between ‘ the indirect encouragement of the particular virtues 

by means of educational enactments’ and their ‘direct encourage- 

ment ’ (Jackson, p. 74) by means of commands and prohibitions, 
however important the distinction in itself may be; he merely 

wishes to show that both ra mparréyeva (whether performed in 

consequence of the agent’s possesston of 6dy aperh, or merely in 

external conformity with its requirements—for é&md ris ddys dperas 

admits of both meanings: cf. ra dd rijs iatpekis as a description 

of ra iarpika Opyava) and 7a srounrixd (which are chzefly educational 

enactments) are called vépipa, and thus to exhibit the extent of the 

denotation of the term véupa. Similarly in the passage before 

us (v. 1. 13, 14), I think that the words mpoordrre: 8é «.r.d., instead 

of containing a statement contrasted with that introduced by the 
words éva pév rpdrov, merely go into the details suggested by the 

words kal roy popiey airijs. The pdpia tis edSarpovtas (in Eudemian 

phraseology nearly = ra pépea ths Odns dperjs, see £ lV. vi. 12. 5) 

are the separate dperai enumerated in § 14, which are implanted 

by education (lasting throughout the whole lifetime of the citizen, 

see £. WV. x. 9.9) and enforced by law. In its educational, as 

well as in its strictly legal capacity, vduos may be said mpoordrrew ra 

Tov avOpeiou épya Troueiv . . . Kal TA TOD GHppovos K.t.r. Cf. EH. LN. ii. 6. 

7 ov yap et T@ Seka prat gayciv word dvo0 dé Gdtyov, 6 adelarns 2 pas 

mpootdge.—where the ddeimrys stands to the physique in the same 

relation in which véyos in its educational capacity stands to the 

* Instead of mparréueva corr. K>, P>, Ald., NC, CCC, B',3 and I read 
mpootatTopeva, adopted by Bywater, and apparently preferred by Susemibl 
(see Susem. £. VV. addend. et corr. p. 246), who would substitute i7é (the reading 
of CCC) for dé 1130 b. 22. Although the MS, authority seems on the whole 
to be against rpoorarrdopeva, that would not settle the matter between two such 
easily confounded words as mpatrépeva and mpoorarrépeva. But internal 
evidence seems to me to be strongly in favour of ra mparrépeva amd ris dperhs 
as contrasted with 7a rointina Tis aperas. 
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moral character: cf. also Z£. ZV. iii. 12. 8 dSomep dé rv maida dei 1129 b.17. 

KaTa TO TpdoTay po Tod maWaywyou (nv K.t.A.—where mpootaymara are 

evidently contemplated as ra moutixa tis dperns. The writer of the 

M. M. i. 33. 1193 b. 2 evidently treats mpoordrre: S€ «.7.A. aS ex- 
planatory of, not as in any way contrasted with, éva pev tpdrov k.7.d. 

He writes—éore 67) Surrov 7o Sikaiov, Sv To pév eote Kara vopov. Sikaca 

yap pacw civa d 6 vopos mpoordrrer’ 6 b€ vopos Kedever tdvdpeta mpdrrety 

kai Ta G@dpova kai dmh@s Gravta dca Kata Tas apetas Aéyerat’ 51d Kal, 

gaoiv, Soxet 7 Stkacoovyn tedeia tis apery civar’ ci yap Sikaa pév éotw a 

6 vopos Kehever Troveiv, 6 b€ vdpos Ta KaTa mdcas apeTas OvTa TpooTdrrel, 

6 dpa Trois kaTa vouov eupevov Sikaiors Tedelws omovdaivs ora, Sate 6 

Sikates Kat 1 Stkavoovvyn TeAela Tis peri) eotiv’ ev pev dn Te OiKatov ev Te 

TovTos €oTl Kal mept Tadra’ GANa pV ov TodTO TO Sikavoy ovde Thy mepl 

tava Sixacoovrny (nrotpev. Here plainly év pev 64 = va pév rpdrov 

of the passage before us (Z. WV. v. 1. 13) and adda phy ob KA. = 
(nrotpev de ye «7A. Of EL. LV. V. 2. I. 1130 a. 14. 

Tov poptwv adtas| Cf. Rhef. i. 5. 1360 b. 18 sqq. b. 18. 

§ 14.] See Fritzsche’s note here for references to enactments b.19. 
against the offences mentioned, and Muretus ad loc. Before kara 

1129 b. 23 Rassow (forsch. p. 60) advocates the insertion of rd 

read by Lb, 

§ 15. GAN obx Gmdds ANAG Trpds Erepov| The writer of the JZ. AZ, v. 26. 

in the passage parallel to this, goes out of his way to distinguish 
7 OAn Orkacoovvn from 7 kata pépos Sixacocvyy in a somewhat mis- 

leading manner. His words are (i. 33. 1193 b. 12)—xara pev yap ratra 

7a dixaca (2.2. Ta vopipa generally) gorw Kal’ éavtov dvra Sixavoy eivar (6 

yap cappav kai 6 avdpeios kat 6 eykpartns Kai abros KaO’ Eavtdv €aTL ToLodTOs)* 

aKa TO Oikatov Td mpds Erepoy GAXO Tod eipnuévouv KaTa vopov Oukalov éariv* 

ov yap eorwy ev Tois mpos erepov Stxatots odcw Kab’ abrov eivat Sikaov* TodTO 

de eorly 6 Cyrodpev Sixatov Kat thy Sikatogvyny tiv wept tavta. Here he 

says that the temperate man may, gud temperate man, be virtuous 

ka@’ éaurdv as well as mpds érepor, whereas the fair man cannot, gud 

fair, be virtuous xa@ éavrdy, but is necessarily conceived as standing 

in arelation mpds érepov. It is true, perhaps, that a man’s temperance 

or intemperance concerns himself, at least immediately, more than 

it concerns other people; whereas his fairness or unfairness refers 
immediately and essentially to the interests of other people, 7. e. 

cannot be conceived without reference to these interests : this, 
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1129 b, 26. however, is not what the writer of the present passage (/. JV. v. 
I. 15) is thinking of; but of dry Sicaoovrn as distinguished from 

the co-extensive 6An dpern by being mpos érepov (see § 20 of this 
chapter, and note). ‘This Justice, then,’ he says, ‘is perfect 

excellence—perfect excellence, however, viewed not as a simple 

possession, but as putting its possessor in a ceriain relation to 

others.’ I think that this statement (as well as that in § 20) is 

best explained by reference to the fact that the Aristotelian logic 

assigns éfs not only to the category of mowrns (Caz. 8), but also 
to that of mpds re (Cat. 7). As émornpn is at once a guality of the 

envatnuov and a relation in which he stands to the émsryrdv, so 

Tedela dpern is at once a quality of the voumos and a relation in 

which he stands to the social environment which requires that 

quality. So, the colour of a flower is at once that which is simply 

red or blue, and that which attracts the bees. 

The distinction, however, here drawn between reAeia dpetn amdos 

and redeia dpetn mpos erepov = Sixavoovvn, is merely a logical one, and 

we must not think of the man who has Sicaoctvy as distinguished 
from the man who has redeia dpern. Tedeia apern, because redeia, 

2. e. because it is the perfect organisation of all the special aperai, 
will maintain its possessor in active relations with the social 

environment in correspondence with which its development has 

been perfected: there cannot, in short, be reAefa dpern without 

) THs TeAelas apeTas xphow. But the man whose adpery is dreAys, 

z.e. the man in whom certain ‘virtues’ exist separately without 

having been organised in correspondence with the social environ- 
ment as one great whole, will make a merely private and personal 
use of his ‘ virtues’—e. g. he will perform acts of ‘courage’ only 
when his own personal interests are concerned—when his amour 

propre is wounded—when he is angry—when he is afraid ; he will 
be ‘fair’ to his friends, but unfair to strangers: ‘temperate’ so 

long as he is among his neighbours and acquaintances,—in short, 

he is one of those who év pév trois oixetous 7H dpern Svvavtae xpnoat, 

ev d€ Trois mpos erepov advyarovow—‘ he can use his virtue, such as it 

is, in a narrow domestic way, but not as a citizen widely related 

to fellow citizens.’ 
With the redAeia dpern of the present section compare the kado- 

kayabia of £. EL. ©. 3. 1248 b. 8-1249 a. 16, which is described as 

apern Tédevos, and distinguished from the ééts wodurixn of the Laconians 

and others who choose the dperai and the épya amo tijs dperjs not 
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kadod évexa, but for the sake of ra hiaer dyaba—ripyn, movTOS, TwpaTos 1129 b. 26. 

dperai, evrvxiat, Svvdpers. Such are ayaOol pev avdpes . . . kadokayabiav 
A > a 

d€ otc €xovow, 

kat 000 gomepos x.t..] Zell and Fritzsche quote /Wad xxii. 317 __ b. 28. 
e cy ee) \ > 3) oF \ > a 

o.os 6 aoTnp €loOl PET aoTpaot VUKTOS aporya 

a a s > > = et: > , 
Eomepos, 0s kdA\toTos €v ovpay@ iotatat aoTnp. 

The comparison is assigned to Euripides by the New College 

Oxon. Scholiast Cod. 240 (see Bywater, Hermes v. 356) kai otf 
éomepos* tovdto e& Evpimidov codpas (stc) Medavinmns’ éyer yap ev adry 

Sicatoovvas S€ ypvocov mpdcwmov. Cf. Plotinus, Lz. 1. 6 (vol. lea 

ed. Kirchhoff) as xadév 76 ris Sixacoctvns Kal coppocivns mpdcwmov Kal 

vite Eomepos ovre egos orm xara: cf. Lynn. vi. 6 (vol. ii. p. 67, 

Kirchhoff) 8:caootvn . . . fs @s ddnOds Kaddv 1d mpdcwmov Kai ov'Te 

€omepos ... 

év 8 Sixarocdvy cudAAnPSyy Tac apeTh eve] dpery ’o7w is the reading b. 29. 

of r Mb Ald. Heliod. adopted by Bergk (Poe/. Lyr. p. 360, 390). 

The authorship of the line is very doubtful: see New College 
Oxon. Schol. (Bywater, Hermes v. 356) kat mapoyuagopevor act 

(originally paper) TovTo Oedydos* eipyta S€ ovTws* Bovdeo 8 evoeBews 

Odtyos ov xpnuaci oikew 7 TAOUTELV ddikws xXpnuata Tacdpevos ev SE 

Sixavogivn ovdAdAnBOnvy aca dpetn.  Xwpav pevroe Tapoimias eméexer Kal 

penta avtijs ws mapoipias Oedppactos ev TH TpOT@ Tept NOdV (originally 

Ocdv), ev b€ TH TpwOT® Tar HOLKaY Gs Boxvdidys adtov pewynTat. Kal isws 

kat Paxvdidns aire éypnoatro, Jamblichus (apud Stob. F¥or. vol. i. 

pp. 193, 4, ed. Meineke) refers to it as ‘an old saying ’—IapPXxou 
ek THS emaToARS THs mpos *"AvardAcov wep Sikavoovyns’ em’ avTd by 7d Ta 

dAwy dper@v TéAos Kal THY GvVaywyny avT@av cuTAaTar, EV 7 On macau 

éveat ouAAHPSHV KaTa Tov madatov Adyor, yévorro av Tis els THY OtKALO- 
, 

ovyny aydpevos. 

kal teeta pdduota ... dduvatodo.w]| These words have given the b. 30. 

critics much trouble. The difficulty is thus stated by Jackson (pp. 

69, 70)—‘ From the opening words of this §, as well as from the 

argument generally, it is clear that the phrase mpos érepov does not 

explain reAcéa, but differentiates S:cavootdvn from teAcia dpern. ‘This 

being so, it follows that the words éru ris reAetas dpetns xpyois eoTw 

do not justify the statement kai redefa pddvora dpern, and that the 

words 6r 6 ¢xov airy «.r.A. do not justify the statement reAeia & 

éoriv. Jackson proposes to remove the difficulty by transposing 
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the words kat reAela padiora and redeta © €oriv. Other critics make 

other suggestions (see Susemihl, aff. crz. ad loc. for an exhaustive 

list of their views). I believe that Ueberweg’s simple suggestion— 

the insertion of reAeta after ypyois éorw—which had occurred to me 

independently, is the best solution of the difficulty. If we make 
this insertion the meaning of the passage will be—‘ Justice is perfect 

excellence in the highest sense of the word “ perfect ” (rede‘a padeora), 
because it is the perfect employment (xpjows tedeia) of perfect ex- 

cellence, 7. e. its employment not merely in one’s own affairs but 

towards one’s neighbour. The clause 6r 6 ¢xov «7d. explains 

tedeia & earl (sc. xpiors). 

xpijots] ‘The phrase ére rijs redetas dperis xpiots éorw | sc. 9 Sixaco- 

avvn|, says Jackson (p. 70), ‘is strange, since xpjow is almost 
equivalent to évépyea (Berlin Index, s. v.), and a és can scarcely 

be identified with an éevépyea; but cf. 2, § 10 quoted above. Ap- 

parently in this place é:kavoovrn is the practice of the virtue, not the 
virtue itself. Aristotle would not have expressed himself so loosely.’ 

The expression is certainly loose; but we ought not to go the 

length of supposing that ‘in this place S«aoctvn is the practice of 

the virtue, not the virtue itself,—for the writer immediately adds 

words which show that he is thinking of ducaoovvy as a €€ts—6d Exov 

avr Kal mpos erepoy Suvatar TH apern xpyaa. 

§ 16. dpxh d&vdpa Seiger] This—the reading of Kb—may be ac- 
cepted as most probably correct. Susemihl prefers apya rov avdpa 

deifex. Zell quotes after Muretus e proverbiis Graects—apyn roy 

avdpa Seikvuot, emt Tav mpd pev THs apxns emeK@v, ev avTH OE TH apyT 

Braloy yevopevor. 

75y | ‘ because the officer is ex Ayporhesz in relation to others and 

a member of a community,’ Jackson. 

§ 17. dddétprov dyabdv| The editors quote Plato, Rep. 343 C... 
ayvoeis (says Thrasymachus) ére 7 pev Sixarooivy kai ro dixavov addérptov 

ayaOov TO bvtTt, TOU KpeitTovds Te Kal apxovtos Evpéepov, oikeia de Tov 

mecOopevov Te Kal imnpetodvros BAGBN, 1) O€ adikia Tobvaytiov. Cf. Gorgas 

483, and £7 JV. v. 6. 6 and 7. 

"ANAdrpiov ayabdy 7 Stkavoctvn expresses, in the portable form of an 

epigram or proverb, that view of life which is worked out on a 

larger scale in the various systems of ‘ethical atomism’ with which 

the student of the History of Philosophy is familiar, That view 
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of life—however expressed—assumes that self-love is the ultimate 1130 a. 3. 

spring of action. Another proverbial expression of the same view 

is ‘Honesty is the Best Policy.’ It is assumed that honesty or 

justice is something which a man gzves away to his neighbour, for 

which he must be careful to get an adequate return; and the 

proverb asserts that, as a matter of fact, he does get such a return. 

The saying a\dérpiov ayaboy 7 dixacoovyvn, on the other hand, suggests 
that he does zof get an adequate return. It expresses the abstract 

point of view from which the poor man regards the capitalist, and 

generally the socially weaker the socially stronger; while the 

proverb ‘Honesty is the Best Policy’ expresses the desire (as- 

sociated with an equally abstract or selfish point of view) of the 

man, whose position is already assured, that the political and 

economical régzme under which he knows that he personally will 
continue to flourish may be maintained. Both proverbs represent 

the just man as an isolated individual who thinks only of himself— 

who knows that he is making a good bargain, or regrets that he is 

forced to make a bad. one. The final cause of just action—ré kouwy 
auppepoy (see Pol. iii. 6. 1279 a. 17) is entirely ignored by these 

proverbs. The hope of gain or the fear of superior strength, by 
itself, could not make men act ‘justly’; they would cheat, or perish 

in the attempt to resist, rather than act ‘justly,’ if hope of gain or 

fear of force were their only motive. If men act ‘justly’ it is 

because they really believe that ké\\totov 7d dikadrarov, and are 

drawn, xara 10 év avrois Ociov, to act in harmony with the law of 

that beautiful system in which they live and have their being; cf. 
Green’s Works vol. ii. pp. 427 (Principles of Political Obligation : 

G. Will, not Force, is the basis of the State). 

GAw yap... Kowwvg| cog is the reading of r, Ald., Heliod., a. 4. 
B, NC, accepted by Michelet. The weight of external authority 

is thus strongly in favour of koweve, but such authority cannot be 

regarded as decisive here. The best MS. might easily omit the 

second of the two identical syllables in kowovd, or make xow@ into 
kowore by dittograph. Accordingly we must allow internal con- 

siderations to decide between xow@ and xowore. Michelet in 

support of xow® says—‘ i) dpxovre 7) xow@ referendum est ad duplex 

civitatum genus quod Aristoteles Pol. iii. 7 exponit . . . kowwv@ non 

esset diversum ab dpyovre cum ii, penes quos summa imperii est, 

participes sint civitatis (cowavodo. ths médews).’ Jackson reading 
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kowove says—‘ The alteration (Michelet’s) is unnecessary. The 
words 4 apxovre i) kowov@ may be paraphrased: “either that of 
the governing class in the case of a mapexSc8nxvia modireia, or that of 

his fellow citizens in the case of a zodtreia dp$n.’’ Thus both 

Michelet and Jackson agree in recognising a reference to the dis- 

tinction between those states in which the governors rule for the 

public good, and those in which they rule for their own private 

advantage. But is it likely that this Aristotelian distinction is 

referred to in a clause which states the ground on which (dp) some 

have maintained the very unaristotelian doctrine that justice is 
adAdrpiov ayabsv? It seems better to take the words to mean 

simply that the just man does what is to the advantage of another, 
that other being either his ruler (apyovre) or his neighbour (xowevd). 
In obeying the definite commands of his ruler he benefits his ruler ; 
in dealing honestly with his neighbour he benefits his neighbour: 

but in neither case benefits himself. Further, the distinction 

between the mapexBeBnxvia modireia and the 6p67 modireia turns on 

a difference in the conduct of the dpyoyres: but the subject of 
mparret is the apxyduevos, or the justice of the apyépevos. 

Reference to the distinction between the wapexBe@nxviai moderetat 

and the ép6ai wodireta being thus excluded, we may decide in favour 

of the reading xoworg. The reading xowd, originally due to a 

clerical slip, would maintain itself because it seemed to refer more 

pointedly than xowwr@ to this distinction which was not seen to be 
out of place in the context. 

§ 18. 6 Kai mpds abtév kai mpds tods didous}] Jackson says, 

‘The first kat means “even,” 7. e. “not merely towards his neighbour 

but”; not “both,” because friends are looked upon as part of the 

man himself (ix. 4. 5) and therefore cannot be identified with the 

érepos. Rassow also (Forsch. p. 61), in answer to Nétel who 

would (with NC) omit the first «ai and (with Mb) the second zpés, 

says—‘ was hindert, das erste cat in der Bedeutung von vel zu 

fassen?’ I cannot help thinking that Rassow and Jackson are 
wrong here, and that we must take the first cai in the sense of 

‘both,’ and rovs Pidouvs in the sense of ‘his neighbours.’ The 

writer is speaking about the kdk.otos, and it would be out of place 

in connexion with Azm to think of the doctrine of the identity of 

the airés and the didos, which is formulated—as in the passage 

quoted here by Jackson (ix. 4. 5 gore yap 6 gidos addos airdés)—to 
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describe the relation between good men. ‘The Paraph. Heliodorus 1130 a. 6. 
seems to me to be right with—6 pev ody éauréy te Banter TH pox- 

Onpia kai Tovs Pidous KakioTos* 6 O€ tals aperais ov mpos TO Oikelov KEXpY- 

pevos auppepov, adda mpos Tovs GAdovs apiotos €oTi. 

GANG Tpds Etepov] Rassow (orsch. p. 61) seems to be right in a. 7. 

preferring d\X’ 6 mpos érepov, the reading of r, Ha, Nb, Ob. He 

remarks that Bekker’s dAAa mpos érepov could stand only if the 

foregoing words were 6 ph mpos airév. NC has adda xal 6 zpos 
ov 

e€TEpoV. 

§ 19. od pépos dperis GAN Sy dpetn] Cf. LH. LV. vi. 12. 5 pépos a. 9. 

yap ovca (sc. 1) copia) rns OAns dperns k.t.d., Where it would appear 

that 7 6An apern is the possession of all the dperai—é:avonrixai and 

nOxat. The dpern of ro Opertixoy pépos (iyleva), however, is not an 

element in 7 6Ay adperyn: cf. LLL. il. 1. 1219 b. 20 ef Te pdpidy eote 

Wuxis, oiov ro Opertixdv, » TovTOU apeTr ovK eoTL popLoy THs GANS apeETs, 

donep ovd 9 tod capatus. Here (v. 1. 19) Sixaocvvn in the wide 

sense of the term is identified with 7 6An dpern: and if we are to 

bind the writer to the meaning given to 7 6Ay dpern in L. JV. vi and 

in £. £. ii quoted above, we must suppose that the xpos mpos 
érepov of intellectual as well as of moral excellence is included in 

the conception of universal Sdtkacoovyn. 

§ 20. dort pev yap 7 adty, TS 8 eivar ov 7d auTd, GAN’ 7 pev Mpds a. 12. 

Erepov, Sixaroguvy, 4 S€ Ttordde fis dhs, dpe] Grant brings out 

the meaning of this sentence with sufficient clearness—‘ But what 

the difference is between virtue and this kind of justice is clear 

from what we have said already. They are the same, only con- 
ceived differently; viewed as a relation to others, the state is 
justice ; viewed as a state of the mind simply, it is virtue.’ Here 

the comma is rightly placed after, not (as by Bekker) before, 

amas. Cf. AZef, A. 10. 1075 b. 2 rHv yap didrtav trove? (6 "Epmedoxdjs) 

rd dyabdv' abn 8 dpxi) Kai &s Kivodca (ourdyer yap) Kal as UAn* poptov 

yap Tov plyparos’ ei 5) Kal TH adTO oupBEByke Kai ws VAy apxy eivat Kal 

Gs Kwodrvtt, GAG TS ye €tvat ov ravrd—on which Bonitz says—‘ His 

verbis (rd ye efvac od raid) nofionzs significari diversitatem, quasi 
dicat: ob rairé eore 7d etvas DAN Kal TO eivae KwodvTt, apparet coll. 

Top. v. 4. 133 b. 33 GAN ado Aéyerar 7G Erepov adrois eivar Td eivau’ 
> aN , ’ > 0 A ~) r =: ‘ = > ' \ 

ov TAUTO yap €OTLY avOpar@ TE TO avOpara €uvalt Kal Aevk@ avépare@ TO 
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eva AevKa avOpare: Phys. iii. 3. 202 a. 20, b. 9, 12, 16, ubi 

promiscue usurpantur 76 eivat 7d airé et 6 Noyos 6 adrds Sive eis: i. 3. 

186 a. 31. al.’ Cf. also the following passages quoted by the 

various editors—De An. ii. 12. 424 a. 25, ili. 2. 425 b. 25 (9 Oe 

Tov aicOnrod evépyera kat THs aidOnoews 4 aT) péev €or Kal pia, TOO 

eivat ov tavtoy adrais): LV. WV. vi. 8. 1: De Mem. i. 450 b. 21 (76 ev To 

Tivake yeypappevov Cov Kai (@ov €ote Kal €ikoy 76 avTd, Kat Ev TOUTS EoTLW 

diupo’ TO pévtor eivat ov tadrév eotw dapdoir, kal éoTt Oewpeiv ds (Gov 

kat ws eixdva): De Juv. et Sen. 1. 467 b. 25 (where it is pointed out 
that ro dpiOuw ev may be 7@ etvar mrelw Kal €repa), 

That xotion or conception is meant by ré etvac in the present 

section (v. 1. 20) is evident, I think, from the above parallels. 

Michelet, however, makes 76 etvae here the ‘sensible substance’ as 

distinguished from the notion or Adyos, and quotes JZe/. M. 3. 1077 b. 
12 Ore pev ody ovre ovoiat paddov TOY Gapdrav ciaiv, ore mpdrepa TH €ivau 

tay aicOntav, dda TO Ady@ povor, ovTE KEX@ptopéva Tov eivar duvardr, 

eipnrat ixavas—adding, ‘hoc loco ré etvac de sensibili substantia 

praedicatur quae fer se existere queat: magnitudines autem mathe- 

maticae per se existere non posse dicuntur, sed a sensibilium substantia 
sustentantur.’ Similarly he explains the passage De Ax. ili. 2. 425 b. 
25—atobnors and aigOnrov exist separately—ré eivas ob ravrév abrais, 

but each gud separately existing is only a dtvays. In actuality or 

évépyeca, 7.e. in real essence they are one. After all, this differs 

only verbally from Trendelenburg’s explanation (De Ax. p. 435, 

first ed.)—‘ubi res in sensum agit, sensus vero rem suscipit, ibi 

res et sensus in unum quasi concurrunt, ut utriusque actio quasi 

unam efficiat () adrn éore kai pia), utrique vero natura per se diversa 

sit (rd & eivat od radréy adrais).’ ‘Then turning to the passage %. JV. 
v. 1. 20 Michelet says—‘ WVotione et substantia virtus et justicta 

universalis sunt tdem, modo et ratione extstend? (té eivar) fantum 

differunt. Firmatur hic sensus rod etvae ipsa explicatione quae 

sequitur, cum verba 4 pev mpos érepoy existendi rationem alteram, 

alteram vocabula 7 6¢ rowdde e£is dad@s declarent. Sed non ab- 

nuerim his diversis existendi modis etiam diversam essentiam 

contineri.’ This last sentence seems to bear out the remark made 
above that the difference between Michelet’s explanation of ré 
ewar in De Ax, iii. 2, and that of Trendelenburg and others, who 

take it as = notion, is really only verbal. The truth is that eivas is 

a term which takes its colour from its context, as a technical term 

of such common extraction might be expected to do. Sometimes 
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it means what a thing 7s /0 fhe senses, sometimes, what it 7s fo the 

scientific understanding. However, in the majority of cases in 

which it is used carefully (as in the formula 16 & eivat érepov adrois) 
it must be understood to mean what the thing zs /0 the scientific 

understanding —1. e. aS = 7d ti jv etva, Or Aéyos, See Trendelenburg, 
Rhein. Mus. 1828, vol. ii. pp. 480, 481. 

Turning now to £. WV. y. 1.20, we may say that virtue and 

universal justice are the same state conceived from different points 

of view, just as the same road is regarded differently by the man 

who stands at the top of the hill and by the man who stands at the 
bottom: see AZe/. K. 10. 1066 a. 33 and Phys. iii. 3. 202 a, 20 Kai 

TO dvavtes Kal TO KdTavTes’ TaiTa yap ev pev cat, 6 pevToL Adyos OdX «is 

(Phys.), Or adda 76 eivar odx év (Met.). To the one man the road 2s 
downhill; to the other it zs uphill. What the road 7s is different 
for each. 

Virtue and universal justice, then, being the same state conceived 
from different points of view, virtue is the state conceived simply 

as a State; justice is the state conceived as putting its possessor in 

a certain relation to society. Here the difference r@ «ivar between 
virtue and justice is evidently that between things assigned to 
different yévn trav évrev (see Met. A. 28. 1028 b. 13), to the category 

of quality and to the category of relation respectively. Now, as 

was pointed out in note on v. 1. 15, e&s is assigned not only to 

the category of modrns (Cat. 8), but also to that of mpés ru (Caz. 7). 

The moral és, then, considered under the category of zudrns, is 

simply the guality, apern, and nothing more (dmAés); considered 
under the category of mpds 71, it is this quality viewed as putting its 

subject in a certain relation to others—Suaocivy: and, being in 

different categories, dpern and Sixavoovyn differ ro etvor, for the 

categories are the xarnyopia tov dvtos (WZer. ©. 1. 1045 b. 28) Sh. 

e. modi quibus esse aliquid dicimus’ (Bonitz, ad loc.). Cf. Med. A. 
7. 1017 a. 22 xa& aira b€ elvar eyerar doamep onpaiver Ta oXNpaTa 

TS KaTnyoplas* ooayas yap éyeTa TooavTaxas TO Eivat onpatver* 

émei ody ray KaTnyopoupevey Ta pev Ti €oTe onpalver, Ta b€ Toy, Ta dE 

moody, Ta Se mpds Tt, Ta S€ Torey  Tacxev, Ta S€ Tov, Ta S€ ToTE, 

exdoT® ToUT@Y TO elvae TavTO onpaiver: ON Which Alexander (331 1. 

27) has —rhv yap oixetay UaapEw éxaorou onpatver ro by Gydvupov .. . 

Sexay@s Kal Td dy Kal TO elvar pyOnoera’ TO pev yap TH ovoia cuvTaccd- 

pevoy civar THY ovatwdn Urapéw onpaiver, To S€ ToTe THY ws TOTOD K.T.A. 

Cf. Met. T. 2.1003 b. 5 kat 7d dv A€yerae TOAAaXds pév, GAN’ drav 

pd 
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1130 2.12. mpds pilav dpynv' Tra pév yap ore ovaiae bvta Aéyerat, Ta Se Gre mdOn 

ovoias K.t.A. Cf. An. Pr. i. 37. 49 a. 6 7d dé imdpyew rdd_e TOde Kat 

7d ddnOeverOa téde Kata TOVSE ToTavTaxas AnTTEoy doaxGs ai KaTHyopiat 

Sujpnvrac. 

Mich. Eph. has the following comment on the present section— 
al , a , e 

TO pev irroKeperm ev cate (sc. apern and Sixarocivy), 77 dé Suaepovow 
= 5 = > A 

drav pev yap dmAdas as eLis uxns oKomHTar aptorn Kai pndev mréov, apery 
- , > 

Aéyerar, Grav b€ ws xpjots mpds Erepoy, SiKacoovyyn dvopaterat, 

CHAPTER I. 

ARGUMENT. 

Concerning the second kind of justice, i.e. the justice which ts a particular 

virtue, not the virtuous character as a whole: and concerning the corresponding ~ _ 
anjustice. 

There is such a kind of injustice, for ‘taking too much’ ts a distinct kind of 
wrong doing, which has as much right to be assigned to its own vice as running 

away in battle, and using abusive language, have to be assigned to thetr respective 

vices. In these latter cases tt ts true that we have spectal names cowardice and 

bad temper for the vices ; whereas for the vice which disposes a man to take too 
much we have no special name, only the general name of all vice—injustice. 
But the absence of a spectal name must not be allowed to make us overlook the 

extstence of the vice, which not only has tts own acts which cannot be mistaken, 
but even displays itself sometimes in acts commonly assigned to other vices, as 
e.g. when adultery is committed for gain, not from lust. In short, when a man 

has taken more than his share of gain we say that he ts unjust, as we say that he 
zs cowardly, when he runs away in battle, or profligate when he has committed 

adultery. Thus we must distinguish injustice in the spectfic sense, and tnjustice 
tn the generic sense—two states which have the same name and involve the same 
notion of ‘relation towards other people, but differ in that injustice tn the 
specific sense ts concerned with social position, money, and other external good 
things, which men take pleasure in acquiring too much of at the expense of their 

neighbours, whereas injustice in the generic sense ts concerned with the whole 
sphere of man’s activity as a moral agent. 

‘Contrary to law’ being the whole under which ‘unfair’ falls as a part, 
particular injustice, which ts relative to the unfair, will be a‘ part’ of uni- 
versal injustice, which is relative to that which zs contrary to law. Similarly, 

particular justice 7s a part of universal justice. With universal injustice, then, 

which is coextensive with that vice against which all legislation and state educa- 
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tion are directed, and with universal justice, which ts coextensive with that 
virtue which all legeslation and state education strive to produce, we have now 
no more to do: nor shall we at present discuss the question whether there is or 

zs not another kind of virtue—that of the good man, as such,—produced by other 
agencies than those of legtslation and state education :—our present subject is 
particular justice. 

Pariwctlar justice is of two kinds, (1) distributive, and (2) corrective: and 
corrective Justice finds a place both in (a) voluntary transactions (e. g. buying, 
lending), and in (b) tnvoluntary transactions, whether these latter imply stealth 

and deception, as theft, or violence, as murder. 

§ 1. thy év peper dperis Sixarocdvny| Spengel (p. 207) rejects 
dperjs aS an explanatory addition. The passages collected by 

Waitz (Organon i. 375) and Eucken (der den Sprachgebrauch des 
Ar. p. 24 sq.), to whom Jackson (ad oc.) refers, for the equivalence 
of ev péper and xara pepos, give no instance of ev peper with a genitive ; 

but below § 3. 1130 a. 23 we have kai ddixdv te ev pépet rod ddovu addikov 
c , ~ oe 07 

= ws pépos Tov Odov adtkov. 

§§ 2-5.] Noétel (Quaest. Arist. Specimen p. 11) would omit § 5, 
because it merely repeats the argument of § 2. But we must not 

press the writer too hard in a passage like this, remembering that 

we have here merely to do with onpeta, and that grounds which 

might easily be shown to be /ogzcally identical, may present them- 

selves superficially in popular thought and language as different, 

and hence may be used as distinct onpeia by a method which 

appeals to such thought and language. The writer wishes to show 
that there is such a vice as ‘particular injustice.’ In § 2 he 

enumerates the various acts which are considered wrong (z.e. un- 

just in the general sense), and assigns them to the special vices 

from which they spring, in order to show that the act of ‘taking 
too much’ (érav mdeovexr) exists as a wrong act distinct from the 
others, and is left without an explaining vice, unless we admit the 
existence of ‘particular injustice’ (7 ev péper dduia) In § 4 he 
shows further that this vice of particular injustice must sometimes 

be assumed to account for acts which seem at first sight to proceed 
from other vices—as when an act of adultery does not proceed from 
dkohacia but from the desire of gain—rod kepdaivew évera: and in 

§ 5 he finally clinches the matter by means of this term kepSaivery, 

which has turned up in § 4, pointing out that, as we always refer 

other wrong actions (dSinpara) to their definite vices—adultery to 
dxohagia, flight to deAia, so, as a matter of fact, we always refer an 

pdz 
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act from which a man derives gain unfairly (<i exépSavev) to éBixia. 
The reference here is evidently to as definite a vice as it is in the 

case of adultery or flight; but this definite vice has only the general 

name ‘injustice ’—dducia. The name therefore is to be understood 

here in a specefic sense. He has, in short, found that xepdaivey has 

a well-recognised coordinate place in popular language by the side 

of poryevew, &c., and gives as definite a sense to the adc«éa from 

which it proceeds as is possessed by dxodacta, &c. At the same 

time it must be conceded to those who, with Notel, would omit § 5, 

that its omission would not materially weaken the argument. Its 
retention, however, is to be defended on the ground that, occurring 

in a passage which appeals to popular language, it makes use of 
the term xepdaivew, whereas the term employed in § 2 is mheovexreiv. 

The difference between wAcovexreiy and xepdSaiveey may not be great; 

but we must remember that xépdos is a term which is to hold a 

prominent place in the subsequent discussion of particular justice, 

and is worth dwelling on in an introductory passage like the 

present’. Before leaving this question of the relation of § 5 to 

the preceding sections, we must notice Susemihl’s attempt to meet 

Notel’s difficulty by placing a comma after kepdaivew 1130 a. 28, 

and reading érz for ére in the same line. I do not think the change 

necessary, and Susemihl is mistaken in saying that K> has 6r here. 
It is in line 24, not in line 28, that K> has éz for ér. 

§ 2. Kat kar d8iKtay| Kai = jfror. 

§ 4. 8Nov dpa Ste Sid 7d KepSaiverv] sc. adicos Aeyerat. Fritzsche. 

§ 6. cuvdvupos . . . Sdvapiv] Cf. £.V. v. 1. 7, where universal 
and particular injustice were said to be ézevupa, and see note ad loc., 

in which it was pointed out that, as there regarded, they are more 

properly 7a mpos ev Aeyspeva than 6uwrypa. Here, however, they are 

regarded from a somewhat different logical point of view, and can, 

with technical correctness, be called cvvayypa. They are regarded, 
in short, as belonging to the same Category (6 épicpis ev ro adto 
yévec)—that of Relation (¢upw ev r@ mpds erepov Exovor tiv Sivapw) ; 

? Rassow (Forsch. p. 17) says ‘1130a. 28-32 (§ 5) ist wohl mit Unrecht 
von Notel als Wiederholung von 1130 a. 16-22 (§ 2) verdichtigt. So verwandt 

nimlich die beiden Abschnitte dem Inhalte nach sind, so ist doch noch ein 

Unterschied der Gedanken zu erkennen.’ Unfortunately Rassow does not 
explain his view of the nature of this difference. 
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and thus having the same ri éarw or ovota (viz. the tt éorw or otoia 

characteristic of the oxjua, yévos, or Category of mpds rx), they are 

properly cuvavepa: for (Caz. 1. 1 a. 6) cvvevupa déyera dv Td Te dvopa 

koudv Kat 6 Adyos 6 aités. For the doctrine that the ri e¢arw which 

the dpurpés declares has a different character in each category see 
Met. Z. 4. 1030 8.17 Kat 6 dpwcpds Somep Kat TO Th eote mEovayas 

Aéyerat’ Kal yap TO Ti €oTe Eva pev TpdmOV Onpalver THY OvVolav Kat TO THE 
a” E: ‘ oa ~ sf , , A a wa 

Ti, dddov O€ ExaoToy TOV KaTHyOpoUpEVvaY, TroTOY, Totdv, Kat Oga adAa 
~ a A ‘ 1 7 ig , a >? > > c f 5) ‘ - 

TolaiTa. GoTeEp yap Kal TO Eat Umapxet Tag AAX oOvX Opolws ara Te 

pev mpatas Tois 6’ emopevas, oUTw Kal TO TL EaTW dnAOs pev TH ovoia, Tas 

d€ Tuis aAXois* Kal yap TO ToLdy epotueP ay Ti e€aTLV, Bote Kal TO ToLdY Tov 
Dy 2 , > > > c col 

Ti €ore pev, add’ ovx amas. 

On the passage before us (v. 2.6) Mich. Eph. has the following— 
os d€ "Apiororeder cvvadvupa eyewv, Kal Ta ad’ Evds Kai mpds Ev héyoueva, 

d Gs €v TO TpiT® TOY pera TA Guortxd, peTakd eoTL TOY TE GUV@YipoY Kal 

Tav Kuplas duovipov, OTL 6 dpiopds Ev TH a’T@ heyerat, Apdo yap €v TO 

mpos Erepoy, am apyns Tov wapdvros BiBAtov péxpe Kai ToUdE THY Ev pépeL 

Kaklav cuvavupov A€yet TH OAH KaKia, Frou THY ev péper adixiay TH OAn adcxia. 
We, ‘ - > ’ > , > ‘ , - , x) c , clot O€ TH GAnOela ov Tvv@rUpoL, GAA péeTat TOY CUYOEVipaY Kal Gueripor. 

b¢ &v maparidera cudaiver @s ody dmOs gvvoevripws Tas adtkias EekaXet, 

GANA 1H, ola €oTi Ta ap’ Evds Kat Tpos ev, & TPCTOV pEev TWA OLVeVULA EOTLY, 
c > - A ‘A ‘ id wv, , c , > ‘ 

ws ev Trois peta Ta pvorka Séderxrar, Tpdmov S€é Twa 6porupa. Kal? doov pew 

yap 6 dpicpis aitay, as adtdés dnow ev TH aitg@ yever oti, kata TovTO 

cuvdvupov éoti, mas b€ ev TH atte yever, Kai ev Tin yéver Edi) hoceY 
° , a A > ~ ‘ ?. a A > , ‘ « A ‘ eirav—iappo yap ev To mpos Erepoy, | TE KoWH aOiKia, Kal 7 KaTa THY 

mreoveeiay fy emt pépos Néyopev. apcpdrepae yap ai adikiae ev TO Tpos 

érépous dpapraveiv TO eivat €xovot. Kata pev Oy TOUTO TUY@VUpPOL eiat. Kae? 
a A Le x 2 , 2 , Aa \ f ‘ , 2 iY , 
dasov S€ H pev ev peper adixia H KaTa TAEovesiay TEpt TLuny eoTL Kal xpnpata 

—éyou & dv rypijy kat ypipata ra Tuxnpa Tav ayabav— ev ois Oe ndoviy 

Tv amd Tod KépSous 9 mAcovegia, 7 5€ Kabddov adikia Tepl TavTa wept doa 
c , A 8} r A 87 ~ tA * id , ’ ‘ € iO , i 

6 voptpos Kat omovdatos, kata 5) TovTO TaAW Gpavupor etoly ai adexiat. It 

will be observed that Mich. Eph. here describes the common yevos 
° . . = 

or category of the two kinds of justice as a common etvat. 

mept Ty... kal Sv HSovnv| Here apparently the sphere and the 
motive of particular injustice are distinguished: but the Paraph. 
Heliod. has 4 peév pepe) mept xpypata i) carnpiay fh Tept Hdoviy Thy 

a0 Tov Kepoous. 

The déccos, in the specific sense, actuated by the desire of ‘ gain,’ 

seeks to have more than his share of social consideration, money, 

1130 a. 33 

b. 2. 
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or personal security (e.g. he tries to avoid risks which he should 
share equally with his fellow-citizens) ; the @é:cos in the wide sense 

of the term is he who fails in all, or some, of those various social 

relations in which the good man succeeds. 

§§ 7-11.] Rassow (/orsch. p. 17) suspects the whole passage, 
1130 b. 6 én ...1130 b. 29 marti. After refusing to accept 

Notel’s view that 1130 a. 28-32 is a repetition of 1130 a. 16-22, 

he says ‘Eher hat man Grund, an der ersten Halfte des folgenden 

Capitels (bis 1130 b. 29) Anstoss zu nehmen, die den Charakter 

grosser Breite und Weitschweifigkeit trigt und die sich ohne alle 
Beeintrachtigung des Gedankenganges aus dem Texte ausscheiden 

lasst. So sind die Worte (Z. 16) date kai mepi tas ev péper Sixatoovuns 

kal mepl Ths ev péper adixias Aexréov «.7.A. ganz leer, da schon das vor- 

hergehende Capitel von der justitia particularis gehandelt hat. Vor 

allem befremdend aber ist das Zuriickkommen auf das vépipor 

Sikavoy, tiber das schon, p. 1129 b. 11 ff. des langeren gesprochen 

ist’ The passage is certainly chargeable with the faults here 

brought against it by Rassow; but to dracke/ it, with Susemihl, 

is to pledge oneself to a more definite theory of the authorship and 
composition of this Book than I am prepared to do. 

mapa tiv SAny dperyy| Spengel (pp. 207, 8) rejects dperqv as a 

blundering insertion: it is diacoovvny which must be understood 

after éAnv. 

tis 8€ kat nota tis] For this phrase see note on LZ. WV. i. 7. 19, a. 
31, 

§ 8. Sirota x.7.A.| ‘now, two senses of “the unjust” have been 
distinguished, viz. “the illegal” and “ the unfair.”’ 

§ 9. éwet...b. 14. 6a] Bekker’s text here is émei d€ 76 dvuoy Kai 

Td Teo ov TadTdv GAN’ ErEpov ws Mépos Tpods Sdov (rd ev yap Tréov Grav 

dinooy, To 8é aucov od may Teor), kal Td Adikoy Kai 7 adtkia ov TavTa, GAN 

érepa ekeivav, TA pev ws péepn, Ta S ws dra, This text seems to be 

given, without admixture, only by L> and N>. All other MSS. 
mix it up more or less with readings belonging to the text 
adopted by Bywater. The only possible explanation of the text 

given by LP and Nb? is that offered by Mich. Eph. and accepted 
by Michelet and Grant—viz. that as the duoov is a genus under 

which the wdéoy falls as a species (the €Aarrov being the other 
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species), so universal justice is a genus under which particular 1180 b. lo. 

justice falls as a species (courage, temperance, &c. being the other 
species),—‘ what is said about “more” and “unequal” having 
nothing to do with mdeoveEia, but being simply an dlustration of 

a part included by a whole’—Grant: or, as Mich. Eph. puts it— 
€& avaddyou twos Seixvuce thv Sahopav rhs te pepixns adikias Kal Tihs 

peptxns Stxavoovwns Kat THs GAns, Suvdper A€yov, ws TO TEOV Tpds TO Gricov 

obras 7) pepixy SiKacoavyn mpos THY GAnv Stxaociynv. Now, putting aside 

for the moment the question of the MS. authority for the text which 
calls for this interpretation, we may note the following difficulties 

connected with the interpretation itself in its context. In § 8 76 
avoov marks the sphere of particular injustice: here, in the very 

next section, we are asked to believe that it ‘has nothing to do with 

mreoveéia, but is introduced (with ro mAéoy) simply as ‘an illustra- 
tion” And of what? Of the relation of part to whole: as if that 
required illustration. Further, éweé is a conjunction which in- 

troduces a reason, not a mere illustration or parallel. Again,— 

although this may perhaps seem a small point—if 70 doy is the 

genus or whole, and 7d wAéov the species or part, the order being 

(1) amuoov and (2) mdéov, why have we this order reversed in the 
explaining clause &s pépos mpos ddov? (cf. Jackson, p. 74, who 

notices this last point). 
From this review of the dropia suggested by the interpretation of 

it we see that Bekker’s text cannot possibly be right. The protasis 

introduced by émei must give the reason for the apodosis kai 76 aétxov 

kai # ddicia od Taira GAN’ ézepa éketvav, Ta pev os peépy Ta 8 ws da!: 

but the relation of the dcov to the mdéov as Mich. Eph., Michelet, 
and Grant explain it (and their explanation is the only one consist- 

ent with the parenthesis of Bekker’s text), is not a reason. Ac- 
cordingly Bekker’s text must be altered so as to make ézeé introduce 

a reason. Now, the reason why particular justice is a ‘part’ of 
universal justice can only be that it is (as notion—ro dé:cov, and 
State—j déi«ia) related to a definite part of that field of conduct 
with the entire extent of which universal justice is concerned. The 

text adopted by Jackson, Susemihl, Ramsauer, and Bywater, with 

émet € To ducov Kal Td Tapdvopov x.7.A., Supplies this reason, Another 

internal ground for reading zapdvouor, though a small one in com- 

1 J shall give my reason below for beginning the apodosis here, with most 
editors, not at #o7ve (line 16) with Jackson and Susemihl, who substitute a 
comma for Bekker’s full stop after d.cacoadvys (line 16). 
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1130 b.10. parison with that just mentioned, is that the words és pepos mpds (or 
rat) 6dov given by all MSS. no longer seem to reverse the proper 

order of the two terms. So much for the internal grounds in 
favour of the wapdvopoy text. | 

For the external grounds in its favour see Bywater’s afp. crit. 

ad loc., and Jackson’s note, pp. 73, 74. It may be added that 

CCC agrees with Kb Pb and Camb. in reading rapdvopoy mheor, 
and with K> in reading kai mpés. 

It remains to notice Spengel’s view of this passage (pp. 208, 9) 
—a view which, I think, cannot be summarily rejected as wrong, 

although the MS. evidence seems to me to be rather against it than 

for it. At any rate it is a view which, whether right or wrong, is 
most instructive as a specimen of textual criticism. It is simply 

that the parenthesis (ro pév yap mov array ducov, 75 dé avcov ov Tay 

méov) is a later interpolation introduced to explain the foregoing 

words, émet 5€ 7d ducov Kai rd mAéov, by a scribe who understood 

them as Mich. Eph. does. The parenthesis omitted, the sentence 

runs clearly, and may be paraphrased thus—émei b€ 16 dvcoyv— 

toutéat. TS TA€OV—ov TaiTov TO Tupavduw@ GAN Erepoy s pEepos mpos 

ddov, Kal 7d Gdtkov Kai 7 adikia od Tad’td K.t.A. Spengel’s words are— 

‘Man streiche den Erklarungssatz ro pev yap mov arav ducoy, rd be 

ducov ov wav mréov und alles ist richtig ... Nicht den Unterschied 

von ducovy und wdréov will Aristoteles geben, sondern den von 
mapdvopoy und avuoor; er sagt, dieses aucov Oder rior (dieses hebt 

er hervor, weil die Ungerechtigkeit zumeist in der m\covegia besteht) 

ist nur ein Theil von dem supavopor, folglich das Fehlen in diesem 

nur ws pépos von dem gesammten rapdvopor, d.h. die specielle adixia 

von der gesammten déduia.” The reading émei d€ 1d ducov Kai 7d 

tapdvopov Spengel regards as due merely to the attempt to mend 

a text already put out of joint by the interpolated parenthesis, which 

itself, instead of being struck out, was altered into 7 pev yap dycov 
drav mapavopor, 7 S€ mapdvopov vx drav avoov. There is perhaps no 

place in the /“. 4. where the MSS. show so much confusion as 
they do here’, and I am far from feeling sure that the mapdvopov 

text which I have adopted is veréally correct, although there can 

1 Of this confusion the Paraphrast’s hopelessly unmeaning note is a fair 
measure—ézel 5¢ 7d mA€ov ov Taitdv éoTt TH aGviow, GAN EoTt TO piv avioov 
ee iia Ni X , c , at ~ av / ey > a \ a” damep bdov, TO 5é TA€OV Ws pépos* (Td yap TA€ov Kal Gricov, od Tav Se TO dviaor 
mréov) ~ate Tus adixia Kal wept Td dvicov GAAn’ al ove dy elev ai abtal adiKiau 
GAN’ 4 pev mept Td TAEOY pepiK? EoTaL Gdikia, SE wept 7d avigoy adiKia, KaPdAOV. 
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be no doubt that the meaning which it gives is that which the writer 1180 b. 10. 
wished to convey. Spengel’s text, however, gives this meaning 

equally well; but, as I have said, I think that the MS. evidence 

(such as it is) is rather against than for it. It is only this scruple 
which retains me from going even further than Spengel—viz. from 
striking out, not only the parenthesis, but the words kai 1d méor, 

which he supposes to have suggested the parenthesis. Kb and CCC 

with xat mpés might then be explained as giving a reading in which 

kai, necessitated by the insertion of ez‘her kat ro mdéov or kai rd 

mapavonoy, had established itself without extruding mpés, which would 

alone be admissible if sezther xai ro md€ov nor Kai Td Tapavopoy were 

allowed a place in the text. 

dete... b. 18, dcattws| Rassow (p. 17) says ‘Diese Worte sind b. 16. 
ganz leer, da schon das vorhergehende Capitel von der justicia parti- 

cularis gehandelt hat’; and Ramsauer brackets them saying—‘ Quae 

deinceps, 1. 16, adjungitur sententia (adore . . . @eavtws) hoc quidem 

loco post reliqua interposita, imprimis postquam bis dictum est 

(nrotpev S€ ye THv ev peper apetns Sikacorvyyy (a. 14) et Tis d€ Kat drrola 

tis Anmreov (b. 7) ita est inanis ut ne excusari quidem possit.’ If 

this judgment is correct (and it may well be), the question of 

making the apodosis begin with @ore does not arise. As, however, 

‘bracketing ’ is a somewhat gratuitous act in the case of a sentence 

belonging to such a loosely organised passage as the present (§§ 

7-11), it is perhaps better to leave the words gore... ocattws in 

the text—not as introducing an apodosis (Jackson and Susemihl), 

but as a statement made in consequence of the conclusion kai 76 

adtcov kal 7 ddikia b. 13. . . Sixaootvns b. 16, which is the real 

apodosis to the protasis introduced, b. 10, by ewet. That apodosis 
stated that particular justice is a pépos of universal justice; then 

follows the clause before us which runs—‘So (éore), sincé this 
ev pepe justice exists, as distinguished above, we must discuss it.’ 

§ 10. S:0proréov| Rassow (Forsch. p. 93) conjectures dpopiréov, b. 22. 

referring to dpeicdw in b. 20 above, and comparing Z. JN. i. 7. 

12.1098 a. 1. I think that dcopioréov is right, and that the clause 

means—‘ And how the justice and injustice corresponding to these 

states are to be determined is easily explained’: then follows the 
explanatory clause with ydp. The d:opiopds here is easy, and is 

given on the spot; not so in the case mentioned in the next 

section, where it has to be postponed—vorepov dioptoréov 1130 b. 28. 
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oxeddv yap T& TOMA THY vouipwr| ‘the great majority of the acts 
which are “according to law.”’ Mich. Eph. explains oyedsv here 
by pointing out that there are »éyiza which refer, not to the moral 

conduct of the citizens, but to the practice of the various arts and 
trades: he says—éore & ody twa ta&v vopiper & od mEpi Tod mas Set HY 

Swopi¢erat, GANA TOU mas dv ayaboi Kai omovdaior Kai evdperot yEevowTo ot 

moira, elonyowvTa, 6 yap éudpev vopoberns ov pdvov mept TovTaY 

vopoberer kal & Set Civ tods THs adths modtrelas petéxovtas, oiov Tept 

oikodépwr, mepi vpavrav, mepl amas mavr@v texvit@v, GAG Kal Tept 

yewpyav Kal otpatnyav Kal epmopiov, kai dAXwv toAdGv bv Sv of wodirat 

guviotavrat, ov povov 51 Tept TovT@Y vopoberetv, GAA TOY O17) TPOTEpoV 

mept THs maWelas Tav pedAAdvT@v EcecOa ayab@y TE Kai vouiu@y TOhLT@Y 

mpoayopever, For ra ard ris 6dns dperis mpattépeva (Or mpoorarrdpeva) 

in this §, and ra roujrixa tis 6Ans dperfs in § 11, see note on Vv. i. 13. 

b. 17. For xa éxaorny . . . kodver 6 vopos See Same note. 

$11. madeiay thy mpos Td kouvév | ‘The education of a man as 

a citizen’—Peters: z.e. his education for (mpés) the life which he 

must lead as a member of the state, or moAcrik) Kowwvia. 

Tis Kal’ Exactoy madetas| ‘the education of the individual as 

such ’—Peters. 

Gmhas dvip d&yabds éott] ‘simply a good man’—z.e. ‘good’ in 
the sense in which we use the term when we apply it to a man 
without the mpéo6cous of such qualifying circumstances as we specify 

when, e. g. we call him ‘ good, as the citezen of an oligarchical stale’: 

for ‘good’ means one thing when applied to the citizen of an 
oligarchical state, and another thing when applied to the citizen of 

a democratical state—z. e. ‘a good citizen’ is a man who helps to 

maintain a particular social system, whether that system be good 

or bad: see Pol. fT. 2.1276 b. 28 trav modttav ... 7 Twrnpia THs 

kowwvias épyov éoti, Kowwvia & eoriv  modsreia’ Sudmep thy aperny 

dvaykaioy etvat Tow moNirov mpos Thy moduTelav. eclmep ovv EaTL TAEiw 

moXttelas €t5n, Spdov ws ovk evdéxerar Tov orovdalov ToXirov pilav apeTiy 

eivat Ti Tedelav, Tov & dyabdsv avipa apév Kata play aperiy civat 

Thy Tedelav, STL pev ovy evdéxerar ToNiTHy dvTa orovdaiov pr KeKTHTOaL 

tv apernvy ka@ nv omovdaios avnp, pavepdv. What then is this dper7 

kad’ iv orovdaios dvnp—this goodness wethout qualification xa? ip 

amas aynp ayabds éotv? In the Politrcs Aristotle certainly identifies 

it with the goodness of a certain c7f’zen, viz. the citizen of the Best, 
z.é. the Aristocratical State: Pol. A. 5. 1293 b. 3 tiv yap éx Trav 
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dpictav amas Kat’ aperny moditelay kal pr mpds imdleoiv twa ayaby 1130 b.27. 

avdpav povnv Sixaov mpocayopevery apiotokpatiav’ ev povy yap amas 

6 ards avjp kat moNirns dyabds eat, of 8 ev tais AdAats dyaboi pds Thy 

moXrelay eiot THY a’rov. Cf. Pol. T. 7.1283 b. 43 modirns de Kowh pev 

6 petéxov Tod dipyew Kai apxecOa é€ori, Kal Exdotny S5é wodsreElay €Erepos, 

mpos O€ tiv dpiotny 6 Suvdpevos Kal mpoatpovpevos apxeoOat Kat Gpxew mpds 

rov Biov rov kar’ apernv. This identification of the good citizen and 

the good man in the aristocratical state depends on Aristotle’s 

doctrine that in that state the rulers are not a privileged caste 

distinct from the ruled, but the elders of a homogeneous people (2. e. 

a people consisting of citizens who are all good, Pol. H. 12. 1332 a. 

32 adda pry omovdaia ye mods oti TS TOs TONiTas TOds pETEXOVTAS TI}s 

moNzrelas etvar orovdaious’ fpiv S€ mdvres of moNiTat peTexovor THs ToATELas) 

—the na/ural, not the arbitrarily constituted rulers. This result, 
however, he reaches through a dialectical process of considerable 

complexity : see Pol. T. 2.1276 b. 40 emesdy advvarov dpoious eivaa 

mavtas Tovs moAiTas, ovk dy etn apety pia ToAiTov Kal avdpds ayabov: but 

perhaps, he continues, we may identify the goodness of the good 
man and the goodness of a particular citizen—viz. the citizen who 
is a ‘good ruler’ —1277 a. 13 adN dpa éorat Twos 7 avTH apeTy ToALToU 

re omovdaiov Kat avSpos amovdaiov ; papev 81 Tov cpxovra orovdaioy eivat 

ayabov Kai dpdvipov, tov d€ moActiKdy dvaycaioy civae Ppdypov: then 

1277 a. 20 ei 67 4 adty dpety Apxovtds Te ayabod Kai avdpos ayabod, 

monitns & eat kai 6 apxdpevos, ovx 1) avTn dy ety amas TONITOV Kal avdpds, 

Twos pEévTOL TONTOU' Ov yap } avTH dpyovTos Kai modirov. In the aristo- 

cratical state, however, the rulers are men who have learnt to rule 

well by being well ruled. The education in the dpery rot dpxovros 

is begun and carried on in the person of the dpxéuevos. The 

distinction between apyov and dpydpevos is not an absolute one— 

the dpydpevos is Suvayer the apyov. If we regard especially the con- 

tinuity of the citizen’s life in the Best State (and in the Best State— 

7 KaTa pvow wodAis—the citizen’s life is @ continuous natural develop- 

ment), we shall say that the dpern of the citizen and the dpern of the 

good man, are identical; if we give prominence to the fact that 
there are always ‘wo generations—the younger and the older— 

the former of which is educated and ruled by the latter, we shall 

say that the dpern of the good man (= good ruler), and the dpern 

of the citizen, are different. See Pol. T. 2.1277 b. 7 aAN éore tes 
apx7 Kab’ iv apxet Tav Gpoiwy TO yever kal Tav ehevOepwv. TavTny yap 

Le \ \ 2 , a a“ A Ld > , - \ Neyopev THY TohitiKyy apxnv, iv Set Toy Apxovta apxopevov pabeiv . . . dud 
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Aéyerat kal ToUTO Kaas os ovK eotw eb apEa py apybevta, Tovray b€ 

dpern pev érépa, Sei S€ tov moXityy Tov ayabdv erictacba Kai SivacOa Kat 

apxew Kal apxecbat, Kat aitn apety modlrov TO Ty Tov ehevOepev apyny 

eriotagOa em appdorepa, kat avdpos oy ayabod adupo: then 1277 b. 

25 9 O€ dpdrvmats apxovtos idios dpern povn, Tas yap addas €Eowkev 

dvaykatoy eivat Kowas Kal TOV apxopevay Kal TOV dpyovTay, apxopevou OE ye 

cvk eoTw apety ppdvnots, adda Soka adnyOns’ Savep yap avdorotos 6 

dpxopevos, 6 Se Apywv avdytns 6 xpepevos, mdrepov pev ody 7 avTH apeTH 

avdpos ayabod kai modtrov omovdaiov 7 érépa, Kal TOs 7 avTi) Kal THs ErEpa, 

gavepov ek toitov. Cf. also Pol. H. 13. 1332 b. 32 adda pHy Gre ye 

Sei robs apxovras Siadepew Tav apyopevov avaupioBijrnTov . . . 7) yap pros 

ddaxe ri Siaipecw, roujcaga TO yever TavTd TO pEev vewrepoy TO de mperBv- 

TEpov, av Tois pev apxecOat mpérer Tois S apyew .. . Core pev Apa ws TOs 

avtovs apxew Kai apyerOa aréov, gots S€ ws érépouvs. Bore Kal Thy 

mawwelav eat ws THY aiTiY avaykaiov, eat. 8 as Erépay civat, Tov TE yap 

peAXovra Karas apyew apyOival dace Seiv mpOTov . . . 1333 a. II eel de 

TroNiTiKod Kal apxovTos THY a’THY apeTHY eival apev Kal TOU apicTou avdpds, 

tov & adrov apxdpuevov re Seiv yivecOar mpdtepov Kat apxovta VaTepoy, TOUT’ 

dv ety T@ vopobérn mpaypatevtéoy, Gras avdpes adyabol ylvovrat, Kai dua 

river emitndevpadtav, Kal TL TO TéAos THs aplotns Cwns. The outcome of 

all is that the legislator should strive to make his fellow-citizens 

good men. ‘The answer given by the Politics to the question before 

us is—that it is wodurven, and no other agency, which conducts the 
maudela Kad’ fv dmha@s avnp ayabds eort, ‘The virtue of the perfectly 

good man is determined mpéos tHy dptotny wodttetav—Pol. T. 12. 

1288 a. 39 davepdy Ere roy avitov tpdmov kai bia TOY aiTey aynp TE 

yiverar orrovdaios Kal TOAW GvOTHCELEY dv TLS apLoToKpaToupEerny 7) Bacircv- 

operny, Gate €uta Kai mratdela Kal HOn Tad’Ta ayeddov Ta ToLoiyTA GTroUdatov 

dvdpa kai Ta movodvta Trodurtkdy. But the writer of the Fifth Book of 

the £¢hics, in the alternative #) érépas (v. 2. 11), seems to suggest 

a point of view which is foreign to the Poltics—viz. that the good 

man may possibly spring up under influences, and manifest his 

goodness under conditions with which the /egzs/a/or has nothing to 

do. This seems to be the suggestion thrown out in the present 

passage; and it may be thought that this suggestion appears as 
a definite doctrine at the end of the £.Z. where the place of 

kadoxayaOia is determined. But we must not make too much of the 

difference between the xadoxayabia of Eudemus and the dperi rod 

apiatov avdpds of the Politics. In both conceptions we have an 

ideal excellence which man approaches along the line traced for 
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him by woduriky. Aristotle indeed describes the Chief End of man 1130b. 27. 

as Gewpia ris (7. V. x. 8. 8), and Eudemus as 106 Tov Oesv Oeparevew 

kai Ocwpeiv (ZL. L, 8. 3.1249 b. 20); but these descriptions must 

not be allowed to mislead us. If the systems of Aristotle and of 

Eudemus, as wholes, have any weight, it is to impress the con- 

viction that the Chief End, however described, is not something 

which we must pass through and out of social life to reach; but 

that, on the contrary, it is social life itself at its best. It is true 

that Aristotle’s theory of the Best Life, as @ theory, is defective. 

He is forced to pronounce the life ‘impossible,’ because theoretically 

he regards it as a fixed type of excellence. But his practice carries 

him beyond his theory. He urges us to sérdve after the ideal 

although it is ‘impossible of attainment’ (Z. MV. x. 7. 8). He 

thus divines that the ideal is, after all, not something wvrealisable ; 

that, on the contrary, z¢ zs being always realised in the amelioration 

of the life itself which we have inherited and transmit: just as the 
type Horse is not something xwpiordy which all horses fac? of attain- 

mg to, but rather that which they fer/éc? in their generations. 
We may take it then that there can be no doubt about the view 

of Aristotle and Eudemus. In so far as a man is omovdatos or 

kadds kal dyads it is modurexn Which makes him such. 

If the writer of v. 2. 11 is neither Aristotle nor Eudemus, it is 

impossible of course to determine his view, as he does not return 

to the subject. He seems to suggest a view different from that of 

Aristotle and Eudemus: but, as he belongs at least to their school, 

the presumption is that he really shared their view, and that, after 

all, # érépas is surplusage. Grant seems to make too much of the 
present passage when he founds on it the statement ‘udemus 

[with whom he identifies the Writer of the Fifth Book] would seem 
to have wished to take up the question where Aristotle left it, and 

—with the view of giving a separate existence to Morals as a 

science—to ask whether there is not a kind of education, not fall- 

ing within the province of Politics, which aims at producing the 

virtues of the individual man, as distinct from those of the citizen.’ 

od yap tows . . . mavti] This is Aristotle’s view as expressed b. 28. 

e.g. in Pol. T. 2.1276 b. 34 (quoted in last note) dre pev ody évdéxerat 
moNitny dvta orovbaiov pi KexTATOat Thy aperiy Kad’ iv omovdaios avnp, 

ghavepdv—a view which we have seen is not inconsistent with the 

doctrine that the dper} xa fv omovdaios avnp is the work of modcrexn : 

but the writer of the passage before us (v. 2. 11) adduces it as if 
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it raised a presumption in favour of the supposition that an agency 
different from moduri«n may be instrumental in producing such dpern. 

There is indeed much confusion of thought in the passage, and to 

found on it any conclusion so important as that regarding the 

writer’s doctrine of the relation between ‘ Politics’ and ‘ Morals’ 
seems to be a very hazardous proceeding. ‘The confusion is 

increased by the Paraph. Heliod. who seems to think that the 
reference is to a distinction between the good man and the good 

citizen similar to that drawn already (v. 1. 20) between dpern and 

Ouxacocvvn. 

The phrase 16 avdpt dyab@ civat is equivalent to ‘the notion “ good 

man” ’—‘the being a good man’: see de An. ii. 1. 412 b. 12 Hv 
pev yap av TO medEKer eivar 7 ovoia avtod, Kal} Wuxy Tovro. An. Post. 

ii. 4. 91 b. 4 7d (ge elvae xarnyopcirat Kata Tod avOpar@ civar adnOés 

yap mav 7d avOpare@ civar (io eivar, SoTep Kal mavta avOpwmov CGov, GAN 

ovx ores dare &v civa, Met. T. 4.1006 b. 22 ef 8€ yy onpaiver Erepov 

70 GvOpwros Kat Td pt) GvOpwros Syrov Gre Kal TO pH eivae avOparw Tod 

elvac dvOpor@ dor eora To avOpare civar py avOpore civar’ Ev yap 

éora. :—and further on 1007 a. 20 dAws & dvaipovow oi rotTo déyovres 

ovalay Kal TO Ti HY evar’ mdvTa yap avayKn oupBEBnkevac pdoKxew adrois, 

kal 70 dep dvOpar eivat i) (do elvar ti iy etvar py evar. Mer. Z. 15. 

1039 b. 20 émet dé H ovoia Erépa 76 Te GivoAov Kal 6 Adyos (A€ywo & Gre 

7) Mev oUTws €aTiv ovaia oly TH VAN cuverAnppevos 6 Adyos, 7 SE 6 Adyos 

dAw@s), Goat pev ody OUTw AéyorTat, TOUTwY pEev Eat. POopa’ Kal yap yéeveots* 

Tod de Adyou ovK EaTw oTas Hote PbeiperGar’ odd€ yap yéveois (od yap 

ylyverae TO oikia eivac Gdda 1d THdE TH oikig) GAN dvev yevécews Kai 

POopas ciot Kai ovk cioiv? Sedecxrar yap Ore ovbeis radra yevva ovdé rocei. 

Phys. iil. 5. 204 a. 23 Td ydp dmeip@ eivar kai dmeipov 1d airtd, eiep 

ovaia TO Gmeipov Kai pn Ka’ Srokepévov—z. ¢. the notion of infinity 

and infinity are identical, for infinity is nothing but a notion—can 
never be concretely realised as an actual thing: see J/e/. ©. 6. 

1048 b. 14 16 8 dmetpoy ody ovtw Suvdper eotw as evepycia éodpevov 

xopiotdy, G\Aa yrooe: cf. Alef. Z. 6. 1031 b. 11 avayen dpa & eivar 

7) dyabov kat Td dyaO@ etvar Kal Kaddv Kal Kad@ eivat, doa py Kat Go 

Aeyerae GANG KaP aira kat mpota. On the formula generally see 

Trendelenburg, de Ax. iii. 4. 7. (429 b. 10.) p. 472, first ed. 

§ 12.] Particular Justice, concerned, as we have seen (v. 1. 9), 

with raya6a mepi doa ebtuxia kal druxia a eoti pev dmdas dei dyabd, Tivi 

&° ovk dei, is now divided into two species: (1) Distributive Justice 

manifested in the fair apportionment of these good things (social 
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position, property, and all other material advantages) among the 1130 b,30. 
members of the Community, according to their deserts: (2) Cor- 

rective Justice concerned with the rectification of results at variance 
with the principle of fair apportionment which arise out of acts 
performed by members of the Community in the various circum- 
stances in which, as individuals, they ‘have to do with one another.’ 

The term ovvdd\Xaypa = coniractus of Roman Law. The relation 

between these two species of Particular Justice is well stated by 
Trendelenburg, Hist. Beitrége zur Phil. vol. iii. p. 412: 10 diavepew 

car’ agéiav is the primary form of Particular Justice: the dcavoun 

may take place in the exchanges of trade (dAAakrixy Sicacootvn), OF 

in the allotment of common goods (daveunrixy tv Kowov): the 
secondary form of Particular Justice is 7 S:0pOwriK«y: it comes into 
operation when the just relations according to the primary form 

are disturbed, and equalises the unequal. 

§ 13. rovrou 8€ epy 800] The members of the social xowwvia, as 1131 a. 1. 

individuals, ‘ have to do with one another’ (cvvaddadrrovra) in circum- 
stances which may be assigned to one or other of two main heads, 

according as the will of both parties (éxovova ovvaddaypara), or of 

one party only—the other party being unwilling—(dxovovta cvvadddy- 

vata) is concerned in what is done. As results at variance with 

the principle of fair apportionment arise in each of these two sets 

of circumstances, and must be rectified, there will also be two kinds 

of Corrective Justice. 
It is easy to see how the results of dxotvova cvvadddypara (assault, 

theft, &c.) are such as need rectification, and that it is in the crzmznal 
court that they are rectified. ‘Exovova ovvadddypara (buying and 
selling, letting, &c.), on the other hand, being those in which both 

parties enter voluntarily into certain arrangements in view of 

results agreeable to both, might seem from their very nature to 

give results needing no rectification. It sometimes happens, how- 

ever, without the fault of either contracting party, that a result 

other than that originally in view, and not agreeable to one of the 

parties, follows from an arrangement; and it may be right that a 

civil court should consider whether the result (unfortunate for one 

of the parties) should be rectified, and, if so, to what extent: e.g. 
A takes the lease of a farm from B for a number of years at a rent 
suitable to good times: if times become bad beyond all reasonable 

calculation, it may be right that A should be able to have the 
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question of the reduction of his rent judicially decided. It may 
perhaps be thought that a better instance of 76 & Tois éxovatots 

ovvarddypact Siopbwrixdy might have been selected than this which 

suggests ‘interference with the freedom of contract.’ It is, how- 

ever, the ‘rectification’ in the civil court which corresponds most 

logically with the ‘ rectification’ made in the criminal court—it is 

the rectification of the original ovya\\ayya itself. But I suspect 

that the writer of the present passage had not such a case of 

rectification by the civil court in his mind when he drew up his 

list Of éxovota cuvaddAdypara here, but that he thought rather of the 

enforcement of the terms of such ovvadddypara, and the seétlement of 
dispuies regarding their meaning, in the civil court (ct. v. 4. 7. 

1132 a. 19 drav dudut8ntraow ent Tov Sixaotiy Katapevyovor)—e. g. a 

tenant and landlord differ about the effect of a clause in their signed 

agreement, and /ake their dispute for settlement to a civil court; or 

a debt ts recovered in a civil court. This last instance shows also 
how imperceptible the line may be dividing éxotova cuvaddAdypara, 
which require enforcement, from ra Aaépata among dkovora cuvah~ 
Adypara, for the man who has to be sued for the payment of a debt 

is sometimes not easily distinguishable from the man who intended 
from the beginning to cheat his creditor. 

The judicial enforcement, then, of the terms of an €xovovov cuvad- 

Aaypa, and their judicial zx/erprefation, must be distinguished from 

the judicial rectification of the serms themselves. But we must 

understand the phrase ‘rectification of the terms themselves’ to 
denote not only the judicial alteration of unfair terms already 
arranged (e.g. refusal of law courts to enforce agreements to pay 

interest above a certain rate; judicial revision of rents which have 

become too high—after all a comparatively rare and somewhat 

questionable kind of ‘ rectification’), but also the prevention, by 

other than judicial means, of unfair arrangements which would in- 
evitably be made if certain checks and methods of procedure did 

not exist. And here we can see that it is in the institution of 
véuopa that the principle of Corrective Justice is most largely and 

effectively embodied. On a system of barter almost every exchange 

involves a result at variance with the principle of fair apportion- 

ment. It is impossible, on such a system, to make really fair 

exchanges, there being objectively no common measure of the 

things exchanged, the accidents of temporary need and_ passing 
whim dominating all transactions. But the institution of véuicpa 
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compels men to exchange on a uniform system, and therefore 1181 a.1. 

fairly. It may be regarded as an omnipresent court of ‘ diorthotic 

justice ’"—‘ diorthotic’ in the sense of keeping strazght what would 

otherwise inevitably go wrong. It does not enforce or interpret 

the terms of arrangements already made, but provides ad zztio that 

the terms shall be of a certain kind—7z.e. reasonably fair, thus 

interfering, not indeed with ‘free,’ but with haphazard contract. 

And that the writer of the Fifth Book regarded the institution of 

véuicua in this light is probable from the similarity of the terms in 

which he describes its function with those in which he describes 

the function of the dicaorns, LV. v. 4. 6. 1132 a. 18 Bore 7d 

emavopOwrixov Sikacov av ein TO pecov Cnuias kai Képdovs. 610 kal drav 

dpdicBynraow, emt tov Siacriy Katapevyovow' To 8’ emt rov Sixkacrhy 

iévat i€vae €oriv emi Td Sikaov' 6 yap StxaarTis BovAerat etvat otoy Sikavov 

Emuxov’ Kat Cyrovar dixaoriy péoov, Kat Kadovdow enor peaidious, ws eav 

TOU peoov TUY@Gl, TOU Sikaiov TevEdpevor’ pecov apa TL TO Sikaov, elreEp 

and! <5/Vii Venn. Lo: 

1133 a. 19 wo mavta ovpBAnta Set ras eivar, dv eatlv adddayn. ep’ Od Td 

kat 6 dikaorns’ 6 Se SikaorHs emanoot k.T.A, 

vopicp eAndvOe, kal yiveral ws pecov' mavra yap peTpel, BoTE Kal THY 

tmepoxnv Kat thy €dAdeww, réca Grra Oy brodnpar’ ivov oikia i) tTpopy : 

cf. v. 5. 14, 15. 1133 b. 14 ff. What has been said of vdusopa—rhe 

‘medium of exchange’ par excellence—as ‘diorthotic’ applies to 

other contrivances—of which the railroad and the advertisement 
may be taken as two typical examples—whereby exchange is made 

easier, and the producer is consequently enabled to count on 

getting a fairer return for his commodity than he otherwise would 

get—z.e. on getting more nearly the share properly due to his déia, 

or economic worth, in the industrial community. 

In connexion with what has been said it may be convenient 

here merely to mention a point to which we shall have to return 

afterwards—viz. that, while the assignment of shares of booty to 
those who have taken part in a successful expedition, and the 

distribution of social distinctions among citizens, are very obvious 
cases of dvavop7 dao tay Kowav (the agency of the central public 

authority being clearly seen in the definite order that such and 
such a distribution of booty shall be made, and in the constitutional 

law which provides that such and such gradations of social rank 

shall be recognised), yet there is another and more important 
case of S:avopy amo toy Kxowav—the distribution of wages and 

profits among the members of the industrial community ac- 
Ee 
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cording to ‘economic laws’—which is apt to escape observation 

as a case of Stavonh amd tév Kowdv, because the existence of 

common property to be divided, and the agency of the state 

in dividing it, are not so immediately obvious as they are in the 

other cases. It is important, therefore, to call attention here 

to the fact that the exchange of products between individuals is 
by far the most important state agency at work in the distribution 
of the rewards of labour. The farmer receives the reward of 
his labour in the form of the coat whzch a settled social system 
allows him to get in exchange for his corn from the tailor. 

Noyiopa and the other ‘media of exchange’ alluded to above are 

thus ‘ dianemetic’ as well as ‘ diorthotic’ agencies. As promoting 

exchange véuwopa is a ‘dianemetic’ agency; but as keeping the 

exchange or distribution fair in circumstances in which unfair . 

assignments would, but for its intervention, inevitably occur, it is 

a ‘diorthotic’ agency. Its ‘dianemetic’ and ‘ diorthotic’ functions 
are after all only logically separate ; its concrete work is /0 promote 

the fair distribution of the national wealth by means of the exchange 
of commodities. 

Saveronds| ‘lending at interest.’ Jackson, Peters. 

xpfots] ‘lending without interest.’ Jackson, Peters. Xpjars is 
the commodatum of Roman law, distinguished from mufuum by not 

being concerned, as mufuum is, with things guae pondere numero 

mensurave constant—e.g. wine and corn. The actual bushel of 

corn received by the person who benefits by the mufuum is not 
returned by him, but azofher bushel equivalent to it: the person, 

however, who benefits by a commodafum must restore the very thing 

which he has borrowed—e. g. the book. Commodatum differs from 

locaho in being gratuitous. See Smith’s Dict. of Cl. Antiquities : 
Article CommMopATuM. 

lal , = ~ a 

tav 8 dxougiwy] Mich. Eph. has més ocuvadd\dypata raira 

Neyerar; i) OTe 6 KAeWas dvTi Tay KNeppdrov 6 te pev Sidwow Erepa twa 
o A ~ ‘ , , A , A a ‘ 

6 te S€ paotryovrtat, Kat yeycve tpdmov Twa Odats Kal AnWis . . . AaBav 

yap xpnpara 7) GAXo te 6 Khéypas SeSwxev avr exeivav edOuvas. 
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CHAPTER, IIT. 

ARGUMENT. 

Concerning Distributive Justice. Injustice being inequality, or too much to 
A and too little to B, justice will be equality, or the mean between too much to 
A and too little to B ; i.e. it will involve four terms at least —two persons and 
two shares. If the persons are of equal merit, they will,in a just distribution, 
recetve equal shares; uf of unequal merit, they will receive proportionally 

unequal shares —in other words, in a just distribution the ratio ‘between the 
Bae la lehincen Pe cares aT te equal. Although all men admit 

at distribution ought to be ‘in proportion to merit (kar agtav), they are not 

agreed as to what constitutes merit. Democrats, oligarchs, and aristocrats 
adopt different standards of merit in their distributions of the good things of 
life. 

The just then is that which ts ‘in a proportion’ ; for concrete things (such 

as persons and their shares) stand in relations of proportion to one another no 

less than abstract numbers do. 

The ‘proportion’ to which distributive justice conforms is that which 
mathematicians call geometrical proportion—discrete, with four terms, not con- 
tinuous, for although continuous proportion has really four terms, it obtains 
that number by employing one term twice, whereas in the formula of distribu- 
tive justice the four terms are separately present from the beginning—A and B 

the persons, and y and 8 thetr respective shares. Starting then from 
Al G1 BG 

we get alternando 

A ie sey ica hee P3} dO 

and eomponendo 

Aly B+ 6.33.A : B 

where the conjunction of A and y and of B and 5 (i.e.the assignment of y to A 

and of 6 to B) represents just distribution, i.e. distribution ‘according to 

merit.’ 
Onjust distrebution violates this proportion, i.e. gives the one party too much 

good (or too little evil) tn proportion to his merit, and the other too little good 
(or too much evil). 

Grant introduces this chapter with an excellent note, in which he 

refers to Plato, Gorgzas 507 E, and Laws 757 B, as foreshadowing 

the Aristotelian doctrine of Distributive Justice: also to Pol. Ty 5. 
_1280 a. 6 sqq., where ‘though the zame of distributive justice does 
not occur, yet the dea of it is fully developed.’ 

Ee2 
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§§1-5.] The argument is—ré dixaov is tov: but 76 tooy is pécor: 

therefore 76 dikaov is pécov as well as icov. When, however, we 

speak of ‘equal’ (icov), or ‘a mean between’ (uécor), we imply at 
least two ¢hings. But 76 8ikaov is more than an icoy or pécor im- 

plying at least two ‘dings. As has been pointed out before (v. 1. 

20, V. 2. 6), it has its etvat, or dvvapis, ev TH mpods Erepoy: 7. e. it implies 

a relation between Zersons. In other words, 76 dixacoy must be re- 

garded under the two categories of Quantity’ and of Relation: it 

is an equality of things which involves a fair relation between persons. 

Hence it implies four terms—two things and two persons, at least. 

§ 3. dveu héyou | ‘ without proof.’ 

§ 4. kat mpds te kai tuciv] Kb and CCC seem to stand alone in 

omitting kat mpds 1, and L» in omitting cai rviv. Bekker, following 
Kb», brackets cat mpés 1, Jackson follows L> in omitting kai roiv, 

while Ramsauer and Susemih] omit the whole clause kai mpds 

re kat tuaiv. This last omission is, I think, unjustifiable. The 

argument of §§ 1-5 seems to require an explicit statement of the 

point that ro diékawy is to be regarded not only under the category 

of Quantity as toov, but also under that of Relation—apos 7. More- 

over, the writer of the J/. JZ. (i. 33. 1193 b. 31, quoted here by 
Jackson in his important note) lays great stress upon this point 

in the argument—ro 6€ ye icov ev edaxioras Svaolv eyyiverat’ TO Gpa 

Tpds Erepov toov eivar Bikardy ott, kal Sikaros 6 Towdros dy ein. erel 

ovv 7 Stxacoovvn ev Sixaio Kai tom Kal ev peodryte (kai Susem.) ro pev 

Sixaoy [év om. Susem.] riot A€yerar Sixavov, rd 6€ toov &y tTrow ior, 7d 

b€ pécoy tit péecov' aor 7 Sikavcootvvn Kai TO Sikavoy ~orat kat Tpds Teas 

kai é€v teoitv, Jackson therefore retains cai mpdés 7 as the equivalent 
of the mpos érepov of the JZ... This is unquestionably right: 

but it may be doubted whether he is right in omitting xat rot ‘as 

a gloss anticipatory of 7 6€ Sika, tui.’ The equivalent ex-_ 
pression xai riviv is certainly unnecessary after kat mpés mu: but it 

is in the manner of the writer to add such unnecessary explanations. 

As for the omission of kai mpdés te by Kb—very little weight indeed 

should be attached to the omissions of K>°. They are generally 

1 See Met. A. 15. 1021 a. II Taba pev yap ay pia 7 ovcia, Gyo 8 dy 
Towns pia, toa S€ Gv TO Toadv Ev. 

27, CCC in Book V has not independent authority, It is probably a tran- 
script of a transcript of K®; see English MSS. of Nic. Eth. Anecd. Ox. p. 45. 
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as insignificant as its actual readings are significant. What is 
really important is that the argument absolutely requires kai mpds 
tt (whatever may be thought of the origin of the gloss kai rciv), 

and that the writer of the JZ. JZ. seems to have read pds tr (or 
mpés Twas ?). 

§ 5. Kal év ots, Ta mpdypata| ev ols = ra mpayyara. Jackson (fol- 
lowed by Susemihl) brackets the words ra mpaypara as a gloss on 
> = 
€V Os. 

§ 6. Kal } adth Eotat igdtys, ots Kat ev ots] ‘There will be the 
same “‘ equality’ between the persons and between the things’: 7. e. 

if the persons, as comparable xowwvoi of the same social system, are 

absolutely equal, their shares will be also (4 airy) absolutely equal : 

if they are not absolutely equal, but stand in a certain definite ratio 

of superiority and inferiority, their shares will also stand in the 

same (n atrn) ratio. Mayac kal éyxAjpara arise when the ratio, what- 

ever it be, subsisting between the persons is not observed exactly 
(7 adrn) in the apportionment of the shares. Ramsauer’s note on 
7 avti iodrys is good— Intelliges vocem 7 airy additum ad todrns 

tollere quasi notionem ipsius paritatis: ‘“‘eodem modo quo haec 

paria vel erunt vel non erunt, et illa vel erunt vel non erunt.” “Ia 

enim revera neque homines nec res, sed hinc ratio inter homines, 

illine inter res ratio; et est 7) avadoyia todtys Adywv, vs. 31.’ 

Gs yap ékeiva éxet, TA év ots, oUTw Kaketva exer] ‘I omit,’ says 

Jackson, ‘ the words ra év ois which appear in all the MSS. except 
K> [and CCC], and in Bekker’s text, in order that here, as in the 

sentences before and after, the persons may take precedence of the 

things distributed.’ Susemihl and Ramsauer also omit the words. 

Certainly ‘ the persons shduld take precedence of the things’ here ; 

but even with the omission of ra ev ois the clause is not satisfactory. 

*Exeiva referring to the more remote ois is then indeed correct: but 

instead of xdxeiva we ought to have kai ratra referring to the nearer 

€v ois. 

GAN evtedOev ai pdxor «.t.A.] Cf. Pol. E. 1. 1301 b. 28 dos yap 
1,” a , 

70 toov (nrodytes otaciafovew, 

§ 7. ér ék tod Kat déiavy todto 8HAov] rovro is the fact stated 
above in § 5, that ré Sica» involves at least two persons and two 

things so related that there is 7 airy iodrns between the persons and 

1131 a. 16. 

a. 20. 

a. 21. 

a. 22. 

a. 24, 
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between the things. This fact becomes more significant if we 

realise clearly that it implies that 7d Sikatov is dvddoysy t1—for ava- 
Aoyia we already know as mathematicians is lodrns déyav kai év 

térrapow edaxioras. Now, that ro dicaov, with its two persons and 

two things, is avddoydv 7 is obvious from our use of the expression 
kar afiav, ‘according to merit.’ When we say that A and B are 

rewarded each ‘according to his merit’ (whatever that may be), we 

mean that each receives his ‘just’ reward. But when A and B are 

rewarded each ‘according to his merit,’ reward a (7. e. A’s reward) 

stands to reward 8 (7. e. B’s reward) in the same ratio (Adyos) as 
A’s merit stands to B’s. Hence, just distribution of rewards being 

distribution ‘according to merit’ involves the dvadoyia, or iodrns 

Aéyov—A :B::a: 8. By means of the expression kar’ déay, then, 

the writer is enabled to substitute for the 4 airy icdrns of § 6 the 

more appropriate 6 avrds Adyos of § To. 

For the expression xa7’ d&iay, as used in the Z. WV., see the follow- 

ing passages quoted by Ramsauer in his note on v. 3. 7—viz. 

1115 b. 19, where the dvdpeios is said kar a€iav, kai os dy 6 Aédyos, 

maoxew kai mparrew, 7. é.in the manner indicated and required by 

Adyos, which grasps life as a whole, and gives each feeling and 

action 7/s due place in the ensemble :—1119 a. 19, where the capper 

is said py paddAov ayanay tas toa’tas HSovas THs a€ias, 7. e. than they 

deserve :—1122 a. 26, where we have the expression kar d&av 

danavav:; and 1100 a. 25 Biov tov car akiav: cf. also L/. £. iii. 6. 

1233 b. 6 6 de kar’ d&iay Kai os 6 Adyos, peyadonpenns* TO yap mpérov 

kat’ agiav €ativ" ovdev yap mpémer Tov mapa Thy akiav: also LZ. Li’. iii. 7. 

1233 b. 19 6 pev POdvos rd AumEioOar emt Tois Kat akiay ed mpdrrovow 

eoriv: also E. E. viii. 3. 1249 a. 7 TO KaA@ KayabG kara €or Ta hice 

aya@d* Kahov yap 70 Sixatov’ tovto 6€ tO Kar a€iav’ aéos & otros rovTwv" 

Kat TO mpémov kaddv' mpéner 5€ Taita Tovt@, TAodTos, evyevera, Sivapis. 

In all these passages kar’ aéiay means ‘according to merit,’ or 

“suitably to desert ’—whether the ‘ merit’ or ‘desert’ be the ground 

on which recognition is due to a ferson in the social cowwvia, or the 
reason why a feeling, an action, or a circumstance should have a 

certain place assigned to it in the ensemble of 6 dvOpamwos Bios. 

The expression xa7’ agiav thus necessarily connotes the idea of 
‘proportion’; hence we find the phrase 7é «ar d&iav ioov = ‘ the 

equality which characterises proportion,’ 7. e. isérns Aéywv : see Pol. 

E. I. 1301 b. 29 €ore de Sirrdv 7O toov' 7d pev yap apOu@ rd d€ kat’ 

agiav cori. eyo 5é apiOu@ pev rd TAHOE 7) peyeOer tadtd Kai tov, Kat’ 
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agiav S€ 7d TO Ad yo, ofov bmepexer kar apOuov pev tow Td Tpia row dvoiv 1181 a. 24. 

kat Tata Tov €vds, Adym Se Ta Térrapa Toy Svoiv Kal Tadta Tov évds* 

toov yap épos Ta Ovo Ty TerTdpwv Kat TO Ev Toiv dvoiv” dupe yap Huon. 

Equality is either (1) numerical equality (7d dpi icov), or (2) 
equality of ratios (76 kar’ agiav tov). 

Thy pévto. agiav ob thy atryy «.7.A.] That ‘the recognition of a. 26. 

merit’ is the principle on which all just distribution must proceed 

is universally admitted; but men are not agreed as to ‘ what con- 

stitutes merit ’—as to what is the underlying condition (émdpyew— 

bracketed, however, by Bywater: it is omitted by Ob, Pb, K», and 

CCC, the two last having kar’ ‘a&lav twa Setv elvar per dittographiam * 

in its place) of preferential recognition. Those who think that the 

masses should rule hold that the being a free man (éAevOepia) is by 
itself a ‘merit’ overshadowing all other ‘merits,’ and entitling: its 
possessor to share equally with all other ‘free’ members of the 

state: oligarchs think that the rich are entitled to more recognition 

than other members of the state; some, again, think that high birth 

constitutes a superior claim; and those who favour the rule of 

the Best and most Virtuous identify the highest ‘ merit’ with good- 

ness and culture: see Pol. T. 5. 1280 a. 7-1281 a. 8, where it is 

pointed out that of édvyapyikot make the mistake of supposing that 
if a man is ‘superior’ in a certain respect (¢. e. in respect of wealth) 

he is superior in all respects ; and oi dyuoxparixoi the mistake of sup- 

posing that if men are equal in one respect (7. e. in respect of being 

free men) they are equal in all respects. Both ignore the vital 
point (rd kypewraroy, 1280 a. 25), that the State is an institution for 

the furtherance of human perfection, not an insurance or joint-stock 

company. Cf. also Pol. YT. 7. 1282 b. 23 sqq., where the various 
claims to social recognition are examined. Does any superiority, 

he asks, give a man a right to a higher position in the State? 
Surely not. We cannot give a man a higher position on account 

of his finer complexion or superior stature. We do not give a 

better flute, among equal players, to the high-born player. In 

short, only those superiorities must be taken into account which 

have a distinct connexion with the well-being of the State. Noble 
birth, Freedom, and Wealth are superiorities which have a dis- 

tinct connexion with the existence and well-being of the State, 

and their claims to recognition are accordingly pronounced 

1 This dittograph may have accidentally extruded imdpxeyv. O” and P? are 
scarcely independent evidence. 
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1131 a.2¢6. reasonable. There cannot be a city consisting entirely of poor 

men, or of slaves; and without dper, hereditary and acquired, there 

can be no good administration of the resources and energy supplied 

by wealth and freedom. Freedom, wealth, and high birth are all 
factors in the well-being of the State, if dperj—enlightened moral 

interest in the cow) ovpdpepov—be present to coordinate them. The 

class which possesses this dpern ‘merits’ the highest place in the 

State, just because it is its supremacy alone which ensures that 

other classes shall also receive what they severally ‘merit’ in the 
Siavopy tev Kowav, The rule of dpern is 7 dp6) modtreca. But where 

the coordinating principle of dpery is absent, freedom, wealth, and 

high birth struggle each for mastery: and, through various processes 

of ordows, various mapekBeBynxviat modiretae are consolidated, according 

as this, that, or the other a&fa has succeeded, for the time, in secur- 

ing exclusive recognition to itself. 

In connexion with the use made of mathematical formulae by the 
writer of the Fifth Book it is interesting to note the elaboration with 

which his example is followed by a later writer on Justice, the 

Pseudo-Archytas, quoted by Stobaeus (/%or. vol. ii. p. 137, ed. 
Meineke, Mullach, /vagm. Phil. i. 560):—Apytta TvOayopeiov éx 
TOU wept vopov Kal SiKatoovvns’ 816 TO Sikavoy Tot pev apiatoKpatikdy, Toi be 

Sapoxparikéy, rot d€ ddvyapxiKov TrotovyTL. Kat TO aptoToKpatiKoy KaTTAY 

Umevavtiay peoorata’ Tois pev yap peCoor peCovas Tas Adyas, Tois b€ pyooe 

pyjovas Svaveper a dvadoyia atta’ TO O€ SapoKparikdy KaTTav yewpeTpiKay’ ev 

yap tavTa Tot Ayo toot Tay peCvev Kal pydvev peyeOéav’ TO S€ dAvyapytkoy 

kai Tupavyikoy KaTTay api6pytixav’ avtiater yap avta Ta vrevavtia’ Tois yap 

pyoot peCovas Twas Adyws, Tois Sé péeCoow ppovas. tai pev av idea Tas 

Stavopas tocavta’ ral de eixdves ev Tats modirelats Kal Tots oikoLs OewpeovTat, 

Tinai Te yap Kal KoAdoets Kal apxal 7) e€ iow Tots peCour kal pyooe OravepovTat, 

i) €€ avicw i) TH apera Urepexey 7} TH TAOUT@ 7) Kal Suvdper. 70 pev dv €& 

tow Sapokparixdy, Td b€ e& aviow apiotoKpatixdy 4 OdvyapyiKdy. See 

Mullach, /ragm. Ph. ii. 119, for an account of these three peadryres 

or dvadoyia (in music)—(1t) & dpiOpntiKd, in which as the first term 
exceeds the second, so the second exceeds the third—e. g. 6, 4, 2. 

Here, as Nicomachus Gerasenus (dépiOpntixh elcaywyy p. 132, ed. 

Hoche) says, €v trois eAdrrogw dpous peifoves of Adyot, EAdrroves bé év ToIs 

petCoow, 2.¢. the ratio 6: 4 is smaller than the ratio 4: 2; or as 

Archytas (?) quoted by Mullach (ii. 119) says, 76 tay pergdver épov 
Sidornpa petov, 7d S€ Tov pedvov peifov: (2) & yewpeTpiKd, where oi 

peiCoves toov movodvrat TO Sedotypa Kai of pelovs: ¢.g. 8, 4,2, ratio 8: 4 
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being = ratio 4: 2; (3) & Omevavtia dv Kadovper dppoviKay (Archytas 1131 a. 26, 

apud Mullach ii. 119) éka €wvrt rowdroe Gore & dv mparos épos To 

Seutépw wmepexn EavT@ peEpet, Ta’T@ 6 pécos TH Tpitw UmEpexXer TO TpiTw 

pepe, yiverar dé ev tavta Ta avadoyia TO Tav petCdvwv dpwoy SidoTHpa 

peifov, 76 O€ Tov pecdvey petov: e.g. 12, 8, 6, where 12 exceeds 8 by 

ard of itself, and 8 exceeds 6 by ird of 6, and the ratio 12 : 8 is 

greater than the ratio 8: 6. 

§ 8. povadicod dpiWyod .. . dws dpiOpod| ‘Proportion’ is not a. 30. 

peculiar to ‘number’ in pure arithmetic where povddes, or abstract 
‘ones,’ indivisible and always equal to one another, are counted ; but 

belongs to a// ‘number ’—z. e. also to ‘number’ as realised in con- 

crete and unequally-sized things. This statement (introduced by yup) 

is added to meet a possible objection—that the schema of Propor- 

tion, applicable to numbers formed by the addition of abstract units 

(uovddes), is not applicable to the concrete ois and & ois with 

which 76 Sixavov is concerned. Mich. Eph. has the following com- 

mentary here—vpovadicdy dpiOpov A€yo @ apiOpodper, oiov tHv Sexada, 

@ dpiOpovpev tors Seka tmmous i) Tovs Séxa Avdpas, ds Kai Kupios apropos 

Neyerar... OAws dé dpiOpot A€yovtar ta apiOunpara, oivy Tos dSéka Bdas 

7) avOporovs, avadoyia yap now ov povoy earl tev ek povdd@v ovyket- 

pévev kal ws péetpov NapBavopevav apiOuev adda Kal Tov apiOunta@v 7) Kai 

npOpnnevav. as yap emi Tav ws pétpov apiOpav eat. Tis dvadoyia, ws 

6» (8) mpos tov & (4), as 6 s (6) mpos Tov ¥ (3), ores ore Kai ent Tov 

apiOuntav inner, kuvav, ypappaev emumédeav, Kal dmdos ov eotiv apiOpds” 

kal yap €v Tovrows dvadoyla eotiv' éxovoe yap apiOpdy, Set yap twa avadoyia 

tis 7, aptOpor tia eivar. Cf. Bonitz on AZes. M. 6. 1080 b. 19. p. 545; 

‘Ejusmodi numeris [7. ¢. the “extended units”’ of the Pythagoreans 

—-rov yap 6Aov otpavoy KatacKevafovow €& apiOpev, mAjY ov povadiKor, 

G\Aa Tas povadas UrodapBavovow exew péeyeblos, 1080 b. 17] Ar. opponit 

Tovs povadixods apiOpovs, 2. e. EOS Numeros, quibus non certae quaedam 

res (cf. V. 5. 1092 b. 19: det 6 dpiOpos bs dv n Twav eotiv, i} mipwos 

i) yyivos # povadixds), sed ipsae unitates, abstractae ab omni rerum 

qualitate et varietate, individuae (cf. 8. 1083 b. 17) neque inter se 

distinctae (cf. 7. 1082 b. 16) numerentur. Ac talem quidem 

numerum quum investiget scientia arithmetica, eundem numerum 

dpiOpnrixdy et povadexdv appellat, cf. 8. 1083 b. 17. Cf. Zell, ‘apOpoi 

povadixot sunt quos nostrates dicunt unbenannte Zahlen; numeri 

nude positi sine rebus numerandis.’ Jackson (p. 81) refers to Plato, 

Phileb. 56 D, ‘where arithmeticians who deal with povddus avicous 
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such as two armies, two oxen, &c., are distinguished from arith- 

meticians who deal with povdSes which are all alike.’ 

H yap dvadoyia iodtys éott Adywv] See Euclid, v. Def. 3 Adyos eri 

dv0 peycOav bpoyevay 9 Kata mHixdtyTa mpds GAAnda Tod oxéous: and 

v. Def. 8 dvadoyia d€ éorw 9 rav Adyov ravtdérns (v. 1. dpotdrns). In 

his note here Mich. Eph. says—ro iodrng dvri rod époudtys* avadoyia 

yap €otw 9 Tov A6ywv 6powdrns—the reason for preferring épourns to 

ioédrns apparently being that in yeoperpixy dvadoyia we have to do not 

with 7) Kar’ dpOpov iodrns, 2. e. not with two equal quantities or dpiOyoi, 

e.g. 4 = 4, but with two qualitatively identical ratios each of which 

yet involves different arithmetical conditions: e.g. the ratio 2: 4 

is qualitatively identical with the ratio 5 : 10; but each ratio is 

realised in quantitatively different terms. Now, if 2 and 4 be taken 

to represent the sides of one (say, right-angled) parallelogram, and 

5 and fo the sides of another, the two parallelograms (which thus 
represent diagrammatically the dvadoyia 2: 4 :: 5 : 10) are, in 

mathematical language, szmzlar (épo1a), though of course not egual 

(toa): see Euclid, vi. Def. 1. It is probable then that Mich, Eph. 

had ‘similar’ geometrical figures in view when he chose éyodrns 

instead of iodrns to express the gualiiative sameness of the déyor in 

yeopetpixy avadoyia: and in this usage he is supported by the 

authority of Aes. A. 15. 1021 a. 11 Taita pev yap av pla 7 ovoia, 

opora 8 ay 7 Toudtys pia, toa 5é Sv 7d roody ev: cf. Mich. Eph. on 

V. 2, 12 Gray tolvuy TH pev TroidtyTe diap€pwot TH ary, 7H S€ moodTATL pH 

TH) avT} 1) ToLavTn dvadoyia yewperpiKy Kadeirar ... adptOuntixi) dvadoyia 

€oTw 7 Togod pev igov ev tais Scapopais, mood S€ py trou i) pr) dpotou 

peTexouca. 

§ 9. 7 pev ody Sinpynpevy . . . cuvexys| See Nicomachus Gerasenus 

dp.8. cicaywyr il. 21. §§ 5, 6. p. 121, ed. Hoche—ouvrnppévn avadoyia 

(= ovvexns of the present passage) oiov a, B, 8 (¢.e. 1, 2, 4) Kara 

mowdrnTa ..., kata moodrnta O€ a, B, y (2.2. I, 2, 3). AceCevypévn (= 

Sinpnuern here) . . . olov kara pev rd wowy a, B, 6, n (¢.e.1:2:2: 4: 8), 

kara O€ TO Tocdyv ovTws a, B, y, 5 (2. Ex (2 03" 4) The statement 

T@ évi ws Svoi xpyrau kat dis Aeyet, made by the writer of the Fifth 

Book here must, of course, be taken as made with exclusive refer- 

ence to the ocuvexys avadoyia at present before him-—viz. 7 ouveyys 

(Or curnppérn) 7 Kara TovdtTyTO. 

os 4 ToG a... tod y| Jackson has an important note here: 
‘Throughout §§ 9, 11, 12, where I have given ordinal numbers [he 
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reads 7 rod mpdtou, &c., for 7 rod a, &c.|, most of the editors write 1181 b. 1. 

cardinals (a, 8, y, 5). In order to avoid the arithmetical absurdity 

(1: 2=3: 4) thus produced, I proposed in the Journal of Philology 

1872. iv. 310, to write (with Fritzsche) A, B, Fr, A: but on further 

consideration I am convinced that mparov, Sevrépov «.7.A. should be 

substituted. The otherwise strange phrases 6 a épos, rod a dpov in 

§§ 11, 12 suggest this alteration, and it is confirmed by several MSS., 

H® and K» [and CCC] throughout §§ 9, 11, 12, and Pb and N?P in 

§§ 9, 12, writing ordinals in full, whilst Pb pr. man. gives sometimes 

ordinals in full, sometimes a, 8, y, 6 with superposed marks which 

may perhaps represent the terminations of ordinals, cf. Bast, Com- 

ment. Palaeogr. p. 850 [NC has ordinals in three places, and B? in 
two.| Michael Ephesius and Averroes seem to have had ordinals.’ 
I follow Jackson in preferring the ordinals. As to the phrases 

} Tod a (7... mpwrov, thy Tod B (2.e, devrépov)—Jackson asks, ‘can 

they mean “the line which we take for our first term,” “the 

line which we take for our second term”? Mich. Eph. com- 
ments as follows—rd 6€ rs AéEews Tis otov ws H TOU mpatou Tpds 

Thy Tod Seutepou rowitdy eat, ws 7) TOU mpwTov dpov oxéots TOU 

6xt® mpos tov Sevtepov tov 6 (qu. tHv Tov Sevrépov Tod 8), ovTws 7 

tov Sevrépov tod 8 mpos thy Tov tpirov rod B. But is this not a 

misuse of the word oyeots? Cf. Eucl. £7. v. Def. 3 quoted above. 

At any rate we may safely reject the alternative suggestion of 

Grant that orvypy is to be supplied, as well as his theory that the 

proportionals are algebraical quantities.’ I have little doubt that 

the reference here is to ypaypai, and that the writer has in his mind 

the cuveyns dva\oyia Kata morta of the problem of rerpaywmopds 

(Euclid, £7. ii. 14, cf. vi. 13) in which the longer side of a rectangular 

parallelogram stands to a peon ypappn as the péon yp. stands to the 

shorter side: see de An. ii. 2. 413 a. 17 Ti €ott TeTpaywuopds; Td 

toov érepopnker opOoywrov civat iodmdevpoy. 6 5€ ToLtodTos épos Adyos Tov 

avpmepacparos’ 6 b€ héywv Ort cot 6 TETpayouopos péons EUpeots, TOU 

mpaypatos Néyer TO airuop. 

§ 10. Sijpytar yap Spotws ots te Kat &] ‘for the same distinction b. 5. 

obtains between the persons and between the things.’ Here dpoiws 

marks the qualitative sameness of the Aeyou: see note on § 8, a. 31. 

Jackson quotes Pol. I. 5. 1280 a. 17 Sujpyrae tov avrov tpdmov emi Te 
ca ‘ e 

T@Y TpayyaTw@Y Kai ois. 

§§ 11, 12, 18.] To take the Paraphrast’s examples—a = Achilles 
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(100); 8 = Ajax (50); y = reward of Achilles (10); 8 = reward of 

Ajax (5): 
(eG) ais Bird 

(2) evadda£—alternando (Euclid v. 16.) 

Cay — so 

(3) ore Td Gdov mpos 7d Gdrov (Sc. dmep ExdTepov mpos Exdrepov § 13) 

—componendo (Eucl. v. Def. 16). 

a+y:8+6=a: 8. 

The just distribution consists in putting together a and y, 8 and 
d:....9 dpa tov a dpov 76 y aviCevéis TO ev Stavopy Sikaidy ear (§ 12). 

§ 11. 15 ddov mpds 76 GAov] This phrase is elliptical: supply dzrep 
ExaTEpov pos EKdTEpoY AS iN § Sy 

Strep 1% vow} ouvdudfer| ‘this is the combination which the dis- 

tribution effects.’ Bywater’s suggestion dmep (z.e. the two terms 
united in the édov: see his Contributions to the Text. Crit. of Nic. 

ith. p. 44) is tempting. 

§ 12. ovfLeugs] This, Jackson points out, is Euclid’s otvéecrs (v. 
Det. 16): cf::curre@y here. In Nie} Ger, ii. 23. 5: p. 125, 1 0cne, 

aivbeois is multiplication, not addition. 

kal poor Td Sikavov Todr earl, (7d 8 GSukov) 7d Tapa Td dvddoyor | 

so Bywater, following Tr, which gives the words 1d & déccov, and K>, 

L>, r, which read 76 before mapa for the rod of MP and other MSS. 

§ 13. yeopetpixyy]| 7 avadroyia 7 kara 76 rowy is called ‘ geometrical ’ 

on account of the large place which it occupies in geometry (see 

e.g. Eucl. Books v and vi), as compared with 7 dvadoyia 7 Kata 7d 

moadv, contrasted as dpiOunrixn. "ApiOpds iS moody, whereas the 

‘similar figures’ of geometrical proportion fall, as oxjuara, under 

the category of mourns (see Caz, 8. 10 a. 11). For yewperperi 

dvadoyia aS 7 Kata Td mov see Nicom. Ger. li. 24. pp. 126, 127, 

Hoche—éore 6€ 4) yewperpixy avadoyia érav ... moodrnTte py TH avTy 

Suaépwow of Gpor addAndov, AANA Adyou mowTHTe TH av’TH, EvavTios 7) ET 

THs aplpntixns apon ... otoy B, d, n, dv yap Adyov exer 6 yn mpds Tov 4, 

rovroy Kai 6 8 mpos tov B Kal dvdmadw, ov pny tony toodrnta perakv 

adAnrov €xovow. 

The Aristotelian explanation of Distributive Justice as «ara ryy 
ye@perpixyy avadoyiay is derived from Plato: see Gorgzas 507 and 
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Laws 757 quoted by Fritzsche, and by Grant in his introductory 1181 b. 13. 

note to this chapter. Cf. Plutarch, Sympos. viii. Quaest. 2, who 

asks why Plato represents God as a geometer. Among various 

explanations rod det yewperpeiv rov Oedv he gives the following (Symp. 

Vill. Q. ach: 2, quoted by Fritzsche)—6 yap Avxoupyos, otaba Onrmovbev, 

Ore THY apiOpntixyy dvadoylav, os Snpokparixny Kai dxdexnv odcay [but cf. 

the Pseudo-Archytas quoted above in note on v. 3. 7, a. 26], ¢&éBarev 

ex THs Aaxedaipovos’ emevonyaye Sé Tv yewperpikny, OAtyapxia GadPpore kal 

Baothela vouiyn mpémovoav® 1 pev yap apiOue@ rd tov, 7 dé TH Ady@ Td 

kat agiav drovepet, Kal ov TmdavTa Suov piyvyow, adda éeoTl xpnoTay kai 

Tovnpov evonuos ev aitn Sidkpiois, ov Cvyois, ovde KAnpots, aperns Se Kat 

kakias Siapopa 7d olketov del Svadayxavovtv, tavTnv 6 Beds emayer THY 

dvadoylav tois mpaypaat, Siknv kal veueow, @ hire Tuvddapn, mpoaayoper- 

opevny, kat SiSacKovaay Nuas Td Sixatov tcov, GAG pH TO ivov Sew moreia Oat 

Sikavov. Hv yap of modXol Sidkovow iodryta, Tacav adiKiov ovoay peylotny, 

6 cds eaipav ws dvvatdy eott, TO Kar a&lav SiapvAdrres, yeapeTpiKas TO 

Kata Adyov Kal Kata vopoy épitopevos. Cf. Plutarch, de Yraterno Amore 

12 (quoted by Zell, p. 173) 6 pev odv Sddov dropyvapevos wept moAcreias, 

ws iadtns oTdow ov Trovet, Atay Edokev dyAtKs, apOwntixny Kal SnpoKpateKyny 

erevodyew avadoylav avtl ths Kadns yeapeTpixis, 

§ 14. gor 8 08 cuvexhs atty 4 dvadoyta] Of course the yewperpuxy b. 15. 

dvadoyia of distributive justice with its two persons and two things 

is not ovveyns: but there are cases in which yewperpixy dvadoyia is 

avvexns—see Nicom. Geras. quoted above in note on v. 3. 9, a. 32 

—the*péon ypappn of Eucl. vi. 13 is one term used twice. 

yivetat dpa Td pev mAéoy 7d 8 Edatrov| Injustice in distribution b. 17. 

being the violation of proportion, ‘it follows from this (apa) that, in 

an unjust distribution, one term is made too large, and the other 

too small’—z.e. if the distribution is unjust the édov a+y will be 
made too large, and the édov 846 too small, or vce versa, in pro- 

portion to the relation subsisting between a and 8 (émep éxdrepov mpos 
éxatepov), The inference yiverac dpa 16 pev mA€ov 76 8 Ehattov 

becomes clearer if we supply in thought 7d & dvadoyoy péoov (cf. 

line rr above) immediately before yivera. 

Step Kat éml tov épywy oupBatver|. ‘And this is also what b. 18. 
actually takes place’—vz.e. ‘actually takes place’ (emi ray épyor 
ovpBaiver), as well as ‘may be inferred from premisses’ (Adyo 
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ovpBaiver) in the proof ro & déiKcov 716 mapa ro dvddoyov,  yiverat 

dpa To pev mA€ov 7d & €darrov. 

§§ 15, 16.] ‘A repetition of ch. 1, § 10,’ Grant. 

Kal 76 jGddov petLov| rd waddov aiperdy peifov dyabdr. 

CTUA PTE Resiyye 

ARGUMENT. 

The other kind of particular justice is that which ‘corrects’ inequalities 
arising out of transactions, voluntary and involuntary, between individuals. 

Justice in ‘correction’ is equality —not, however, that of ratios, as in 
geometrical dvaroyia, but the equality which obtains in arithmetical dva- 

Aoyia, where the mean zs equally distant from each extreme. Thus the 

judge who ‘corrects’ an inequality arising out of a transaction neglects the 

possible inequality in ‘merit’ of the parties (which he could not do tf ‘ distribu- 
tion’ had to be made), and takes account only of the difference produced by this 
particular transaction in the positions of parties whom he views simply as 

persons equally entitled to the undiminished possession of the éxros aya0a which 
happen to belong to them. The equality x=x. which subsisted before the 
transaction made a difference in the positions of the parties, is the arithmetical 

mean between their positions x + 1 and x—1 after the transaction. The judge 
tries to make thetr posttions equal again by reducing them to the arithmetical 

mean x.1.e. by taking from A’s too-much (x +1) that part of it (1), which was 

acquired at B's expense, and adding it to B’s too-little (x—1). Jf wecall A 
the ‘gainer’ and B the ‘loser’ by the transaction, we may define ‘ gorrecteue 
justice’ as the mean between gain and loss. Accordingly when people think 
That they are ‘losers’ they appeal to the judge or ‘middle-man, as to the 

embodiment of the just mean. We must remember, however, in defining 
corrective justice as the mean between gain and loss, that, on the one hand, itt ts 

only as something which has a value to be afterwards paid for in the criminal 
court, that a blow can be called the‘ gaiu” of the assailant and the ‘loss’ of 
his victim ; and, on the other hand, that‘ gain’ and ‘loss’ in the original 

sense of the terms,i.e. gain and loss incidental to trade, are not unjust, and 

therefore need no ‘ correction. 

§ 1. 7d Sé Nowmdy Ev 7d S:opOwrikdy «.7.A.] See note on v. 2. 13. 

When distribution has to be made it is ‘just’ to give to each 
recipient a share proportioned to his ‘merit’: this is ro Scaveyy- 
tixov Sixacov, and its formula, as we have seen, is 7 ‘yewperpixy 

dvadoyia. When a ovvdd\aypa between A and B has resulted in 
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the transference of part of A’s merited share of ra éekrés dya@d to 

B, it is ‘just’ to correct the anomaly by transferring back to A 

from B either the part in question, or its equivalent. This is 7d 
ScopOwrukov (or erravopOwrikdr, § 6) Oikacov. Its mathematical formula 

is  dpiOunrixy dvadoyia (or peodrns); for A and B are no longer 

regarded as possibly wnegually-mertforious recipients in a distribution 

to be made, but as persons egually entitled to enjoy the undiminished 

possession of the shares, large or small, which they have respectively 

received: accordingly when, as the result of a cuvdddaypa, B’s share 

is increased at the expense of A’s, the reduced share of A and the 

increased share of B will appear as extremes between which the 

equality of A and B, as persons entitled to the undiminished 

possession of their shares, will fall as the ‘arithmetical mean.’ 

Let « = x represent the equality in the eye of the law of A and B, 

as persons entitled to the undiminished possession of their respective 
shares—an equality which is not affected by the differences in per- 

sonal character, working power, rank, &c., which would have to be 

considered if A and B came up as recipients in a distribution: a 
guvadXaypa between them reduces A’s x to *« — 1 and increases 

B’s x to x+1. It is ‘just’ to ‘correct’ this inequality, and the 

correction is made by striking the ‘arithmetical mean’ » between 
x —1 and « +1, “e. by restoring, in short, the parties to the 

positions which they each occupied before the cvvdAdaypa. 

In his note on this § Jackson quotes the following passage from 

Grant ad loc.—‘ The term “ corrective justice ” is itself an unfortunate 
name, because it appears only to lay down principles for restitution, 

and therefore implies wrong. Thus it has a tendency to confine 

the view to ‘‘involuntary transactions,” instead of stating what must 

be the principle of the just in all the dealings between man and 
man. On this Jackson remarks—‘ Apparently Grant forgets that 

it is the original transaction which is said to be either voluntary or 

involuntary, and that it is the rectification of wrong arising out of 

the original transaction with which corrective justice is concerned.’ 
The example which Jackson gives of the rectification of ‘wrong 
arising out of’ a voluntary transaction is ‘A borrows money from 

B (who is here éxoy) and does not fulfil his engagement to repay 

the loan at a certain time; corrective justice takes from A the 

proper amount and restores it to B.” Here I would submit that 

A’s non-fulfilment of his engagement is not a ‘ wrong arising out of 
the orzgznal transaction’ in the same sense in which e.g. the loss 

1131 b. 25. 
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of my purse is a wrong arising out of the ‘ original transaction’ 
with the pickpocket. A’s non-fulfilment of his engagement (his 
ability to repay being assumed) introduces a zew relation, or cvvad- 

Aaya, between the parties, being a form of «Aomj, and belonging 

to the Aapaia division of dxovo.a cuvaddAdypara, not to the class of 

éxovo.a ouvaddAdypatra, It is properly this new dkovaiov ovvdddraypa 

out of which the wrong rectified in Jackson’s example arises. At 
the same time I am ready to admit that Jackson’s example of the 

diudpOeors of ‘wrong arising out of a voluntary transaction’ is 
probably one which the writer of the Fifth Book would have 

accepted. As I remarked in my note on v. 2. 13, he probably 

thought rather of the enforcement against fraudulent or potentially 

fraudulent parties, of the original terms of éxovo.a cuvadddypara, and 

the settlement of disputes regarding the meaning of the original 

terms in the civil courts, than of the judicial rectification of un- 
fortunate results, for which neither party is to blame, arising out 

of the ovvadAdypata—the terms of the cvvaddAdypyara not being in 

dispute—as e.g. when a Land Court ‘rectifies’ the result of a lease 

contracted in the open market. As it is, however, he gives no 

examples Of rd SiopOarikdy Td ev rots Exovoiots cuvadddypaci*, I limit 

myself to saying that he gives no examples, for I think that 
Grant goes too far when he asserts that ‘a// that zs sazd [in this 

chapter] applies only to the “involuntary transactions.”’’ I take 
it that the words in § 7—érav dpoioBytdow, emi roy Sixactyy Kata- 

devyovo.r—may refer to ‘voluntary’ as well as to ‘involuntary 

transactions.’ 

§ 2.] By 7 ard ray cowéy d:avoyn we must understand much more 

than the distribution made by some obvious central authority, 

such as a general who distributes prize money, or a board of 

directors who apportion dividends: far the most important form 

of the dvavouy awd rev Kowdy is ‘the distribution of wealth’ which 

results from the operation of the ‘economic laws’ regulating 
wages and profits. The good workman contributes more (cf. 
the eicevexyOévra of this passage) than the indifferent workman to 

the development of that wealth of the nation which is, as it were, 

the material body to which the State, as Wuyn, gives life and reality ; 

and accordingly his reward is greater. Any attempt to interfere 

1 It is worth noticing that the difficulty of bringing the recovery of debt 
within the scope of judicial S:dp@wois was felt ; see Z. JV, ix. I. 9. 
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with the wages or profits determined by free competition is an 1181b. 26. 
attempt to disturb a yewperpxy dvadoyta, and to violate 76 duavepnrixov 

dixaov. No such attempt can, in the nature of things, succeed 

permanently, its hope being, not to change a merely conventional 

principle of d:avopy, but to defeat the law of the victory of the 

strongest. 

It is interesting to compare in this connexion the remarkable 

passage, WZ. MZ. i. 33. 1193 b. 36-1194 a. 25, in which distributive 

justice is described as determining the returns of labour, and regu- 

lating the exchanges which in Z. JV. v are discussed in the chapter 
on 1d dvtimerovOds (ch. 5). The writer of the AZ. JZ. differs from 
the writer of Z. JV. v in confining the principle of 16 avrirerovOds to 
criminal cases, JZ. JZ. i. 33. 1194 a. 29-1194 b. 2. 

§ 8. kata Thy dpOpntixyy| Mich. Eph. defines dpi6. dvadoyia as 1182 a. 1, 

follows: dvadoyia dpiOuntixn €otw 7 Tocod pev toov ev tais diadopats, 

rowod S€ py toov pi Spolov petexovoa: cf. Nicom. Ger. p. 124, ed. 

Hoche, ¢orw odv apiOpntixy peodtns, Grav rprdv 7 TrELdvorv Gpwv epeEns 

GAAnAols KEetevav emwoovpevay 4 adit! Kata ToadryTa S.ahopa ebpioxnrat 

peraéd tav epeEns wmdpxovoa, py pévtoe Adyos 6 avTos ev ToIs Gpots mpds 

GAAnAovs ywnrat otoy a, B, y, 6, €. . « . meTEXEL Apa 7 ToLav’TN ToTOU peEv 

isov év traits Sapopais mowd dé ovkere toov' dia tovTo dpiluntixy’ et & 

€umadw rowovd pev cpoiou pereixe, tooo 8 ov, Av ay yewperpixy avtt 

apOpntikns. 

oudév yap Siapéper x.t.h.] When one man injures another man a. 2. 
(the examples in this § and the next are dxovowa ovvadddypara ex- 
clusively), no account is taken of the possibly unequal ‘ worth’ of 

the persons as recipients in a distribution, but only of ‘the difference 

produced by the hurt’ (rod BAaBous thy Siapopav) in the positions of 
parties who are egually entitled to enjoy the possession of their 

own, 
In his note on this §, Grant says: ‘ Corrective justice is here said 

to regard each case impersonally as an affair of loss and gain, and 

between these it strikes the middle point. It is the moral worth of 

persons that is ignored (ci émexys patdov «.r.d.), for we find after- 

wards, ch. 5. §§ 3-4, that a consideration of the position and circum- 

stances of persons does come in to modify the estimate of the loss 

sustained from an indignity,’ &c. It must be remembered, however, 

that in the cases here alluded to by Grant (v. 5. 4 oiov ei dpxny €xav 

émdtaéev . . . kal ei cipxovta emara€éev), ‘the loss sustained [se. dy the 

Ff 
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individual himself | from an indignity’ is not the most important 
thing to be estimated, but rather the pudie evel arising from acts 
which tend to diminish the authority and presige of a magistrate. 

I do not think that it is fair to the writer to assume (as Grant 
seems to do) that he regards in v. 5. 4 merely the individual's 

personal loss, and not also the public evil involved in the offence ; 
but it must be admitted that he does not see at all clearly that the 
case «i dpxovra endra€ey is not sui generis. Even when one ordinary 

citizen injures another ordinary citizen, the true nature of the 

situation created is misrepresented by the term ovvad\aypa applied 

to it. . We are not concerned merely with a relation between two 

individuals 77% vacwo, but with a sore in the body politic, which must 

be healed by means which take account of the whole organism, 
AwpOwors is much more than making the aduey give ‘compen- 

sation’ to the ddcovpevos—indeed it is sometimes impossible to 

‘compensate’ him at all. The words before us here (v. 4. 3)— 
ovdey yap Swudéper x.7r.A.—are significant, as showing how abstract 

the writer’s notion of 76 S:opOwrixdy Sixaoy is. He is thinking here 

only of the ‘compensation’ given to the individual. The good 

moral character of the adc«év does not indeed make the wrong 

which he inflicts one for which the adccovpevos should get less ‘ com- 

pensation’ than for an equal wrong inflicted by a bad man; but 

the claims of the ddicotpevos to compensation having been satisfied, 

it still remains to be considered by the ‘court of correction’ how 

far society has been endangered by the offence, and how much 

ought to be added to the penalty on that account; and here 

‘previous good character’ is not irrelevant. The formula of the 

apiOuntik peodtns Seems to me to have stood in the way of the 

writer's taking a complete view of the nature of ‘ Corrective Justice.’ 

§ 4. Kat yap Stay «.7.4.] ‘for even when one man is struck, and 

another strikes, or one man kills, and another is killed, it is a case 

of unequal division between patient and agent ’—~. e. the situation 

created by a theft is only a more obvious, but not a more real, 

case of ‘unequal division’ than that created by an assault or a 
murder. 

GAG Treipatar TH Cypla iodLerv, dapdv Tod KépSous] I am inclined 

(though with considerable hesitation) to agree with Miinscher 

(Quaest. Crit. p. 70) and Jackson that (nuda is not (as Mich. Eph, 
and others suppose) the instrumental dative here = ‘ by the penalty 
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which he (the judge) inflicts,’ but the impaired position of the injured 1132 a. 9. 
party, as opposed to the képdos, or augmented position of the injur- 

ing party. The fact that in the context ¢nuia describes the position 

of the injured party seems to favour this view. Jackson’s rendering 

is—‘?.e. meiparae Th Cypia iodery 76 Képdos apaipev airod. “ He endea- 

vours to equalise the unjustly augmented advantages of the one (ré 

képdos) and the unjustly impaired advantages of the other (rjv gyptar) 

by taking from the former and giving to the latter.”’ The gen. 
apapoy Tob Képdous (NOt dpatpay 7d KépSos) seems to show that xépdos 

stands here for the zw/o/e position of the mA¢ov ¢yav, not for the un- 

justly obtained far‘ of it. 

§§ 5, 6. Néyerar yap Gs amas eiwety . . . KadetTat Td pev Lypia a. 10. 
7 8€ KépSos| The terms ¢yula and xépdos are applied strictly (oikeiws) 
only where A has come out of an éxovovov cuvdddaypa poorer (in 

respect of dpyvpiov 7 dca eis dpy’piov), while B has come out of it 

richer ; still, metaphorically we speak of the ¢yuia of the man who 

has been struck, and of the xépSos of the man who has struck him: 

it is not, however, till the damage done comes to be estimated, that 

the terms are thus metaphorically applied: 7.e. the infliction of a 
wound could not be described as xépSos to the person inflicting it, 

except for the reason that it has a value in the criminal court and 

has there to be paid for: see Rassow (forsch. p. 122)—‘ Trende- 
lenburg (fest. Bectrége sur Ph. iii. p. 425) denkt bei perpné_ an 
schatzbare Klagen, und interpretirt im iibrigen wie Barthélemy 

Saint-Hilaire: mais quand le juge a pu mesurer le dommage 

éprouvé, le profit de l’un devient sa perte, et la perte de J’autre 
devient son profit. Aber diese Auffassung ist schon wegen yé un- 

moglich. Nach meiner Ansicht ist zu tibersetzen: aber erst dann 

nennt man das eine ¢npia, das andere xépSos, wenn das FErlittene 

gemessen ist.’ Another objection to the view of Trendelenburg 

and Saint-Hilaire is that although the judge’s rectification is 

certainly called (kadetrar) (nuia (2. e. = penalty) so far as the mardgas 
is concerned, its result for the made is never called xépdos. 

§ 6. dote Td EmavopOwrikdv . . . Képdous| I do not think that a. 18. 
there is any significance in the substitution here of emavopOwrixéy for 
SvopOwrixdy. A comparison of the words before us with § 14 below 
Gore KépSovs Twos Kat Cyplas pécov TO dixaidy ett TOY Tapa TO Exovatov 

is well fitted to exhibit the difficulty in which the writer is placed 
by his conception of 1d d:opOwrixdy Sixaroy 76 ev Tois Exovgiots ovvad- 

Ff2 
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Adypact, In the clause before us (§ 6) we naturally assume that, 
in accordance with the statement made at the beginning of this 
chapter, 7d énavopbarixoy Sixaoy iS Td peor Cyutas Kai Kepdovs, NOt only 

in dkovowa ovvadddypara (from which the examples are exclusively 

taken), but also in ékovova cuvadddypara. In § 13, however, he tells 

us that Cypia and xépdos originally and properly mean that loss and 
gain (having less and having more than one started with) which 

the law, so far from attempting to correct, permzzs in voluntary 

exchanges, olov ¢v TO oveicOar Kal mwdeiv Kai ev doors Gddots adevay 

dé5wxev 6 vduos, and that, where an attempt is made by the law to 

correct (yuia and xépdos, it is not ¢ypla and xépdos in such voluntary 

transactions as buying and selling, but in zzvo/unfary transactions ; 

his final summing-up being (§ 14) dare xépdous twds Kal (nplas 

pécov 7d dixady eore TOY Tapa TS Exovovov—‘ accordingly (corrective) 

justice is the mean between gain of a certain kind and loss of a 

certain kind, z.e. between gain and loss in involuntary transactions.’ 

Here rév rupa 76 éxovovov, referring to and explaining xépdovs tivds 

cat (nulas twvds, is an inexact abbreviation for ra@v ev rots dxovators 

guvadddypact: so the Paraph.—décre képdous tuds kai Cnuias peoov rd 

dikaudv ete’ éyw b€ Tov ev Tois axovalois TvvahAdypacw . . . TO yap ev 

rois exovolois guvaddaypact KEpdus ove MdiKdv eat ovTE ELOdYETAL’ TOUT@Y 

yap adeav eeaxev 6 vopos. It is difficult to reconcile this summing-up 

with the position from which the writer starts, that corrective justice 

is the rectification of inequalities arising év tots cvvadAdypacr Kai Tois 
éxovoiots Kat Tois akovoios: but see note on v. 4. 14, b. 18 where 

Jackson’s view is discussed. 

§ 7. Kat Cytodor Sixacthy pecov] Fritzsche quotes Thue. iv. 83 
étoimos oy Bpacida pec O 7) €MLT pe: im pacida péow Sucaory emitpéerew, 

peordious| Zell quotes Pol. E. 5. 1306 a. 28 ev d€ rh eipnyy dia rip 

amiotiav thy mpos addAnAous eyxetpiCovar THY uAakny OTpaTL@TaLs Kal apxovTe 
’ 

Meola. 

§ 8. Bixa StarpeOy] ‘to divide into two egual parts,’ Jackson, 
who refers to Eucl. £7. i. 10, i. 9, iii. 30: cf also Nic. Ger. dp.8. 

eioay. i. 8. 4, p. 15, Hoche. 

§ 9.] The sentence ro & toov . . . dvadoyiay Rassow (Forsch. 
p- 30) supposes to have changed places with dca rovro . . . duxaorns 
—‘ Die richtige Gedankenfolge wird hergestellt, wenn der Satz da 

rovro—dyao7ns vor den Satz ro 8 toov—dvadoyiay gestellt und an 
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die etymologische Bemerkung angeschlossen wird, zu der er ganz 1132 a. 29. 
ersichtlich gehé:t. Erst dann gewinnt sowohl &a totro, als yap 

seine richtige Beziehung.’ 

Sid ToiTo Kat dvopdterar . . . StxaotHs] See Alex. Mes. p. 718. a. 30. 

1. ed. Bonitz (on 1078 b. 21) Seaoovvn yap paow [oi Tvdaydpecor | 

cot apiOuos 6 Starpav tiv Sexada diya. Cf. also Theol. Ari/h. p. 12 

(Ast’s edition), quoted here by Jackson, Aikn re, oiovei diyn Kai "lous 

x.r.d. It is scarcely necessary to remind the student that the 

original meaning of dikn is cusfom or usage—Ccf. dixn Bporay, ‘the way 

of mortals’; and that consequently dSikavoy = véuemov is earlier than 
, ” 

Oikavov = toop. 

§ 12. too ot ef dv aa... x.td.] ‘The lines (ypappat) over pb. 6. 

which we writea...a,8...8, z.¢. ‘the lines aa, 88. As Jack- 

son remarks, ‘ the genitive and the dative appear to be used indiffer- 

ently in such phrases’ ; hence, in b. 7, rd €¢’ 6 y 8 (Oh and CCC— 

though in CCC there are traces of erasure after 6) ought to be read 

for Bekker’s 16 ef’ &v y 8. ‘It will be observed,’ Jackson notes, 

‘that the whole lines are described as 7 a a, x.7.A., and the segments 

of them as réae,x.7.A. Thus 7 aa is what Euclid would call 7 aa 

ypappn, To a € What he would call 16 a € tyjpa.’ 

Zott S€ ToUTO Kal emt TOV GdAdNwy TexvOv . . . b. IT. TovodTor | All b. 9. 

MSS. give these words, both here, and (wethout dv) in ch. 5. § 9. 
1133 a. 14, where they are explicable in the context. Here they 

are clearly out of place, and must have crept by some accident 

into the archetype of all existing MSS. If we suppose that in the 

MS. from which the archetype was copied, the text from 1132 b. 

II éAn\ve to 1133 a. 14 iaacOjva exactly filled the reverse side of 

one folio (A), and the obverse side of the next folio (B), we can 
see that the copyist, reaching r@ y$ 1132 b. g at the bottom of the 

obverse side of folio A, and accidentally turning over two leaves 

(A and B), instead of one’, would find the words ¢ori d€ rotro x.7.2. 
1133 a. 14 at the top of the reverse side of folio B, and might 

transcribe them after y 6 1132 b. 9, before he found out his mistake. 

If he marked them for omission, the next transcriber might easily 

fail to notice his mark. 
The words having thus established themselves in v. 4. 12, their 

1 Rassow (Forsch. p. 38 note) gives an instance of this accident in the case 
of N°, 
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occurrence again in v. 5. 9 would, of course, be a difficulty for 
later scribes; and I cannot help thinking that the omission of & 

in the latter place was an awkward attempt on the part of a later, 

but very early scribe (for a// the MSS*. and the Aldine edition omit 
dv 1133 a. 15) to minimise the difficulty by making the writer 

appear to refer back with the imperfect avypotvro to a statement 

already made. The result is, of course, an unjustifiable sentence. 
Aristotle alludes with the imperfect 7» to a doctrine previously 

stated, but if he wishes /o guote the exact words of a previous 

sentence he does so with &s édéyopev mpédrepoy, or some such phrase. 

It is conceivable, however, that a copyist in difficulty might ignore 

this distinction. At any rate I feel sure that it was by no mere 

accident, but on a ¢heory of some kind or other, that a succession 

of scribes down to the time of the Aldine edition steadily refused to 
admit the grammatically necessary dy in v. 5. 9, while they read it 
IN. Ve 4s 12; 

Whether the clause is genuine even in v. 5. 9 will be examined 

in the note on that §. The foregoing hypothesis to account for its 

presence in v. 4. 12 assumes only that it was present in v. 5. 9 

before it appeared in v. 4. 12, but not that it is genuine, z.¢. was 
always present, in v. 5. 9. 

§§ 13, 14.] See note on v. 4. 6, a. 18. 

§ 13. év dcois GANorg GSerav] Grant has a good note here—‘In 
commerce of all kinds the law allows one to gain as much as one 

can. In involuntary transactions the law allows no gain to be 

made, but brings things always back to their level. This non- 

interference of the law with bargains becomes, if carried out, the 
principle of free-trade.’ 

§ 14. dray Sé pte mhéov pyr Edatrov aN attra (7a add. Rassow, 

Bywater) 80 attav yévntat, 7a abtdv paciv gxeww Kal oltre Lnprodcbat 

oute Kepdaivery] Bekker’s full stop before érav b. 16 should be 
removed: see Rassow, Forsch. p. 94. 

On the aira 8 avrav [or abray | of the MSS., I quote Jackson’s 

note, in which he gives the various interpretations which the editors 

have offered of the words, and adds an interpretation of his own— 
Sabra &¢ avrey yérnra.| The editors all read 8v atrév, and most take 

these words in connection with attra. “Nemo interpretum haec 

+ Jackson states that all the ten MSS. (including K>) examined by him omit 
av here. I can add that CCC and B !?° also omit it. 

| 
i 
| 
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verba intellexit,” says Michelet. “ Felicianus vertit: sed sua cuzque 1182 b.16. 
per se tpsa evaserint; Argyropylus: sed sua per se tpsa sunt facta ; 

Lambinus: sed parza paribus respondent. Cum § 13 dixisset, nomina 

kepdos et (nuia orta esse ex contractibus voluntariis, iam § 14 

proponit, ea nomina translata esse ad obligationes ex delicto, ita 
ut in lis solis usurpentur. Verte: wb¢ vero neque plus neque minus 

habent, praeterquam quae per se tpsos facta sint, &c.” Rassow 

(forschungen, p. 94) proposes to insert ra before 8’ airav [ Bywater 
adopts Rassow’s ra], and to translate “das was man durch seine 
eigene Arbeit besass.” Grant would construe “but result in being 
themselves by means of reciprocity, 7. e. by mutual giving and taking, 

éavtav being equivalent to dddyAov.” Finally, as I learn from a note 
to Williams’ translation, Professor Chandler reads é¢ airév, and 

translates “ But when, by buying and selling (¢ atrav), men have 

got neither more nor less than they had at first, but exactly the 

same.” Agreeing with Professor Chandler in his rendering of 
mov, édattov, and avra (sc. ra €E apyjs), I take 6¢ ai’rav yévnrac 

to mean “‘comes into their possession.” If we can say 6¢ adrav eivar 

“to be in their possession”’ Poddt. vii. (vi.) 4. p. 182. 28, viii. (v.) I. p. 
194. 23. 6. p. 206. 2 (see Eucken, dber den Sprachgebrauch des A. 
li. 38), surely 8¢ atrév yiyreoOac must also be admissible. The 

sentence thus means, as it ought to do, “ But when people ge¢ what 

is their own, they are said to have what is their own.” Cf. Polit. 

Vili. (v.) 7. p. 208. 26 pdvov yap portpov TO Kat agiavy toov Kat TO exew 

ta atrav.’ It may be conceded that 6¢ adray yévnrat would in certain 

contexts be good Greek for ‘comes into their possession,’ although 

it is to be noted that the idea of ‘management,’ in addition to that 

of mere ‘possession,’ seems to be conveyed in the passages on 
which Jackson relies; the difficulty, however, of accepting Jackson’s 

interpretation of the words in the present case is that of breaking 

up the phrase aéra 6? atrav [or abray|, which seems to be an organic 
whole. The passages quoted by Jackson, after Eucken, perhaps 
throw light on 80? airav [or atrév | yernra, but not on atta 6? a’ray 

[or aire |—viz. Pol. 1306 a. 16 tis modrteias Oe dAlyav otans: 1301 b. 

12 Tv pev KaTaoTaoLv mpoaporvrat THY avTnY Ov abr@y bé etvat BovdovTat: 

1293 a. 28 rd Ov airay tas dpxas éyew. It seems to me that adra &v 

avt@v cannot be broken up, and that atréy is necessarily neuter, 

teferring to the same subject as aira. The phrase does not, it 

would appear, occur elsewhere in the Aristotelian Corpus; but in 

Theophrastus, JZe7. i. 1 (Brandis, p. 309) we have, ovr’ dyav etonuos 
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7 [sc. rv pabnpatixay| cuvacy rois alcOnrois . .. olov yap peunxyavnpeva 

doxet SV jar elvar oxnpata Te Kal popPas Kat Méyous mepiTibévtrar, adra dé 

6e abrav ovdepiay exer piow: 7.e. geometrical truths are thought to 

be arbitrarily constructed by us, and to have zu and of themselves 

no independent reality: cf. also Plutarch, Consol. ad Apollon. 1 

ovde yap oi BeAtiotor Tov larpOv mpos Tas dOpdas Tdv pevpdtov émupopas 

evOis mpoogépovar tas Sid Tov aupydxay Bonbeias, ddd’ €Sor ro Bapovov 

ms reyporns Oia THs tov eEwbev emiypicteav enibéoews ato de abrou 

AaBety wey, 

I take atra 8V atray [or airéy] then in the present passage as 

one expression in which 8? airéy strengthens ard, and explain: 

‘But when there has resulted neither more nor less [than what they 

started with], but simply the original amount itself ’—z. e. the original 

amount not affected from without in any way, but remaining ‘in 
and through itself’ the same. Rassow’s easy emendation gives good 

sense, but I prefer the avra dv a’rév of the codd. explained as above. 

date képdous . . . Uatepov| see note on v. 4.6, a. 18. Jackson’s view 
alluded to at the end of that note is as follows, p. 86 ‘ra@v mapa 76 

éxovowov| This is not inconsistent with 2. § 13 and 4. § 1, because, 

whether the original transaction was dxotvovov or éxovoror, the result 

Must have been mapa rd éxotvovov in regard to the person injured, 

else there would be nothing to rectify’: and he translates the 
clause—‘ Thus 16 [S:opOwrixdy| Sikaov is a mean between a sort 
of profit and a sort of loss in matters which are not voluntary— 

the possession of exactly as much after the transaction as before it.’ 
Jackson’s point here then is that réy mapa 7d éxovovoy is not, as the 

Paraph. assumes it to be, equivalent to rév év trois dkovciors ovvadhay- 

pact, but serves to mark that kind of ¢ypia (resulting, it may be, 

from an ékovovov ovvdddaypa) which the losing party resents, and can 

have judicially rectified, as distinguished from that other kind of 

<nuia which he accepts as bad luck in business. I admit that this 

interpretation of tév mapa ro éxovoroy is ingenious, and would be 

plausible, if we could be sure that we were dealing here with the 
unbroken statement of a consistent doctrine of corrective justice. 

In the absence, however, of anything like certainty on this point, 

I think that it is safer to explain the two passages, §§ 5, 6, and 

§§ 13, 14 (whether written by the same author or not cannot be 

settled, and does not matter much) independently of each other. 
Sections 5 and 6 regard the xépSos and ¢npia, between which 1d 
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éravopbwrikdy Sikavoy is said to be 76 pécov, as emznently the xépdos and 1182 b. 18. 

(ypia which result from dxovova cuvad\dAdypata: and dlegal xépdos and 
¢ypia arising out of éxovova cvvaddAdypara, theugh theoretically im- 

plied, are not prominent in the writers mind. Sections 13 

and 14, I think, are to the following effect—‘ (yuia and xépdos 

strictly so called are in voluntary exchanges, and are allowed, 7 e. 

are “just”: hence where ¢yuia and xépdos are not allowed, ze. are 

“unjust,” they are so called in a metaphorical sense, 7. e. they are the 
(nyia and xépdos which result from zvoluntary transactions. These 

are undoubtedly the most eminent examples of ‘unjust’ ¢yjuia and 

xépdos—and the passage, I believe, confines itself to them ; whether 

because the writer purposely limited his statement, or because the 
sections (13, 14) are, as Ramsauer supposes p. 315, fragmentary, 

I do not undertake to decide. The consistency of ch. 4 would 
have to be much more evident, I think, than it is, to make it likely 

that rév mapa 7d éxovorov is not Opposed to ris éxovoiov adAayis 

b. 13, and does not stand for ray éy trois dxovaios guvadAdypact. 

CHAP TERN. 

ARGUMENT. 

Some have thought that ‘suffering or receiving in return, meaning by this 

‘ suffering or receiving the same in return,’ 2s an adequate definition of justice. 
But this definition does not explain the nature either of distributive or of 
corrective justice. Corrective justice does not proceed on the principle of ‘ an 

eye for an eye’ ; ittakes account of circumstances and motives, and also makes 

the offender ster, not the same thing, but that which is equivalent ; avd 2¢ zs 

a return equivalent to the product of his labour, but not the same in kind, 

which distributive justice assigns to each member of the community ; im 

other words, the subsistence of the social community requires that each labourer 

shall receive from other labourers in exchange for his product, not the same 

product, but an equivalent amount of other products. Thus, of labourers A 

and B, and their respective products a and B, be arranged in a square 

A B 

a B 

we may say that exchange ts ‘ cross-conjunction, i.e. the conjunction of A and B 
and B and a. Since, however, the values of the unit products of different 
labourers differ, there could be no fair exchange unless it were possible to 

determine in each case what amount of one product is equivalent to what 
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amount of another product. This is possible by means of money, which zs 
a ‘medium of exchange’ or ‘common measure of things exchanged.’ Of course 

‘need’ or ‘demand’ ts the real medium ; and money ts merely its conventional 
representative ; but it ts necessary to ‘ represent’ or untversalize need ; since 

need tn the concrete, i.e. the need of this particular product, varies too much to 
be a standard of value, whereas money which enables a man to get anything 

he needs zs something which he always necds equally—or nearly equally (for 
the value of money fluctuates slightly) ; i.e. monzy is something which he ts 

always willing to take in exchange for his product. 

from what has been satd it ts plain that ‘doing justice’ zs striking the 
mean between the position of the par. ty who injures and.that of the party who ts 
znjured, and that the habit of justice ts a mean state, not however in the same 
sense in which the other virtues are mean states, , but because. in_the apportion- 
i aaa 

ment of external good things, it p? woduces a @_ Met, 1€,. always assigns an 

amount | which is the mean between the too much and the too little which 

injustice assigns. The just man deliberately assigns t to himself and to others 
that amount which ws exactly proportioned to his and_ their «mer “et in each 

casé, netther too much nor too little. The unjust man deliberately assign>too 
much of that which ¢s good, and too little of that which ts evil, to himself; and 

where he does not himself come in for a share, tends to give undue preference ta 

one or other of the two parties between whom he makes distribution. 

§ 1. 16 dvtimemov0ds| The writer having explained the two ein of 
Particular Justice, now proceeds in ch. 5 to discuss certain points, 

some connected with Distributive Justice, and some with Corrective 
Justice, which might have been discussed in chapters 3 and 4 
under their own heads, but seem to come before the reader more 

naturally and suggestively when allowed to arise out of the criticism 

of a famous theory of justice with which he is already familiar. 
To avrimerovGes, literally ‘¢hat which has suffered or received in 

return, is somewhat strangely used instead of 16 dvtimemovOevat. 

’AvturerrovOevac in Mathematics’ is ‘to be reciprocally propor- 

tional’: dvturendyOnots is ‘reciprocal proportion’; and ra dvtene- 

movédra are ‘magnitudes which are reciprocally proportional’: see 

Euclid, £7. vi. Def. 2—‘ Two sides of one figure are said to be 

reciprocally proportional to two sides of another, when one of the 

sides of the first is to one of the sides of the second, as the remain- 

ing side of the second is to the remaining side of the first.’ The 
enunciation of Euclid £7. vi. 15 is rév tov kai pilav pra tony exdvrov 

yoviay Tpryovey avturendvOacw ai mevpal ai mepl Tas toas yovias* Kal av 

play pud tony €xovt@y yoviay tTprywvev avtimendvOacw ai mAevpal ai rept 
‘ ” ’ ” > NN > Co 

Tas toas yeovias, toa €OTL EKELVA. 

1 I wish to acknowledge indebtedness to Jackson’s note, p. 93. 
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Let (1) and (2) be equal triangles having angles A and X 1132 b. 21. 
equal. 
Mee t4es = EX is EZ: AC. 

@rmleniteae ek 94 AC, and langle A= X; then the 

triangles are equal. 

(1) (2) 
a Cc Y i dollar ee 

rd 

Here the dvtimendyOnots, or ‘reciprocal proportion,’ consists in 

this, that if triangle (1) is superior in respect of its side AB to 
(2) in respect of its side XY, on the other hand (2) is equally 

superior in respect of its side XZ to (1) in respect of its 

side AC. 
In mathematics the term dvtiumerovO0s, avtimerrovOvat, OF avtiTerrovbn- 

ovs, thus means unambiguously ‘ reciprocal proportion.’ But when 

we apply this technical mathematical term to express the concrete 

case of the ‘just reciprocation’ which ought to subsist between two 
persons, it immediately becomes ambiguous. When we say that 

‘it is just that A should get or suffer in return what he has given 

to or inflicted upon B, do we mean that he should get or suffer 

the same thing, or something different but ‘equivalent’? And if 

something different, but ‘equivalent,’ what is to be the standard of 

equivalence? In the so-called dxovowa ovvaddAdypara a natural 

instinct of the primitive man calls aloud for ‘the same thing.’ 
This instinct found formal expression in the law, ‘an eye for an 

eye, of ancient penal codes, and still asserts itself in those modern 

codes which retain the death-punishment for murder. It was only 

comparatively late reflection which suggested that the ends of 
criminal justice were, in most cases at least, best served by a 

retribution equivalent to the injury, but not the same in kind. In 

the case of the éxovca cuvadddypara, however, men necessarily saw 

from the very first that avrardSoc1s could not be corn for corn, but 

must be corn for something else, and that the dvramédoots would be 

fair, only if the va/we of the corn given in return equalled the value 

of the thing received. Thus the notion of value, dfia, proportion, 

forced itself upon them from the very first in the case of éxovova 
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ovvad\dypara, but was long absent from their reflection upon dkovora 

ouvadAdypara, 

In the present passage the writer accuses the Pythagoreans, 

together with others, of confounding justice with ‘simple recipro- 

cation’; ‘simple reciprocation’ being ‘retaliation,’ or that recipro- 
cation which proceeds according to the principle of ‘an eye for an 

eye. ‘But there are some who think that simple reciprocation, 
or “suffering the same in return,” is all that is involved in the 

notion of justice. This was the opinion of the Pythagoreans, who 

defined justice simply (2. e. without any zpéo@eois or qualification) 
as “reciprocation,” or ‘‘suffering the same in return” ’—an opinion 

which in § 3 is identified with that of the line «i ke raOou x.rd. 

Here then the charge brought against the Pythagoreans is that 

they confounded justice, as a whole, with the /ex /alzonis which, as 

we have seen, recommends itself to a primitive instinct as the law 

of dkovova ouvaddAdypata. ‘The writer's criticism (§§ 2-5), and con- 

sequent construction (§§ 6 &c.)—in which the famous conception 

of 1d dvtimerovlds is not cast aside, but skilfully used—consist 
in turning the reader from these axovova cuvadddypata Which are so 

misleading in this connexion, if attended to exclusively, and asking 

him to observe 16 dvturemovOds in éxovora ouvaddAdypata as well, in 

order to obtain there a truer view of its nature, and return with 

this truer view to the explanation of it in the dkovova ovvadddypara. 

It seems to be very likely, however, that, in charging the Pytha- 

goreans with the identification of ‘justice’ and ‘retaliation,’ the 

writer is mistaken. ‘There can be no doubt, of course, that they 

spoke of justice as dvtimerovOds : but it is probable that, in doing so, 

they thought merely of the mathematical implication of the term, 

without pledging themselves to the doctrine of ‘an eye for an eye,’ 

or indeed to any doctrine which could be said to have much efhzcal 

significance. This would be entirely in keeping with their treat- 

ment of the other ‘virtues,’ which they explained fantastically, by 

mathematical formulae, without, apparently, paying much attention 

to their concrete content: see Alex. on A/e7. A. 5. 985 b. 26 

(quoted by Jackson from Zeller i. 360) tis pév yap Sixavoovyys tSioy 
¢ , + N > , ie > - > o ~ 
UmoAapBavortes eivac TO avtimerrovOds TE Kal ivov, ev Tois aptOpois TovTO 

evpioxortes dv, Sua ToUTO Kal Tov iodkis toov apiOyov mparov €deyov eivat 

Sicacoovwny . . . TovTov b€ of pev tov Téooapa eAeyov . . . of S€ Tov 

ewea: see also Theol. Arith. p. 28 (Ast), quoted by Jackson, 

‘where the Pythagorean definition of justice is said to be dvvapys 
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dmoddéaews Tov trou Kal TOU mpooNKorTos, euTEeplexopevn apLOuod TeTpaywvov 1132 b. 21. 

mepioood peodtytt, The other virtues were similarly formulated: 

see MM. M.i. 1. 1182 a. 11 mpartos per obv evexeipnoev 6 TvOayépas 

mept aperis eimetv, ovk dpbas de? tas yap aperas eis Tods apiOpods avayov 

oUK Oikelay Tay dpeTav Thy Dewplav emroretto’ ov ydp éoriy 7 Sikacootvn 

dpiOuos iodxs toos. I think then that there is good reason for 

doubting whether the Pythagoreans with their mathematical 

expression 76 dikaov 1d dvtimerovOds, pledged themselves to the 

doctrine of simple retaliation with which the writer of the Fifth 
Book charges them. At any rate the pseudo-Archytas (apud Stob. 

Flor. ii. 138 ed. Meineke), who, I suppose, hoped to pass for a 

Pythagorean, gives a very different account of the expression from 

that ascribed to the Pythagoreans by the writer of the Fifth Book. 

Discoursing rept vépov kal dixavoovvns, this ‘ Pythagorean” says det 57 

Tov vopov Tov Kdppova Kal Tay mA ex macay ovvOeToy eiuev Tay GAdav 

moNtreav’ Kai €xev Te Baowdnas Kal dpiotoKpatias* Somep Kat ev 7a Aake- 

Saipor' tol pev yap Baaid<es Tas povapxias, Tol d€ yepovtes Tas apioTo- 

Kpatias, Tol dé €opor tas ddeyapxtas, immayperat dé Kal Kdpor Tas OapoKpa- 

Tias’ Set Toivuy Tov vopov pi) povoy ayabdy Kal Kaddv Hyev, GAAG Kal avTi~ 

merrovOevat Tois ad’T pepeecory | legem igitur oportet non solum bonam 
et honestam esse, sed etiam singulis suis sive reipublicae partibus 

oppositam—Mullach, Frag. Phil. i. 560]. otros yap ioxvpos kai Bé- 

Baos’ 708 dvtimeTovOdvar A€yw avTO, Kal dpxev Kal GpxecOa Tay avtav 

dpyav [partibus singulis eam oppositam esse dico, ita ut idem 

magistratus aliis imperet aliis obediat|, domep Kal ev 7G edvopwrdra 
Aakedaipov' Tots pev yap BaciwWevow Toi epopor avriKdOnvra, Tovtors 8 oi 

yepovtes, pecot 8 of xédpoe kat inmaypéra’ ef? 5 yap ay peypovre Tot 
, a > , e 5 oy, ¢ , 

TeovekTeovTes T@Y GpXOvT@V, oUTOL Tois aAAoLS UroTiBerTal. 

dvtimeTovOds AAW] GAA seems to be given only by KP Pb and b. 23. 

CCC’; and Jackson omits it, ‘because it is grammatically impos- 
sible to combine it with dvturerovOds.’ (The avtumerovOévar trois atte 

pepeeoow Of the ps.-Archytas quoted above seems to show that it is 

not impossible.) He suspects ‘that ddA is a corruption of ddos 

prefixed to one of the double readings which in the following 

sentence are preserved by Pb, and therefore may have occurred in 

the common progenitor of Pb and Kb’ The reading of P is 
avtirerovOds GAd@, TO 8 avtimerrovOds ovK epapporrer o'r’ emt TO vdpipov 

» , 2 

OUT emt TO ToduTikdy, ToALTKOY B€ A€y@ TO KoLvwreKdy, TO 8 avTuTenorOds, 

1 B! has GAAwry, 
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1132 b.23. «7.4. Camb. has the same interpolation (with vépiKxoy szc, for 
vducuov), and on the margin, in a later hand, the word zepurrever. 

§ 2. 13 8 dvtimetrovOds odk epappdrrer| ‘receiving, or suffering, 

the same in return’ is a definition of justice which is inapplicable, 

whether we consider justice as distributive or corrective; and 

there is no third kind of justice. Mich. Eph. has an interesting 

note here—airiarae 5€ Kai "ApiototéAns tov TlvOayopeiwy 1d dmhos 
> ~ A > A al 4 ‘ , de e A A | 

eimely TO avtumerrovOds Sikaov, kai py Stopicat, pnde mpocGeivar To Kata 
> Pine x 4 Ny € a > , o a ’ > A , dvadoyiav' 7d yap dmdGs avtirdoyxew Exactov 6 Tremoinkxey oVSapes Sikavov. | 
e - , 4 \ > , Va, U fod - , 

ob onpetov mapébero Td py epappdtrew adrd pHre 7H StavepyTi@ SiKaie— 
a -~ a , ‘ > a 

pire TO Siopbarix@ eis A rd Sixaov Sunpytar’ ada mas ovK epappocet 
> , ae St! > , Cae ? > x , > , A ‘ BY > } 
€xeivous 3 7) Ott ekeivav ExaTepov €v avadoyia €OTL, TO pEY Yap yewpeTpLKY . 
Agi. n - » > > , n 5) a a , eo ‘ > 70 & dptOuntiky, Touro & év ovderépa THv avahoylov UToTintEL, OTL EV OLY : 
> »* A > ‘ > A ~ ~ > ‘ ‘ ‘ ; A 

ovk éoTt TO avTimerovOds Tav’TOv TO StavepNTLK@® OVE KATA THY yeoperpiKTDY 
‘ ‘ 

> 2 a S > ‘ A > , A ” \ ‘ \i > ‘ ? dvadoyiav SyAov* ev pev yap ekeive 7d iooy kai TO dikatoy HY TO KaT 
e 

> , * > ‘A ~ > re > ” “ A A A > 3 , > ~ 

délav’ év d€ 7G avtememovOdre otk eatt Tod yap TO Kat’ a€iay ei Sovdos 
> A Lal ‘ ‘ , ‘ > ‘ , > =< x re 

evyevy Kat orovdaioy pilav mAnyny mANEEL, Kal avTOV play avTeTAnynvat, 7) Et 
, aA - ~ 

icpéa Nakricer avtiakriOjvar, Gdda pay ovd€ TE SiopOoruKG ravrov ro 
> QA ay ‘ si A Es) SN 3 - > , \ 
dvtimerovOds' To pev yap Siop$wrikdy ovr’ avta aii avtitacyxewy Tovs 

, . > \ a7 SN ENE? > ry n > N - 
roumcavras’ ov yap dddvta avti dddvtos afwi e€awpeiv, adda Tysacg bat 

e , \ ” ay eee \ x > , xn 7 a > 5) ; e > 
méaov Kai otov a&tos 6 ddodvs 7) 6 POadpds, 7 ETL GV 7 TO pEAas, oioV Et 

déka vopiopdtoy, Tada dmarteiv ard Tod TouoavTos Kai Ovddvar TH TeTov- 

Odre thy arépnow rod dddvros i} Tod GpOadpod. It will be noticed that 

Mich. Eph. in this passage thinks of a ‘ Distribution of Punishments ’ 
kar déiav, He says that to punish, on the avtienov6ds principle, a slave 

who strikes a gentleman would be inconsistent with the 6caveynrixoy 

dixaov, The Paraphrast is, I think, more fortunate in his illustration. 
a y 5 

He says—Toiro &€ 7d avtimerovOds obk ecappdrret ovderi etdet Tov dekaiov, 

ovre yap 7d Scavepntixdy Sikaoy tovodrdy ear, ovre 70 SiopBwrixdy® ert 

pev yap THs Svavopys ov Suvardy ael roy moXiTnY exeiva TacXeLW ed amo TOU 

kowov dmep emoincev’ ei yap TUpavvoy améxrewe, TOS TO avTO TeEloeTat; 

‘Receiving the same in return’ is an erroneous account of distri- 

butive justice, because in it the dividend which a man receives amo | 

rod xowod is not the same in kind as the contribution which he i 
makes to the common capital: e.g. the musician is not paid in 

music, but in money according to his skill. It is also an erroneous 

account of corrective justice, because it makes punishment merely 
a matter of immediate personal revenge, ignoring the interests of 

society, which demand the establishment of an impartial court able | 
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to take account of the position and circumstances of the parties as 1132 b. 23. 

members of the State, and to estimate carefully degrees of respon- 

sibility. 

§ 3. Kairor Bovdovrat ye TodTo héyety Kat Td ‘PadapdvOuos Sixavoy | b. 25. 

7.e. the Pythagoreans appeal to the venerable authority of Rhada- 

manthus. 

té 7] the conjecture of Coraes and Jackson for the rd x’ of the b. 27. 

MSS. is probably correct. 

Siky K iBeta] Fritzsche quotes Hom. Hymn. in Cer. 152 ieinae 

dikyor, and compares Latin rec/us, Germ. Recht. 

§ 4. wohAaxod yap Siadwvet] 7c. in many cases just correction b. 28. 
and simple retaliation do not agree. The examples introduced by 

oioy seem to refer only to correction, unless we are to follow Mich. 

Eph. in thinking of a ‘distribution of punishments.’ 

otoy ei dpxyv éxwv «.t.d.] As was pointed out in note on v. 4. 3, 

the writer, in this remark, probably recognises the public aspect of 

punishment. Hitherto he has described punishment or ‘ correction’ 
as affecting the dduév and ddikovpevos only. We can in this instance 

see the advantage of the method in morals which builds upon 

foundations discovered by the examination of é&éoéa. _Had—the 

writer not found the so-called Pythagorean position imperfect, it 

would perhaps not have occurred to him to remove a vital imper- 

fection in his own theory of ‘correction,’ even in the slight and 

insufficient way in which he does so in the present passage. The 

Paraph. Heliodorus has a discriminating note here—6 yap rév apxovra 

TunTnoas, THY Taw THS WodtTelas dvethe, Kal ov TUMTHvETaL, GAN dTo- 

kravOnoerar’ Kal 6 Tov yapoy Tov médas SiabGeipas, meiverar prev Kal altos 

kak@s, ov ta avta O€, adda Kata TO avadoyov. Cf. Probl. KO. 14. 952 

b. 28 (referred to by Fritzsche) ofov cat av pév tis dpxovra Kakés 

ein, peydda Ta emitija, eav O€ tis idi@Tnv, ovdev' Kal Kad@s* oleTaL yap 

TOTE Ov povoy eis Tov ipxovra ekapapTavew Tov KaTnyopovvTa, adda Kat 

eis THY TOAW LBpicew. Tov aitoy dé Tpdmov Kal TOV ev TO Apert KETTOVTA 
, , 

ov povoy Tov idiaTnv BAramrew, GAA Kal THY WOAW aioxvvEL, 

§ 5. éru tS Exovovov Kal 7d dkovcroy Siaheper wos] The Par. b. 30. 

Heliod. merely says ¢? 6€ tus kal dxovolws Kai dyvoov Bae tov réXas, 

ov Sikardv eotw 6potws dv7BraBnva, and Mich. Eph. says ef... €xov 

dedpaxev i) dixav ev pev TH emavopOwrix@ Sikaim e€erderar, Kat et pev 
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1132 b. 30. eipéOn éxwv Spacas eOvverar perfovas ci 8 dkav petpiwrépws’ enti de Tov 

dvtimerovOdros ovdéev Towodtov e€era¢era. So far as the impulse to 

retaliate in kind is an irrational one, it will not stop to enquire 

whether an injury is intended (ékovorov), or is merely due to accident 

(dxovavov) ; but perhaps the words before us imply something more 

than this, which the writer of the JZ. AZ. (i. 33. 1194 a. 37) has 
expressed—od yap Sikaoy, et tis Tov dpOarpov éexoyyev Tivds, avTeK~ 

komjvat povoy, GAAa TAElova Tabeiv, dkodovoncavra TH avadoyia’ Kal yap np&e 

mporepos Kat noixnoer, 2. ¢. if justice is ‘receiving the same in return,’ 

the aggressor whose assault is voluntary, and perhaps entirely un- 

provoked, will suffer in return exactly what he has inflicted on his 

perhaps innocent victim: but he ought to suffer more. 

§ 6. addX’... 4 Wédts] The editors quote Pol. B. 2. 1261 a. 30 
Surep TO toov rd avtimerovOds caer tas TdAELS BoTEp ev Tois 7HOLKoIS 

elpntat mporepov—where Td tovv TO avtumerovOds=TO avtimerovbds Kat’ 

avadoyiay of the present passage. 
Tv wéAw is probably to be supplied as the object of cuveyer. 

TO dytumenovOds Kar’ iodrnra is ‘receiving ‘he same in return’—a 

conception which does not explain either punishment, or the distri- 

bution of profits, wages, and rewards generally, according to the 

‘merit’ of the recipient. To dvturerovOds kat’ dvadoyiay is ‘ receiving 

that which is egucvalent ¢o what one has done.’ Just punishment, 
notwithstanding the venerable authority of the natural man to the 

contrary, proceeds upon this latter principle: it is not a wound 

such as he has inflicted that the assailant receives in return, but 

a damage egutvalent to the injury caused by the wound: the mere 

repetition of the wound itself is not equivalent to the injury caused, 

which includes not only the suffering of the individual assaulted, 

but something much greater—the violence done to public order. 

As for the ‘distribution of wealth’—it obviously proceeds on the 

principle of ‘receiving that which is equivalent to what one has 

done.’ The carpenter e.g. contributes to the national well-being 

by his work, and receives in return for his contribution, not his own 

product back again, but its equivalent in the shape of the products 

of other workmen who are not carpenters. He apparently receives 

this equivalent from the individuals with whom he deals in the 

so-called dAXaxrikai kowwviae into which he enters for the disposal of 
his product: but in truth these d@\d\ayai are only the machinery, so 

to speak, of the vast dcavoui dad tev kowey in which the members of 
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the State receive according to their eiceveyOéra. It is only as 1132 b.31, 

members of the ‘ social organism’ that individuals have anything to 
exchange. What they seem, as mere individuals, to do, they really 

do as expressing the State which sustains them. But ‘the State,’ 
like Nature, /ed¢ tn lauter Kindern—und die Mutter—wo ist ste ? 

It is this intangibility of ‘the State’ which, it would seem, has led 

some editors (e.g. Jackson) to distinguish for the writer of the 
Fifth Book ¢hree kinds of particular justice—distributive, corrective, 

and commercial (¢.e. rd €v Tats dNXaktiKais Koweviais). This view errs 

in failing to recognise in 4 ékovows ddAay) the most important 
instance of 4 dcavopy amd rev kowdy—that in which the < distribution 

of wealth’ is made according to ‘economic laws’ which express 

the ‘will of the State,’ or reveal its essence, more significantly than 

any legislative or executive measures dealing with ‘distribution’ can 

do. The law which sustains the State as an organism is ‘reaction 
equivalent to action’ (rd dvturoeiv dvddoyov).| A is benefited by B’s 
action in a certain way, and must benefit him in return equally, 
but not in the same way—that is to say, if the relation between 
them be a commercial one, or one of friendship xa’ imepoyhy 
(Z. NV. viii. 7, §§ 1, 2), for in perfect friendship (and in the most 
genuine form of friendship da 76 950) Ta atta yivera dm’ dupow 
(Z. WV. viii. 6. 7). A benefits B by the product of his labour; B 

must benefit A equally by the product of his (different) labour. It 

may be that A’s unit product is the result of more labour or skill 
than B’s unit product ; it is evident, then, that B must compensate 

for the inferior value of his units by their greater number, if there 

is to be any perdSoous between him and A. Thus the qualitatively 

different products of A and B must be equalised (16 xara ryv dvadoylav 

igov § 8), the process of equalisation starting from an estimate of 

the labour and skill which A and B have put into their respective 

products—z.e. an estimate of the cost of production in each case, 

which gives what economists call “he na/ural value of each product }. 
About the natural value oscillates ‘he marke/ value, as the relation 

between supply and demand varies from time to time. When the 

market value of A’s unit product (e.g. house) has been compared 

? Need, or Demand, is of course always assumed as the final cause of 
production. A thing which is ‘costly to produce,’ and is yet produced, is 
“needed” much. Labour is what Aristotle would call 7d é£ tmodécews 
dyayxaiov—the material cause of production, and must be paid for; but Need is 
the final cause. 

Gé 
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with that of B’s unit product (pair of shoes), as it can be easily and 

accurately compared in a society which employs véyicpa, or ‘a 

medium of exchange, when, consequently, it has been determined 

toca dtta troSnpara toov oixia (§ 10), then the perddoats which follows 

will realise the law of 76 dvriroteiy dvddoyov, or of ‘equivalent effects 
produced by each upon each.’ 

The fundamental importance in the social organism of this law 

of 76 avtimoeiv dvddoyov is indicated by Plato in his theory of the 

division of labour as characteristic of 4 avayxaorarn rods: see Rep. 

369 B ylyverar roivur, qv & eyo, TOS. ... 370 B drav, 7 & ds, cis piay, 

Cr. Pol. B. 1.1261 a, 22 od povov b€ éx mrevdvav avOpwrer éotiv 7 TONS, 

GAG kal €& cider Siapepdvrav. ov yap yiverar TOs €& Gpolwv, erepov yap 

ouppaxia kal rods. TO pev yap TH TOT xpnommor, Kay 7 TO adTO TO Etdet 

(Bonbeias yap xdpw » cuppaxia mépucev), dowep av ei oTabuds mreiov 

Akioer (Sioicer 5€ 7H ToLovTw Kal mods ZOvous....)' €& Gv SE Sei &v 

yeverOa, cider Siaheper, Sudmep To toov rd avtumerrovOds oa er Tas médets, 

aorep ev Tois nOikois etpntar mpdrepor, 

Soudeta] 7.e. so far as a man is not in a position to assert 
himself against competitors in legitimate business, and to defend 
himself by invoking the assistance of the law against those who 

treat him unjustly, to that extent he is not really a ‘member’ of 

the wéArs, but outside it, as a dodAos is. To be really a cz#zen, a man 

must be able to hold his own in the city—z.e. be in a position /o 

perform his function in the body politic. 

§ 7. 86 Kal Xapitwy tepdv épmoday morodvytar| Mich. Eph. ex- 

plains eurodmy by ev 76 peow, the Paraph. Heliod. by ev éxaory ray 

wékeov, and the Schol. Par. (according to Zell) by peraéd ray 

méAeov, Jackson, translating ‘in some frequented place,’ adds 

that ‘the word does not seem very appropriate,’ and suggests év 
mékeow. He refers to Philodemus mept etdoeBetas (Gomperz 
LHerkulanische Studien, ii. 81)—riv Ata vopov gnaw ecivar kai ras 

Xdpitas tas metépas Katapyds kai tas avramoddves THY evepyeotar, 

Pausanias saw a representation of the Graces (attributed to 

Socrates) in the Propylaea of the Athenian Acropolis (ix. 35). 
The position of this group answered well to the description 
eumodev given here. It may be noted also that certain Athenian 

coins bore representations of the Graces: see Miss Harrison’s 

Mythology and Monuments of Ancient Athens, p. 376. 
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§ 8. movet S€. . . cvLeugis] ‘The exchange of equivalent products 1133 a. 5. 
(the quantity and quality of the one product being reciprocally 

proportional to the quantity and quality of the other product) is 
effected by conjoining, or adding 

together, the diametrically opposite A BR 
terms.’ Let oixodduos A, oxvrotdépos 

B, oikia T, and imddyua A stand at the 

four corners of a square thus, so that 

his product is placed immediately 

beneath each workman. Exchange 
of products then is effected by con- 

joining, or adding together, A and T A 
4, B and I, the terms which stand 

at the diametrically opposite corners :—or more simply, \apBdver 6 
oixoddpos mapa Tov oKuTOTSpoU TO ekeivou epyor, Kal avTos exeiv@ peTadidwat 

TO avuTou, 

Jackson is certainly justified in taking exception to Grant’s 

translation of 4 kara Sidperpov ovfevéis— joining the diagonal of a 

square, because the mathematical term for the junction of the 

diagonal is érifevés, not ov¢evéis. But Grant’s explanatory note 

gives, I think, the writer’s meaning (which indeed is obvious) more 

correctly than Jackson seems to admit. Grant, after drawing and 

lettering a diagram as I have done above, says ‘The joining of 

the diagonal gives each producer some of the other’s work, and 
thus an exchange is made; but the respective value of the com- 

modities must be first adjusted, else there can be no fair exchange.’ 
This note explanatory of the diagram which he has drawn, seems 

to me to clear Grant at least from the charge which Jackson 
brings against ‘the editors’ that ‘they fail to show why “the 
junction of the diagonal” is mentioned.’ Nor do I think that 

the Paraph. Heliodorus either lays himself open to Jackson’s 
charge. His words are—Aci towvy év rais xdpeoe typeiv thy iodrnra’ 

mY KaTa THY dvadoyiay Hy Tot 7 KaTa Sidpetpov aiCevéis’ Sidperpos 

pev ydp eotw 7 amd THs yavias Tod mapaddndoypdppov emi THY evavtiov 

yoviav enifevyyupéern edOeia. eotw b€ daonep tetpdyavoy of réccapes 

Spor 6 oiKxoddpos, 6 oxututdpos, rd tmddnua, } oikia’ 5 oiKoddpos pev 

é’ of 1d a, oxutordpos dé éf’ ob Td y, olkia €f’ ob 15 B, bmddnua eG? 

od 7d 8° émet roy bd Tov oxvtotdépov Td imddnua riderar, Sovep Td 8 

md 7d y, Kat bd Tov oikoddpoy 7 oikia, Somep Td B brs TO a, ev Tais mpods 

GAAjAous Kowavias cuvaPOjceTat per 6 oikoddpos Tois iodnpacw, Sonep 

Gg2 
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ovvdrrerar TO a Ta SO 6 S€ oKvToTOpos TH oikia, Gomep TO y ro B. Kat 

ovtes €govrat ai Koweviar kata SudipeTpov’ ov KaTa Ta aid, GAAG KaTa Ta 

ava\oya, 

Again, I cannot follow Jackson when he says ‘é¢’ 6 A k.7.A, are 
lines, not, as in Grant’s figure, points: for if we take points as our 

proportionals, what is the use of introducing the notion of pro- 

portion at all?’ If lines had been intended, should we not have 

had é¢’ 3 A«.r.A.? Moreover, Grant does not take ‘ points’ (in 

the mathematical sense) for proportionals, but guanizties (épor) 
marked A BI A, and arranged for convenience round the corners 

of a square. The ‘joining the diagonal’ is indeed an unfortu- 
nate translation, because it suggests a geometrical construction as 

such—viz. the process of connecting the points A and 4, B andT, 

considered merely as geometrical points, by the diagonals AA and 

Br—it is unfortunate, that is to say, because it suggests what is 

known by the technical name of émigevéis, whereas the writer (as 

Grant, in spite of his unfortunate translation, sees well enough) has 

before his mind not a geometrical square, as such, but only a 

square atrangement of terms or épo, and means, not that geo- 

metrical point A is joined to geometrical point 4 by the geometrical 

line AA, but that the term A, representing a certain quantity, is 

added to the term A, which also represents a certain quantity: to 

express which meaning he uses the same word, ov¢ev&s, as he 

used before in v. 3. 12 7 dpa tod a épov TO y Kai n Tod Bra 8 cv evés 

TO ev TH SiavopH Sixaidv éorw. In the present passage he might have 

said—i rod a pov 76 8 (sc. ivacpév § 12) kai 7 Tod B TO y ovcevks 

To ev TH GAdNayy Sikady eorw. This latter ovfevéis, however, is, 

according to the square arrangement of the époe adopted, dis- 

tinguished as 4 kata Sidperpov oifev&is', It must be understood 

1 Tn his interesting note (p. 95) on 4 Kata Sidpetpov ov evéis, Jackson refers 
to Z. £. vii. 10. 1242 b. 6 ff-—‘ where we are told that in an unequal friendship 
the tmepéxwy conceives his claims to be represented by the formula ws ards 
mpos TOV €AATTW OUTW TO Tapa TOU éAaTTOVOS ywWdpeEVOY Tpds TO Tap avTod, but 
that the brepexdpevos TovvavTiovy aTpéper TO avadoyoy Kal Kata Bidpetpov ov- 
(evyvvow. That is to say, if A and B are the persons, C and D their claims, 

A, the superior in rank, thinking himself entitled to superior advantages, 

TNC IN A (E Lae 
PDB? or ay on the other hand B, the inferior, 

A+D A A D 

Bye Be O> Beas 
These opposing views are reconciled here in the same way as in the Wc. Z7h., 

argues that 

holding that ‘“noblesse oblige,” maintains that 
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that the remark moet S€ ry dvridoow Thy Kat dvahoyiay 1 Kara Oud- 1133 a. 5. 

petpov ov evéis, assumes that rand A have been ‘equalised’: ze. 

that A= «5 =T, where 6 stands for the shoemaker’s unit product, 
one pair of shoes, and Ff for the builder’s unit, one house. By 

multiplying his 6’s by x, the shoemaker B makes himself as good a 

man, for the occasion of this particular dAXakrixy Kowwvia, as the 

builder A; accordingly, A being = B, and +6 = A=T, we get the 
following dvadoyia :— 

(f) ASBsoAsT 
(2) ASA cB st 
(3) AFA: B+IP::A:B 

z.e. two persons who are, for the occasion, exactly equal, get, in a 

distribution made according to yewperpixy dvadoyia, exactly equal 

shares, A’s share being paid in B’s wares and B’s share in A’s wares. 
Let A be a workman of exceptional skill whose day’s work 

is worth B’s week’s work. <A’s economic déa will thus be 

six times as great as B’s, if we consider A and B as contributing 

throughout a lifetime to the sum of the national well-being ; and 

A’s entire receipts will be six times as large as B’s; but that part 
of his entire receipts which A gets in the form of B’s product, and 

that part of his entire receipts which B gets in the form’ of A’s 

product, must be earned by exactly equivalent labour on the part 

of A and of B respectively: what A receives (rdoxec) from B, and 
what he does (mort), 7. e. causes B to receive, must 

exactly balance each other, the superiority of A’s 

quality being compensated for by the superiority of A 

B’s quantity; z.e. A’s quantity and quality being B 

reciprocally proportional to B’s quantity and quality. 

A and B are thus, gud@ exchanging equivalent pro- 

ducts, z.e. for the occasion, too. Let the lines 4A’ 

and BB’ represent by their Jengths (AA’ being the +2 
longer) the estimated total value of the labour per- 
formed in the working years of a man’s life by these 

workmen A and B respectively: and let the equal 4 EB 
parts A’x, taken from AA’, and B’x, taken from 

BB’, represent by their equal length the equal value 

of the products which A and B exchange. It is plain here 

i.e. the brepexdpevos is held to be entitled to superior service, the tepéxwy to 
superior respect ; and consequently xép5os and 7: must be bartered against 
one another, just as the house and the shoes are bartered in commerce.’ 
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that although A’x is equal to 4’x, it bears a smaller proportion to 
AA’ than B’x does to B&’. This means that the exchange of 

equivalent products ‘takes more out of’ B than ‘out of’ A. A 
and B are indeed for the occasion toot, else they could not be 
kowevoi (see § 12): but, regarded generally as shareholders receiving 

dividends in virtue of labour contributed to the common fund of 

the national well-being, they are not too.: A is superior to B; and 

it may be a question for B, considering his economic_inferiority to 

A, whether he can afford /0 equal himself for the occasion to A, te. 

whether he can afford to deal with A at all. 

The double point of view from which (as I have tried to show) 
the kowewroi in an dddAayy must be regarded—as (possibly) unequal 

workers in the economic field, and yet as equal for the purpose of 
the particular exchange—is excellently presented by the writer of 

the JZ. 1. in a passage (i. 33. 1193 b. 38-1194 a. 25) which 

should be carefully compared with the passage now before us— 
To 8 avadoyor ev TérTapot..... . €ot 8 H dvadoyla atty’ ws yap 6 

Yewpyos TH oiKoddpo, otTws 6 oiKkoddpos TH yewpywo" dpolws TO oKuTel, 

T@ Larry, Tois Grows Taow 7 adti avadoyia mpos addAndovs yiverar’ Kat 

ovvexer 51) aitn 7 dvadoyia THY ToNTeiav. ote TO Sikatov Eouey eivar TO 

avddoyov. 70 yap Sixaov ouvéxer Tas ToAtTEias, TO a’TO & eori Td Sikatov 

TO avddoyov. eet dé 6 oikoddpos melovos a£oy wotet TO avToU epyov 7) 6 

oxutevs, kal nv Epyov avrixaradddtreo bat [Kat] To oKuTEt mpos Tov oiKoddpor, 

av0’ tmodnpatav & ovK Av oikiavy AaBeiv, evraiOa Sn evdpicay, ov Tava 

TavTa @nTa €oTiv, apyvpLoy Tpocaycpevoartes vouicpa, TOUT@ xpnoOat, Kal 

Thy agiay exkaotoy éxdotov diddvtas ry a@ddAakw Toreicbar wap’ adAnror, 
¢ A \ z 

Kal TOUT®@ THY TOALTLKHY KOLV@ViaY TUYEXE. 

76 éxelvou Epyov . . . 76 abtod] Bywater after Mb r. Bekker, 

following Kb, Lb, Ob, reads rod éxeivov epyov. Bekker’s 73 atrod 

adopted by Bywater does not seem to have any MS. authority, 

except, apparently, that of r. All Bekker’s MSS. give rod adroi. 

See Bywater's Contrib. to Text. Crit. of the Nic. Eth. p. 45. 

TS kata Thy dvadoyiav igov] is the equality obtained by taking 
account of the relation which subsists between the unit products of 

A and B in respect of value (their value being determined by ‘the 
worth of the persons,’ or, in modern phraseology, by the cost of 

production and conditions of the market), and, if they are of 
unequal value, multiplying the less valuable product, so as to get 
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a resultant equivalent to the more valuable. This equality must 1133 a. 10. 
exist (7), before a just exchange can take place (yévyrav). 

se) heydpevor | a fair exchange—y avriSoats 4 kar’ dvadoyiar. a. 11. 

, € , 

ouppever | SC. 1) Kolv@via, a. 12. 

§ 9. €ote S€ ToiTo . . . kal torodroy] See note on 4, § 12, b. 9, a. 14. 

where it was said that the words, as they occur here, ‘are explicable 

in the context.’ More, I think, cannot be said for them. The 

passage would run better without them. The sentence, a. 16 od 

yap... toacOjva must be taken closely with the sentence odé€év yap 

kohvet ... loacOjva, a. 14 at the end of § 8, which it explains: 

‘there is nothing to prevent the product of one of the two con- 

tracting parties being better than that of the other (§ 8); for con- 
tracts are between those who, like physician and husbandman, 

differ, and are consequently often mo¢ equal’ (§ 9). The sequence 

of thought traced in the above paraphrase suffers from the paren- 

thesis of the words before us; and it may be that they are inter- 
polated here, as well as in ch. 4, § 12. Here, however, they make 

a natural enough side remark or note, which could not be said for 

them in ch. 4, § 12: a scholastic note about the relation of 7é 

nowy and 76 macxoy is not entirely out of place in a discussion of 

TO avtimemovOds OF TO avtimoteiv. In view, then, of the fact that, to 

say the least, they are parenthetical here, it will be convenient to 

explain these words as they might be explained in accordance 

with Aristotelian doctrine, if they stood as an isolated aphorism 

without context. 
Accepting the insertion of 6 before emote: (see Rassow, Forsch. p. 

18), I would render the aphorism as follows—‘ The arts would 
perish, unless, as the active element put forth action in each case 

to such and such an extent and in such and such a mode, the 

passive element received the impression of this action (éracyxe totro) 

conformably in each case to the extent and to the mode.’ In 

other words—The existence of the arts depends upon the presence 

of two elements, an active and a passive, so related that, while the 

former exerts a force which in each case is definite in amount and 

mode, the latter receives an impression which corresponds exactly 

to the amount and mode of the force in each case exerted: e.g. 

there could be no art of sculpture, if marble yielded to the force of 

the chisel in a less or in a greater degree («i py éracxe TotTo tooo Tov) 
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than that measured by the qourixy airia, or dpxn petaBArrtiKn ev 

é\Xo,—the will of the artist; or if it failed to assume a form repre- 

senting his idea (ei i) émacxe todro TovodTov). 

This seems to me to be the natural interpretation of the words 

before us, considered, as I believe they ought to be considered, 

apart from their present context, as an Aristotelian aphorism, 

embodying the doctrine stated or illustrated in such passages as 
the following :—de An. iil. 5, 430 a. 10 érei © Somep ev anaoy TH 

dvoe ori te 7d pev VAN Exdor@ yever (rovro bd mdvta Suvaper ékeiva), 

érepov dé 76 alriov kal moitixdy, TH Toveiv mavta, olov 1 TéExYN Tmpds THY 

DAnv mérovbev, avaykn Kal év TH WuxH Umdpyew ravras tas Siadhopds* Kai 

Zari 6 pev TOLOUTOS Vos TO Tavra yiverOa, 6 dé 7H TavTa ToL, ws EES 

Tis, oiov TO Pas* Tpdtov yap Twa Kal TO POs Tovet Ta Svvdpuer GvTa ypo- 

para evepyeia xp@pata, Kal obTos 6 vovs xwptoros Kai apuryns Kal azabns, 

TH ovoia dy evepyeia. del yap TYyuwTEpoy TO ToLOdY TOU MaaxXOVTOS Kal 

apxy tis vAns (here the vods maOnrixds is said to be so called r@ 

mavra ylveo8ar under the plastic power of that other vods—or aspect 

of vots—which is what it is 76 wavra woeiv : Moreover we are warned 
against supposing the relation between the active and the passive 

Reason to be that of dvtimerovOva, for we are expressly told that 

the active Reason is dwaOys): Act. ©. 5, 1048 a. 13 76 duvardy 
kata Adyov dmav avaykn, Grav dpéynrat, ov T exer THY Svvauw Kal ws Exel, 

TovTo Tovey, exe SE mapdvtos Tov TaOntiKod Kai @dL ExovTOS TroLEiv, Ei OE 

pn, moeiy ov Svrnoerar (2.e. the Svvapyis pera Adyou Of the rexvirns 

realises itself in a given zoinovs only if the material receptive of the 

influence of that particular moinois be present): Cat. 4. 2 a. 3 
mrovety O€ otov Tépvet, kale’ Taoxew Se oiov Téuverat, Kkaiera. With these 

Aristotelian passages may be compared a passage in Plato’s 

Gorgias 476 B-—D (referred to by Ramsauer in his note on 2. JV. 

v. 4. 12), which recalls the phraseology of the Aristotelian passages, 

and more especially of £. WV. v. 5. 9, so strongly that it seems 

certain that it served as a model. Zw. Sxdmes 57 Kai rdde° dpa et 

Tis TL mouel, dvdykn Te elvat Kal mdaxov brd TovTOV Tov moLOdVTOS ; 

Mod. euovye Soxet, Ew. dpa Tovitro macyov, 6 TO ToLloiy Tote, Kat 

TolovTOY, olov Toles TO TroLlodv; Aéeyw S€ TO Toldvde? Et Tis TUTTEL, 

avaykn te tUmTecOar; Mwd. avdykn. Zw. kal ei oddpa timrer i} taxd 

6 TUTT@Y, OUT@ Kal TO TUTTOpEvoY TUTTETOaL; TlwA. val. Zw. ToLodTOY 

dpa dos tO tuMTopévm eoriv, olov dy TO TimTov mou; Nwd. mavu 

ye. Zw. ovkovy Kai ei Kdev Tis, avaykn te Kdecbar; Nwd. mwas yap 
Wis \ > a , Ay LS a o , A , 

ov; Zw. kali ef ohddpa ye Kiet 7} Gdyewas, oUT@ KdecOat Td Kadpevor, 
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ws dv 70 Kaov Kan; Mod. mavu ye. Xo. ovkoty kai, ef Tépver Tis, 6 avTos 1133 a. 14. 

Adyos ; témverar yap Ti. MX. vai. Zw. Kai ef péya ye 7) Babb 76 TuRpa 

i) Gdyewdy, TowodvToy TpHpa TéemveTar TO TepVdpeEVvoY, Olov Td Téuvoy TéuveL; 

Nod. paivera, Zw. cvdAd\nBdynv dy dpa ei dpodroyeis 6 apre Eheyov epi 

mavTev’ otov dy mo} TO ToLodv, TOLOUTOY TO TacxXoYV Tacyxe. MwA, GA’ 

dpodoya@. 

In these passages, which may be taken as fairly representing 

what Aristotle, following Plato, has to say about the relation 

between 76 mowdv and 76 macxov, we find nothing about the reacteon 

of the latter upon the former: 74 mdcyxov is simply that which 

maoxet: it is not represented as, in its turn, a movodv which makes 

the original movwoty a maoxyov: and I cannot see how more can be 

fairly got out of the passage (v. 5. 9) before us, than out of these 
passages, or out of the Platonic passage which it resembles so 

closely in phraseology. But those who try to explain the passage 

before us zz zfs context, find it necessary to believe that it implies 

the doctrine of the reaction of the macxov upon the mowiv. Thus 
Rassow (Forsch. p. 18) says—‘ Der Gedanke, den man nach dem 

Zusammenhange erwartet, ist dieser: die Kiinste wiirden nicht be- 

stehen kénnen, wenn sich nicht eine vdllige Gleichheit der Leis- 

tungen und Gegenleistungen herstellen liesse. Deutlicher wiirde 

dies ausgedriickt sein, wenn fiir émacye etwa dvremole. oder avt- 

avedidov gesetzt ware; aber auch so, wie die Worte lauten, scheinen 

sie mir dem geforderten Gedanken zu entsprechen. Man muss 

nur bedenken, dass, wie es bei dem dvtimerovOds nothig ist, decde 

Theile geben und empfangen, dass also das moet auch ein maoxov 

und das wacxor auch ein rowdy ist’ Jackson, agreeing with Rassow 

that this is the meaning of the passage, is constrained however to 

admit that it is not one which ‘the text naturally and properly 

bears. He endeavours to extract the meaning by altering the 
punctuation : see his note pp. 97, 98. But, it may be asked, if 

emacxe =avrerroiet, What does éracye Tocodtov Mean? Kowwvds B may 

be said dyturoeiv tocodtov Saoy roret Kowwvds A, but not Tovodtov oioy. 

The point is that the xowwvoi exchange qualitatively different pro- 

ducts. 
While maintaining, then, that the present passage ought not to 

be forced to mean more than it expresses—viz. that, as 7d movody 
(e.g. the seal) acts, so 1d macyov (e.g. the wax), gud Sexrixoy Tov 

ciSous, is affected by its action; while deprecating, therefore, the 

attempt to reconcile the present passage with its context by making 
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énaaxe= avreroiec—against the evidence afforded by the representa- 

tive passages quoted above, in which (in de Ax. iii. 5 expressly) ré 

mowodv is presented as &maés: while maintaining, in short, that the 

passage before us has nothing to do with 7d dvturerovOds or mutual 

action and passion, but only with the relation between the agent 

considered simply as agent, and the patient considered simply as patent, 

I do not forget that the distinction of agent and patient is merely 

a logical one (cf. Zheaet. 157 A), and that, in the concrete worlds of 
nature and of art, the so-called patient, in receiving the impress of 

the so-called agent, becomes in turn the good of the agent—that 

which perfects the agent: thus, the artist gives form to the marble, 

and the formed marble in return is the glory of the artist: the root 
nourishes the leaf, and-the leaf gives life to the root: each is for the 

sake of each; each is both maker and thing made. 

In opening these remarks I said that ‘a scholastic note about the 

relation between 76 wowdv and 76 wacxov is not entirely out of place 

in a discussion of 16 dvtimerovbds.’ It is not entirely out of place, 

inasmuch as the simple relation of rowdy to sacyxov is implied in the 

double relation of 16 dvtimerovOevac: but it is so unnecessary that it 

seems probable that we have to do with an interpolation here as 

well as in v. 4.12. Ramsauer, indeed (p. 319), regards the words 

with as much suspicion here as in v. 4. 12. On one ground only 

do I think that the genuineness of the words as they occur in v. 5. 9 

may be plausibly maintained. It may be argued that the writer 

wishes to show that 7d dvtirerovGévae must be between érepor, and 

that to do so he refers parenthetically to the simple relation between 

qovoor and mdagzxov which according to de Gen. et Corr.i. 7.323 b. 31 

are TO yever pev Gpouov kai Tadrd, TO  eider avdporov Kai évavtiov: as if 

he said—the parties to an adAdayy, each of whom is a mov acting 

upon the other as a wacywv, must indeed belong to the same social 
system of fellow-workers (r@ yéver 6ne10r), but must be of different 

trades (r@ etdet dvdpo.or), otherwise they could not act and react. 
This is practically the line of interpretation followed by Mich. 

Eph’. 
This defence of the genuineness of the words before us is, as 

I have said, plausible; but I cannot attach much weight to it 

1 Mich. Eph. does not comment on the words before us when he comes to 
v. 5.9. His note on y. 4. 12 however deals with them in connexion both with 
7d S.opOwrikdy dixaoy (the subject of their context in v. 4. 12), and with 
GdAaktikal Kowwvia (the subject of their context in v. 5. 9). 
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against the reasons which seem to me to make for their spurious- 1133 a. 14, 
ness here, as well as in ch. 4, § 12. 

§§ 10-15.] Only things, or amounts of things, which are equal in a. 19. 

value, are normally exchangeable. ‘There must therefore be some 

means of comparing things, in order to ascertain, in each case, 

whether they are equal or unequal in value; and when they are 

found to be unequal, there must be some means of equalising them. 
In the first place, the unit product of A must be compared with the 

unit product of B in respect of ‘cost of production ’—z.e. the 
labour (including ability, risk, time, &c.) involved in the production 

of each from beginning to end must be estimated, and the result of 

the estimate, in each case, must be numerically expressed. Let the 

cost of producing A’s unit product @ and B’s unit product 6 be the 
same. If B meeds a as much as A needs 0, a and @ are of equal 

value (for the purpose of the particular exchange), and may accord- 

ingly be exchanged. But if A needs 4, while B does not need a at 

all, or so much, what can A do? He must (were sfecéa/ need the 

‘medium of exchange’) either fail to obtain 4, or obtain it at a 

ruinous cost; and, in conceivable circumstances, he might find 

himself compelled to obtain it even at such a cost. But the institu- 

tion of money removes the difficulty by substituting general need for 

special need as ‘the medium of exchange’ or ‘bond. Although B 

may not need a at all, or so much as A needs 4, he always needs 

something equivalent fo a as much as A needs 4. A can always 

obtain 4 from him in exchange for that amount of money which is 

earned by labour equal to the labour required to produce 6: for B, 

although he does not need a, is always willing to take A’s money 
made by selling a to those who need it, because this money enables 

him to obtain c, which he needs, from its producer, who, again, 

may not need 4, but is always willing to take B’s money, in order 

to obtain for himself «, which he needs. Thus all men may be 
said always to ‘need’ equal sums of money equally ; but particular 

products, though representing the same labour, 7.e. having the 

same ‘natural value,’ are often ‘needed unequally’: hence, if A needs 

é very much, and B needs a very little, and A can procure 4 only 

by getting B to take a certain amount of a, it is evident that the 

result of exchange will be that A has too little in proportion to his 

labour, and B too much. Under a system of mere barter every 
transaction thus tends to result in inequality. But by means of a 
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1133 a.19. system of oipSoda which entitle the bearer to anything he happens 

to need, the fluctuating standard, dependent on the varying relation 

between A’s need of the particular product 4 and B’s need of the 

particular product a, is superseded by the fixed standard consti- 

tuted by the circumstance that A’s need of 0 is always equalled by 

B’s need of something which he cannot obtain without the money 

obtained by selling 6 to A. Money is a system of ovyBoda, or 
tickets, enabling the bearer to get what he happens to need. These 

vipBoha being, in their higher denominations, of precious metal, 
their number cannot, in a short time, be largely increased, and 

therefore bears a tolerably constant relation to the sum-total of ex- 

changeable products of industry existing at a given time. Thus 

the various unit products come, according to the labour expended 

upon them and the demand for them, to be associated with definite 

parts of the sum-total of money existing in the community at a 
given time. In this way the value of each unit product is expressed 

in money, and it becomes easy to compare as to value products 

which seemed incomparable :—dvra cupBdrnra Sei wows eivar dv eorw 

addayy (§ 10)... . det dpa evi ran mdvra perpeicOa.... roito 8° éari 

TH pev adyOeia y xXpela H mavta ouvéxer (§ 11)... . 7H pev odv adyOeia 

advvaroy Ta TocodTov Siapéporta aipperpa yevéerbar, mpos O€ thy xpelav 

evdexerat ixavas (§ 14) . . . . oiov & imdddaypa THs xpelas Td vouLopa 

yeyove kara ovvOnkny (§ IL)... . mdvta yap perpel, Sore Kal rip 

imepoxny Kat thy é\reww (§ 10). Money, as a calculus, makes it 

easy to compare products ; but without this calculus it would still 

have been possible to compare them roughly, by taking account of 

the labour expended upon them. It would, however, be impossible 

to exchange them fairly—indeed it would often be impossible to 

exchange them at all—without money as a sys/em of obpBoda. It 

is important to distinguish between these two functions of money— 

(1) as supplying a calculus (perpeirar mévra vouicpate § 15), and (2) 
as guaranteeing the satisfaction of any need (oioy éyyuntis jyiv brép 

THs pedovons addayns, «i viv pndev Seirar, bre ~orar dv dSenby § 14). In 

respect of both functions money is, as remarked above in note on 

Vv. 2, 13, a. I, an ever-present diorthotic judge preventing the unfair 

distribution of the rewards of labour, which, on a system of barter, 

would be inevitable—z.e. without the aid of the calculus supplied by 

money, men would only be able to compare products so roughly 

that the exchange of them would, in most cases, result in one party 

getting too much and the other too little; and without a system of 
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ovpBoda, a producer would often be unable to dispose of his pro- 

duct, or be obliged to dispose of it to someone who did not need it 

much, and therefore made only an inadequate return for it. That 
the writer of the Fifth Book himself thought of véuipa as a ‘dior- 

thotic’ agency seems, as was remarked in note on v. 2.13, to be a 

fair inference from the similarity of the terms in which he describes 
its functions, with those in which he describes the function of the 

dicac7ns: see EL. NV. v. 4.6. 1132 a. 18 sqq., and v. 5, 10. 1133 a. 
19 sqq. 

Rassow (Forsch. pp. 18, 19) believes that in §§ 10-16 the same 

thought is repeated in three parallel passages, no one of which has 

greater claims to be considered genuine than the other two have. 

These passages, which he prints in parallel columns, are— 
CES TO, 1033 ar 19 00. . » 1.25 forat. 

(2) §§ 11-14. 1133 a. 25 det. . . b. 14 paddov. 
(3) §§ 14-16. 1133 b. 14 80d det 2. . 28 wrivan. 

It is certainly true that §$ 10-16 are full of repetitions. But 

what is the character of these repetitions? They seem to me to be 

various expressions of the thought—‘ there must be a fixed standard 

of comparison,’ and so far I agree with Rassow; but I differ from 
him in thinking that each repetition, by its slightly altered form, 

suggests a fresh point of view important in the doctrine of currency. 

Thus in the first of Rassow’s parallel passages the train of thought 

is—‘ products must be cupSdnra: so there must be a pésor, 7.2. 

one standard: this is vépucpa, which measures.’ In the second 

passage the train of thought is—‘ But what do we mean by saying 

that vépucpa becomes the standard of measurement? The true 

standard is xypefa: vdéutopa is its conventional representative: and 

the advantages of having this conventional representative of xpeéa 

are great: yxpeia itself is subject to great fluctuations, whereas its 
representative is not; and, when sometimes the absence of xpeta 

would put a stop to business, the presence of the representative 

guarantees its continuance—oiov éyyunrns éo8’ juiv.” Rassow’s third 
passage is distinguished by the introduction of the term cvpperpa— 

* since véuicpa is a pérpov, the things which it measures must be 

gvppetpa. But how can things so different as corn and shoes have 

acommon measure? Are they not heterogeneous? Qud useful, 

and ev ypeia, they are homogeneous: and véuiopa enables us 

to compare and measure them in respect of their common quality 

of usefulness.’ I do not pretend that the repetitions (especially in 

1133 a, 19. 
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the third passage) do not give reason for the suspicion that §§ 1o- 

16 have come down to us in a somewhat altered form; but I 

maintain that new points arise in every passage in the midst of the 
repetitions. I cannot therefore follow Jackson when he says 

(p. 98) that ‘the chapter would gain in perspicuity if §§ 11-16 

were rejected.” Probably the Fifth Book itself would gain in 

perspicuity if half of it were rejected. But it is not a question of 

‘perspicuity.’ If §§ 11-16 were rejected the discussion of cur- 

rency would lack several highly important topics which are not 

touched in § ro, but are at least dealt with—whether perspicuously 
or not is another question—in §§ 11-16. 

, , , = , 8 a 8 Ne aN e N 
$10. ylvetat Tws pécov' mdvTa yap jeTpEl, WoTE Kal THY UTEPOX*VY 

kat thy éddeufev] Mich. Eph. points the analogy between vopicpa 
and the Sicaorjs thus; kal dpas émas Ta vouicpara avddoyov <ott TO 

dcaory* ds yap emi tov emavopberikod Sixatov 77 Tod SuxagTov pecornTL eywa~ 
, n°? a Seen a , N r a3 , 

okopev mécov Sei adedeiv amd Tod mheovextou Kai mpocOcwa TO adixnOevTe 
, AY ’ c ‘ “~ nO , end 4 ? re > s péoov yap rintay 6 dikagrns TOD nOiKyKOTOS Kal NOuKNMEVOU, Emroler GupoTrEepwy 
\ c A \ \ wy , Ls > a ~ , na 

Ti Umepoxyy kai THY EAE SHANV, OUT@s KavradOa 7H TapabéoeL TOV 

vomiotpdr@y, evpopev THY THs oiklas mpos TA Urodjpata tmepoxny’ Kados dpa 

eipnkev Ore yivetal Tws pégor TO vouiopa, KaYaY yap kal KpUTNpLoy yiverat 

Tis aperis Tov oiKodnpatos Kal T@v Urodnpdrev, os Kat 6 SixagTHs THs 

mAeoveElas Kal pevove&ias, 

Set tou. . . tpopyv] zc. (given normal conditions of the 
market) as the labour required for the production of the house 
(this is what the writer means by oikoddpos) is to the labour required 
for the production of the pair of shoes, so must the number of 

pairs of shoes be to unity—z\e¢. to the one house. In other words 

—the sum obtained from the sale of this number of pairs of shoes 

will be equal to the value of the house: or, when the shoemaker 

comes forward with this sum, he is equal to the builder and can 

deal with him, the dvadoyia being as given by the writer of JZ. AZ. 
(i. 33. 1194 a. 13) os 6 yewpyds TH oikoddpm, ovTwS 6 oiKoddpos 7 

YEeopy?. 

§ ll. ei yap... 4 adm] Without need there would be no 
exchange at all; with unequal need (e i) épotws déowro), exchange 
would not be the same as it is—z.e. unequal instead of equal 
products would be exchanged, I doubt much whether 4 ody 9 
airy, as the alternative of 4 ov« éorat, can have dzrectly the meaning 
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which Ramsauer gives it—‘ Si aut nulla yxpeia fuerit, aut alterius 1133 a, 27, 

muito minor, cessaret commercium auf ad parttatem non perveniret 

(ovx 4) avri dddayn).’ 

imdddaypa THs xpetas] That which represents need as medium a. 29. 

of exchange: what Plato (Rep. 371 B) calls EvpBorov ris dddayijs 
éveea—a ticket received in view of future ypeia, where there is 

no present ypeia. 

kata ouvOyjkyy| ‘by agreement among men’—cf. && tmodécews 

§ 15. 

Ste ob pUcer GANA vopw éoti . . . axpnotov| cf. Pol. i. 3.1257 b. a. 30. 
8 Kal yap Tov mAovTov TodddKis TYOcage vomicpatos mAnOos, Oud TO mept 

TOUT eival THY XpNpatiaTiKHY Kal THY KamMhikny, dTé Se madw Ajpos eivat 

Soxet 7d vopicpa Kal vopos Tavtdaract, picer S ovdev, drt petabewevor Te 

TOY xpopevwy ovdevos GEov ovde xpyowov mpds ovdev TOY dvayKalwv €oTi, 

kal vouiapatos mAoUTav ToAAdKLS amopHoeL THs avaykaias Tpopys* Kairou 

dromov TowvTov eivat TAOUTOY Ov E’Topav Aiw@ amodetTaL, KaBdTrEp Kal TOY 

Midav ékeivoy puOdodoyodor dia tiv amAnotiav THs evxnS TavT@V aiTe 

ywopevav Tay mapatiOenevav xpvoev. It is only this or that particular 

monetary system which is vu and can be changed and disused ; 

the institution of money itself is pve, just as speech is dice; ze. 

like speech, it is essential to the realisation of that woAttiKh Kowevia 

in which man attains his true @vouw. With a system of barter, as 

with a system of dumb signs, man could never have become 

a moAirns, but would have remained an isolated savage. And it is 

easy to exaggerate the change which véuos or agreement can pro- 

duce even in a given monetary system. Speaking generally, we 

may say that agreement cannot supersede the precious metals. If 

they are to be superseded, it will be, not by agreement, but by the 

operation of a natural law. As things are, however, and have 

always hitherto been, it is as ‘natural,’ ze. as mecessary, that 

standard coins should be made of a precious metal, as that knives 

should be made of a hard metal. The statement é¢’ quiv rojoa 

dypnorov applies only to tokens made of a base metal, and to 

paper. Gold and silver have ‘an intrinsic value’ which cannot be 
taken from them—the value which belongs to them as practically 

the ondy materials of which standard coins can be made. They 
have, of course, a further intrinsic value as materials of which 

articles other than coins are made; but it is not going too far to 
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say that if coins ceased to be made of them, they would cease to be 

‘precious’ metals. Since then a currency is necessary to that 

moXurtk}) kowevia in which man realises his dvors, and since a cur- 

rency must be based on the employment of the ‘ precious metals,’ 

we may say that money made of these metals is ‘ natural.’ 

§ 12. Zora. 8) . . . yewpyod] As the labour required for the 
production of the more valuable unit stands to the labour required 

for the production of the less valuable, so must the number of the 

less valuable units stand to unity. This will be a case of dvrurerov- 

60s, or reciprocal proportion, for the number of the less valuable 

units will compensate for their qualitative inferiority. The Paraph. 

Heliod. has—xeicO@ 8) rév yewpyov mpos tov oxutea SuAdcvov doyov 

exew, €orat 8) Kat 6 airos SimAddows Th akia tov irodynpator ei Tolvuy 

Zrrar os yewpyds mpos tov oxuTéa, TA Urodnpata mpos THY TpopHy i TOV 

cirov, Sutraciova éorat Ta irodnpata Tod Gitov, Kal vUTws Eoovrar aka 

tov atrov. As we have seen, the writer of the JZ. JAZ. expresses the 

proportion thus—das 6 yeapyds 76 oikoddp@ citws 6 oikodopos TE yeapy® 

(i. 33. 1194 a. 13). 
eis oxjpa... icacpévoy 8] I believe that this puzzling sentence 

merely puts into other words what has already been said in § 8— 

viz. that it must be settled defore the exchange how many of B’s 

qualitatively inferior units are equivalent to A’s unit, the avzuremovOos 
kar’ dvadoylav, Or iséppomos adddayn as the Paraph. Heliodorus calls 

it, depending on this equivalence. Let A = olkoddpos, B = oxvto- 

topos, T= oikia, A = brddnna. Since A:B::T: 4, the simple 

av¢evéis of distributive justice will be expressed by A+T: B+A:: 

A: B, where A and B have the results of their indusiry (€yovor ra 
abrav), and do not exchange (ot« ddddrrovrac). An exchange is 
effected by cvgev&is xara diaperpov, but the ovfevéis kara Sudwerpov 

must not be made till A (the qualitatively inferior unit) has been 
multiplied to give a resultant equivalent to T: 7.e. the ov¢eufis xara 

Sidperpov must not be made unless A and Lr, B and 4, are reciprocally 

proportional magnitudes, thus—A : B :: A (lowcpévov) : Tr. This 
A:B::A (icacp.) : Tis the cxjua tHs dvadoytas to which the terms 

‘must not be brought after the exchange (éray dAdadEwvra)’ 7Z. e. to 

which they must be brought defore the exchange, when A has still 

his r, and B his A’s. It is only then that it is possible (by ‘ the 
higgling of the market’) to make A equal to Tr, and so to make A 

and Bioow. A and B having thus been made too, are kowovol, OF 
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can exchange fairly. In other words, having first brought the 1138 b. 1. 

terms to the dvadoyia A: B:: A (icacpevov) : T, we may proceed, 
through A: A (io) ::B:T,to the cvevéis cara didperpov A+ A (icac- 

pevov) : B+ I :; A: B. But if exchange take place without a 

previous equalisation of A to T, and A get simple 4 (one pair of 

shoes) and B get I (a house), A and B are placed in the position 
of extremes, or dpa, in relation to the péoov or tcov which the 

exchange has ignored; and of these dkpa B ‘will have both 

superiorities will have the advantage over A in the transaction 

by the two parts mentioned in ch. 4, § 10; for, A with his house 

and B with his (say) tooo pairs of shoes being too, the house has 
been taken from A and given to B, who still practically retains all 

his shoes—ggg. In fact, whenever an article is sold too cheap, 

the buyer ¢yer dudordépas tas imepoxas—(1) that part of the article for 

which he has not paid, and (2) the money which he ought to have 

paid for that part. In this interpretation I have followed, in the 

main, the lines laid down by Jackson, who starts from the view of 
H. Richards ( Journal of Philology, 1872, iv. 150) that dudorépas 

tas tmepoxas is to be explained by reference to the dvot rovras 

trepexet Oarepov Of V. 4. 10. 1132 a. 33. 

The words before us, as thus explained, seem to state, in un- 

necessarily obscure language, the obvious truth that wares must be 

equalized de/ore they are exchanged ; and I should have less con- 

fidence than I have that they do not mean something more profound, 
were it not for the circumstance that in Z. JV. ix. 1. §§ 8, 9 a remark 

to nearly the same effect is made in plain language. The question 

there propounded is—When there is no previous d:0podoyia, who is 

to fix the value of the return expected by the giver—the giver or 

the receiver? The receiver; but he must make the value of the 

return equal to what he valued the gift at defore he got z—de 8 
tows ov TooovTov Tinav dcov exovte aiverat aéwov, GAN doou mpiv Exe 

ériua, He must put himself back in the position in which he would 

have been if he had had to ‘ higgle in the market’ about the price 

of the article. 
The explanations offered by Mich. Eph. and Michelet on the 

one hand, and by Grant and Peters on the other, both ignore the 
reference to ch. 4. § 10 in dudorépas Tas imepoxds, and therefore, as 

it seems to me, miss the writer’s simple (though hidden) point. 

Mich. Eph, says that if no previous equalization has taken place, 
but the oixodduos gets a pair of shoes, and the cxvrevs a house, each 

Hh 
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1138 b. 1. of the terms (as if he read éxdrepov), viz. oixoddpos and cxvrevs, will 

exhibit both trepBorn and éArews (auporepas tas tmepoyds)—the 

olkoSdgpyos exhibiting imepBodn gud superior producer and ¢AdAcis gud 

receiving only one pair of shoes; the ckurets exhibiting ¢ddenpes 

qué inferior producer and tmrepBody gud receiving a house. His 
words are: 4 tmepoxi Néyerar Kai emi THs brepBodrns Kai EdAeEtYrews* Kal 

ZOos eott éyew els imepBoryvy €500n ai’t@ moddd* Kat Eurradw cis UreEp- 

Bohn €d68n ait@ dAlya. Kal eis UmepBornv de mAovows €oTt Kal ad 

cis bmepBodjv de mévyns, tov éeyoutes TO Alay Exe Ge xXpyyata woAdd, 

kat Niav 6de Odéya, Kal 7d pev THs A€Eews ToLodTov’ 6 Se Eyer ToLodTov diy ein. 

ras Gvadoylas Tay TexiTay Kal Tov Epyov a epydfovrar Set Tovety mpd TOU 
> , \ A € , , , \ ~ > , 
adddéacba Kata tov tdnynpévoy tpdrov. ywopevns yap THs avahoyias 

A ” > a ‘A ‘ - a > fol y+ c > , . ¢ 

mpo THs addayis, peta Sé€ TovTO THs avraddayns, Eorar 7H avridoois Kai 7 
> \ ‘ , ‘ > \ a a 2 ’ > r e 
GdXrayy ton Kat Sucaia, Kali eis TO TXNHa THs avadoyias avaxOnoetar as 
> ¢ ¢ > , \ \ , WA © > , \ a 

eivat &s 6 olkoddpos mpos TOY oKUTOTOMOY, OUTS 6 oikoddpos peTa TIS 
4 -~ , 

oixlas mpos Tov okuTéa peta TaY UrodnudT@v, as yap Umepexer 6 yewpyos | 
a CA a , a , “ t 

Tod okuTéws, OUT Kal 6 yewpyos peTa TOU Clrov, TOD TKUTEwWS peTa TAY | 
G , \ - > a , \ - \ , > , | 
irodnpdtev, mpo tis GAdayns Sydovdrt, Kal Oet THY ToLavTHY aviodTHTAa | 

a ry \ oe , ’ a > , ‘ o > N ‘ 
Tis oikias mpos Ta Urodnpata icacOjva. ioacOnaeTat O€ OTs. emet yap 

A“ ~ ca , 

dutdjj eotly H olkia tov brodnudtav, dv SiumracvacOy 7a brodnpara, B' dvta 
‘ , \ a” Ay G U ” - Leper AY Lf a ° , 

kat yevntae &, ora & trodypata ica TH olkia* Kat ovtws THs LoOTHTOS 
, > , c ‘ > , A \ peal: , ‘x c ‘ A yeyovvias ef Ajerar 6 pev oixoddpos ta O bmodnpara, kal 6 oKuTEvS THY 

yt} ” c , , \ co Nae! , ” - o ‘ a“ 

OlKLaY, EOTAL O oikoddpos BETA TOV 6 Umodnpatav taoos T@ GOKUTEL META THS 

Dee > ‘ ‘ AY AY a aus, cy \ ¢ , c \ bs o c 
oikias, éret yap Sia tiv THs oikias mpos Ta brodnpata Umepoyxiy edeyeTo 6 

oikoddpos bmepéxew Tod oKvtéas, icacbevtar tev imodnpdTwy TH oikia, Eorat 
ie > , ” fol Con - . 7 PB! = Nine. ef mw 6 oixoSédpos isos TH okvtTet Tois d€ icos toa eav mpooteby, Ta Oda toa 

Zora’ ein dv kal 6 oikodduos pera Tav Urodnpatwy loos TH OKUTEL peTa TH in ay Kat 6 Los ph ne S$ T@ OKUTEL peTa TIS 

oixias. Set odv ynoiv mpo Tis GAdayns ToeicOat THY dvadoyiay, Kai inagety | 
> 2A x a - ” Ee al \ sh ‘ a ‘ G Piss 

80 airs Ta TOV TexLiT@OY Epya’ ei SE pH apporepas Eker Tas UTEpoxas 
, ’ ‘ c Sy col A ‘ > , > , c , col a 

rouréoTu, ei dé das Kal ywpis dvadoylas adAd§ovtat, Exatepa T@V axpov, 
EA id > , Ae: , > / oo A € De a A , e 

frou 6 oikoSdpos Kal 6 oxutevs, auporépas Eker Tas UTEpoxas’ ay yap AaBn 6 
> , A \ Vie 2 U ” ‘ c Ld LZ t) / c , oikoddpos Ta B* irodnpata, ora pev imepeXov ws oikoddpos, UTEpEeXopEvos 
‘ y » , < ‘ ‘\ c , a . bs id A ©. , e c J 

&€ Kal eANeit@v ws Ta B Urodnpata Exwv* Kal O TKUTEUS OMOLwS’ ws pEY 
A > ) ®) \€- , c , i Saul, ¢ 4 ef 

oxuteds €AAeiT@v Kal Umepexopevos, ws O€ Ex@Y THY OiKiaY UTEpEX@Y. WOTE 
A a c col , eS , , ? A) A A > A 

rovs ovtws amas Sndovére dAAacoopEvous, patavoy e€oTt peta THY dAdayny 
a“ . ~ wy > / \ > , , > A A 10 

mepacba cis oyjpa tyew avadoyias, Kal od pdvov paratoy adda Kal advva- | 
- > \ \ a aaN = > fol a U > , , > ¢ 

tov’ ov yap Suvarov emt ths addayns THs Sixa avadoyias yeyovulas Etvat ws | 
¢ 3 , \ \ , Ld e > / \ ~ Nines , 
6 oikodéyos mpds Tov oKkuTéa, OUTws 6 oikoddpos peTa Tav B UrodnudTwv 

A 4 4 ‘ a Vo AY ‘ a“ > 4 > ’ a 

mpos Tov okuTéa peta THS oikias, Sid THY TOY GANaTTOpEV@Y aYLGOTHTA, OTL 
by , > = S.. ie: , - cy? ” ty bY a , 

8€ Sivarat icacbqvar Ta brodnpata TH oikia, eipntat, Sid yap Toy voyiopa- 
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Tv, 7) dAdov twds. Michelet follows Mich. Eph. Grant’s view is 1138 b. 1. 
different. He says—‘ After an exchange has been made, or, in 

short, after the price of an article has once been expressed in 
money, it is no longer the time to talk of “the quality of labour,” 

or for either side to claim an advantage on this account. If he 

did he would have “both superiorities” reckoned to him, 7. e. his 

own superiority over the other producer, and the superiority of 

his product over that of the other. . . . éray dA\d£ovrac can mean 

nothing else than ‘when they have exchanged”, érav with the 

aorist implying a completed act. It seems unnecessary to say 

that the value of a thing is not to be settled after it is sold. Rather 

it is after the goods have come to market, and had a market price 

put upon them, that considerations of their production must 

cease. The expression, therefore, is not clear, but the above 

interpretation seems the most natural that can be given of the 
passage. . . . “Both the superiorities” must be those named or 
implied in §§ 8-10, the superiority of the one product over the 

other, and the superiority of the one producer over the other. 

Peters follows Grant in explaining dydorépas eeu ras imepoyas Td 

€repov dkpov to mean that ‘one of the two parties would get both 

the advantages—z. e. have his superiority counted twice over. His 
(e.g. the husbandman’s) superiority over the other party (the 

shoemaker) has been already taken into account in fixing the 
price of a quarter of corn as equal to three pairs of shoes: this 
is one advantage which is fairly his; but it would be plainly unfair 

if, at the time of exchange, the husbandman were to demand 50s. 

worth of shoes for 25s. worth of corn, on the ground that he was 
twice as good a man: cf Munro, Journal of Classical and Sacred 
Philology, vol. ii.’ 

od Set. . . et S€ pH] for this construction cf de Gen. et Corr. i. 
4. 319 b. 23. 

et 8é py... dkpov| Grant, Jackson, Susemihl, and Bywater treat 
these words as parenthetical, remove Bekker’s full stop after depo, 

and place a full stop after airéy b. 3 instead of Bekker’s comma. 

Ido not think that it makes much difference whether we accept 

this or Bekker’s punctuation. In any case, éray ddddgovra and 

érav €ywor are contrasted, and avry 7 iodrys is that of A made 

equal to (icacpévov) Yr. While A and B still retain their re- 
spective T and A, they are in a position to determine how many 

Hh 2 
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4’s shall be held equal to I, 7. e. they can make themselves (ad hoc) 
ivot, for as the Schol. puts it—emet d:a rh tis oikias mpos Ta Umodjpata 

Umepoxny €AéyeTo 6 oikoddpos Umepexew TOU oKUTéws, icacbevTaY TeV 

trodnudrev TH oikia €orar 6 oikoddpos tvos TS oxvtei. Having made 

themselves too: in this way, they can become kowvwvoi in a mutually 

satisfactory aAdayn. 

$13. donep .... €§aywyyv| Bekker follows K» in reading é£ayoyjs. 

With efaywyjs the construction is—éomep (sc. d\Adrrovra) éray of 

exer adtos dénrai tis olov olvov, SiSdrres (sc. oivov) atrov eéaywyis— 

‘giving wine in return for the privilege of exporting corn.’ 

Jackson, reading efaywynv, objects to é€aywyjs on two grounds, 

(1) because the separation of the words oioy civou from d.ddvres, 

which ¢faywyns involves, complicates the sentence unnecessarily, 

and (2) because ‘the weight as well as the bulk of the MS. authority 

is against e€aywyns'. “E€aywyny is certainly the easier reading: but a 

difficult reading given by K> alone comes with great weight. An 
original efaywyjs would inevitably be changed into efaywyny, as 

soon as a scribe, aware that e£aywyy does not mean ‘a cargo,’ but 

‘the privilege of exporting,’ and that therefore éfaywyjs could not 

be the partitive genitive, took ofov oivov with édeddvres instead of with 

ob éxer.aitos Sentai tus. On the whole, I am not willing to reject 

e€aywyijs without scruple, though, of course, the circumstance that 

dddvae eEaywyny is a regular phrase is in favour of reading eEayaynv 

as the object of Sdévres. "E€aywyn is ‘the privilege of exporting’: 

see Isocrates, Zrapez. 370 b. aévov S€ kai Saripov (Satyrus I, king of 

Bosporus B.C. 407-393) kal rod marpds éevOvpnOjva, ot mdvra tov 

xpdvov wept mrelotou Tov ‘EAAnvav tpas Toovyrat, Kat TodAdKis dy Sua 

amavwy cirov Tas TOV GANov euTépor vais Kevds EKMEuTOVTES, buy eLaywynv 

édocav. It is doubtless this Black Sea trade which the writer of 

the Fifth Book has in his mind here. 

The plural &dévres, which ‘belongs grammatically to both the 

parties concerned, whereas in sense it refers only to one of them’ 

(Jackson), need not surprise us 
Set dpa Todro icacOAvat| rovro is the inequality of the ciros and 

oivos which must be equalised. 

1 Pr, K» seems to stand alone with efaywyjs: CCC has éefayaynv—one of 
the few cases in which it varies from K? in the Fifth Book. 

2 This note on 1133 b. 8 was written before the publication of Bywater’s 
Contributions (see p. 46), and is printed without alteration. Bywater supposes 
that éfaywyjs represents a blunder—éf dywyjjs, and (to account for d:dévz7es) 

suspects a lacuna between the two halves of the passage. 
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$14. éyyuntys] The xpeia which véuioua represents is the 1133.12. 

abiding need of something, as distinguished from the fluctuating 
need of “zs particular thing: see the Paraph. Heliodorus—erei 8¢ 
mohAakes 6 ev yewpyds Seirat Tov Epyou Tod TékTovos, 6 S€ TEKT@Y Ov 

deirae Tod yewpytKovd, iva Ta adAddypara Kal ai Kowwviat pyndé ToTe KwAVaVTAL, 

mapeAn@On TO vopcopa’ Kat rovto Sods 6 yewpyos TO TéxTom, apBaver 

map’ €keivou TO ekeivou Epyov’ 6 dy TO ydpicpa Kabdrep eyyunths €oTe mpos 

Tov TéxTova, Ort emevday Tov TOU yewpyrxov SenO7, dev avrod Anrerac mapa 

TOU yewpyod ay ev ypeia katéoTyn, Kal ovT@ kavravda Sia tHv pédAdNoveav 

Tov TEKTOvOs xpelav 1) GAXaYH Kal} Kowwria yivera. Kat TO vopropa 

Suvdper eat wavta oxeddv Gv Betta ExaoTos. 

Set yap toito dépovte etvat AaPeiv] Rassow (Lorsch. p. 94) 
suggests det yap tovto deporte eorae daPeiv. 

mdoxer.... every paddov| Money is affected in the same way b. 13. 
as other commodities are’, but not to the same extent—v.c. it 

fluctuates in value as the demand for it, or need of it, is greater or 

less. Its natural tendency, however, is to fluctuate less in value 
than other commodities. Mich. Eph. has the following note—rore 
Svvatat mAciov TO voutopa } mote EdaTTov 7) OvdEV; 7) EV peV Tais Evbn- 

velais mod Ovvata, ev dé Tais dyav ourodeias Kal apopias TavTeY Tov 

Kapray ovdév; ovdeis yap Tay exdvT@Y TiTOY fy GpKovYTA EavT@ Kal Tois 

€avtov avrad\\dooew tore mpobupeira, In a passage very similar to 

the above the Paraph. Heliodorus expressly gives as the reason 

why véuicpa is more stable in value than other commodities, the 

fact that it is duvayec mavra oyeddv oy Seirae exaotos. It represents 

the ever-present need of something as distinguished from the 

passing need of this thing. Accordingly, so long as the relation 

between the quantity of exchangeable commodities and the 

quantity of véucua in the community remains pretty constant, the 

value of a given piece of money does not fluctuate seriously. 

Mich. Eph. and the Paraph., it will be observed, allude only to 
variations in the quantity of exchangeable commodities, apparently 

assuming that variations in the quantity of véueocnpa may be 

neglected. These latter variations, however, are far more serious 

than might at first be supposed. Under the conditions of modern 
trade, sudden rises and falls in what is really the quantity of véuiopa 

1 Bywater (Contributions p. 46) suspects 76 avré as an alternative reading for 
tovro, and suggests that macxet may be taken absolutely =‘is subject to modi- 
fication or change.’ 
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in the community take place to such an extent that, had they come 
within the observation of the sceptical Greek, they must have made 
the plausible Ajpos 7d vépiopa seem more plausible than ever. 

Under the conditions of modern trade the tolerably constant 

quantity of visible tangible money (which the ancients regarded 

exclusively) is increased by a singularly fluctuating quantity. of 

invisible intangible money—z.e. by Credit, which now swells to 

enormous proportions, and raises all prices, z.e. diminishes the 

value of a given standard coin, now contracts, and lowers all prices, 

leaving the holders of standard coins in possession of the field— 

7. é. with coins of augmented value. ‘In consequence of changes 

in credit alone,’ says Giffen (Z’ssays in Finance, p. 294), ‘the service- 
ableness of the same quantity of money varies indefinitely in 

comparatively short periods; the scale of prices is in constant 

oscillation ; no conceivable changes in the quantity of money itself 

could at all have the effects which are constantly being produced 

by changes in credit alone.’ ‘ When credit is good all prices 

rise, that is, the standard depreciates in value’ (p. 200). 

pi) ovens ouppetptas| Cf. Plato, Laws 918 B més yap ovdk evepyérns 

mas bs dy ovotay ypnudtor ovtwevodv dotppetpoy odcav Kal avdpadov 

Gpadny te Kal ovppetpov amepydcerar; TovTo Huiv yp pdvar Kat THY TOD 

vopioparos arepydterOar Siva, kal tov Eumopoy emi TovT@ terdyOa bei 

Aeyew" Kat proOwrds Kat mavdokeds Kal GAda, Ta pév EvoXNpoverTeEpa, TA OE 

doxnpovertepa yryvoueva, todTd ye mavta Svvatat, macw emiKovpiay tais 

xpelas e€evTropety Kal duaddrnra rats ovciats. 

TH pev obv GAnfeia . . . tkavds| Things so different as wine and 

corn are not commensurable in the strict sense of the term, for 

they are not homogeneous in the strict sense: practically, however 

(evdexerar ixavos), they are commensurable, because practically 

homogeneous—z. e. homogeneous as being doth useful. Money is 

the measure of their common usefulness: see Mich. Eph. 77 pev 

ovy adnbela advvatoy Ta Tocotrov diapepovta, cUppetpa yever Oar, «i Kupios 

aippetpa Ta dpoyevi Suvavra yevéeaOat, oiov apiOuot apiOpois, Kat peyeOn 

peyeOeor’ Ta an’ GdAnAa@v TooovTOy Sueotara, advvarov ovmpeTpa yeveaOar’ Ta 

yap cUppetpa KoWwe opi KaTapeTpovrrat, apOpol apiOua, Ta peyeOn peyeber 

TO S€ vopiopa ovk €oTL péplov TaY ev TH GAay;* ovTe yap Tov UmodnpdTeY 

€oti pdpiov, ovre Tod owou' Hy yap ay 7} olvos i) Umddnua, ore addov 

ovdevds’ yiverar S€ pétpov ths Kata THY xpelay ad’T@y ocuppeTptas—tz. e. 

money measures them both gud needed or useful: being needed 
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or useful is their common quality. Cf. also Acciaiolus ad loc.— 
‘Res quae sunt diversorum generum et rationum non videntur men- 

surari posse ex parte naturae (only ex instituto hominum), quia 

mensura debet esse de genere eorum quae mensurantur ; ut quan- 

titas continua mensuratur quantitate continua, non discreta. Nam 

si res per mensuram debent mensurari, habere debent illam men- 

suram quae fit pars illarum rerum. Quare nummus ipse medius 

cadit inter res mensurandas propter indigentiam: quia imponitur 

pretium alteri rei, et sic etiam alteri, et in nummo et pretio con- 

veniunt, et hoc pacto ex instituto est nummus quodammodo 
mensura.’ 

§ 15. | eg bob écews | 2.é@. kata ouvOnkny, § IT. 

4 ico] ‘that is, equal to.’ 

§16.] For the history of exchange see Pol. i. 3. 1257, a. 6-41. 

The passage ends with—£evikwrepas yap yevouevns ths BonOcias ... €& 

avaykns 7) Tov voulopatos émopicbn xpnots* ov yap evBaoraukTov ékacTov 

Tov Kata dvow avaykaiwv’ 5:6 mpdos Tas addayas ToLoiTéy Te ouVEbevTO 

mpos oas avtovs Siddvae Kat AapBavew, 6 Tov ypnoluwv aito dv eiye THY 

xpelav evperaxeipisroy mpos TO hv, olov aidnpos kai apyvpos Kal el Te 

ToLovToV ETEpov, TO pev TMpaTov anr@s dpiobev peyeber Kal aTabue, Td Sé 

tehevtaioy kal xapaxtnpa emiBaddvror, iv’ dmodvon THs peTpHTEwWS avTOUS" 

6 yap xapaktnp ereOn Tov ToTOU oNpeEtov. 

mpiv TO vopiopa etvar] Bywater (Con/rzb. p. 47) suggests mpiv 

TO vopuopa edOeiv, 

1133 b. 18. 

1a), Ail 

b. 24. 

b. 26. 

§ 17. 4 Bikatompayia] ‘doing justice,’ Peters. The man who b. 30. 
“does justice, as judge, strikes the mean between the position of 

the party who injures and the position of the party who is injured ; 

and, in his private capacity, neither injures other people, nor allows 

himself to be injured by them—H dicaorpaylia peor éoti rod ddiceiv 

kal adixcioOar. At the end of next § 1134 a. 12, however, we have 

Tou O€ &duKypatos To pev €datrov aducciaOai eat, TO dé peifoy Td dduKeiv, 

from which it would seem that in the passage before us Sixavompaynpa 

might have been used instead of dccaompayia. 

4 8é Sixarocdvy . . . dxpwv] Rassow (orsch. 61) seems to be 
right in preferring the reading adopted by Susemihl and Bywater 

to Bekker’s 7 dé Sicacootyvn pecodtns eotiv ov. tov avtoyv tpdmoy Tais 

Mpotepov aperais, K.T.A. 

b. 32. 
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The Paraph. Heliodorus explains the sentence as follows—kat 
7 Stxatoovvn peodtns éotiv ov tov airdv tTpdmev Tais mporépas dperais® 

Tay pev yap GAwy dperdv Exdorn péon eat Svo Kaki@v THY pev iTeEp- 

Baddovaa tis de EANEiTOvaa’ 7 pev yap coppootvyn petakv THs Nbudrnros 

kal Ths dkodacias early 7 Sé avdpia peragd tis Seidlas Kai THs ApacitnTos, 

kat ai GAXat Opoiws’ 7 S€ Stxavcocvvn ok exer map éxatepa Svo kaklas ais 

avrikertat, GAAd pdvn TH adikia dyTixertae’ peon S€ €or, Ste THs adiKias 

avétnTa eigayovons, TO icov att (yret Kal TovTov é€oTl mointiKn. 6 

51 toov péoov earl Tov peiCovos Kal Tod eddtTovos, Kat dia TOvTO avTH pev 

peodtns eotiv’ 7» Oe adikia akpdrns, Ort tev axpwr eati. Mich. Eph. has 

a note to the same effect—viz. that every one of the other virtues 
has two vices contrary to it, but justice has only one vice (dSukia), 

and this one vice, he explains, Oewpetrar ev tH ddixodvre Kai ddixoupéva, 

dv 6 pev adixkav eotiv 6 Td mA€ov Exar, 6 O€ adiKovpevos 6 Td €darTov. 

This is not correct, for the és of dua, of which he is speaking, 

is not seen in the dd:ovpevos at all, but in the dduaer, who manifests 

himself in acts both of tmepBody and of @Adgexyus—in taking too 

much good and too little evil as his own share; and, where his 

own share is not involved, in assigning to other people too much 

or too little good or evil. Peters, who follows the Par. and Mich. 
Eph., translates—‘ We see also that the virtue justice is moderation 

[or a mode of observing the mean], but not quite in the same way 
as the other virtues hitherto spoken of. It does indeed observe a 

mean, but both the extremes fall under the single vice of injustice ’— 

and in a note he adds the following explanation—‘ whereas in 

other fields the two extremes are chosen by different and opposite 

characters (e.g. the cowardly and the foolhardy), the unjust man 

chooses both, too much good to himself and too little to his neigh- 

bour', too little evil to himself and too much to his neighbour, too 

much good to his partisan and too little to his opponent.’ Ac- 

cording to this view, then, of the passage before us, the point is in 

the words 7 d€ déixia ray dkpov: ‘justice is not a peodrns in quite the 

same way as the other virtues are peodryres, because, although “it 

does indeed observe a mean,” “ doth the extremes fall under the 
single vice of tnjustice.”’ Is it this alone that constitutes the dif- 
ference? I think not. The chief point of difference, as it seems 

to me, is marked by the words ér péoov eoriv, and a difference of 

* “Too much good to himself’ and ‘too little to his neighbour’ are only 
verbally two. The one thing which he does in all cases is to choose too 
much good to himself at the expense of other people.’ 
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merely secondary importance is constituted by the fact that ‘both 1133 b. 32. 
the extremes fall under the single vice of injustice.’ That the 
stress is upon ére péoov eoriv is plain from the words tmepBodi kai 

reris 7) aduxia, Ot. SmepBods Kal eAdelpews €or in § 185 Ze. Ou 

kaoovvn iS a peadrns because Tod péoov eat, just aS adckia is brepBory 

and édreurs Lecause imepBordjjs kai eAreiews €otr, That ddicia tmep- 

Bods Kat eAdeleds core (7.e. aphotépwy tev akpev eori) is another, 

and, I think, subordinate point of difference. 

In what sense, then, can S:cavootvn be said rod péoou eivar in 

which dvdpefa is not? The gloss rovréstw toov which some MSS. 

read after rod péoou éori, and Mich. Eph. recognises, seems to me 

to answer this question. All the virtues, Scxavoovvn included, are 

indeed peosdrnres mept méOn Kai mpdées, 7.¢. they are peodrnres in the 

sense of being perpudrnres—phases of man’s adaptation to a difficult 

social environment; but d:caootvn is a peodrns also in a more 

literal sense of the term, in as much as it realises itself in a 

definitely measurable external péoor, 7. ¢. in the choice of that which 

is objectively icov. Justice (the writer confines ‘himself here to 

Particular Justice) is that one of the virtues which is concerned 
with the icov as distinguished from the other véyipa. The just man 

is péoos in a sense in which the cadpev e.g. is not péoos—z. e. he is 
péoos Kal toos. There is nothing, in short, in the passage before 

us, which is not implied in the division of 16 Sicavoy into To vopipoy 

and ro icov, 

I take it then that the meaning which the writer wishes to convey 

is that the peodrys Particular Justice differs from the other virtuous 

peodrnres (1) in realising itself in the production of that to which, 
as pécoy or icov, a definite numerical value can be assigned; and 

(2) in having (nominally) only one évavria kaxta—ddicia or *un- 
fairness,’ productive of objective measurable inequality: but surely 

this does not amount to a virtual admission, that ‘the original 

theory of dper as a peodrns is a failure so far as justice is concerned : 

(Jackson, p. 100). If there is any hesitation in the present passage 

about applying the term peodrns to dicatoovvn, the same hesitation exists 

about applying it to dperj generally; for in Z. WV. ii. 6. 13 we read 

peadrns Tis dpa early 7) dpern, aToXATTLKY YE CGA TOD PégoU. Justice, 

equally with the other moral dperai, is a é&s mpoaipertxiy é€v peodTyTL 

ojoa—a habit of regulating conduct by reason in the midst of 

temptations held out by the sensibility. It is the regulation of 

those feelings which, if unregulated, lead a man to act wrongly 
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in relation to property, aS cwppoctivn is the regulation of those 
which, if unregulated, lead him to act wrongly in relation to bodily 

pleasure. The cadppor does what is objectively right in circum- 

stances which are such that we cannot test the rightness of his 

acts by exact measurement (cf. iv. 5. 13 o& yap padiov Sopica rd 
TOs kal Tio KT... . . €v yap Tois Ka’ Exaata Kay TH aiaOnoet 1 Kpiats) ; 

whereas the dikaos does what is objectively right in circumstances 

which allow us generally to test the rightness of his acts by figures. 

His action, in short, produces an tcov—a quantitative result—which 

may be calculated beforehand. Arkawoovwn is a peordrns (or mode 
of adaptation to the social environment) manifesting itself externally 

in acts of measurably equal diviston; cappooivn is a peodrns (or 

mode of adaptation to social environment) manifesting itself in 

acts the rightness of which can be judged only by the qualitative 
test of aicOnos (iv. 5. 13, ii. 9. 8). The recognition of this 

difference surely does not amount to a virtual admission that ‘ the 

original theory of dpern as a peodrns is a failure so far as justice is 

concerned.’ If narrow technical ground be taken, and it be urged 

that dcaoctvn is not a peodrns in the true sense because it has only 

one extreme, déd:kia, it may be answered that, although the possibility 

of petoveEia as the contrary of mAcovefia is perhaps excluded by the 

result reached in chapters g and 11 of this Book, yet two kinds of 

unfairness to other people may be logically distinguished—that-of 

giving strangers (from whom one has nothing to expect) too little, 
and that of giving friends (from whom one has expectations) too 

much, and that the one or the other of these kinds of unfairness 

may be specially characteristic of a given dad:kos. 
It remains to notice Grant’s view. He says—‘ Justice is a mean 

state or balance in a different sense from the other virtues. It is 

not a balance in the mind, but rather the will to comply with what 

society and circumstances pronounce to be fair (rod péoou eoriv). 

Justice, according to this view, is compliance with an external 

standard. While in courage, temperance, and the like, there is 

a blooming of the individual character, each man being a law to 

himself, in justice there is an abnegation of individuality, in 

obedience to a standard which is one and the same for all. It 

must be remembered that the account of emeixesa in this book 

supplements that of justice and takes off from its otherwise over- 

legal character.’ 

I think that the habit of justice is as truly ‘a balance in the 
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mind’ as the other virtuous habits are—z\ e. it is one of the modes 1133 b. 32. 

in which the civilised man has learnt to control his sensibility, in 

the interest of the System of Life which Reason presents to him. 
Inasmuch as this System is an objective order of things, it is ‘an 

external standard,’ to which the omovdaios, not merely gud dixaios, 

but gwd possessing the other virtues, conforms himself. In con- 

forming himself, whether as capper, or as avdpeios, or as Sdixatos, to 

the objective standard of Reason, he ‘is a law to himself,’ because 

he realises his true self in so doing: and the only ‘abnega- 
tion of individuality’ to which he submits (and he submits to it gud 
coppev or avdpetos as well as gud dixaos) is the abnegation of his 

merely sensitive nature. His true ‘individuality ’—his rational 

nature, he cannot abnegate. Finally, it is very misleading to dis- 

tinguish the standard of justice, as ‘one and the same for all,’ from 

that of temperance or courage. The standard of the Noble Life 
is an indivisible whole, one and the same for all men who have the 

eye of Reason to see it clearly. Each of two good men who are 

friends is a érepos airds to the other. Both live up to one and the 
same objective standard, and, in living up to it, are a law to them- 

selves. 

katé mpoatpeoiv| See note on Vv. I. 3. 1134 a. 2. 

$18. 4 8 a8ixla todvavtioy tod aSikou| z.¢. 8 ddixia rodvavtiov a. 6. 
> ‘ > a cw , A ‘\ , - > , 

e€otl kad iy 6 adukos Néyerar mpakTiKds KaTa Tpoaipecw TOU adiKov. 

émt S€ Tav GANwv . . . Eruxev] ‘ Where other people are concerned a, 11. 

(z.e. where the unjust man himself as 8cavéuov does not take a share), 
although the result, as a whole, is the same (7.e. the violation of 

proportion), the way in which the proportion is violated (ze. 
whether the unjust man gives A or B the unfair advantage) is 
a matter of chance. Here, in accordance with the doctrine of v. 

chapters 9 and 11, the writer assumes that petovefia—the habit 

of accepting less than one’s due—does not exist (see note on 

v. 1.9, b. 1). I think that it has as much right to formal recognition 

as the equally obscure dvaicOnota of L. XV. ili. 11. 7. 

Tod Sé aduhpatos... pethov 76 adicetv] The result of injustice a, 12. 
(rd ddixnua) is an unequal division, wherein the part which is too 

small is ‘ being injured, and the part which is too large is ‘ injuring.’ 

There is no reference here, as some commentators seem to think, 

to the question, whether ddiceiv or dbSiceioOar is the greater evil, dis- 
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1134 a.12. cussed in v. 11, §§ 7 and 8. The writer here simply analyses the 
formal content of the notion déiknua, as he has analysed in § 17 

that of the notion d:cavorpayia, : 

GHARTE Re. Vil. 

ARGUMENT. 

But aman may perform an act which ts unjust without being unjust hin- 

self. By what mark, then, shall we know the acts which stamp the man wha 

performs them as unjust? There is no distinguishing mark attaching to the 
acts. The acts are outwardly the same-of the man who yields to a sudden 

passion, and of the man who deliberately chooses ; and yet the latter is and the 

jormenis not Gi ya mane WW s 
But we must remenber that hitherto we have described justice in the abstract 

only, and that we have to complete our account by saying something about 

“Gustice as concretely realised in the state—ctvtl justice. 
Civil justice is the bond which unites, in a common life, persons who are 

free and equal. This common life is its own end, or self-sufficient. It ws 

regulated not from without, but by the inner principle of tts own nature—Law. 

Conformity with law, then, ts civil justice. But where there is law and justice, 

we, as a matter of fact, find also injustice. We find that individuals tend to 
seck their own private good, and must be restrained by the law of thetr common 

life. Accordingly we do not allow the individual as such to rule for he would 
become a tyrant ; but we set the law or the constitution over the ruler, making 

him thus the guardian of justice and equality ; giving him, however, a recom- 

pense in the form of honour and privilege, lest, being but human, he should 

say—‘ What am I profited if J am just and do not take advantage of my 

position to give myself more than my share of good things?’ Indeed there are 

rulers who are not satisfied with all the honour and privilege that can be 

bestowed upon them, but, becoming tyrants, recompense themselves for thetr 

trouble by more solid advantages at the expense of their subjects. 

Between those who are not free and equal persons associated tn a common- 
wealth regulated by the law of its own constitution, the relations are ‘ just’ only 
in a metaphorical sense. Thus tt is only in a metaphorical sense that we can 

speak of ‘justice’ in the relation subsisting between (1) husband and wife, (2) 

father and child, (3) master and slave. These relations are characterised by the 

power of the paterfamilias over his own, not by the unanimity of independent 

persons. The relation between husband and wife, however, resembles that 

between fellow-citizens more nearly than do the relations between father and 

child and between master and siave. 

1134.17. §§ 1, 2.] I believe, with Rassow (p. 38), Jackson (p. xvii, &c.), 
and Ramsauer that these sections are foreign to the present 
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context; but I do not venture to designate any other context 1134a, 17, 

in the Fifth Book as their original locus. They certainly refer 

to a subject which is discussed in chapter 8; but this does not 

seem to me to warrant Jackson’s insertion of them in § 8 of that 
chapter after 6\d8n: for why should it be assumed that, being in- 

terpolated where we now find them, they belong originally to the 

Fifth Book at all? It is often tolerably safe to say that a passage 

is an interpolation; but almost always unsafe to assign it to another 

locus. The student may refer to Rassow (forsch. pp. 35 &c.) for 
an excellent examination of the various views which have been 

advanced concerning the locus of the sections before us. He 

regards the examination of these views as principally useful in 
showing ‘ wie wenig wir im Stande sind mit Sicherheit zu urtheilen’ 
—a valuable lesson, where ‘dislocations in the text’ are con- 

cerned. 
The passage before us, then, is best regarded as a fragment. It 

may be paraphrased as follows—‘ Since one may perform an unjust 

act, and yet not be an unjust man, by what mark shall we know, 

under the various categories of crime, those unjust acts, the per- 

formance of which is, of itself, sufficient to stamp the agent as 

an unjust man in this or that respect—as a thief e.g., or an 
adulterer, or a robber? Surely the criterion is not to be found 

in the acfs. Two men may perform, from different motives, acts 

which are externally indistinguishable. One man may steal under 
the influence of a pressing, but transitory, feeling; the other from 

deliberate choice. The former is not a thief; the latter is: but 

their ac/s are indistinguishable.’ 
On the words 4 otrw peév oddev Sioicee which are equivalent to 

i) kata péev tas mpdéets ovdev dioicee Mich. Eph. has the following 

note :—jv dv caheotépa 7 dEkis ei OTW Ts Elyev" eel adiRNpaTA €oTt 

TO KAemTEW TO poLxeveLY TO TopvEeveY TO lepoovAGY Kal drzA@s TdvTa Ta 

mapdvopa, Tota €k TOUTwY TpdTT@V TIs GdLKEl, Kal ToIa Gpolws OdK ddiKEl ; 

eloi yap twa ddica & mparter pev tis, Adikos Sé od« eaTi, mas On TOUT; 

Ste ov eis thy mpakw arockoroovtes TA Tpdypata Kpivopev, GAN’ eis Td 0b 

évexa, 6 yap TOU pawopevou thy pdxaipay Khéyras ped’ js EpeAev EavTov 

dveNeiv, xewev pev, Kents  od« Cort, GAG padov GwTHp Kal evepyérns, 

ovdé porxds 6 THY mAovoiay SiaPbeipas embupia xpnudrwy, dda doxpn- 

patos. epetncas Oy 6 moia ddiKnpata adic@v, adios €otiv, dmokpiverat 

A€yov" 7} ovTw pev ovddev Sioicer; Zoe Se & Eyer. ovT@ pév, Sixu mpoo- 

Siopicpod Aeydpevoy, Sdéerev dv pydeplav €xew Seahopdv, dda wavra Tov 
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GOuxdv te mparrovta evOd Kai ddixov etvar, ei O€ Tus emuBderet eis TO Tédos 

kat ov veka Trovet TO GOikoy, ebpnoer moAAovs diKa uev mpdrrovras, adikous 

S€ pr dvras. 

Rassow (Forsch. p. 37) supposes, with Muretus, that some words 
have fallen out after dioica, because ‘In dem mit ydp angefiigten 

Beispiele wird namlich nicht, wie man erwarten sollte, angegeben, 
worin der déuév dem adios gleich, sondern worin er von ihm 

verschieden ist.’ Muretus (p. 430) restores the clause thus— 
7} ovT@ pev ovdev Si0iver, emyBrémovTe S€ cis Td Od Evexa Stolce, and 

suggests that the repeated dioices occasioned the omission. J do 

not think that it is necessary to suppose an omission. The words 
kat yap dv ovyyevorro yuvatki k.t.A. are equivalent to Kat yap TO adrd 

(¢.e. 76 cuyyevérOar yuvaki) mpdtrovow 6 re dia mdOos mod Kal 6 mpo- 

atpovpevos, dv 6 pev mpoaipovpevos Gdixos éotiv, 6 dé dia wdbos ov, and 

explain 7 otro pev (2. e. xara ras mpakets) ovdey dioicer ; 

o& 81d mpoapécews dpxyy] Cf. L. WV. ili. 3.17 maverau yap exacros 
(ntav mas mpaget, Grav eis atrov dvayayn Thy GpxHV, Kat attod eis TO 

youpevov’ TovTO yap TO Tpoapoupevov. 

§ 2. odS€ poixds, eoixeuce 8€] Miinscher, Hampke, and Ram- 
sauer bracket these words, because, the case of the pouyds 

having been already selected in § 1 to illustrate the point under 

consideration, cannot again be used as an additional illustration. 

Rassow merely notes the remarkable carelessness revealed by the 
words: ‘eine auffallende Nachlassigkeit ist es, wenn in den letzten 
Worten neben dem «démrrns der pouyds genannt wird, ungeachtet das 
potxeve in Vorhergehenden als Beispeil benutzt ist’—(/orsch. p. 

37). Those who éracket words like these in the Fifth Book take 

too little account, I think, of the carelessness of the writer, or writers. 

The substitution of od (Kb, Pb, Camb., CCC Sus., Byw.) for Bekker’s 
ovd€ before xémrns, however, makes the whole clause less awkward. 

§ 3. TGs pv ody... mpdrepov] Here, again, we have a section which 

is bracketed as an interpolation by many editors. It differs, how- 
ever, from §§ 1 and 2 in this important respect—it does not contain 

a piece of argument foreign to the context, but merely surprises the 

reader by reminding him rather irrelevantly of a previous discussion. 

It is therefore not so obviously an interpolation as §§ r and 2. At 

the same time, I would say that it is probably one of those rather 

numerous recapitulatory and connecting sentences which we may 

ae 
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attribute to the care of an early editor, who, finding det d¢ py AavOd- 1184 a. 23. 

vew k.T.A. 2 Somewhat abrupt beginning, inserted words to facilitate 

the transition to 70 zoAcricoy Sikaov from that aspect of rd dmdés 
Sikatov which had been discussed in the previous chapter under the 

head of 70 dvytirerovOds. I therefore think that it is unnecessary to 
try, with Jackson, to find another locus for the words before us. 
Jackson places them at the beginning of ch. 10 (on eémveixeva), where 
they do very well—but, as the head of one statue may sometimes 
be made, by a clever restoration, to do very well on the body of 

another. 
It is worth mentioning that the writer of the 4/7. JZ, does not 

recognise §§ 1 and 2, but passes zmmedzately from his criticism of 

the Pythagorean dvtimerovOds to To moditexdv Sikavov. His criticism 

of 76 dvrurerrovOds ends i. 33. 1194 b. 2; and at 1194 b. 3 we read— 

eet 8€ 7d Sikavov woddaxas Aéyerat, Suopictéov dv ein UmEp Toiov Sixaiov 

éotiy 4 oxeyis* Eore b1 Sixadv Tt, ws haciv, oikérn mpos Seondrny Kal vid 

mpos matépa, Td & ev rovros Sikaoy dpovipws dv ddgerev AéyerOar 7 

modTK@ Sikaiw (€orw yap (7b) Sixaov, bmép of eat 7 oKEYis, TO TOAL- 

zixoy dixaov). We may suppose the writer of the J/. JZ. with a text 

of the Fifth Book before him in which chapter 6 Jegan with a 
reference to the subject of chapter 5—7és pev ody exer TO dvtimerrovOos 

mpos ro Sikatov eipnra. Such a connecting clause might well be 

genuine. But, whatever its origin may be, I feel sure that it was 

written to stand Aere—that is, to make the transition from the 

subject of ch. 5 to that of ch. 6. 

§ 4, Set 5é ph . . . woditixdv Sikatov] ‘It must be remembered, a. 24. 

however, that our subject is not only Justice in the abstract, but 

Justice as concretely realised in the State’—7.e. ‘not only what is 

just in itself, but what is just as between citizens.’ Hitherto 

the formal conditions of Particular Justice have been discussed 
—i.e. the dvadoyia, geometrical, arithmetical, and reciprocal, which 

it involves have been explained; the writer now proceeds to 

indicate the mode of its concrete appearance—to sketch its natural 

history in the State. It was, of course, impossible to explain its 

formal conditions without frequent references to its concrete mani- 

festation in the State; but as yet there has been no connected 
treatment of the latter. With the antithesis 7d dmda@s dixavoy—ro 
mohurtxov Sikacov We May compare the antithesis 6 dyads avnp athas— 
6 dyaOos rodirns, as presented in v. 2. 11, and in the passages quoted 
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in the note thereon. The dnp dyabcs dadas is the ideally good 
man, the man who is conceived as. realising perfectly (sc. &v rf 

apiotn moNtteia TH Kat evxnv) the formal notion of goodness; the 

ayaOos moXirns is the man who corresponds accurately with the 

conditions of a given modireta, good or bad, but, except as citizen 

of 7 dpiorn mods, realises the formal notion of goodness more or 

less imperfectly. The conditions of even the best existing wodrreia 

are such as always to prevent the actual coincidence of the dpern of 

the modizns with that of the dvjp dyabds dmdas. Similarly, it is only 

in 7 wodureia 9 Kata iow (see v. 7. 5) that rd modzrixdv Sixarov 

coincides with 10 dmdds Sikawv. That is, z¢ zs posszble to concerve 

tdeal circumstances in which the justice of citizens realises per- 
fectly the formal notion of justice. The definition of this formal 

notion, carefully elaborated in chapters 1~5, is epitomised with suf- 

ficient accuracy in ch. 5, § 17 kai 4 peév Sixaoowwn . . . Tpds ardor, 

What, then, are the conditions of the (doubtless imperfect) realisa- 

tion of Justice in the State? Sections 5, 6, and 7 of the present 
chapter answer this question, Justice is realised in the common life, 
under vépos, of individuals who are free and equal. The individual, 

left to himself, is not mpaxruxos kata mpoaipeaw Tod Sixaiov Kat SsavepntiKos 

Tov icov Tov Kar’ avadoyiay, as the definition of 76 dads Sixaroy requires. 

The constraint of vépos is necessary to make him act justly—z' e. 
vouos, OF Adyos, representing the race, must supersede 6 dvOpwz7os, 

the individual: and since, after all, individuals must be entrusted, as 

apxovres, with the administration of this véyos, a sop must be 

offered to their thwarted mAcoveéia in the shape of pro Oés tus ; though, 

even with this, they often become rvpavyor. It is only in the wodcreia 

kat’ evxnv, where Adyos rules in the soul of every citizen, that a system: 

of external restraints and inducements is unnecessary. 

From the discussion of 7d zoderixdy Sikaoy the writer passes 

naturally to that of the relations between the various members of the 

oixia, which is the unit xowewvia out of which the wédAus has grown. 

Distinguishing, then, rd dwA@s Sikacov and 7d todirixdy Sikavoy as 

the formal notion of justice, and its (necessarily imperfect) realisation 
in the State, I cannot agree—(1) with Michelet, who says (pp. 177, 
178) ‘ld jusium quod quaerimus est et simpliciter justum et ctvile 

jJustum, ita ut materia hujus libri non sit duplex justum, ut partitur 

Acciajolus, simpliciter justum et justum civile; jus enim civile est 

ipsum simpliciter justum vel, ut dicit Paraphrastes, cupios Sdikavor. 

Sed justum civile est id simpliciter justum, quod non proposito 
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tantum et animis agentium continetur, sed etiam legibus sancitum 

est’ ; or (2) with Grant, who says, ‘Td dads dikaiov is opposed to 
76 ka? dpodtnra. It is not meant here to separate ré da. otk. from 

To mod. Six.: rather it is implied that they are both the same. The 

only justice that can be called so without a figure of speech is that 
between fellow-citizens’; or (3) with Rassow, who says (Lorsch. 
Pp. 123), ‘ro dmda@s Sikacoy und 76 qodutixdy Sikacov sind verschiedene 

Ausdriicke fiir dieselbe Sache, was u. a. Hildenbrand und Tren- 

delenburg verkannt haben. Der Gegensatz, um den es sich hier 

handelt, ist der zwischen dem dmAés Sikacov und dem Sikaov kal? 

épotdtnta, Das erstere ist eben das politische Recht, das zweite 

das vaterliche, das hausliche und das Herrenrecht. So richtig 
Zeller (Gesch. d. Phil. ii. 2. p. 500), und Grant’; or (4) with Peters, 
who says (p. 161, note), ‘ These are not two distinct kinds of justice ; 
justice proper, he means to say, implies a state.’ 

In opposition to these views, then, I believe that rd dads Sixacoy 

and ro modurixdy Sikatoy are here distinguished as the formal notion 

(ri jv eivae OF ovcia dvev UAns)* and the concrete realisation (civodov). 
It is only in the ideal State that rd dmAa@s Sikatov and 7d mrodcrixdy 

Sixavoy coincide—that is, they never actually coincide. In actual 

States those individualistic tendencies which are specially dwelt 

on below in §§ 4-7, as characteristic of the persons between whom 

TO Tohirtxoy Sikavov (as distinguished from rb ams Sixaor) subsists, 

are never eliminated. 

émt Kowwvav Biou] The emi is a dittogr. of gorw, Bios is here 
man’s life as a modurixdy (gov: of. LE. NV. x. 6. 8 eddaupovias 8 ovdeis 
> , , > \ x iy 
avdpardd@ petadidocw, ei py Kat Biov. 

S . mpds 75 etvar adtdpxeray| cf. Pol. T. 1. 1275 b. 17 tis pév odv 
> ‘ c , > , Re e ‘ 2 , - > - 
€oTlv 6 ToAiTns, ek ToUTwY avepov" w@ yap eovaia Kotvwveiv apxns Bovdev- 

TiKNS Kal KpiTiKTs, ToAITHY On A€éyouev elvar TaUTNS THS TOAEws, FOAL SE 
\ a , A c ny \ a 12 a ec ec a ry oe 

TO TOV ToLOUT@Y TAROOS ikavov mpos aitdpKetav (wns, os dwAO@s eiveiv—and 

Pol. A, 1. 1252 b. 28 9 & ek mAetdvav Kopav Kowvwvia Tédevos TALS On, 

mdaons €xovea tépas THs avrapkeias—and Pol. T. 5. 1280 b. 29 pavepoy 
Md bf > a” € le , , ‘ ~ Sis: - = > \ Tolvuy OTL ovK €aTLY 1) FOALS KOLV@Via TOTOU Kal Tod 1) dOiKely odas avTovs 

‘Kal THs petaddcews xapw* dAda TaiTa pev avayKaioy imdpyew, eimEp eoTat 

modus, ov py ovd trapxdvtay TovTav amdvtwv On TALS, GAN’ 7 TOU ev 

1 Of course the formal notion of justice cannot be conceived independently of 
the formal notion of the State. 

mt 

1134 a, 24, 

a. 26, 
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(qv Kowvavia Kai Tals olkias Kal Tois yevert, (wns Teh€as Xapwv Kal avTapKovs. 
~ , 

ovK €oTaL pevToL TOUTO px TOV avToY Kal €va KaTOLKOVYT@Y TOTOY Kal xpw- 
, > , 4 - »s cle ee AY \ , x , \ peévev emvyapias., 510 kndciai r €yevovto Kata Tas modes Kal paTpiat Kat 

, ss ‘ “~ ~ 4 A “A , ay e € A ~ 

Ovoia kai dtaywyat Tod ov(nv. 1d d€ ToLodroy gidAlas Epyov"' 7) ‘yap Tov 

ovdnv mpoaipesis pidia, redos pev ody méAEws TO Ev (Hy, Tatra Se TOU 
, , , A c a A -~ lf = , ‘ 

tehovs xdpiv. modus O) 1) yev@v Kal Kopa@v KoWwevia (wns Teheias Kat 
ber pp a > > , c , \ in > , ‘ 

avtdpxovs {xdpw). todito & ear, ws auev, To Chv evdadvas kai 

Kaos. Tov Kada@v dpa mpakewr | ydpw] Beréov eivar THY ToAtTEKHY KoLwviar, 
? m= = ° A x 

GAN’ od rod ovgyy—and &. NV. i. 7. 6 rd & avrapkes Néyouey odk aire 
, - n , , > \ \ Se) oY Ls ‘ x Ni povy, TO COvtt Blov povwtnv,adrAd Kal yovedat Kat TEKYOLS Kat ‘yuvaLKt Kal 

dws Tois Pidrous Kal moXiras, ered) Piaer moditixdy 6 avOperos. The 
¢ ‘ . . » 

state (7) modureKy kowevia) 1S an organism (avrapkés TL), and the law of 

its members is 76 modurikoy Sikavov, 

ehevOdpwv kal towy 4 Kat dvadoylay % Kat dpiOydv| Each member 

of the social organism must, in order to be a member at all, have 

an initiative of his own (édevOepia), which he exercises for the 
common good. ‘This initiative cannot be exercised by an indi- 

vidual whose inferiority, in modcricn dpern or Sivas, to the other 

individuals with whom he is associated, sinks beneath a certain 

level, fixed differently in different modcreta. All individuals on, 

and above, this level are equally members of the social organism 
(too), inasmuch as each one of them, gud Biov Kkowwvav Or Kadav 

mpa&ewy petéxv, initiates, in his own sphere, a social function 

essential to the ocwrnpia of the commonwealth, even as each 

member of a ship’s crew contributes his share to the prosperity of 

the voyage: see Pol. T. 2. 1276 b. 26 9 yap carnpia ths vavtidias 

Epyov eatiy avtav raver (7. ¢. Tay TA@THPOY, KalmEp avopol@Y dvT@Y THY 

dvvapw)* .. . dpolws Toivuy Kal TOY TodiT@v, Kaimep avopolwy bvT@r, 7) 

cwrnpla THs KoWwrias Epyov eoti, Kowavia 8 eotiv n moditeta. Mechanical 

pressure from without (rupavyis), taking the place of, or limiting, 

the constitutional action (ios) of its members, is foreign to the 

conception of the State as atvrapkés 7, or an organism. ‘The 
individual member is indeed limited—but by the immanent law of 

the organism to which he belongs (vépos), and that, not in his 

€devOepia, which is realised in obedience to the law of the organism, 

but in his tendency to mAcoveEia. 
The dovdAos has no initiative which can be exercised for the 

good of the State. He does not live for the State, but for his 

master; and the law which regulates his function is an external 
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one—the will of his master. To occupy a status which places 1134 a. 27. 

life above the will of a master is, then, the first condition of citizen- 

ship. All who occupy this status are, of course, equally free; but 
it is only ina pure democracy that they are politically equal—Pol. 

E, I. 1301 a. 29 Onpos pev yap €yeveto ek TOU taous dTLOdy bvTas oleaOaL 

dmhas tcous eivat (dru yap eAeVOepor TavTes Spoiws, dmhas toot eivar vopt- 

¢ovow). Such a democracy makes all its freemen adsolutely equal 

cilizens—ioovs kar’ dpusv. Other constitutions recognise grades 

among freemen constituted by differences of birth, culture, or 

wealth. Some of these constitutions draw such a sharp line 
between the highest grade and the grades beneath it, as to exclude 
from the functions of the citizen all except those who are toa 

within the limits of the highest grade. Here, again, of peréyovres 
tis modureias may be said to be absolutely equal—ioa kar’ dpiOpydr, 

the freemen belonging to the lower grades not coming into com- 

parison with them atall. But there are certain other constitutions— 

the so-called mixed constitutions (Po/. A. 6 and 7), which include 
within the pale of effective citizenship the members of several 

grades. Their citizens are too. xar dvadoyiay, 7. ¢. toor inasmuch 

as they all perform political functions, and are comparable on this 

common ground; toa kat dvadoytav, because comparison shows 

grades in the dignity and importance of their respective functions. 

Strictly then, it is incorrect to identify, as Mich. Eph. does, the 
tao kar’ apiOucv of the present passage, with the citizens of a pure 

democracy, and the too kar’ avadoyiav with those of an oligarchy or 
aristocracy. ‘The citizens of a pure democracy are, of course, ico 

kar’ api6udv—‘ on a footing of absolute equality’ (Peters), but so 

are the members of a close oligarchy, for they are themselves 

a homogeneous body of peers, and those whom they exclude from 

all share in the government of the city cannot be compared with 

them in an dvadoyia having for its basis political aéfa._ It is only in 

a mixed constitution that we can correctly speak of the citizens as 

being ico kar’ dvadoyiav—‘ on a footing of proportionate equality’ 

(Peters). As a matter of fact, however, most of the ‘aristocracies’ 
and ‘oligarchies’ noticed by Aristotle in the Politics are mixed 
constitutions, recognising grades within the body of effective 

citizens, and the description too: kar’ dvadoyiay is therefore applicable 
to their citizens; while the description tor car’ apidudv remains as 

specially applicable to the citizens of a pure democracy, as described 
in Pol. Z. 1. 1317 a. 40—1318 a. 10. 

Tig 
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11340.29, GAM tr Sikatov Kat Kab’ SuordtnTa] Freemen, standing on a 
footing of equality either absolute or proportionate, are related by 

political ties (rovrois eori modurexdy Bixavov); 2z.¢. they are persons 

whose unanimity (éydvola, see /. JV. ix. 6) can create and maintain 
a modtreta. What such persons do gud peréyovres ths modtretas, and 

in accordance with its spirit and requirements, is just 7m the polttcal 

sense of the term. And this is the proper sense of the term; for 
man’s true nature, or form, is realised in the performance of 

political function (vcee roditixdy 6 dvOpemos). But, that man may 

be able to realise his true form in the creation and maintenance 
of a modcreia, certain material conditions are necessary, the most 

important of which is that the ofkia, or families, of which the médus 
is composed, shall be well regulated. In the oi«ia the citizen, as 

husband, father, and master, no longer peréyee Biov with free equals 

tov ed (nv évexa, but exercises authority, rns dvaykaias (wns yapw, Over 

inferiors, some of whom are not even free. It is in another, that 

is in a metaphorical sense (xa@ speryra), then, that the term just 
must be applied to the relations subsisting between him and_ these 
inferiors. 

a. 30. ots Kal vowos Tpds attous | kat indicates that Sicavoy and vdpes mpds 

avrovs are merely different expressions for the same relation. 

‘Just relations’ are equivalent to ‘relations constituted by vépos,’ 
Persons ois vdéuos mpos atrovs are persons whose conduct is 

determined, not by individual impulse, or by the force of a 
master, but by the manifold influences (examples, customs, laws, 

ideals) exerted by a system of common life, which they have 

been born into, and are ‘of one mind’ (épovootex) to maintain and 

adorn. 

a.31,  vopmog 8’, év ots ddixia| This is not to be understood, as by Michelet, 

to mean that vdpos presupposes adikia—‘legem propter injustitiam 

institutam esse. The social order is not a mere police system for 

the suppression of injustice—Po/. T. 5. 1280 b. 29 gavepdy roivun Ste 
ovk oT 7) TOALS KOLVwria TéTOV KAL TOU pr) AdLKELY has adTods Kal Tis 

petaddcews xaptv’ ada TadTa pev avaykaiov trapyew, eimep oTat TOALS, 

ov pay ov0 UrapxdyT@y ToUT@Y dmravT@V dn TOs, GAN 7) TOD ed (Hy KoLW@via 

kal Tais oikiats Kal Tots yeveot, Cons TeA€as XapLy Kal ad’tdpKous. Nopos is 

essentially the law of man’s rational self-realisation, as moAurixdv (oov: 
but since he is impeded in his rational self-realisation by the 

irrational part of his nature, this law of his self-realisation is forced 
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to assume, as Sky, judicial functions, and, for this reason, is often 1134 a. 81. 

(wrongly) regarded as nothing but a repressive agency operating 

ev ois adduxia. ‘The words before us seem to imply this opinion ; and 

so do the remarks which follow in §§ 5, 6, and 7. Noépos seems to 

be presented as an invention specially introduced to combat 

meoveéia, aS Hobbes’ commonwealth is introduced to put an end to 

the evils of the state of nature. But the Aristotelian conception of 
vépos, as elsewhere presented (e.g. in Pol. T. 11. 1287 a. 28 6 pev 

obv Tov vopov KeAev@v apxew Soxet Kedevey Gpyew Tov Oedy Kai Tov vodv 

povous, 6 8 avOpwmrov KeXevav mpootiOnar Kai Onpioy" Ff Te yap émiOupia 

To.ovTov, Kat 6 Oujos apxovras Kal Tods dpiotous avdpas Siapbeiper, Sidmep 

dvev dpéEcas vovs 6 vdpos eoriv) gives such prominence to its god-like, 

that is, creative and constitutive efficiency, that we must not find 

too much fault with the phraseology of the present passage, which, 
after all, is intended (as I believe) to point the distinction between 
70 dmAa@s Stkatov, justice in the abstract, and 1d zodcrixdy dixacor, 

justice in the concrete, and does so by insisting on the highly 

complex character of the conditions. which determine the mani- 
festation of the latter. The presence of dé«ia among those ois 
vépos mpos avrovs is the vAy (or constitutes the greater part of the 

kn) which prevents, even in the so-called épéai rohureia, the perfect 

realisation of ré dwA@s Sikatoyv In TO modutiKoy Sikator. 

év ols 8 aduxia. . . . od Taow abixia] This clause is rejected a. 32. 

by Zell, Jackson, and others from the present context. I am 

inclined to agree with Ramsauer, who brackets only the latter half 

of it (made parenthetical by Sus. and Bywater), viz. ev ois d€ 75 
ddiceiv, od macw adikia. These words might very naturally have 

been added, for the sake of antithesis, by a scribe who remembered 

the émet & forw adckodvra pyro ddicoy etva of § 1. Without them, 

the passage runs smoothly, rodro (which cannot in any case refer 

to dda, for d&«ia is not the act of ré vépev) referring to the 
immediately preceding 76 ddcxeiv. 

7) mA€ov aita vépew] From these words it would appear that the a. 33. 
writer in this discussion of ré zodurixdy Sixavov has merely particular 

justice in view. - 

GAGS dyo8dr | M. Eph. saysS—)éyer dé dm\@s ayaba Kai kaka Ta TH a, 34. 

€avrav dice. roaira, & kai &s duvdpers Aéyerar Kal dyaGd kal Kakd’ oiov 
A ; A 

mAodros, evyévera, Tevia, Suayevera, kal dyaba éori kal madw kaka, cuvTEdovae 
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486 BOOK V: CHAP. 6: 8§ 4, 5. 

yap TO pév orrovdai@ mpos tas Kat’ dperny evepyeias, TH Se Harrow eis tas 

Kata Kakiav. 

§ 5. 8d... tupavvos] See Pol. r. 10. 1286 a. 8, where the ques- 
tion is put—mérepov cupdeper paddov ind Tod dpicrov avdpds apxecba 

4 tnd rév dpiotoy vopov; and Pol, Yr. 11. 1287 a. 18, where the 

general conclusion is reached rév dpa vépov dpyew aiperorepov paddov 

i} Tv TodtTev eva twa, the reason being that 7O pev vou@ 1d maOnTeKov 

ody bmdpxet, puxiy 8 avOpamimy dvaykn toir’ éxew macar (T. 10, 1286 a. 

18)—a reason further insisted on in a passage (I. 11. 1287 a. 28) 

quoted above, note ona. 31. It must be remembered, however, that 

the conclusion 7év vopoy dpyew aiperorepov paddov 7) TOv Tohurev Eva TWA 

is true, not of all communities, but of those composed of épocot Kat 

ico: see Pol. T. 11. 1287 b. 41 ek trav elpnuevay ye davepdy ws ev 

pev Tois dpoiors Kat toors ove oupepov eativ ore Sikavoy eva KUptoy civat 

Tavt@v, obte pi) BvTwY VopaVv, GAN aitdv ws GvTAa Vopoy, oUTE YdpoV dYTaY, 

obre ayabbv ayabay ovte ph dyabav pn dyaldv, ovS dv Kar’ aperny apetvav 

jj, €t py) tpbmov twd, tis & 6 tpdmos, Nexréov. The exception here 

alluded to is explained as follows—T. 11. 1288 a. 15 Gray 7 yevos 
ddov 4) Kai Tov GAov eva Twa ovpBh Suahépovta yeveoOar Kar’ aperny 

rocovtoy a0 imepéyew THv ekelvov THs TOY G\Awv TadvT@V, TéTe SikaLov 

TO yevos eivat TovTO BaciWuKdv Kal KUpLoV TavT@Y Kat Baga Tov éva TOUTOY. 

With Aristotle’s discussion of the question mérepoy cuppéper pahrov 

ind rod dpictov avSpos apyeoOat i) bd Tov apictwy vépor, Jackson com- 

pares the discussions in Plato, Politicus 293 E sqq., and in Legg. 

874 Esqq. The latter passage especially is worth careful study 

in connexion with Aristotle’s view. As to the point raised by 
Plato zota 69 vopoberntéov te Kal motia arodoreoy Kpivew Tots Sikactnpiots 

(Legg. 876 A), Aristotle expresses the following opinion in Ahet. 

i. I. 1354 a. 31 pddtora pev ovv mpoonkes Tovs dpOas Keyevous vdpous, 

daa évdexerat, ravta Siopi¢ew adrovs, kal dre €hdxiora KaTadeimew eri ToLs 

xpwovot. We shall return to this subject in the chapter on emteixeca 

(v2-10); 

Aéyov| MS. authority is strongly in favour of Adyov against vépor : 
and of. L. NV. x. 9. 12 6 S€ vopos avayxactixiy exer Sivapw, M6yos Sv 

a6 Twos povncews Kal vov. 

€autT@ ToOTO Trove] 7.¢. €avT@ 7d mACov vEeper. 

yivetat tUpavvos| rupavvis is the worst of those mapexBeSnxvia 

moXtreiat in Which the governors rule for their own advantage, not 
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for the common good: see £. JV. viii. 10. 2 6 pév yap tUpavvos 7d 1184 b. 1, 

éavTa oupdepov okoret, 6 de Bacweds To ToY adpxouevov—cf. Pol. T. 5. 

1279 b. 6 9 pev yap tuparvis éote povapyia mpos TO aupdéepov Td Tod 

povapxourTos. 

§§ 6, 7.] There exists a general opinion (Soxei) that one gets no b. 2. 

advantage from being just—that, in fact, one merely confers ad- 

vantage on other people, justice being ‘the good of other people.’ 

Since rulers are apt to share this opinion, the State, in order to 

secure their services, must remunerate them with honour and 

privilege: as it is, there are rulers who are not satisfied with 

such intangible remuneration, but become tyrants and remunerate 

themselves by plundering the State. Here the clauses od yap veye 

. » mporepoy express the reasoning of the persons who hold the 

opinion (Soxei), ovOev air@ mdéor, etrep Sikavos, and are rightly treated 

by Susemihl and Bywater as parenthetical: while the words puods 

dpa «.t.A. give the practical conclusion which the writer draws from 

the undoubted fact of the existence of this opinion. It is an 

opinion which in his view implies a false theory of life ; nevertheless 

it exists, and a practical legislator must take account of it, and try 

to avert its worst consequences. 

§ 6. 816 érépw movet| Bekker’s wovet seems to be entirely without b. 4. 
MS. authority. Shall we then accept zovei, for which the MS. authority 

is unimpeachable? It is difficult to refuse to do so. At the same 

time, zovet and wotet are palaeographically very like. Were it not for 
the MS. consensus in favour of wovei, I should decide for érép@ rrocet 
= €répm TO Teor vewer, because it answers tO éavT@ TovTo movet = EavT@ 

To mheov veer in § 5, and because movet seems to me to be an un- 

suitable word to express the action of 16 véwew with which the 
work of the just ruler is here identified. Ramsauer thinks that 

it is self-evident that érépo movei cannot = érépm TO mréov vepet, 

although atré rovro moet above is rightly, he admits, taken as = 

€aut@ TO mreov vewet. I confess that I cannot see the ground on ; 
which this distinction is made. But even granting that érép@ sovei 

could not mean érép@ 16 mAcov véwer, we might argue that the words 

in Rep. 343 C of & dpydpevor moodcr TO ekeivov Evuépoy are in favour 

of reading érép@ moet here = érépw moet td cuupéepov. However, for 

the reasons against qwovet (which, after all—whether from accident 

or not—has no MS. backing) see Jackson’s note ad doc. 
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&dN6tprov dya0dv] See note on v. 1. 17, a. 3.° 

§ 7. pods dpa tis Sordos, todo $e Tih Kal yépas] ‘Here, as in 
the unequal friendships, the assistance rendered by the superior and 
the honour and respect which compensate it are equated by means 
of 76 dvrurerov6és’ (Jackson). ‘The exchange of equivalent amounts 
of honour and just government’ describes the relation between 
dpxev and dpxépevor, as it is conceived by those who hold that justice 
IS d\Aérpiov dyabdv—a good thing handed over to one’s neighbour, 
for which one must be careful to get from him an adequate return. 
Nor is the writer himself unwilling to regard the relation as an 
exchange; for the inference prods dpa ris doréos is undoubtedly his. 
He believes that in society, as it is, the ruler must be remunerated 

with honour of a more or less material or external kind. But the 

more perfect society becomes—the more ‘constitutional’ govern- 
ment becomes, the less appropriate becomes the formula of ‘ex- 
change’ to the relation between dpyov kai dpxdpevor. The tysh 

which the ruler who is nobly g:Adruos, or, it may be, peyaddwuyos, 

seeks, is not an external reward, but the approbation of his own 
“conscience. He gives his services to the State, because he is 

‘public-spirited’ or ‘patriotic.’ And, further, those whom he rules 
are not a passive caste of mere dpxdyevor. They too are public- 
spirited, and patriotic, and Ae/p him to rule. Indeed, where the 
relation between ruler and ruled is not, to a considerable extent, 

one of mutual help in the work of carrying out a system of common 
life, tupavvis, in some form or other, must inevitably supervene. If 
the ruled are those who do not e/p, but merely remunerate the ruler, 
the latter is sure to bid for ever higher ‘remuneration.’ ‘ Remunera- 
tion’ is, indeed, maverzally necessary in the case of the dpyev, as in 
that of the tarpés. But, as of xapievres rav iarpay do not follow their 
profession for the sake of the fees, so the true dpya» does not govern 
for the sake of ‘honour.’ The final cause of his government is the 
public good, not his own advantage. In a noble community the 
good ruler is the object of the highest riu7—the loyal devotion 
of his people. But how absurd it would be to say that he rules 
Jor the sake of their devotion! His consciousness of it is only an 
émtyryvoperdy te tédos: his real redos is the évépyera kar’ dpernv which 
results in the welfare of his loyal and devoted people. Thus the 
relation between ruler and ruled is misrepresented in its essenfzal 
character when it is simply described as an ‘exchange.’ As an 
exchange it certainly presents itself concrefely to the interested 
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parties; and the wise legislator tries to make it appear to them 1184 b. 6. 

a tolerably fair exchange; but, even in the worst qodcreéa that still 

deserves the name, the fact that there is government at all implies 
a nisus towards social organisation, which is no more accounted 

for by the self-seeking of the governors, than the existence of 
iarpxn is explained by the fact that it is practised as a peoOapri 

TEXV). 

§§ 8, 9.] Passing from the wédus to its unit the oikia, we find three pb, 8. 

kinds of dikaov, resembling that between wodtra and yet differing 

from it—viz one kind appearing in the relation between husband 

and wife (rd otxovopixdy Sikacov), another in the relation between 

father and children (76 warpixov Sikaov), and another in the relation 
between master and slaves (ro deororixdv). These three kinds of 
Sikaov resemble the Sixacov between woNira, in so far as they appear 

in relations involving the conduct of a zoXirns (the paterfamilias) 

towards those who, though not wodira, are individuals Sv dvev ovx 

dy ein wédus: they defer from it, because the relations in which they 

appear are not between ¢Aevbepor kai troc—not between independent 

persons standing on a footing of equality. The slave and the 

child, as such, are not independent persons, but are, as it were, 

parts of the paterfamilias: he cannot therefore zzjuwre them, any 

more than he can injure himself: if we speak of justice or injustice 

appearing in his conduct towards them, it must be in a metaphorical 

sense. It is only towards his /ed/ow-c7éizens that a man can act 

justly or unjustly in the strict sense. Justice, strictly so called, 

appears in those relations which exist between men gud rational 

beings, striving to attain evdampovia by united action; it does not, 

except in a metaphorical sense, appear in those domestic relations, 

which, after all, are common to the irrational animals with man. 

For the three pépy ris olkias cf. Pol. A. 2. 1253 b. 1-10, and Pol. A. 

5. 1259 a. 37; in both passages oixovoysey is divided into three 

parts—deororuxh, marpixn, and yapixn: cf. also L£. LV. Vill. 10. §§ 4-6 

for the analogues of these three domestic relations in modcreia. 

§ 8. tadrév todos] Ramsauer conjectures ratroy roure. b. 9. 

of yap goTw dSixia mpds Ta aitod amds| Peters takes amas 

with dSuiéa—‘We cannot speak (without qualification) of injustice 

towards what is part of one’s self’: but it perhaps ought to be 

taken with ra airod (sc. pépy), which would then be distinguished, 
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as ‘parts strictly so called,’ from slave or child which is éamep pépos 

avrov: so, apparently, AZ. WZ. i. 33. 1194 b. 10-14. 

ktipa| ‘slave.’ For the rationale of this use of the term see 
POA A123 Dues sqq., and 6/2 -Occom 1. 5a tad aae ae 

€os dv y myAikov Kat xwpioOy] Reading pn before yapiodi 

(L>, M>), we must translate gé#s—‘so long as.’ But the omission 
of py (Kb, Ob) is strongly supported by JZ. JZ i. 33. 1194 b. r4, 
15 @omep yap pepos tl €ote Tod TaTpos 6 vids" mAny Grav dn AdBy THY 

tov avdpos tag Kai ywpic6y am’ avtov, rér Hdn ev iodtntt Kai dpotdtnrl 

€oTt TO Tarpl. 

damep p€pos atitod| See Pol. A. 4.12544. 9 7d O€ Krijua héyera 
@oTrep kal TO pdpiov. Te TE yap popLoy ov pdvoy GAXov eoTt pdptov, GAA 

kal dmd@s Gddov* 6poiws dé Kal TO KTnpat O10 6 pév Seamorns Tod SovdAov 

Seaondtns povcv, ekeivov O otk eotw* 6 dé Soddos ov pdvov Seamorov SoddAds 

€gTW, GANG kal GAws ekeivov. Tis pev ovv n vats Tov SovAov kal Tis 7 

Svvapus, €k Tovrav Sjrov (6 yap pi aitod piaet GAN Addov dvOpamos av, 

otros diae dovXos eoriv, d\dov & eariv avOpwros, 6s av krjpa 7 | Soddos 

ear], kTjpa O€ dpyavoy mpaktixdy Kat xopiordv). In LF. LV. vill. £2. 2, 

3 a physiological explanation of oropyn (the germ of all social 

feeling) is found in the fact that ro réxvov é& adrod, 7. e. Epos avrov. 

aitév 8 od8eis mpoapetrat BAdarew| This anticipates the con- 

clusion reached in chapters 9 and 11. BAdmrew (sc. mapa Tov vopor) 

pera Mpoarpecews = adixeiy. 

§ 9. 81d odk Eotw aSixia mpds aitév] Ramsauer’s conjecture atrd, 

adopted by Susemihl, is very tempting, the argument being—‘ Since 

no man chooses to harm himself, and since his slaves and children 

are parts of himself, it follows (<6) that he cannot be unjust 

towards them (aira)—~. e. civil justice and injustice do not appear 
in his relations to them—ové’ épa adixov odd Sikavov Td modureKdy (Sc. 

mpos avr). 

Kata vopov yap Hv, Kal év ots éwepuxer...|' A reference to § 4. 

For a discussion of the question, How far Aristotle is right in 
holding that véyos mpos atrovs has nothing to do with the main- 

tenance and regulation of the relation between master and slave, 

see note on /. XV. viii. 11. 7. That faithful slaves have rights the 

recognition of which tends to place them in a quasi-political 

position, is admitted in Oecon. i. 5. 1344 b. 14 xpr dé Kai Teo wpicba 

maow. Sikaov yap Kai cuppépov Thy éheuOepiav KeioOar GOdov. 
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That the State has a right—e.g. in the interest of humanity—to 1134 b.13. 

interfere with a man’s treatment of his slaves is, of course, another 

matter, and does not imply that de/ween him and his slaves there is 

vouos: for the State may also interfere with his treatment of 

animals: cf. Ramsauer—‘ ev ois émebixer eivac vduos. “Ev ois: etenim 

mept avray, velut wept rekvorrosias, tpodys, madeias, leges esse, quibus 

parentes vel etiam heri quam maxime obligati sint, infitiari sane 
non est in animo.’ 

otro 8 yoav ... dpxeo8or| This remark has not been made in b. 14. 

the L¢hics: but cf Pol. VY. 7. 1283 b. 42 modirns d€ kowh pev 6 peréxov 

Tov apxew Kai apyecOa eoti, kad’ éExdotny S€é TodtTElay ErEpos, mpos Sé THY 

dpiozny 6 Suvdpevos Kal mpoatpovpevos apxecOat kat dpyew mpds Tov Biov Tov 

KaT dpeTny. 

81d paddov... kat krypara] This is the doctrine of Pol. A. 5.b. 15. 

1259 a. 39 Kal yap yuvaikos Gpxewv Kat TéKvwr, ws ehevbepav pev aycorr, 

ov Tov avtoy dé Tpdroy THs apxis, GAAA yuvatKds pEv TOALTLK@S TExVaY BE 

Baowsxes. Mich. Eph. has the following note here—éorw avdpi mpos 

yuvaixa iodtns, Kad apdw eevOepor, Kal €oTe mpos GAAHAovS TO oikovoptKoY 

Sikavov, aAXo by Tov TodsTLKOU’ ov yap ev TH TOXLTLKH iodrnTL Eiot pds 

aAnXous ws mapa pépos apxewv Kal apyerOar’ Set yap del Tov avdpa apyew, 

Set pevror kal tH yuvaixa eEovolay exew Tiwav' tov Oeparaviday Sndovdre 
A ~ a , ia y? ‘ oe) 

kal THS TOY elokKopiCopev@v GarTnpias Kat PudAakis. 

> , ® . 

TS oikovouiKdy Sixaroy| According to Pol. A. 5 olkovopxn is the b. 17. 

genus, and Seozoriky, matpixn, and yap the species. 

The following is the version which the writer of the JZ. JZ. (i. 33. 

1194 b. 5-29) gives of this chapter—éorw 6) Sixady tT, os ghacir, 

oikern pos Seondryy kal vid mpos matépa, 7d 8 ev TovToLs SikaLoy Guovipos 

av dd&eev NéyeoOar TH TodeTeKM Sixal@ (€orw yap (10) Sikavov, dmep ob 
> c , ‘ A , a“ A , , > >? > , €orw i) okewis, TO ToditiKdy Sixatov)*’ Toto yap padiord €or ev iodrnre 

r > ral , ~ ‘ 

(kowevol yap of moXirai twes, Kal Gpuovor BovdovTar eivar TH ioe, TO SE 
, o lol ‘ cn A , \ Bee Mi , > a tpom@ Erepor), tH S€ vig mpos martepa Kal oikéry mpds Seomdryyv ovK av 

, > , >A’ » \ a \ Cie nS A sj.) ey fod SdEevev eivar Sikavoy ovOev, ovre yap TH Todt TO Ea Mpds Epe OUTE TH 
/ c , ‘ Ww Cc , -~ , c , xv gp , ” ‘ xEtpi, dpoiws dé ovd Exdote Tov popior’ acaitws dv ov SdEeev Exew Kal 

6 vids mpos marépa’ Sonep yap pepos Ti ete Tov matpos 6 vids. mAny Grav 

HOn AdBn THY Tov avOpos Taw Kat yopicbn am adrov, tér’ Hon EV ioorNTL 

kai Opoidrnti eat TH marpi of S€ moAirar ToLodToi Twes eO€hovow eivat. 

os © aitas ovd oixérn mpos Seaomorny €or Sikavoy dud THv avryy airiav’ Tov 

yap Seamdrov ti eatw 6 oikérns. adda Oy Kai ci Eat aiT@ Sikaioy, TO 
~ , € Lol ~ > ‘ 

oikovopuxov Sikatoy mpos avrov eativ, ov TodTo de ye nets (nrovuev, adda 
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\ eo eae Leo} \ Nie , \ \ , ” e. TO ToALTiKOY® ev lodTnTL yap Kal GpowrnTLe TO TodLTLKOY OikaLov ~oLKEY Etvat, 
7 ‘A ‘ \ J Mf , A A > ‘ , U , > > ‘ ~ 

adda 67) TO pev ev yuvaixds Kat avdpds Kowavia Sikady eotw eyyvs TOU 
~ , +. cal ~ , > ie: \\ ~ > , > > 3 rg 

moNtTiKov Sukaiov’ xEtpov pev yap €otw 7H yuvy Tod avdpds, GAN’ oikerdrEpor, 
\ 4 Fo. , oS 4 > \ a = , © Ls 

kai peréxes iodtntds mas paddop, didtt eyyds THs moditiKns Kowavias 6 Bios 
Bars: ef \ bY , \ ‘ \ x , s ” ~ avTa@v, woTe Kal TO Sikatoy TO yuvatki mpds avdpa padtora Twos dn ToV 

> r , a 

Gav Todhitexoy eotiv, émet ovv €ote Sikaoy TO ev TrodwTiKH KOLWWwvia OV, 
c , \\ (; , .¥ 4 A , » 

Otkatoovvn Kal 6 Oikatos mEpt TO TOALTLKOY OikaLov eorTat. 7 

CHAPTER. 2k 

ARGUMENT. 

In civil justice there are two elements, a natural and a conventional. That 
which tis naturally just ts_always and everywhere equally just, whether people 

deem it just or not; that which ts only conventionally just was originally in- 

different, and has been made just by law or fashion. Some maintain that there 
are no human institutions which are more than conventionally just, arguing 

that what zs naturally of a certain kind is so invariably (e.g. fire ts invariably 

hot), whereas the justice of human institutions varies—what ts right at home és 

not necessarily right in Persia. To this it may be replied: The Divine nature 

zs tndeed invariable ; but we are here concerned with human tnstitutions : thetr 

justice certainly varies ; but thts does not prove that there ts not a natural as 

well as a conventional element in them; for in the concrete world variations 

are natural. Which are natural and which merely conventional among 

human institutions, although both those which are natural and those which are 

conventional vary, is as plain as it 7s which hand zs naturally the stronger, 

although either may be ¢he stronger. In proportion as a given constitution falls 

Short of the ideal constitution, tts institutions will exhibit more of the conven- 
tional element. 

A just rule is a universal which has just acts under it as particulars. 
“Unjust act’ and ‘unjust rule’—‘act of justice’ and ‘just rule’ differ. 
The ‘unjust rule, whether unjust naturally or conventionally, ts prior 

to the ‘unjust act. Similarly, the ‘just rule’ is prior to the‘ act of justice, 
or rather to the‘ just act, for the expression ‘ act of justice’ ought to be retained 

to mark the rectification of an unjust act. 

§ 1.] That which is xa/urally right (ro gvorxdy Sikaov) is right in 

itself always and everywhere, whether it be deemed right or no; 

that which is conventionally right (rd vouixdy Sikacov), in itself neither 
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right nor wrong, has been made right by the véyos of a community, 1134 b. 18. 

and continues to be right only so long as the vépos declares it to be 
right. It is perhaps scarcely necessary to point out that vopuxdy, 

as here distinguished from Pvouxdy, must not be confounded with 

vopipov as distinguished from itoov in y. 1. 8. Ta vépipa are all 

those things which are recognised as right by the law and fashion 

(vduos) of a community ; some of these are va/urally, or in them- 

selves, right (picet dixaa), others are only conventionally right (vdpe 
dikaa). It is also to be noticed that (here in § 1) the writer, in 

describing 7d vopixdy Sikaov, seems to have in view only things 

which, being in themselves nezther right nor wrong, are made right 

by véyos. He apparently forgets that also things which are in 
themselves wrong often become conventionally right. But in § 5 

hé uses words which may be understood to imply that both things 

indifferent and things wrong may become vépw Sdikaca—spoiws dé 
kal Ta 1) uotxa GAN’ dvOporwa Sikara od Tata mavtaxod, éwEL 00d at 

woXtTetat, GAAd pla pdvov mavtaxov Kata pvow 7» dpiorn. Here the 

reference must be to the mapexBeBn«viae modureta in which much that 

is mapa vow, or in itself wrong, is deemed right, ze. is conven- 

tionally right—in which, in fact, the dad man is the good citizen. 

The more perfect a wodireta is—z.e. the nearer it approaches to 

the ideal of 7 kara vow 7 dpiorn, the more fully will its vépcua 

realise the requirements of 76 qvorxoy Sixaov, the element of 
vouixoy Sikaoy in its institutions and customs being small and 

consisting of what was originally zzdzfferent, rather than of what is 

in itself wrong. 

roo S€ TodttiKod | KP and CCC omit these words, and read yap 
before dbuouwdy. The omission may be easily explained as a slip of 
the eye caused by the similarity of the last words of ch. 6 and the 

omitted first words of ch. 7. K» has frequent omissions of this 

kind. On the other hand, the interpolation of sodsukod here, per 
dittographiam, would be very natural. At any rate, it seems certain 

that the writer of the JZ JZ read here rod 6¢ dicaiov instead of tov 

8¢ qwoXtTiKod ducaiov, for his version (i. 33. 1194 b. 30) not only 

begins—rav 6€ Sicatov éeorl ta pev dice, ta S€ vépm, but ends 

(1195 a. 5) with words which, if they mean anything, mean that it 

is not 7d modutuKdy Oikavov which is divisible into 176 @uauxdy and rd 

vopixdy Sikaov.—eArtoy ovv Bixaoy Td Kara vow Tov Kata vopoy. GAN Od 
a 4 ‘ , b \ , > x , 

(Cnrodper, Sikaidy ote moditiKdy’ TO Se ToAuTLKOY ETTL TO VOL, OU TO pucet. 
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1134 b. 18. The difference between the Fifth Book with rod Sé wodttuKod dixalov 

k.7.d. and the AL. WZ. with 76 rodurixdy éore 7d vop@ od 7d hice Seems 

to be due to the fact that the writer of the JZ, AZ. does not keep 

clearly before his mind the distinction which the writer of the Fifth 

Book marks by the terms voépipoy and vopuxor. 

pvas utpodc0at| Jackson’s note is—‘the editors point out that 
this passage is inconsistent with Herod. vi. 79 amowa S€ éeuts Teho- 

Tovvngiowt Svo pvéar TeTaypevat Kat dvdpa aiypddwrov éxrivew, and 

v.77 xpov@ S€ €dvoav oheas Sipvéws avotiunodpevot. But, as Blakesley 

remarks, the prisoners in the latter case being the Chalcidian 

Hippobotae, two minae “may be considered as the ransom of a 

man-at-arms, not of an inferior soldier.’ One mina, then, may 
have been the ransom of men of the lowest rank.’ 

4 7) atya .... mpdBata] Jackson’s note here is—‘On the 
strength of Herodot. ii. 42 écoe pev 8 Awds OnBareos pura ipov 7 

vouwov tod OnBatov eici, otrou pev vuv martes dlwy dmexdpevor atyas 

@tiover, Muretus proposed to read atya Av Ovew adda py mpdBara. 

Cf. NV. £.ix. 2. § 6, de Mirabihibus 844 a.35. (In Athen. iv. 138 f. 
Ovovor 8 ev tais Komiow aiyas dAdo 8 ovdev iepetiov Zeus is not the 

divinity honoured.) But the addition of Aw does not explain the 
awkward antithesis of the singular atya and the plural év0 mpdBara. 

Is it possible that dAda py is a corruption of piav #2?” Tod atyas Ovew 
adda put) TpdéBata pyS bs might be suggested ; but Zell’s conclusion 

is perhaps the safest—‘ Mureti conjectura admodum blanditur ; sed 

cum Aristoteles aliam rem h. 1. significare potuerit sibi et popula- 

ribus suis tam notam, quam nobis nunc ignotam, ab auctoritate 

codicum recedere nolui.’ 

Qvew BpaciSa] See Thuc. v. 11. 

74 Wyiopatédy| The distinction between a vdpos which 
embodies the permanent necessities of the State and is presumably 

in accordance with ‘the nafural fitness of things, and a Wdgicpa 

which meets an unexpected and presumably temporary condition 

of affairs, is a commonplace in Greek political thought. One of 

the characteristics which mark the declension from divas of 4 

eoxatn Snpoxpatia is that government by wWdicuara, or special 

decrees of the people, has taken the place of the rule of véyos, or 

the Constitution: see Pol, A. 4. 1292 a. 2 érepov dé eiSos Snpoxparias 
\ a ° ~ 2 a aA ) ze , a ‘ \ , e 

TO TQOl PETELVAL THY apx@v, «av povoyv 7) moA (TNs, apxetv be TOV vopLoyv 
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érepov eidos Snuoxparias TadXa pev eivar tadrd, kiprov 8 eivar TO TAROOS 1184 b. 24. 

Kal py) TOV vopov. Todro O€ yiverar Grav Ta Whdicpata Kvpia 7 GAG pH 6 

vopos. oaupBaiver de trovtro dia Tos Snuaywyovs. ev pev yap Tals Kata 

vopov Snpoxparovpevats ov yiverar Snpaywyds, adAN of BéATicTOL TOY 

modita@y cial ev mpoedpia’ Sov 8 of vdpou pn eiot KUpLot, evtadOa yivovrat 

Snpaywyol. pdvapyos yap 6 Onpos yiverar, avvOeros eis ek moar’ of 

yap modXol Kupiot eiatv ovX @s ExaoTos GANG TavTes. "“Opunpos O€ roiav 

héyer ovK dyabyy iva TodvKOLpaviny, TéTEpoy TavTHY 7) Otay Telovs Gow ot 

apxovtes os exaotos, ddnhov. 6 & ovv tovottos Sypos, dre pdvapxos av, 

(nret povapxet Sia TO put) GpxecOar Ord vopov, Kal yiverar Seorotikds, Gate 

ot KONakes EvTipot, Kal eat 6 Sypos otros avddoyoy TOY povapyLov TH 

tupavvidu. 610 Kat TO 700s TO adrd, Kal Gud Seorotia tov BedTidvar, 

kal Ta Wnhiopata dorep eket Ta emitdypata, Kal 6 Snuaywyds cal 6 Kodak 

of avrol Kat dvddoyov. kal pddiota & éxarepor (rap) éxarépors iayvovow, 

of pev KdAakes Tapa Tois Tupavvas, of Sé Sypaywyot trois Snuos Tots 

roovros. But, although government by Wndicpara is thus opposed 

to that by véuos, as caprice is opposed to reason, it is none the less 

true that a szmgle Whpionpa may be the vehicle of reason—may 

secure the realisation of that which is really or ‘naturally’ right, in 

an exceptional case which the general rule laid down by vépos 

could not meet: see v. Io. 6. 

§ 2. éviows] See note on £.X. i. 3. 2. Cf Grant, Eiehics, 

Essay ii. vol. i. p. 150 on the opposition between Law and Nature. 

dtu k.t.A.] The eo referred to argue—Nature is invariable; the b. 25 
institutions of men (ra dixaa) vary; therefore they have no 
‘natural’ foundation. The writer meets this argument in §§ 3 and 4, 

by pointing out that ‘being variable’ and ‘having a natural 
foundation’ are not incompatible characteristics. While all human 

institutions (as distinguished from the functions of the godhead) 
are ‘variable,’ some of them are ‘natural’ and some of them are 

‘conventional.’ Which are ‘ natural’ and which ‘conventional’ is 

as plain as it is which hand is ‘naturally’ the stronger. 

kat év Mépoas] The editors compare the I/mos 315 E—316 A, b. 26. 
where these words occur in a similar context. 

§ 8. todT0 8... b. 30 08 Gdce] This is a very awkward passage. b. 27. 
Todro is apparently ra Sixaa xweicOa. This statement is untrue, 
and yet true in a sense. ‘Among the gods’ kweira ra dixaa 

ovdanas—z. ¢. justice in the abstract is ‘eternal and immutable’ ; 
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‘among men,’ however, kiytov wav 76 Sikacov—all human institutions 

are mutable; but not mutable in the sense of being entirely 

arbitrary: their mutability is not inconsistent with rd etvat tu Kat 
vce in them. In the sphere of mathematics, and in the sphere of 

inorganic nature (e.g. 76 mop), there are no variations ; but in the 

sphere of biological adaptation, to which ré déeaca—man’s actions— 
belong, varzations are natural. Then follow the words dA épos... 

ov poe, which are unnecessary because they have been anticipated 

by the words €or: pév tt kai dice. Jackson makes the whole section 
tovro & ...o0v gvoe parenthetical; but this, after all, removes 

formally rather than practically the difficulty inherent in the 

sequence—rap’ np 8 éote pév Te kal pvoer, Kuwyrdv pevroe av, BAN 

Spws €ott Td pev ducer Td 8 od pucer. However, we must not expect 

too much logical order from the present writer, who, moreover, 

expresses himself so awkwardly as to seem guilty of the inac- 

curacy of ascribing Sikata (through dxivyra dixaca) to the gods, con- 

trary to the express teaching of his school (see &. WV. x. 1178 b. 

10). It is to relieve him of responsibility for such an inaccuracy 

that Susemihl brackets the whole clause kairo. mapa ye 28... ov 
ice 30. But perhaps we need not understand kweira ta Sikara 

after ovdapés 29, with Grant, Jackson, Susemihl, and Peters. It 

may be allowable to supply kwetra 76 ducer. 

§ 4. mdvtas] Bekker reads rivas, against all the MSS. apparently, 
and against JZ, WZ, i. 33. 1194 b. 33. 

§ 5. dvotvra: .. . mwdodaw]| sc. of Zuropor, Jackson. Dealers buy- 

ing up corn or wine in large quantities compute by means of large 

units of measurement ; but when they retail their stock they find 
it convenient to use smaller units—e. g. bottles instead of hogsheads. 

It may be useful to append here the passage in which the writer of 

the JZ. M. discusses the distinction between 7é dice: Sikavov and ré 

vopo Sikatov—i. 33. 1194 b. 30 rav be Sikaiwy cori ra pev Pioe ra OE 

von. det & otras tmohapBdvew pr) os pndémore dv petarecdvta’ Kat yap 

Ta pvoer dvra peradauBdvovar petaBodrjs. éyw 8 oiov ei TH dpiotepa 

pedcT@pev mdvtes det Baddew, ywoipeba av appidegior adda dioe ye 

dpurtepa eoriv, kai ra Seka ovdev jrrov hice: Bedtio earl Tis dpiorepas, 

kav Tdvta ToL@pyev TH apiotepa KaOdmep TH SEG, ovd Ort petaminrovat, 

dia TovTO otk eat Gvoe GAN ef ws emt TO TOAD Kal TOV Treiw ypdvov 

otto Stapever ) apiotepa ovoa dpiotepa kai 7 Seka Seid, ToiTo pices 
> , « 7 eet cal , , U ’ / A A € 4 

€oTlv. woaitas éni trav puoet Oikaiwy, un, et petaBadrer Oia THY NBETEpav 
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a Paar A , x 

xphow, dua tovr ovK eorw Sixaov pices, dAN eoTw. TO yap ws emt TO 1135 a. 2. 
, a 4 Ul - 

mod Siapévor, roto pvaer Sikarov mpopavés. 6 yap av jpeis Odpeba kat 
, - A a if a x ~ ‘ , , 

vopicwpev, TovTo Kat éote Sikatoy 7j5n Kai Kahovpev KaTa vopov Sikatoy. 

BéArcov ody Sikaov Td Kata piow Tov KaTa vopov, GAN’ Ob Cyrodpev, dikacov 
; 

éore Toditikdy. TO Sé TWOALTLKOY EoTLV TS VOuw, OF TO PUceL. 

§§ 6 and 7.] ‘ We have a transition of subject now,’ says Grant, a 5. 
‘a return from the digression on civil justice, to inquire into 

individual responsibility, &c. The transition is made by saying 
that the principles of justice and injustice (76 dixasoy and 76 ddcxov) 

are universals,/and differ from just and unjust acts.’ See JZ. 
1 99--FT 05, a: 8 7rd 8° dducoy Kai TO ddiknpa SdEeev dy eivar ovTw Tadrdv, 

ovk gore 8€é* Td pev yap GdiKdv eoTw 7d vép@ apicpéevory, oiov TO Tijy mapa- 

katabnkny arootepnoa Gdixov éoti, TO 8 adiknud €otw Td 7d adikws Te 

mpata. polos S€ 7d Sikaoy Kai rd Sikavompdynpa ov Taitdv* TO pey yap 
, A -~ , c 4 ‘ A , A ‘ , , 

Oikaov TO TO VOU wpLopEvoY, TO dé dixaompaynua 70 Ta Sikaca mpatTew. 

§ 7. Kal’ Exactoy S¢ adtav .. . émucxentéov] Ramsauer is perhaps a. 13. 
right in suspecting that these words are interpolated. The word 

Jerepoy can scarcely point to anything so near as the following 

chapter, to which Zell and Michelet make it refer. The Polthcs 

(‘intended book or books wept vdpov’ Jackson) or Lher. (i. 13. 
1373 b. 1 sqq.) could not be referred to in this way by the writer of 

the Fifth Book. 

CHAPE ER *Vilt: 

ARGUMENT. 

Just and unjust acts being what we have described, to act justly or ungustly 

a man must perform them voluntarily. If he perform them involuntarily, they 
are accidentally or nominally, not really, just or unjust acts ; i.e. they are merely 

just or unjust acts, not his just or unjust acts. Thus, tf a man restore a 

deliberate choice, i.e. either afler we have turné zt over in our minds, or with- 

out previous thought. Now, to apply these distinctions to the classification of the 
ways in which one member of society may ‘ hurt’ another— 

(1) When one man hurts another without knowing that he is doing so, and 

in circumstances in which he could not be expected to know, we say that ‘an 

accident’ has happened. 
Kk 
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(2) But when he might have known, though acting without evil intent, we 
say that his act ts ‘ culpable’—for an act which can be traced to something in 

the man (here to his not knowing when he might have known) zs ‘ culpable, an 

act which 7s due to something external to the man (e.g. to his not knowing 

when wt was impossible for him to know) is a mere ‘ accident.’ 

(3) When a man hurts another knowingly, but without premeditation, e. g. 

wm anger, his act is an‘act of injustice, but he ts not himself in virtue of 
it ‘an unjust man. 

(4) If, however, he hurt, deliberately choosing to do so, i.e. with premedita- 

tion, he is ‘an unjust man,’ and his act ts an ‘act of injustice’ in the strict 

sense, i.e. one for which strictly no excuse can be found. But where 

sudden anger causes a man to inflict hurt, premeditation is excluded, and an 

extenuating circumstance may be found in the provocation which roused his 

anger ; for anger arises when a man thinks that he ts unjustly treated ; and in 

judging the act which springs from his anger, we have toask—* Has he been 

unjustly treated?—How far has he received real provocation?’ Here it 

2s evident that both parties may dispute in good faith, each believing that he has 

Justice on his side. Not so where the question is not about the justice of 

an admitted act, but whether (e.g. tn a business transaction) something has 

been done or not,e. g.tf A asserts that he has paid B,and B denies A’s assertion, 
one of the parties must be deliberately trying to treat the other unjustly, unless 

the whole dispute be due to a slip of memory. 

It 1s of course with the discrimination of the different degrees of guilt attach- 

ing to voluntary transgressions that a court of criminal justice has mainly to 

do. But there are certain involuntary actions which tt cannot overlook— 

those involuntary actions which are not done accidentally in consequence of an 

excusable ignorance of mere particulars, but are blindly and ignorantly done 

under the influence of brutal and unnatural impulses. 

§ 1.] Zhet. i. 13 should be read carefully with this chapter. The 
following is the version of the subject of this chapter given by the 

writer of the AZ, AZ—he does not seem to have had the chapter 

before him in the form in which we have it— JZ. WZ. i. 33. 1195 a. 
14 mére obv 7d dikaoy, Kai mére ob; ws amas pev cimeiv, Grav mpdrry 

kata mpoaipeow Kai éxovoiws (Td dé Exovoiws 0 Av, elpyrar év Tois émav 

juiv), kat dray eidds Kat by Kal 6 Kai ob evexa, otras Sikaov mpdrret. 

épolws kal aoavtas Kai 6 ddtKos €ora 6 elds Kal dv Kal @ Kal ob evexa. 

drav dé pnbev Tovtwv cides mpdén te Adikov, adiKos pev ode Cori, arvyis 

dé. ef yap oldpevos Tov modeptov drokreivew Tov marépa dréKrewer, ddiKov 

pev wt empagev, ddixet pévroe ovOeva, dtuxet S€. eet obv Td pu) ddieiv Ta 

adika mparrovra ev TH Gyvoeiv eote ToUTO, 6 Kal puLKpov émdvw €d€yero, Grav 

pi) das pnd’ dv Brarrer pnd @ pO’ ob Evexev’ GN Hdn Kal Thy ayvouay 

Suoptoréov eoriv, mas Gv ywouéeyns THs ayvotas, ov Bamret, ovK aduKHoeL 

€ate@ o1 otros 6 Suopicpds. Grav pev yap » dyvo.a airia 7 Tod mpakai TL, 
> CLES - ‘ e > 2 me ‘ = > , a eas ? 

OUX EkwY TOUTO TpaTTEL, oTE ovK adiKet’ Stay S€ THs dyvolas avTds 7 
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w ‘ , \ ‘ Yy = Y ial 
airtos, Kal mpdtTy TL KaTa TIY dyvo”ay fs avdTos aitios €oTiv, obTos bn 1135 a. 15. 
>? - . , IX ty ~ , cS tN ~ , 
adixel, kat Suxaiws Gdukos 6 TowovTos KANOncETAL. oloy ent TOY peOvdvTmr. 

c \ , ‘ , , \ > a 3 a A > , > , 
of yap peOvovtes Kai mpdEavrés TL KaKOv adiKovoWW THS yap ayvolas avTot 

u om ~ ‘ > -~ Ud ~ > 2 

eiow airio’ e&qv yap avtois pay Tle TodOvTOY, BoT ayvonoavtas TUTTEW 
A tA c , ‘ aie R) ~ eA > ~ a ‘ , > 

tov marépa, dpoiws [Kai] emi rev arov dyvody soar pev yivovra bi 
> , c \ , > ~ 2 ie e ‘ \ > , > ” > ? 

avTovs, of Kata Ta’Tas adiKodyTes GdiKow’ Ov Se py avtTol ela aittot, aAr 
c » > , > ‘ Wee i , aA Cs > oA »* 

7 dyvowa Kakeivors eotlv aitia Trois mpd~aor Tov mpagat, ovK ddukor. eoTw 
see , oy € , = \ , > -~ \ a 

& 4 roaitTn Gyvoia 7 vowkn, oloy Ta maidia ayvoovvTa Tovs marépas 
, > 2. € > , a A > > a ‘ \ - 

TUnTovTW, GAN 7 €v TovToLs ayvoia Gvatk ovca ov ToLet Ova THY mpagw 
, \ , 4 2 Be WS \ ayy 27 a , a 

ravTnyv Ta traidia AeyerOar Gdica* 1) yap Gyvota aitia Tov MpatTe TavTa, 
A 3 3: , > eee LY cL \ > » , 

ms & dyvoias ovK avta atria, 510 odd adixa AEyovTat. 

§ 1. éxdv] see PRhel. i. 13. 1373 b. 27 €ore Oy TO adixcioOar 7d Uo a. 17. 
ed AY , 5 \ Sy > ~ ef , i , =) 
€KOVTOS Ta aouKka TacxXelw + TO yap GOuKELV @ploTal TPOTEPOV €KOUVOLOY ELVal, 

ots yop oupReByke . . . mpdtrovow] 7. ¢. Ta KaTa oupBeByKds dikara 7} a. 18. 

adika mparrovow. 

§ 2. gota te GSikov] 7. ¢. adiKcoy cara ovpBeByKds. a. 22. 

§ 3. mpdtepov] of L. EL. ii. 9. 1225 b. 1. sq. and £. XV. ili, 1. 20, a. 23. 

06 (évexa) ... Tivos évexa| the tendency or result of the act: see a 25. 

Grant’s note on iii. 1. 18. 

Kakeivav Exactov pi Kata oupPeBynkds pyde Bia] ‘mistake and a. 26. 

compulsion being excluded in each case.’ Tvmrew rov watépa kata 

ovpSeBnxés would be to beat him, mistaking him for some one else ; 

rirrew Tov rarépa Bia, to beat him in the circumstances described in 

line 27. Mich. Eph. is right in explaining pi cara ovpBeByxds here 

as equivalent to px 8? dyvovav. His words are—ro € pip kata ovp- 

BeBnkds, emt Tov eidévar Ta KabéxagTa’ Kata cupBEBnKds dé yrwpi€or ay Tes 

Taita Ov 7 dyvoia dkovovoy erolet TO ywvdpevoy, ovT@s @s adTos Seikyuaw* 6 

yap tov matépa Timtwy év vuKTopaxia, Kal yropi{ev pev ote dvOpwrov 

rumret, dyvoav dé dru bv TUTTE 6 maTip avtod éotiv, KaTa TupBeBnKos av 

ely rept Tov matépa H mpakis, as mpos pev avOpwmov ka’ aitd, ws d€ mpos 
, \ Peta eh Wan , € A a , a ~ ean 

maTepa kaTa ovpBeBnkds @OTE Kal AKOVOLOS 1) TPOS TOV TaTepa vBpts TOV VLOV. 

7d Bh dyvoodpevor, 4 ph dyvoodpevoy pev ph ew aito d dv, % Big, a. 31. 

&xovovoy| Have we a three-fold or a two-fold division of dxovova 
here? Mich. Eph. tells us—a two-fold division. He says—éet 8¢ ep 
Th hé€er rH H Bla dvri rod H ro ANAG ypdhew. .. 7d yap py) ew’ adT@ adda 

Bia dkotcwov. According to this view, then, # is not disjunctive but 

explanatory, and we have the old division into ra 6¢ dyvovay and ra 

Kk 2 
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Bia. I have little doubt that a three-fold division is really intended, 

the clause wohAa ydp «.7.A. explaining and giving illustrations of 
TO pi ayvoovpevov pev pi ex aita 8 dv, as distinguished from both 

TO ayvoovmevoy and 1d Bia. Ta dice tmapyovra are Opposed to ro Bia 

(cf. for this opposition Aes I. 1. 1052 a. 23 et re Hier rorovroy kat 

py Bia, Phys. T. 5. 205 b. 5 etn yap a ri mov Bia Kai ody ob mépuxer). 

So far as ra Biaa are concerned, mpdrropev kai mao yopev eiddres: but 

these Biaa are not the only ‘involuntary actions’ which we perform 
elddres: moAda yap Kal Tov dice UTapydvTev (as well as ta Biaca) are 

involuntary, and yet eiddéres Kat mparropev kal mdoxopev. The words 

dv ovbev ot Exovorov ovr’ dxovowy eotw Rassow (Lorsch. p. 95) has 

shown conclusively, I think, to be wrong. Typav and aro6vycKew 

belong to the same class of duarkd as OeppaiverOa, adyeiv, and mewny, 

which in Z. J. iii. 5. 7 are said to be pyr’ ed? nyiv pné éxovora, the 

implication being that they are dxovowa. Accordingly Rassow pro- 

poses to read here dv ovdev ovr’ ef? nyiv ov Exovowy ear instead of 

the &v ot6ev otf Exovcrov ovT dxotordy ectw Of the MSS. Spengel 

(Arest. Stud. p. 211) had proposed simply to read &v ot6év Exovoudy 

€or, oiov TO ynpav i) amoOvnckew. Oz’ axovovor is, I think, plainly an 

interpolation ; and the passage iii. 5. 7. 1113 b. 19 sqq., quoted by 

Rassow, is certainly in favour of his conjecture ovr’ ep’ jpiv otf 

éxovatov, for the collocation occurs twice in it. But looking simply 

at the palaeographical conditions of the present passage itself, should 

we not be safer in accepting Spengel’s suggestion ? * 

§ 4. kal 75 kata cupBeByxds| The force of xai (omitted however 

by Ha, Mb, Q, CCC) is explained by Mich. Eph.—kat 76 kara cup. 

kat to Kad’ avd. CCC and P? read kai after duoiws. 

For the distinction drawn here see Plato, Legg. ix. 862 B oyeddv 

yap, ® piror, ov? ct tis to Sidwal Te Tév bvTwy ovr’ €i TovVayTiov adaupeirat, 

Sikavov adds i) Gdtkov ypy Td ToLodTOY OUTw héyew, GAN eay HOer Kal dtkai@ 

TpoT@ xpapevds tis @heAy Twa tL Kat Brant, TOvTO e€aTL TH vopobéry 

Gearéov, kai mpos Svo tatta 5) Bremréov, mpds TE adikiay Kat BAaBnvy. 

§ 5: Cf. E. E. ii. 10. 1226 b. 30 or’ enet ro pev ef’ atta bv F 
, a A , >” , * > - oe € A 4 A 3 

Tpatrely 1) [1 TpaTTely, e€av Tis T patty 1) aT pakTy ¢ @uToVv Kat [Ln ou 

1 Tf it be thought still safer to retain the reading of the MSS., we must 
remember that the clause moAAd ydp kai «.7.d. is introduced to explain a list of 
Gkovo.a, and therefore can only mean that these ¢vce imapyovra are not 
voluntary. Jackson’s parenthesis a. 19 adixnua—a. 33 dxovotov, separating this 
clause from what immediately precedes, cannot, I think, be right. 
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, a - a , 
dyvorav, ék@v mparter 7) ampaktet, ToANA H€ T@v ToWvT@Y mpdtTopey ov 1135b. 8. 

, 

BovAevodpevor ovd€ Tpovonaavtes, avayKn TO pev MpoatpeTov Grav EKxovoLov 
> , , , 

eivat, TO O ExovVoLoy pr) TpoacpeTsy, Kal Ta ev KATA Tpoaipeot TavTa ExovoLa 

etvat, Ta © akovora pt) Tavta Kata Tpoaiperw. Cf. L. LV. ili. 2. 16 éxovavov 
‘ ‘ , A , \ 2 Se , > ed Leary > Jat , 

pev 61 haiverat (ro mpoatperdv), Td 8 Exovovov ov wav mpoaiperdv’ GAN apd 

Ye TO TpoBeBovdrcupevoy 5 

§§ 6-9.] There are three forms of BAd8y—viz. drixynua, dudprnpa, b. 11. 

and ddiknua. When the hurt is inflicted per dyvoias and the agent 

is not the cause of the @yvoua—the circumstances being such that he 

could not be expected to foresee what is going to happen—the hurt 

is an drvynpa, an acczdent, or misadventure. It belongs to the class 

of ra 80 dyvoray (£7. NV. iii. 1. 13). When the hurt is inflicted per 

dyvoias, but the agent is the cause of the dyvaa (2. €. actS ayvo@v— 

LE. E. ii. 9, E.N. iii. 1. 14—as a drunken man does—but not with 

the dyvoua of the poynpds—EL. NV. iii. 1. 14—for the words dvev b€ 

kaxias exclude that kind of ignorance), and might be expected, but 

for this voluntary dyroa, to foresee what is going to happen, the 
hurt is a dydprnpa—culpable. When a man inflicts hurt edd: per 

p12) mpoBovdevoas dé, under the sudden influence of one of the natural 

elementary passions of human nature—especially @v~és—the hurt is 

an ddcknpa—an zyury. But we cannot infer from an injury inflicted 

under such circumstances that the agent is a bad or wmjust man. 

If, however, the injury is inflicted deliberately, with premeditation, 

then we may infer that the agent is a bad or unjust man. 
There are thus really four kinds of Ba8y which a court of justice 

has to distinguish. A hurts B. It is for the court to find out 
whether the hurt is an aréynua, or a dudprnwa, Or an ddiknua dvev 

mpovotas, OF an adiknua ek mpovoias. 

§ 6. BAaBay| Bday is hurt or damage as such generically ; while 

wilful hurt, z.e. injury, is adiknpa: see Lzddell and Scott s.v. BdaBn. 

pet dyvotas| not, as Rams. seems to think, equivalent to 8’ b. 12. 
dyvoav. ‘The writer uses per’ dyvoias as a neutral phrase to cover 

ra Ov Gyvoay, 2.é. atvxnuara, and @ ayvo@y mpdtre, 2.¢. duaptnpara 

strictly so called. 

épaptTypara | ‘here includes druynpara as well as apaprnpara in the 

narrower sense in which the word is used in § 7.’ Jackson. 

4 obx @] as vulg. Rassow (/orsch, p. 61) restores @, the reading b. 14. 
of K> (and CCC), as being consistent with rovre, line 14 above. 
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§ 7. Stav ... dudptnpa| The editors compare Rhez. i. 13. 1374 
b. 6 gorw drvxjpara pev 60a mapadoya Kal 1) ard poxOnpias, a4uaptnpata 

de dca py Tapadoya kal pt) ard Tovnpias, adicypara b€ daa pyre mapadoya ard 

tovnpias Te é€otiv’ ta yap d¢ emOupiay and movnpias, Ramsauer very 

appositely quotes PAys. B. 197 a. 18 kai rd dvat eival tu mapadoyoy 

Thy TUxXnY dpbas. 6 yap Adyos 7) TOV del GvT@Y, 7) TOV ws emi TO TOAV, H SE 

TUxN €v ToIs ywopuevois mapa tadta. ‘The Paraph. Heliod. illustrates 

the difference between drixnua (ro 60 dyvoay mparrew) and dpdprnya 

(16 dyvooivra mpatrew) as follows—Kai dudprnpa per eorwy, drav tes Bday 

Twa akovolas pEév, Tapacxov Sé Twa THs BAABns airiav" oiov, eiTts €v 60@ TO- 

Ecvav, ev 7) evedéxeTo avOpwmov maptevat, ebovevoé TLva’ ovTOS yap Gkev pev 

amextewe Tov avOpwroyv, maperxe O€ aitiay Tod ddvov Td Ev ToLO’Tw TéT@ 

tokeve, “Atuxnpua dé eat, drav mapa macav mpogboxiay 7 Bhan cupP7. 

oiov, el Tis Tokevwv em’ epynulas, ovT@ ovpBav, mapidyvta Twa améKTeLvev™ 

evravOa yap tapddoyds tis 7 BAGBn cuveBn Kai mapadogos, Kai ovdey es 

avTo ouveredecey 6 PBdaWas, ef pr) KaTA TvpBEBnKds, GAN eEwbev 7 airia 
rad ~ , 

maoa Tov dvov. 

dveu 8é kaxtas| added (as my dd rovnpias is added in the passage 

quoted from the het.) to exclude the chronic éyvo.a of the poySnpds, 

as distinguished from the temporary @yvora of the pedvav. What is 

called in #. J. iii. 1.14 the dyvoa of dpyn is also excluded: for the 

dupe moray is said in § 8 of the present chapter to act ei8a5 pév pi 

mpoBovrevoas d€. In LU. iii. 1. 14 he is coupled with the pevor as 

dyvoav—see Jackson’s note on v. 8. 6, in which he calls attention 

to this difference between the ‘Aristotelian’ view and the 

‘Eudemian.’ It is to be noted, however, that in § 12 of the 

present chapter the writer speaks of those who act d:a md6os (unre 

gvotkdv pnt’ avOpwmuwor, it is true) as ayvoodrtes. 

We are to understand the dpaprjpara, then, of this section as 

BdaBa inflicted by a drunken or careless (but not necessarily vicious) 
person. Such a person would be cu/pae reus, in the language of 
Roman law. BAd8a inflicted under the influence of anger belong 

to the class of ddunpara—injuriae dolo commissae—not to that of 

dpaptnuata. ‘Atvynua is the casus of Roman Law: cf. Gaius iii. 

§ 211 (p. 227, ed. Gneist)—‘ Is injuria autem occidere intelligitur 

cujus dolo (resulting in ddicjya) aut culpa (resulting in éudprnpa) id 
acciderit, nec ulla alia lege damnum (7. e. 8Ad8y) quod sine injuria 

datur reprehenditur: itaque inpunitus est qui sine culpa et dolo 

malo, casu (resulting in aréynua) quodam damnum committit.’ 
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Cf. Menander apud Stob. Zc/. Phys. ii. 8 (Meineke, vol. iv. p. 198) 1185 b. 17. 
arixnua Kadixnna diapopav exer’ | rd pev Sid TYxnv yiyvera, Td 8 alpécet. 

The following passage from Justinian iv. 3. §§ 3-8 (p. 227, ed. 
Gneist) may be compared to illustrate the nature of cu/pa (resulting 
in dpdprnpa), and its difference from casus (resulting in arvxnua)— 

‘Ac ne is quidem hac lege tenetur qui casu occidit, si modo culpa 

ejus nulla inveniatur..... Itaque si quis, dum jaculis ludit vel 

exercitatur, tranmseuntem servum tuum trajecerit, distinguitur. 

Nam si id a milite quidem in campo, eoque ubi solitum est 
exercitari, admissum est, nulla culpa ejus intelligitur; si alius tale 

quid admiserit, culpae reus est. Idem juris est et de milite, si is 

in alio loco quam qui exercitandis militibus destinatus est id 

admisit. Item si putator ex arbore dejecto ramo servum tuum 

transeuntem occiderit, si prope viam publicam aut vicinalem id 

factum est, neque proclamavit, ut casus evitari possit, culpae reus 

est; si proclamavit, neque ille curavit cavere, extra culpam est 

putator. Aeque extra culpam esse intelligitur, si seorsum a via 

forte vel in medio fundo caedebat, licet non proclamavit, quia eo 

loco nulli extraneo jus fuerat versandi. Praeterea si medicus qui 
servum tuum secuit dereliquerit curationem, atque ob id mortuus 
fuerit servus, culpae reus est. Imperitia quoque culpae annu- 

meratur, veluti si medicus ideo servum tuum occiderit, quod eum 

male secuerit aut perperam ei medicamentum dederit. Impetu 

quoque mularum quas mulio propter imperitiam retinere non 

poOtuerit, si servus tuus oppressus fuerit, culpae reus est mulio. 

Sed et si propter infirmitatem retinere eas non potuerit, cum alius 

firmior retinere potuisset, aeque culpae tenetur. Eadem placuerunt 

de eo quoque qui cum equo veheretur impetum ejus aut propter 

infirmitatem aut propter imperitiam suam retinere non potuerit.’ 

épaptdver pev yap Stay h apxh ev adto yf THs aitias| ‘It is plain,’ says b. 18. 

Jackson, ‘ that this sentence ought to restate the distinction already 

drawn between driéynpa and dyaprnpa: but it is difficult to see how 

érav 7) apx €v ait@ 7 THs aittas—so the MSS., except H® Mb [and 

B?] (which have kakias), and all the editors—can be equivalent to 
pi) mapaddyes, and drav éEwbev to mapaddyws. Moreover, 7 apxy THs 

airias is a strange phrase. Hence I have supposed airias to be a 

corruption of dyvoias, and I find the strongest possible confirmation 

of my conjecture both in the £. 1. and in the JZ. AZ. Cf. ELM. iii. 
5. § 8: also § 7: and JZ. WZ i. 33. 1195 a. 27...b. 4. Susemihl 
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1135 b. 18. adopts Jackson’s dyvoias. It is true that 9 dpyy ris airias (= prin- 

b. 20. 

b. 21. 

ciptum causae) is a Strange phrase; and I should feel tempted to 

mend it, either by substituting another word for airias*, or by 

retaining airias in another sense, as equivalent to crzmznzs instead 
of causae, were it not for the fact that I find Hippocrates (zepi 

apxains intpuns 1. ed. Littré vol. i. p. 570) using the same expression 

1) apxr) THs airias = principium causae—6xooot enexeipnoav TeEpi intpiKns 

héeye f) ypadew, Umdbeow ohiow airéotow trobEuevor TH Adyo, Jeppor, 

7) Wuxpdv, i) vypdy, 7 Enpdv, 7) GAN 6 re dy €b€haow, €s Bpaxd ayovtes, THY 

apxHv Tis aitins toiow avOpwrowt tay vovowy te Kai Tov Oavarov, Kab 

maou THY avteny, ev i Svo mpobeuevor, ev ToAdoioL pev Kai oiat Eyovot 

xatagavees eialy dpaptavoyvtes. ‘The fact that the phrase does else- 

where occur (though not in the Aristotelian writings), to my mind 
turns the balance in favour of retaining it here. 

§ 8. ei8és| ‘Thus 6 6vn6 morey is accounted «idos. In LV. £. iii. 
1.§ 14 he is classed with the peOvov as an ayvodv: érepov 8 Corke 

kat TO O¢ dyvoway mpdttew Tod dyvootvta Trove 6 yap peOvwv i) dpy.fo- 

pevos ov Ooxet Sv Gyvovay mpatretv, adda Oud Te TOY cipnuevar, ovK eidas S€, 

adn’ ayvoar. Jackson, ad loc. 

doa dvaykaia % pucrka cupBaiver tots dvOpdmois| Jackson points 

out that this second éca is the subject of cvpBaive. He accordingly 
removes Bekker’s commas after ra6n and gvouxa, Mich. Eph. distin- 

guishes between gvorxa and avaykaia ra6n— «iol dé abn pvorxd, epwres, 

Admat, Pdou avayxaia b€ reiva Siva: but I think it is doubtful whether 

any distinction is intended. ‘The writer probably wishes merely to 

point out that certain normal appetites (called indifferently @ucikd 

or dvayxaia) common to all men, breaking out suddenly to seek 
satisfaction, may occasion injurious acts which must be treated 

differently in the criminal court from injurious acts deliberately 
planned for the satisfaction of these (natural) or other (factitious) 

appetites. It is true, however, that in vii. 4. 2 the dvayxaia with 
which the dxpatjs dmd@s is concerned are identified with ra rept 

Thy tpopyy kai THY TOV appodioiwy xpelav, and that another sphere is 

1 EK. g. aiktas: this term (see v. 2. 13), well known to Athenian law, occurs 
in Plato, Legg. ix, to which the present chapter is so deeply indebted; and in 
Pol. ii. 4. 1262 a. 26 aixiac committed by persons who are dyvoovvTes are 
distinctly contemplated. H*, M», and B?, with xaxias, might be supposed to 
exhibit a divergent form, which, when compared with the airias of other 

MSS., would point to an original aixias. 
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assigned to the dxparns Ovpotv. Accordingly, 7f it is necessary to 1135 b, 21. 
suppose that the writer means to distinguish dvayxata and void 

here, it would be true to say that (as Jackson explains ad Joc. 
P. 112) fvouwa md6yn are doa xowa wacr Kal ef’ doov kowa (L. LN. vii. 

6. 2), and dvayxaia ma6n a species of the guard, including emOupia 

ai rept Thy Tpopyy K.T.A. 

ob pevTor TH GdiKo 1a Tadta obSe Tovnpol’ ob yap Sid poxOnpiay ¥ b. 23. 

BAGBy** Grav 8 ek mpoaperews, ASiKos kal poxOnpds| z.¢. the merely 
instinctive operation of these natural passions, resulting in injurious 

acts, does not argue a bad character. It is when these passions are 

made ‘objects of reflection, and when the means of gratifying 

them to the injury of other people are deliberately sought out, that 

we can infer a bad character. It is obvious that among these 

natural passions there are some which call in the aid of reflection 

more readily than others: cf vii. 6. 3, where ém@upia generally, as 

distinguished from @upds, is described as emiBovdos. Hence the 

prominence given in the present passage to ra é« @vyyod as examples 

of ra py) ek mpovotas, 

For the distinction between injurious acts produced by the un- 
premeditated operation of avayxaia 7 @vaorxa aOn, and injury inflicted 

deliberately—especially in the form of ovkofavtia—in order to 
gratify spite or greed, see Prod/. KO. 13. 951 b. 27 (quoted by Zell 

and Ramsauer)—ro pev yap ddiceiv kai 60 dpynv Kai dia po8ov kai 

Ov emOupiav Kat 8’ dAda OANA vyiverat, Kai ov povov ek mpovotas Td dé 
° n~ > -~ c ny ‘A > , > , 

aduK@s eykakeiv @s TO TOAD EK Tpovolas EaTiV. 

§ 9. 81d Kaas Ta ek Oupod odk ex mpovoias Kpivetar] Ta ék Oupod, b. 25. 

acts done in the heat of sudden anger. In the Laws (ix. 866 D- 
867 B—a passage referred to by Bywater, Journal of Philology, 

1874, v. 115, and, after him, by Jackson, for the explanation of 

6 & émBovdevoas otk ayvoet at the end of § 10 below), Plato dis- 

tinguishes between two classes of of Oupd movotvres, Viz. of eaidyns 

kal dmpoBovdevtws mparrovres, and of per’ emBovdns vaTepov xpdv@ Tipw- 

povpevo. His words are—’Edv 8 dpa tis airdxerp pev kteivn edevOepov, 

Oupe S€ 7 7o mempaypevov éxmpaxbev, dix Set mp&rov To TowiTov diaha- 

Bev, Ovpo yap oi) mempaxrar Kal Trois Goou dv e€aipyns pev Kal ampo- 

Bovreitas Tov dmokreivat mAnyais |} TUL ToLOIT@ diapOeipwot Twa Tapa- 

Xpiipa Tis Spyns yevouerns, petapederd Te evOds Tod mempaypevov yiyyntat, 

Bupa S€ Kai door mporndaktoevres Adyots 7} Kal aripo.s Epyots, meTad.@kovTes 

1 Jackson inserts ch. 6. §§ 1 and 2 here: see his Introduction, pp. xvii-xix. 
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1135 b. 25. tiv Tywwplay, Vorepoy amoxretvaci twa BovdrnOevres Kreivar, Kat TO TeTpay- 

pévov avtois duerapentov yiyynta, Sittovs pev bn Tovs ddvous, ws Eouke, 

Geréov, kai oxeddv aporépovs Ovid yeyovdras, peta€d S€ mov Tov TE 

€xovolov kal axovaiov Sixaidtar’ dv Neyouévous. ov pv GAN’ cikwov eo? 

exdtepos’ 6 pev Tov Oupoy :bvddtTwv Kai ovK ek TOU mapaxpnua eLaipyns 

ahha peta emrtBoudns Vaotepov xpove Tywpovpevos Exovaio eoixey, 6 S€ 

aTaplevT@s Tals dpyais Kal ek TOU mapuyphua evOvs xpapevos ampoBovdetTas 

Gpotos pev dkovoiw, €ote S€ ovd otros ad mavtdmacw dkovotos ad’ eikov 

dkovotov. 616 xadreroi diopife of TH Ovped mpaxOerres pdvor, morEpov 

éxovalovs aitovs 7 Twas ws akovalovs vopobernréov, BéeATLcTOY py Kal 

adnOeoratoy eis eikdva pev aa Ocivar, Tepeiv Se aitd yopis TH émyBovd7 

xat dmpoBovdia, Kal tois pev per’ éemiBovdns Te Kal opyy KTEelvace Tas 

Tywpias xaer@répas, Tois S€ admpoBovdrev’Tas Te Kat eaipyns mpaoTéepas 

vopobereiv, According to Jackson the emPovdevoas (§ 10, 1135 b. 

33)‘ the man who deliberately attacks his neighbour [whether by 

way of revenge, or otherwise]’ cannot plead éyvora—mistake about 

injury received—because he ‘ has had time to consider the matter.’ 

Surely it is often the case that ‘time to consider the matter’ does 

not contribute to the discovery of the original mistake, especially if 

a man ‘ broods over his supposed wrong before he retaliates. The 
retaliatory act of such a man is, of course, ek mpovoias, and must be 

more severely judged than the sudden act of the dupe morev: still 

such an éemPovAevcas may plead adyvoia: he may say, with truth, 

that he planned revenge because he thought that he had been 

injured—the question before the court is still wept rod d:xaiov, not 

mept Tov yeveoOau. For this reason I am inclined to think that the 

ertBourevoas Of § 10, 1135 b. 33 is not ‘the man who takes time to 

retaliate, but rather the ovxoharvtay or ddixws éykadav of Prod/, KO. 

13. 952 a. I sqq. 

§§ 9, 10.] In trying a case of assault, the court, having first 

satisfied itself that the assault, alleged by the dpyicas as dioxor, and 

admitted by the @uuzé wordy as hevywv, was committed in the heat 

of sudden anger, and therefore without premeditation, allows the 
6vn6 wovav to plead in justification of his offence so committed, and 
in mitigation of its penalty, that the dpyicas provoked it by what 

either really was unjust treatment, or might naturally in the cir- 

cumstances be mistaken for unjust treatment. ‘The question before 
the court is—Was there provocation, or apparent provocation, 

sufficient to justify the assault in any degree ?—zepi tod dixaiov 
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dpdicBnreira, The finding may de that the diadkev is poxOnpds, but 1185 b. 25. 

cannot be that the devyer is poxOnpés. It is only in cases where the 

fact of the offence alleged by the dicey is denied by the devyav 

(ray rep tov yevéobar dudioByreor), that one or other of the two 

parties (it is uncertain which) must be poyOnpds, and guilty of 

deliberately wronging the other—either the d:oxev in bringing an 

accusation which he knows to be false, or the gevyor in having 

committed an offence which he does not attempt to justify, but 
denies ; see hes. iil. 17. 1417 b. 27 (quoted by Jackson)—pi Aav- 

Oavéra & Gre dvaykatov ev ravty Th audioBytncer (7.e. TH Tept Tod 

yevérbar) dvy tov Erepoy civat Trovnpdv’ ov yap eotw dyvo.a aitia, Sorep 

av et tues rept Tod dixaiov duduaBntoiev: cf, Pol. A. 13. 1300 b. 25 

(quoted by Grant, Jackson and Ramsauer) zepi te t@v ék mpovoias 
kai Tept TOY akovolwy, Kal Goa Spodoyeirat perv, audio Bnreira S€ rept Tov 

Oukaiov. 

I said above that I do not agree with Bywater and Jackson in 

identifying the émBoudcdoas of § 10 either entirely or partly with the 
man ‘who takes time to refaliate’—6 rov Obupov dvdatrwy Kai ovK ék 

Tov mapaxphpa e€aibyyns, GAdG peta emBoudns VoTepov xpdv@ TiLwpobpevos 

of Legg. ix. 867 A. ‘The man who takes time to retaliate ’—6 

pera emiBovdys Tyspovpevos—does not lose sight of the avopevn 

ddtxia, because he ‘takes time’; and his act of retaliation is, as 

often as not, done openly, and its reason avowed afterwards. The 
issue before the court would then be zepi rov dixaiov and not wept 

tov yeveoba. But the émPovdevoas of § 10, I take it, as contrasted 

with the dup@ roray (6 oidpevos ddixeio Oar) is a person whose conduct 

does not raise the issue mepi rod dicaiov. He cannot therefore be 

identified with the pera emiBovArjs Tiu@povpevos who avows his premedi- 

tated act, and pleads justification—with success, as we sometimes see 
in the French and Italian law-courts. Nor can it be right to identify 

him (as the Paraph. does) with the épyicas, who may be entirely 
innocent of the aéckia attributed to him by the @vué radv. It only 

remains that we identify him with the man who deliberately 

injures his neighbour zo/ dy way of revenge for real or imagined 

wrong. A good example of such an émuBovdevcas is 6 ddikws 

eykahav, OF 6 avxoparray of Probl. KO. 13. 951 b. 29, and 952 a. 1, 

who, aS didkeov, accuses the devyov of having done something, 

which the latter denies having done. In such an apqioByrnors repi 

row yeveoOu, if the jurors’ votes are divided equally for the d:axov 

and for the @evyev, the verdict is, of course, given in favour of the 
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1135 b, 25. latter—but the writer is at pains to explain why—because the dake, 

if he has really brought a false accusation against the gevyov, must 

be held to have done so knowingly and ék mpovoias, whereas the 
gevyov, 7f he committed the offence charged, may have committed 

it dvev mpovoias, ‘The passage runs as follows—ré pev yap ddicew kai 

dv épyhy Kai dia PdBov kai dv emOvpiay kai OC GdAda TOAAG yiverat, Kai Ov 

Hdvov ek mpovoias* TO b€ adikws eykadeiv ws TO TOAD eK Tpovolas eoTiV, 

@ote eret toa ai Who. yeydvact, TO S€ adikws Tov eykahodvTa éeyKadew 

Kal tov evyovra adixeiv, pavdou kpibévros Tov adixws eykadodvros TO viKaY 

T@ evyovte 6 vopoberns dmévepev...Q52 a. I ere peifw pev adicet 6 €k 

mpovolus GOiKav 7) 6 pt) ek Mpovotas. 6 pev O) GUKOpavTaY del ek mpovotas 

ddeei, 6 O€ Erepdv Te adika@y Ta pev Se dvaykny ra dé di’ dyvorav, Ta SE bras 

eruxev adikety a’T@ ouprinter. drav d€ toa yevertat ai Wiot, 6 pev Ovdkwv 

kéxpirat Und TOV Tuicewy ek Tpovoias adikelv, 6 b€ Pevywv vro TaY houTav ad 

ddikely pev ov perro ye €k Mpovotas, date emet adiKeiv peiCw KexpiTat 6 OL@ka@V 

Tov hevyovtos, eikdtws 6 vopoberns viKav expive Tov Ta EXdTTw aOLKOdVTA. 

The émovdevoas, then, being the man who deliberately injures 

his neighbour (by bringing a false accusation against him, or 

otherwise) without having received provocation, the 6 pevb. 33 will 

be the 6uz@ mo.@y—the man who retaliates in the heat of anger—and 

the 6 de will be the émBovdedcas as just described. I think that 

the whole passage from 66 b. 25 to 6 & od 1136 a. 1 is of the nature 
of a parenthesis; and that the words éay & &k mpoatpécews BAdn, 

d0wcet a. I resume the main thread of the discussion by repeating, 

in a slightly altered form, what had been said before the parenthesis, 

Viz. 6ray 8° €k mpoaipécews, ddixos Kai poxOnpés b. 25. The sense of the 

whole parenthesis from 66 to & of may be brought out thus—An 
act done in the heat of anger is not treated at law as an act pre- 

meditated by the agent: for (1) it arises from provocation received 

from another; and (2) the agent as qdevywv admits the act, and 

pleads in justification the provocation which he has received. He 
stands on an entirely different footing from that one of the two 

parties in an auqucBytnots mept rod yeveoOa who is proved guilty— 

for one or other of them musf be guilty of premeditated wrong— 

either the gevyov of committing an act which he knows cannot 
be justified, and therefore denies, or the d:axkey of bringing an ac- 

cusation which he knows to be false. The party found guilty in 

such a case differs from the @vp@ mov in not being unaware of 
having plotted an injury (6 8€ émBovdevoas ovk dyvoei), and in 

not thinking that he has received an injury which justifies his act 
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(6 pev [2 ¢. 6 Avy mordv] oterar ddixcicOa, 6 8 [2.e. 6 émBov- 1135 b. 25. 

Aevoas | ov). 

Mich. Eph., Coraes, Michelet, Nétel, and Peters, refer 6 pév 

and 6 é¢ to the épyioas and the 6vp@ roidv (they differ, however, as 

to which is which), thus treating the words 6 & émPovdetoas ovk 

| dyvoet as parenthetical (Notel rejects them from the text—Qvwaes- 
tionum Aristotelearum specimen, p. 43). The objection to this inter- 

pretation is that the épyicas may or may not be conscious of having 

done something to merit the retaliation of the dupé mov, and 

accordingly the statement 6 péy olerar ddiceiobac would not always 

be true of him. But it is always true of the Oduye mov, whose 
sudden dpyy is emt dawopevn adixia. Nor could the words é & od 

(sc. oterae ddixeicOa') always apply to the dpyicas. If he is conscious 

of having done nothing to merit the attack of the @vpé moray, he will 

think that he has been unjustly treated. It seems plain, then, that 

the words 6 pev olerar ddixetcOa refer to the dyuo wordy, and the words 

3 8 ov to the émPovdAevoas, who, as I have tried to show, is neither 

the man ‘who takes time to re/alzate’ (Jackson), nor the dpyicas, 
but that one of the two parties in an dudioBytnows mepi tod yeveoOar 

who is proved to be pox@npés. The words 6 & eémi8ovdetoas otk 

ayvoet are thus not to be treated as parenthetical. 

emt pawopevy «.t.A.| Fritzsche compares £’. JV. vii. 6. 1. b. 28. 

év Tots cuvadAdypacr] The Paraph. Heliod. has—o’ yap, domep vb. 29. 
> ~ c tA , ” o > ~ € > U 
€v Tois EkOUTLOLS ouvadAdypaclw Exel, OUTw KaYTavba 7 apdioByTnots 

yiverau’ ev éxeivors pev yap 9 mpakis apduoBnretra’ otov, «i ehaBe thy 
Ul a \ , \ \ > See Za a a a 

mapakxatabnkny 7 TO Savevov, Kal AaBov ovk amédwxe, Kav TovTo detxO7, 

movnpos evOds Kai adixds eotw, ei py émAabopevos apveirar—z.e. the 

reference is to éxovova cvvad\daypara—e. . B sues A for an alleged 
debt; and A swears that he has already paid it: one of the 

two must be poyOnpds, unless the one in error has_ simply 

forgotten the circumstance in dispute—B the circumstance of his 

having been paid, or A the circumstance of his not having paid. 

av pi Sid AnOyy adrd SpGow] ‘I think,’ says Jackson ad loc., bv. 31. 

‘that the subject of dpaow is 6 re dpyicas kai 6 dpyoOeis, who do not 

raise the issue of fact unless they do it through forgetfulness, 2. e. 

1 This seems to be the only legitimate way of completing the clause. Notel 
(p. 43) supplies ofera éxeivov ddicetoOa, in the interest of his interpretation of 
the passage. 
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the forgetfulness which results from anger. These words are 

commonly understood to refer to the two parties concerned in a 

ovvdddaypa, “ubi fieri non potest quin eorum alter qui ita contro- 

versantur pravus sit, nisi forte oblivio intercessit” (Victorius on 

Rihet. iii. 17): but (1) why is até Spdow in the plural? and (2) 
what precise idea do these words convey? According to my 

interpretation, they stand for mepi rod yevéobar audicBytraow. IJ 

confess that I do not see any difficulty in reconciling the plural 

with the common interpretation. The words av ju) dia {qv adr 

dpacw are added to qualify the immediately preceding statement, 

@v dvdykn Tov Erepov eivat poxOnpdy, the subject of dpaow being of zepi 

Tov yeveoOa appioByrovvres, and aité being 76 wep rod yeveoOa 

duguoByreiv. It is practically, if not exclusively, among dydicBn- 

moes arising out Of éxovdova ocuvadddypara that these exceptional 

cases Of 76 dud AnAnv Spay will occur. It is just possible, however, 

that in an action arising out of an dkovowv ovvdddaypa, such as 

assault, the Oud mov might Sia Anéyv maintain erroneously that 

he had not committed the assault. 

§ 11. kat katdé air «.1.A.] These words, as Ramsauer and 

Jackson point out, are closely connected with the immediately 

preceding adcxet, after which, accordingly, a comma, not a full stop 

(Bekker), should be placed. 

dtav wapda ... icov| when his act is inconsistent with the 

yeoperpixy avadoyia of Distributive Justice, or the dpiOunriky iodtns of 

Corrective Justice. 

Gmotws Sé Kat SiKaLOS, OTAaY THOEAGMEVOS SLKaLoTpAayyH| Lhisanswers 

to eay S ék Tpoaipécews BAaWy, dduxet above. 

Stkatompayet S€| as distinguished from mpoedspevos dixatompay}. 

§ 12.] This section states the principle according to which 

ovyyveun is to be extended to actions or withheld from them, and, 

as Ramsauer points out, naturally follows sections in which the 

writer has laid down principles in accordance with which degrees 

of guilt may be discriminated in a court of justice: ‘ cvyyvun enim 
necessario ad réy xpivorra pertinet.’ Jackson has an important note 

here—‘ These words [rév & dkovoiwy| answer to tay 82 éxovotwy in 
§ 5: but it must be observed that the dkovora of the present section 

include actions which do not appear at all in the foregoing classi- 
fication, The éca pi pdvov dyvoodvres dda Kai Ov’ Gyvovay dpaprdvovow 
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are the arvynuara of § 7: the éca py bv dyvoay, ddAN adyvoodvtes pev 

dia mados b€ pyre Guorkdy pyr’ avOpemixdv are neither the dpaprjpara 

nor the ddujpara of §§ 7, 8, but acts characteristic of the inhuman 

maOn ... compare vil. 5. The acts in question are dxotvova because 
the perpetrators of them are not responsible agents, but they are 
not ovyyvepouxd, because they are even more detestable than 

ordinary vicious acts. Cf Grant ad loc.—‘ The police-courts 
afford frequent instances of the infliction of brutal injuries which 
are ‘‘not forgivable,” though the perpetrators seem hardly respon- 

sible beings.’ Mich. Eph. accordingly is wrong when he says— 
dkxovowa viv gouke eyety TavTAa TA Tapa Tpoaipecw yivdpeva’ Ta yap KaTa 

maOos ywvopeva mpd OALyov Exovota pev eimev dmpoaipera dé, viv &€ rots 

akovolois Umayet Kat TavTa’ Kat Oavpacroy ovdey ei Exovota Aé€ywv TadTa 

maw dakovoid dyow' éxovora pev yap Soxet eivar Ka’ doov ov bv ayvoray 

yiverat, akovova Sé ad madw Ka@’ Goov ov Kata mpoaipeowy: Wrong also, 

when he illustrates ra dia maOos pyre dvorkdv pyr avOpamwov by 76 

rowaade Tpopijs émOupeiv Kai Towovdé Twos mopuatos, oioy Gapkos Tepo.Kos Kal 

oivov yAukeos, adding that 6 da ratdra duaprycas ovk €or cvyyvepns aévos. 

If the pyre gvorxa pyr avOpemiwa 7abn of the present section are thus, 

as Mich. Eph. explains, merely the ‘coe kat eiBerou émOupiae of iil. 
11. I, and not ra Onpiody maby of vil. 5, it would not perhaps be in- 

consistent with the terminology of Book iii to say that the man 

who acts under their influence does so éyvody, and it is not incon- 

ceivable that even the writer of the present section might—care- 

lessly perhaps—say so; but it would be in direct opposition to the 

doctrine common to the Fifth and Third Books to speak of the 
ior Kal ewiBerou emiOvpia as producing acts which are dkovoa. Since 

the acts are said to be dxovova, we can only understand that the 
pyre proud pnt avOpwnwa maby which cause them are @npiddy man. 

CHAPTER IX. 

ARGUMENT. 

It may make our conception clearer of the relation between ‘ treating unjustly ’ 

and ‘ being treated unjustly, if we try to answer, or at least to state, distinctly 

some difficult questions connected with the subject— 

Can a man consent to be treated unjustly ? 

Or is it always against his will that a man is treated unjustly ? 

1136 a. 5. 
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Or zs 7t sometimes wzth his consent, and sometimes against his will, that a 

man ts treated unjustly ? 
‘ Treating unjustly’ ts always a voluntary act: from which it might be 

inferred that * being treated unjustly’ 7s always against the sufferer’s will. But 
on the other hand, although ‘ treating justly’ ts always a voluntary act, we find 
that just treatment ts not always voluntarily accepted—for the criminal who is 

punished ts treated justly against his will. What ts true, then, of ‘ being 

treated justly’ may be true also of ‘ being treated unjustly —it may be true that 

sometimes a man receives unjust treatment voluntarily, and sometimes against 
Ais will. But when we are told that a man sometimes recetves unjust treat- 

ment voluntarily, we must refer to a former distinction, and ask—Is the 
unjust treatment inflicted by an unjust agent,i.e. by one who deliberately 

intends to inflict unjust treatment? For of not, then tt ts only nominally and 

not really that the sufferer zs ‘treated unjustly, and it may be true that 

he voluntarily accepts what ts thus nominally unjust treatment, although 
he could not voluntarily accept what ts really unjust treatment, viz. treatment 

intended Zo znjure him—i. e. could not accept tt as intended. Take the case of the 

tncontinent man: with full knowledge of all the circumstances he voluntarily 

hurts himself, or allows another to hurt him: therefore, it may be argued, a 

man can voluntarily treat himself unjustly, or injure himself, and voluntarily 

accept injury from another. But does such a man wish fo be treated 

unjustly, i.e. does he make his own loss or ruin his end? Surely not. He 
still wishes for his own good, i.e. makes his good his end. What he voluntarily 

inflicts upon himself, or allows another to inflict,is hurt, not injury. Our 
answer, then, to the question, Can a man consent to be unjustly treated 

or injured? is ‘No, for he cannot wish to be injured,i.e. he cannot make his 
own loss or ruin his end. In short, whenever a man ts injured, there must be 

another person to injure him by acting against his wish, i.e. by zgnoring his 
personality. Accordingly, when a man ‘ gives away gold for brass, or, as the 
equitable man often does, assigns to himself in a distribution less than his 

legetimate share, he ts not really injuring himself. He does not make his own 

loss or ruin his end; nay, he may have his own good in the form of popularity 

or honour distinctly in view. 

In distribution the charge of injustice attaches to the distributor, not to the 
party to whom he has awarded too much: and it is never himself but always 

other people that the distributor injures. Tf he distribute unfairly, under com- 
pulsion or in unavoidable zgnorance of essential circumstances, the distribution 

zs of course tn ttself an unfatr one, but the distributor rs not held to be an un- 
Jair man. Tf, however, he distribute or decide unfairly with full knowledge of 

what he zs doing, he has generally a personal interest in the form which his 

award takes—appropriating to himself, of not a bribe, tts equivalent in the 
gratitude of the favoured party, or in the satisfaction of his spite against the 

unfairly treated party. 

Neglect of the distinction on which we have insisted between the nominally 

and the really just or unjust act, has given rise to the opinion that tt is an easy 
matter to perform just acts, and that the just man has the faculty of performing 

both just and unjust acts. But, to be really just, acts must be performed by a just 
man, and a just man ts the result of long and difficult training, as a good 
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doctor is the result of long study and experience. Moreover, the formed 
character of the just man ts not a faculty capable of producing contraries, but 

mantfests ttself only in gust acts. 
Justice exists only for a being whose participation in the enjoyment of good 

things may be greater and less than his desert, i.e. tt exists for the normal man, 
not for the gods whose desert is infinitely great—not for the incurably wicked who 

are harmed by the smallest share of such good things. 

§ 1. "Awopicete 8 av T1s, et ixavds Sidpiotar] See Argument of this 1136 a. 10. 
chapter sw znzt. for the connexion with the subject of last chapter. 

In that chapter certain principles by which d:caorai must be guided 

in estimating the guilt of various offences were laid down. The 

present chapter pursues the same subject, discussing questions 

evidently important for 8«aocrai—viz. How far can a man consent 

to receive injury? If he consent, is he really zwjured, and does the 

offender really injure him, or only do him harm? Or, must we 

look more to the intention of the offender than to the consent 
(whatever that may mean) of the sufferer, in estimating the guilt 

of the offender? Ramsauer indicates the connexion between this 
chapter and the last by the words— Judicis vero quantum intersit, 
si verum sit volenti non fieri injuriam, nemo non videt.’ 

Edpimidys eipyxe | Mich. Eph. has—zaparifera: ra rou Evpurisov iapBeia a. 11. 

ek Tov BeANepoparros eis miotevawy Tov €oTw ExdvTa ddikeio Oat, Wagner 

(Eurip. Fr. p. 40), followed by Dindorf (Eur. Fragm.’Adkpéov A et 
B) supposes that we have two lines of a ortxopv6ta from the ’Adkpaiov 
6 da Vodidos (referred to in £. WM. iii. 1. 8). The first line (in 
which he reads xaréxrav for the xaréxra of the extant MSS.—the MS. 
from which the ve/. ‘rans. is derived seems to have had karéxrav) he 
assigns to Alemaeon (who has killed his mother), and the second 

line (after which he places a note of interrogation) he assigns to 

Phegeus. Fritzsche, adopting a conjecture of Grotius, inserts ov 
before 6étoveav (codd.), comparing Eurip. Aippol. 319 pidros pw 
dnd\d\vo’ ody éxotoay ovx éxov. Susemihl also reads ) od Oedovaavy: 

Jackson and Bywater read 4 ovdx éxovcay. 

§§ 1, 2. wétepov yap x.1..] The reasoning may be exhibited as 4. 15. 

follows :— 
adicewv is always éxovctov: Is adixeicbac then always dovovov? Or, 

is it sometimes éxovcvov, sometimes akovaror ? 

Perhaps the analogy of Scatompayeiv and S:xavodo8a may help us :— 

Sixaconpayeiv is always éxovovwv: But, do we find that dcaodoGa is 

always éxovovov ? 
jie 
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No: Skatotcda is sometimes ExOUGLOD, sometimes dxovauor : 

So, the analogy of Sixaorpayeiv and Sixawodca does not favour 

the inference that, because ddiceiy is always éxovovv, ddixeioba is 

always dxovowv, It rather favours the inference that dé:etoOa is 
sometimes dkovcovoy, Sometimes €éxovarov. 

§ 1. kat dpa «7.A.] Rassow (“orsch. p. 40) raises a difficulty 
here. If the question mérepov yap «.7.A. be answered to the effect 

that ddixeio@a is way dxovotov, the question kai dpa may otras i) éxetvas 

is excluded: if, on the other hand, it be answered that ddcceio Oar is 

not wav dkovovov, what is the use of going on to ask whether it is rd 

pev éxovo.ov 7d 8 dxovatov? No one, surely, would suppose that it 

could be mav éxetvws—z. ¢. Wav Exovctov. 

The confusion indicated by Rassow doubtless exists. But it need 

not surprise us. It is caused by the writer’s formalism. He makes 

a point of stating all the formally possible alternatives. There 

seems to be no suspicion about the substantial soundness of the 

text, although the words éomep kal 7d ddiceiv wav éxovorov |, 17 are 
probably a dittograph of the identical words in the line above. 

# 76 peév Exotoroy Td 8 axovovov;| ‘or is ddieicOa: sometimes 

voluntary, sometimes involuntary ?’ 

§ 2. dot’ eUNoyov avtikeicbar Spotws Kab? Exdtepov, TOT adiKeioBar 

kat Sixaodcbar 7 Exovoroy 7 axovorov etvat| Bywater, following K> 

[and CCC], omits 7é before dicaotc6a, This seems to dispose of 
the difficulty which Rassow (/orsch. p. 96) finds in taking 7 as 

coupling the whole clause 76 7 ddueioOar . . . dxovavov etvat with 

what goes immediately before, and to make it unnecessary to con- 

sider the conjecture—«ai for xa@ before éxdtepov—with which he 
proposes to meet the difficulty. 

§ 3. €meita x.7.4.| I hardly think that Bywater’s émera (to cor- 
respond with mpérov pév a. 11), for the émed of the codd., is a necessary 

change. See Argument of this chapter (§§ 3-6) for the further 

step taken in the discussion here. The writer’s feeling when he 

wrote émei may be expressed thus—‘ ddiketoOar is really (as adyOas) 
always dkovovov: and cases adduced to prove that it is of always 

dkovovov (just as dixaotcda is not always éxovowv) are deceptive: for 

(evei § 3), if we examine them, we shall find that they are only cases 

Of ddica mdoxeww, not of ddikeioOa. Now, ddica mpdrrev carries with 

it only ddica maoxew, not adieioda, To injure B, A must hurt him 
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wishing to hurt him. If A hurt B without wishing to hurt him 1186 a.23. 
then B is hurt (Adamrerai, adixa maoxer), but not injured (otk adcxetrac) 

by A. To apply this principle to the case of the dkparjs so com- 

monly adduced to prove ére éorw exdvta adixeio Oat, OF Gre oT avrov 

airéy adicetv—the dkparns either hurts himself proprio motu (§ 4), or 

allows another person to persuade him to hurt himself (§ 5). His 

act is admittedly voluntary. But what is its real object, as that 

object presents itself to him at the moment of action? His own 
pleasure, not his hurt. He does not wish to hurt himself, or be 

hurt by another person; he merely desires pleasure. When he is 

hurt by himself, his passive side cannot complain of injury (ro 

adixeioOa), for his active side, not being able to wish what his 
passive side is unwilling to suffer, cannot wish to hurt the latter. 

Hence ovk évdéyerau adtov aitov adixetv, But where the axparjs is not 

agent and patient in one, but patient yielding to the solicitations of 

another person, he may receive injury (ro dé:xeioOar) from that other 
person in so far as he is seduced to do, because pleasant to his 

feeling, what his tempter, even while he tempts him, knows to 

be hurtful, perhaps ruinous to his person. He is injured (ddtxeirac), 

because his tempter injures him (déuet). But he cannot be his 
tempter’s accomplice against himself. He is with his tempter as 

holding out a pleasure to feeling, but not as ignoring his person: 
ovk adiKeirat Exov 6 akpatns vm’ GdXov.’ 

Jackson explains the present passage by distinguishing two 

successive stages in ra ar’ dxpaciavy. ‘ According to Eudemus,’ he 

says, p. 117, ‘we must distinguish in 74 kar’ dxpaciay two successive 

stages : (1) that in which the BovAnors resists, and therefore the man 

is dev, and (2) that in which, the BovdAnovs having given way to the 

émOvpia, the man is éxdv, but odfev mapa tiv abrovd macxet BovrAnow. 

Thus the dxparns is not s¢multaneously éxoav and rapa tHv BotvAnow 

ndoxev, and therefore the phenomena of dxpacia do not countenance 

the theory that a man may ékov ddiceioOa’ :—and again p. 118, ‘in 
the first stage A is not éxoy, because BovAnows, being dominant, 

resists: in the second stage A is éxav but not ddicotpevos, because 

émvupia, being dominant, assents to B’s solicitations, BovAnows having 

now given way.’ Of course it is quite true that in the dxparns 
there is a struggle between ém6vpia and Adyos, in which the former 

eventually prevails. This struggle takes time, and two stages 

may very properly be distinguished in it. But it is scarcely correct 
to speak of the dxparjs being ‘not ékév’ in the first stage—z.e, 

Elia 
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before he acts. A man is ékav, or not éeév, properly only at the 
moment of acting (see iii. 1. 6). Now, it is agreed that the 
axpatns at the moment of acting is écéy—whether he tempt himself, 
or be tempted by another. The question is—what is fhe real object 
of his voluntary action, as that object presents itself to him at the 
moment of acting? His real object, thus determined, is present 
pleasure, not his own hurt. He acts to satisfy an isolated émévpia, 
not to do harm to his personality, as that is represented to him, 
more or less adequately, by his BovAnovs—the principle of self-con- 
servation within him. In yielding incontinently to pleasure he 
indeed violates the principle of self-conservation within him by a 
voluntary act, but without realising that he does so. Hence, in the 
language of the present passage, od« dice a’rés abréyv-—when acting 
alone he does not plot his own hurt ; and ov« ddicetrac éxov—when 
yielding to the solicitations of another he does not conspire with 
that other to hurt himself. 

ex’ dudorépwr] 7.¢. ext rod mpatrew Kai ert tov mavyev. As Mich. 
Eph. explains—evdéxerar rép Stkatovpevoy Kata oupB_Bnkds peradap- 
Bavew tov dtkaiov, Stay 6 Sixavorpayav Kara cupeSnkds Otkatompayn—t. é. 
when the agent mpdrree ofs cvpBeBnxe Sucatos elvar (v. 8. t), the 
patient mdoyee ois ovpBéBnke Sixators éfvas. 

émt tov a8ikwv| The omission of én has been suggested. The 
suggestion is plausible: but the MSS. are apparently all against it. 

aduvarov ydp «.7.4.] Fritzsche and Grant quote Rie/. i. i: 
1373 b. 27 ore On 7d aSixeioOa 75 bd Exdvtos Ta adiKa Tao XeELV, 

§ 4. dmh@s|] explained by Mich. Eph. as= dvev mpooOyxns, ‘ without 
qualification.’ The qualification or addition necessary is supplied 
in § 5—mapa thy éxeivov Botdnow. Adie is not simply hurting 
voluntarily, but hurting voluntarily for the sake of hurting. The 
victim cannot, without denying his own personality, be a party to 
this. He must always wish to be himself intact. That BovAnots, as 
distinguished from émévpia, expresses—often inadequately enough 
—the personality or self is a doctrine which Aristotle shares with 
Plato: see notes on iii. 4. It plays a great part also in the 
philosophy of Plotinus—cf especially a passage Lun. vi. 8. Pp. 744 
sqq., the key-note of which is—ody érep éruyev €or, GAN dep nBovdnbn 

> , 

auTos. 

€omt 8€ kai Todt év tév dmopounévwy] Discussed afterwards in 
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chapter 11. The words before us come in strangely here. They 1136 a. 34. 

seem to refer back to a list of dwopovpeva: but no list has been 

given. 

§ 5. 6 Scoptopds| = dpruds: viz. that given at the beginning b. 3. 
of § 4. 

§ 6. Brdaretar pev ov . , . od8els yap BovNetar] BramrecOa may b. 5. 
be éxovovwy, but ddiceioOac cannot be: for no one can conspire 

against his own personality. The words ovdels yap Bovdera, ‘no 

man knowingly denies his own personality’—‘no man makes his 

own hurt his end’ (see ill. 4. 1 1) S€ BovAnots Tov réAovs €oriv), are 

equivalent to dd:ketrac ovdets Exov—‘ no man submits voluntarily to 

hurt which he feels to be simply hurt, and knows that his assailant 

regards as simply hurt.’ 

oUte yap Bouerar . . . mpdtrew mpdtrer| cf LL. ii. 7. 1223 b. 7. 
, ? > N a 4 > , > \ \ (ier ox , 

b. 6 Bovdrera: 8 ovdels & oterar etvae Kakdv. GAA pV 6 axkpaTevdpevos 
> a iA “. \ \ ter s s , ? 

ovx & Bovderae trovet? TO yap map’ O olerat BedtioTOY etvae mparTrew O 

emOupiav axpareveoOat eotiv. 

a obx & oterat] This is the reading of K alone, preferred by b. 8. 

Bekker and Bywater. Other MSS. read 6 ov«, preferred by Jackson 
and Susemihl. Jackson however calls attention to £. £. ii. 7. 

1223 b. 7, where 6 dxparevopevos ody & BovdreTa worst Seems to be in 

favour of Bekker’s preference. 

§ 7. “Opnpos| Ziad vi. 236. b. 9. 

§ 8. er. 8 Gv mpoeopeba 80° Eat eimetv| The first of these two b. 15. 

questions (mérepdv mor ddiced 6 veiwas) has not been mentioned 
before as a question to be discussed; and the second (é éorw 
avrov atrov ddueiv) has already been partly discussed (§§ 4 sqq.) in 
connexion with the question « gorw éxdvr’ ddieioOa, from which, 

however, the writer evidently wishes to distinguish it, for he says 
mept pev ovv Tov adiceiaOae Ore ovy Exovotov SnAov, ett O dv x.7.d. 

The word zpoedpueba is certainly strange in the absence of a 

definite list of dmopiac to which reference might be made—as 
Ramsauer says, ‘Contra usum Aristotelis est ad mpoaipeoiy twa 

quam inter scribendum habuerit animo absconditam se verbis 

revocare’. Perhaps Zell is right in supposing the reference to be 

to § x of the present chapter—amopyoee 8 dv tus et ixavds Si@piorae 

mept Tov adixeicOar kai adiKeiv’ Tp@Tov pev ei EoTw.. . ExdvTa adixeioOat. 
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Having discussed this first question, and summed up the result 
with epi pév obdy Tov ddiccicbar drt ody éxovaroy Sjdrov (§ 8), he goes on 

with ét & &» to discuss two other questions contemplated (but not 

announced) at the beginning of the chapter. 

§ 9. ei yap évBéxerar] ‘These questions seem to be connected, 

fort) = 9-4) }ackson. 

74 mpdtepov exGv| the former alternative in the first question, 
viz. dduet 6 vetwas—explained by the epexegetical clause kat 6 
Stavépwv adicet add’ ovx 6 Ex@v TH TEov. 

éhattwtikds| see v. 10. 8. 

todo] To €Aarroy aire vepew. This statement must not be taken 
dmhas. We must qualify it with the mpdcOecats, e.g. rod dp_ehivov— 
Ga \ > a r = a = 
érépou yap ayabov meovextet, viov Tov Kadov. 

Tod &wGs Kahod| amAds is perhaps used here to distinguish the 

xanoy itself, truly so called, from é£a the appearance of it. 

Nvetat katd] Bekker inserts xai before card without MS. authority 

Jackson’s note is ‘ cai Ob?’ 

Tov Sroptapdv] § 5 above. 

Sud ye Todro] 7. ¢. in consequence of 76 Aarroy aire vepeww. 

$10. pavepdv Sé dtu kat . .| He has hitherto treated the first of 
the two questions stated in § 8 in its bearing on the second. He 

now treats it on its own account. 

éxwv det] Rassow (“orsch. p. 61) expunges dei, conjecturing (with 

much plausibility, I think) that it is the corruption of an old ditto- 

graph adiet which KP now alone retains (in place of dei after 

éxov). If we retain dei we can hardly take it, with Zell, as in the 

idiom 6 det dpxyov: the meaning must be that, although the mdéov 

éxov is often a mAcovéxrns in the ordinary sense of that term, he is 

not a/ways so. 

indpxer| Grammatically trdpyee goes with the second 6 as well 
as with the first; but logically it goes with the first only, thus— 

ov yap @ TO adiKoy bmapyer adiket, GAN 6 Exovolws TodTo mor. It 

is not the material presence of 7d déccoy in a man’s circumstances 
(trdpxovra), but its formal presence in his disposition, and efficiency 

in his will, which makes the dduév. I think that Jackson is wrong 
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with 6 1d aduov [sc. moeiv| imapyec—note on§11. The reading 1136 b.27. 

aixov Exo wmdpye given by pr. KP suggests ddicov exew imdpyer, 

which would be a tolerably satisfactory reading, although the 

special force of imdpye as opposed to moveiv would be lost. 

todTo 8 dbev 4 Gpxh THs mpdgews| rodro is 7d éxdvta roveiv— the b. 28. 
initiation of a voluntary agent (r6 éxévra roveiv) is the efficient cause 

of the action; and this resides in the distributor, not in the 

receiver. 

§ 11. odk dBixet pév, moet $é Ta &8iKa] Zell and Michelet make b. 31. 
the AauwBdvev the subject of these verbs. As a slave, at the bidding 
of his master, may perform an unjust act, without being himself 

chargeable with injustice, so the AawBdvev may participate in an 

unjust act (moeiy ra Gduxa), without being himself unjust in respect 
of it (ddceiv). Mich. Eph., Grant, and Ramsauer, on the other 
hand, make the davézov the subject. This latter is the more 

plausible construction of the two, because the d:avéuev is the subject 
in § 10 and also in §§ 12 and 13, and because it does not require 

us to stretch the meaning of move so as to include what is after all 

nacxew. Jackson adopts a third course. He takes the § closely 

in connexion with § 10, omits ér (as a dittograph of the first two 

letters of émet), and makes 7 xelp kat 6 oixérns the subjects of the 

verbs adiucet and moet. ‘I suppose the sentence thus altered,’ he 

says, ‘to be a justification of the distinction just made between 16 

aixov [sc. moveiv| imapxee and @ 16 éxdvra rovro moetv. The Paraph. 

seems to have understood the sentence asI do.’ The following 
are the Paraphrast’s words—®aivera 8¢, dre 6 Scavépov adicet Kad? 

avo, 6 6€ NapBavev Kata cupB_eBynkds eketvos yap ao.ket Kad’ abro, Os Exav 

TovTo Trovet. “Exwv dé tis rove, Orav 7) map ait@ THs Tpakews 7 aitia Kal 

1) apx7 Tod move THs Sé Stavouns » apxn mapa TO Siaveporte 6 dpa 

Stavépwv TO TA€ov adixet Ka attd, GAN’ ody 6 Sexdpevos* od yap en’ aite 

eat 1) apxn, Kadas eipnra. Ov yap 6 Toay Ta adiKa adtKkeiv hEyeraL, ef 

py Kata ovpBeBnkds* Gomep Néeyerar kal 7 xElp Hovevev, 7) payxatpa, 7) 

Aidos, map ois ovK eoTw apy Tod dvov, ovdé ap’ éavtoy mparrovow* 

adika pev yap mowwvow, adikovar de ovdapas. 

It seems to me that we cannot thus regard the AapBdvev or exov 

as a mov, and take 4 yelp Kat 6 oikérns as parallel to him. But 
it would be possible to follow Jackson in omitting é:, and making 
7 xelp Kai 6 oixerns the subjects of the verbs, and yet not regard 

these agents as parallel to the AapwBdvev. One might regard them 
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136 b.31. as examples of 1a mowivra in the sense of dpyava, as distinguished 
from ra mowivta Kupiws, OY dapyai dOev mpwTwS 7 Kivnots, to which 

latter class the diavéuwr, as éxov, has been assigned. Thus the 

words d6ev » dpxy tis mpadéews in § 10 would suggest § 11, and 

the connexion between the two §§ might be exhibited thus— 
‘the moutv of the dvavéuwv, as voluntary initiator or apx:) THs mpakews, 

is woety in the primary sense, for (érei) movetv has a secondary 
sense in which épyava are said moe. For eémet introducing 

a similar parenthesis, see Z. WV. vil. 12. 2, b. 36. But is it 

necessary to omit ém, and refuse to regard the sentence as simply 

saying—‘If the Sdcavéuov be a mere instrument in the hands of 

another ov« dduet but moet td adica’? The case indeed seems 

hardly worth mentioning: but is it less worth mentioning than 

that—ei pev dyvodv, mentioned in § 12? Jackson’s note on § 12 is— 

‘ The argument is contained in the words «i ywockwy expivev adixas, 

mAeovekTet Kai avTos 7) xapiros 7) Tywwpias. ‘The words ef pev ayvoe@v— 

70 mparoyv merely set aside the case of ignorance as irrelevant to our 

present remarks.’ Why then, it may be asked, may not § 11 

merely set aside the case of compulsion as irrelevant to our present 

remarks? It is indeed quite in the writer’s manner to give us a 

complete list of formally possible cases. 
On the whole, then, I am inclined, with Mich. Eph., Grant, and 

Ramsauer, to make 6 d:avéywy (conceived as mov addov émraEavtos) 

the subject of déucet and movi—as if we read, én, émei moddayxds rd 
moveiy Aéyerar Kal eoTw ws Ta ayuxa xreiver Kal  xXElp Kal 6 olkerns 

emtragavtos—enitagavtos pev ovv ei Expiwev, ovk adixed moret dé Ta GdiKa. 

The reading of Kb NP Pb and New Coll.—pev after éemuraéavros 

instead of after ddccei—is worth notice as pointing to a ‘fault’ in 

the juncture of the vulgate. 

For 1a a&puxa b. 30, cf Mes. A. 1. 981 a. 30 bd Kal Tovs apxerek- 

Tovas Tepl €kagTov TimiwTepous Kal paAXov eidévat vopiCopey TOY YELpoTEexvav 

kai copwrépous, Ott Tas aitias TY ToLOvpevey isacw, Tos 8 Gorep kal 

TOV aWviyev ena, Totty pev, ovk ciddra Sé rroveiv a motel, olov Kaiet TO Tip. 

Fritzsche refers to Plato Legg. ix. 873 E éav 8€ ayuxdv tm Wuxijs 
avOpwnov oatepnon ... Sikaotyy pev ait@ Kabiferw tov yeiTdvov Tov 

éyyirata 6 mpoonkoy yeve, He refers also to Pausan. vi. 11 
Apdkov ’AOnvaiats Oecpovs ypdas oukovts, trepwpice Kal Ta ayvya, 

el ye eumecdv te €& ait@v amokteiveey avOpwnov—also to Aeschines 

Contra Ctes. 244 kai yap av ein Sewdv, & "AOnvaior, ci Ta pev Evra kai 

tovs Ai€ovs Kat Tov aidnpov, Ta apwva Kal dyvepova, €dv Tw eumEedvTa pov, yvopova, res 
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droxteivy, imeropiCoper, Kui édv tis attov Siayphonrat, Ty Xeipa THY TodTO 

mpagacav xwpis Tov capatos Odmropev Anpoobérny d€ . . : see also the 

°AO. troktteia ch. 57 p. 145 ed. princ. Sucdter & 6 Bacideds Kab of 

vdoBacireis kai Tas Tay aixev Kat Tov Gov (oov—and Pausan. 

i. 28 10 8 ev Uputaveio kadovpevor, &vOa rH orOypo kai wacw dpolas Tois 

awiyors Sixagovew. 

§ 12. dyvoay | 7) ayvoa 7 kad” €xaota, Not 7 KabdAov, must be under- 

stood here. An unjust decision made in unavoidable ignorance 
of particulars is not unjust in the eye of the law of the State (ré 

vouikoy Sixaov), but nevertheless it violates ‘the fitness of things’ 

(76 mparor, 7. e. 76 puorxdy Sixaov). The Paraph. seems to be wrong 

in supplying rovs vdpous after dyyody. Of a judge who decided in 
ignorance of the vdéuo of his State it could hardly be said ovk dSiKcet 

kata 70 vouixdv dikaov, In AZ. M. i. 33. 1196 b. 1 the distinction 

marked here by the words ov8’ dédixos 9 Kpiows éoriv, ote 8 ds GSixos 

is explained thus—é¢ore pev 7 adicet gore S€ 7 OvK ddiKei’ 7 pev yap Td 

7 GdnOeia Kai TH ioer dv Sikavov py Expwev tavTy pev adie, 7 Se Td 
Chee es ~ Zz , 2 > lal 

avT@ Ooxovy eivat Sixarov, ovK abixet. 

meovektet kat attés| If the davéuor, with full knowledge of the 

Jaw under which he is acting, and of the circumstances of the 

particular case, make an unfair distribution between A and B, he 

must do so to serve some personal end. Not only will the favoured 

party ¢xee 76 mAeov (perhaps without being chargeable with déckia), 

but more than that (xa), the dcavéuov himself too will éyeu ro mAéov. 

§ 13. tod d8ixypartos| the material result of 7d ddvKcetv—the unfair 

share assigned to the favoured party. 

Sid tadta| dia yapw i Tyswpiar. 

kal yap én’ ékelvm tov dypdv Kpivas] This is the reading of Kb 
adopted by Rassow (forsch. p. 62) and Bywater, én’ éxeive meaning 
emt T@ pepicagOa tod adunuatos. The reading of other MSS. is 

én ekeivay 6 TOV aypoy Kpivas, Where ekeivay are of pepiodpevoe Tov 

adtxnparos—the unfair distributor and the favoured receiver who 

share between them the profits of the transaction, the former 
getting a bribe, the latter too large a share in the distribution. 

Jackson paraphrases this § well—‘If the judge secures to himself 

Xapis OF tiwwpia by giving an unjust award, he is just as much a 

meovertns as if he were to share the plunder with the receiver. 

For it is not essential that the unjust distributor should take a share 

1136 b. 31. 

b. 32. 

1137 a. 1. 
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1137 a. 3. of the property distributed, since even if his share takes a more 

a. 7. 

a. 8. 

a. 9. 

Ga alle 

substantial form than ydpis and tiwpia, he may receive it, not in 

land (land being the article distributed), but in money.’ 

§§ 14-16.] Jackson places these §§ after ch. 1. § 3, giving his 
reasons for doing so on pp. xiii-xvi of his /zfroduction. I am 

ready to admit that these §§ suit the context of the first chapter 

better than they suit that of the ninth; but I cannot admit that this 

proves, or even renders probable, the conclusion that the first 

chapter is their original locus. The Fifth Book, especially in its 

latter part, is, to my mind, a collection of materials waiting for 

arrangement, rather than a treatise which has fallen into disarrange- 

ment. Nothing that I have read (English or foreign) on the subject 
of ‘Dislocations in the Text’ has made me doubt the correctness 

of what, after all, is bound to be the przma facze view—that the 

order (or disorder) of the Fifth Book is substantially that in which 

the original compiler threw his materials. There are doubtless 
many omissions and interpolations in the text as we have it which 

add to the original confusion of the compilation: but the numerous 

transplantations (often of short passages to distant places), which we 
are asked by certain modern critics to assume, are quite a different 

thing. It may be admitted, however, that the place which the 

chapter on émeixera now occupies (cutting in two, as it does, the 

discussion of 16 éxdvra ddtcetoOa and 76 airéy abrév ddiceiv) is incon- 

sistent even with the low standard of arrangement actually attained 
in the Book. 

§ 14. kai BSodvar tH Xetpt 75 dpydpiov] I agree with Williams 

against Jackson that this means ‘delivering a bribe ’—a vicious 
action, like the other actions mentioned—perhaps suggested by 

the dpyipror of § 13. 

Q A A ” ‘ > 

GANG TS Si ExovTas TadTa Tovety oUTE pad.oy OUT em adtots | The 

Paraph. Heliodorus has—ro pev yap mpa&a ra Sixaa i) ra Adixa, Kai 7) 

Sodvar dpyvpioy 7 matdéa tov mAnoiov, padidy éorte kat Tod Bovdopevov’ Td 

b€ 7 Stkavocvyns e&w Exwv 7 adikias, 6 ypdovov Kat adoknoews Seirat, Ov ds 7) 7 x 1) » 9 xp 1) ’ 
o aA , , ~~ w+ , ~ A > a+ > > © ca a a 

efers 7) Sixauds tis 7) GdiKos Aeyerar, TodTo b€ ovK EaTw ep hpiv, Bote dua 

T@ BorrecOat Kai padzoy eivar krnoacOa. 

§15.| See LLM. ii. 4. §§ 3-6. 

GAN od taé7 x.7.A.] ‘but it is only card cupSeByxds that actions 

prescribed by law are identical with ra Sicaa’ (Jackson). It is not 
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enough, in order to perform ‘just actions,’ to find out the actions 1187 a. 11. 
which the law declares to be just, and perform them according to 

pattern. Actions are ‘just’ only when they spring from the habit 

of justice, which no mere study of the requirements of the law will 
give a man. 

vepopeva| Perhaps suggested by the dcaveuwr of §§ 8-13. Kb, a. 13. 

M?, H have yevéueva, which seems to be a mere blunder. 

TotTo 8% mov Epyov x.t.A.] Bywater (Contrib. p. 49) says— in 

lieu of rodro d¢ I restore rovro 64, or if any one prefers it, todro [8e], 

in order to keep up the correspondence in construction and sense 
between this clause and that which comes just after, in 1.16: in the 

one case an act is said to be mAcov epyov xré. and in the other 

Tocovtoy épyov xré. This seems decisive against Bekker’s ounévar. 

adn’ ob Tabr’ €ott ra Sikaca GN’ 7) Kara TUpBEBnKds, a\da TwS mpaTTdpeva 

kal Tws vepopeva Sixaa’ Tovto dé x.7.A. With either text, however, the 

meaning is—To learn to ‘know’ dikaa, as the Ppdémpos (who must 
have the éfs of é:cacootvy) knows them, is more difficult than to 

learn to know tyeeva as the experienced tarpés ‘knows’ them. The 

commentators compare JZ. JZ. ii. 3. 1199 a. 27 ov yap cKoret 6 diKos 

ovde Suvarat Kpivey TO dm@s ayabby Kai 76 abT@ ayabov, dda Scapapraver. 

THs O€ Ppovncews TovTS eat, TO dpbas Svvacba Tavita Oewpeiv, duoiws Somep 

emt TOY Kar larpixiy TO pev dm@s vytevov Kal TO vyleias TounTLKOY oldapev 

dravres, Gre ehNEBopos Kat Td €atyptov Kai ai Toual Kal ai Kavoets yrewd 

elow kat tryetas TrowuntiKd, GAN’ Guas ovK €xopev THY latpiKnY emLoTHUNY’ Ov 

yap ere otSapev 76 Kad’ Exaorov ayabdy, Somep 6 iarpos oidev Tim éoti TOUT’ 

dyabov kai more Kat Tas Siakemev@’ ev ToUT@ yap 7Hdn 1) iatpiKn emoTHun. 

Ta pev oy GmAas Vyrewva €iddTEs Guws OdK Exopeyv OSE TMapakoAoVvOeE? Hiv 7) 

iatpiky emotnun ws 8 a’tws 6 adikos. Ore pev ovv des Kal 7 TUpavvis 

ayabov kai 7 apxn Kal 7) e€ovaia, oidey’ GAN’ ei av’t@ dyabov 7) pH, 7) Tore, 7 

mas Siaxerpéev@, ovxére oidev. Jackson quotes Plato, Phaedr. 268 A-C, 

where the person who ek [:Sdiov mobév dxovoas 7) mepitvxav Pappakiors 

iatpos oterat civat, ovdey emaiwy tis Téxvns is described as pawédpevos. 

$16. 80 adr Se ToiTOo | 70 otecbat ep avrois eivae TO dduxety, The a. 17. 

opinion criticised in this § ignores the distinction between a dvvapis 

and a és stated in v. 1. 4—Ovvayis prev yap kal emeotjun SoKxet Tov 

€vavtiov 7) avti eiva, eis 8 4 evavtia Tey evartioy ov. ‘This opinion 

that justice implies its contrary, as if it were an art (dvvayis), would 
be a consequence,’ says Grant, ‘of the Socratic doctrine that justice 

is knowledge. Plato saw what this doctrine led to, and drew out 
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the paradoxical conclusion, Rep. 334 A (ci dpa 6 Sikawos dpyuprov 

dewos guddrrew, kal Kdéemrew Sewvds), Hipp. Min. 375-6 (ovxoiv 7 

duvarwrépa kai copwrépa airy (sc. puxy) apeivav obaa earn Kai dupd- 

Tepa paddov Suvayevn Toretv, Kal Ta Kaa Kal Ta aioypa TEpt Tacay Epyaciay 

375 E). The Aristotelian theory that justice is a moral state (és) 

set the difficulty at rest.’ 

§ 17.| Jackson places this § in chapter 1, § 9 after ra avrois ayaba 

(see his Introd. p. xvi). 

tav athOs dya8dv| Mich. Eph. points out that ra dmAds ayabd or 

‘things good in themselves’ are of two kinds—viz. (1) things good 
in themselves in the sense of being always and without qualification 

good—the dperai and the evépyeva kar’ airas: and (2) things good 

in themselves in the sense of being good in the abstract, but not 

necessarily good in all circumstances—money good in itself, or 

generally, but bad in the possession of the profligate. It is with 

Ta dnd@s dyaéa in this second sense that dicaroovvn has to do: for in 

respect of ra dmA@s dyada in the first sense there can be no mAcoveEia. 

His note is interesting and may be transcribed—#v dv cadhearépa 
i Aeks, ei oUT@S Tras cixev’ Tov Sikaiwy Td pev ws etpntar veunTeKdy, TO B 

eravopOwrikdv’ taita dé Td Siavepntixoy Kai TO emavopOwtikov €v rovToLs 

€oTly ToLs peTéexovot TOY dTAa@s ayabar, ev ois eoTiv 7) Evdapovia, dma BE 

ayaa €or Kuplws Ta TH avT@Y pioe ayabd, oiov ai dperai Kat ai Kar’ avTas 

evepyeca’ Sevtepov S€ amdas ayaba Ta dpyavica kai ai Suvapers ayaba dvra 

Tois Kata vow éxovow ov Tois mapa iow, iva b€é é€oti Ta dpyaviKa 

dyafa kai ai dvvdpes, cadynri{wr, emnyayev ev ois éeotw wimepBodr kal 

e€AAewis, TOUTS Tipai, Suvacreia moditiKN, ev TovToLs yap UmepBodr Kat 

€dAAerWis. GAA’ ovk ev Tois dmA@S ayabois Tais aperais’ ev yap Tais dperais 

opiopevats ovoats Kal pecotnreaw, ws Séderxrar, imepBody Kai EAreuris ovK 

got" ev ois 8 eat trepBody Kal €ddepis, ev TOUTOLs Kal TO mAeEoveEKTEV 

kal pecovektety, kat’ apetny O ov yiverat Treovekia. ov yap oidv TE TLWds 

dpetny AaBetv Biacdwevoy Tov €xovta, as em TOY xXpNudToY Kal KTNUdTaV 

yiverau’ ev yap tovras Ka’ dpav apapeira Bia Ode Tovde TO Xwpiov THY 

apredov twos, Ta outa, thy avOpeiav tov avdpeiov apedeoba, i) THY 

emoTHuny Tov emotnpovos Bia ovdeis Sivata. Gv ody €xovaw of avOpwrot 

vrepBorny Kai EAeupiv, ev rovTos Ta Sixaca. 7O yap Svvagba ToiTwv Tov 

dyabav kai méoy Te Exew Kal €hartov, TEpl THY ToOvTOU VouNnY Kal eravicwow 

Ta Oikad €orw. mel ois ye pndév €or tev ToLOvTaY ayabay, ToUTOLs OVS 

brepBort Tav TowovT@y odd eAdeuis Eotw. ei S€ py avdTar, ovde Td 
> A a A A U > ‘ > - - > e > emavopOwtikoyv 7) TO Staveuntixdy Sixaioy, év pev ovv Tois Oeois év ois od 
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a > > , > > , > col ~ 

todos, ov dd€a, od Tipy, ovK apxn, OK GAXo ovdev TOY ToLO’TaY ayabdv, 1137 4.26. 

ovde Sikaoy ovre Stavepnrixdy ote SiopOwrixdy imdpxet. GAN’ ovd€e ois 
+ > ‘ > , ec A a A > , . , > , 

€or, ovat S€ amatois imo Tpupns Kai dkohagias Kai mdons doeNyeias, 
> > > s »~ V} , ~ °’ ia 

ovd €V TOUTOLS E€OTLY Oikarov TL T@V ELPNHEVOY, 

Exouor 8 dmepBodtyy év tovTous Kat éAdewv] Kb and Lb omit év a. 27. 

rovrots. I do not think that ev rovros=€év rois dmdds ayabois, although 

coming immediately after €v rovrouws = the persons, need trouble us 
much in careless writing like the present. 

peéxpt tou] sc. opehima: cf. E. LV. vii. 13. 4 kai edruyia bmepBdddovca a. 30. 
> 

eumddis eat K.T.A, 

Sud todT dvOpdmuwvdy éotw] 7z.c. man is neither Oeds nor @npiov. 

‘At present éoriv has no evident subject. Should we read 8&6 

instead of da? Susemihl (Bursian’s /Jahresb. 1876, p. 278) points 

out that this alteration was suggested by Zwinger’ (Jackson). Is 

the reading of [—rotro 8 avOpamwov éorw not worth consideration ? 

Tovro would be 16 péype tov peda etvar ta andas dyabd. On 

the margin of CCC I find yp. &a rotro 8 dvOpamwév eorw. May 

not the dd of the vulgate represent a dittograph 6¢? It is easy 

to imagine a scribe, with an original peéexpe tov tovto & avOpamwdv 

eorw before him, writing péxpe todro b€ totTo S€ dvOpwrwdv é€orw: and 

it is not a difficult step from this to the péype tov dia rodro Sé avOpa- 

muvdv eotw Of the margin of CCC. ‘The contractions for da and 6¢ 

are easily confounded. 

CHAPTER xX. 

ARGUMENT. 

Concerning Equity. The relation of Equity to Justice has caused some 
difficulty. The two strike us as not being exactly the same; and yet, on the 
other hand, since ‘ equitable’ zs popularly used as a term of praise for ‘ good,’ it 
seems illogical to distinguish it from ‘just, which, in tts wide sense, 2s the 

same as‘ good. If‘ equitable’ and ‘just’ are to be distinguished, one of them, 

it would appear, ts not ‘ good’; and if both are‘ good, why distinguish them ? 
The solution of this difficulty is that the ‘ equitable’ and the ‘just’ are genert- 
cally the same,i.e. both ‘good, but the ‘equitable’ is the better. Equity 
ts a higher form of justice ; it ts not the justice of the letter of the law, but that 

of the spirit which corrects the letter. The law, by reason of the complicated 
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nature of tts subject-matter, is necessarily general in tts terms, and sometimes fails 

to meet the just claims of an individual case. Here equity stepstn ond supplies 
the defect. Indeed there are some cases about which we cannot have a law at 

all, but must provide for them, as they arise, by special decree. Where the 

stones are trregularly shaped the butlder must use a flexible rule. 

The ‘ equitable’ then ts ‘ just, being better, not than the ‘just’ as such, but 
than its necessarily imperfect realization in law. Tt ts the correction of law 
where it falls short by reason of tts generality. The equitable man ts the man 

who habitually makes such correction, and although he may have the letter of 

the law on his side, 1s unwilling to press his legal right harshly, preferring to 

take less than his due. 

Introductory Note-—\t seems to be generally agreed that this 

chapter is misplaced here in the MSS. Jackson puts it at the 

end of the Book; Ueberweg (Azs¢. PAz?. vol. i. p. 147, English 
Transl.) inserts it (preceded by chapter 9, §§ 14-17, 1137 a. 4-30) 
after chapter 8, z.¢. after cvyyvopouxd 1136 a. g. ‘The reasons 

for preferring Ueberweg’s rearrangement are (1) that the construc- 
tive treatment of Justice becomes continuous, and the dzopiat 

contained in chapters 9 and 11 of the vulgate form an appendix 

to the Book: (2) that the remarks on émedkeca follow closely on 
the discussion contained in chapter 8. A comparison of hez. 

i. 13 makes it probable that they ought to follow even more 

closely than they do in Ueberweg’s rearrangement—z.e. that 

chapter 9, §§ 14-17 ought not to intervene between the end of 

chapter 8 and the beginning of chapter 10, but be otherwise 

disposed of—lI do not venture to suggest how. In /hezé. 1. 13 the 

discussion of émeikea arises immediately out of a discussion, 
closely resembling that in /. JV. v. 8, of the various degrees of 

guilt attaching to the BddBa which come before the courts of 

justice. If, as seems probable, the writer of “. WV. v. 8 had Rhe?. 

i. 13 before him, or in his recollection, when he wrote, he would 

naturally go immediately on from ovyyropoukd (1136 a. 9) to the 
discussion of éztetkeca. 

Ueberweg accounts for the disorder in the text of the last 

three chapters of #. WV. v by the misplacement of the leaves of 
an archetype MS. 

It may be only an accidental coincidence—but it seems worth 
noticing in connexion with this hypothesis of misplaced leaves— 

that the mass of text from 1176 a. 11 to 1177 a. 30 (Z, WV. x. 

ch. 5, § 9-ch. 7, § 4) omitted by K> is twice as large as that 

contained in the chapter on émeixeca, v. 10; twice as large as that 
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contained in v. 11; and equal to that intervening between the 

end of chapter 8 (1136 a. 9) and the beginning of the chapter on 
émteixeca, Chapter 10, ‘There are 88 Bekker’s lines in the passage 
(1176 a. 11-1177 a. 30) omitted by K?; 43 in the chapter on 

enteixeca; 43 in the following chapter, v. 11; and 87 from the end 
of v. 8 to the beginning of v. 10. 

The lacuna in KP was probably caused by the absence of two 

leaves (each containing about 43 Bekker’s lines) from the ancient 
manuscript of which KP is a transcript. Fol. 1217 in K> ends 
with ra yap avra rovs (1176 a. 11) and fol. 121 (the other side of 
the same leaf) begins with pév xexopnynuevov 6 pév (1177 a. 30), the 

lacuna not being indicated in any way by the scribe, who, it would 

seem, was unconscious of its existence. 

On the other hand it would be going too far if we were 

to say that the disorder in the text of v. 9-11 was probably 

caused by a misplacement of archetype leaves containing each 

about 43 Bekker’s lines. The ‘disorder’ to be explained by the 
hypothesis is, after all, not a definite indisputable fact like the 

lacuna in Kb, At any rate it would be satisfactory, before attaching 
much importance to the quantitative relation subsisting between 

the lacuna in K> and certain passages in v. 9-11, to be able to 

point to other cases of ‘disorder’ in the £. V. which could be 
explained by the hypothesis of an archetype leaf of 43 Bekker’s 

lines. I confess that as yet I have not found any such cases. The 

space intervening between v. 4, 12 (1132 b. 9) and v. 5, 9 (1133 a. 

14), to which I turned first, does not seem to have anything to do 

with an archetype leaf of 43 lines. 

I append Fez. i. 13. 1373 b. 25-1374 b. 23 for future reference, 

and to show how naturally the chapter on emeixeca takes its place 
between ch. 8 and ch. 9, after cuyyvopoukd 1136 a. Q: dmavtov b7 

Tav adiknudtov Sinpnpéevev, kal Tov pev dvT@v Tpods TO KoLWdv Tay dé mpds 

@Xov Kal mpos GdXous, avadaBortes th €orw 7d adixetoOat, Néeywpev. EoTL 

d9 TO adixetoOar TO bd Exdvtos Ta ddika Tdoxew’ TO yap adiKety Gpiorat 

mporepov éxovotov eivar, emer 8 avaykn Tov adikovpevov BrdmrecOar Kat 

dkovaios BrantecOat, ai péev BAdBat ex Tov mpdrepov avepal eiow" Ta yap 

aya0a kai Ta Kaka eipntat Kab’ adta mpdrepoy, Kal Ta ékovora, OTL €oTW doa 

eiddres, Gor’ avaykn wdvra Ta €ykAnpata i) mpds TO KoLvoy f mpos TO ttoy 

eivat, kai #) ayvoodvtos Kai dkovtos 7) Exdvtos Kat €iddTos, Kal TOUT@Y Ta pEV 

mpoeopevov Ta O€ Sia maOos. epi péev ody Oupod pyOnoerae ev Tois Tepl Ta 
, - ‘ ~ A - + ” , > \ S 

maOn, Tro. b€ TpoatpovvTat Kat T@S EXOVTES, €lpnTat TpoTepov, €7TEL 
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€ a , , a a eet} > € rv a a 8 Spodoyourres moAAdkis Tempaxevar 7 TO ETlypappa OVX Spodoyovowy 7} Tept 
e a a 

3 ro eriypappa, oiov aBeiv pev ad’ ov KreYrat, Kai maTd£at mpdrepov adr 
~ a , > > 

odvx vBpioa, Kai ovyyevérOar aX ov potyedoat, 7 KrEYyat pev GAN’ ovx 
€ = > AY = A ’ , ‘ > ? > , a iepoovAjoa, ov yap Oeovd mT, 7} emepydcacba pev GA’ ov Sypoviar, 7 

Overh€y Oat ev rois mrodeplors GAN’ ov mpododvvat, Sia Tavta Séou av Kat reph 
, , f U Bhp , , er We G , 

tovtwoy Siwpicda, ti kAdomn, Ti UBpis, Ti potxela, Om@s Edy TE UTApXeELV 
Dz: A c , , , + > , A , ” 

€dy Te pr Umapxew Bovdwpeba Serkvovar, Exopev euhaviCery Td Sikarov. Eore 
‘ , \ -~ ‘ a WH a ‘ a x \ » ickres 

d€ mavra Ta To.avTa wept Tod adiKov eivat Kat Paddov 7) py adikoy 7 audio- 

Byrtnows’ €v yap Ti mpoatpecet 7 poxOnpia kai TO adicetv, Ta S€ Toradra Tey 
© , 

GvopdTwy mpogonpaives THY mpoaipeoty, olov UBpis Kat KromH’ ov yap é 
Sis, , LA 3 >’ 3: eh , ms n~ > , se: a emata&ev tmavtws UBpicev, GAN ei Eveka Tov, Olov Tov aTiudoat ekeivoy 7 

avtos noOnva. ovde mavrws, ei AdOpa EdaBer, Exherev, GAN ei emi BAaBy 
’ Ss) we N ae a e ’ 4 ‘ ‘ a 4 

toutov, ap ov edaBe kai oderepicp@ Eavrov. dpotws de kat wept Tav Gdov 
, 

EXEL, WoTrEp kal TeEpt TOUT@V. 
> ‘Y ‘ a ‘ ‘ -~ 2Q/ > ° wW a A ‘ wv 7 

emet O€ tav Oikaiwy kai Tay adikwv jv Svo cidn’ Ta pev yap yeypappeva 
A > w+ A e ‘A c , > , a” ~ 2 > , 

ta 8 dypaha, rept @v pev ot vdpoe ayopevovowy cipyta, Trav & aypdpev 
, > ‘ ” ~ - ’ > A A ‘ ¢ A > a” .y , 

dvo eotw etdn* tatta 8 eotiv ta pev Kal vmepBodny apetns Kal Kakias, 
749 e > ’ , Wee , ‘ ‘ ‘ , 2 \ , 
ep ois oveidn Kat €mawvoe Kal atipiae Kat Tipai Kat Swpeai, oiov TO yapw 

Exe TO Toujoavte ev Kal avrevToteiv Tov ed Tomnoavta Kai BonOnTiKOv eivat 
c , 44 59, ~ \ ‘ A *N/ , ni , 

Tois Pidos kai doa adda To.adra, Ta Se Tod idiov vopov Kal yeypappevouv 
»” \ BY > Sy c , > ” Wiss \ ‘ \ €AAciwpa, TO yap emetkes Soxet Sikaroy etvar, Corw Oe emterkes TO Tapa 

\ , 4 , Ve ‘ A LY ‘ CF. X ‘ Tov yeypamevov vopoy Sikaov. oupBaiver d€ TodTo Ta pev ExdvT@v Ta dé 
22), = a aot, ‘ Li , (ey J be) A , akdvt@y Tay vopoberav, dkdvrwy pev drav AdOn, éxdvt@v 8 drav py Svvwvrat 

, > 5 = > ‘ 
Stoptcat, add’ avaykaiov pev 7 KaOddov eizeiv, py 7 SE, GAN ws emi TO OND. 

Q a A er ‘ 9; 2: , a A a“ , , \ 

kat 6ga py pad.ov dtopioa Ov azretpiay, oiov 76 Tpaaa aidnp@ mAikw Kai 

i@ Twi’ vmodeiror yap adv 6 aiwy SiapiOpod dv ovv 7 dopiotoy, dé: mol@ Tw Umodetmrot yap ay 6 aiwy SiapiOpovvta. av ovv 7 adpioroy, Séq 
‘ ~ > , ¢ lol ° Lal ed A , ~” > , 

dé vopobernoat, dvaykn amas einety, Gore Kav Saxriduoy exoy emapyrat 
ca a s ey 

THY xetpa 7) TaTa&yn, Kata pev Tov yeypappevov yvduov evoyos éarat Kal 
> tal Q) ‘ A > ‘ > > ”~ \ A > ‘ a > U > ‘A 3 ‘A 

aoixet, kata d€ TO dAnOes ovk adikel, Kal TO emtecKes TOUTO eoTiv. ei Se €or 

TO eipnuevoy TO emterkés, Pavepov Tod €oTL Ta e7LELKH Kal OUVK érrteLKH, Kal 

Totot ovk emerkeis AvOparroae’ ep ois Te yap Set cvyyvapmny Exew, émvetky TavTa, 
\ ‘ ‘A c U A A > , \ a > A ‘ A > , kal TO Ta Guaptnpata kai Ta dduKnyata py TOU tvov aévody, pyde Ta atrvxnuata® 

€oTw atuxnpata pev Goa Tapddoya Kal py) amd poxOnpias, auaptnpara dé 
iid A ‘ ee) A ‘ 3 , ht , , ° A 

doa 1) TapdAoya kal py amd Trovnpias, adiknpata S€ 6oa pnte Tapddoya and 
, > , e A A ’ ? ’ > A , ‘ \ lol > 

movnpias Te €otiv’ Ta yap Oe emOvpiay awd movnpias. Kal Td Tots avOpw-= 

Tivos ovyywooKe emeKes. Kal TO py) Mpos TOY vouov adda mpos Tov 
LZ \ ‘ A A , > A A A , a id vopoberny, Kat pu) mpos TOY Adyov GAA Tpos THY Sidvorav Tod voyobérou 

oKkorety, Kal py mpods THY mpa—w AANA mpds THY mpoaipeow, Kal jr) mpds TO 
, > X \ AY i \ cay 2 a > \ Cre > DEN Reese 2 

fepos adda mpos TO OAov, pynde Toids Tis viY, GAG TOlds TLS HY adel 7) @S ETL 
\ , ‘ \ , a ro ” > a A ~ ‘ 

TO ToAV. Kal TO pevnuovevery paddov av emabey ayabav 7) Kakay, Kal 
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ayabav @y erable paddor 7 emoincey, kal TO dvéxerOar adixovpevov. Kat 

TO paddov Adyw €béhew kpiverOa i) Epy@. kal TO eis Siacray paddov i) «is 

dikny Bovhecba iévar 6 yap Suatntis TO emetkes dpa, 6 Sé Suxaorys Tov 

vouov" kal TovTou Evexa Siaitntrs evpeOn, Srws TO emetkes ion. TeEpi pev 

ovy TaY émekav StwpicOw Tov Tpdrov TovTOV. 

In the AZ, M. (ii. 1. 1198 b. 24) emetkea is discussed in con- 
nexion with evyvepoovrn—z.e. among the intellectual efes, in a 

context corresponding to #. WV. vi. 11. 1. 

§ 1. kal émi Td GAda erawodvtes petapepoper dvti tod dyabod| 2. ¢, 1137 a. 35. 

erawodvtes petapepopev TO EmtetKes avTt TOU ayaOov Kal emt ta GAAa— 

‘from men (évdpa roy rovotrov) we transfer the term emeckés to things 

also (perapépopey kai emi ra GAa) as a term of praise instead of the 

term dyafév’—or ‘ we use émekés aS a general term of praise instead 

of ayaéév.. See Grant’s note on this §, and Fritzsche’s note on 

£. NV. viii. 11. 5 for the history of the meanings of émetkys. Derived 
from eixds, it means originally (as in Homer) ‘ meet’ or ‘ suitable ’— 
z.e. in the particular circumstances of a case. Thus in v. 4. 3 the 

emetkys is the morally good man as distinguished from the gaddos 

or bad man; in ix. 6. 2 of émetxeis, the honourable citizens, are op- 

posed to 6 djpos; while, in the present chapter (§ 8), the émtecys or 

equitable man is opposed to the adxpiBodicaos. In all cases the 

‘goodness’ marked by the term émetcés would seem to be that 
which consists in correspondence, as exact as posszble, with given 

conditions, as distinguished from adsolule perfection—r6 dxpiBes. 
A man is émetkns gud moXitns; but it would be a solecism to call 

him émcecxns gud cops: and in Isocrates Helene 209 a. b ro émtetka@s 

dodCeww, ‘to form probable opinions’ (Jebb, A¢fic Oraz. vol. ii. p. 52), 

is opposed to 16 axpiBas emiotacOa, ‘to have an exact knowledge’: 

TOAV kpeirroy eott mepl TOY Xpnoipwr emteckas Sokdlew 7 TEpl Tov axpnaTev 

akpiBas ériatacOa. 

TO Adyw GkoouBoGar| z.¢. if we follow out the logical implication b. 2. 
of the conception émekés. 

# yop Td Sixacoy od aoudatov, 7 Td émerkes ob Sixatov, ei Ado] b. 4. 

The easiest way out of the difficulty involved in these words is to 
omit ov dixaoy with Giphanius, Coraes, and more recent editors. 
Tr and NP omit od dicavov e?, the former having vel enim justum non 
studiosum, vel epiices aliud. Michelet (followed by Fritzsche), 
retaining the words od Sixatov «i Gddo, places the comma after od 

Mm 
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instead of after Sikavov. It is very unsafe, however, to accept as 

final any suggestion which may be offered for the emendation of 

a passage like this consisting of short clauses introduced by 7 and 
et. Such clauses were often omitted by scribes, and often repeated. 

Bywater has perhaps shown proper caution in leaving the text as 

the majority of the MSS. give it. 

§ 2. Sixaiou twds| explained below as rod vopuipou dixaiov. 

§§ 8, 4.] Fritzsche and Jackson compare Plato, Politicus 294 A- 
C; see especially the words—ovkoty advvaroy ed €xew mpos Ta pnderore 

dha ro dia mavtos yryvopevoy amdrodv. Cf. also Rhed. i. 13 quoted 

above in introductory note to this chapter. 

§ 4. airy] ‘Causa unde duplex illud justum exsistat, ostenditur.’ 
Ramsauer. 

ei@us] See Bonitz on Met. Tr. 1004 a. 5—‘ imapyer yap edOds yévn 

éxovra x.r.A. Similem usum adverbii evOis, cf Cat. 12. 14 a. 32, 

An. Pr.i. 16. 36 a.6. Ens et unum, ait, suapte natura, ed6vs, in 

genera quaedam dividuntur.’ 

TovauTy | ddproros Paraph.—z.e. mept fjs ody oldy re dpOas cinetv 

xaOcXov. 

§ 5. tote dp0s exer k.t.A.] Fritzsche aptly compares here hed. 
i, 13. 1374 b. 11 emvetkes TO py mpos Tov vopov adda Tpds Tov vonobEerny 

okorTrety Kal pur) Tpos Tov Adyov GAa mpds THY Sidvoray Tod vopobETov., 

etnev| This is the reading of K> alone. It is to be preferred to 
the etmo of all other MSS. ‘because,’ as Jackson says, ‘it is 

distinctly assumed that the voyo@érns is not present and therefore 
does not pronounce.’ 

§ 6. ob Tod GmAGs BSE GANA TOG Sid 7d Gwhds Gpaptjpatos| 7d 

dmhés dikaoy is justice not qualified in relation to the requirements 
of this or that particular case—the justice of the general rule ; ro 

dia 7d dmAGs dudprnpa is the failure of the general rule, by reason 

of its generality (ia ré dwAds), to meet the requirements of a par- 
ticular case: cf. with the dm\és of this passage the use of dma in 

the sentence quoted from the Politicus 294 C in note on §§ 3, 4, 

b. 11. A rule, in so far as it is general and unqualified, cannot fit 

individual cases, in so far as they are never unqualified, but always 
particularly qualified—advvaroy ed gxew mpos ta pndémore daha 6 dia 

mavtos yryvopevoy dmAovy, 
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I cannot agree with Jackson that duapryparos is suspicious, or 1187 b. 25. 

that the Paraphrast’s dyapravoyros may possibly be the right reading. 

“Audprnpa, I take it, has been carefully selected to mark the concrete 

result (cf. ddicqpatos v. 9. 13) of the application of the general rule. 

Sid. 76 KaOdAou] exactly equivalent to 6:4 1d ardds above. b. 27. 

Wydiopatos] See note on ra Wygioparady v. 7. 1, b. 24. b. 29. 

§ 7. tis AcoBias oikodopias 6 pohtBBwwos kavev| By AeoBia oixo- b. 30. 

Sonia we are to understand ‘Cyclopean building’ in which large 

polygonal stones were employed, and fitted together, as at Tiryns ; 

and the podiBdiwos xavov is to be explained as a flexible piece of 

lead which was first accommodated to the irregular surface of a 

stone already laid in position, and then applied to other stones 

with the view of selecting one of them with irregularities which 

would fit most closely into those of the stone already laid. 

Fritzsche, in his important note here, quotes an authority who 
mentions that a flexible rule is still used at Verona when a wall is 

being built of polygonal stones. 

The parallel between the easy morals for which the Lesbians 

were noted and their podiSdwos xavwv was not likely to escape the 

notice of later littérateurs (see quotations in Zell and Coraes— 
especially from Voyage du jeune Anacharsts en Gréce, t. ii. ch. 3). 
Fritzsche cannot be right when he supposes that ‘ Cyclopean 

building’ was called ‘Lesbian’ because its xavov was flexible like 

the Lesbian morality. 
The form oikodouijs, which all other MSS. apparently give here 

for the oikodSopias of Kb and Pb, came into use later for oixoddépunors 

or oikodopia, If oixodopjs is right here, it is only here that it occurs 

in the Aristotelian corpus. 
Before we pass on, it may be well to notice a fragment of 

Aeschylus which Grant quotes. He merely appends it to a note 

in which the ‘Cyclopean’ explanation of AeoBia oixoSopia is accepted ; 

but it might perhaps be taken to suggest another explanation. 
The fragment is given by Dindorf (7. 72), as from the @adapo- 
mooi, in the following form— 

GAN 6 pév tis AéoBiov harveapare 

kip’ ev Tprywvos exmepawveT@ pvOpois. 

The xdpa or kvpdriov is a moulding on an architrave or elsewhere. 

The Doric xia is a simple hollow; the Lesbian an undulating 

Mm 2 
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137 b.30. moulding, either concave above and convex below (cyma recfa), 

or the reverse (cyma reversa). See Smith’s Dzct. of Ant. article 
cyma. Is it suggested that the podi8dwos cavov had anything to do 

with the Lesézan xipa? 

b.33. §8.] On the Equity of the Roman Law, see Maine’s Anczent 
Law, ch, iii, ‘ Law of Nature and Equity.’ 

CGHAPTER 

ARGUMENT. 

A man cannot act unjustly towards himself either in the general or in 

the special sense ef ackieg uhety- Murder e.g., committed in anger, ts 
unjust in the same general sense in which all other vicious acts forbidden by 
law are unjust. The man who commtts suicide, then, in anger acts unjustly. 

Towards himself? No. Towards the State; for zt zs the State that punishes 
him. Vor can a man act unjustly in the special sense towards himself ; for 

that would mean that the same thing could at once be taken from and given to 

the same person. Unjust treatment implies at least two persons, one of whom 

deliberately makes an ageression on the rights of the other. The same person 
cannot be both aggressor and victim, agent and patient ; and moreover, uf the 
agent of injustice, who must be a voluntary agent, were also the patient, then - 

1B Ta? would Ye a voluntary patient 9 of f injustice, which, as we have shown, 
2s impossible. Further, if we pass in review all the modes in which unjust 
treatment may be received (and it must be recetwed in some particular mode), we 

find no case in which the agent ts also recipient: a man does not commit 

adultery with his own wife, break into his own house, steal his own money—in 
short, injure himself 7x any one of the particular modes in which injury can be 
inflicted. 

The general answer, however, to the question—Can a man inflict injury on 
himself ? is No ; for he cannot voluntarily receive injury. 

To inflict injury and to receive zt are both evil, for both tnvolve a departure 
rom the mean—the agent having too much and the patient too little ; but to tn- 

flict injury is the worse, for tt implies more or less evil in the agent, while 
receiving injury does not involve evil in the patient. Indirectly, of course, the 
reception of injury may lead to consequences which are worse for the patient 
than the infliction of injury is for the agent ; but in itself the znfliction zs 
a greater evil than the reception of injury. 

The view that a man can injure himself owes much of its plausibility 

to a confusion between the self as a whole and a part of the self. Because the 
trrational part may encroach upon the just prerogatives of the rational part of 
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the self, it is thought that a man may act unjustly towards himself. But the 
supremacy of the rational part over the trrational part ts at most only ‘just’ 
zn the metaphorical sense in which we have seen that the rule of the father over 
his child or the master over his slave is ‘just. 

§ 1. wétepoy 8] This chapter (with the exception of §§ 7 and 8) 1138 a. 4. 
is placed by Jackson after § 13 in chapter 9. 

éx tav eipynpevev] Jackson says ‘7.e. from g. §§ 1-13. But 
does not the explanatory clause ra pev yap «.7.A. oblige us to sup- 

pose rather that the reference is to the distinction made in ch. 1. § 8 
\ \ ’ od \ , 4 NEW, ? 

TO pev Sikatov apa TO VOMLLOV Kal TO LOOV!E 

od Kedever darroKtivvdvat EauTov 6 vopos, & Sé py KEdevEL, dmayopevet, | a. 6. 

Jackson’s note here is—‘ od kedever] “ Does not allow,” z.e. forbids. 
Cf. the well-known use of ov« éav as the correlative of ceheverr. The 

words a d€ pn Kedever, amayopever are explanatory of the phrase od 
Kehever. So Victorius, quoted by Cardwell. Eudemus wishes to 

say—‘ What the law ézds is dikavov, what the law forbids is ad:xov.” 
Cf. 1. § 14 mpoorarre: 8 6 vdpos Kai ra Tod avdpeiou Epya Torey, oiov pH 

Neimew thy TaEw . . Opoiws Se kal Ta KaTa Tas GAXas apeTas Kal poxOnpias, 

Ta pev kekevay Ta & amayopevor. Not appreciating this idiomatic use 

of od xeAevw, Grant remarks “the extraordinary assertion is made 
that whatever the law does not command it forbids. We might 
well ask, Did the Athenian law command its citizens to breathe, to 

eat, to sleep, etc.?” This criticism [z.e. Grant's] is endorsed by 
Rassow (Lorschungen, p. 42). I cannot believe that the writer’s 

meaning here is correctly represented by the tautology ‘ What the 

law does not allow it forbids.’ If we understand by vdpos, not 

merely statute law, but custom and fashion, it is absolutely correct 

to say ‘ What vduos does not enjoin it forbids’: see note on of véuo 

ayopevover wept drdvrwy, Vv. 1.13, b. 14. As for the ‘idiomatic use of 

ov Kehevw ’—ovk ea means ‘ forbids’ ; but does od xedever? If excep- 

tion is to be taken to Grant’s remark quoted by Jackson, it is not, 

I think, on the ground of its non-appreciation of the ‘idiomatic use 
of od KeAevo, but because it understands ydpos in too narrow a 

sense—as /aw, not as law and custom. ‘The same error deprives 

Michelet’s note of point—‘Cum apud Graecos leges non juris 
tantum, sed virtutis causa ferrentur, legibus praecepta continebantur, 

quibus magistratus edicebant, quae fieri vellent. Apud nos autem, 

stricto jure inter Romanos jam orto, lex nihil jubet, sed quae fieri 
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nolit, edicit, ita ut contraria Aristoteli jam nunc obtineat regula : 
Quae lex non jubet, permittit. Nor is it necessary, with Acciaiolus, 

to suppose that a d€ pr Kedever dmayopevec applies only to things 

obviously wrong. Custom (fashion, public opinion) forbids the 
most innocent actions, if it does not enjoin them. 

§ 3. 7 Wédts Lyprot] The commentators quote Aeschines, Contra 
Cles. 244 edv tis abrov S:axpnonrat, THY xXeipa THY TovTO mpdgacay xwpis 

Tov gaparos Ganropev, and Plato, Legg. ix. 873. The pollution of the 

city caused by the suicide was probably regarded as the chief part 
of the injury inflicted by his act: other effects would be those noted 

by Mich. Eph.—ka@ 6 dpapetrar tiv wodkw orparnyov } otpoti@tny 4 

TEXVITHY H TWA TOLOvTOV. 

§ 4. ert] In §§ 1-3 the writer has shown that od« Zorw a8tkov 

mpos abvrév, where ddicov = mapdvopov. He now proceeds to show 

that the same is true where dd:cov = ducor. 

Kal’ & GBixos pdvoy 6 d8ixdv] pdvov 6 is the conjecture of Lam- 

binus for the 6 pdvoy of the codd., and is approved by Zell, Ramsauer 

and Bywater. The meaning is—‘ Further, if we take 6 ddu«éy in 

the narrow sense of dd:kos (ddixos pdvov=dyoos or meovextns), and 

not in the wide sense (éAws gaiAos=mapdvopos), it is impossible 
adixjoa €autév.. No MS. apparently gives pdvoy 6, and all, with 

two exceptions, 6 pdvov. The two exceptions are CCC with adios 

6 pev ddixoy, and H@ with décxos 6 ddiucav. An omitted pdvov supplied 

above the line or on the margin might very easily get into the 
wrong place after 6; and would retain that place by suggesting to 

careless scribes and readers that the distinction with which the 
sentence is concerned is not that between the duoos and the mapd- 

vonos, but that between 6 ra dda mpdtrwv and 6 ddicav, as given 
Cree ANCh19:19: 3. 

Toto yap dAdo éxeivou] Mich. Eph. has—rotro yap gyow ado 
oe b , a \ \ 4 ’ ¢. eee) ry 
E€KELVOU TOUTEOTLY TOUTO TO KaTa THvV mAcoveElay aduKov e€TEpPOV EOTLY EKELVOU 

Tov KaOdXov adixou, 

€oTt yap mws . . . wovnpiav| z.e. there is a sense in which the 
aSixos is an offender coordinate with the deadds ¢.g., and not an 

offender generally. *Aéc«‘a in one sense is mAcovegia—a specific 
form of movnpia, just as SeAia, dowria, are specific forms. It has 
however a generic sense also, in which it is equivalent to 6Ay 
Tovnpia, 
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ovdé KaTa tauTyy | KaTa THY MEpLKTY WTLs €aTlW 7m TAEovEEla (Paraph.). 1138 a. 17. 

I prefer Bekker’s punctuation here to Susemihl’s and Bywater’s. 
The words dpa yap x.r.A. are to be taken closely with dar’ odS€ xara 

{i > - 

TavuTny aOoukel. 

a8ixet] Kb has ddicet dv, Can dy be a corruption of airy, which a, 18. 
the sense requires? 

a z 
G.o. yop k.7.X. | see MW. M. 1. 33- 1196 a. 9 GAAG pny 6 aduKay, 7 

> - - ” GU) , ae Oh) ~ ” >» SSN Creek adukel, metov Exet, 6 O adikovpevos, 7) adiKEtTaL, EAaTTOV. Et Apa avTOs avTOV 
> a“ Pen We \ Lek | \ \ > 4 , \ r ” \ 
aduket, evOd€yerar Tov avTov Kata TOv avTov xXpdvoy Kal TAEiov ExELY Kal 

€Xarrov, dA ToT advvatov’ ovK apa evdexeTat avTov avTov aduKety, 

év meloow] ‘implies more than one person’: cf Vv. 3. 4, 5. a. 19. 

§ 5. &r 8... mpdtepoy] ‘The words éxovordy re kai &€k mpoarpévews,’ a, 20. 

says Jackson, ‘are not necessary to the argument. Indeed 16 
adixeiy is not necessarily ék mpoaipéoews : I have therefore translated 

the phrase “voluntary or deliberate, and aggressive.”’ But see 

below, note on 6 yap dire mabe a. 21. 

mpdtepov]| sc. ro ddiceiv Tov ddixeio Oar. a, 21. 

6 yap Sidr. émabe x.7.d.] Jackson’s note here is—‘ od yap apyet 6 
6upa mov, GAN 6 dpyicas 8.§ 9. Does this mean that 6 7d avréd 

dvtiroay Of the present passage and 6 Oyo moor of 8, § g are 

identical? If they are, then the argument is—‘ déckeiy is deliberate 

and aggressive: for the 6vpo mo@v, who does not act deliberately 

and is not an aggressor, ov doxei ddueiv.. This, however, is hardly 

consistent with v. 8. 9. 

rt ein Gy éxdvta dStxetoPar|—which has been shown to be a. 23. 

impossible ch. g. §§ 1-6. Ramsauer asks—‘ quid hoc post verba 

dduxeirar 8 ovbeis éxwv, vs. 12?’ Surely because it helps to prove 

the conclusion—that the ad«év gud auoos cannot injure himself. 

In § 3 it helped to prove another conclusion—that the adiucav gud 

mapdvopos cannot injure himself. 

§ 6. mpds Sé toUTo1s| ‘If, instead of arguing from our conception a, 24, 
of ddiia, we examine special cases of it, we come to the same 

conclusion’ (Jackson). To doxrwyiva éavrdv, already discussed in 
§§ 2 and 3, is, of course one of ra kara pépos adicnyara, but it does 

not stand in the same position as the déi«jpara mentioned in this §. 
As soon as they are mentioned, we see that they are not cases of 
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1138 a, 24. 7d ddicetv €avtdy. But 16 droxrwviva éautdv looks, at first sight, like 

a case of 1d ddikeiy éavrév, and it is only the reflection—y wérus 

¢npuoi—which makes us aware that it is not. The difference 

between the adunyara of the present section and those of which 76 

droxtwvivat éautév in §§ 2 and 3 is an example is that marked in 
LRhet. i. 13. 1373 b. 18 mpds obs S€ Simprorar [ra Sikaa kat ra abdKa] 

dix Gs Sidpictac* 7) yap mpos TO kowwdv 7) Mpos eva TeV KoLV@vorYTav, a Set 

mpatrew Kal pn mpatrew. 610 kal radicnpata Kat Ta Sikatwpata diyos 

€oTv adckeiy Kal Sikavorpayeiv* 7) yap mpos éva kal wpiopévoy i) mpos TO 

Kooy’ 6 yap porxevav kal TUmT@v adikel TWA TOY wpiopevoy, 6 bé py 

orparevdpevos TO kowdv, ‘Thus 6 opdrroy éavréy injures rd xowdy by 

depriving it of a soldier. Similarly, the axé\acros or dowtos who, 

at first sight, might seem to injure himself, really injures the State 

by depriving it of the services which health or wealth enables a 
citizen to render. The potyedov, on the other hand, is regarded 

rather as injuring an individual. JI therefore understand the 
present § (6) to contain another argument to show that the dé:Kcev 

gud aoos cannot injure himself—cannot treat himself as another 

individual whose ‘fair share’ he encroaches upon. ‘The argu- 

ments to show that he cannot injure himself gud mapavopyos were 
concluded in § 3. 

The writer of the J. 47. would seem to have these two 
classes of adunpata—ra mpos To kowdy and ra mpos eva—in his 

mind. His words are (i. 33. 1195 b. 35)—aAN’ tsas evradéa 

maw amopnoeey ay tis, apa ye evdexerar avtov avTov ddiKeiy; ek pev 

67) Tov adkpatovs ckoTrouper@ Eoixey evdexerOar. Kal mad ovT@s. «4 

yap & 6 voépos mpatrew tarrer, TaiTd eotiv Sikata, 6 py TpaTTwy Tavira 

adtxet? Kal ei mpos Ov KeAever TMpatTEW, mpds TodTOV Ei pr MpaTTEL, TOUTOY 

adixei, 6 S€ vdpos Kedever Ta@ppova eivat, ovoiay KexTHTOa, THpaTos emipe- 

Neto Oar, kal TaAXA Ta ToOLAUTa, 6 apa TadTa pH TpaTT@v adiKei avTov, eis 

ovéva yap GddAov Tov ToLovT@Y adiKnudT@v 7 avadopa eativ—ddAha pH 

mote TavTa ovK adnOn fv, ovd evdexerar avrov abdiceiy adtév. Tov yap 

avrov otk évdéxerat Kata Tov aiTov xpdvoy meiov Exew Kal EAaTToV, OVS 

éxdvta Gua kal dkovra’ adda py 6 adikav, 7 adiKel, mAciov exer, 6 © 

adixovpevos, 7 adikeirat, CAatrov. i dpa avTos avTov aduiKei, evdexerar TOY 

avTov KaTad Tov avTov xpdvoy Kal metov Exew Kal €AatTov. — dAda ToiT 

advvatov’ ovk dpa evdexerat adtov avtdv ddixety, —Ere 6 pev adixav Exav adixel, 

6 d€ adikovpevos akwv aduceirar, Bote ei evdexerar avtov avrov ddukeiy, 

evdexo.r’ dy da Kal dxovoiws Kal Exovcias mpatrew tu Todto dé advvarov" 
> aA 79? o > , SiN cay > a a 7 2 > 

ovk dpa ovd ovtws evdéyerat aiTov avTov adiKeiv—ere et Tis AapBavor éx 
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-~ A , > , > Aa 

TOY Kata pepos adiKnudtev. adiKovor yap mavTes ror mapakatabyKny 1138 a. 24. 
> n~ aA 7 aA > cal 

droorepodvtes 7) poorxevovtes 7) KAEmTOVTES fF TL GAAO TOY KaTa pépos 
10. , Aa = 0) a de , > A « A , 

ddunpdrev mowidvres’ ovdels Sé€ mamore adtds abtoy mapakatabykny 
? , >\? > , \ e ~ ~ >Q> + SEEAN ‘ 
areotépnoev, ovd epuolxevoev THY EavToU yuvaika, ovd exAeYev adtos Ta 
c A. a fF A ‘4 > cal 2 cal , > , 4 ‘ ‘ éavtov' Sore ei Td pev adikeiv ev Tois Tovovtots eoTiv, TovT@y de pnOev 
2 , A cae a 3 x > , CY E) ~ 
evdexerat m™pos QUTOVY TFOLELY, OUK ay evdéxo.To QuTOV GOuKeiv, 

dws x.t.A.] ‘But indeed the question of ro €avroy ddiceiv as a a. 26, 
whole (ze. whether we understand déixeiy as mapavopety or as 
mAeovextev) is answered by reference to the definition of ddieiy 
(ch. 9. §§ 4, 5), Which enabled us to answer the question of 76 

Exovoiws adiKxeto Oat, 

Fritzsche has the following note on the words édas de. . . ads- 

xeicGa.—‘ Eadem et sententia est et verba eadem quae p. 1136 b. 23 

(coll. p. 1136 b. 3-4) leguntur. Quae si ab eodem scriptore 
posita esse credimus, magnam habent offensionem, eadem si ab 

alio Peripatetico (h. e. Eudemo) in simili disputatione adhibita esse 
sumimus, explicationem habent facilem.’ Fritzsche’s view is that 
the Fifth Book was written by Aristotle, with the exception of this 

eleventh chapter, which comes from the lost book of Eudemus cept 

dixavoovvns (see Fritzsche, Prolegomena, p. xlvi). 

§§ 7, 8.] Jackson places these sections, ‘which have obviously a. 28. 
nothing to do with the dmopia raised in ch. 9,’ after ch. 5, § 18. 

See his Jntroduction, p. xvi. Ramsauer suggests the same locus 

for them. The writer of the JZ. AZ, passes on (i. 33. 1196 a. 25) 
immediately from a discussion parallel to that in ch. 11, §§ 1-6, to 

the subject dealt with in § 9. 

§ 7. Kal domep .. . yupvaotixy| These words are probably a note a. 30. 

from the margin. As they stand, they have no grammatical con- 

nexion with the context. A ‘codex perantiquus’ referred to by 

Lambinus seems to have patched up a connexion by émep exer Somep 

iyewvv k.r.d, Rassow (Forsch. p. 77) supplies after p<oou the words 
A ‘ Lal vA 

ro O€ Suxavompayety pecor, 

xeipov 73 ddixety] The commentators refer to Plato, Gorgias a. 31. 

443 A and 509 C. 

kaktas ¥ THs TeAelas Kal Gmhds H éyyts|] The distinction is not, a. 33. 

as the Paraph. (in an alternative explanation) says, that between 

4 xabddov ddixia and 4 pepixy, but (as the parenthesis after eyyis 
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1138 a.33. shows clearly) that between the wd6y which give rise to the 

db. 7. 

b. 

. 5. 

. 8. 

10. 

voluntary and reprehensible, but not deliberate, acts of the Aupé 

moa, and the és mpoaperixn of the poxOnpds (see ch. 8, §§ 8-11). 

Michael Ephesius is right—Aéyeor kakiay dad@s Thy pera mpoapéecews 

dre TO éxovatoy exel, auveyyus dé tiv diya mpoapecews . . . SidTe ovddE 

pera mpoaipécews Tay Exovotor" of yap dpyiCopevot ws Eime mpdrepor ExdvTes 

mpdtrovaw ov pny ek mpoapecews. The expression rteAcia xakia, = 7 

pera mpoarpéoews, is, however, misleading, for it suggests (as Ram- 

sauer points out) the 6dy Kaxia which is opposed to 7 redela dpern at 
the end of the first chapter of this Book. 

§ 8. GAN oddev peder TH TExvN| Science takes no account of ra 
kara oupSeBnxés. It is concerned either with ra dvayxaia, or with ra 

@s emi TO mov, 

§ 9.] For ‘justice and injustice as between the parts of the soul’ 
the commentators refer to Plato, Rep. 432 A, 441 A, 443 C. The 

writer seems to warn his readers against what he conceives to be 

the misleading tendency of such a presentation of justice as we 

have it in the Republic. Metaphorically we can speak of justice 

and injustice Jefween the parts of the soul. But this is no good 

reason for affirming that a man can be unjust zx the strict sense 

to himself. 

od Tv S€ BSixatov GANG TS SeorrotiKdv H TS oikovopiKdy| 7.¢. NOt ro 

moXttikov dikatcov as well as ro Seomotixov and the other forms dis- 

tinguished in ch. 6, but the other forms exclustve of 16 modertxor. 
Thus the writer of the JZ A/. begins his parallel passage (i. 33. 
1196 a. 25) with the words—od 76 ye modurixdy ddiknua GAXG Td oiko- 

vouxov, Stahr translates—‘ Doch gilt das nicht von der Gerechtig- 

keit in ihrem ganzen Umfange, sondern nur von derjenigen, wie 

sie der Herr gegen den Sklaven, der Hausvater gegen die Familie 
iibt.’ 

év tovTos yap Tots Adyous| This must surely mean ‘the theories 
in question ’—z.e. the Platonic and other theories which speak 

of justice and injustice subsisting between the parts of the soul. 
But Mich. Eph. has éy Adyou exer 6 SovAos mpds Seomdrny Tov avrov Kat 

TO GAoyov pépos ths Wuxns mpos TO AoyiCdpevov, TovavTnv yap SveoTyKe 

tadra didoracw am’ addAnov ws eivar TO pev Gpxov TO Se dpxopevov—Z. e. 

he apparently takes év rovros trois Adyors aS Meaning ‘in this ratio.’ 

Bdérover| dat. 
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Soxet] They think that the man, as a whole, can injure himself, 1138 b. 10. 

because one part of his soul can have its desire thwarted by the 
other part. They think that there subsists between these parts 

a sort of justice like that between ruler and subject. Justice, how- 

ever, is between persons ois kai véuos mpos abrovs (v. 6. 4), and ‘ parts 

are not persons,’ as Peters (p. 179) well puts it. A theory of justice 
which forgets this is as misleading as a theory of voluntary action 

which fails to recognise 7 6An vx7—the organic unity behind the 

struggle of the ‘parts’: see £.£. ii. 8. 1224 b. 21 (quoted by 
Jackson)—éore 16 pev Big exarepoy pavar movetv Exe Adyov, Kai Sia THY 

dpeEw Kai dua Tov Aoyiopov ExdTEpoy Gkovra Tote MpdTTELy” KexXwplopEva yap 

dvra éxdtepa exkpoverar im GAAnAwy, Oey Kal emi thy Any petaepovae 

uyny, dre rev ev uxh TL TowvTov époow. Emi pev ody TOY popioy 

évdéxerar ToiTo Aéyew* 7 & GAN Exodca Yuxy Kai TOU akpatovs Kal TOU 

éykparois mparret, Big 8 ovSérepos, GANG TeV ev exeivois TL, émet Kal uTeL 

dudorepa €xopev. 

Stu év TovTos| Jackson brackets ev, 

Tas Eautav épégets| 7z.¢. the dpéters of the several pépy. The épegis b. 11. 

of the Adyov Zyov pépos may be thwarted by the doyov pépos, and vice 

versa. ‘An dpeés is loosely and xara perapopdy attributed to the 

Aéyov €xov’ (Jackson). 

&pxovte kat dpxopevw] The editors quote Pol. A. 5. 1260 a. 5 ev b. 12. 

rauty [2.é. TH Wuxi] yap ore pices rd pév apxov 7d 0 apxopevoy, ay 

érépav spapév civat dpetny, otov Tod Adyov ExovTos Kai Tov ddoyov. 

§ 10. trav 7OKav] Rassow (Forsch. p. 62) omits ray with L? and b. 13. 
Mb [and NC.]. 

END OF VOL. I. 
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